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OPENING
CEREMONY

Dear Participants,
Distinguished Members of the Scientific Committee,
Respected Professors, Research Advisors, Fellows and PhD Students,
Dear Ladies and Gentleman,
We are delighted to have you here to participate and share in the 4thInternational
Scientific Conference Geobalcanica 2018, held in the Ohrid, town called “Balkan
Jerusalem”.
Thank you for yours coming and for you’re traveling efforts. That many of you, travel
long distances, serves to remind us all, just how important our work is.
These 2 days, the Ohrid is a place where new connections will be made from various
fields of geography. This will be a special occasion to meet, listen, discuss and share
information, in order to improve our geographical work, strongly inspired by one of the
oldest and most beautiful European lakes.
We are pleased to say, that this year we are hosting almost 100 participants from 14
countries worldwide. I would like to thank each and every one of them: Albania, Bulgaria,
Canada, Croatia, Germany, Greece, Macedonia, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey.
Our goal has been achieved, since we have almost 100 accepted abstracts from 14
countries. Most of them submitted full papers, which cover scientific work from physical
and socio-economic geographical topics and also applicative geographical disciplines
such as Cartography, GIS and Spatial Planning.
Furthermore, I want to thank the Members of the Organizing committee and the 20
Scientific Committee members which have been chosen from reputable scientific
institutions from19 European Countries.
First of alI I want to say great thank you to Mr. Aleksandar Todorov, Head of Here
technologies for Bulgaria for General sponsorship of the conference.
I would also like to acknowledge our conference supporters: EUROGEO-European
Association of Geographers, Faculty for Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Ss Cyril and
Methodius University in Skopje and Macedonian Geographical Society.
For the past year we have gained priceless experience which has resulted in the initiation
of the international scientific journal Acta Geobalcanica with 4 years and 7 published
issues until now.
Now, I would like to officially open the International Scientific Conference 4th
Geobalcanica conference 2018. We wish this conference to provide you with a forum to
exchange scientific ideas, inspire new research and result in new contacts for closer cooperation in the field of geography.
And before I handover to Svemir Gorin, Conference opening Moderator,
I would like to say once more on the behalf of the Geobalcanica organizing
committee, Welcome. It’s a pleasure to see so many of you here.

Thank you,
President of the Organizing Committee
Ivan Radevski, Ph.D.

Dear participants, dear guests,
This is great pleasure for me to welcome all of you here in Ohrid. Already the 4th
Geobalcanica is opening, and it is pleasant to note that the conference remains attractive
for participants from different countries. Our discussion will cover wide spectrum of
domains, from fundamental geographic science to field investigations, and from
educational aspects to experimental and case studies. This is really significant feature of
the conference, as it is an ability to meet face-to-face experts from almost all subdomains
of earth sciences. I have to express gratitude to the organizing committee members, as
they spent great efforts to prepare our meeting and to make preparation process maximally
comfortable for participants. I appreciate also all of participants and guests who allocated
the time to visit our conference and to make it so friendly and informative. I wish all of
you to do productive work, to provide exiting discussions and to establish substantial
long-going professional contacts and collaborations during these days. Welcome all in
sunny Macedonia, and please have a good time spending.
Evgeny Panidi, PhD
Department of Cartography and
Geoinformatics
Saint Petersburg State University
Russia

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a pleasure for me to be here. As someone who attended last year, I am enthusiastic
to present my observations regarding this year’s topics, which are very fascinating.
Subjects such as floods, droughts, lightning, and hailstorms, meteorological and
hydrological modelling as well as geotourism, immigration, geographical information
system and … will be discussed. There is an excellent opportunity to share our knowledge
and experience. We must take advantage of this educational environment. The majority
of topics are oriented toward natural hazard, which as you know cannot be avoided,
however together perhaps we can come up with strategies to prevent them from becoming
disasters. Your participation is greatly appreciated. I also wish to thank everyone who
contributed to the organization of this conference.

Vahid Ikani, PhD
Département de Géomatique Appliquée
Université De Sherbrooke,
Canada
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UDC: 551.508.951:551.583.13(497..521.2)

Mladen Maradin
Anita Filipčić
Department of Geography, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb, Croatia

ABSTRACT
The urban heat island (UHI) marks an area of higher temperature in the city compared to
the non-urban surroundings. It is mostly caused by thermal properties of urban materials
that easily absorb heat, but there are many other factors contributing to it. The UHI
intensity is defined as the difference in spatially averaged temperature between urban area
and non-urban surroundings. In the annual course UHI intensity is most pronounced in
the cold part of the year. UHI intensity analyses was carried out using the data of seven
meteorological and climatological stations in the city of Zagreb and surrounding area.
The period of analyses was 1995-2014, which is the longest time series available for all
stations. UHI intensity in the city of Zagreb was determined using average, minimum and
maximum daily temperatures for summer and winter season. Additionally, the analyses
for July and January, the warmest and coldest months in annual course of temperature
respectively, were carried out. The occurrence of UHI intensity was also analysed since
it was expected that differences in temperature would be highest in winter and in January.
Higher temperatures in the stations in the city compared to the non-urban surroundings,
especially in the cold part of the year, confirms the existence of a UHI. The variations
and its causes in UHI intensity between different parts of the city of Zagreb was
researched in the paper. Also, the impact of UHI on the increase of temperature in Zagreb
was determined, where the highest temperature increase is expected in the stations in the
city center.
Keywords: urban heat island, UHI intensity, daily temperature, Zagreb
INTRODUCTION
The urban heat island (UHI) marks an area of higher temperature in the city compared to
the non-urban surroundings that has been confirmed by many studies [1], [2], [3] and [4].
There are number of factors that contributing to the UHI, but the most important are urban
materials, anthropogenic heat (heating, industry, cars) and atmospheric pollution [5]. The
UHI is also result of multiple reflection of short wave radiation within street canyons,
decrease of albedo of urban surfaces, decrease of total turbulent heat transport due to wind
speed reduction in the urban areas that result in altered energy balance that lead to a
positive thermal anomaly [6].
The UHI intensity is defined as difference in spatially averaged temperature between
urban area and non-urban surroundings [2], [4], [7] and [8]. It depends on several factors
– size of the city, topography, features of the surface [5]. Part of a day or a season have a
great impact on UHI intensity, since the phenomenon is strong over a night and in winter
[7], [9] and [10]. The synoptic conditions also make great impact; when the atmosphere
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is cloudless and there are light winds conditions, the UHI intensity is strong [7] and [11].
Therefore, strong UHI can develop under anticyclone conditions with clear skies and calm
weather without precipitation, while cyclone conditions allow the development of weak
UHI or even prevent their formation [8]. Finally, the emission of anthropogenic heat
affects the UHI intensity but its impact is weaker and it depends on the season [7].
There are lots of researches that deals with UHI, but they are not homogeneous in time
and space, and the results must be compared with a caution due to different methods and
techniques used [8]. Most studies cover short periods of time [1], and deal with detecting
the UHI itself or study its relationship to other meteorological parameters. An overview
of UHI studies in the Europe in last two decades were given by Santamouris [12].
There are papers that deals with temperature time series analyses for Zagreb and some of
them indicate the existence of UHI phenomenon in Zagreb. Some of this papers are [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and [21]. In most studies the UHI phenomenon in
Zagreb were detected using just few stations and short time series or were studied in
relation to climate change impact.
The aim of this paper is to determine existence and intensity of UHI in Zagreb using
available data from meteorological stations in the city and its non-urban surrounding.
Average, average minimum and average maximum temperatures for the summer and
winter season, as well as July and January will be analysed.
DATA AND METHODS
In order to analyse the urban heat island intensity of Zagreb, the data for seven
meteorological or climatological stations in the Zagreb urban area and its surroundings
were used (tab. 1, fig. 1).
Table 1. Geographical features of researched meteorological stations

station
Zagreb – airport
Zagreb – Botinec
Zagreb – Grič
Zagreb– Maksimir
Zagreb – Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

lon
16°04' E
15°57' E
15°59' E
16°02' E
16°00' E
15°58' E
15°47' E

lat
45°44' N
45°45' N
45°49' N
45°49' N
45°50' N
45°55' N
45°51' N

alt (m)
106
116
157
123
220
988
133

local climate zone
Low plants
Sparsely built
Compact midrise
Low plants/Large low-rise
Open low-rise
Dense trees
Low plants

In order to include all available stations in the Zagreb city area in analyses the 20-year
period (1995-2014) was used. The reason for the chosen period is the duration of
measurement on the stations used. The measurement at Šibice station has started at July
1995 and at Zagreb-Botinec station measurement has ended in 2015. Although the period
is considerably shorter than recommended 30-year period, it is long enough since the
temperature is not as variable as some other climatic elements.
The environment in which the analysed stations are located were described using the
Local Climate Zone (LCZ) approach, that is proposed by Stewart and Oke [22] (tab. 1).
The main disadvantage of the spatial distribution of the stations for the UHI intensity
analyses is that there is no station in dense built city center. Zagreb-Grič is the station that
is situated closest to city center, but there are several reasons why even higher temperature
can be expected in that part of the city. This station is of historical significance
(uninterrupted measurements from 1862), but the thermometer of this station is at the
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height of first floor (significantly higher than 2 m) and it is oriented toward north [34].
Also, the courtyard where the station is placed is oriented toward nearby park. Therefore,
the lower temperatures in this stations can be expected than classification within Compact
midrise can suggest. Furthermore, the Zagreb-Grič station is situated on the higher part
of the city (Upper town) that is about 30 meters higher then densely build part of city
center (Lower city). If there were station in the Lower city of Zagreb the higher
temperatures would be measured that would result in stronger UHI intensity, than it is
determined in by this research.

Figure 1. Geographical distribution of the researched meteorological stations.
Orange color mark the built-up areas.

The dual LCZ classification of the Zagreb-Maksimir station as Low plants/Large low-rise
has to be explained. Although the station is mostly surrounded by the low plants, on the
western side of that station there are small industrial area and in 1993 the additional tennis
court has been built near the measuring field [23], that has influenced on the
representativeness of the measured data in research period. Therefore, the temperatures
in that station can be somewhat higher than the proposed local climatic zone can suggest.
Also, all analysed stations are meteorological stations, so the data are measured for the
purpose of weather forecast and not for determination of the UHI, but in lack of other
meteorological data, the data from existing stations were used.
The average, average minimum and average maximum temperatures were used to analyse
UHI intensity. The data were obtained from Croatian Meteorological and Hydrological
Service in Zagreb. There were missing data in the data series – Šibice (January-June
1995), Zagreb-Rim (March and April 2010), Zagreb-Botinec (October 2002 – average
temperature), Šibice (June 2013 – maximum temperature and September 2014 –
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minimum temperature). The missing data were interpolated using the data of nearest
station (Zagreb-Grič). Thereby the formula Bi = Ai + 1/n ∑ (Bj – Aj) was used, where the
Bi is missing monthly average, the Ai monthly average of nearest station for the same
month and Bj – Aj are differences of all available pairs of data for both stations.
UHI intensity is difference between the temperature of city center and their less built-up
surroundings [12]. Therefore, to analyse the UHI intensity the differences, ΔTu-r = Tu – Tr
(where Tu is temperature of urban area and Tr is temperature of rural area) has to be
calculated. Ideally, an urban heat island is the temperature of a given location in the city
subtracted from the temperature that would be measured at that same location without the
presence of the city. Since such a measurement is not possible, the UHI intensity can be
approximated by calculating the simultaneous temperature difference between an urban
center and any nearby rural location with similar geographic features. This method is used
for determining the intensity and detailed features of the heat island, but the results
obtained by that way must be compared to other researches with caution [2]. The
statistical significance of the differences was tested by the Student’s paired t-test. The
significance of the trends was determined by Mann-Kendal trend test. Both significances
were calculated for α = 0,05.
To determine the UHI existence and intensity differences for average, average minimum
and average maximum temperature were calculated. Since the effects of urban heat island
are easily detectible at minimum temperatures [5] the differences were calculated for
warmest and coldest seasons and months – summer and winter; and July and January.
Greater differences in winter and January would confirm existence of UHI.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Features of urban heat island in Zagreb
The annual course of temperatures (average, average minimum and average maximum)
of all researched stations has minimum in January and maximum in July (fig. 2). It is
continentally influenced annual course typical for mid-latitude. Only exception is the
annual course of average maximum temperature in Puntijarka that has maximum in
August rather than in July. The comparison of annual course of average minimum and
average maximum temperature (fig. 2) indicate that deviations are more pronounced in
the case of minimum temperature that confirms existence of UHI.
As it is expected the highest average annual temperature has been obtained for the ZagrebGrič station that is situated in city center (tab. 2). The average annual temperatures of the
other stations are lower. Significantly lower temperature in Puntijarka is the result of high
altitude of that station (tab. 1). The same goes for average minimum temperature. The
average maximum temperature is highest in the Zagreb-Botinec station, which is situated
in rural surrounding of the Zagreb (Sparsely built LCZ). Temperatures in this station is
also higher than in nearby Zagreb-airport station that has similar surroundings.
To detect the UHI intensity the average minimum temperatures are more relevant, so the
Zagreb-Grič station could be good representative of the station in the city center. This can
be additionally confirmed by calculating mutual differences of the stations average
(minimum and maximum) annual temperatures (tab. 3). Differences are similar for the
average annual and average minimum temperatures. Differences have highest value for
the Zagreb-Grič and then for Zagreb-Rim station. Stations located further away from city
center and in sparsely built environments have lover values of differences (ZagrebBotinec, Zagreb-Maksimir, Zagreb-airport). The lowest differences are obtained for the
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Šibice and Puntijarka, stations in rural surroundings of Zagreb. The values of the average
minimum temperature differences are higher than a differences of average temperatures,
that confirms the fact that the UHI intensity is more pronounced for the minimum
temperatures. Also, almost all differences of the average minimum temperatures (except
Zagreb-Maksimir and Zagreb-Botinec), in contrast of differences of average maximum
temperatures, are statistically significant (tab. 3), proving that minimum temperatures are
good indicator of UHI intensity.

Figure 2. Annual course of average (A), average minimum
(B) and average maximum (C) temperature in Zagreb, 1995 – 2014
Table 2. Average, average minimum, average maximum annual temperature
for meteorological stations in Zagreb, 1995–2014 (°C)

ZG - airport
ZG - Botinec
ZG - Grič
ZG - Maksimir
ZG - Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

ave. temp.
11.5
12.0
12.8
11.8
12.1
7.2
10.9

ave. min. temp.
6.4
7.5
9.0
7.1
8.2
4.4
5.8

ave. max. temp.
16.9
17.3
17.0
16.9
16.3
10.8
16.7
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Table 3. Mutual differences of average (A), average minimum (B) and average
maximum (C) annual temperature for meteorological stations in Zagreb for 1995-2014 period (°C)
(A)

average
ZG-airport
ZG-Bot.
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maks.
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

ZG-airport
~
-0.5*
-1.3*
-0.3
-0.6*
4.3*
0.5*

ZG-Bot.
0.5*
~
-0.8*
0.2
-0.1
4.8*
1.0*

ZG-Grič
1.3*
0.8*
~
1.0*
0.6*
5.5*
1.8*

ave. min.
ZG-airport
ZG-Bot.
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maks.
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

ZG-airport
~
-1.1*
-2.6*
-0.7*
-1.8*
2.0*
0.6*

ZG-Bot.
1.1*
~
-1.5*
0.4
-0.7*
3.1*
1.8*

ZG-Grič
2.6*
1.5*
~
2.0*
0.9*
4.6*
3.3*

Šibice
-0.5*
-1.0*
-1.8*
-0.8*
-1.2*
3.7*
~

ZG-Maks.
0.3
-0.2
-1.0*
~
-0.4
4.5*
0.8*

ZG-Rim
0.6*
0.1
-0.6*
0.4
~
4.9*
1.2*

Puntijarka
-4.3*
-4.8*
-5.5*
-4.5*
-4.9*
~
-3.7*

ZG-Maks.
0.7*
-0.4
-2.0*
~
-1.1*
2.6*
1.3*

ZG-Rim
1.8*
0.7*
-0.9*
1.1*
~
3.8*
2.4*

Puntijarka
-2.0*
-3.1*
-4.6*
-2.6*
-3.8*
~
-1.3*

Šibice
-0.6*
-1.8*
-3.3*
-1.3*
-2.4*
1.3*
~

ZG-Maks.
0.0
-0.5
-0.2
~
0.5
6.1*
0.1

ZG-Rim
-0.5
-1.0*
-0.7*
-0.5
~
5.5*
-0.4

Puntijarka
-6.1*
-6.5*
-6.2*
-6.1*
-5.5*
~
-5.9*

Šibice
-0.1
-0.6
-0.3
-0.1
0.4
5.9*
~

(B)

(C)

ave. max.
ZG-airport
ZG-Bot.
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maks.
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

ZG-airport
~
-0.5
-0.2
0.0
0.5
6.1*
0.1

ZG-Bot.
0.5
~
0.3
0.5
1.0*
6.5*
0.6

ZG-Grič
0.2
-0.3
~
0.2
0.7*
6.2*
0.3

*significant at level α = 0,05

Analyses of annual average maximum temperatures differences gives rather different
result. The differences are highest for the Zagreb-Botinec station, which is expected since
this station has highest average maximum annual temperature. The annual average
maximum temperature for the Zagreb-Grič is for 0,3 °C lower than in Zagreb-Botinec,
but the difference is not statistically significant. Differences of annual average maximum
temperatures is similar for the Zagreb-Maksimir and Zagreb-airport station. That can be
caused by influence of uniformly warming of the Sava valley area in the period of
maximum temperatures. The Zagreb-Botinec is also located in the Sava valley, but in that
station average maximum temperatures are significantly higher, that could indicate that
additional microclimate factors influence the warming of the station. Other stations are
on the higher elevation or are more distant form the city so the temperatures are lower
and therefore the UHI effect is reduced. The highest station in the urban area is Zagreb-
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Rim and that is the cause of relatively low temperatures despite the UHI effect. The
average maximum temperature measured in Zagreb-Rim is lower than in Šibice station.
Urban heat island intensity
UHI intensity is calculated using season (summer and winter) and monthly (January and
July) average temperatures (tab 4.). Generally, the UHI intensity is stronger in winter and
January than in summer and July. The exception is Puntijarka where the UHI intensity is
stronger in summer and winter. This is due to synoptic situation that is common for the
Zagreb during the winter. Zagreb is located in Sava valley, where the temperature
inversion is usual in winter months. Low clod cover and fog block the Sun radiation in
the city center while the Puntijarka on the sunward slopes of the Medvednica has more
clear sky and receive more Sun radiation. Therefore, the difference of the temperatures
between Puntijarka and Zagreb-Grič is larger in summer than in winter.
Table 4. UHI intensity based on average (A), average minimum (B) and average maximum (C)
temperatures in summer, winter, July and January in Zagreb for 1995-2014 period (°C).
(A)

average
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

summer
-0.9
-0.3
-0.8
-0.6
-6.2
-1.7

ave. min.
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

summer
-2.6
-1.2
-2.0
-0.8
-4.9
-3.3

ave. max.
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

summer
-0.1
1.0
-0.2
-0.8
-7.4
-0.4

winter
-1.7
-1.3
-1.2
-0.7
-4.5
-2.0

July
-0.9
-0.3
-0.8
-0.6
-6.3
-1.8

January
-1.7
-1.3
-1.1
-0.6
-4.0
-1.8

July
-2.6
-1.2
-2.0
-0.8
-4.9
-3.4

January
-2.6
-1.8
-1.8
-0.9
-3.9
-3.0

July
-0.2
0.9
-0.4
-0.9
-7.5
-0.6

January
-0.8
-0.7
-0.5
-0.7
-4.3
-0.6

(B)

winter
-2.8
-1.9
-1.9
-0.9
-4.2
-3.3
(C)

winter
-0.6
-0.6
-0.4
-0.7
-4.7
-0.5

In the winter and January, according to the calculated UHI intensity, the warmest stations
are, after Zagreb-Grič; Zagreb-Rim, Zagreb-Maksimir and Zagreb-airport. Temperatures
decrease proportionally with the distance from the city center, but the impact of the
different station surroundings has to be taken into account. Šibice station, that are far
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away from the direct influence of UHI effect, has the lowest temperature (except the
Puntijarka station). In the case of average maximum temperature, the Zagreb-Maksimir
is warmest station (after the Zagreb-Grič), but the values of UHI intensity are not that
pronounced as for average and average minimum temperatures. This is to be expected
since the maximum temperature is not best indicator of UHI intensity.
During the summer and July, the warmest station besides the Zagreb-Grič station is
Zagreb-Botinec, and then Zagreb-Rim or Zagreb-airport, Zagreb-Maksimir and Šibice for
the average and average maximum temperatures. Zagreb-Botinec has highest average
maximum temperatures, even higher than Zagreb-Grič station.
The values of UHI intensity are highest for the average minimum temperatures (tab. 4).
Furthermore, values of average minimum temperatures are similar for the all observed
seasons and months, that confirms that at the minimum temperatures the UHI effect is
most easily detected. For the average and average maximum temperatures the UHI
intensity is stronger in winter and January than in summer and July.
If stations in the urban and semiurban area of the city of Zagreb are analysed (i.e. without
stations Puntijarka and Šibice) then the maximum of UHI intensity in the annual course
is up to 2,8 °C. This is similar to the results obtained in the related studies of similar cities
[1], [3] and [5], but less than value that can be estimated using formula for UHI intensity
in European cities [24]. Due to the mentioned disadvantages in the distribution of the
stations the potential UHI intensity in Zagreb is expected to be larger. Further researches
are necessary as well as placement of net of automatic meteorological stations for more
detailed analyses of UHI intensity in Zagreb. This future measurement could show that
the temperatures in the city center of Zagreb could be higher than those measured in
Zagreb-Grič so far. Therefore, the UHI intensity in Zagreb could have higher values, but
that remain to be determined in future researches.
Trend analyses of temperature change
UHI intensity depends on features of local climates zones where the particular station is
located. Any changes in nearby surroundings can lead to changes in temperature features,
i.e. increase or, more rarely, decrease of temperature. Therefore, the trend analyses of the
20-years period for the researched stations were carried out (tab. 5). These changes could
indicate the changes in the surroundings of the stations, but the general climate change
(rise in temperature), independent from the microclimatic variations, must be taken into
account.
There is general trend of temperature increase in Zagreb in the second half of 20th century
[19], [20], [21]. Statistically significant increase in temperature has been determined for
most of the annual, summer and July values of average, average minimum and average
maximum temperatures. None of the winter and January increase in temperature were
statistically significant. Lowest trend of rise in temperature has the stations outside of the
city of Zagreb – Šibice and Puntijarka. Increase of temperature is relatively small in
Zagreb-Rim, while other stations within the Zagreb city area have larger trend of increase
of temperature than mentioned stations. The decrease of average maximum temperature
in winter were determined only for Puntijarka station and it is not significant.
The highest increase in average maximum temperature is determined for the ZagrebBotinec station for the annual values, summer and July (tab. 5). These increases are
statistically significant. Such high value of temperature increase trend can explain the
high temperature in this station in the summer and July. Since other stations have lower
trends of temperature increase, increase in Zagreb-Botinec station can be caused by
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changes in microclimate features of the station surroundings. Changes in land use may
significantly impact energy balance of the atmosphere and can lead to warming especially
in warm part of the year. Since the station is surrounded by the agriculture areas such
changes can be the cause. To confirm this assumption further analyses of land use change
for this station has to be carried out.
Table 5. Trend slopes of average (A), average minimum (B) and average maximum (C) temperatures for
meteorological stations in Zagreb for 1995-2014 (°C/year)
(A)

average
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

annual
0.06575*
0.09279*
0.07489*
0.07287*
0.05951*
0.05899*
0.06790*

summer
0.07055*
0.10922*
0.08414*
0.08243*
0.05203
0.07293*
0.06892*

ave. min.
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

annual
0.06862*
0.08616*
0.06944*
0.05578*
0.06631*
0.07848*
0.07513*

summer
0.05348*
0.08346*
0.06075*
0.03977
0.05023*
0.08446*
0.05694*

ave. max
ZG-airport
ZG-Botinec
ZG-Grič
ZG-Maksimir
ZG-Rim
Puntijarka
Šibice

annual
0.06527
0.10734*
0.07972*
0.06701
0.06252
0.04373
0.06770*

summer
0.08474*
0.17291*
0.11393*
0.08013*
0.06404
0.07754*
0.07805*

winter
0.05348
0.05774
0.05677
0.05506
0.04644
0.01291
0.06033

July
0.09639*
0.13180*
0.11406*
0.11301*
0.07789
0.09722*
0.10218*

January
0.10835
0.11113
0.12301
0.11301
0.10932
0.05699
0.11338

winter
0.06479
0.07734
0.06794
0.05815
0.06409
0.04712
0.07855

July
0.07346
0.10564*
0.08932*
0.06000
0.07556
0.11023*
0.08068

January
0.07692
0.10353
0.11271
0.08850
0.10519
0.08526
0.08992

winter
0.04434
0.03521
0.03915
0.04060
0.04256
-0.02862
0.04787

July
0.10699*
0.19180*
0.14511*
0.11759*
0.09383
0.10910*
0.10436*

January
0.14060
0.13414
0.12947
0.13023
0.13256
0.01647
0.14474

(B)

(C)

*significant at level α = 0,05

CONCLUSION
The analyses of UHI of the city of Zagreb were carried out for 1995-2014 period and the
existence of UHI were confirmed. Zagreb-Grič station in city center is the warmest station
in the Zagreb, while in Zagreb-Botinec the highest maximum temperatures were
measured. Mutual differences of the stations temperatures were statistically significant
for most of stations average minimum temperatures. Therefore, the UHI intensity was
determined using average minimum temperatures. Highest values of UHI intensity were
obtained for winter and January. Within the Zagreb urban area, the UHI intensity of 2,8
°C is determined. Statistically significant increase trends were determined for annual,
summer and January temperatures. No significance trends were obtained for winter and
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January. Due to lack of stations in the dense built city center the placement of several
measuring stations are necessary to determine the UHI intensity more precisely.
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ABSTRACT
The present research is performed to collect information about the presence, location and
characteristics of sand and gravel in “Kriva bara” field and also its possible expansion.
For this purpose is used one of the most high-resolution geophysical methods - electrical
resistivity tomography (ERT). This is a geophysical technique for imaging sub-surface
structures from electrical resistivity measurements made at the ground surface. The
results illustrate the potential of electrical resistivity methods to separate different layers
and monitor the subsurface based on electrical resistivity. This method proved to be very
effective in mediums with comparatively different electrical resistivity properties and also
offers non-destructive survey of the investigated area which is a key element in the
modern geophysical prospection.
Keywords: Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), underwater extraction, geophysical
prospection.
INTRODUCTION
Within the scope of the study is determination of the location, size and quality of the raw
materials in the present “Pet mogili” deposit and also determination of the surrounding
area (“Kriva bara” deposit) as its possible expansion.
Considering the terrain and geological conditions of the area was designed electrical
geophysical measurement. Electrical resistivity tomography is a useful method for
characterising the sub-surface materials in terms of their electrical properties. Variations
in electrical resistivity (or conductivity) typically correlate with variations in lithology,
porosity and permeability, which may be used to map stratigraphic units, geological
structure, fractures and groundwater.
GEOLOGICAL - GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURE
Area of "Kriva Bara" deposit is located in the left floodplain and the first overflowing
terraces of the Iskar River. The terrain of the deposit is slightly hilly. Geographically it
falls in the northeastern part of the Sofia valley.
The geological structures of the deposit are presented the following lithostratigraphic
units:
- Quaternary - Alluvium;
- Pliocene - Lozen's branch.
The alluvial deposits include mostly clay, sand, with gravel (small and medium grain
size). This clay covers the gravel-sand deposits throughout the area. According to the
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petrographic composition Iskar’s gravel is distinguished by predominant pieces of
granite, pegmatite, gneiss, quartz, quartzite, syenite, andesite, sandstone.
Under the alluvial deposits, Pliocene sediments are presented as follow clay, gravel,
(small and medium grain size), sand (finely grained). The power of Pliocene deposits
from the upper complex - Lozenets, for the region is set at 50-200 m [1].
DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
In recent years geophysical methods have been commonly used to study alluvial plains,
the depositional mechanisms of river sediments, pollutant infiltration and etc. To
characterise the lithology and thickness of near water-bed materials is possible to be used
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). This method has the potential to detect the nearbed layer with significantly good resolution.
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) is one of the most useful geophysical methods
used to determine the subsurface’s resistivity distribution by making measurements
generally on the ground surface.
Variations in electrical resistivity typically correlate with variations in lithology, water
saturation, fluid conductivity, porosity and permeability, which may be used to map
stratigraphic units, geological structure, fractures and groundwater.
Two-dimensional electrical tomography surveys are usually carried out using a large
number of electrodes, 25 or more, connected to a multi-core cable [2].
The choice of the “best” array for a field survey depends on the type of structure to be
mapped, the sensitivity of the resistivity meter and the background noise level. In this
case study one of the most commonly used arrays for 2-D imaging the Wenner array is
preferred. Among the characteristics of an array that should be considered are:
- The depth of investigation;
- The sensitivity of the array to vertical and horizontal changes in the subsurface
resistivity;
- The horizontal data coverage and the signal strength [3].
ERT data are rapidly collected with an automated multi-electrode resistivity meter
Advanced Resistivity Scanner (ARS). It allows you to look for metals, minerals, caves,
voids and water. This is achieved through resistivity analysis. The ARS send electrical
current in the soil using 2 or 4 probes for depth up to 200 meters.
The measurements include inserting two probes half way in the ground. The device is
placed in the middle of the probes. The farther the probes are one from another, the deeper
the scan goes, so the lenght of the cable is very important. Standard equipment includes
4 cables (probes) of 25m which means that it could be reached depth up to 50 meters with
2 probes and 25 meters with the use of 4 probes. ARS runs with 110V therefore can
achieve up to 200m depth below the surface. ARS analyse the soil layers by layers and
tell the result on the screen then automatically export data to a PC.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Data processing is based on an iterative routine involving determination of a twodimensional (2D) model of the subsurface, which is then compared to the observed data
and revised. ERT data processing and modelling were done using the RES2DINV. This
is a computer program that automatically determines the 2D resistivity model for the data
obtained [4]. The program makes inversion by dividing the original data into rectangular
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bocks. The program uses the forward modelling to calculate the apparent resistivity value
[5]. The results from such surveys are plotted in the form of a pseudosection which gives
an approximate picture of the subsurface geology [6].
The precise location of the geophysical surveying lines in the area of “Kriva bara” deposit
is illustrated in Figure 2. The ERT field measurements were performed along 6 profiles
(red lines).

Figure 2. Field measurements situation plan

The true resistivity models are presented as colour contour sections revealing spatial
variation in subsurface resistivity. On Figure 3 is shown ERT Line 1 with length 1044m.
The profile crosses the entire terrain east-west.

Figure 3. ERT Line 1 – Kriva bara

Under the surface zone, the electrical resistivity values vary a lot between 40 and 120
Ωm. This part is considered as composed of mostly clayey gravel where lens of high
quality gravel is mixed with clay gravel. On greater depths predominates highly clayey
gravel and clay.
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On Figure 4 is shown ERT Line 2. The line is situated in the eastern side of the river in
the north-south direction. The line is 150m long and reveals deeply clayey gravel, locally
covered with clay in the deeper parts of the line.

Figure 4. ERT Line 2 – Kriva bara

On Figure 5 is shown ERT Line 3. The profile is 170 meters long and crosses the river in
its southern part. The line shows gravel like materials only in the vicinity of 50 meters, at
a depth of less than 490 meters. The rest of the measurement interval is formed only with
clay sediment.

Figure 5. ERT Line 3 – Kriva bara

On Figure 6 is shown ERT Line 4. The length of the profile is 200 m. The line passes
through the river in its western part in the north-south direction. On the northern shore
there are indications of better gravels.

Figure 6. ERT Line 4 – Kriva bara
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On Figure 7 is shown ERT Line 5. The surface part of the line from 0 to 230 meters (depth
of 510 meters) is made of gravel-like materials. The rest of the line (from 230 to 308m)
is formed of clay material, which is also found in the whole line to a depth of 490 m.

Figure 7. ERT Line 5 – Kriva bara

The last Line 6 is shown on Figure 8.

Figure 8. ERT Line 6 – Kriva bara

The profile crosses through the central part of the Kriva Bara zone in the north-south
direction. Joint review of Line 1 and Line 6 shows that quality gravel is located near
surface to a depth of about 508m. The layer consists mainly of highly clayey gravel to a
depth of 490 m and at a depth of 490-470m, mainly slightly clayey gravel.
Table 1. Apparent resistivity of different type of rocks found in the research area
Apparent
Geological description for the depth interval (m)
resistivity (Ohmm)
from
to
517 - 512
512 - 470
14
Water
14
20
Unbound material
Clay
20
50
clay
Highly clayey gravel
50
120
Highly clayey gravel
Slightly clayey gravel
120
260
Slightly clayey gravel
Gravel and sand
260
Gravel and sand
-
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The electrical resistivity of the different types of rocks on the terrain was determined
empirically on the basis of a comparison between the geological profiles and geological
boreholes provided. Geological boundaries are defined for two depth intervals - a block
above the groundwater level of 517 to 512 m and a block below the groundwater level.
Apparent resistivity of different type of rocks for these intervals is described in Table 1.
CONCLUSION
The "Kriva Bara" deposit is made up of the alluvial deposits of the Iskar river, represented
by sand, gravel and clay. According to the measurement results and the interpretation of
the ERT lines is considered that the useful component is very variable. The best quality
raw material is located in the surface area (517 m). In the eastern part of the terrain at a
depth of about 505 m, the raw material is of varying quality. The depth interval of 505 to
490 m is mainly formed by the alternation of clayey sandstones and clays. The results
obtained from the geophysical investigation allow proceeding with inventory calculation
and subsequent development of the deposit.
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ABSTRACT
The placement of constructions in the areas subjected to hydrogeomorphological hazards
is a global issue. Problems of hydrogeomorphological risk are registered between the
communes of Broșteni and Poiana Teiului. For the analysis of the construction’s
favorability, we analyzed the following elements: the elevation model of the terrain, the
declivity, the usage of the land, the depth of the terrain’s fragmentation, and the terrain’s
vulnerability to floods. The map of the slopes, together with the guide for the application
of the construction’s placement regulations, highlight the morphological favorability for
the placement of constructions. The map of land usage was realized based on the
orthophoto map realized in 2012, and on the topographic and cadastral plans (1981) on a
1:5000 scale. The distribution of the categories of usage in the territory represents a
significant parameter for the evaluation of the susceptibility of the manifestation of
hydrogeomorphological processes with a negative impact. The map of flooding risk was
realized in order to highlight the destructive potential of the floodplains, with a probability
of 1% and 5%. The depth of the terrain fragmentation reflects the altitudinal steps from
the level of the minor river bed towards the meadow section and towards the slope so that
the favorability of the construction will be highlighted (according to the legal
stipulations). The placement of constructions in the proximity of the minor river bed can
be observed. This is due to the existence of large slopes on the largest part of the valley
sector. Unfortunately, the lower meadows of the terraces do not represent the most
favorable placement location of houses, because they are subject to floods, especially to
the associated ones (rising levels of water and thaw formation).
Keywords: floods, major river bed, reservoir, thaw formation, villages
INTRODUCTION
Hydric risks in large river basins are some of the most frequent threats associated with
natural hazards [1, 2]. In the first place, for the optimal management of these situations,
it is required to realize the detailed cartographic materials, which will highlight the areas
that are most vulnerable to the risk phenomena [3-5]. These thematic maps and detailed
plans facilitate the development of specific strategies and measures that can lower the
impact of natural events [6].
The spacing of the territories affected by the overflowing waters during floods is highly
important in the plans of regional and local improvement of the territory. The risk of
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flooding is a subject that is extremely well studied at both a national [7-19] and
international [20-29] level because the material damage and loss of human life caused by
these events are very high [30, 31].
This study aims to delimitate the areas favorable to construction from the areas that are
unfavorable, in order to be able to highlight whether the current placement of the
construction is in the area with a hydro-geomorphologic risk potential, and to intervene
in the future with measures that are in accordance with the safety of the population.
Throughout the study, we aim to discover the graphic representation of the land use in
relation to the slope of the land and the floodplains with different probabilities (0.1%, 1%,
5%).
STUDY AREA
The Bistrita River springs from the Rodnei Mountains, at an altitude of 1850 meters, and
it is located in North-eastern Romania, in the Eastern Carpathians [32]. The area proposed
for study is located at roughly the middle of the distance between the spring of the river
and its spill into the Siret River, between the town of Brosteni (47°14’39’’ N lat. °41’53’’ E long.) and Poiana Teiului (47°6’42’’ N lat. - 25°55’26’’ E long.), on the
territory of the Neamț and Suceava Counties.
Located on the north-eastern side of the country, Bistrița is in a fully temperate area which
is dominated by a temperate continental climate with weak oceanic influences. Thus, the
relief of the region has evolved within the fluvial modeling system. The Carpathian
landscape crossed by the Bistrița River is made up of medium mountains. The general
character is given by the orientation of the peaks in accordance with the great structural
lines on the NW – SE direction. The landscape fragmentation is accentuated, being
constant at an altitude of approximately 700-900 meters (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The localization of study area

METHODOLOGY
Throughout this study, we used the following software: ArcGIS 10.2, SAGA Gis, Global
Mapper 17, R2V, Microsoft Office 365. The database needed for the creation of the study
consists of the following raster and vector cartographic materials: topographic plans
(1:5000), cadastral plans (OCPI Neamț), the digital elevation model of the ground
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(realized based on the 1:5000 topographic plans), Digital Terrain Model (DTM) obtained
using LIDAR technology (with a 5 m DTM resolution), Orthophoto map 2012 in 1970
stereographic projection, floodplains (0.1%, 1%, 5%) – ABA Siret [33-42].
In order to highlight the areas with a slope favourable to the placement of houses, it was
necessary to have a cartographic support which would serve as a basis for calculating the
necessary parameters. The digital elevation model, obtained through the digitalization of
the elements of relief from the 1:5000 topographic plains, represent the base of this study.
The topographic plans were taken from OCPI Piatra Neamț. The next phase consisted in
the vector representation of all the categories of land usage, in order to identify the relative
frequency of the land surfaces placed according to the current norms. The floodplains
with three probabilities (0.1%, 1%, and 5%) were taken from ABA Siret and are used in
order to highlight the territories affected by flooding risks.
In order to map the areas favourable to construction according to the slope of the land, it
was necessary to realize a map of the slopes, reclassified on four classes (class 1 –
maximum favourability, class 2 – restrictive favourability, classes 3 and 4 – totally
unfavourable). The map of the fragmentation depth was realized in order to highlight the
altitudinal steps and their layout in the territory. After identifying the maximum and
minimum altitude on the same surface, it was possible to validate whether the area was
favourable for construction in accordance with the calculated relief energy. An important
phase of this study consisted in the overlapping of the floodplains with the thematic layers
obtained. This phase was necessary for highlighting the areas that are favourable for
construction from a geomorphological point of view, but with hydrologic restrictions
caused by the flood risk susceptibility.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
After the maps were created, the four classes of favorability on construction were
delimitated. The analysis was realized in the extreme classes: 1 and 4 (favorable and
unfavorable). The 1st class, with a slope of 0° to 4.5°, represents maximum favorability
for house placement, with no restrictions. It can be observed that the highest favorability
is on the lower terraces of the meadows (with an altitude of 5 to 10 m from the minor
river bed) and isolated, on the higher terraces. The 2nd and 3rd classes, with a slope of
4.5° to 13.5°, are mainly encountered on the terraces with a higher altitude and on the
slopes. The 4th class, with a slope higher than 13.5°, where house placement is impossible,
occupies the largest surface in the area of study and it is dominated by forests, pastures,
and grasslands.
Figure 2a presented on the following page, highlights the usage of land in an area with a
favourable declivity. This graph was obtained as a result of crossing two thermal layers:
the vector polygons obtained from the reclassified map of the slopes and the land usage.
This graph highlights the relative frequency of the categories of usage in the areas with a
favourable slope. The percentage values represent the surface occupied by each category
of usage in this area with reduced slope, favourable to house placement.
The arable land occupies the largest part of the surface (44.86%), followed by yards and
other related constructions. The degraded land is located mainly in the proximity of the
minor riverbed of the Bistrița River, in areas with water erosion. Here, the declivity is at
its lowest point, which is why the damaged land occupies a significant territory of the
total surface with the favourable inclination (12.75%). The smallest percentage of the
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surface is occupied by forests and pastures, their distribution being more common in an
area with a higher slope, specific to the mountain area.

Figure 2. Land use and the relative frequency of flooded surfaces;
a. Land use in an area with a favourable declivity; b. Land use in an area with an unfavourable declivity;
c. Relative frequency of flooded surfaces in an area with favourable declivity;
d. Buildings in an area with favourable slope, e. affected by flood

The distribution of the categories of usage suggests the unfavorability of housing
placement in this area with high declivity, of more than 18° (>30%) (Fig. 2b). Of the total
surface with unfavourable slope, 0.19% is occupied by constructions. Due to the restricted
space of the areas with low declivity, in this unfavourable zone, the arable land consists
of only 4.19%. Grasslands and forests are currently the main categories of land usage in
this area.
The construction of houses in the area with a high slope requires high expenditures
because an additional resistance structure must be created. Access paths are difficult to
create, and because of this reason, there is a tendency for houses to be created in a more
favourable declivity area, notably in the river beds and on the lower terraces.
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It has been demonstrated that although the meadow of the Bistrița river and its associated
terraces have a slope that is favorable to house placement and agricultural activities, a
large part of the area is susceptible to flooding, with different probabilities (0.1%, 1%,
5%). By intersecting three thematic strata (the area with favorable declivity, the usage of
land, and the floodplains) all the types of land usage susceptible to flooding are
highlighted (Figure 2c). The arable land occupies the largest floodable surface in the
sector with a slope lower than 4.5° (17.57% in the case of the floodplains with a 1%
probability, and 28.22% in the case of the floodplains with a probability lower than 0.1%).
The total number of constructions from the whole study area is 17,861 (Figure 2d). Out
of these, 10,008 are placed in an area with favorable slopes, and the other 7,853 are placed
in areas with restrictions regarding the construction of houses (due to the high slopes). Of
the 10,008 constructions placed in a favorable area from a geomorphological perspective,
by crossing the floodplains with the 1% flooding probability, it was proven that 3,701 of
them are at risk of flooding. (Fig. 2e). The 0.1% flooding probability can affect 5,617
constructions from the total of 10,008 placed correctly from a geomorphological point of
view (favorable slope). The floodplains with a 5% probability intersect 508 constructions.
The overlapping of land usage and floodplains with the slope classes revealed the areas
favorable to construction from a hydro-geomorphological perspective. The town of
Broșteni is located in a favorable area because the declivity is low and the flooding risk
is insignificant (Fig. 3a). The floodplain of 1% completely affects the lower meadow
terrace (2-3 m) in Hăleasa, and the 0.1% spreads over the 5 m terrace, affecting most of
the constructions (Fig. 3b). The slope favorability for construction is extended on a large
surface, but the houses are placed in an area with a hydrologic risk. The 0.1% floodplain
covers 75% of the village of Mădei, and the 1% floodplain covers 50% of it. This shows
that most of the houses were placed wrongly, without taking into consideration the risk
of flooding (Fig. 3c). In Pârâul Cârjei there is a flooding risk only on the 5 m terrace, the
rest of the town being placed safely on the 10 m terrace. Popești is located on the 45 m
terrace. From a declivity perspective, this village is placed in the second class of slope
favorability (4.5° – 9°) but there are no chances of it being affected by flooding (Fig. 3d).
On the other hand, the village of Frumosu is almost completely floodable, especially
during winter, especially due to the freeze-thaw phenomena. The village of Sabasa is
placed on an alluvial area, favorable to house placement in a proportion of 80% (Fig. 3e).
The 1% and 0.1% floodplains enter the 5 m terrace surface and 63 constructions become
susceptible to flooding, out of which 26 are houses. The most critical situation is in the
Soci locality, in the Borca commune, located on a terrace with an altitude of 5 m (Fig.
3f). The whole village is placed on an area that is favorable from a geomorphological
perspective (small declivity: between 0° and 4.5°). But at the same time, from a
hydrologic perspective, the whole area with a favorable slope is susceptible to flooding
on a 0.1% probability.
The 0° – 4.5° slope class (which occupies 28% of the studied area) is almost continuous
in the longitudinal profile of the river. It corresponds to the sector of meadows and lower
terraces. The value range is between 4.5° and 18° and corresponds to the joining surfaces
(slopes, terraces), to the upper terraces and the secondary interfluves (that were caused
by erosion by the tributaries of the Bistrița River), all being inclined towards the valley.
The areas with inclinations ranging between 18° and 35° occupy a significant surface in
the Bistrița Valley, in the Broșteni – Poiana Teiului sector. The greater share of these
surfaces with high declivity is in the proximity of Borca (Bistrița Mountains) and on the
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left slope, an almost all of its length. The high slope of the land favors the violent flow of
Bistrița’s tributaries, favoring strong floods.

Figure 3. Cartographic representation of the favorability of building placement and of flood band with
0.1%, 1%, and 5% probabilities: a. Broșteni and Neagra; b. Hăleasa and Lungeni; c. Mădei and Pârâul
Cârjei; d. Popești, Frumosu, and Pârâul Fagului; e. Borca and Sabasa; f. Soci

We have opted for a qualitative risk assessment of the floods. Firstly, this involved the
identification of risk receptors, and secondly the assessment of the vulnerability of the
identified objects that are exposed to flooding, taking into account the depth of the water
and the potential damage caused to the flooded objectives, as well as the impact on the
considered risk receptors (Fig. 4). In this case, the water from abundant precipitation and
transported in floods represents the hazard. The villagers, houses, and the land represent
the vulnerable factor that generates the risk phenomena. The high risk degree is suggested
by the large surface of yards and of constructions that are at risk of flooding with the
probabilities of 0.1%, 1%, and 5%.
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Figure 4. Flood risk maps within mountain sector of Bistrita River

CONCLUSIONS
After analyzing the cartographic materials and the related graphs it is noticed that in the
proximity of the minor riverbed of the Bistrița River the following categories of land
usage are predominant: yards, constructions, and arable land. The houses are located on
the lower meadow terraces. The surfaces with reduced declivity favor their placement
from a geomorphologic perspective, but at the same time, from a hydrologic perspective,
they are susceptible to flooding. The surface that does not imply a hydrogeomorphological risk is very restricted. More than half of the total number of houses are
placed in an area with a risk potential. The mountain area from Bistrița Valley does not
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permit the placement of houses on the slopes because of the large geo-declivity and of
the difficulty of creating access paths. The optimal solution for preserving the current
situation of the constructions is the appropriate damming of the Bistrița River and the
improvement of river torrents (the river torrents causing floods more frequently than the
main river). The best solution, excluding the current one, is to completely avoid the
placement of houses in the proximity of the river.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to analyze the surface waters of the Trebes River. The Trebes-Negel
River Basin is also known as the representative basin and it is the right tributary of the
Bistrita River. The monitoring of this river reflects in a database necessary for the analysis
of the long-term tendency of the hydrological regime, both in natural conditions and
influenced by anthropogenic activities. The contact area between the Eastern SubCarpathians, in their middle part, and the Central Moldavian Plateau present a series of
morphological peculiarities determined by a corrugated and varied structure, by an
alternation of tough hard rocks and the action of the flowing water. These morphohydrographic peculiarities corroborated with climatic conditions dependent on the
latitude, orientation and altitude of the major relief forms are determinant for genesis and
flow regime. The first advantage in studying small river basins is that the results can be
extrapolated for larger basins. Also, the magnitude of the analyzed data is smaller. The
results of this study can certainly provide important information and can contribute to the
implementation of effective measures in order to protect and prevent floods. The results
of this study play an important role in the elaboration of hydrological prognosis of
immediate or long-term utility because it is necessary to know in detail the variability in
time and space of some hydrological parameters. The current period is characterized by
an economic distinguished soar that requests for increasingly more water as a component
of technological processes or as an indispensable part of sanitation for large human
agglomerations.
Key words: management, Moldova, representative basin, river basin, surface water
INTRODUCTION
Understanding in detail the hydro-meteorological processes that lead to the formation of
runoff and its treatment has been proved to be required for the settlement of practical
problems. The zonality character (latititude) and the natural setting (altitude) manifested
by the hydro-meteorological phenomena, plus a series of local peculiarities imprinted by
the detailed physical-geographical characteristics, require some intensive observations
and measurements in determining the relationships between precipitation and drainage.
The study is focused, in particular, on a small, representative river basin – Trebes-Negel.
The Trebes-Negel River Basin, considered as representative by the Romanian Waters, is
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an important objective in hydrological terms, for the Carpathian area, being monitored
since 1980 [1].
The water resource is intensely studied at an international level [2-8] and national [9-11].
The problem is the quality of the surface water [12-17], the minimum and maximum
drainage at different times of the year [18-31] and at the same time on the water
requirement in different climates [32-34]. The present study aims to analyze the water
resources from the small water basins. Unfortunately most communities in Romania
exploit only surface waters and rarely the ground waters. For this reason there is an
overexploitation of the resources from rivers and very often the legislation regarding the
ecological flow is violated.
STUDY AREA
The Trebes River (also known as Trebis), with the most important tributary – Negel belongs to the lower Basin of Bistrita River, the confluence being near Bacau City
(downstream Bacau Dam) at the level 141.50 m. The Trebes River Basin has 140 km2
areas which extend to NE direction. On the right side, the most important tributaries that
can be identified are the small rivers Fantana Pustnicului and Limpedea, and on the left
Slatina, Carligati and Negel. It is situated between the parallels 46°30´ and 46°40´
northern latitude and the meridians 26°40´ and 26°52´ eastern longitude (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The geographical localization of Trebes River Basin

There are three most important hydrometrical stations in Trebes River Basin: Podis and
Margineni on the Trebes River and Magura on the Negel River. The annual flowing
volume on the Trebes River is 11870000 m3 (Table 1).

River
Trebes
Negel
Trebes
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Table 1. The hydrometrical stations in Trebes River Basin
Average conditions
Area
Hydrometrical station
Multiannual
flow
Runoff volume
(km2)
(m3/s)
(m3/year )
Podis
23.9
0.099
3124000
Magura
12.9
0.063
1988000
Margineni
125
0.376
11870000
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METHODOLOGY
The hydrological data are obtained from Siret Water Basin Administration (Bacau) and it
covers a period of 48 years. The program of observations and measurements conducted
in the representative basin leads to a background data useful both for practical purposes
and for basic research.
The hydrometrical stations existent on Trebes River are Podis hydrometric station and
Margineni hydrometric station, and on Negel River there is only one hydrometric station
– Magura hydrometric station. The hydrological basins corresponding to these sections
are poorly afforested and the predominant vegetation consists of grasslands, meadows
and agricultural crops. The relief is heavily fragmented and the sediment load is rich.
Within the hydrological basin are being monitored the following hydrometrical stations:
Tocila River – Luncani Section. The Tocila subbasin has a degree of afforestation of 40
– 50% (especially in the superior sector) and large sections of drainage. The relief is high
and heavily fragmented. The program implies the monitoring of levels, flows and
precipitation;
Trebes River – Luncani Section. This section represents the closure for the first third of
the Trebes River basin, including the Tocila River;
Slatina River – Chetrosu Section. The Slatina subbasin has a high degree of afforestation
(80%);
Trebeş River – Chetrosu Section. This section closes the sections upstream;
Valea Budului River – Valea Budului Section. This is a subbasin afforested 100%. The
hydrometrical station has a program of observation and measurements for levels, flows,
sediment loads, temperatures, and precipitations.
Trebes River – Valea Budului Section. This section closes the sections upstream;
Trebes River – Margineni Section. The hydrometrical station is placed at the closure of
Trebes River Basin, downstream the confluence to Negel River;
Negel River – Magura Section. This section monitors a surface of 18 km2, being placed
on the highest and the most afforested sector of Pietricica Peak.
The program implies the monitoring of levels, flows, sediment load, temperatures (water
and air), and precipitations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the Trebes River Basin placed in the Eastern Carpathians area we can identify the
Subcarpathian ripple formations (successions of marl, clay, sandstone and
conglomerates) from Badenian and Burdigalian, and platform deposits (marl, clay, sand)
from the Sarmatian age. The Quaternary deposits (pebbles, gravels, loessoid tiles, etc) are
extended in valleys and terraces. [35]
The relief is extremely varied although the surface of the basin is reduced. This is the
consequence of the interdependence between the structure and the geological composition
and the action of the external agents, especially the flowing waters. The river valleys are
narrow and deep, only Pietricica Peak has larger slope valleys [36].
The climate is temperate with continental influence. The average annual temperature is
9.2°C. The temperature of the January month is –4°C, and that of the July month is 20°C.
Significant from the thermal point of view are the thermal inversions, especially in winter.
The dominant direction of the winds is V-E and NV-SE [37].
The formation of water runoff and sediment load is influenced by physical-geographical
factors. The Podzolic soils of forest with some degree of iluvial clays and leaching of
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salts are prevalent. In the lower areas the soils have gleyzation and marshy tendencies and
on meadows the alluvial intrazone soils develops. Generally, soils are lighter but the large
percentages of clay favors water immiscibility and facilitate waterproofing. For this
reason the drainage coefficient is higher. The large drainage slopes and the torrential
character of the rainfall allow the development of processes of erosion and soil
degradation. The dominant vegetation is hardwood forest (oak, beech, hornbeam).
Locally, on higher sectors, can be found mixed enclaves of beech and spruce. The forest
covers about 60% of the surface of the basin. The largest forest woodlands are found in
the subbasins Slatina, Valea Budului, Negel (the upstream sector), Seaca and Tocila.
The hydrographical network is relatively dense (0.94 km/km2) and numerous due to the
relief conditions, climate and vegetation. The Trebes River Basin has a surface of 107
km2 and the Negel River Basin 34 km2. From 1970 the Negel River, downstream Magura,
was conducted through an artificial canal in Trebes and became a tributary of it on the
right side. The other rivers that constitute the hydrographic network of the Trebes River
Basin are: Slatina (F=11 km2); Carligati (F=14 km2); Valea Budului on the right side and
Dubas, Tocila, Valea Seaca and Rosca on the left side.
Usually, rivers with a surface of more than 8-10 km2 do not dry out. The drainage regime
is characterized by low flows in winter and autumn and higher in spring and summer. The
frost phenomena have a different annual frequency and duration (usually between Decade
III-December and Decade I-March) (Table 2). The multiannual average flow of Trebes
River at Margineni hydrometrical station is 0.376 m3/s.
Table 2. Multiannual monthly average flows 1970 – 2017
River

Hydrometrical
station

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Average

Trebes

Podis

0.045

0.082

0.200

0.230

0.147

0.183

0.128

0.057

0.026

0.021

0.025

0.046

0.099

Trebes

Margineni

0.256

0.299

0.930

0.779

0.550

0.657

0.920

0.431

0.173

0.148

0.173

0.212

0.376

Negel

Magura

0.019

0.049

0.063

0.110

0.131

0.102

0.190

0.031

0.023

0.014

0.015

0.015

0.063

The Trebes River is the area of the Bacau County, which is one of the largest
counties of Romania. The River runs through Margineni commune representing 1.24%
of the population of the County of Bacau and 2.29% of the population of the rural sector.
The Margineni commune consists of 8 villages and is located in the immediate vicinity
of the city. The population of the commune is approximately 8940 persons, 4514 people
male and female 4426 (Table 3, 4).
Table 3. Population structure by age and sex

Age
0 - 4 years
5 - 9 years
10 -14 years
15 - 19 years
20 - 24 years
25 - 29 years
30 - 34 years
35 - 39 years
40 - 44 years
45 - 49 years
50 - 54 years
55 - 59 years
60 - 64 years

34

Total
428
461
485
527
609
625
625
671
641
632
633
629
605

Masculine
255
229
258
228
309
317
344
348
337
332
317
314
306

Feminine
173
232
227
299
300
308
309
323
304
300
316
315
299
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65 - 69 years
70 - 74 years
75 years and more
TOTAL

587
442
312
8940

238
232
150
4514

349
210
162
4426

Table 4. Population structure by localities and number of households

Locality
Margineni
Barati
Luncani
Padureni
Podis
Poiana
Trebes
Valea Budului
Total

No. households year 2017
1258
579
405
159
274
78
296
176
3225

No. average persons/household
3.34
3.79
2.96
3.14
2.37
3.84
3.71
2.84
3.30

As shown the population living within the basin is extremely large (8940 inhabitants) and
the multiannual average flow of the river is very low (0.376 m3/s). For this reason, the
volume of water per each inhabitant on an annual basis is very low. Thus, the population
is forced to obtain water supply from the groundwater (fountains) or from the river areas
nearby.
CONCLUSIONS
For the elaboration of hydrological forecasts of immediate or long-lasting utility it is
necessary to have the time and space variability of hydrological parameters. The human
factor is essential in directing hydrological phenomena at the local level. The high density
of population within the Trebes River Basin leads different human risks: lack of water
(hydrological droughts) or excess (frequent flash floods). That being said, in a relatively
small area of 141 km2, it is most probably possible to obtain ideal models relating to water
resources and their rational management. The immediate function of the representative
Trebes River Basin as a warning basin for the immediate urban agglomeration of Bacau
City cannot be neglected.
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ABSTRACT
The evaluation of organic carbon contributes to the delimitation of wetlands in the context
of the degradation of the edaphic shell in the temperate zone. The quantification of the
total carbon (TC) and the total organic carbon (TOC) from the soil is a key analysis in
regards to the management of soil quality. In the common floodplain of Jijia-Prut rivers,
the hydrotechnical and agricultural facilities deeply changed the aquatic scenery,
lowering the organic carbon quantity, and deeply impacting the biodiversity of the relict
wetlands. Currently, the hydromorphic soils are affected both by natural factors (climate
change, the changing of the soil’s texture, the diminution of the areas covered by natural
vegetation, and in situ biodegradation) as well as anthropogenic factors (irrational land
usage). This study targets the evaluation of TC and TOC quantities from the transition
perimeters of the wetlands corresponding to common floodplain of Jijia-Prut rivers. The
analysis was realized on 55 ground samples collected from 5 reference points. The
samples were collected using a pedological corer from the summer of 2016. In order to
determine the organic carbon, we used a TOC analyzer equipped with a solid sample
module, operated at 1,000°C (Analytik Jena multi N/C with HT 1300). The values were
situated between 6.61 g/kg and 45.02 g/kg, with an average of 19.98 g/kg. The highest
values were registered in the wetlands that were the least anthropogenically affected. The
lowest values correspond to the areas from outside the aquatic perimeter. The drop in
TOC is directly proportional to the diminution of wetlands and riparian zone.
Keywords: biodiversity, riparian zone, soil, wetlands, TOC
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, wetlands and riparian areas have undergone a severe global degradation
process [1-3]. Reducing areas with excess humidity has a negative impact on biodiversity
conservation as well as on local communities that are economically and socially
dependent on natural resources [4]. The assessment of total carbon (TC) and total organic
carbon (TOC) in hydromorphic soils has contributed over time to the delimitation of
wetlands and riparian areas in the temperate zone [1].
Variation in organic carbon may indicate changes in soil due to land use, climate change,
or hydro- and agro-technical work that has reduced organic carbon storage capacity in the
soil [4]. In practice, three methods for estimating organic carbon are used: wet dichromate
oxidation (WO), dry combustion (DC) and loss of ignition (LOI) [5-12]. In this study we
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determined the total carbon and total organic carbon in 5 transition perimeters of the
wetlands and riparian zone corresponding to common floodplain of Jijia-Prut rivers using
the method DC [13-15]. The results contribute to a more precise delimitation of the
humidity areas in NE from Romania.
CASE STUDY: COMMON FLOODPLAIN OF JIJIA-PRUT RIVERS
The common floodplain of Jijia Prut Rivers is located in the northeastern part of Romania
(the central-southern area of the Moldavian Plain). The western limit (the Prut River) is
the natural border between Romania and the Republic of Moldova (Figure 1a). From the
administrative point of view, the study area is located in the county of Iasi (20
communes). The morphometric parameters are: the surface - 515.34 km2, the length 89.45 km, the max. - 19.41 km (north of the area), min. - 3.26 km (south of the area)
(Figure 1b) [1, 16-20].

Figure 1. a. Geographic location of the common floodplain of Jijia-Prut Rivers on the Eastern border of
Romanian; b. Soil sample sites within study area: M. Kog. (P1-3) – Mihail Kogalniceanu village; Prut P.
(P1-2) – Prut floodplain; B-J c. (P1-2) – Bahlui-Jijia confluence; Ciob W. (P1-4) – Ciobarciu wetland;
Jijia P. (P1-2) – Jijia floodplain

From a hydro-geomorphological and biogeographical point of view, the area is a
representative unit for the Moldavian Plain. The lower part of the Jijia floodplain is carved
in clay and sandy clay which causes a high natural turbidity of water [16-18]. In altitude,
the meadow is dominated by the interfluvial peaks that make up the right bank of the Prut
(<280 m). The minimum altitudes (> 20 m) correspond to the confluence of Jijia-Prut
(Gura Bohotin). Between the two water courses, a 5m long longitudinal grind was
developed higher than the drainage level, which led to the formation of a common work
over a distance of approx. 50-60 km [1].
The wetlands in the study area are a consequence of the hydro-technical arrangement of
the middle and lower course of Jijia and the middle course of the Prut. Prior to the
Communist era, a large natural area with excess humidity was formed between the two
hydrographic arteries [16]. At present, most water bodies have been turned into farmyard
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farms, farmland, drinking water supply basins, or floods to mitigate floods. The total
aquatic area represents 5.01% of the total area under consideration (25.85 km2) and is a
consequence of water resource management for fisheries and agro-zootechnical purposes.
Aquatic habitats in the Jijia-Prut meadow have a particular ecological potential to support
biodiversity [1, 17-20].
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
The assessment of TC and TOC content has been achieved whitin the transition
perimeters of the wetlands corresponding to common floodplain of Jijia-Prut rivers. The
analysis was realized on 55 ground samples collected from 5 reference points: Mihail
Kogalniceanu village (M. Kog.) (Table 1), Prut floodplain (Prut P.) (Table 2), BahluiJijia confluence (B-J c.) (Table 3), Ciobarciu wetland (Ciob W.) (Table 4), and Jijia
floodplain (Jijia P.) (Table 5). The samples were collected using a pedological corer from
the summer of 2016. TOC content was determined by the difference between TC and total
inorganic carbon (TIC), measured directly with the Analytik Jena Multi N/C 2100
analyser equipped with a module for solid samples: HT 1300 - High-temperature
combustion technology [13-15]. Solid samples were treated by increasing temperature up
to 1000°C for TC as well as after manually acidified with HCl 2M to pH 2 and dried in
an oven for TIC [13, 14, 21-29].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Site 1. Mihail Kogalniceanu village (M. Kog.). The site is located on the regular course
of Jijia, downstream of PISCICOLA Iasi (47°21'22.23"N, 27°23'57.37"E). The water
course was dammed for flooding: river system, subsystem - perennial inferior course,
substrate - small river and fine alluvium, hydrological regime - permanent flooding [1].
The major meadow was heavily modified anthropically, currently being affected by
intensive grazing and agricultural practice [17, 18].
Three samples were collected to determine TOC: P1 - the alluvial water substrate (TOC
range between 6.61-11.05g/Kg); P2 - the left bank of the minor bed with TOC between
13.62 45.02g/Kg); P3 - on the first alluvial terrace with TOC varies from 25.54 to 37.9
g/Kg). In this context, the organic carbon content is under the influence on water erosion
and transport (P1), flood frequency and aquatic vegetation degradation (P2), and soilspecific pedogenetic processes (P3). The wetland boundary occurs between P2 and P3 at
the contact between the minor bed and the first terrace (Table 1).
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Table 1. Depth variation of TC and TOC content within the site M. Kog.
Site name / Code : Mihail Kogalniceanu village – M. Kog.
P1
P2
P3
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
25.81
11.05
56.51
45.02
38.26
25.54
23.31
9.98
34.98
24.27
48.26
35.88
17.93
8.49
20.9
16.13
47.77
37.9
27.37
8.06
26.17
13.62
25.58
6.61
-

Site 2. Prut floodplain (Prut P.). The site is located in the floodplain between the regular
course of Jijia and the natural course of the Prut (47°19'31.56"N, 27°28'40.77" E). The
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wetland has the following characteristics: lake system, limestone subsystem, non consolidated substrate (shore, alluvium), hydrological regime - permanent / seasonal
flooding [1]. The meadow has been anthropically modified to reduced floods, with
intensive grazing and / or for raising domestic birds in the vegetation season [17]. The
groundwater level is near the topographic surface [18].
Two samples were collected to determine TOC: P1 - the minor bed of regularized Jijia
with TOC in he range 19.4 - 30.14 g/Kg); P2 - the minor bed of the old natural course of
Jijia (TOC varies between 23.18 - 36.95 g/Kg). In this context, the organic carbon content
depends on solid transport (P1) or stagnation and degradation of aquatic vegetation in situ
(P2). There are no significant differences between the two samples because water erosion
is not significant. An important role in flood mitigation is played by complex
hydrotechnical works in this meadow sector (Table 2).
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Table 2. Depth variation of TC and TOC content within the site Prut P.
Site name / Code : Prut floodplain – Prut P.
P1
P2
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
32.64
25.31
38.1
36.95
37.99
30.14
38.26
36.04
31.3
25.24
41.43
31.5
30.5
19.4
32.31
23.18

Site 3. Bahlui-Jijia confluence (B-J c.). The site is located at the confluence of the Jijia
River with the industrial floodplain of the Bahlui River (47°07'44.80"N, 27°44'12.75"E).
The water course has been modified due to the industrial activities in the area: river
system, subsystem - perennial inferior course, substratum - shore and fine alluvius,
hydrological regime - permanent flooding [1]. The confluence area retains some natural
features but the hydrological regime and water quality have been strongly modified [1719] (Table 3).
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Table 3. Depth variation of TC and TOC content within the site B-J c.
Site name / Code: Bahlui-Jijia confluence – B-J c.
P1
P2
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
31.14
14.43
33
17.12
30.46
14.95
34.55
17.37
32.77
16.03
34.34
17.36
27.55
13.25
28.67
17.12
27.31
13.18
35.11
24.5

Two samples were collected to determine TOC: P1- minor meadow downstream Jijia
(TOC min 13.18 g/Kg, TOC max, 16.03 g/Kg); P2 - the minor meadow of upstream
Bahlui (TOC varies from 17.2 g/Kg to 24.5 g/Kg). In this context, the organic carbon
depends for both samples on water dynamics. In case of sample P1, water velocity and
vegetation-free riparian area cause a decrease of TOC, while in the perimeter of P2,
downstream of the confluence of the two water courses, the increase of TOC content is
determined by the reduced water speed and the development of aquatic vegetation
associations. For P1 the wetland is limited at the boundary of the aquatic surface, and for
P2 this gradually developed from downstream to the upstream boundary (Table 3).
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Site 4. Ciobarciu wetland (Ciob W.). The site is located on the old course of Jijia, where
several fishing grounds (47°02'30.65"N, 27°52'00.02"E) were arranged. Currently, the
area has re-entered into the natural vegetation circuit as a consequence of Jijia's hydrotechnical development upstream of this sector. The area has a natural reservation status
and includes two partially drained fish enclosures and their drainage system, all of which
are located in the Costuleni area. The interior of the reservation is occupied by large areas
with reeds: palustral system, class - wet temporary emerged area, hydrological regime temporary flooding [1].
4 samples were collected to determine TOC: P1 - the alluvial substrate of the fishery area
(with TOC range between 14.92 - 28.17 g/Kg); P2 - the alluvial substrate of the drainage
channel (TOC varies between 11.84 - 44.92 g/Kg); P3 - the area with hygrophilous
vegetation between the fishery area and the drainage channel (TOC vary from 12.93 26.29 g/Kg); P4 - the limitrophe area of the reservation, at the boundary between the
protected wetland and Jijia alluvial meadow (TOC values ranges from 12.35 to 27.07
g/Kg). The TOC depends on the biodegradation environment of the vegetation, with
significant values in the case of P2 due to water stagnation. For samples P1, P3 and P4
there are no significant differences. This phenomenon can be explained by the
normalization of the natural conditions of organic matter accumulation. The limit of the
wetland includes both the fishing area and their surroundings [1, 17-19] (Table 4).
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Table 4. Depth variation of TC and TOC content within the site Ciob W.
Site name / Code : Ciobarciu wetland – Ciob W.
P1
P2
P3
P4
TC
TOC
TC
TOC
TC
TOC
TC
TOC
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
(g/Kg)
31.57
28.17
49.54
44.94
25.95
12.93
43.39
27.07
15.45
15.87
24.89
12.62
37.27
26.29
39.3
25.48
13.29
14.92
23.74
11.84
27.96
16.28
27.27
12.35
19.76
19.17
20.85
20.49
25.31
17.71
15.46
21.02
15.39
15.6
25.98
14.45
-

Site 5. Jijia floodplain (Jijia P.). The site is located in the lower part of Jijia's natural
course (46°58'56.73"N, 28°01'59.66"E). The wetland has the following characteristics:
river system, subsystem - perennial inferior course, unconsolidated shore, hydrological
regime - permanent flooding [1]. The hydrological regime was heavily modified due to
the upstream of Jijia intakes. The meadow is well individualized, in this sector being used
for agrozootechnical purposes (arable land, pastures) [17]. To determine the TOC, two
samples were collected: P1 - the alluvial substrate of the natural water course (with
TOCmin 12.94 g/Kg and TOCmax, 16.31 g/Kg); P2 - the left shore of the natural water
course (TOCmin 13.26 g/Kg, TOCmax 27.13 g/Kg). In this context, the organic carbon
content depends on in situ biodegradation (P1) or anthropic (P2) changes (Table 5).
At the level of the entire study area, TC content were situated between 13.29 g/kg and
56.21 g/kg, with an average of 30.39 g/kg, and TOC content were situated between 6.61
g/kg and 45.02 g/kg, with an average of 19.98 g/kg. Significant differences between TC
and TOC have been identified in the case of samples collected from water bodies: P1 –
Mihail Kogalniceanu village sector (M. Kog.); P1 and P2 – Bahlui-Jijia confluence (B-J
c.); P1 – Jijia floodplain (Jijia P.). The highest values of TOC were registered in the
wetlands that were the least anthropogenically affected: Jijia River in the Mihail
Kogalniceanu village sector (M. Kog.) and Ciobarciu Wetland (Ciob W.). The lowest
values of TOC correspond to the areas from outside the aquatic perimeter. The drop in
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TOC values is directly proportional to the diminution of wetlands and riparian zone and
with increased of water erosion (Fig. 2).
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Table 5. Depth variation of TC and TOC content within the site Jijia P.
Site name / Code : Jijia floodplain – Jijia P.
P1
P2
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
TC (g/Kg)
TOC (g/Kg)
32.08
16.31
35
27.13
25.77
13.25
26.23
15.17
24.39
14.68
26.38
13.26
34.88
13.76
24.64
12.94
-

Figure 2. Box plot showing the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and outliers values of TC and TOC
content in the first 40 cm for each soil sample.

CONCLUSIONS
The TC and TOC sequestered in the soil layers of the wetlands and riparian zone is
strongly related to climatic changes, vegetation, soil texture and water management. In
the common floodplain of Jijia-Prut rivers (NE Romania), the hydrotechnical and
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agricultural facilities deeply changed the aquatic scenery, lowering the organic carbon
quantity, and deeply impacting the biodiversity of the relict wetlands. The analysis
realized on 55 ground samples collected from five reference points indicates an TOC
content situated between 6.61 g/kg and 45.02 g/kg, with an average of 19.98 g/kg. The
highest values of TOC were registered in the wetlands and riparian zone. The lowest
values of TOC correspond to the areas from outside the aquatic perimeter. The results
contribute to a more precise delimitation of the wetlands in NE Romania.
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ABSTRACT
In its geological evolution, the territory of the Republic of Macedonia was characterized
by a great volcanic activity, but given the fact that active volcanic processes are not
present today, the palaeo-volcanic relief forms are being emphasized. They occur in the
form of volcanic cones, volcanic necks or plugs, remnants of volcanic craters, plateaus
and other forms that are most prominent in the areas of extinct volcanic activity. The
significance of the objects of the geoheritage is based on their defined values. Upon the
termination of the volcanic activity to date, the volcanic forms are significantly
morphologically modified mostly as a result of the large erosive processes and
anthropogenic influences. Therefore, the prominent palaeo-volcanic relief forms that are
part of the geoheritage need adequate protection. They deserve special attention, due to
the fact that some of them are natural rarities that exceed not only the borders of the
Balkan Peninsula but also in Europe.
Key words: palaeo-volcanic relief forms, geoheritage, protection, valuation
INTRODUCTION
All occurrences and forms of animate and inanimate nature differ in their variety or
diversity. They become the object of observation of several generations of researchers
who explore their natural characteristics with a common goal, to have permanent
conservation. Geodiversity is defined as the range (or diversity) of geological (bedrock),
geomorphological (landform) and soil features, assemblages, systems and processes [20].
The geodiversity of natural phenomena and forms is represented by the geological,
geomorphological, pedological, hydrological, climatic diversity and bio-geodiversity.
Geological and geomorphological diversity is consisted of various types of rocks,
minerals, fossils, relief forms, underground structures and structures of processes that are
created during the course of geological evolution [12]. The geomorphological diversity
that is like a result from the influence of various endogenous and exogenous forces on the
surface of the Earth is reflected in various relief forms. Tectonic movements along with
the lithological and structural factors and the influence of the external forces enable the
formation of various individual or group relief forms [18]. According to the European
Geological Heritage Conservation Association (ProGeo) in 1996, the following
geodiversity division was adopted:
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Table 1.Classification of geoheritage sites

A Palaeobiological – macro and micro fauna, flora, vestiges, biochemical, stromatolite
B Geomorphological –regions, caves, volcanoes, waterfalls, fjords, cirques, karst...
C Palaeoecological – former climates, global sediment geology, fossil indicators
D Magmatic, metamorphic and sediment petrological, textured and structural
E Stratigraphical – events, sequences, stratotypes of upper boundaries, interval of stratotypes,
biozones of type of sites of broader meaning, palaeomagnetic events...
F Mineralogical
G Structural – main tectonic or gravitational structures
H Economic– of all types, intrusive, discharges, metallic and nonmetallic deposits, mines and
quarries
I Others – historical, for development of geological science
Source: [24]

As a part of the geomorphological diversity of particular significance is the palaeovolcanic relief forms, which is distinguished by extremely interesting and representative
objects of geoheritage. They occur in the form of volcanic cones, volcanic necks or plugs,
remains of volcanic craters, plateaus and other forms that are most prominent in the areas
of extinguished volcanic activity. The volcanic relief form can fascinate the general
public. Numerous volcanic processes are among those that captivate the human mind at
every level and provide fundamental information for understanding how the Earth works
[17]. Volcanism has a particularly high interest in the general public due to the humanscale time frame of its actions and the very graphic effects of both destructive and
productive aspects [17].
Geodiversity is so diverse that it is difficult to decide which phenomena should be
protected and preserved [14]. All geodiversity is impossible to preserve, therefore it is
necessary to separate the natural phenomena that possess scientific, educational, cultural
and economic values.
VALORIZATION AND THE CONSERVATION
OF THE OBJECTS OF GEOHERITAGE
The process of valorization determines the values of the natural environment, ie whether
a natural treasure has the characteristic of natural rarity and whether it possesses the
properties for which it should be protected. The valorization of the geoheritage is done in
order to determine the values of certain natural rarities and goods given their scientific,
educational, cultural, ambiental, recreational, tourist and other significance and the need
for their protection and the determination of the conditions for their further use. The
valuation of the geoheritage is done based on the natural features and their significance.
Every object or phenomenon to be highlighted as an object of geoheritage it should
include the following standards: authenticity, representativeness, characteristic, diversity,
integrity and landscape value [7].
The purpose of the geodiversity where the values of the natural environment can be
emphasized can be determined by applying the following criteria: scientific purpose,
educational purpose and recreational purpose [7].
The Australian scientist Gray (2005) pointed out more geodiversity values. They
emphasize the intrinsic or existense, cultural, aesthetic, economic, functional and
scientific value [6]. The intrinsic values are associated with things exactly what they are
intended for, rather than how they can be used by people. Cultural values can arise from
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the beliefs about the formation of some rocks or relief forms. They are related to the origin
of rock formations or terrestrial forms. The aesthetic value of geodiversity attracts many
tourists who want to see and take advantage of the natural beauties, as well as the
opportunities that nature gives them. Geodiversity may also have economic value. It is
possible to use coal, oil, gas, treset, uranium and others that are used for raw materials
from which energy is produced. It is also important to obtain precious stones, metal
minerals, construction material, etc. The functional value represents the possibility of
using some parts of nature, including the geosystem services in the sub-rocks that
preserve water, oil and gas. The scientific value given by nature is good for carrying out
geoscientific research, which gives us a great deal of knowledge about the history of the
earth, the processes of shaping its forms, the evolution of life through time, followed by
historical research, environmental monitoring where we can follow the paths of climate
change, the change in sea level and environmental pollution. It is also of great importance
that the above physical evidence be protected for future research and enable the provision
of education and training professional geoscientists, students and pupils [6].
After identifying an object from the geoheritage, it is necessary to perform its proper
valorization, for which it is necessary to determine its category within similar objects. It
is most appropriate to distinguish a large range of objects of geoheritage into five
categories: world-rare in the World, European or Euro-Mediterranean rare in Europe and
the Mediterranean, regionally rare in part of Europe (Balkan Peninsula or Southeast
Europe), national- rare in the state and local-rare in part of the state [9]. The various
natural processes and influences of man can negatively affect the objects of the
geoheritage, that is, they are degraded or completely destroyed. After their identification
as objects of geoheritage, their conservation or protection should be properly carried out.
In order to ensure long-term survival, nature protection is imposed as a priority of firstdegree importance. By implementing the geoconservation, significant representative
phenomena and processes of geodiversity, such as rocks, landscapes, soil characteristics,
etc., are maintained. Geodiversity ought to be conserved for two reasons. First, the
geodiversity is valuable and valued in a large number of ways, and second, it is threatened
by a wide variety of human activities [6]. Geoconservation includes protection, physical
management and improvement of geo-regions of international and national importance
for the purpose of scientific and educational exploitation [19]. Conservation refers to the
protection and management of natural "goods". Geo-conservation is the preservation of
special geological areas (samples) used for scientific research, education and training,
where the popularization of Earth's history for the general public is needed in order to
improve the conservation practice. The objects of geoheritage can be protected on the
very spot of creation in-situ, or separated from it ex-situ [4]. Ex-situ protection is the
protection of geological occurrences from their natural original sites, which mainly refers
to minerals / rock formations and fossils that are usually placed in the museum or private
collections [11]. In-situ protection is the protection of geological occurrences, protection
of the place of creation or the place of natural occurrence of minerals / rock formations
and fossils [11]. In order to preserve the natural values in the protected areas it is
necessary to provide adequate protection regime. The regime for the protection of natural
values of protected areas is regulated by law.
Geoheritage is the representative part of geodiversity that may be specifically identified
as having conservation significance [14]. The geodiversity and geoheritage phenomena
are finite and the principles of sustainable development advise wise use of these resources
for the sake of future generations who might also want to use them [13].
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In this paper presents several palaeo-vulcan relief forms that are worth visiting, and as a
result, it is necessary to protect them for sustainable use.
PALAEOVOLCANIC RELIEF FORMS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
On the territory of the Republic of Macedonia, besides the presence of various relief forms
phenomena, special attention is also given to the palaeo-relief form elements. These are
relief forms, whose formation process is long overdue, i.e. exogenous, and in some cases
endogenous processes that have contributed to their creation, they no longer work. In the
geological past, in different geological fragmentations, intensive volcanic activity with a
large quantity of pyroclastic material and various volcanic rocks was taking place on the
territory of the Republic of Macedonia. The volcanic activity was particularly intense in
the Cenozoic era, in particular in the tertiary and the lower quaternary [22]. Given the fact
that the active volcanic processes are not present today, the palaeo-volcanic relief forms
stand out. They occur in the form of volcanic cones, volcanic necks or plugs, remnants of
volcanic craters, plateaus and other forms that are most prominent in the fields of extinct
volcanic activity. The palaeo-volcanic relief forms are objects of geoheritage that are
worth to be protected and for to be seen by future generations.
As a result of all that, today, seven areas of the extinct volcanic activity are distinguished
on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. They are: Osogovo-Maleshevska (Deve
Bair-Sasko-Delchevsko-Pehchevska), Kratovo-Zletovska, Kumanovo-Sveti Nikole,
Shopursko-Damjanska, Kozhuvsko-Vitachevska, Mariovo-Kajmakchalanska and OhridKosel volcanic area [22].
The Osogovo-Maleshevska volcanic area is located in the far eastern part of Macedonia.
It has a meridian stretch from the village of Luke to the north via Deve Bair-ToranicaSasa-Delchevo-Pehchevo. The volcanic activity took place during the Paleogene and is
represented by several volcanic phases [22]. In the north of the Devebair ridge there are
two volcanic phases. The first phase took place in an upper Eocene. The tectonic ridge
was filled with seawater where sediments were deposited, and the sedimentation process
was accompanied by strong underwater volcanic eruptions. The volcanic activity had a
sub-marine character which led to the creation of a volcanogenic-sedimentary series lying
through the Paleozoic metamorphics and the Paleozoic granitoids. The second phase took
place in the Oligocene and is represented by a large effusion of granodiorite magmaquartz latite [22]. In the central and in the southern part of this volcanic area, the quartz
latite, andesite, and volcanic cones are represented. The volcanic cones Bukovik and Belo
Brdo are clearly distinguished here. The volcanic cone Bukovik is located 3 km northeast
of Pehchevo. The cone has a diameter of about 3.5 km and an area of 8 km2. The relative
height of the cone is about 600-700 m [23]. It is formed of quartz latites and shows marks
traces of lava flows. The mineralization of lead and zinc in the Sasa and Toranica areas
[2] is also associated with this volcanic activity.
The Kratovo-Zletovo volcanic area is the largest area (over 1000 km2) of the volcanic
area in the Republic of Macedonia [1]. It is spatially located in its northeastern part
between Kozjak mountain to the north, the river Bregalnica to the south, Ovche Pole to
the west, and the Osogovo mountains to the east. The volcanic activity has been occurring
in several volcanic phases over tertiary and lower quaternary (Pleistocene), with
maximum paroxysms in Miocene and in Pliocene-Pleistocene [22]. The volcanic
eruptions had an underwater and continental character and provided a remarkably rich
volcanic material that settled alongside the neogenic lake sediments. The volcanic
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material is represented by pyroclastic material (ignimbrits, breccias, sand, ash and dust)
and volcanic rocks (quartz porphyry, andesites, dacites, trachyandesitis, trachytes,
kyanites, basalt, etc.) [22]. The average power of the ejected pyroclastic material is
estimated at 700 m [1]. This volcanic area is characterized by numerous volcanic cones
and calderas, such as: the Lesnovo cone and caldera, the cone of Plavica, a double caldera
of Rajchanski Hill, volcanic neck Zdravchi kamen, volcanic cones near Uvo-Bukovec
and Orlova Chuka and the caldera near Preslap [15]. The Lesnovo cone and caldera is
located near the village of Lesnovo with an area of 12 km2 [16]. The cone has steep sides
and rises above the surrounding relief form for 400 m. At the top of the Lesnovo cone a
caldera is well preserved with a diameter of 1.5 km and a depth in the central part of 150200 m [15]. Near the center of the caldera, 7-8 volcanic necks are ring-shaped. The
Volcanic cone and the caldera Plavica are located between Kratovo and Probishtip. The
volcanic cone over the surrounding relief forms rises by 400-500 m and has a diameter of
3-4 km. Around the main cone, some exaltations are rising concentrically, representing a
parasitic cones with a height of 50-150 [23]. The parasitic cones with Plavica make up a
complex ring structure. The volcanic cones Uvo-Bukovec are located above the village
of Blizanci. They are only 1 km away from each other and are separated by a shallow
saddle. Here, the volcanic activity is represented by the lava flows of dacites. From the
parasitic cones the most impressive one is the cone Kunovska Chuka. The entire Paleovolcanic structure, along with the parasitic craters, extends to an area of about 10 km2,
and the lava-volcanoclastic material spreads to an area of about 35 km2 [15]. The volcanic
neck Zdravchi Kamen is located on the left valley side of the Kratovo River, south of the
village Zhivalevo. It is built of andesite rocks that, when flowing through the volcanic
canal, received a columnal secretion [23]. The Rajcanska volcanic cone and caldera
extends between the villages: Vrbica, Sokolarci, Spanchevo and Rajchani. It covers an
area of about 25 km2. They are represented by two calderas that were part of the then
volcanic cone. The volcanic activity is represented by volcanic-sedimentary breccias and
andesite tuffs [15]. The volcanic bombs in the Kratovo-Zletovo volcanic area are
registered on the left valley side of the Kiselica river. The occurrences are noticeable
along the road, to its incline, from the right valley side towards Probishtip. The site is
located 400-410 m above sea level and occupies a small area of about 0.5 ha. It is a
classical phenomenon of pyroclastic material, i.e. volcanic bombs. There are also volcanic
bombs with a diameter of up to 0.8 m [10].

Figure 1. Volcanic bombs near Provishtip
Photo: Kolchakovski
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The Kumanovo-Sveti Nikole volcanic area is located between Kumanovo and Sveti
Nikole. The volcanic activity is represented by the outflow of basic lava and
volcanoclastic material. The lava that was produced on the surface of the earth had built
basins and plateaus. With the consolidation of the lava volcanic rocks were formed which
are represented by trachybasalts, kyanites, shoshonitic basalts and others. The volcanic
eruptions were accompanied by weak explosions and the eruption of volcanoclastic
material. The age of this volcanic activity is considered to be from the Pleistocene (Lower
Quaternary) [22]. The volcanic necks called Tatichev Kamen is located near the village
of Kokino, northeast of Kumanovo, at an altitude of 1013 m. Its age is estimated to be
32-33 million years old and is due to the secretion of pyroxene andesites and andesites
[10]. As a consequence of the endogenous factors, the small and andesite mass pours out
as a very viscous-dense resinous mass through the inlet channel (which is believed to
have been through today's top of Tatich's Kamen) forming a geomorphologic form of a
dome that fits the mentioned top and micro-location "thrones". The whole andesite massif
with dome shape geomorphological form is dispersed on the magmatic products of
secretion with forms of parallelepipedic quads, cubes, short columnar bodies with
dimensions from 0.5 m to about 1-1.5 m. In some places encircled are cubes, quadrants
and more. The rounded form was obtained from the influence of exogenous factors. The
entire andesite massif from a geomorphological point of view reminds of the shape of a
"saddle" or "dwarf camel" because it is composed of two domes of which the highest
dome is called Tatichev Kamen, and the smaller dome is the micro-location called
"thrones" [5]. The basalt plateaus site is located in the area of the village of Mlado
Nagoricane. It is characteristic that they represent a series of eight plateaus (cones) with
height from 50 to 80 m with a meridian stretching path [8]. The Neotectonic movements
and erosion influenced the separation of the single plateau. This resulted in the only
plateau splitting and forming more small plateaus or cones. The largest of these basalt
plateaus is the basalt plateau Cabernik, the smaller of which is Sreden Kamen, and the
smallest is the basalt plateau Ostrovitsa [3]. The most prominent basaltic plateaus are
"Kostoperska Karpa" and "Vujovska Karpa" which are located directly to the main road
Kumanovo-Kriva Palanka. They had a meridian stretching path and, according to J.
Cvijic, this object belongs to the system of meridian stretches, which begin from
Katlanovska Banja, and all the way to Ruple east of the Grdelichka ravine. The cones are
composed of blackish large basalt, and in some of them there are red layers of a very light
sponge mass of lava [3].

Figure 2. The basalt plateau
near Mlado Nagoricane
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Figure 3. The volcanic necks Tatichev Kamen
(the site Kokino)
Photo: Todorova
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The Chopursko-Damjanska volcanic area is spatially located between the villages of
Shopur, Damjan, Bucim, Brest and the river Kriva Lakavica. Volcanic activity took place
during the Paleogene and is represented by two volcanic phases. The first phase took
place at the end of an upper Eocene in which underwater volcanic eruptions took place
by spilling large quantities of pyroclastic material. The second phase took place in
Oligocene-Neogene. It is represented by volcanic cones of intermediate rocks, andesetes
and trachyandesites. The volcanic cones and craters by the name of Pilav Tepe, Orlova
Glava, Treskavica Chuka and others, stand out here. For this volcanic activity, the
connection with mineralization of the copper in Bucim and Borov Dol and the
mineralization of iron in Damjan is connected [22]. The volcanic cone Pilav Tepe is
located in the valley of Medenska Reka (right tributary of Lakavica), on the right side of
the ravine (Dervenska Ravine) along the Radovis-Stip road. The volcanic cone is 150
meters high and has a conical look. It is the morphologically most shown phenomenon of
tertiary, upper eocenic magmatism in the region of Buchum-Damjan. It was formed from
upper-Eocene andesites [10]. To the south of the volcanic cone Pilav Tepe at a distance
of 1 km lies the second volcanic cone in the form of a volcanic neck and is called Plocha.
The relative height is about 150-200 m.

Figure 4. The volcanic cone Pilav Tepe
Photo: Kolchakovski

The Kozuf-Vitachevska volcanic area is the youngest volcanic area on the territory of
the Republic of Macedonia. This volcanic area is divided into two parts. Its age is defined
as Miocene-Pliocene to Quaternary. It is spatially located between Kavadarci in the north
and the Kozuf mountain in the south, and continues into Greece as Voras. The volcanic
activity was performed in several stages. The first phase is represented by the outflow of
an intermediate lava, and from the rocky masses is represented with andesites. The
andesites are prevalent in the Majdan (Alshar), mountain Dudica, the valley of Stara
Reka, Mircevica, the locality of Sharena and Zharnica. In the region of Dudica, copper
mineralization appeared, and in the region of Alshar, the mineralization is represented by
antimony, arsenic and thallium. In the second volcanic phase, the strong volcanic
eruptions was performed by the outflow of intermediate andesitic lava and the ejection of
a large amount of pyroclastic material. From this pyroclastic material is formed the
plateau Vitacevo, and from the andesites is formed volcanic cones of Vlasov Grad,
Kopriva, Ostrec, Momina Cuka, Prasnik, Cvrstec, Dudica and others were linearly
distributed in the east-west direction [22]. The volcanic cone Vasov Grad is located on
the western slopes of the Kozuf mountain southeast of the village of Mrezhichko. The
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volcanic cone is of height of around 500-600 m and it is built of andesitic lava. Around
the cone there are several parasitic cones such as: Ostrec (1550 m), Cvrstec (1535 m) and
others [23].
The Mariovo-Kajmakchalan volcanic area extends between the village of Vitolishte in
the north and the mountain Nidze with Kajmakchalan in the south. The volcanic activity
took place with a large production of pyroclastic material, which is represented by tuffs,
breccias and agglomerates. Volcanic cones also stand out in this area, of which most
known are the following: Kamila, Crna Tumba, Kravica and others [2].
The Ohrid-Kosel volcanic area is located north of Ohrid and has a meridian stretch from
the village of Pesochnica, Crvena Voda to the north and to the south extends through the
villages of Vapila, Kosel to the village of Velgoshti. Here, there is a system of
longitudinal fault structures, the most significant of which is the Koselian fault. Along
these fault structures in the villages of Pesochani, Vapila, Kosel and Velgoshti, there are
also post-volcanic phenomena represented by the outflow of gases of carbon dioxide and
sulfur hydrogen. The most marvelous post-volcanic phenomenon is the sulfur spring
Duvalo near the village of Kosel [22].
VALUATION AND PROTECTION OF
THE PALAEOVOLCANIC RELIEF FORMS
According to the proposed measures for determining the values of the natural features,
the palaeo-volcanic relief forms have their specific characteristics. Because of their
primary form of occurrence of volcanic origin, they are characterized by great
authenticity. The relief forms have not been modified by people. As a typical example,
the volcanic cone Pilav Tepe can serve as it is clearly expressed. These relief forms
occupy the largest percentage of the surface of the Republic of Macedonia in the eastern
part and are typical in their appearance. The largest and most prominent palaeo-volcanic
relief forms is the Kratovo-Zletovo volcanic area. The palaeo-volcanic relief forms occur
in various forms of volcanic cone, caldera, volcanic neck and pyroclastic material, i.e.
volcanic bombs. Because they are witnesses of the former volcanic activity in these areas,
they are distinguished by their attractiveness, that is, representativeness. They represent
a whole (integrity) for volcanic activities that took place in the Cenozoic era (tertiary and
the lower quaternary) on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. The overall picture
they create has a landscape value, since these palaeo-volcanic relief forms are
distinguished by their appeal and they are strikingly appearing on the relief. The Lesnovo
cone attracts particular attention and the caldera with the surrounding area. According to
the purpose offered by these palaeo-volcanic phenomena, they can be used for scientific
research, for analyzing their stance and in what period of time they occur. They can also
be used for educational purposes, where it will be presented that there are no active
volcanoes on the territory, but that these forms testify to the past activity. The basalt
plateaus of Mlado Nagoricane and the volcanic neck Tatichev Kamen, because they have
a characteristic way of becoming, can be used for scientific and educational purposes. At
the site of the occurrence of the volcanic bombs near Probishtip, a geological profile can
be made for educational purposes and to set up an information panel that will serve to get
more information about the way these volcanic bombs are formed. The volcanic cones,
calderas, volcanic necks and plateaus can also be used for recreational purposes, that is,
as a picnic or resting place. On the volcanic cone Plocha due to selective erosion, vertical
rocky sections have been formed for alpinism. According to the distinguished values of
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the Australian scientist Gray, the presented palaeo-volcanic relief forms fulfill the
intrinsic or existense value, i.e. they are in their original state. Cultural values are
represented on the volcanic neck Tatichev Kamen because in the past it was used for
astronomical measurements. This relief form shape was most comfortable for performing
astronomical observations, since it offers countless well-formed and constant benchmarks
for astronomical measurements. The aesthetic value is quite significant, because
according to the way of appearance and the prominent relief forms attract visitors who
love nature and with the opportunity to benefit from the benefits offered such as rock
climbing, hiking, and others. From the economic value it is important to say that these
areas are significant, because there is excavation of copper, lead-zinc ore, thallium,
arsenic, antimony and other. There are also quarries on certain cones, where the rocks are
used for construction material. It is very difficult to thoroughly assess the values of nature.
Using the valorization an analysis is being taken of the given criteria whether an object
can respond positively to one criterion or more and as a result of that analysis it can be
proposed as an object of the geoheritage. According to the prominent values possessed
by the palaeo-volcanic relief forms, some of them are not only important from the national
level, but also exceed the Balkan and European spaces. The volcanic neck Tatichev
Kamen (the site Kokino) is of global importance because it was placed on the tentative
list of UNESCO protection in 2009 [25], but not as a natural heritage but as an
archaeoastronomical site. The basalt plateaus of Mlado Nagoricane and Lesnovo cones
and caldera are also rare occurrence not only in the Republic of Macedonia, but also in
the Balkan Peninsula. Other volcanic cones, caldera and volcanic necks are also of great
importance for protection and promotion, but the more important are the following: The
volcanic cones Pilav Tepe, volcanic cone Vasov Grad, volcanic neck Zdravci Kamen and
others. On Lesnovo cones and caldera more detailed studies are already being done of
natural values and are adequately presented by placing information panels, road signs,
presentations on web pages and flyers. Apart from the effects of the erosive-denudation
processes that contribute to the leveling of the primary volcanic relief forms, i.e.
destroying the tops of the cones where the crater was located, the greatest threat to them
is the anthropogenic influence. As a threat for destruction of the volcanic bombs is the
potential expansion of the road. For the volcanic cones a threat of destruction is the
opening of quarries, or the exploitation of mineral resources. A typical example is the
partial destruction of Lesnovo cones is the alleged mining of stone. In the basalt plates
near Mlado Nagoricane during the field research, it was noted that one basalt plateau had
wire lines and a substation installed, and a monument was built at the basalt plateau
"Zebrnak", and also the basalt was exploited too. For these reasons, the relief forms
should be protected on the spot, i.e. to carry out in-situ protection or take samples for
museum collections, i.e. to ex-situ protection. Typical for the application of ex-situ is the
mineralogical collection of the lead and zinc mine "Zletovo", which is exhibited at the
Mineralogical-Ethnological Museum in Probishtip.
Samples of volcanic bombs can also be taken to be displayed in the museum and faculty
collections. Typical examples are the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics and
the Natural Science Museum in Skopje. For prominent volcanic cones, calderas, volcanic
neck and plateaus and is applied in-situ protection. For their specific protection they need
to be protected by legal regulations. Apart from the volcanic neck Tatichev Kamen (the
site Kokino), which is placed on the tentative list of UNESCO, also stands out the
Lesnovo cone and caldera, which has been declared a monument of nature. It is on the
list of geological rarities of the Rare Protection Office in the Republic of Macedonia. It
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is worth mentioning that the basalt plateaus according to the corresponding legal
regulations are included in the list of draft laws for proclamation as a monument of nature,
and thus will acquire adequate protection from the occurrence of anthropogenic
influences. For the remaining palaeo-volcanic relief forms, additional studies are
conducted for their research so that they can be properly protected. A great interest in
studying, presenting and taking appropriate measures for the protection of the palaeovolcanic relief forms is through the preparation of studies for the protection of natural
values at the level of the whole country or for individual areas. Such examples are the
study of the geodiversity and the geoheritage in the Republic of Macedonia and other
components of nature (biological and landscape diversity), the study on valorization with
the proposal for the establishment of the protected area "Osogovski Massiv", the study on
the situation for the potentials for development of tourism in the Eastern planning region
and others.
CONCLUSION
Up to 2.5 million years ago, on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia an intense
volcanic activity took place. As a result, today as a witness we have the characteristic
remnants of volcanoes, solid lava flows, tuffs, volcanic bombs, and more. By determining
the values they possess, they deserve to be treated as a part of the geoheritage in the
Republic of Macedonia for which a special presentation is needed. They should be
properly presented for to be used for scientific and educational purposes, all in order to
be protected so they can also serve for the future generations. Through making and setting
up informative panels, signposts and presentation via web pages and flyers, the palaeovolcanic relief forms will be affirmed to the point that they can also be the main tourist
attraction. It is also worth noting that the volcanic rocks are exposed to some erosive
processes, and because of which various denudation relief form shapes appear in the relief
forms, such as rock pillars, forms like cups and footprints and other that should awake
the interest of the geo-researchers and the public. The current state of the number of
protected areas in the Republic of Macedonia is 86 objects or 8.9% with a total area of
229 719.07 ha [21]. The number of protected areas can significantly increase through
preparation of various studies for inventory, valorization and protection of the palaeovolcanic relief forms. As a result of that, the Republic of Macedonia is rich with numerous
objects of geoheritage including volcanic cones, caldera, volcanic necks and volcanic
bombs that have high values and attractiveness and who can adequately be interpreted,
arranged and promoted for geotourism purposes.
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ABSTRACT
The objective on this study is to create a model-algorithm, in order to predict-forecast
hailstorms in the area of central Macedonia-Greece, where the Greek National Hail
Suppression Program is conducted. The examined time period is from April to September,
for the years 2008, 2009 and 2010. The data used were obtained from the C-band weather
radar being located next to the area of interest, weather charts and the daily atmospheric
soundings, being launched at the synoptic station of Thessaloniki and analyzed from the
University of Wyoming, USA.
The adopted methodology relies upon the weighted and nonlinear multiple regression
analysis theory, where certain functions of the correlation values between the dependent
variable and each one of the independent variables, were used for the determination of
the weighted coefficients. As dependent variable was used the observed -by the weather
radar- daily maximum reflectivity values. On the other hand, eight (8) independent
variables were chosen, through the statistical analyses of twenty-six (26) instability,
microphysical and thermodynamic parameters, in order to form a stable, nonlinear,
model-algorithm. In general, the adopted independent variables describe the
thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics, together with instability factors and the
precipitable water, of the encountered hailstorms.
The algorithm was developed based upon the exploratory set of data information and it
was statistically evaluated by using the confirmatory set of data. The evaluation procedure
proved that the developed nonlinear model-algorithm is a reliable and useful tool of
predicting and forecasting hailstorm activity in the examined area of Central Macedonia,
Greece.
Keywords: hailstorms; regression analysis; nonlinear algorithm; radar reflectivity;
Central Macedonia.
INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of hailstorms has been investigated by several scientists due to its
complexity and difficulty, particularly in prediction and also because of the catastrophic
damages it can create. In Greece, especially in summertime, hail appears to be one of the
most common natural disasters, affecting agriculture, livestock and generally human
activities.
Hence, the objective on this study is to develop a model-algorithm, in order to predictforecast hailstorms in the area of central Macedonia-Greece, where the Greek National
Hail Suppression Program is conducted. To meet this objective, the most appropriate
meteorological parameters have been chosen in order to thoroughly and scientifically
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describe the phenomenon under consideration. Somehow similar studies have been
performed in the near present by Tournaviti (1999) [1], Stolaki (2004) [2], Dimoutsi
(2005) [3] and Sfiri (2012) [4].
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The aim of predicting hailstorms was based on the existence of the Greek National Hail
Suppression Program (NHSP). This program is weather modification project, being
applied on the area of Central Macedonia (Greece), with the objective to minimize and
suppresses the hail damages over the protected area, which is depicted in Figure 1. The
data information used on this study correspond to the protected area, being obtained from
the operational C-band weather radar, which is located just next to the area of interest and
from the daily atmospheric soundings (12UTC), being launched at the synoptic station of
Thessaloniki and fully analyzed from the University of Wyoming, USA.

Figure 1: The operational are of the Greek National Hail Suppression Program (NHSP)
in Central Macedonia (Greece).

Hailstorms are commonly observed in summer time for the examined area. Consequently,
the Greek NHSP is mainly operational from 1 April to 30 September each year. According
to this, the study period of this research incorporates the hail days from the month-period
April to September for the three years: 2008, 2009 and 2010. Hence, the total number of
the encountered hail days (hail on the ground) reached the number of 256 (total period).
The radar and sounding data information were carefully checked about their correctness
and their compatibility with actual measurements and weather conditions for each one of
the hail days. The identified “outliers” were deleted and did not used to any further
processing. As a result, a 4.3% of the initial data information was rejected. Furthermore,
fifty (50) hail days were “a priori” extracted through a random number generator
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procedure, in order to consist the confirmatory period, which would be used for the
evaluation and confirmation of the derived model-algorithm. The actual model-algorithm
will be developed based upon all the rest hail days, which consist the exploratory period.
The methodology applied for the development of the model-algorithm is based on the
nonlinear multiple regression analysis procedure. The model-algorithm consists of a
dependent variable, which mainly indicates the hail existence with a preferable
signification of the hail intensity-severity and a number of independent variables, with
high physical meaning and statistical influence to the examined phenomenon. Based upon
international (Browning, 1977) [5] and national (Karacostas, 1984) [6] literature, the best
fitted parameter could be considered the radar maximum reflectivity value, which is a
very good indicator for hail existence and of hail intensity-severity. Browning (1977) [5]
and Karacostas (1984) [6] adopted the threshold radar reflectivity value of more than
45dbz and 35dBz, respectively. The maximum reflectivity value has been used as the
dependent variable for the development of the indices: FK by Floca and Karacostas
(1988) [7], ΤΚ-4 by Karacostas (1990) [8] and ΤΗΕ by Chatzi (1992) [9].
This particular model-algorithm was developed based upon the syntheses of linear and
nonlinear regression analyses procedures between the maximum reflectivity and each one
of the independent variables. The independent variables were chosen among thirty (30)
meteorological parameters, which were evaluated and chosen according to their physical
and statistical relationship with the dependent variable. All of them are directly or
indirectly contribute to the hailstorm and hail formation and reinforcement procedures
and they are theoretically associated with the existent atmospheric instability, the
available humidity and important thermodynamic and microphysical parameters.
As a first step, the correlation matrix of all the independent variables was calculated.
According to the resulting correlation coefficients, the highly inter-correlated
independent variables, which exhibit similar physical meanings, were excluded from the
development procedure of the model-algorithm.
Hence, a correlation matrix between each one of the remaining independent variablesparameters and the dependent variable was calculated. Taking into consideration, firstly
the meteorological criteria and the physical meaning of the independent variables with
respect to the potentiality of hail formation, together with the encountered high correlation
coefficient (R) values of them with the dependent variable of maximum reflectivity, the
model-algorithm was developed. Linear and nonlinear relationships between the selected
independent variables with the dependent variables were statistically synthesized to form
the final mathematical expression of the model-algorithm.
Therefore, the model-algorithm was resulted from the sums of both linear and nonlinear
equations (polynomial), according to the best fit of the independent variable to the
maximum reflectivity. This multiple regression model-algorithm is mathematically
expressed through equation (1).
4

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑑𝐵𝑧 = 𝑤𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑋𝑖 ) + ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑋𝑖2 )
2

1

+ ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑋𝑖2 + 𝑑𝑖 𝑋𝑖2 + 𝑑𝑖 𝑋𝑖3 ) + 𝑤𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑋𝑖2
1

+ 𝑑𝑖 𝑋𝑖3 + 𝑒𝑖 𝑋𝑖4 )
(1)
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The maxdBz stands for estimated maximum reflectivity, Xi stands for the i selected
independent variables and ai, bi, ci, di, ei are the estimated constants.
It is worth mentioning that the wi constitute the weighted coefficients, which are
calculated through equation (2), contributing meteorologically quite a lot to the physical
meaning of the model-algorithm. Where Ri is the correlation coefficient for the i selected
independent variable.
𝑤𝑖 =

𝑅𝑖
∑𝑅
(2)

RESULTS
In the present study the independent variables-parameters were related to atmospheric
pressure, geopotential height, air temperatures, mixing ratios, relative humidity and the
height of specific temperatures encountered in different atmospheric layers. From the
initial thirty (30) parameters, four (4) of them were initially rejected due to missing
appropriate measurements.
Eight (8) of the remaining twenty-six (26) meteorological parameters were selected for
the development of the model-algorithm, since they appeared the most relevant to the
studied phenomenon.
Three of these eight parameters were instability indices, two had to do with the humidity
of the atmosphere and the other three were microphysical parameters. Specifically, the
independent variables-parameters were: mixing ratio at the surface (MRSUR),
precipitable water (PWAT), potential temperature of the mean mixing layer (MLTH),
Showalter index (SHOW), Lifted index (LIFT), K index (KINX), height of the -5oC
isothermal (H-5) and relative humidity at surface (RHSUR). The aforementioned
parameters and their coefficients of determination and correlation coefficients, with
maximum reflectivity values, are depicted in Table 1.
Table 1: Coefficients of determination and correlation coefficients
between the eight independent variables and maximum reflectivity values.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
R2
Mixing ratio at surface
MRSUR
0.40
Precipitable water
PWAT
0.34
Potential temperature of the mean mixing layer
MLTH
0.31
Showalter index
SHOW
0.23
Lifted index
LIFT
0.18
Κ index
KINX
0.17
Height of -5⁰c isothermal
H-5
0.15
Relative humidity at surface
RHSUR
0.09

R
0.64
0.58
0.56
0.48
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.30

It should be stated that most of these parameters have been frequently chosen to form
similar model-algorithms by many other investigators who studied hailstorms over the
same or similar area.
With the objective to incorporate the best fitted regression equation between maximum
reflectivity and each one of the eight meteorological parameters, the equations tested
were: linear, logarithmic, exponential, hyperbolic and 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade polynomial.
The Showalter index was the only parameter which revealed linear regression equation
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with the maximum reflectivity. The seven remaining parameters, as they were mentioned
in Table 1 (MRSUR, PWAT, MLTH, LIFT, KINX, H-5, RHSUR), used 2nd grade
polynomial, 3rd grade polynomial, 2nd grade polynomial, 2nd grade polynomial, 4th grade
polynomial, 2nd grade polynomial and 3rd grade polynomial, respectively. The weighted
coefficients were calculated based on the correlation coefficients of these linear and
nonlinear equations between the dependent variable and the independent ones and they
are presented in Table 2.

MRSUR
0.1686

PWAT
0.1546

Table 2: The calculated weighted coefficients between
the independent variables and maximum reflectivity.
MLTH
SHOW
H-5
LIFT
KINX
0.1473
0.1270
0.1029
0.1126
0.1084

RHSUR
0.0786

Taking into consideration all these theoretical and practical methodologies and procedures,
together with all the calculations performed, the final developed mathematical expression of the
model-algorithm is demonstrated through the equation (3).
maxdBz = -0.027 MRSUR2 + 0.844 MRSUR + 0.00022 PWAT3 – 0.012 PWAT2 +
+ 0.642 PWAT – 0.0129 LTH2 + 7.686 MLTH – 0.147 SHOW + 7.2*10-6 (H-5)2 - 0.0129 (H-5) – 0.0002 LIFT4 + 0.0042 LIFT3 – 0.0058 LIFT2 – 0.1856 LIFT +
+ 0.00138 KINX2 – 0.0219 KINX – 7.9 *10-6 RHSUR3 +
+ 0.0015 RHSUR2 – 0.0688 RHSUR – 1093.56
(3)

This final mathematical expression of the model-algorithm was resulted by using the 80%
of the available data information, which correspond to the exploratory period.
Investigating the representativeness, objectivity and reliability of the model-algorithm,
Equation (3), was also applied to the analogous data information which correspond to the
confirmatory period. The resulted predicted values were then compared to the actual
observed maximum daily reflectivity values, in order to demonstrate the model’s ability
to correctly predict-estimate the hailstorm occurrence. Figure 2 depicts these
comparisons, obtained through the linear regression procedure, for the exploratory (top),
confirmatory (middle) and the whole examined period (bottom). According to these
comparisons between the predicted and the observed daily maximum reflectivity values,
the encountered correlation coefficients (R) reached to the levels of: R=0.6872 for the
exploratory period, R=0.7661 for the confirmatory period and R=0.6976 for the whole
period.
It is believed that this established model-algorithm is a quite acceptable, reliable and very
useful tool for the prediction of an extreme event, such as, hailstorm.
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Figure 2: Comparison between the predicted by the developed model-algorithm values
and the observed daily maximum reflectivity values for the exploratory (top),
the confirmatory (middle) and the whole period (bottom).
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CONCLUSIONS
Using data information from daily atmospheric soundings and a weather radar, a modelalgorithm was developed for predicting hailstorms over the area of Central Macedonia.
The dependent variable was chosen to be the daily maximum reflectivity measured from
a C-band weather radar. The parameters used as the independent variables of the modelalgorithm were selected based upon the use of meteorological criteria and statistical
methods. The model-algorithm was developed based mostly on nonlinear multiple
regression analyses.
The chosen independent variables used for the development of the model-algorithm are
the following: mixing ratio at the surface (MRSUR), precipitable water (PWAT),
potential temperature of the mean mixing layer (MLTH), Showalter index (SHOW),
Lifted index (LIFT), K index (KINX), height of the -5oC isothermal (H-5) and relative
humidity at surface (RHSUR). Moreover, each one of the selected independent variables,
indirectly contributed to the model-algorithm through the calculation procedure of their
equivalent weighted coefficients.
The comparisons of the predicted by the model-algorithm values against the observed
ones demonstrated the very acceptable linear correlation coefficients values of 0.6872,
0.7661 and 0.6976, for the exploratory, confirmatory and the whole examined period,
respectively. Hence, it is concluded that the developed model-algorithm is a very
acceptable, reliable and particularly useful tool for the prediction of the extreme event of
hailstorm over the area of Central Macedonia, Greece.
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ABSTRACT
The Hellenic National Meteorological Service (HNMS) has operated a low - very low
frequency lightning location network system since 2007. The network provides high
detection efficiency with eight (8) sensors, strategically distributed across the continental
and island territory of Greece. The data obtained through the “Time-Of-Arrival” method
and they cover measurements of the time, location, polarity (positive or negative), peak
current (in mA) of: cloud to cloud (CC), cloud to ground (CG) and ground to cloud (GC),
lightning flashes.
The objective on this research is, initially to collect and analyze all the available data
information of the examined 10-year (2008-2017) period for the area of Macedonia,
Greece and based upon all these information to develop the lightning climatology for the
area of interest by creating lightning density maps on an annual, seasonal and monthly
bases of total and positive-only lightning strike activities. Moreover, climatological
analyses and studies are also performed for the “warm periods” (April to September) and
for the “cold periods” (October to March) of the year, in order to investigate any temporal
and spatial characteristics of lightning flashes, and particularly to emphasize and focus
on days with excessive lightning. It is believed that studying the aforementioned
characteristics of the previous 10 years lightning events (climatology), it provides useful
information about risk areas, where property or life are threatened.
Keywords: lightning climatology; lightning flashes; Macedonia – Greece.
INTRODUCTION
Lightning can be addressed as a hazard, since it kills hundreds of people every year and
also as a forecasting tool, as lightning data are used to improve high-resolution forecasts
of thunderstorms and convection [1, 4]. The Hellenic National Meteorological Service
(HNMS) has operated a low - very low frequency lightning location network system since
2007. The system consists of eight (8) lightning sensors covering continental and island
territory of Greece (Fig. 1). The sensors instantaneously detect the electromagnetic
signals given off when the lightning strikes the earth’s surface. The lightning network
detects ~95% of the overall CG activity, with its location accuracy estimated at 250 m
[2]. The data obtained through the “Time-Of-Arrival” method cover measurements of the
time, location, polarity (positive or negative), peak current (in mA) of: cloud to cloud
(CC), cloud to ground (CG) and ground to cloud (GC), lightning flashes. Past national
lightning climatological studies have shown a maximum of flash density over the eastern
Macedonia (Kavala and Drama) [2, 5, 6, 7]. Regional lightning climatological studies
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over the area of Macedonia, Greece, are made in order to provide a detailed description
of the encountered lightning activity.

Figure 1: The distribution of the eight (8) sensors of the Lightning Detection Network of the Hellenic
National Meteorological Service.

METHOD
The climatology studies of the total and positive-only lightning strikes activities concern
the annual, seasonal, monthly and warm and cold periods of interest. This way, the
performed lightning distributions in space and time will allow lightning/thunderstorm
regimes to be identified and determined. Data from 14 January 2008 to 30 November
2017 was used for all the analyses. The maps are based on a 0,1o×0,1o grid. The point
data, constructed with latitudinal and longitudinal pairs with the use of a fortran program,
then ingested into Matlab Software in order to create a 0,1o ×0,1o density analysis.

Figure 2: a) Total annual lightning density and b) total annual positive flash density.
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A total of 1.416.934 lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period, from which
the 58.808 were positive, that is only 4.15%. The total annual lightning density and the
total annual positive lightning density observed between 14 January 2008 and 30
November 2017 are shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b, respectively.
Over West Macedonia, the densities are generally lower than in Central and Eastern
Macedonia. The lowest densities are observed over mountain Vermio, and the highest
densities occur over mountain Olympus, over mountain Holomontas, over mountain
Falakro and also along the southern coastlines. In correspondence with total annual
lightning, total annual positive lightning shows that the maxima are over the same regions.
The annual analysis shows that lightning in Macedonia exists in areas away from the path
of the Vardaris wind, which is a cold wind and has a negative forcing in surface heating.
Also, land shows higher lightning densities than the waters of the Gulf of Thermaikos and
the Gulf of Strimonikos.
RESULTS
The analysis of the density plots will be divided into sections for each year, each season,
each month and for warm and cold periods, for total and positive-only lightning strike.
Annual total lightning density
A total of 195.511 (13.8%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 14-012008 to 30-12-2008, a total of 299.163 (21.1%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the
study period 05-01-2009 to 28-12-2009, a total of 191.134 (13.5%) lightning strikes were
analyzed over the study period 01-01-2010 to 31-12-2010, a total of 129.462 (9.1%)
lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-01-2011 to 31-12-2011, a total
of 69.747 (4.9%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-01-2012 to 3112-2012, a total of 119.400 (8.4%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period
01-01-2013 to 31-12-2013, a total of 209.621 (14.8%) lightning strikes were analyzed
over the study period 01-01-2014 to 31-12-2014, a total of 34.713 (2.4%) lightning strikes
were analyzed over the study period 13-01-2015 to 31-12-2015, a total of 56.355 (4.0%)
lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 02-01-2016 to 29-12-2016 and a
total of 111.828 (7.9%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-01-2017
to 30-11-2017. All these analyses are presented in Figure 3. The most active lightning
year was the 2009, with the second most active lightning year to be the 2014, while the
less active year was the 2015.
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Figure 3: Annual lightning density for: a) 2008, b) 2009, c) 2010,
d) 2011, e) 2012, f) 2013, g) 2014, h) 2015, i) 2016, j) 2017.
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Season total lightning density
A total of 35.173 (2.5%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 14-012008 to 29-12-2016, a total of 170.262 (12.0%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the
study period 01-03-2008 to 27-05-2017, a total of 978.383 (69%) lightning strikes were
analyzed over the study period 01-06-2008 to 29-08-2017, a total of 233.116 (16.5%)
lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-09-2008 to 30-11-2017. All these
analyses are presented in Figure 5. The most active lightning season is summer, the
second most active lightning season is autumn and the less active season is winter.

Figure 5. Season total lightning density for: a) winter, b) spring, c) summer, d) autumn.

Season positive lightning density
A total of 2.861 (4.9%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 14-01-2008
to 29-12-2016, a total of 17.088 (29.1%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study
period 02-03-2008 to 27-05-2017, a total of 28.904 (49.1%) lightning strikes were
analyzed over the study period 01-06-2008 to 29-08-2017, a total of 9.956 (16.9%)
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Figure 6. Season total positive lightning density for: a) winter, b) spring, c) summer, d) autumn lightning
strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-09-2008 to 30-11-2017. All these analyses are presented in
Figure 6. The most active positive lightning season is summer, the second most active positive lightning
season is spring and the less active season is winter.

Monthly total lightning density
A total of 5.468 (0.4%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 14-01-2008
to 31-01-2017, a total of 9.566 (0.7%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study
period 01-02-2008 to 11-02-2017, a total of 4.832 (0.3%) lightning strikes were analyzed
over the study period 01-03-2008 to 30-03-2017, a total of 16.621 (1.2%) lightning strikes
were analyzed over the study period 01-04-2008 to 30-04-2017, a total of 148.810
(10.5%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 06-05-2008 to 27-05-2017,
a total of 287.860 (20.3%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-062008 to 11-06-2017, a total of 433.846 (30.6%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the
study period 01-07-2008 to 31-07-2017, a total of 256.677 (18.1%) lightning strikes were
analyzed over the study period 01-08-2008 to 29-08-2017, a total of 171.590 (12.1%)
lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-09-2008 to 30-09-2017, a total
of 34.763 (2.5%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 01-10-2008 to 3010-2017, a total of 26.763 (1.9%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period
01-11-2008 to 30-11-2017, a total of 20.139 (1.4%) lightning strikes were analyzed over
the study period 01-12-2008 to 29-12-2016. All these analyses are presented in Figure 7.
The most active lightning month is July, the second most active lightning month is June
and the less active month is March.
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Figure 7: Monthly total lightning density for: a) January, b) February, c) March, d) April, e) May, f)
June, g) July, h) August, i) September, j) October, k) November, l) December.
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In January, February and March, the regions with the highest lightning activity are the
waters and the coastlines of the Gulf of Thermaikos and the Gulf of Strimonikos. The
lack of surface heating over land maintains thunderstorms over warmer waters, where
there is also more available moisture and convergence. In April, convection begins to take
place over land due to the surface heating and the mountain of Olympus shows an increase
in lightning activity. In May, there is a reverse in lightning activity and the maxima appear
over land, and especially over the mountainous regions. Also,
western Macedonia reveals the highest lightning density among all the other months. It
seems that there is enough instability, since the Etesian winds are not well established and
the land begins to get warmer than the above boundary layer. In June, July and August,
western Macedonia reveals minor lightning activity in relation to other regions, in which
lightning activity has almost doubled. In September and October, there is a very sharp
decrease of lightning activity over land. In November, lightning densities decrease over
water also, and in December the distribution of higher lightning densities shifts over water
and coastlines as in January, February and March. These results are in good agreement
with earlier studies of lightning densities across Europe [3].
Warm period total lightning and total positive lightning density
A total of 1.315.403 (92.8%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 0104-2008 to 30-09-2017, a total of 51.422 (87.4%) lightning strikes were analyzed over
the study period 02-04-2008 to 30-09-2017. All these analyses are presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Warm period lightning density for: a) total lightning and b) total positive lightning.

In the warm period (April-September) the mountainous regions display the highest total
lightning densities and the highest total positive lightning densities. Western Macedonia
holds the minima lightning densities and also there is an obvious contrast between land
and the northwest Aegean Sea.
Cold period total lightning density and total positive lightning density
A total of 101.531 (7.2%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the study period 14-012008 to 29-12-2016, a total of 7.386 (12.6%) lightning strikes were analyzed over the
study period 14-01-2008 to 29-12-2016. All these analyses are presented in Figure 9.
In the cold period (October-March) the northwest Aegean Sea and coastlines of
Chalkidiki display the highest total lightning densities and the highest total positive
lightning densities. Also, some remnants of lightning activity appear in south and west
borders between Thessaly and Hpeiro.
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Figure 9. Cold period lightning density for: a) total lightning and b) total positive lightning.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the lightning strike distributions across Macedonia reveals that during
spring and summer thunderstorms are favoured mostly over mountainous regions, except
for the west part, which experience actually the lowest lightning activity. During the warm
period there is a positive relationship of lightning activity with elevation [8]. Also, this
study revealed that in May, the convection is indicated mostly above land, while in the
previous months is mostly sea-based. In September, convection is displaced again over
sea and only some remnants appear over land. During the cold period the lightning
activity is more intense above sea and especially during autumn. That is, the number of
lightning strikes is positively correlated with the warmer sea during autumn [9]. The
effects of unusually strong storms appear in the lightning density plots, which will be
further studied in the future.
Finally, this study revealed different thunderstorm regimes from which lightning risk
areas can be derived. In warm period, the mountainous areas, especially Olympus,
Holomontas, Falakro and surrounding areas, and in cold period the Gulf of Thermaikos,
the Gulf of Strimonikos and the coastlines of Chalkidiki experience high lightning
activity, with the consequence to be described as high risk areas.
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ABSTRACT
Clearing down the chronology of Holocene’s history vegetation was made by exploring
some important sites from Romania. The sequences of the forest phases in Holocene are
well known because of the studies made by the School of Palynology from Cluj
(Romania). These have shown that past vegetation dynamics are not uniform in the
Romanian Carpathians, as initially believed. The Ink quaking bog is situated in the contact
area of the Carpathians and the Subcarpathians Curvature’s sector at the altitude of 560
meters. The surrounding vegetation is highlighted by deciduous forest and meadow or
swamp vegetation, having mesotrophic and meso-eutrophic characteristics. The peat bog
deposit layer is 70-80 cm thick, and it’s represented by a very darkened made of soil peat
bog, with some maceration variations. The swamp was dug with a gravity corer, attached
with collecting tubes, which allowed a continuous circulation of the inner material
column. The samples were collected for the sporopollenin analysis and radiocarbon
dating (14C). The material collected from the -65 cm layer, dating from 7861±50 B.P.,
was placed at the limit between Boreal and Atlantic (Alnus - 27,6%; Ulmus - 16,35%;
Tilia - 12.78%; Quercus – 5.45%; Picea - 4.94%; Pinus - 4.1%;). The -55 cm layer, dating
from 2986±50 B.P., being on the crossover of Subboreal 2 and Subboreal 3 (Picea 11.3%; Pinus - 3.91%; Alnus – 37.82%; Ulmus – 9.56%; Tilia - 6.95%). The -35 cm layer,
dating from 658±50 B.P., was placed in Subatlantic, were the climate’s cooling and rising
humidity determined the beech and fir expansion. Based on Ink quaking bog
sporopollenin analysis and 14C dating, we better understand the paleoenvironmental
condition around Bîrseşti archaeological site (Late Hallstatt).
Keywords: vegetation history, radiocarbon dating, mesotrophic quaking bog, Curvature
Subcarpathians, Romania
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INTRODUCTION
In Romania, establishing the chronology of Holocene vegetation history was done by
investigating key sites in the Carpathian and Sub-Carpathian areas. The succession of the
Holocene forest phases is well-known due to the palinological researches developed in
the high mountain and sub-mountain peatlands [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The
current spreading and zoning of flora and vegetation is the result of palaeogeographical
and climatic changes that have influenced the succession of the particularities of the cenos
and of the vegetal carpet as a whole [3]. The post-glacial cenogenetic evolution of the
Carpathians in Romania differs substantially from the Northern Carpathians and Central
Europe. This phenomenon is due to different intensity of glaciation [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
The territory located on the exterior of the Carpathian arch lies at the contact between the
latitudinal vegetation areas characteristic of the Eurasian steppe but also the altitude
characteristic of Central Europe [6], [7], [8], [9]. The contact between these areas, more
exactly the problem of the relationship between the forest area and the steppe area, has
been concerned with many naturalistic researchers, especially since the limit has migrated
during the Holocene.
The detailed reconstruction of the history of Holocaust vegetation in the Vrancea’s
Subcarpathians is difficult to achieve because the eutrophic marshes, less acid and with
intense microbial activity, do not offer the best conditions for pollen conservation [11],
[12], [13]. However, the analysis of peat samples taken from a mesotrophic site may bring
new contributions to the knowledge of the environmental conditions of prehistoric
civilizations that have habitat in these areas [6]. This study is based on Ink quaking bog
(Subcarpathians Curvature’s) sporopollenin and radiocarbon dating, and the analysis has
been achieved to understand the paleoenvironmental condition and vegetation history
around Late Hallstatt Bîrseşti archaeological site [10] (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Location map of the studied area in the
Curvature Subcarpathians (Romania)
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CASE STUDY: INK QUAKING BOG (CURVATURE SUBCARPATHIANS)
The Ink quaking bog is situated in the contact area of the Carpathians and the
Subcarpathians Curvature’s sector at the altitude of 560 meters (Fig. 2). The surrounding
vegetation is highlighted by deciduous forest and meadow or swamp vegetation, having
mesotrophic and meso-eutrophic characteristics. The peat bog deposit layer is 70-80 cm
thick, and it’s represented by a very darkened made of soil peat bog, with some
maceration variations. In the past centuries, artists used natural pigments that they could
produce from plants or humic materials. For example, in England and Germany, the
Vandyke Brown color refers to the humic pigment taken from the lower layers of the
peatland near Cologne [15]. In the villages of the Vrancea’s Subcarpathians for the dyeing
of wool and fabrics were used certain parts of plants or even turbid material. Ink quaking
peat material was used to obtain the black pigment or as a mordant for color fixation.
Thus, the name of the analyzed site was attributed by local communities because of the
peat's ability to dye some fabrics, of which the most commonly worked was wool.

Figure 2. 3D view of the Ink quaking bog and the surrounding area

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
The samples were taken for sporo-polonic analysis and for the dating of the radiocarbon
dating (14C). The peat layer was drilled using a gravity probe with tubes that allowed the
transport of a continuous column of material (10 cm in diameter) into the laboratory. For
the sporopolinic material analysis samples were taken from 10 in 10 cm, then from 5 in 5
cm. Following the separation of pollen using the Erdtman method, hydrocarbons
appeared in the form of perfectly colorless oily droplets. This fact forced us to repeat
samples without acetolysis. Palinological preparations were obtained by boiling in 10%
KOH, separation by centrifugation and collecting in anhydrous glycerol. We have
identified more than 400 tree pollen grains for each sample. Timeline setting was
performed sequentially by radiocarbon dating in the ETH Zürich Laboratory.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chronology. Of the 4 samples tested for chronology, only 3 were valid: ETH-70053
(deepth 30-40 cm) – 765±21 yr BP; ETH-70056 (deepth 50-60 cm) – 2,986±21yr BP;
ETH-70057 (deepth 60-70 cm) – 7,861±24 yr BP. The sample results from the 40-50 cm
depth range (ETH-70055) were not used due to the anomalies most likely caused by the
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surface layer mixture at the time of sampling (Table 1). The calibration curve indicates a
low sedimentation rate because in only 40 cm accumulated organic material dated in the
range 7800-650 BP (Fig. 3).
Depth (cm)

Table 1. ETH 14C dates from Ink quaking bog
Lab. number* Tested material 14C yr BP
F14C
Date use (cal yr BP)

0 – 30
30 – 40

Remarks

Wather pocket
ETH-70053

Macrofossils

765±21

0.9092

765

no remarks
anomalous
40 – 50
ETH-70055
Macrofossils 658±21
0.9213
not used
50 – 60
ETH-70056
Wood
2,986±21
0.6896
2,986
no remarks
60 – 70
ETH-70057
Macrofossils 7,861±24
0.3758
7,861
no remarks
*ETH Zürich Laboratory; 14C age [BP (before 1950 AD)]; Calendar age 2σ range AD/BC -- calibrated
ranges 95% con. Level: Fraction Modern: F14C = exp(-F14C age/8033); If F14C >1, the sample indicates
presence of „bomb peak 14C” (post 1950AD)

Figure 3. Calibrated radiocarbon data and age–depth model for Ink quaking bog

Vegetation history. The material collected from a depth of 65 cm (7.861 ± 24 yr BP) was
deposited at the Boreal-Atlantic limit. The forests were predominantly of Ulmus
(16.35%), Tilia (12.78%) and Quercus (5.45%) in much Alnus (27.6%). Other deciduous
genres were present in 1-2%. Among the conifers, Picea (4.94%) show an expansion
trend and Pinus (4.09%) reduction, being approximately equally represented. The
herbaceous layer was richer and more diversified than in the other analyzed samples. The
variation of the curves recorded on the thermophilic elements is less pronounced as a
result of the lower pollen productivity of these essences on the one hand and on the other
hand due to the lower expansion of the thermophilic elements in the Oriental Carpathians
to the Apuseni Mountains [3], [4], [5]. The fluctuations of herbage pollen curves also
highlight a particularity of the climate during this period as a result of increased humidity
due to higher temperatures that have been demonstrated since Boreal and continued in
the Atlantic and Subboreal [1], [2], [3] (Fig. 4).
The material collected from the depth of 55 cm deep (2,986 ± 21 yr BP) was deposited at
the limit between Subboreal 2 (Sb2) and Subboreal 3 (Sb3) and is not very rich in pollen.
In some studies, for polinic spectrum in the Prut river, 3290 ± 80 yr BP for Sb2, and 2650
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± 50 yr BP for Sb3 [9]. Another argument that supports the placement of our probe at the
Sb2/Sb3’s limit is that of a low frequency given by the Carpinus, with 3%, knowing that
this species had 2 pic-uri in Sb1(Carpinus betulus – species found on the plains or hills,
being resistant to cold and late freezing, but vulnerable to early heat, drought or dryness)
and Sb3 (Carpinus orientalis – thermophilic spcies, very xerophytic, not pretentious to
the soil, flourishing in a warm environment) and a redundancy between the two (our case
scenario).
Higher values are found for Picea (11.3%) and Pinus (3.91%), and Abies only present.
Among the most represented species were Alnus (37.82%), Ulmus and Tilia (9.56% and
6.95% respectively) and even Betula and Corylus 4-5%. Elm and lime are thermophilic
species, pretentious to climate and soil; the elm is eutrophic and eurifit species with great
valences to adapt to soil moisture. Among the grass species belonging to the Poaceae
families, Cichoriaceae and Asteracerae were more common (2-5%). The climate during
this period was warm and with a high degree of dryness, revealed by the xerophilic
herbaceous species. For the same period, the analyzes in the Bisoca marsh [3] shows the
same decrease of the hornbeam compared to a previous period and the continued presence
of the pattagina (Plantago lanceolata). This dynamic suggests anthropogenic pressure on
the environment, also evidenced by the presence of rye pollen in the period 2500-1200 yr
BP [3] (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Pollen diagrams from Ink quaking bog: AT – Atlantic, SB – Subboreal, SA – Subatlantic

The 45-cm-deep sample, dating from 658±50 B.P. years, entered the Subatlantic time.
The climate’s cooling and rising humidity were factors that determined the beech and fir
expansion.The poline obtained is rich in pollen grains of trees, shrubs and grasses. The
polar spectrum reveals predominance of foies, the alder shielding almost the other
hardwoods: Alnus 5.08%). Conifers were represented by the three genres: Picea 4.1%,
Pinus 3.07% and Abies 1.43%. The best-represented species, apart from the alder that is
present throughout Holocene, is beagle (Fagus 20.08%) and which certifies the period we
are in. Beech vegetates in a continental mountain climate, being demanding for humidity
and precipitation. It is also sensitive to drought, dryness, late frosts and early frosts as
well as excessive frosts. Favorable environmental conditions for beech and fir have
become less favorable for lime (1.43%) and elm (0.82%) which have been greatly
reduced. It is also sensitive to drought, dryness, late frosts and early frosts as well as
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excessive frosts. Favorable environmental conditions for beech and fir have become less
favorable for lime (1.43%) and elm (0.82%) which have been greatly reduced. (Fig. 4).
Connection with paleoenvironment and prehistoric civilizations. Chronologically, the
Iron Age occurred during the last two periods of the Post-glacier: Sub-Boreal and
Subatlantic. These two periods are characterized by climate change that has greatly
influenced the way of life of human populations [16].
Chronologically, the Iron Age existed between the last couple post-glacial’ periods,
known as the Subboreal and Subatlantic. Theese two periods are characterized by climate
change which greatly influenced the human’s way of living [16].Based on sporopolinic
analyzes and the results of other studies with similar themes [6], we conclude that on
Hallstatt's passage the climatic variability directly influenced the way of life of prehistoric
populations. The first part of the Subboreal (4000-3200 yr BP) characterized by a warmer
and more dry climate is the period when the first cereal spores occured in the Carpathian
Bend area as a sign of agricultural activity [3].
After Ink Lake’s the sporopolinical analysis and also because of other studies [6], we can
conclude by saying that over the Hallstatt, climate’s variability directly incluenced the
way of how prehistoric men used to live. The first half of the Subboreal (4000-3200 B.P.)
characterized bye a warmer and dryer climate, was the first time when methods of yield
enhancement for cereal came into sight in the Curvature Carpathians area as a sign of
agricultural activity [3]. The anthropogenic relief forms represented by the agroterages
[14] on the right side of Putna river (Bîrsești area), whose age is not yet determined, are
definitely worth mentioning, but they are certainly preceded by the first historical sources
that refer to this area.
The next two parts of the Subboreal are characterized by climatic conditions similar to
those of the current period with a cooling at the passage between Sb2 / Sb3. In this range
between 3200-2600 yr BP, the presence of plants such as Plantago lanceolata suggests an
antropic pressure exerted mainly by grazing. The transition to the Sub-Atlantic (2600 yr
BP-present) has brought a cooler and more humid climate with the extension of the beech
forests, but agricultural practices are still reported through the presence of rye pollen.
CONCLUSIONS
The Ink quaking bog is a small mesotrophic site situated in the contact area of the
Carpathians and the Subcarpathians Curvature’s (Romania). Radiocarbon dating
indicated a maximum age of marshals of 7.861 ± 24 yr BP. Sporopolinic analyzes indicate
that climatic variability directly influenced the way of life of prehistoric populations on
Hallstatt. In Sb1 (4000-3200 yr BP) is the period when the first cereal spores appear in
the Carpathian Bend area as a sign of agricultural activity. In Sb2 / Sb3 (3200-2600 yr
BP), the presence of plants such as Plantago lanceolata suggests anthropogenic pressure
exerted by pastority. In the Subatlantic (2600 yr BP - present) there are still signs of
practicing agriculture through the presence of rye pollen. The results obtained in this
study contribute to the reconstruction of the paleoenvironment of the archaeological site
on the Dumbrava Hill (Bîrsești), 8 km from Ink quaking bog.
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ABSTRACT
Study area is located in NE part of Poland in middle Biebrza Basin. Relief of this region
formed during Middle Polish (Saalian) Glaciation – Warta Stage. The Biebrza is underfit
river with vast peat-bogs on its valley floor. Geological, geomorphological and
archaeological studies were conducted at Lipowo site in 2016 excavation season. A
beginning of peat accumulation in the valley floor was radiocarbon dated at 8490±80 BP
(MKL-3275) 7658-7347 cal. BC. At the similar time was cut off the Biebrza riverbed
near a sandy elevation. Cone from the silty sands in the bottom of this abandoned channel
was radiocarbon dated at 8330±120 BP (MKL-3277) 7577-7083 cal. BC. Both these
occurrences, a rise of ground water level and channel change, could be connected with
climatic changes - cool and humid phase at the beginning of Atlantic. Results of studies
at Lipowo and other sites in Biebrza valley floor indicates some periods of climatic
changes and an increase of morphogenetic processes activity. Climate fluctuations
correlate very well with flood phases distinguished in Central European river valleys.
Keywords: Biebrza Basin, Niemen culture, hunter-gatherers community, Late Neolithic
INTRODUCTION
Subneolithic formations, the last hunter-gatherer community in the borderland of Eastern
and Western Europe, are among the least recognized issues of Polish Prehistory.
Undoubtedly it was caused by faint interest of researchers compared to other Neolithic
phenomena. However, the main difficulties arise from the nature of the research object.
The communities are far advanced traditionalism expressed in both ways the economic,
as well as material and spiritual culture [1]. Their way of life, inextricably linked and
driven by environmental considerations. Among other things, determined the cyclical
nature of the selection and location of encampments. They preferred a small, dry hills
situated directly within the valley [2]. Overdoing it with a particular level of complexity
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recently documented sources. Surging surface artifacts obviously were exposed to a
number of post depositing factors. This result is their mechanical mixing, and in therefore
limited usefulness for the reconstruction of the Prehistoric reality [1]. The only chance to
advancement of research is searching for possible stratigraphic homogeneous systems.
The recognition of lower-lying edge positions, today covered with peat, creates the best
chance to unravel this situation. There is a possibility that surging artifacts are covered,
and sometimes separated by successive levels of sediments of various ages and genesis.
Ideal conditions for studies of these communities gives the upper Biebrza Basin located
in the NE part of Poland. Lipowo is one of three archaeological sites in the Biebrza Basin
(Fig. 1) studied in cooperation between Department of Geomorphology, Geoarchaeology
and Environmental Management of Institute of Geography, Jan Kochanowski University
in Kielce and Podlachian Museum in Białystok. At Lipowo site (red box on Fig. 1)
geological, geomorphological, palaeogeographical and archaeological studies were
conducted in 2016 excavation season.
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOMORFOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Relief of this region formed during Middle Polish (Saalian) Glaciation – Warta Stage.
However during the next ice-sheet advance until the Pomeranian phase of last glaciation
[3] 15,5-15,0 ka BP, [4] 16.2 ka BP outflow from Naroch-Wilia and Skidel dam lakes and
river waters of the upper Neman river followed Łosośna river valley, its tributary Tatarka
river breakthrough Pripilin-Nurki gap section to Biebrza and Narew river valleys [3], [5],
[6]. Therefore the Biebrza is underfit river with vast peat-bogs on its valley floor. The
Pleistocene relief of the valley was transformed in small degree during the Late Glacial
and Holocene. In this period controling factors of the evolution were climate and
vegetation changes [7].

Figure 1. Location of study area in context of other sites in Biebrza Basin [8]
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RESULTS
Based on off-site studies it was possible to create geological cross-section (Fig. 2). Within
of the site and its surroundings can be distinguished three geological segments of different
age. The first is an elevation built of dune sands. The second, located at the foot of the
elevation, is a part of sandy alluvial plain of braided river. A beginning of peat
accumulation in the valley floor was radiocarbon dated at 8490±80 BP (MKL-3275)
7658-7347 cal. BC. At the similar time was cut off Biebrza riverbed near a sandy
elevation. Cone from the silty sands in the bottom of this abandoned channel was
radiocarbon dated at 8330±120 BP (MKL-3277) 7577-7083 cal. BC. This is the third
segment (oxbow lake), probably a palaeomeander, as indicated by its parameters (depth
and width) (Fig. 2). Both these occurrences, a rise of ground water level and channel
change, could be connected with climatic changes - cool and humid phase at the beginning
of Atlantic period. This event is globally known as 8.2 ka event [9], [10] and have been
indicated also in Central European valleys as a phase of an increase fluvial activity [6].
Detailed sedimentological, geochemical and malacological analysis were made for the
core from L5 borehole. For those sediments can be distinguished three members: a
channel deposits (I), a lacustrine deposits (II) and marsh/peats sediments (III). At the final
stage of the river's functioning, fine sands were accumulated (member I) (Fig. 2). The
cut-off Biebrza riverbed (the creation of the oxbow lake) took place about 8330±120 BP
(MKL-3277) cal. 7577-7083 BC, because that was dated a small piece of wood lying in
the bottom of the member IIa (on the border between lacustrine and sandy channel
deposits) (Fig. 2). After cut off the oxbow lake, the lake phase (II) began, which can be
divided into two stages. In the first (member IIa - a thickness about 60 cm), when the
oxbow lake was still connected with the Biebrza riverbed, fine and silty fine sands were
accumulated (Fig. 2). In the second (IIb), autogenic, sedimented organic members carbonate gyttja (content: 10-20% organic and up to 20% of CaCO3) going up into
carbonate gyttja silts (content: 40-50% organic and up to 15% of CaCO3) (Fig. 2). In
carbonate sediments (member IIb) confirmed presence of malacofauna. Gyttja with water
malacofauna was accumulated in oxbow lake during the Early Atlantic. Malacological
analysis confirm the sedimentological interpretation. In tanatocenosis dominates
thermophilic lake mollusc with small amount of river species (Fig. 2). Lake had
disappeared about 6170±80 BP (MKL-3276) 5313-4911 cal. BC, when started growth of
peats (member III) and developed peat bog here [7], [11]. The content of organic matter
in the whole member III is approx. 90% (Fig. 2).
During the archaeological research, three trench excavations were carried out in one 2016
season. Two of them (trenches 1 and 2), with a total area of 20 m2, were made at the
southern slope of the elevation and the third (area of 4 m2) at the top of the elevation, the
purpose of which was to determine the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the
archaeological sources at Lipowo site. Within the archaeological trench 1 - profile E, 15
layers differing in texture, structure, genesis and age were distinguished (Fig. 3). Under
organic sediments (layers 1, 2, 3) two levels of colluvial deposits were found; younger
(layers 16, 5) and older (layers 4, 7) built with silty fine sands. In the older colluvial
deposits single flint artefacts and animal bones were found (Fig. 3B). In the case of two
bone samples, these were bones of the elk's tarsus (one animal), and the next was the tibia
bone (most likely a deer) [8].
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Figure 2. Geological cross-section of Lipowo site, lithology, grain size and Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters of selected profiles ([8] changed)
Lithology: A - fine-grained sands, B - silty sands, C - gyttja silts, D - peaty silts, E - silty peats, F- peats, G- peats (non-composed), H - molluscs, I - subfossil wood;
Fractions: 1 - coarse sand (-1 to 1ϕ), 2 – medium sand (1-2ϕ), 3 - fine sand (2-4ϕ), 4 - coarse and medium silt (4-6ϕ), 5 – fine silt (6-8ϕ), 6 - clay (above 8ϕ), 7 organic content; Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz - mean diameter, δl - standard deviation (sorting), Skl - skewness, KG - kurtosis
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The most distinguishable in terms of morphological characteristics were: upper tooth
(belonging to a very old elk) and closer finger member (belonging to the horse),
representing an overgrown animal who at the time of death has reached the age of at least
isubadultus/adultus [8]. In addition to mammals, in one sample there were very small fish
remains, including teeth (pike or catfish?). The older colluvial deposits are partly in
superposition to the non-decomposed peats, which hatch at the 2nd m of excavation, and
its thickness increases towards the south (Fig. 3A). In trench 1 only 4 flint artefacts and
single bones were found. Fragments of pottery were not found [8].

Figure 3. A) Layout of the eastern wall - trench 1, B) Lithology, grain size and Folk-Ward’s distribution
parameters of Lipowo B profile ([8] changed)
Lithology: A - silty sands, B - silty peats, C - peats, D - single flint artefacts, E - single bones artefacts, Fnumber of archaeological layer; Fractions: 1 - coarse sand (-1 to 1ϕ), 2 – medium sand (1-2ϕ), 3 - fine
sand (2-4ϕ), 4 - coarse and medium silt (4-6ϕ), 5 – fine silt (6-8ϕ), 6 - clay (above 8ϕ), 7 - organic
content; Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz - mean diameter, δl - standard deviation (sorting), Skl skewness, KG - kurtosis

The layering system in the profile N (trench 2) was largely analogous to northern part of
trench 1 [8]. Under organic sediments (layers 1, 2, 3) two levels of colluvial deposits were
found; younger (layer 16) and older (layer 5) built with fine-grained silty sands. Under
the older colluvial deposits (layer 4) single flint artefacts and animal bones were found
(Fig. 4B).
At trench 1 single flint artifacts and animal bones (profile E) occurred. At trench 2 (profile
N) concentration of flint artifacts with cremated fish bones and animal bones (large
mammals, moose/deer/horse) was found. Traseological analysis of flints, indicate that
only some of them have macro- and microscopic traces of use [8]. These traces are
associated with low-intensity and short-term processing (scraping) of animal skins and
cutting of silica plants (herbs). One of the artefact carries the traces of framing,
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macroscopic impact is also visible, which could be interpreted as the blade of a throwing
weapon (arrowhead). Single flint artefacts remain in the analogous stratigraphic position
at Krasnoborki site (Upper Biebrza Basin). However, at trench 4 on the top of the elevated
form were also exposed 3 fragments of pottery on 4 m2. They probably belonged to one
vessel, their technological features and the nature of its shape (pointed-bottom) indicate
a connection with hunter-gatherer communities of Niemen culture [8]. Presence of the
pottery on the top of the elevation may be linked with the settlement function of the
Lipowo site.

Figure 4. A) Layout of the eastern wall - trench 2, B) Lithology, grain size and Folk-Ward’s distribution
parameters of Lipowo A profile ([8] changed). Explanations see Fig. 3.

CONCLUSIONS
Results of studies on Lipowo and other sites in the Biebrza Basin indicates some periods
of climatic changes and an increase of morphogenetic processes activity. The oldest phase
of cool and humid climate was dated at beginning of Atlantic (growth of peat bogs in
valley floor, river channel cut off). The older colluvial deposits at Lipowo were deposited
after 7020±70 BP cal. 6016-5746 BC, which have been covered with peat-bog during the
next humid period at the end of the Atlantic (comparison with the Krasnoborki site).
Artefacts at Lipowo site were found in the same type of sediments (older colluvial
deposits or under them), these layers can be interpreted as the usable level of the
encampment from the middle or the younger Stone Age. The technological and
morphological characteristics correspond to the general "idea" of the Late-Mezolithic
lithic technology of hunter-gatherer communities from the areas of north-eastern Poland
from the beginning and the first half of the Atlantic (comp. with [1]). Lipowo site delivers
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new evidence for the co-occurrence of Subneolithic pottery with Mesolithic flint
materials. The youngest humid period and beginning of peat accumulation on Subboreal
colluvia (probably the same age as younger colluvial deposits at Lipowo site) occurred
about 3200-3100 BP (comparison with the Krasnoborki site) [10]. Climate fluctuations
correlate very well with phases distinguished in Central European river valleys [6]. Traces
of the Subboreal soil erosion and colluvial (delluvial) covers formation occurred on the
slope elevation (Krasnoborki) [2], [11].
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ABSTRACT
The “Kriva bara” deposit is located on the left terrace of the Iskar River in Sofia valley.
The area of Sofia valley is built of Neogene ponds and Quaternary sediments. Fieldsurrounding mountains are made of Paleozoic, Triassic and Jurassic sediments formed in
a different facial environment and which have a specific layers arrangement and
substantial composition.
The "Kriva Bara" field is made up of the alluvial deposits of the Iskar River, represented
by sands, gravel and clay, including thick layer of ballast, small lenses and thin layers of
sandy clays. Alluvial deposits lie horizontally.
The application of extraction techniques aims to achieve the complex and safe carrying
out the extraction works, observing the environment protection and achieving healthy and
safe working conditions.
Keywords: Extraction techniques, alluvial deposits, environment conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In the present study is described extraction technique in “Kriva Bara” deposit according
to its specific geological features and terrain conditions. The aim of the research is to
locate the position and to investigate the quality of the raw materials (mostly sand and
gravel mixed with clay) in the alluvial deposits of the Iskar River. Sand and gravel is one
of the main sources of natural aggregate. These materials are commonly used construction
materials and are used with a binding medium to form concrete, mortar, and asphalt or
alone as in highway base courses, railroad ballast, and other similar applications. Sand
and gravel and crushed stone are widely distributed, used throughout the world, and
together comprise the number one non-energy mineral resource in the world, both in
terms of value and volume [1]. The highest quality materials, used for making concrete,
often is found near active river channels. These materials may also be present in old river
terraces where river channels once were located.
PHYSICAL-GEOLOGICAL FEATHURE
The area of interest is situated in the northeastern part of the Sofia valley. Numerous
geological studies have been done on sand and gravel along the Iskar River in the eastern
part of Sofia. The area of Sofia valley is built mostly of Neogen ponds and quaternary
sediments. Field-surrounding mountains are made of Paleozoic, Triassic, Jurassic and
Lower-Grain sediments formed in different facial conditions and have a specific layer
and substantial composition.
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The Neogen is represented by sandy clay and gravel Pliocene deposits with thickness
reaching 800-900m. At the end parts of the valley they are exposed directly to the surface
or in some arias remain covered by quaternary deposits of low thickness.
Quaternary deposits are widely distributed in the Sofia Valley and in general their type is
quite different in the valley.
Alluvial deposits are built of sand, gravel and clay and their thickness varies from 5 to 10
m to several tens of meters.

Figure 1. Geological map of the region of the deposit.

The following types of groundwater are found in the region of Sofia valley:
- Groundwater in alluvial deposits of the Iskar River and its tributaries. The gravel and
the sand presented in the alluvial deposits here have good filtration properties;
- Pressure waters in the upper Pliocene horizon. These waters are accumulated in the
shallow Pliocene sand and are subject to industrial water supply. Pliocene horizon is
represented by alternating sand, sandy clay and clay [2].
QUALITATIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF DEPOSIT
AND CLASSIFICATION OF RESOURSES
The "Kriva Bara" deposit is made up of the alluvial deposits of the Iskar River,
represented by sand, gravel and clay. The content of sand in ballast ranges from 37,64%
to 65,34%, on average 54,56%. The average sand content is 35,87%. The mineral
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composition is mainly of quartz, feldspar and small rock fragments. The grain-size
composition is variable, but no noticeable difference in depth is observed.
The gravel content in the ballast ranges from 24,3% to 58,6%, averaging 36,64%. Its
contents, as well as the grain size, are changing both spatially and in depth.
Because of the relatively simple geological structure of the deposit and different degree
of exploration, the method used for calculating resources is those of geological blocks.
This method is most appropriate because of the following:
- Size and shape of the useful material - the ballast creates a sub-horizontal body;
- Relative homogeneous chemical composition in depth;
- Fairly good endurance with regard to the geological structure and the qualitative
indicators of the useful material;
- The method allows fast and simply to be determined the quantity of the studied raw
material [2].
coordinate system 1970

(111)
area with estimated
reserves (111)
area with estimated
reserves (121)

(121)

area with calculated
resources

Figure 2. Method of geological blocks for resources estimation
in the “Kriva bara” deposit [2] (with changes)

On the figure 2 is shown map of estimated resources in the “Kriva bara” deposit.
Proven stocks (111) are estimated within the boundaries of the contour outlined by the
drilling and geophysical work within the boundaries of the area. The field was studied
with 8 drillings with a depth of 13,50 m to 24,0 m. They are located in profile lines, at a
distance of 80-100 meters from each other.
In recent years geophysical methods have been commonly used to study alluvial plains,
the depositional mechanisms of river sediments, pollutant infiltration and etc. To
characterise the lithology and thickness of near water-bed materials is possible to be used
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). This method has potential to detect the near-bed
layer with significantly good resolution [3].
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Probable stocks (121) are estimated by extrapolation of proven reserves limited to the
area of study up to 170 m.
DEVELOPMENT AND EXTRACTON PARAMETERS
Instream gravel mining involves the mechanical removal of gravel and sand directly from
the active channel of rivers and streams. Active channel deposits are desirable as
construction aggregate because they are typically durable (weak materials having been
eliminated in river transport), well-sorted, and frequently located near markets or on
transportation routes. Instream gravel mining commonly causes incision of the channel
bed, which can propagate upstream and downstream for kilometers [4].
Sand and gravel has been traditionally mined underwater by two basic methods, one of
which employs a stationary, or anchored, dredge that digs a pit, and the other of which
uses a transient dredge that skims off the top layer of material as the vessel moves along.
The choice of method depends on such variables as extent, thickness, and composition of
the deposit; sand-to-gravel ratio; type and depth of overburden (unwanted material
overlying the deposit: usually muds, silts, or clays) if any; location with respect to shore
facilities [5].
The implementation of the selected extraction technique aims to achieve the complex and
safe extraction of the mining works, observing the environmental conditions and
achieving healthy and safe working conditions.
The extraction works were carried out with a floating excavator type "Greifer" with a
bucket volume of 4m3.

Figure 3. Floating excavator

The scheme of development is a radial flow diagram. This approach allows better
management of the quality of the extracted raw material.
This creates an opportunity for selectivity in the work flow which is required due to the
presence of areas with clay layers. The extracted clay materials were transported to the
shore and subsequently used to fill the space and recultivate the quarry. That is very
important step in extraction process because direct extraction of alluvial material from
river channels causes far greater impacts than floodplain extraction. The effects of bed
sediment mining are more severe: where material is extracted at a rate greatly exceeding
the replenishment rate, where extraction is from single-thread rivers, that are generally
associated with relatively low rates of catchment sediment supply [6].
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rcb
Figure 4. Radial system of development

The extracted by the excavator material is transported to the shore by floating conveyor
belts, from where it is fed to the receiving wash-sorter plant.
CONCLUSION
The mining of sand and gravel from rivers is a common practice because of its importance
to the industry. Alluvial rivers have been used as a source of sediment for a variety of
industries. Extraction of sand and gravel from rivers is a global practice in countries
subject to rapid urban and industrial growth over recent decades. Results outlined here
provide useful information about the size, volume and quantity of sand and gravel in
“Kriva bara” deposit. It was found that after washing the sand meets the requirements for
making all brands of plain concrete. By grain size and physical-mechanical properties
gravel conforms to the standard as materials for ordinary concrete. Due to this fact these
raw materials become the principal ingredient in an unusually strong and long-lasting
construction material – concrete. When combined with asphalt, sand and gravel in “Kriva
bara” deposit become the aggregates forming the major element of asphaltic concrete,
which is widely used as a paving material.
The need for raw materials is a prerequisite for their demand on the market and hence for
geophysical investigations and mining operations. Exploration and mining activities,
including sediments mining, are faced with the challenge to ensure both the need for raw
materials for the industry and to preserve the fragile ecological balance.
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ABSTRACT
Nature has always attracted people with the beauty it creates. However, for the natural
potential of a certain territory to be appropriately used, nature should be valorized, geoconservation and sustainable development. Attractive geodiversity is the main source for
the development of geo-tourism. The promotion of geo-tourist destinations raises public
awareness of the values of the objects of the geoheritage, but also of their endangerment.
From the aspect of the geoheritage of Republic of Macedonia’s territory, it can be noticed
that there are representative and rare geological and geomorphologic objects which are a
significant factor for the development of the geotourism. The objects of the geoheritage
in the Republic of Macedonia possess high values and attractiveness that can be
interpreted, edited and promoted for geo-territorial purposes. This study discusses the
potential of Macedonia’s geoheritage, which is based on preserving and managing the
landscape and on the connection with the potential of its geotourism.
Keywords: geoheritage, geotourism, potential, geoconservation
INTRODUCTION
Nature always attracts people with its beauty that it creates. All occurrences and forms of
inanimate nature differ in their diversity. Geodiversity can be defined simply as "the
natural range (diversity) of geological (rock, minerals, fossils), geomorphological (land
form, physical processes) and soil features. It includes their assemblages, relationships,
properties, interpretations and systems" [3]. The phenomena and forms of geodiversity
that are of great importance for man represent the geoheritage. Geoheritage comprises
those elements of natural geodiversity which are of significant value to humans for nondepleting purposes, which do not decrease their intrinsic or ecological values [12].
Geoheritage may have esthetic values; economic values; functional values (such as soils
and ecosystem functions) and research and education values [3]. The economic value of
the geoheritage can be interpreted through various forms of tourism, that is, through
geotourism. The objects of geoheritage are an example of exceptional geological,
geomorphologic, pedological and archaeological significance, which in recent years have
been used as a means of developing geo-tourist destinations. Geotourism is based on the
values of abiotic environment. Specifically, the basis of this selective form of tourism is
geodiversity. Geotourism is a form of natural area tourism that specifically focuses on
geology and landscape. It promotes tourism to geosites and conservation of geo-diversity
and understanding of earth sciences through appreciation and learning. This is achieved
through independent visits to geological features, use of geo-trails and viewpoints, guided
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tours, geoactivities and patronage of geosite visitor centers [10]. There are five basic
principles that are fundamental to geotourism. These are: the geologically based,
sustainable, geologically informative (geo-interpretation), locally beneficial and tourist
satisfaction [2]. Geotourism must be based on a geological base (it is thought of objects
of geoheritage). A major challenge for geotourism is to keep a close watch on the
sustainable use of the objects of geoheritage, to avoid destroying natural values.
Geotourism attracts people who want to interact with nature, all in order to expand their
knowledge. Education during a visit to a (geo) tourist destination is called an
interpretation and it is an essential component of the experience of visitors to tourist
destinations [4]. The interpretation is a vital part of the way people perceive the place of
their visit. The geotourist's interpretation allows him to reach a link with the destination
through knowledge and understanding. It can be represented by guiding tours and hiking,
interpretive and information boards, published guides, brochures, leaflets, other printed
materials and through information centers (lectures and audiovisual presentations) [1].
Local communities can be involved in geotourism by providing services and
disseminating knowledge. There are several types of geotourists who consciously or
unconsciously are interested in the phenomena of geotourism. Geotourism can be defined,
but it's harder to define who and what is a geotourist? Grant through Dowling has
suggested that there is a spectrum of geotourists from general 'visitors' who are either
unknown, aware of interested in geological tourism, to 'geo' tourists ranging from geoamateurs to geo-specialists to geoexperts [2]. The connection of geotourism with cultural
tourism can be represented through the exploitation of geological resources that is through
some kind of art or cultural significance of the rocks and relief forms. The anthropological
and paleontological resources can be included in the geotourism offers. The geological
and geomorphological characteristics are the basic resources for developing adventurous
activities in nature. Such are mountaineering, alpine climbing and certain extreme sports.
Geotourism can be combined with other tourist offers of cultural and historical
significance. Any object of geoheritage may be endangered by visitors by improper use.
Therefore, a geoconservation should be carried out to maintain important representative
phenomena and processes of geodiversity, such as rocks, landscapes, soil features, and
more. The conservation refers to the protection and management of natural values.
Promoting the geotourism destinations raises the public awareness of the values of the
objects oaf the geoheritage, but also of their endangerment.
By developing geotourism in one state, natural values are promoted which generate
economic benefits from an one side, and on the other hand they should be adequately
protected and provided for sustainable use.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The geological structure and the development of the Earth's crust on the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia through the geological history, combined with the influence of
the exogenous factors, contributed to the development of interesting and varied elements
of geodiversity. Although the Republic of Macedonia occupies a relatively small area of
25713 km2, it possesses numerous geological, geomorphological and hydrological relief
forms, which, because of their diversity and uniqueness, exceed the national significance
and reach a global level of significance. These geo-valuations deserve to be treated with
an adequate degree of protection, their promotion and sustainable use. In the past decades,
the priority in all countries in the world is the conservation and promotion of the objects
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of geoheritage and their sustainable exploitation. The various natural conditions have
contributed to the Republic of Macedonia being one of the few countries in Europe that
has a diverse and specific nature. In the past period, several institutions and researchers
have proposed to protect important geological, geomorphological and hydrological
phenomena and shapes. Some of them are included in the Spatial Plan of the Republic of
Macedonia, and some are protected by legal acts.
The current state of the number of protected areas in the Republic of Macedonia is 86
objects or 8.93% with a total area of 229 719.07 ha [13]. According to the Spatial Plan
of the Republic of Macedonia for the period 2002-2020, through various degrees of
protection until 2020, it is planned to protect another 193 sites and objects of nature. The
total area of all protected areas, until 2020, is 296,963 ha or 11,5% of the total territory
of the Republic of Macedonia [5]. In the study on protection of geodiversity and
geoheritage in the Republic of Macedonia and other components of nature (biological and
landscape diversity, 23 most important areas for protection have been identified [14]. As
a result, the Republic of Macedonia has numerous objects of geoheritage with high values
and attractiveness that can be adequately interpreted, arranged and promoted for
geotouristic purposes. Of the protected and proposed objects of geoheritage, only a small
part is used as geotourism destinations. Geological, geomorphological and hydrological
values represent a potential area for the development of geotourism. The objects of
geoheritage can be used to enrich tourist offers on a local and regional level. They possess
scientific, ambiental, educational, economic, functional and cultural values that need to
be promoted and interpreted in the function of geotourism.
In this paper, three objects of geoheritage will be processed, which differ in their way of
genesis, their degree of protection, the manner of presentation and their potential for
geotourism. The monument of nature "Vevchani Springs" is protected by law,
touristically arranged and known to domestic and foreign tourists. There is also a lot of
tourist potential in the other two objects: the gorge Peshti and the "Pillow lava" site, which
can be promoted with a suitable presentation and to become a desired tourist destination.
With an appropriate presentation of these facilities has made an attempt to show that the
Republic of Macedonia owns objects that are on the list of national importance and
undiscovered primitive wealth that possesses great tourist potential.
SITES WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR GEOTOURSM DEVELOPMENT
The three facilities from the genesis have representative and rare relief forms, different
protection status and great potential for the development of geotourism.
The monument of nature "Vevchani Springs" is located the eastern slopes of Mount
Jablanica, near the village of Vevchani. The "Vevchani Springs" are karst aquifer, whose
waters break out from the cracks located from the top down the line 100 meters long and
with a difference of 10 meters. They are composed of seven smaller springs that comprise
and comprise the course of the Matica River or Vevchanska River. The main spring is
located in the opening of a cave. A dozen meters below the water comes from several
permanent springs that communicate underground with the main spring. The cave was
researched in the length of about 40 m. According to several years of measuring of
Vevchani Springs, the average flow is around 1500 l / sec. [6]. Above the Vevchani
Springs, on the upper border of the site ridges can be seen, valleys, dolines, uvala and
other geomorphological objects. The whole area is characterized by a distinctive natural
beauty and attractiveness, that is, the area surrounding the springs abounds with many
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plant and animal species. All these characteristics make the site of "Vevchani Springs" in
2012 to be declared in the category of monument of nature [11]. The total area of the
protected area "Vevchani Springs" is 1370 hectares [11]. The "Vevchani Springs" are
characterized by a favorable location because they are located in the immediate vicinity
of the village of Vevchani. With the very accessible location of the springs, they can be
used for recreation by tourists and for scientific research by a large number of students,
and scientists. "Vevchani Springs" are regulated by the Municipality of Vevchani.
"Vevchani Springs" can be reached through four entrances. There is one main entrance,
which is about 235 m long. Natural materials were used for the arrangement of the
"Vevchani Springs", which would not disturb the natural ambience of the site. The paths
are made of stone and enclosed by a protective wooden fence leading to the main spring
of "Vevchani Springs". Throughout the paths there are wooden boards showing the
direction of the Vevchani Springs, and there are also other boards showing the hiking
trails to Crn Vrv and the village of Gorna Belica. In several places there are wooden
benches and tables where visitors can rest and feel the water bubbling and the deep shade
under the beech forest. For additional information there is an information (interpretive)
panel that provides more detailed information about the history of the Vevchani Springs,
the locality as a monument of nature and the present flora and fauna within the boundaries
of the protected area. Throughout the paths lighting is set where you can enjoy the beauty
of the springs at nighttime too. Vevchani Springs are famous and quite attractive. They
are also presented on many web pages and in various tourist brochures. Many tourists
come from both our country and abroad to see the natural values. Vevchani Springs can
be inserted into the tourist tour during the visit to Ohrid and Struga. Also, many tourists
are attracted and visit the springs during the holiday Vasilica (Old New Year) where the
well-known Vevchani Carnival is being organized. Other tourist activities include hiking,
horse riding, rural tourism, mountain biking, hunting and fishing, trekking, speleological
tourism, alpinism and others. Restaurants, hotels and holiday homes have been built and
more are being built to provide services for tourists.

Figure 1. Interpretive panel,
"Vevchani Springs"

Figure 2. The natural ambiance
of the "Vevchani Springs"
Photo: Todorova

The gorge Peshti is located in the central part of the Republic of Macedonia, south of the
city of Veles. It lies near the mouth of the river Babuna into Vardar, at an altitude of 300350 m. This gorge got its name from the fact that there are many caves throughout on
both sides of the gorge, which represent more characteristic and almost unique karst
underground forms in this area. The river Babuna with mild meandering through the field
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of Makarovec flows into the Vardar. The river's water deeply cuts the thick layers of the
Mesozoic limestone with Cretaceous old age where the gorge Peshti was formed. The
gorge Peshti is about 500 m long [8]. In the gorge itself there are many caves that differ
in size, complexity of channels, accessibility, paleontological findings, etc. Distinct caves
are: Makarovec cave, Monashka cave, Ponor cave, Crkvice cave and others.
The Ponor cave is located on the west side of the gorge at a height of 138 m. The entrance
of the cave is horizontal, but then the channel is vertical. The cave is built from highly
degraded underground channels extending deep inside the carbonate mass. It is filled with
cave jewelry [9]. At about 90 m above the river bed of the river Babuna near the entrance
to the gorge there is a smaller cave called "Crkviche". The total explored length is 21 m.
The channel of this cave is composed of three plunge pools. In the entrance of the cave
there are remains of frescoes that prove that once this cave was a refuge for the monks.
The cave is built with an underground independent stream that flows underground into
the river Babuna [9]. On the right side of the gorge there is the entrance of the Monashka
cave. It was named after the remains of frescoes found in it. It is a small cave built in the
vertical layers of the gorge Peshti. Under the entrance to the cave there is a good part 1.5
m deep, built from the flow of water that descends from the canal [9]. The cave
Makarovec is located on the right valley side of the Babuna river. The opening and
entrance of the cave are at a height of 110 m above the river bed of Babuna at an altitude
of 300 m. The entrance to the cave has a kidney shape, wide 8.70 m, and 6 m high. At the
bottom of the main channel and in the wide hall there are stalagmites, most of which were
destroyed and covered with sediments [9]. In the cave Makarovec Manakovic discovered
for the first time the artifacts of the prehistoric man (the artifacts resemble buttons,
scrapers and various blades) and fossils of cave animals in the wide hall that were of
Pleistocene age [9]. The fossil remains found in the cave Makarovec were investigated
by the curator Risto Garevski, who found that there were remnants of cave bear (Ursus
spelaeus, Rosenmuller, 1794), cave lion (Panthera spelaea, Goldfuuss, 1810), panther or
leopard (Panthera Pardus, Linnaeus, 1758), wolf (Canis lupus, Linnaeus, 1758), fox
(Vulpes vulpes crucigera, Bechstein, 1789), cave hyena (Crocuta spelaea), horse species
(Equus caballus, Linnaeus, 1758) and very few fossil remains have been found by wild
donkey (Equus hydruntinus), Capricorn (Capra ibex, Linnaeus, 1758) and others.
With the legislation, the горге Peshti is proposed to be protected as a SNR (strict natural
reserve). Within the gorge proposed for protection is the cave Makarovec as a monument
of nature.
Due to the proximity of the city of Veles, most often in the summer months, it is visited
by a large number of visitors who use it as a picnic and recreational place. Many lovers
of mountaineering, speleologists, recreationists, nature lovers visit the gorge. There is no
road built up to the gorge. The current arrangement of the gorge is that it is not arranged
for visitors, but only in certain locations in the most inaccessible places, improvised iron
stairs are made so the gorge can be reached to. It is necessary to arrange a path to the
gorge and to set up an informative panel that will explain the origin of the gorge Peshti
and the caves. For cave enthusiasts a separate informative panel has to be made with the
exact location of the larger caves that can be adapted for visiting. On the vertical valley
sides certain alpinistic trails need to be made in order to protect the rest of the gorge. It is
interesting to mention that the caves can be made to be an interesting attraction for speleo
tourism, because the remains of the frescoes can be seen in the caves of "Crkviche" and
"Monashka". The most interesting and attractive for visiting is the "Makarovec" cave
where models of the fossil remains of the mammals that lived here or the real image of
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the then living world can be made. The gorge Peshti is mentioned in journals and
magazines, and it is also promoted on the website of the Municipality of Veles. According
to the position and size of the space, the configuration of the terrain, the natural conditions
and amenities, the presented contents and values, the gorge Peshti offers conditions for
various tourist activities. Such are: trekking, picnics, hunting and fishing tourism,
speleological tourism, alpinism, etc.

Figure 4. The improvised iron stairs
at the gorge Peshti

Figure 3. The gorge Peshti
Photo: Todorva

The site of "Pillow Lava" is located southwest of the village of Miravci. It covers the
eastern slopes of the mountain Kozuf, at 185 m above sea level. At the inflow of Stara
Reka into the river Petrushka, i,e. at the connection itself, both rivers have created small
gorges with canyon characteristics which are 13 m height. Through the course of Stara
River, the unequal crossing form three cascades and two waterfalls with 500 m distance
between them. The first cascade has a length of 9,2 m and has formed a plunge pool at
the bottom. The plunge pool is 11 m wide and 3 m deep (according to the field
measurements done on the 17/04/2016). It has a well-like depression and its walls are
smooth, almost polished, while the presence of gravel material noticeable on its bottom.
Down the river with 30 m distance from the first cascade, a second cascade is formed
with a length of 8.2 m. After him there is another cascade with a length of 3.3 m.
Immediately after the three cascades at a distance of 8 m, a waterfall with a height of 5.3
m was formed. A few meters downstream of the river there is a second waterfall with a
height of 7m. On its bottom there is a plunge pool, which, in contrast to the first one, is
larger and has a width of 10 m, a length of 13 m and a depth of 4 m (according to field
measurements done on the 17/04/2016) [15]. This is where the appearance of the "pillow
lava" or magmatites (spillites), which as a result of the Triаssic-Jurassic magmatism are
cast in the aquatic environment, and due to the fluvial erosion of Stara Reka and Petrushka
Reka, these occurrences begin to be visible on the surface of the terrain [7]. The small
gorges with canyon characteristics with the plunge pools, cascades, waterfalls and the
appearance of pillow lava, even though they occupy a relatively small area, make this site
quite attractive and appealing. According to the field observations, it is recommended that
this site be protected as soon as possible. The attractions offered by this site can be seen
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on-site and are partially arranged for visitors. On the space around the first plunge pool,
there is a catering facility that works only in the summer. During the construction of the
catering facility, materials from wood and iron were used, which violate the natural
ambient. It is necessary to lay wooden benches and trash cans, and at the same time to set
up an informative panel that would describe the way of forming the "pillow lava", the
plunge pools and the Stara Reka canyon. The second plunge pool, the cascades and the
waterfalls are not regulated by man at all. In this space you can arrange a path that would
lead to the second plunge pool, which will be made of natural materials that would not
disturb the natural ambience. Around the second plunge pool the terrain must be properly
cleaned and wooden benches to be set, also tables and trash cans. On the local road that
passes to the site, it is necessary to set up a road sign which will indicate where the site is
located. In this area recreational and picnic tourism can be developed, but it is also very
suitable for trekking, hunting and fishing tourism and others. There is little that is known
about this area in the electronic and written media. Some of the magmatic rocks/spilites
that have a circular shape can be exhibited in the Natural Science Museum of the Republic
of Macedonia in Skopje with the aim of better acquainting them about their appearance
and volcanic activity that took place on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia.

Figure 5. The first plunge pool

Figure 6. The second plunge pool
Photo: Todorova

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It can be said that the abiotic environment attracted people from a very long time ago, but
over the last few years, geotourism has great significance, as it becomes more attractive.
This is due to the great promotion of geotourism because it awakens the interests of people
about newly discovered phenomena and forms. Tourism is an important instigator of
economic development in the Republic of Macedonia, but the potential for the
development of geotourism has not yet been fully exploited. In comparison with the
European countries, the Republic of Macedonia is lagging behind in terms of promoting
the objects of geoheritage for the purpose of tourism. It has rich geological,
geomorphological and hydrological diversity and geo-tourism potential, but has not yet
developed enough destinations for this type of tourism. A major disadvantage for
promotion of the geoheritage facilities is the basic infrastructure, the lack of information
panels, media coverage and information centers for visitors. Cooperation with the local
communities, tourism and non-governmental organizations is important for preserving
and promoting the geoheritage. The first step in promoting the objects of the geoheritage
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is the engagement of several institutions through the preparation of studies on nature,
generally at the entire territory of the Republic of Macedonia, as well as individual studies
for specific facilities for the geoheritage, the main purpose of which is to implement their
inventory. A concrete example of this issue is the study of the geodiversity and
geoheritage in the Republic of Macedonia and other components of nature (biological and
landscape diversity) in 2016. By making such studies, representative and unique objects
of geoheritage are being promoted that are of great importance. They need to be edited
and made accessible to visitors who want to see and expand their knowledge about their
creation. This will involve a number of tourist activities that will contribute to the overall
tourist promotion of this facility. However, it is necessary to put great emphasis on its
protection, because with the increased tourist presence there is a possibility that the
objects of the geoheritage will be endangered. For the promotion of the natural values of
the country of great interest is the preparation of geotourism maps. It is also worth
mentioning that the Republic of Macedonia is a member of the Western Balkans
Geotourism Network. Through the websites www.exloringmacedonia.com and
www.macedonia-timeless.com the natural beauties are affirmed of which the state is rich
with and contribute to their greater popularization.
Through the presented three objects from the geoheritage, it is shown that the Republic
of Macedonia is in a small percentage penetrated by the promotion of geotourism, but it
possesses a great natural potential which should be appropriately regulated, promoted and
protected to be inscribed in the geotourism tours. With the greater investment in this kind
of tourism, to be further developed, the Republic of Macedonia will acquire a great
economic benefit that will affect all sectors of its development.
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ABSTRACT
The study of alluvia and morphology of the upper Czarna Konecka river valley
downstream of Stąporków (Polish Uplands) was carried out. The interdisciplinary
approach used a wide range of methods: geological, sedimentological, geomorphological,
geoarchaeological, cartographic and historical. The valley developed since Middle Polish
Glaciations. The valley can be divided into some morphological levels of different age
and structure. Terraces composed of sandy channel sediments of braided river. Alluvia of
flood plains show a clear facial differentiation typical for meandering river. Distinct
variation of sedimentation types on valley bottom indicate changes in the frequency of
floods in the Holocene related to climate fluctuations and human impact.
Keywords: Polish Uplands, Czarna Konecka river valley, relief, Pleistocene, Holocene
INTRODUCTION
The Czarna Konecka river is located on uplands in Central Poland. There is NW part of
the Mesozoic margin of Holy Cross Mountains (Fig. 1). In the upper reaches its
subsequent valley runs along erosion depression between Mesozoic hills [1].

Figure 1. Location of study area on Digital Elevation Model – dynamic hypsometry1

1

http://mapy.geoportal.gov.pl/imap/
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During the Middle Polish glaciations (Gowarczów phase; marine isotope stage - MIS 6
[2]) the eastern part of study area was in the immediate front of the ice sheet and dammedlake created here (Fig. 2) [3], [4]. Traces of this as limnoglacial deposits, TL dated at
209.3±31.4 ka (KIE-918), occur in erosional platform of erosion-accumulative terraces
[5]. In the western part there is residual moraine (e.g. in the riverbed and on slopes). After
the retreat of the ice sheet and draining the dammed-lake began developing the upper
Czarna Konecka river valley. The river cuts into the limnoglacial [6] and glacial deposits.

Figure 2. Limit of maximum advance of ice sheet in the Czarna Konecka river valley during the Middle
Polish Glaciations [4] and TL dates of limnoglacial and fluvioglacial deposits [5]
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METHODS
The interdisciplinary approach used a wide range of field (geological, sedimentological,
geomorphological, geoarchaeological), archival (cartographic and historical data) and
laboratory methods. The grain size was made by sieve method [7]. Folk and Ward’s
parameters [8] of sediments were counted by GRANULOM program. The TL/OSL
measurements [9] were conducted using a Manual Reader-Analyser TL/OSL RA’04. All
these analysis were conducted in the Scientific-Didactic Laboratory of the Institute of
Geography of Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce. The radiocarbon dates [10] were
done in the Laboratory of Absolute Dating in Skała (Poland).
RESULTS
Within the valley can be divided some morphological levels of different age and structure
[5], [6]. The right-site (approx. 8.0-6.0 m above river level) and the left-site (approx. 8.03.5 m a.r.l.) Pleistocene erosion-accumulative (Fig. 3) and accumulative (Fig. 4) high
terrace is composed of sandy-gravel channel alluvia of braided river [11], [12].
Fluvioglacial sands in erosional platform of this terrace, TL dated at 144.2±21.6 ka (KIE909), is covered with tills [5]. Alluvia of the accumulative left-site high terrace was OSL
dated at 15.3±2.3 ka (UJK-OSL-78). Pleistocene middle terrace (5.5-4.5 m a.r.l.) has been
formed by braided river (erosion-accumulative terrace) [11] and by transitional river
(accumulative terrace) [13]. Large palaeomeanders, probably the Lateglacial age (14C
dates in progress), occur as semicircular undercut of higher terrace near Czarna village
[12]. Younger Dryas low terrace (approx. 4.5-3.0 m a.r.l.) consists only channel alluvia
of braided river [11], [13]. Deposits of this terrace were dated at 11.9±1.8 ka (KIE-906)
and 11.3±1.7 ka (KIE-907) [5]. Subfossil trunk of pine, dated at 10,480±70 14C yr BP
(MKL-3453) 10,658-10,156 cal. yr BC, lying in situ in the sandy-gravel sediments of this
morphological level [13], [14] (Fig. 5).

Figure 3. Czarna 5 profile at the right-site erosion-accumulative high terrace (approx. 8.0-6.0 m a.r.l.):
grain-size and Falk-Ward distribution parameters of sediments, origin, stratigraphy
Fractions: 1 – gravel (below -1φ), 2 – coarse sand (-1 to 1φ), 3 - medium sand (1-2φ), 4 - fine sand (24φ), 5 – silt and clay (above 4φ); Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean diameter, δI –standard
deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG – kurtosis
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Figure 4. Czarna 21 profile at the left-site of accumulative high terrace (approx. 8.0-3.5 m a.r.l.):
grain-size and Falk-Ward distribution parameters of sediments, origin, stratigraphy
Fractions: 1 – gravel (below -1φ), 2 – coarse sand (-1 to 1φ), 3 - medium sand (1-2φ), 4 - fine sand (24φ), 5 – silt and clay (above 4φ); Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean diameter, δI –standard
deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG – kurtosis

Figure 5. Younger Dryas accumulative low terraces (approx. 4.5-3.5 m a.r.l.): Czarna 3A profile - grainsize and Falk-Ward distribution parameters of sediments (A) and Czarna 10 profile with subfossil tree
trunk (pine) in the alluvia (B)
Fractions: 1 – gravel (below -1φ), 2 – coarse sand (-1 to 1φ), 3 - medium sand (1-2φ), 4 - fine sand (24φ), 5 – silt and clay (above 4φ); Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean diameter, δI –standard
deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG – kurtosis
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Along the river extend relatively narrow strips floodplain high (3.0-2.0 m a.r.l.) and low
(1.0 m a.r.l.). Alluvia these two levels show a clear facial differentiation typical for a
meandering river sediments. Lateral channel migration has created a meandering hillock
(profile Czarna 3A) and a few Holocene cut-fill alluvial bodies (profile Czarna 3B). Two
of them were dated on Early [7350±90 14C yr BP (MKL-3029) 6411-6052 cal. yr BC]
and Late Atlantic [5570±50 14C yr BP (MKL-2983) 4497-4337 cal. yr BC] [1], [6]. There
are numerous subfossil tree trunks in both the channel sediments (profile Czarna 3C) (Fig.
6) and abandoned channel fill (profiles Czarna 4 and 1). Some of these subfossil trees
were 14C dated at 2610±40 14C yr BP (MKL-2984) 849-750 cal. yr BC (profile 4) and
1700±40 14C yr BP (MKL-2862) 240-420 cal. yr AD (profile 1) [5]. There were fallen in
the beginning of the Subatlantic and in the Late Roman period and were accumulated on
the limit between channel deposits and sandy bars in the first stage of abandoned channel
filling. The oxbow lake fills (profiles 4 and 1) indicate distinct variation of sedimentation
types, referring to changes in the frequency of flooding in the Holocene. These type
changes were 14C dated in profile 4 at 2470±60 14C yr BP (MKL-3031) 772-413 cal. yr
BC and 1410±70 14C yr BP (MKL-3030) 567-672 cal. yr AD (Fig. 7) – beginning and
end of peaty silts accumulation respectively and in profile 1 at 630±60 14C yr BP (MKL2861) 1270-1420 cal. yr AD when peats were covered with levee deposits (intercalations
of sands and silts) (Fig. 8). The last date could be connected with Medieval increase
anthropogenic changes of drainage basin and valley floor but also with clustering of
catastrophic events during the Little Ice Age [1].

Figure 6. Valley bottom: Czarna 3A profile - the Late Glacial meandering hillock (I),
Czarna 3B profile - the Atlantic cut-fill alluvial bodies (II) and
Czarna 3C profile with subfossil tree trunk (black oak) in the channel alluvia
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Figure 7. Czarna 4 profile: the subfossil tree trunk (black oak) and changes of sedimentation type in
oxbow lake fill reflected an increase (red dates) and a decrease (blue date) of fluvial activity

Figure 8. Czarna 1 profile: grain-size and Falk-Ward distribution parameters and origin of sediments
Fractions: 1 – gravel (below -1φ), 2 – coarse sand (-1 to 1φ), 3 - medium sand (1-2φ), 4 - fine sand (24φ), 5 – silt and clay (above 4φ), 6 –organic content; Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean
diameter, δI –standard deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG – kurtosis
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Archaeological data from Archaeological Map of Poland indicate that the very big human
impact the valley floor (floodplain) only in modern times, although artifacts from earlier
periods are also noted (e.g. Middle Ages traces). An increasing of human impact had
influence on environment changes in upper Czarna Konecka river valley (e.g.
deforestation) and within river channel by hydrotechnical buildings since the Middle
Ages (the Old Polish Industrial District). While the anthropogenic small retention
(artificial ponds, channels etc.) had a beneficial effect on the regulation and rate of water
circulation in the catchments, in the 20th century the deteriorating technical infrastructure
was conducive to the catastrophic events formation not previously occurred in the whole
Holocene [15].
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The evolution of the upper Czarna Konecka valley started after the Middle Polish
Glaciations. The braided river formed stairway of the Pleistocene erosion-accumulation
terraces. The river valley has transformed strongly since the Late Glacial and Holocene
transition. In this time the incision took place and the development of flood plains with
the complicate structure (some alluvial cut-fill bodies of the different ages) occurred. The
reduction of older terraces area was resulted from lateral migration of the river, which
had large meandering pattern. Downstream of Krasna river mouth the traces of
aggradation and change of river pattern from macromeander to multichannel system
triggered by cooling of the Younger Dryas similar to some rivers in Central Europe [16].
The Holocene alluvia of flood plains have facial differentiation (overbank and channel
deposits) and finning upward sequence both typical for a meandering river. Due to lateral
migration of the river numerous subfossil trees (black oaks in Polish language) occur in
alluvia on study section. Fallen of trees took place in a phase of an increase of river
activity in the Roman time. This phase (2,2-1,7 ka BP) is very well reflected in the whole
upper Vistula river basin and another valleys of Central Europe [16], [17], [18].
Cut off, changes of sedimentation type and fallen of trees reflected an increase (about 7.3,
5.6, 2.6, 1.7, 1.4, 0.6 ka BP) and decrease (after 2.5 ka BP) of river activity. The flood
phases could be not only connected with anthropogenic impact but also with climatic
changes (i.e. Little Ice Age).In last centuries, the valley bottom has been
anthropogenically transformed [15] as document cartographic and historical data [19].
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ABSTRACT
Wiślica, is located in the southern part of Nida Basin with karst phenomena developed on
gypsum. On the anticline lines were formed inversion karst basins occupied by swamps
and bogs. Within the flat valley bottom near Wiślica, 1-3 km wide, on one morphological
level occur:
- plain on a karstic depression along the line of gypsum anticline with the Late
Subboreal peat bog;
- the alluvial plain formed by the Nida river, probably with the several cut and fill
alluvial bodies of different age representing to changes of river pattern during the Late
Glacial and Holocene;
- gypsum dome.
Keywords: Nida Basin, Wiślica, gypsum karst, Nida river valley
INTRODUCTION
According to the division of Poland into the physical-geographical regions, land called
Ponidzie lies on Polish Uplands province (34), the Małopolska Upland subprovince (342),
the Nida Basin macroregion (342.2) and the Nida Valley (342.25) and Solecka Basin
(342.26) mezoregions [1]. Study area is located in the southern part of Nida Basin
between two elevations Wodzisław Horst and Pińczów Horst. This is part of Nida river
valley near Wiślica. Nida river, 2nd order tributary of the Vistula river, drained northcentral part of the Nida Basin and the southern part of the Holy Cross Mts. [2] (Fig. 1).
GEOLOGY
The Cretaceous marls are covered with the Miocene (Tortonian) rocks in the study area.
In connection with the geological structure the research area is called “Nida gypsum”,
which is the largest outcrop of Miocene (Badenian) evaporates developed in the preCarpathian Depression [3]. They occur within the Miocene sea sediments, with which
they underwent a major tectonic reconstruction later. They formed around 13.4-11.1
million years ago [3]. They are exposed in an elongated longitudinal area (30 by 15 km)
north of Nida, within the Solec and Połaniec Basins and the Pińczów Horst. Outcrops of
the “Nida gypsum” are grouped between Szaniec and Kije (in the north) and in the triangle
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between Busko, Bogucice and Wiślica (in the south). In a large part of them they are built
of marls, limestones and gypsum, which are covered with Quaternary deposits. Thickness
of the Quaternary covers is small – on the uplands is typically a few meters, and in the
valleys reaches several meters. In the Nida Valley identified the Pleistocene sediments
(e.g. tills, fluvioglacial sands, loess) and the Holocene alluvium (silts, sands, gravels) and
peats.

Figure 1. Location of the study area on Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

RELIEF
Pre-Quaternary relief of Ponidzie is closely related to the geological structure. Hills had
a direction NNW-SSE and W-E. Also the direction of Nida river valley was determined
by the tectonic system of the layers of the older substrate. The relief of Ponidzie is
characterized by a very large variety. Particularly to deserve is the occurrence of a series
of gypsum, thanks to which there were created unique in Poland wide variety of forms of
gypsum karst [4].
The karst relief in the analyzed area is also closely related to the geological structure.
Limestone, gypsum and marls succumb to karst processes here. Crusts lying on the
surface and under the cover of other sediments undergo karst processes. In relief, the most
important are those corresponding to an anticline and syncline of gypsum with karst
phenomena and gypsum domes [3], [5]. On the anticline lines were formed inversion karst
basins occupied by swamps and bogs lying directly on the Cretaceous marls. On the
syncline lines formed sink holes, dry karst valleys (eg. Skorocice) [6].
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Very distinct differentiation of present-day morphogenetic processes occur on western
and eastern site of Nida river valley. On the western side morphogenesis of loess areas is
conditioned primarily by lithology and land use. Loess are susceptible to the erosion,
which results in the formation of a dense network of gorges even over 10 m deep. In the
areas located on the eastern bank of the Nida River, steep slopes causes slope wash on
arable fields, downhill creep, landslides, deflation in agricultural areas and fluvial
processes in the bottoms of river valleys [4].

Figure 2. Geomorhological map of Nida river valley near Wiślica [2]
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Figure 3. DEM of Nida valley near Wiślica with location of study cross section and profile

RESULTS
Detailed studied across of Nida river valley near Wiślica were done. Marls at Gorysławice
and gypsum of the Wiślica anticline form the eastern limit of the subsequent Nida river
valley in the study section. The western slope of the valley is rectilinear and steeper than
the eastern one and covered with loess deposits. The flat valley bottom is up to 1-3 km
wide. It is asymmetrical, with a wide and swampy left-side and narrow right-side (Fig. 2,
3).
Within the valley bottom on one morphological level occur:
- plain on a karst depression along the line of gypsum anticline [6]. The karst depression
near Gorysławice (N of Wiślica) has a radius of about 300 m and with a “gap section”
(about 400 m wide) connecting it to the south-west with the Nida river flood plain.
Calcareous silts with malacofauna cover, locally also comprising with peaty silts (near
the valley slope) and peats (far from the slope) occur in all boreholes. The thickness
of organic sediments increases towards the central part of the depression and axis of
the Nida river valley. The bottom of this stratum was radiocarbon dated at 4280±50
14
C yr BP (MKL-3131) 3027-2857 cal. yr BC (Fig. 4). This may indicate the presence
of an episodic lake or pond with stagnant water here. From the Subboreal until the
present day peat bog and swamp with small ponds (“water windows”) occur. Traces
of river flow were not found within the depression. Further borings are located in the
western part of the karst depressions. In the CD cross-section below the organic
sediments sandy silts with malacofauna were found. In the EF cross-section, situated
on the edge of the karst depression and Nida floodplain, fine sands were found under
a thin layer of organic sediments. Recent results from 2017 confirmed that we are
dealing with a big form of karst. However, there are doubts whether this is a karst
depression, or perhaps two separate big karst funnels. These forms have been
combined in the Subboreal.
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Figure 4. Geological section (A-B) across the karst depression. Location see Fig. 3.
Lithology: 1 – peats, 2 – clayey peats, 3 – peaty silts, 4 – sandy silts, 5 – silts, 6 – clayey silts; Fractions:
7 – fine sand (2-4φ), 8 - coarse and medium silt (4-6φ), 9 - fine silt (6-8φ), 10 - clay (above 8φ); 11 organic matter content; Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean diameter, δI –standard
deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG - kurtosis

- the alluvial plain formed by the Nida river, probably with the several cut and fill
alluvial bodies of different age representing to changes of river pattern during the Late
Glacial and Holocene. These bodies are evidenced by oxbow lakes preserved in the
morphology. There are at least two generations: an older one, preserved in the form
of straight stretching swamps, with a fairly straightforward course, that may suggest
an anastomosing pattern of Nida river; and a younger one in the form of a
palaeomeander preserved along the modern river bed. Alluvia are clearly facies
differentiated. Three profiles were studied on an outcrop about 30 m long on the leftside of a flood plain located near the Babia Dupa gypsum dome. Organic sediments
covered with overbank deposits occurred in BD 3 profile. The organic layers are
probably palaeochannel fills, with buried soil in the top. According to radiocarbon
dating, overbank deposition started about 1160±60 14C yr BP (MKL-3132) 763-994
cal. yr AD. Overbank alluvia have, generally, a fining upward sequence with two
members which was accumulated in two phases of accretion (Fig. 5). It indicates that
this accumulation could be connected with the meandering river (last stage of
evolution of the Nida river). The presence of buried soil also indicates changes in
fluvial activity and in rate of overbank accumulation in the last millennium
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Figure 5. Lithology, grain size and Falk-Ward distribution parameters
of Nida river sediments at Babia Dupa 3 (BD 3) profile near Wiślica
Lithology: 1 – sands, 2 – silty sands, 3 – sandy silts, 4 – soil, 5 – organic sediments; Fractions: 6 –
coarse sand (-1 to 1φ), 7 - medium sand (1-2φ), 8 - fine sand (2-4φ), 9 - coarse and medium silt (4-6φ),
10 - fine silt (6-8φ), 11 - clay (above 8φ); Folk-Ward’s distribution parameters: Mz – mean diameter, δI –
standard deviation (sorting), SkI – skewness, KG - kurtosis

- gypsum dome. Monoclinal gypsum elevations and gypsum tumuli create small
overflood islands rising directly above the valley floor. These have been settled since
the Neolithic [7]. On the dome at Wiślica a small fortified settlement was located at
the turn of the 9th and 10th c. A.D. and, later, a stronghold in the 11th c.
CONCLUSSIONS
Recent findings from the 2017 study confirmed the view that we are dealing with a karst
depression consisting of two karst funnels separated by an elevation and now filled with
clay mud. Both depression/congestion were compounded in the Subboreal.
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ABSTRACT
The present work emphasizes on the geographical perspectives of temperature
fluctuations and related environmental issues. In this scenario, we study weather
forecasting via the techniques of simulated annealing. Simulated annealing provides
significant tools in optimizing complex problems, relating socioeconomic importance in
the contemporary sciences, engineering, economics and statistics. For the given shape
parameter of the probing material and artificial time, we examine optimization properties
of the environmental temperature beyond the notion of Boltzmann machine. As per the
above analysis, for a given finite artificial temperature, we find that its fluctuations over
the system parameters yield a stable configuration, depending on the signature of
parameters. In addition, our investigation anticipates computational weather forecasting
and modeling of climate changing effects in the light of quenching, optimal theory,
artificial intelligence and neural networks.
Keywords: Weather forecasting, optimization, simulated annealing,
intelligence, neural networks

artificial

INTRODUCTION
Weather has become an important research topic in the field of geographic domain [1].
The impulsive characteristics of the weather that keep changing with various parameters
and its socio-economical significance interpolate researchers to develop accurate weather
forecasting algorithms. Among various developments occurring in this field of research
include the contemporary approaches to simulate complex numerical and physical
systems with the aid of optimization models. Such techniques have helped the mankind
for an improved prediction of weather in advance with a high degree of reliability.
In general, there are two widely used methods for the weather forecasting such as
numerical and statistical methods. Numerical weather forecasting methods involve as
dynamic modeling of atmospheric phenomena [2]. However, the statistical methods refer
to dynamics interpretations of the atmospheric system based on the already available
information. For example, statistical methods mainly work with artificial neural network
(ANN) mostly using back propagation techniques [3]. Such techniques have gained much
attention in recent decades in the meteorological domain via the time series predictions.
In the current scenario, precise and reliable weather predictions are considered to be a
challenging task for the researchers. The solution for an accurate weather forecasting can
be visualized from the perspective of physical sciences using the interpolation of NavierStokes equation, mass continuity equation, first law of thermodynamics and ideal gas
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equation [4]. These formulations help us to study the changes in the space and time arising
from the wind, temperature, pressure and density fluctuations in the atmosphere. With the
support of numerical methods, these equations could solve both the resolved and
unresolved scales of the motion, resulting in a temperature gradient. To date there are
numerous complex models available for the global weather prediction, local area
modeling for high impact weather and air-quality predictions. Although, knowledge in
physical process, ensemble theory and model initializations are mandatory for resolving
the future technology challenges. This involves computing and perspective observations
towards an accurate weather forecasting.
Parameterization plays a major role in the prediction of the weather by creating an
interface between the atmosphere and earth surface [5]. Parameterization mainly consists
of diffusive, radiative and conductive effects in the atmosphere domain. The predictive
behavior of parameterization helps us in analyzing various aspects of simulated weather,
viz. fluctuations arising from the temperature, wind, clouds and precipitation. Numerical
weather forecasting models make use of the similar formulations used in such
parameterizations for short-to-medium range forecasting and creating algorithms for
model initialization.
While dealing with various problems in this disciple of the physical geography, one
generically focuses on the minimization of an appropriate energy or cost function that is
defined in a D-dimensional continuous space [6]. There are two different situations to be
taken into consideration, i.e., if the energy/ cost is a convex function with a single
minimum, the problem could be solved by the gradient descent method. However, one
requires more sophisticated methods, e.g., simulated annealing to solve the same, if the
energy or cost is a nonconvex function with multiple extrema. This technique has an
advantage of introducing more than one artificial temperature where the concerning
probing material could be cooled gradually. The artificial temperatures represent the
source of stochasity that is well appropriate for detrapping from a local minimum. In
classical viewpoint, the mandatory condition for achieving unit probability at the end of
the global minimum is to have a logarithmic decrease of the temperature in time. This
algorithm is called classical simulated temperature or Boltzmann machine.
In this paper, we focus to solve large-scale optimization problems which are
unmanageable by such conventional or existing (combinatorial) methods. Namely, our
focus relies on configurations with a large number of objects analogous to the traveling
salesman problem [7]. For such problems, it is known [7] that one can hardly find its
optimum solution at large scale, thus our proposal is to optimize the undermining profile
temperature with respect to its model parameters and find the best suited values. This
renders an apt solution for complex optimization problems. An importance of our analysis
arises in finding good solutions to aforementioned optimization problems even in the
presence of noises in the data. As mentioned above, as far as our optimization analysis is
concerned, we design simulated annealing to mimic an optimal process. This is traversed
by mislocated atoms in a given metal when it is slowly heated and then slowly cooled in
time.
Below, we provide a brief account of numerical weather forecasting, simulated annealing,
Metropolis algorithm, fluctuation analysis of the artificial temperature under variations
of the model parameters, viz. the shape of the probing material and artificial time, in the
next section. In section 3, we discuss results arising from fluctuations of the model
parameters. Finally, in section 4, we conclude our paper with directions for future
developments.
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
In this section, we recall the notion of the numerical weather forecasting, simulated
annealing, Metropolis algorithm and fluctuation theory based optimization analysis of the
artificial temperature under fluctuations of its model parameters, viz. the shape/
dimension of the probing material and artificial time of the scheduling algorithm.
What is Numerical Weather Forecasting?
Numerical weather forecasting (NWF) or the process of numerical weather prediction
(NWP) is a mathematical procedure that is implemented via the field of computer science
with a prior given code. This is executed mainly as an algorithm with included
mathematical equations and formulas for optimally calculating the environmental
parameters of the model such as the wind speed, humidity, hot or cold as higher or lower
values of the temperature.
Overall, NWF measures these variables, whereby we design it to optimally calculate them
and to see how the weather will locally evolve in near future. In fact, with certain
calculations the algorithm should predict how the climate will change in future in a given
geographic region, whereby we generically wish to forecast "future" weather conditions.
What is Simulated Annealing?
Simulated annealing was firstly introduced when scientists were heating and cooling a
heavy metal object to see how its temperature has increased or decreased on the graph
and to mark those results in order to find an appropriate optimization of the temperature.
In this concern, there are many simulated annealing based algorithms that can carry out
such optimizations, namely to find the global minimum or maximum of an objective
function. This supports us in finding good results according to previous calculations, in
an algorithm for a given set of formulas and equations. The simulated annealing algorithm
makes an estimation between a large number of gathered results to make them more
precise and the concerning computations accurate for the perspective weather forecasting.
Metropolis Algorithm
Simulated annealing offers an enhanced optimization strategy by invoking the role of the
Metropolis algorithm [8]. As per this hypothesis, some trades that are not lowering the
mileage/ energy are accepted when they allow the optimizer to search more of the existing
solution space. Mathematically, given an arbitrary trade/ state, let ∆𝐷 be the change in the
corresponding distance with the convention that it takes a negative value for “good"
trades, and a positive value for "bad" trades, 𝑇 be an artificial or synthetic temperature
concerning the probing material, and 𝑅(0, 1) be a random number in the unit
interval [0,1]. From the above perspective, in the Boltzmann's unit of the temperature [8],
Metropolis algorithm filters out the undermining "bad" trades as per the criterion
𝑒 ∆𝐷⁄𝑇 > 𝑅(0,1)

(2.1)

Here, 𝐷 is termed as the cost function, which is physically equivalent to the free energy
in the case of the annealing of a heavy metal. To be precise, the temperature
parameter 𝑇 is actually rescaled to 𝑘𝑇, where 𝑘 is the standard Boltzmann's constant
and 𝑇 is the surface temperature of the probing material measured in the unit of absolute
Kelvin scale. In practice, when 𝑇 takes a large value, many "bad" trades are accepted by
Metropolis optimizer [8], whereby a large portion of the solution space is searched. In
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general, in order to have a better result, objects under the analysis of simulated annealing
are chosen randomly. However, there exist other refinements of the above mentioned
Metropolis analysis, whose parametric optimization is left open for further investigations.
As mentioned above, our optimization procedure follows an analogy of the cooling of a
metal. Therefore, by making several trades and noticing that the concerned cost function
slowly reduces, we may lower the temperature to a smaller value. This reduces the size
of “bad” trades in the search space. By repeating this process several times, i.e., when the
temperature gets sufficiently reduced, we quench the process by allowing only good
trades as the possible solutions. This yields a local minimum of the cost function. Indeed,
there exists a number of advanced “annealing schedules” to lower the temperature, but
the results are mostly insensitive to such refinements and minor details.
For example, the threshold acceptance strategy [9] accepts all the good trades, as any of
the bad trades raising the undermining cost function above its chosen threshold value.
Hereby, we may periodically lower the threshold as the annealing temperature. This
provides an alternative to the Boltzmann criterion. Such simulations can be time effective,
as we need not to either perform the exponentiation or generate the random number as in
Eqn.(2.1).
Stability Analysis via Fluctuation Theory
In the sequel, for given shape parameter 𝑞 and artificial time 𝑡, we wish to determine the
optimum value of the temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) via its symmetric Hessian matrix 𝐻 =
(𝑇𝑖𝑗 )2×2. The entries of 𝐻 are defined as the second order partial derivatives of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡)
as (𝑇𝑖𝑗 )2×2 = 𝜕𝑖 𝜕𝑗 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡), where 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {𝑞, 𝑡}.
To find an optimal value of the above artificial temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡), we require vanishing
of the undermining flow components {𝑇𝑞 , 𝑇𝑡 }, that is to find roots of the equalities
𝑇𝑞 = 0, 𝑇𝑡 = 0

(2.2)

The concerning (in)stability conditions are determined by the determinant of 𝐻 defined
as
𝐷 ≔ 𝑇𝑞𝑞 𝑇𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑞𝑡 2

(2.3)

In this concern, it is worth emphasizing that the sign of 𝐷 plays an important role.
Namely, there exists a local minimum or stable configuration if 𝐷 > 0 with the shape
capacity 𝑇𝑞𝑞 > 0 or the artificial time capacity 𝑇𝑡𝑡 > 0. Similarly, there is a local
maximum of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) or the undermining fluctuating configuration becomes unstable if
𝐷 > 0 with 𝑇𝑞𝑞 < 0 or 𝑇𝑡𝑡 < 0. On the other hand, it is well known that the system goes
under a saddle behavior when the Hessian determinant 𝐷 of the temperature profile has a
negative value, viz. 𝐷 < 0. For the case of the vanishing discriminant 𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) = 0, the
stability test of the temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) gives a degeneration curve, as displayed in
Eqn.(2.24) in the next section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Under fluctuations of the above configuration parameters {𝑞, 𝑡}, it is known [6] that the
artificial temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) is defined as:
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T(q, t) = 𝑇(𝑞)

2𝑞−1 − 1

(3.1)

(1+𝑡)𝑞−1 −1

In order to simplify the subsequent expressions, the denominator of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) is defined as
𝑑 ≔ (1 + 𝑡)𝑞−1 − 1

(3.2)

A direct calculation shows that we have the following shape flow component
𝑇𝑞 (𝑞, 𝑡) =

1
𝑑2

𝑑𝑇

[{2𝑞−1 𝑑 ln 2 − (2𝑞−1 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)𝑞−1 ln(1 + 𝑡)}𝑇(𝑞) + (2𝑞−1 − 1)𝑑 𝑑𝑞 ]

(3.3)
Similarly, it follows that the flow component corresponding to the artificial time 𝑡 is given
by
(1+𝑡)𝑞−2

𝑇𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) = −(𝑞 − 1) 𝑇(𝑞)

𝑑2

(2𝑞−1 − 1)

(3.4)

Now from the Eqns.(3.3, 3.4), we see that the flow components {𝑇𝑞 , 𝑇𝑡 } vanish as per the
following cases. The flow component 𝑇𝑡 as in Eqn.(3.4) vanishes whenever we have 𝑞 =
1 or 𝑡 = −1. In both the above cases, we observe that the flow component 𝑇𝑞 as in
Eqn.(3.3) vanishes according as a first order differential equation.
As mentioned in the foregoing section, under fluctuations of the model parameters 𝑡
and 𝑞, a direct differentiation of the artificial time flow component 𝑇𝑡 as in Eqn.(3.4) with
respect to the artificial time 𝑡 yields the following artificial time capacity
𝑇𝑡𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) = −

𝑛1 𝑛2
𝑑3

,

(3.5)

where the above factors {𝑛1 , 𝑛2 } are given by the expressions
𝑛1 = 𝑇(𝑞)(2𝑞−1 − 1)(𝑞 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)𝑞−1
𝑛2 = (𝑞 − 2)(1 + 𝑡)𝑞−1 − 2(𝑞 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)𝑞−3 − (𝑞 − 2)

(3.6)
(3.7)

Similarly, by differentiating the flow component 𝑇𝑞 as in Eqn.(3.3) with respect to the
shape/ dimension of the probing material 𝑞, we find that its capacity reads as per the
following
𝑇𝑞𝑞 (𝑞, 𝑡) =

ℎ1
𝑑

ℎ

ℎ

− 𝑑22 + 2 𝑑33 ,

(3.8)

where the components {ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 } as in the above Eqn.(3.8) are given as
𝑑2 𝑇

ℎ1 = (2𝑞−1 − 1) 𝑑𝑞2 + 2𝑞 ln 2

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑞

+ 2𝑞−1 (2𝑞−1 + 1) (ln 2)2 𝑇(𝑞)

(3.9)

𝑑𝑇

ℎ2 = (1 + 𝑡)𝑞−1 ln(1 + 𝑡) {2(2𝑞−1 − 1) 𝑑𝑞 + (2𝑞 ln 2 + (2𝑞−1 − 1) ln(1 + 𝑡)) 𝑇(𝑞)}
(3.10)
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ℎ3 = (2𝑞−1 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)2𝑞−2 {ln(1 + 𝑡)}2 𝑇(𝑞)

(3.11)

On the other hand, the correlation between the shape/ dimension of the probing material 𝑞
and artificial time 𝑡 is given by the mixed partial derivative 𝑇𝑞𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) of the profile
temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡). Physically, in the 𝑞𝑡 −plane, fluctuations with respect to both the
model parameters 𝑞 and 𝑡 may dependent on each other. In general, their dependency is
defined as per the mixed second partial derivative of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) as
𝜕2

𝑇𝑞𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) = 𝜕𝑞 𝜕𝑡 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡)

(3.12)

By differentiating the flow component 𝑇𝑡 as in Eqn.(3.4) with respect to the shape of the
probing material 𝑞, it is not difficult to show that we have the following correlation
𝑐

𝑐

𝑇𝑞𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) = 𝑑12 − 2 𝑑23 ,

(3.13)

where the components {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } as given in Eqn.(3.13) reads as per the expressions
𝑑𝑇

𝑐1 = (𝑞 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)𝑞−2 {(2𝑞−1 − 1) 𝑑𝑞 + ((2𝑞−1 − 1) ln(1 + 𝑡) + 2𝑞−1 ln 2) 𝑇(𝑞)}
(3.14)
𝑐2 = (𝑞 − 1)(1 + 𝑡)2𝑞−3 (2𝑞−1 − 1) ln(1 + 𝑡) 𝑇(𝑞)

(3.15)

Herewith, we see that there is no correlation in the system if {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } satisfy 2𝑐2 = 𝑐1 𝑑.
In the sequel, in order to examine the global stability properties of the temperature
fluctuations in terms of the model parameters {𝑞, 𝑡}, we need to compute the discriminant
𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) ≔ 𝑇𝑞𝑞 (𝑞, 𝑡). 𝑇𝑡𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) − 𝑇𝑞𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡)2
(3.16)
By substituting the values of the heat capacities {𝑇𝑞𝑞 (𝑞, 𝑡), 𝑇𝑡𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡)} from Eqns.(3.5, 3.8)
and the undermining correlation component 𝑇𝑞𝑡 (𝑞, 𝑡) as depicted in Eqn.(3.13), we arrive
at the following discriminant
1

𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) = 𝑑6 {𝑛1 𝑛2 (ℎ2 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑 2 − 2ℎ3 ) + 4 𝑐1 𝑐2 − 𝑐1 2 − 4 𝑐2 2 },
(3.17)
where the capacity components {𝑛1, 𝑛2 , ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 } are given in Eqns.(3.6, 3.7, 3.9-3.11)
and the corresponding correlation components {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } read as in Eqns.(3.14, 3.15).
Herewith, the temperature profile 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) has a saddle point behavior, whenever we have
negative signature of the above discriminant, viz. 𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) < 0. In other words, the
Eqn.(3.17) shows that the system becomes saddle when {𝑛1, 𝑛2 , ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 , 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } satisfy
the inequality
𝑛1 𝑛2 (ℎ2 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑 2 − 2ℎ3 ) < 𝑐1 2 + 4 𝑐2 2 − 4 𝑐1 𝑐2
(3.18)
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The system remains stable or unstable according as the temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) has a
minimum or maximum about its fixed points. First of all, this happens if we
have 𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) > 0. That is, in order to find a stable configuration or a minimum value
of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) as mentioned in section 2.4, we must have
𝑛1 𝑛2 (ℎ2 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑 2 − 2ℎ3 ) > 𝑐1 2 + 4 𝑐2 2 − 4 𝑐1 𝑐2
(3.19)
with either of the following constraints
(i)

(ii)

𝑛1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛2 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 > 0
𝑛1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛2 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 < 0
(3.20)
ℎ 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑2 − 2ℎ3 < 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 > 0
{ 2
ℎ2 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑2 − 2ℎ3 > 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 < 0
(3.21)
{

Notice that we have an unstable configuration, that is, the temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) attains a
maximum if it satisfies Eqn.(3.19) with the opposite conditions of Eqns.(3.20, 3.21).
Namely, as outlined in section 2.4, we have a maximum of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) if Eqn.(3.19) holds
with either of the following conditions
(i)

(ii)

𝑛1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛2 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 > 0
𝑛1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛2 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 < 0
(3.22)
ℎ 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑2 − 2ℎ3 > 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 > 0
{ 2
ℎ2 𝑑 − ℎ1 𝑑2 − 2ℎ3 < 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑 < 0
(3.23)
{

The stability test of 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) fails when it has a vanishing discriminant, viz. we
have 𝐷(𝑞, 𝑡) = 0. Alternatively, from Eqn.(3.19), we see that this happens when the
stability and correlation components {𝑛1, 𝑛2 , ℎ1 , ℎ2 , ℎ3 , 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } satisfy the equality
𝑛1 𝑛2 =

𝑐1 2 +4 𝑐2 2 −4 𝑐1 𝑐2
ℎ2 𝑑−ℎ1 𝑑2 −2ℎ3

(3.24)
In this case, we say that the temperature function 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) is too flat. Namely, we need a
higher derivative test to examine stability properties of the profile temperature
𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) under fluctuations of the system parameters {𝑞, 𝑡}. Indeed, there exists certain
analysis based on a jerk and other parameters which are defined as the third or higher
order derivatives of the function 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡). In the light of the simulated annealing based
optimizations towards an apt probe designing, we leave such investigations open for a
future research.
CONCLUSION
The idea of this paper is to explain the notion of Numerical Weather Forecasting in
general and to give its interpretation in the light of optimization theory. Here, we have
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explained the simulated annealing process, and its optimization how the scientists could
implement it in forecasting of weather and its meanings in connection with the artificial
intelligence.
In the sequel, we have explored mathematical perspectives for a given artificial
temperature profile and find its flow components, capacities under different values of the
shape parameter 𝑞 of the probing material and the artificial scheduling time 𝑡. We have
obtained the flow components as the first order derivatives of the artificial temperature
with respect to 𝑞 and 𝑡 values, and the fluctuation capacities as that of the pure second
order derivatives. The system stability criterion is determined by the determinant of the
corresponding fluctuation matrix 𝐻 according to the second order of variations of the
artificial temperature 𝑇(𝑞, 𝑡) with respect to 𝑞 and 𝑡. Also, we find its mixed derivative
with respect to {𝑞, 𝑡} together as the formula as in Eqn.(3.13). This explicitly gives the
undermining system correlation.
In nutshell, we have implemented fluctuation theory analysis from the above gathered
values of the system capacities and correlation. Subsequently, by storing them in the
fluctuation matrix, we have offered optimal properties of the artificial temperature under
different parameter values. The corresponding initial value problem, its generation as a
first order differential equation and computational optimizations [10] are left open for
future research. In the light of temperature variations in a chosen geographic region, our
model finds utilities for accurate prediction of weather with variation of time and probing
material dimension.
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ABSTRACT
Computer-assisted analysis in biogeography is becoming one of the major research topics
in the physical geography. Interestingly, the bioinformatics software tools provide good
models for better understanding of a biological process. We have utilized them in finding
the relationship between Ohrid lake endemic species of Salmo Letnica and other eight
fishes from the Salmonidae family that constitute three subfamilies. The study of
phylogenetics with considerable research interest in the phylogenetic relationships among
the endemic fish species of Ohrid Lake is the main focus of this research article.
Salmonidae family is found to be a big family constituting three subfamilies including
Salmoninae family. The main research of the present work is aimed at the fishes from the
Salmoninae family with more focus on the Salmo genus. Eight types of fishes from the
mentioned genus were used in the process of creation of two different phylogenetic trees
namely Neighbor-Joining and Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean
(UPGMA) phylogenetic tree. In order to create the trees, the accessions codes for the
mitochondrial DNA sequences adopted from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information website were imported into MATLAB for further analysis. The resulting
trees were investigated further to understand clearly the correlation of Salmo Letnica with
the other eight fishes.
Keywords: Salmonidae family, Salmo genus, mitochondrial DNA sequences, NeighborJoining Phylogenetic Tree, UPGMA Phylogenetic Tree
INTRODUCTION
Phylogenetic that includes the study of evolutionary relatedness and biogeography among
various groups of organisms (species, populations) based on their genomic sequences has
evolved much interest among researchers [1]. With the aid of phylogenetic trees, the
evolutionary interrelationships among various species or other entities that are believed
to have a common ancestor can be shown [2]. The nodes in a phylogenetic tree with
descendants signify the most recent common ancestor of the descendants and the edge
lengths represents the time [3]. Phylogenetic analyses have become a significant
candidate in understanding biodiversity, evolution, ecology, and genomes [4].
The fishes from the Salmonidae Family are known to dominate as a top predator in cold
water of the Northern hemisphere, but they are also introduced to many other areas in the
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world feeding on smaller fish and aquatic insects [5]. They are considered as ray-finned
fish belonging to the Salmoniformes order which is derived from the fish Atlantic Salmon
and the genus Salmo [6]. The salmonids are slender fishes with forked tails and rounded
scales. They exist in different sizes ranging from 13 cm (smallest) to 2 m (largest) and
have mouths consisting of a single row of sharp teeth. Salmonids having anadromous
lifecycle spend most of their life at sea but the reproduction process occurs in fresh water
and many of them die after spawning [7]. The most important ecological factor limiting
the life of salmonids is water temperature (4-8 degrees Celsius), which also means the
rhythm of life cycle of the members of the salmonids is slower than in other freshwater
fishes in Europe.
A wide variety of techniques has been employed to infer the systematics of the
Salmonidae that include ecological [8], morphological, cytogenetic, ontogenetic, DNA
restriction site differences and direct sequencing studies. The availability of new
technology has greatly increased the speed with which new information can be generated.
Presently, it has become easier to determine the mitochondrial sequences of DNA directly
thereby providing precise characters which are comparable in diverse organisms.
The studies about the Salmo letnica present a significant interest for the researchers of the
region and widely. Up to now, the studies have aimed at the ecology, dietary regime,
reproduction, etc. On the other hand, there are very few studies can be found regarding
the evolutionary relatedness. The main purpose of this study is to determine and explain
the evolutionary ties between Salmo Letnica and a number of other fishes from the same
family. In the present work, a phylogenetic analysis of fish belonging to the Salmonidae
family was made. This family is divided into three subfamilies: whitefish (Coregoninae),
graylings (Thymallinae) and salmons (Salmoninae). The Salmoninae subfamily has seven
genus and of them is the Salmo genus which is analyzed in many research articles [9] and
the members of Salmo genus will be discussed in detail.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Lake Ohrid represents part of the natural border between southwestern Macedonia and
Eastern Albania which is one of the deepest and oldest lakes under conservation of
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) from 1979
and it is considered as a living fossil museum [10]. The lake has a very unique aquatic
ecosystem that makes it a special shelter for great number of inhabited endemic species.
The number of the endemic species is estimated to be greater than two hundred covering
the entire food-chain. This study is dedicated to one of those species– the Ohrid Trout
complex Salmo Letnica [11]. Among the Salmo Letnica, seven other fishes from the
genus Salmo (graphically represented in Figure 1) were included in this research and are
explained below:

Figure 1. Graphical representation of each fish from the Salmonidae Family used in the present research
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1. Salmo letnica [11]: It is also known by the name Ohrid Trout and is one of the endemic
species in Ohrid lake. Despite the Ohrid lake, it is also found in the river Black Drim/Drin
extending in Republic of Macedonia and Albania. Locally, the fish is known by the name
“Koran” in Albania, and “Охридска пастрмка” (Ohridska Pastramka) in Macedonia. The
fish lives at a depth of 60-80 m within the lake. Moreover, it is assigned as critically
endangered in IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) Red List of
Threatened Species. It is characterized by different breeding areas and breeding times in
which they are thought to be reproductively isolated from each other.
2. Salmo carpio [12]: It is widely known by the name carpione and is an endemic fish of
Lake Garda in Italy. There were enormous efforts taken to inhabit this fish in many other
lakes in Italy but each of them was unsuccessful. Salmo carpio reaches length up to 50
cm and live at a depth of 100-200 m. Apart from the mating season, they are silvery with
a few black spots on the body and the number of spots gets bigger in mating season. Their
maximum life span is five years.
3. Salmo cettii [13]: It is also known by the name Mediterranean trout which is mainly
found in the Mediterranean region of Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica and on the Italian mainland
in the Magra drainage. The fish lives in streams and karstic resurgences. They reach a
maximum length of 40 cm and its population has decreased by around 30% in the last
decade. This fish is also a part of the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.
4. Salmo ischchan [14]: It is also known by the name Sevan Trout and is an endemic fish
from the Lake Sevan in Armenia. In Armenia, it is well-known by the name “ishkhan”
which reaches a maximum length of 90 cm breeding within the lake. This fish is now
endangered owing to the various number of competitors introduced in the lake.
5. Salmo macrostigma [15]: This is an endemic fish species found in Algeria-Northwest
Africa living in freshwater growing up to a maximum length of 60 cm.
6. Salmo marmoratus [16]: It is known by the name Marble Trout with a long body having
very large head (25% of the body length) and because of that it is called “glavatica” in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (glava=head). The fish has red spots that merge with the rest of
its pigment and their natural habitats are rivers with temperature around 15 °C.
7. Salmo peristericus [11]: It is mainly found in Prespa Lake in Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (FYROM). Four populations of the fish are known: one in the
Agios Germanos stream in Greece, and the three others in the rivers Brajcinska, Kranska
and Leva Reka in FYROM mainly living in the mountain stream. The population is
present in 24.5 km out of 34.5 km and their habitat is fragmented by some impassable
waterfalls with part of the species range covered by a national park. Salmo Peristericus is
also listed in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.
8. Salmo salar [12]: It is naturally found in the Atlantic Ocean and rivers that flow in it
which is also found in North Pacific due to human introduction. This fish is also known
by different names such as silver salmon, outside salmon, bay salmon and black salmon.
All of the above-described fishes belong to the Salmoniformes order that has one familySalmonidae. This family has three subfamilies of Salmoninae, Coregoninae and
Thymallinae where Salmoninae forms the major part of the tree. Salmoninae subfamily
includes seven genera: Hucho, Salmo, Eosalmo, Oncorhynchus, Brachymystax,
Salvethymus and Salvelinus. The eight fishes studied in this research belong to Salmo
genus.
The phylogenetic analysis is usually performed in the following five steps as detailed
below:
STEP 1: Choosing appropriate markers for the phylogenetic analysis
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STEP 2:
STEP 3:
STEP 4:
STEP 5:

Multiple sequence alignments
Selection of an evolutionary model
Phylogenetic reconstruction
Evaluation of the phylogenetic tree

As a phylogenetic marker can be used for inferring the evolutionary relationship among
the taxa. A phylogenetic marker can be DNA, RNA, protein etc. For analyzing the
phylogenetic relationships, both coding and non-coding genetic regions can be used. In
our analysis of the eight fishes, we have adopted the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). That
is, DNA located in mitochondria and cellular organelles within eukaryotic cells that has
the ability to convert chemical energy from food into a form that cells can use. With
mtDNA comparisons between extinct and closely related non extinct species can be done.
In order to get the accession codes for the mitochondrial D-loop sequences, we have used
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website [17]. The provided
mitochondrial D-loop sequences were loaded into MATLAB, and using the functions
provided within the Bioinformatics Toolbox they were pairwise aligned before computing
the distances and constructing the phylogenetic trees. For the construction of the trees we
used distance based methods such as Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic
Mean (UPGMA) and NJ.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The importance of phylogenetics has been systemized and the previous studies concluded
that phylogenetic analysis may be considered to be a highly reliable bioinformatics tool.
The mitochondrial D-loop sequences have been stored primarily in order to be used for
further creation of the phylogenetic trees. In the present work, two types of phylogenetic
trees are provided: Neighbor-Joining Phylogenetic Tree and UPGMA Phylogenetic Tree
which form the group of distance matrix methods. A common characteristic for both of
the methods is calculating the distance between the leaves (or ‘taxa’) and are better for
continuous characters. We have chosen them as the fastest method. First of all, as already
explained, we have created a MATLAB structure with information about the sequences.
This step involved the use of the accession codes for the mitochondrial D-loop sequences
from different types of fishes of Salmonidae Family from the Salmo genus as presented
in Table 1. Consequently, the get genbank function form the Bioinformatics Toolbox was
employed inside a for-loop to retrieve the D-loop sequences from the NCBI data
repository that are further loaded into MATLAB.
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Table 1. GenBank accession number of each species
Species
GenBank accession number
'Salmo_Letnica'
'AY598352';
'Salmo_Carpio'
'KJ834850';
'Salmo_Cettii'
'KJ834911';
'Salmo_ Ischchan '
'JF795537';
'Salmo_ Macrostigma'
'JN807337 ';
'Salmo_Marmoratus'
'KJ834801 ';
'Salmo_ Peristericus '
'HE863710 ';
'Salmo_Salar'
'EU643691 ';
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Building and Exploring UPGMA Phylogenetic tree
This method follows a clustering procedure. Here, each species represents a cluster on its
own and the closest two clusters are joined together. By taking the average, the distance
of the joint pair is recalculated. This process is repeated until a single cluster is created
connecting all species. This algorithm does not aim to reflect evolutionary descent, but it
assigns equal weight on the distance and assumes a randomized molecular clock. We have
computed pairwise distances using the 'Jukes-Cantor’s formula [18]. Since the sequences
are not pre-aligned, seqpdist will pairwise align them before computing the distances. The
UPGMA tree is build using seqlinkage function. The resulting UPGMA tree is depicted
in Figure 2. Interestingly, it is seen that Salmo Ischchan and Salmo Marmoratus share a
most recent common ancestor and also Salmo Carpio and Salmo Cettii share a most recent
common ancestor. The common ancestor of Salmo Ischchan and Salmo Marmoratus is
most closely related to the fish Salmo Peristericus. On the other hand, the most recent
common ancestor of Salmo Cettii and Salmo Carpio is most closely related to the fish
Salmo Marmoratus.

Figure 2. UPGMA Distance Tree of Salmonidae Fish using Jukes-Cantor model

Those common ancestors at some point of the evolutionary distance create one subtree
with a common ancestor shared among the six previously mentioned fishes. This new
common ancestor is most closely related to the fish Salmo Salar and it forms another
subtree between 0.6 and 0.5 patristic distance. The patristic distance represents the path
length between species calculated from the hierarchical clustering distances. Finally, we
can conclude that the fish Salmo Letnica shares the most distant ancestor with the other
seven fishes on careful investigation of the tree and is confirmed that it genetically differs
the most. At this moment, we can find the closest species to the Salmo Letnica (entry 1
in Table 1) as follows: The Bioinformatics Toolbox provides some functions for selecting
the nodes within given patristic distance. The function h_all selects the nodes (leaves and
branches) within a patristic distance set by us, and h_leaves selects only the leaf nodes.
In this case, we used the h_leaves function and selected the leaf nodes within 0.6 patristic
distance to the Salmo_Letnica leaf. The corresponding tree can be seen in Figure 3 and it
is clearly noticed that this pruned tree differs from the previous UPGMA tree in one thing.
The fish Salmo Salar is not included in it due to the fact that this fish represents a node
from the phylogenetic tree that is below 0.6 patristic distances.
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Figure 3. Pruned UPGMA distance Tree of Salmonidae Fish using jukes-Cantor model

Building Neighbor-Joining Phylogenetic tree:
This algorithm does not make the assumption of the molecular clock and adjust for the
rate variation among branches. It begins with an unresolved star-like tree, where each pair
is evaluated in order to be joined. Afterward, the sum of all branch lengths is calculated
of the resultant tree. As a closest neighbor is considered the pair that has the smallest sum,
and is thus joined. A new branch is inserted between them and the rest of the tree with
the branch length is recalculated. This process goes on until only one terminal is present.
When analyzing homologous sequences between species, the alternative tree topologies
are important to consider. By using the seqneighjoin function a neighbor-joining tree can
be built. For the construction of the neighbor-joining trees, the pairwise distances that
were already calculated with seqpdist function are used. This method accomplishes
clusters using the minimum evolution method. The Neighbor-Joining Phylogenetic tree
is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Neighbor-Joining Distance Tree of Salmonidae Fish using Jukes-Cantor model
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Figure 5. Neighbor-Joining Tree of Salmonidae Fish using Jukes-Cantor model

CONCLUSION
The present work described the study of evolutionary relationships among the fishes from
the genera Salmo determined based on mitochondrial d-loop sequences. On careful
analysis of both UPGMA and Neighbor-Joining trees, it can be concluded that there are
two pairs of so-called “sister” nodes. One pair is Salmo_Carpio and Salmo_Cettii and the
other pair is Salmo_Macrostigma and Salmo_Ischchan. It can be realized that they have
a closer common ancestor with each other than with any other type of fishes used in this
study (Figure 5). There are two subtrees to mention which includes Salmo_carpio and
Salmo_cetti as subtree A and Salmo_Macrostigma and Salmo_Ischchan forms subtree B.
The two fishes from the subtree A shares the most common history with the fish
Salmo_Marmoratus and the tree type of fish share a common ancestor at some point
forming another subtree C. The two fishes from the subtree B shares the most common
history with the fish Salmo_Peristericus which in turn shares a common ancestor to
leading to subtree D. It can be further seen that the six types of fishes mentioned above
create a larger subtree (subtree E) with a common ancestor for all of them. Salmo_Salar
joins this subtree at the point F representing a common ancestor for the seven of them.
Additionally, Salmo_Letnica represents the outgroup of trees and it shares some common
ancestor at the root of the tree with all of the other seven types of fishes. It can also be
concluded that phylogenetic analysis using trees is found to be useful and powerful
technique for determination of the relationships between species.
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ABSTRACT
Biomarker analysis of soluble organic matter in the sediments such as shale has
contributed to our understanding of the characteristics of the depositional environment.
In this study, depositional environment properties of Upper Cretaceous sediments in
Hekimhan Basin are evaluated by biomarker data and stable carbon isotope (δ13C) values.
To ascertain the biomarker features of the aliphatic fractions, GC and GC-MS analyses
were realized on the studied shale and limestone samples. Investigated shale samples have
generally low (< 0.5%) the total organic carbon values, however, the amount (0.115.92%) of organic matter within limestone are slightly higher than shale levels. Hydrogen
index values of limestone and shale samples vary between 0.0 and 629 mgHC/g TOC and
between 0.0 and 42 mgHC/g TOC, respectively. The odd-numbered and even-numbered
n-alkanes ranges between the C15 and C27, which are among the definable components,
are close to each other in terms of abundance. There are n-alkanes, especially short-chain
(< n-C21) and medium-chain (n-C21-n-C25) as well as long-chain n-alkanes (>n-C25) like
C26 and C27, in clayey limestone. The diasterane/sterane ratio in the samples is between
0.19 and 0.60. Besides, the sterane/hopane ratio being high (>2) and C26/C25 tricyclic
terpane ratio (0.18-0.33) shows the marine precipitation conditions. The
moretane/hopane, norhopane/hopane, C24/C23 tricyclic terpane and C19/(C19+C23 tricyclic
terpane) ratios show the carbonate depositional conditions and, the 18 α(H)-oleanane has
been determined and refer to Cretaceous or younger age. The existence of C 35
homohopanes, hopane index (< 1), high C35/C34 homohopanes (>0.8) also supports this
result. The Ts/Ts+Tm ratios define the marine deposition conditions (suboxic), like the
decrease in C31-35 homohopane distribution and the δ13C values (–25.18 ‰ and –23.48
‰).
Keywords: Eastern Anatolia, Hekimhan Basin, organic geochemistry, biomarker, δ13C.
INTRODUCTION
The Hekimhan Basin is located on the Southeastern Anatolia Edgefolds of the Anatolian
Tectonic complex separated by [1], and positioned in the southern side of the Anatolids
(Fig.1a). The studied area formed as part of the northern margin of the Taurides during
the collision of the Inner Tauride Ocean and the İzmir–Ankara–Erzincan ocean.
According to the general stratigraphic characteristics of the study area, the Hocalıkova
ophiolite, which is in the base, and pelagic sediments possibly originated from internal
Torids Ocean on the North. This unit is obducted as improper by braided stream, deltaic
Karadere Formation deposited in marine, and with Campanien pebble-sandstonemudstone alternation; and lateral and vertical transition with the Hekimhan Formation,
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which is precipitated in shelf conditions in the upper level. There are the Hasançelebi
Volcanites on the upper side.
The Cretaceous sequence, which progresses with Hüyük Limestone [2] and Zorbehan
Dolomite, is in obduction position improperly in northern areas, and with Akpınar
Formation, which is precipitated in shelf-lagoon depositional environment in southern
areas that are as old as Paleocene-Mid-Eocene (Fig.1b, c).

Figure 1. Simplified geological map (modified from [2]) and location of the study area within the
Anatolian Tectonic Complex, with sample locations.

Upper Cretaceous Hekimhan Formation consists of pebble with sandstones, limestone,
sandstones, and sandstone-marl-shale alternation on top of them (Fig. 1b, 1c). Lenticular
limestone is observed mainly in the lower levels, and olistostromal and channel filling
pebbles at various levels together with clayey limestone are observed in the upper levels
[2]. The formation is extremely rich in benthic and pelagic foraminifera, rudist etc.
pelecypods; and is as old as Upper Cretaceous-Maastrihtian according to paleontological
data [2].
In this study, it is aimed to interpret the depositional environment characteristics of Upper
Cretaceous sediments especially by using biomarker properties and stable carbon isotope
(δ13C) values.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic columnar sections of the Hekimhan Formation
(modified from [2]) and sampled measured sections (locations 1 and 2).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Upper Cretaceous sediments were evaluated with surface samples from two different sites
(Fig.1b, Fig.2). Principally dark-grey, greenish-grey shales and alternated limestones
from Hekimhan Formation were sampled. Some shale and carbonaceous samples (>0.5
TOC) were applied with solvent extraction liquid chromatography gas chromatography
(GC) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analyses were done on bulk
extracts obtained from four bituminous samples. The aliphatic components acquire by
chromatographic fractionation were done according to ASTM (D5307-97, 2002) by
Agilent 6850 instrument. Sterane and terpane ratios were compute by integration of peak
highs from the m/z 217 (for steranes) and m/z 191 (for terpanes) mass fragmentograms.
Biomarker analyses were done in the research laboratories of the Turkish Petroleum
Corporation (TP Research Group, Ankara). Furthermore, stable carbon isotopic (δ13C)
values for the samples (eight whole rock sample) were measured on homogenized portion
of rock sample using GV Instruments Isoprime EA-IRMS equipment according to PDB
Standard (ACME Lab, Canada).
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RESULTS
Isoprenoids and n-alkanes
The total extract ratio of the analyzed samples varies between 217-91137 ppm, and is
extremely high especially in the limestone in L-2. Polar, asphalten and aromatic
compounds are dominant in the investigated samples, and the level of saturated
hydrocarbons is relatively less (20-21.35%). Aromatic hydrocarbons are at the rate of 1730%, and NSO+polar compounds are at the rate of 52-68%.
The odd-numbered and even-numbered n-alkanes ranges between the C15 and C27, which
are among the definable components, are close to each other in terms of abundance. There
are n-alkanes, especially short-chain (<n-C21) and medium-chain (n-C21-n-C25) as well as
long-chain n-alkanes (>n-C25) like C26 and C27, in clayey limestone (Fig.3).
Steroids, hopanoids
Sterane and terpane characteristics of investigated unit were determined for shale and
carbonacous samples with m/z191 and m/z 217 chromatograms (Table 1, Fig. 4 and 5).
While the clayey limestone samples from the Hekimhan Formation contains high C29
(C29>C27≥C28), limestone and bitumen sample (MH-24 and MH-30) from location 2
contain high C27 sterane (Table 1).
Based on the triangle diagram of homolog C27-C28-C29 series (Fig. 6) that indicate the
organic matter composition in petroleum and kerogen, abundance of C28 sterane indicates
green algae and diatoms, abundance of C27 indicates red algae and planktons, and
abundance of C29 sterane indicates high plants and red and green algae [3]. Among the
samples inspected, while C29 content ratio is higher particularly in shale and biomicritic
limestone samples, ratio of C27 is higher in biosparitic limestone.
Table 1. Organic geochemical (biomarker) results of investigated samples
SAMPLE NO
PARAMETERS
MH-14 MH-16 MH-19 MH-22 MH-24 MH-29
Diast/(Diast+Reg.St) R., C27
0.47
0.29
0.60
0.19
0.29
0.27
0.42
0.29
0.37
0.30
0.52
0.48
/(+) Sterane R. (C29)
20S/(20S+20R) Sterane R. (C29) 0.39
0.29
0.32
0.30
0.53
0.49
C27/C29 Sterane R.
0.46
0.24
0.52
0.62
1.57
1.28
C29/C30 Sterane R.
0.69
1.84
2.76
3.01
2.53
2.51
Ts/(Ts+Tm) R.
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.12
22S/(22S+22R) (C31)
0.45
0.45
0.46
0.40
0.46
0.46
Moretane/Hopane R.
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.19
0.20
C35 (22S)/C34 (22S) Hopane R. 1
0.85
0.86
1
1
1
C23T/C23TT+C30H)
0.75
0.63
0.73
0.57
0.77
0.76
Diahopane/C29 Ts R.
1.60
1
1.33
0.80
1.25
1.26
2.32
2.39
2.01
1.97
2.34
2.32
Sterane/17 Hopane R.
C35/(C31-C35) HI
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.12
% C27 , % C28 and C29 Sterane R. 36,22,40 15,22,63 29,27,44 40,25,35 50,12,35 49,13, 35
C31HH(R)/C30H R.
0.83
0.5
0.89
0.44
0.52
0.51
C24/ TT R.
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.41
C19 /(C19 +C23)
0.23
0.21
0.18
0.16
0.24
0.23
C24Tetracyclic Terpane/C30Hopane 3.83
2.35
3.75
3.41
3.38
3.56
C26/C25Tricyclic terpane R.
0.20
0.25
0.18
0.30
0.33
0.32
Norhopane/Hopane
6.94
4.77
7.81
3.41
5.62
5.59
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MH-30
0.23
0.45
0.43
1.34
2.51
0.11
0.48
0.25
1
0.68
1.97
2.08
0.16
51,14,35
0.54
0.43
0.14
2.63
0.33
5.17
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It could be said that especially C29 in the composition results from brown-blue green algae
in addition to low terrestrial organic matter content [4], [5]. This data is coherent with the
low ratio of woody and coaly organic matter determined in the organic petrographic
evaluations.

Figure 3. Gas chromatograms of C15+ saturated hydrocarbons in extracts from Hekimhan Formation
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Figure 4. m/z 217 mass chromatograms for the studied samples.

The diasterane/sterane ratio in the samples is between 0.19 and 0.60 (Table 1). The
sterane/hopane ratio being high (> 2) shows the marine precipitation conditions [6]. In
some samples (MH-19 and MH-22) the 18 α(H)-oleanane has been determined at
extremely lower levels (0.13 and 0.08), and refer to terrestrial vegetation and Cretaceous
or younger age. C29 17α (H), 21 β (H)-norhopane is dominant constituent. Otherwise, C24
tetracyclicterpane, C23 tricyclic terpanes are considerable components (Fig.5).
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Figure 5. m/z 191 mass chromatograms for the studied samples.

The C31 homohopanes/C30 hopanes ratio is > 0.25 in marine carbonates, marls and shaletype source rocks, and between 0.44-0.89 in the samples that are analyzed indicate marine
depositional conditions. The moretane/hopane (0.19-0.31), norhopane/hopane (3.417.81), C24/C23 tricyclic terpane (0.39-0.41) and C19/(C19+C23 tricyclic terpane) (0.16-0.24)
ratios (Table 1) show the carbonate depositional conditions and related lithology [6]. C30
hopanes and C35 homohopanes show the high bacterial effects and contribution in the
samples [7]. C26/C25 tricyclic terpane ratio shows that the samples precipitated in marine
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conditions (0.18-0.33) [8]. The existence of C35 homohopanes, hopane index (< 1), high
C35/C34 homohopanes (>0.8) also supports this result [6].

Figure 6. C27-C28-C29 regular steranes ternary diagrams showing
organic matter types of investigated samples

In the investigated samples the tetracyclic terpane/hopane ratio is between 2.35-3.83
(Table 1). The normal salinity levels of depositional conditions (30-40‰) have been
observed with pregnanes which are measured at a ratio that is close to each other in all
samples. Although the Ts/(Ts+Tm) ratios give lower values (<1) in carbonate/evaporitic
rocks, they are higher in rocks that are rich in silica, and in lacustrine (fresh water) or
deltaic environments (>1) [3], [9]. These data also indicate that the environment of
formation of the samples that are analyzed is marine carbonate/evaporitic (0.11-0.13).
The Pr/Ph ratio has been detected only in one sample, and indicates anoxic conditions and
shale lithology. The C31-C35 homohopane is used in interpreting the reduction conditions
during deposition of the source rocks. This ratio has also been determined as being similar
in all samples (0.12-0.15) indicating low Eh conditions [10]. Low diasterane/sterane and
Ts/Ts+Tm ratios define the marine deposition conditions (suboxic), like the decrease in
C31-35 homohopane distribution [6].
Furtermore, in Hekimhan Formation shale and limestone samples, the δ13C values are
between –25.18 ‰ and –23.48 ‰, and indicate marine organic matters. Although the
isotope values of the L-2 limestone samples showed similarities, the sample with the
number MH-8, which is taken from shale and limestone levels, is a little different from
the others. A 4‰ increase was observed in the change rate, which is δ13C, in n-alkanes
with low-medium molecule in low-medium molecule weight n-alkanes during severe
biodegradation [11], [12], [13], [14].
CONCLUSIONS
The total organic carbon values varies between % 0.11 and 5.92 in the grey, greenishgrey-brown shale and limestone samples in the investigated area, and is extremely lower
in the shales in the unit (<0.26%), and relatively higher in the alternated limestone
(>0.50%). In the samples that are analyzed, the dominant organic matter is the amorphous
(65-90%) shales include type III kerogen while limestone samples include type II-III
mixed kerogen. The odd-numbered and even-numbered n-alkanes ranges between the C15
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and C27, which are among the definable components, are close to each other in terms of
abundance. There are n-alkanes, especially short-chain (< n-C21) and medium-chain (nC21-n-C25) as well as long-chain n-alkanes (>n-C25) like C26 and C27, in clayey limestone.
According to the short and medium length chain components and to δ13C values (-25.18
to –23.48‰), the marine organic matters are dominant. The normal salinity levels of
depositional conditions (30-40‰) have been observed with pregnanes which are
measured at a ratio that is close to each other in all samples. Although the Ts/(Ts+Tm)
ratios give lower values (<1) in carbonate/evaporitic rocks, they are higher in rocks that
are rich in silica, and in lacustrine (fresh water) or deltaic environments (>1). These data
also indicate that the environment of formation of the samples that are analyzed is marine
carbonate/evaporitic, and the Pr/Ph ratio indicates anoxic conditions. The C31-C35
homohopane ratio has also been determined as being similar in all samples and point out
low Eh conditions. Low diasterane/sterane and Ts/Ts+Tm ratios define the marine
deposition conditions (suboxic), like the decrease in C31-35 homohopane distribution and
the δ13C values.
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ABSTRACT
Schmidt-hammer exposure-age dating (SHD) was performed on various talus derived
landforms along a west-east transect in southern Norway. SHD provides useful
information on the timing of formation and stabilization of periglacial and paraglacial
landforms. These landforms are often associated to be geomorphological footprints of
climatic cooling during the late Quaternary and the Holocene. The landform ages from
the western location show that those landforms reacted more sensitively to climatic
fluctuations, as many of periglacial landforms were re-mobilized and stabilized in the late
Holocene. This is in contrast to the eastern study area, where most of the landforms
stabilized in the late Quaternary. The estimated SHD ages show that the landforms in the
eastern study area were not re-mobilized during several cold climate periods following
the last deglaciation. All landforms investigated appear to be relict without recent process
dynamics. We explain this by the sufficient moisture supply which enhances processes
responsible for periglacial landforms formation and re-mobilization in the maritime
western fjord region.
Keywords: Schmidt-hammer exposure-age dating (SHD); periglacial and paraglacial
landforms; Holocene and late Quaternary climatic variations; Scandinavia
INTRODUCTION
The glaciation history of Scandinavia, particularly in southern Norway, is discussed since
about 150 years [3], [21]. The knowledge of the vertical dimension of the ice sheet during
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) can reveal important information on paleoenvironmental factors as sea-level changes, atmospheric and oceanic circulation, (de)glaciation patterns, ice sheet erosion and landscape evolution [7], [27]. Periglacial and
paraglacial coarse rock landforms, including moraines, pronival ramparts or rock glaciers
may provide useful insights into the connectivity of climatic changes and landform
evolution [26]. Those landforms play an important role concerning the reconstruction of
the characteristics and vertical extent of former ice sheets during the last Weichselian
glaciations as well as following deglaciations [21] and they can assist to portray the
regional climate history since the late Quaternary [26], [29]. Furthermore, by determining
landform ages it is possible to better understand their geomorphic process activity and to
explore their palaeoclimatic implications [29].
Weathering strongly influences the physical and chemical properties of rock surfaces.
The degree of weathering reflects the length of weathering exposure, which influences
rock hardness. Rock hardness is used to estimate the time of rock surface exposure and
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can be measured by using the Schmidt hammer [4]. Originally, the Schmidt hammer was
developed to test the hardness of concrete in situ and has been used for geomorphological
research in different applications in the past decades [8]. It has been widely applied as a
relative dating tool to determine surface exposure of glacial and periglacial talus derived
landforms as moraines [18], rock glaciers [10] and periglacial trimlines [2]. Schmidthammer exposure-age dating (SHD) is a recently developed approach, which gives the
opportunity to robustly and numerically estimate landform ages by establishing a local
linear high-precision calibration curve with two control points of known age [14]. The
assumed linear R-value age relationship in this approach is sustained by SHD [26] and
rock weathering [5] studies. SHD age estimates are generally in good agreement with
ages obtained by terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide dating [14] and radiocarbon dating [1].
This technique was already successfully applied in different parts of Norway [1], [24].
Most Schmidt hammer studies in Norway were carried out in Jotunheimen and
surroundings. In contrast, the western fjord area of central Norway is a relatively poorly
studied region, we therefore aim attention to this region in this paper. As the lithology in
the western fjord area is largely consistent, it appears to be promising to apply this cost
effective and easily applicable method in a wide area in the future.
The aims of our study are fourfold: (1) to determine landform ages of peri- and paraglacial
landforms by local calibration curves for different parts of southern Norway, (2) to find
indications of evolution, stabilization and development of landforms, (3) to explore
differences or similarities between landforms in the western and eastern part of southern
Norway and (4) to link those information to changing climate since the late Quaternary
from other regions.
MATERIAL & METHODS
We applied SHD on a variety of talus derived periglacial and paraglacial landforms in
southern Norway. The western study area is located in Opplendskedalen around
Dalsnibba (1476 m a.s.l.) in the western fjord region, the other site is located in Ottadalen
on Blåhø (1618 m a.s.l.) in the south-eastern part of Norway (Figure 1). These two areas
are particularly interesting due their climatic gradient due to the Scandes, acting as an
orogenetic boundary leading to annual precipitation of 1500-2000 mm/yr in the west and
300/400 mm/yr in valleys in the east. The bedrock around Dalsnibba largely consists of
granitic gneiss, whereas the summit of Blåhø is dominated by meta-conglomerate and
meta-sandstone at higher and lower slopes, respectively [25]. Previous studies have
shown that gneissic bedrock is suitable for measuring the degree of surface rock
weathering [14].
There has been a long lasting controversial debate concerning the glaciation history of
Blåhø. Two modes were among the most discussed during the last glaciation, the coverage
by cold-based ice or an ice-free summit area [7]. The deglaciation history of
Opplendskedalen remains ambiguous, there are no numerical ages available of the area
known to the authors. The sparse information on deglaciation are mostly based on large
scale deglaciation models [11] or swath bathymetric data [12].
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Figure 1: Study locations in southern Norway with Dalsnibba
in proximity to Geiranger in the west and Blåhø, next to Vågåmo in the east [9].

The investigated landforms (Figure 2) include one blockfield (1562 m a.s.l.), sorted
polygons (1450 m a.s.l.), one blockstream and one rock-slope failure (~550 m a.s.l.) at
Blåhø. At Dalsnibba we investigated one pronival rampart (1198 m a.s.l.); one moraine
(1166 m a.s.l.), and a rock-slope failure with an upper and lower part (1311-1250 m a.s.l.).
In the following, we will focus on selected landforms located in the western study area
(Figure 2 a-c).

Figure 2: (a) View on the pronival rampart (west) in direction north-east.
(b) View on the moraine towards north-west. Note the person for scale.
(c) Up-valley view towards north from the lower part of the rock-slope failure.
(d) View on sorted polygons in the eastern study area towards west. The pole is 2 m long.
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In this study a calibrated N-Type electronic RockSchmidt (2.207 Nm) was used,
measuring the rebound velocity of a spring loaded piston held on a rock surface [22]. The
gained rebound (R-) values are connected to the elastic properties of the surface and its
compressive strength [20], [28]. The results are interpreted on the basis that rock surfaces
get more weathered with time, reducing surface hardness [18], [20]. Accordingly, high
R-values are obtained from hard (fresh) surfaces [18], [20].
There is no standard measurement design, different approaches have been used in the past
[8], [24]. We measured 100 boulders from each landform at minimum, with two blows
per boulder. This design was chosen due to generate representative sample size [24] and
due to comparable studies in the area [14]. The large number of blows increases the
statistical significance, lowers the probability of outliners, the impact of lithological
heterogeneities and micro weathering [18], [28]. Only stable boulders with an ab axis
longer than 30 cm were considered. The measurements were carried out at near horizontal
and dry surfaces. Possible sources of error as visual structural rock weaknesses, rock
edges and moss or lichen cover had been avoided.
The generated data were statistically processed using R statistic software. Histograms
were plotted to check the value distribution, as bimodal distribution could be associated
with relocation processes or different exposure history [28]. The standard statistical
analysis comprised the calculation of the standard mean, standard error of the mean
(SEM) at 95% confidence interval, median, skewness and test of normality (ShapiroWilk-Test) [24]. The interpretation is based on the premise that sites with an overlap of
the SEM values range are of equal age [24], [28].
Based on young and old control points of each study region calibration equations were
calculated, each based on its local lithology. The young control points from each study
site were obtained from boulders excavated by road constructions. Due to the lack of
dated material around Dalsnibba, the old control point from the west was derived from a
proximate bedrock locality from Loenvatnet with an age of ~10 ka [17] and comparable
lithology (augen gneiss). The old control point from the eastern study area was generated
by bedrock surfaces from known age [7]. A detailed description for calculating the linear
high-precision age calibration curve is presented by [26].
RESULTS
The Schmidt hammer results of the control sites differ about 20 to 30 units between the
young and old control point at each site. Both young control points exhibit half of the
variability than both old control points. The linear calibration curve was derived from
each the young and old control point from the western and the eastern study area.
The visual appearance of landforms indicated no post-depositional disturbance or signs
of recent process dynamics. This is supported by extensive moss and lichen covers. The
mean R-values of the selected landforms range between 55.89 ± 1.53 and 62.60 ± 1.38
and display a relatively low 95% confidence interval (Table 1). The landforms studied
share negative skewness. The overlapping 95% confidence intervals of the pronival
rampart and the moraine permits to group them together. We also grouped together the
upper and lower part of the rock-slope failure as their 95% confidence intervals overlap
as well. All landforms fail the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality.
The estimated SHD ages are summarized in Table 1 and were calculated from the
calibration curve for the western study area. The ages range from 4979 ± 589 years of the
upper part of rock-slope failure to 2662 ± 526 years of the moraine at the foot of
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Dalsnibba. The pronival rampart and the moraine share the same age, the two parts of the
rock-slope failure show indistinguishable ages.
Table 1: Selected Schmidt hammer mean R-values, standard deviation, skewness, SHD ages and n for the
landforms studied. Each SHD age has a 95% confidence interval (Ct) derived from the sampling error of
the landform sample (Cs) and the error of the calibration curve (Cc).
Mean ± 95
SHD age
Boulders
Landform
σ
Skewness
Ct (years)
CIa
(years)
(n)
pronival rampart 59.89 ± 0.65
7.39
-0.29
3598
± 330.0
250
moraine
62.60 ± 1.38
9.92
-1.03
2662
± 526.9
100
rock-slope
55.95 ± 1.52
10.92
-0.50
4979
± 589.0
100
failure (u)
rock-slope
55.89 ± 1.53
10.98
-0.75
4958
± 591.9
100
failure (l)
a
Mean of R-values with 95% confidence intervals (α = 0.05).
u: upper site; l: lower site.

The frequency distributions (Figure 3) largely show comparable characteristics between
the landforms. The histograms of the pronival rampart and the moraine show a narrow
tail and few boulders with low R-values within the population. The mode of distribution
of both landforms is somewhat higher of those of both rock-slope failure parts. Both rockslope failure parts show a higher amount of more weathered boulders in their frequency
distribution. Further, the lower part of the rock-slope failure shows a more plateau like
distribution.

Figure 3. Frequency distributions of Schmidt hammer R-values from selected investigated landforms.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The high R-value variability between the young and old control points reflects the longterm weathering exposure [29]. Yielding the young control points from construction sites
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is not ideal due to subsurface weathering which is occurring to an unknown extent [29].
However, these sites might more likely represent original conditions as boulders (e.g.
from bedrock headwalls) become exposed for the first time [16].
The gained exposure ages ranging from 4979 ± 589 years of the upper part of rock-slope
failure to 2662 ± 526 years of the moraine reflect the relict and inactive status of
landforms investigated. All landforms became stable during the mid-Holocene
Neoglaciation following the Holocene Thermal Maximum (HTM). This is sustained by
the missing indications of post-depositional disturbance. Because of this, we interpret our
SHD ages as maximum age estimates since the time when landforms stabilized.
Furthermore, SHD ages give minimum estimates for the time of the beginning of
landform formation, as there were older boulders beneath the surface boulders [26]. This
is also sustained by the negative skewness pointing to a long-term landform formation
history, to a later reactivation of landforms and to the final stabilization documented by
our SHD ages.
Connecting our SHD ages with periods of cold climatic conditions partly validates the
notion that talus derived peri- and paraglacial landforms are connected to cold climates
[26]. Landforms investigated in the western study area stabilized during the midHolocene Neoglaciation which was characterized by decreasing temperatures and
declining moisture supply. The SHD moraine age indicates it stabilized during the
Smørstabbtindan IV cold event (2.55-3.20 ka), identified by [13] in Jotunheimen. Further,
our moraine age corresponds well to other late Holocene moraine ages from southern
Norway [1]. The frequency distributions of the moraine are comparable to those obtained
by other moraines [23]. Despite the general ice free conditions in the area during the
estimated age of stabilization, it remains possible that a small ice cap developed at the
foot of the valley head which may be responsible for moraine formation.
The pronival rampart most likely stabilized during the end of Smørstabbtindan III (3.854.75 ka). However, pronival rampart ages cannot easily be linked to climate conditions,
as they mostly develop continuously with varying intensity [15]. The skewness and the
relatively young age of the rampart supports the concept of continuous buildup of the
landform throughout the Holocene. Bearing in mind the nature of the histogram and the
rather narrow confidence interval, the continuous buildup must have occurred in a short
period of time.
The rock-slope failure histograms generally show a relatively high amount of more
weathered boulders within the population (Figure 3). As there is no pronounced single
peak in both rock-slope failure frequency distributions, the landforms most likely
developed of a longer time scale, with several rock-fall events over ~1200 years. The
timing of the eastern rock-slope coincides with the end of the HTM, the 95% confidence
interval overlaps also with the beginning of the Smørstabbtindan III. Our results tackle
the concept that rock-slope failures often occur shortly after deglaciation [6]. Generally,
our rock-slope failure ages support findings of other gravitational processes in southern
Norway showing intensified (rock-)avalanche activity during the second half of the
Holocene [12]. Rock-slope failures can also be connected to warmer climates, when snow
melt and permafrost degradation are enhanced [19]. Prolonged warm periods following
the LGM probably lead to permafrost degradation and weakening of the slope [19]. In
concert with [19], we consider our rock-slope failures to have occurred during the HTM,
when water pressures increased during snow melt, permafrost degradation and heavy
precipitation.
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The generated SHD ages of peri- and paraglacial landforms in east and west of south
Norway show significant differences in timing of formation, stabilization and remobilization. Whereas landforms in the east were most likely formed prior the LGM
Deglaciation, stabilized during cold phases closely following Deglaciation and were not
re-mobilized by cold climate periods since then, the landforms in the west reacted
differently. The western landforms seem to be more sensitive to climatic changes which
is probably connected to the higher moisture supply enhancing frost sorting and together
with declining temperatures periglacial processes and landform formation and probably
the build-up of small ice caps. This supports the notion that maritime, temperate glaciers
have a rather short response time to climatic changes of 15-60 years [13].
Here, we present valuable insights in the interaction between landform evolution in
connection to climatic changes. This study gives first indications about the geomorphic
footprint differences of late Quaternary and Holocene cold events in the western fjord
region in southern Norway. Following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:
1. Landforms studied appear to be relict with no recent process dynamics.
2. Landforms investigated in the western fjord region stabilized during the
Neoglaciation following the Holocene Thermal Maximum.
3. Landforms in the eastern study area stabilized significantly earlier and were not remobilized by subsequent Holocene cold events.
4. The western landforms seem to react more sensitively to changing climatic
conditions. We explain this by the sufficient moisture supply which enhances
processes responsible for periglacial landforms formation.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrothermal alteration is one of the most important steps in the exploration of precious
ore deposits. In this study, it is aimed to detect the hydrothermal alteration areas and
mineral contents they preserve with ASTER and Hyperion satellite images and compare
the obtained results. Because of the presence of intensive hydrothermal alteration and
poor vegetation, the area which is located at the northern part of Zara district of Sivas
Province has been chosen as the study area. Contact zones of Argillic (Kaolinite, illite),
phyllic (serisite, muscovite) and propylitic (chlorite, calsite, epidote) alteration areas were
detected with field studies, petrographic and geochemical investigations. The spectral
signatures of hydrothermal minerals were measured via ASD spectroradiometer from the
representative samples belonging to hydrothermal alteration study areas. According to the
results, obtaining the hydrothermal alteration maps from ASTER and Hyperion satellite
data are in coincide with the geological map.
Keywords: Hydrothermal alteration, ASTER, Hyperion, Zara, Sivas
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, remote sensing methods have been used widely in determining geological
characteristics such as geological mapping, lineaments and hydrothermal alteration [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. This study was carried out as field and laboratory
studies on the hydrothermal alterations which is located to the northern of Zara district of
Sivas province.
Hydrothermal alteration investigation is one of the ore deposits research and explorations
steps. Especially, to determine the no discovered mineral enrichments is quite important
process. The host rocks associated with mineralization show physical and chemical
changes (such as color, texture) with the effect of atmospheric and hydrothermal fluids.
These transformations can be detected by field studies and satellite images.
In this study, the alteration image results of ASTER and Hyperion satellite images will
be compared with prepared geology map.
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GEOLOGY
The study area is located between north of İzmir-Ankara-Erzincan Suture Zone and south
of Eastern Pontide (figure 1).
Paleozoic Akdağmadeni/Tokat Metamorphics, Mesozoic Refahiye Complex, MiddleUpper Eocene Karataş Volcanics, Lutesian (Upper Eocene) Kösedağ Syenite are outcrop
in the study area and Miocene-Quaternary volcanic and sedimentary rocks are overlain
them as unconformably (figure 1b). Karataş Volcanics have basalt, basaltic
trachyandesite, trachyte, trachyandesite and andesite components which show greenishblack colors and the rocks contain intense hydrothermal alteration. Kösedağ Syenite is
dominated by feldspar phenocryst and is pinkish color.

Figure 1. a) The neotectonic map of Turkey [11]. b) Geological map of the study area

MATERIAL AND METHOD
In the scope of the study, Hyperion EO 1 and ASTER satellites were used as satellite
images. Hyperion was launched in 2000 and is known to be the first space based
hyperspectral sensor [1]. The Hyperion sensor has a total of 242 bands and 16 bit
radiometric resolution and a spatial resolution of 30 meters. Bad bands were removed
from the image [12]. ASTER 3 VNIR, 6 SWIR and 5 TIR have a total of 14 bands with
spatial resolution of 15, 30 and 90 meters respectively [2]. Radiometric and atmospheric
corrections of ASTER and Hyperion satellite images were performed by using various
programs.
The representative rock samples collected during the field studies were defined by
petrography, geochemistry and XRD analyses in the laboratories. According to results,
the detected hydrothermal alteration zones (propyllitic, phyllic, argillic) are shown on the
geological map (Figure 1b). The spectral signatures obtained by ASD spectroradiometer
from the representative hydrothermally altered rocks were resampled at the ASTER and
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Hyperion band intervals. Matched filtering method which is one of spectral classification
methods was used in image processing [13].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a result of the study, it has been understood that the use of Hyperion and ASTER
satellite sensors in the production of lithology maps are highly effective. Although both
sensors are no longer provide up-to-date data, lithology maps using archival data can be
made using these two sensors. According to the applied spectral classification, ASTER
image has detected less variety in the lithology maps than Hyperion image. However,
since Hyperion is not widely available anywhere, it has been understood that ASTER
image can be used effectively in lithological classification. Preprocessing steps such as
radiometric, atmospheric and geometric correction operations of remote sensing images
used in such studies should be definitely be done. Converting the digital numbers of the
images to reflectance for integrating the satellite images with the spectroradiometer data
will enhance the accuracy of the spectral classification with a precise re-sampling of the
satellite image bandwidth used in classification. In order to test the accuracy of spectral
classification, geological data that were produced previously was used. When 1: 25 000
scale of geological maps are analyzed, the MF values obtained in both results overlap
with these lithology maps.
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ABSTRACT
Study area is located in NE Poland in the Wizna Basin, the most southern part of Biebrza
Basin, which is in origin erosion or melt-out depression with wide bottom. Relief of this
region formed during Middle Polish (Saalian) - Warta stage) and Vistulian Glaciations.
The Grądy-Woniecko archaeological site is situated on elevation (erosion remnant) on
the border of fluvial and non-fluvial segments of the basin near Narew River. The research
of archeological site (on site study) and surroundings (off site study) was done. Two
generations of Late Glacial large meanders of Narew river were discovered and some
phases of aeolian processes activity climatically (Older and Younger Dryas) and
anthropogenically (Subboreal - 4000-1600 BC; Subatlantic – 1200-1600 AD and after
1800 AD) conditioned. Dune complex at Grądy-Woniecko was undercut by Narew river
during the Atlantic-Subboreal. It was a place of outstanding significance at the end of
Stone Age for the people of Neman culture circle. The settlement activity in this area
probably involved regular re-occupations by the same societies. The sandy island near
the confluence of the Narew and Biebrza Rivers might have meant something more to the
last hunter-gatherers, which is implied by the remains associated with indications of ritual
practices, such as burials, dispersed remains of cremated bones, deposits of flint artefacts,
or residues of psychoactive substances identified on the walls of pottery vessels.
Keywords: hunter-gatherer communities, geoarchaeological research, Wizna Basin,
INTRODUCTION
Grądy-Woniecko archaeological site 1 (approx. 4.5 ha) is located in NE Poland
(Podlachian Voivodeship) in the Wizna Basin on distinct relief elevation on the border of
fluvial and non-fluvial segments of the basin (Fig. 1). The site located about 7 km
downstream of Narew and Biebrza rivers confluence and approx. 100 m from the modern
Narew riverbed. The site was discovered and first excavated in 1974 and also in next
years [1 therein references]. Present-day research of archeological site (on site study) and
surroundings (off site study) was done. Main topics were verification stratigraphy of the
site and palaeogeographical reconstruction of environmental context for time span of the
Subneolithic culture circle.
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LOCATION
Biebrza Basin is a distinct and important macro-depression with complex structure in
relief of NE Poland (Fig. 1). The evolution of this form included several stages of relief
transformation during the last two Pleistocene glaciations and two interglacial periods –
Eemian and Holocene [3]. The origin and age of Biebrza Basin was associated with
erosion processes of proglacial waters (e.g [4], [5]) or dead ice-melting (e.g. [6], [7])
connected with Oder and Wartha (Saalian) ice sheet [7] or Vistulian – Świecie stadial
before LGM. Biebrza Basin includes 5 basins and most southern of them, Wizna Basin
(length 23 km, width 11 km), was studied (Fig. 1). Many forms related with ice-melting
(e.g moraine monadnocks, sandur plain, keme terraces and kemes) and composed with
highly textural and structural diverse fluvioglacial and glacial deposits occur within it.
Those monadnocks (erosion remnants) rise above the peat-bog plain in the basin bottom.
PALAEOGEOGRAPHICAL RESULTS OFF SITE STUDY
Two segments can be distinguished in the bottom of the Wizna basin: one which is wide
(2/3 of the bottom width) devoid of traces of fluvial activity, and the other – narrower,
fluvial (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Location of study area and geomorphological map of the Narew and Biebrza rivers confluence
in Lower Biebrza-Wizna Basins (by Banaszuk changed and completed in [1])
1 - moraine islands on the accumulation plains in Biebrza Basin floor, 2 - moraine upland/ground
moraine, 3 – denudational remnants/kemes, 4 - edges, 5 - sandy plains from old Vistulian ice sheet
deglaciation, 6 - terrace, 7 – floodplain steps: 7a - I; from Pleistocene/Holocene limit, 7b - II; Late Glacial
(Early Holocene?), 7c - III; Late Atlantic, 7d - IV; Subatlantic (present-day), 8 - large palaeomeanders, 9
– peat bogs, 10 - dunes, field of aeolian sands, 11 - watercourses, 12 - drainage ditches, 13 14
C/paleobotanical dates
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In the first segment the relief of biogenic deposits bottom indicate the occurrence of
palaeolake filled with gyttja deposits. Origin of these depressions was degradation of
permafrost and aeolian processes. At Wizna I profile the upper part (depth 5.42-5.35 m)
of lake deposits (detritus-clayey gyttja) and sedge-moss peats in superposition (depth
5.35-5.25 m) were dated at 12 710±240 and 12 610±190 BP respectively. This type
represent also present-day existing Maliszewskie Lake with gyttja 22.5 m thick. The thin
layer of moss peats (depth 4.81-4.73 m) accumulated on permafrost in coastal zone of
this present-day lake was dated at 11 460±210 BP [8]. Grzędy site is located within the
non-fluvial segment and includes dune complex surrounded by peats whose thickness
reaches 2 m and the bottom was 14C dated at 10 135±90 BP (MKL 3129) 10 143-9396
cal. BC. The surface under the peats was transformed by aeolian processes at the end of
last glaciation and the Younger Dryas cooling resulted, in probably, that the complex of
parabolic dunes was still active at the end of the Late Glacial and Early Holocene. After
the climate warming in the Preboreal starts the accumulation of peats but with short-time
an increase of aeolian processes activity in the beginning of the Atlantic - 8320±80 BP
(MKL 3274) 7542-7141 cal. BC. It could be coincided with global cooling and more open
vegetation on sand dunes. It is also not excluded impact of the Mesolithic cultures (single
flint artefact was found in dune sands).
Within the fluvial segment can be distinguished sandy terrace and muddy-boggy, with
numerous oxbow lakes, floodplain of Narew river, which have four levels of different age
[1 therein references]. At the edge of the terraces there are preserved macromeanders
whose cut off was 14C dated at 11 780±100 BP (MKL 3130) 11 851-11 461 cal. BC
(Włochówka site) and at 9900±90 BP (MKL 3135) 9762-9231 cal. BC (Ruś site).
Palaeomeander, which undercuts from the north sand dune with archaeological site
Grądy-Woniecko, was cut off before 3800±60 BP (MKL 3127) 2461-2043 cal. BC. High
facial diversity of deposits filled this palaeomeander indicates distinct changes in
sedimentation conditions in the Neoholocene, probably referring mainly to climate
changes (frequency and magnitude of floods), and it is not connected with changes in
location of Narew riverbed, because the river in this period flowed probably stable along
edge of Kolno Upland.
PALAEOGEOGRAPHICAL RESULTS ON SITE STUDY
Grądy-Woniecko dune complex, together with the archaeological site situated within its
area, is located in the fluvial segment of the Wizna Basin. It most probably emerged at
the end of the Younger Pleniglacial, when the aeolian processes shaped the places where
pro-glacial waters ceased their activity. However, the present form of the elevation results
from more recent transformations and remodelling of the surface. Within aeolian
sediments could be distinguished several members separated by buried soils.
Stratigraphy, number, depth and age of buried soils is strongly various in different parts
of the dune complex, because at different periods they were activated only some parts of
the dune field (Fig. 2).
It is likely that the rate of lateral migration of the Narew river increased in the Late Boreal
and Early Atlantic, which was a phase of intensification of fluvial activity, known from
many valleys (cf. [9]). As a consequence, extensive areas of sandy point bars (dated to
approx. 8.6±1.3 ka; UJK-OSL-71) were formed and they can be found under the central
portion of the present-day dune field, separated from the aeolian sands with buried soil.
Corresponding chronology is associated with the dislocation of the parabolic dune at
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Grzędy, nevertheless, the origin of this process (climatic/anthropogenic?) cannot be
established at this stage of research.

Figure 2. Stratigraphic scheme of the archaeological site at Grądy-Woniecko [1]
1 - moraine upland, 2 - fluvioglacial sediments and the Pleistocene alluvia, 3 - the Holocene alluvia, 4 aeolian deposits, 5 - biogenic deposits, 6 - buried soils, 7 - erosional limits, 8 - accumulation limits, 9 direction of aeolian transport, 10 - direction of lateral channel migration, 11 - layers with artefacts

At least a part of the dune surface was still active or resumed the activity in the NE portion
during the Atlantic climatic optimum. It was a period of deposition of subsequent aeolian
layers that covered fluvial sands as well as formation of this portion of the dune field. The
chronology of this sands, located below the level which comprised the artefacts, was
established by OSL method at 6.2±0.9 ka (UJK-OSL-66). At that time, the river probably
flowed directly next to the northern side of the dune and undercut the whole complex.
Exposure of aeolian sands on the erosional bank of the meander of the Narew river might
have constituted one of the natural causes why this part of the dune was activated. This
aeolian member ends with well-developed buried soil with artefacts. This soil was
fossilized in the early Subboreal, because aeolian sands covering it were OSL dated at
4,6±0,7 ka (UJK-OSL-65). These two phases of aeolian activity may be related with
human activity of the Niemen culture on the area of dune field. This is confirmed by
radiocarbon AMS dates of human bones (5325±35 and 5100±35 BP) and charred organic
remain in pottery (5035±35 and 4560±50 BP).
The next phase of aeolian activity may already be connected with the Middle Ages and
the Modern period. The first phase/phases? from this period can be dated to the early
Middle Ages - aeolian sands were OSL dated at 1,2±0,18 ka (UJK-OSL-63) and 0,9±0,13
ka (UJK-OSL-67), and another refers with the Middle Ages (OSL date 0,54±0,08 ka UJK-OSL-64). Period of the Medieval aeolian activity closes fossil soil dated AMS at
780±30 BP cal. 1210-1281 AD and 660±35 BP cal. 1275-1395 AD. Very intensive
aeolian activity in the Modern period led to the destruction of local elders both aeolian
series and buried soils, that is why the fossil soil radiocarbon dated at 165±50 BP (MKL
3128), which is the last 3 centuries (after 1657 AD) or AMS dated at 190±30 BP after cal.
1664 AD locally occurs on the Subboreal sands at depth. 150 cm, and elsewhere on the
surface. Very intensive changes in the morphology of the area connected with the
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activities of aeolian processes in recent decades documents the comparison of the relief
of the dune present day and from 1974 when were conducted archaeological excavations.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS ON SITE STUDY
The materials recovered in 1974 provide the basic component for this study. It is
definitely the richest and most numerous part of the assemblage of eco- and artefacts
discovered in situ. The pattern of layers recorded at that time was confirmed by presentday boreholes.
The most distinctive part of the collection is constituted by pottery vessels. It consists of
7648 fragments, 7311 of which could be associated with settlement activity of
Subneolithic societies, identified with different phases of development and regional
groups of the Neman cultural circle. The other ones are connected with the Early Iron
Age (252 fragments) and Late Modern Period (81 fragments). Six stylistic groups of
ceramic were distinguished and they comprised components of the decoration (decoration
groups), morphology (macro- and micromorphology), technology (technological groups).
As a result of the completed work, it can be concluded, that the beginning of Subneolithic
settlement activity at the site took place as early as the mid-5th millennium BC, which is
implied by the fragments of vessels associated with the first stylistic group (correspond
with the early Subneolithic Sokołówek type, which was synchronic with the pottery of
Pripyat-Neman culture in the East-European unit). The classic Neman culture most
probably emerged in the late 5th and early 4th millennium BC. It is confirmed by 14C date
for organic residues found in a vessel from the 2nd stylistic group. Final period of
Subneolithic settlement can be connected with second half of the 3rd millennium BC
when new cultural groups emerged in Mazovia and Masurian Lake District (6th stylistic
group).
The flint assemblage, comprising 10 620 items, could be divided into two groups:
unearthed in the course of exploration of the trenches, where they were associated with
pottery (approx. 1/3 of the assemblage) and the ones collected from the soil surface on
the dislocated portions of the dune (approx. 2/3 of the assemblage). The flint artefacts
was almost exclusively made of local chalk erratic raw material. Raw materials of foreign
provenance are represented by four specimens made of chocolate flint and one made of
Volhynian flint. Three genetic facies were distinguished in the analysed assemblage:
debitage products (cores, blades, flakes, chips), products of debitage modification (tools
and associated waste material) and damaged items, i.e. uncharacteristic fragments (bits,
chunks) of cryo- or thermogenic origin. The flint inventory can be divided into two
separate, although sometimes overlapping techno-typological components. They seem to
reflect two different cultural traditions sensu largo, i.e. Mesolithic and Neolithic.
Additionally, the former includes three lines: “Komornica”, “Janisławice” and “ChojnicePieńki”.
Apart from portable sources, outlines of in-ground features were discovered, although it
is possible that they were not connected with the activity of Prehistoric people. In
addition, distinct outlines of two pits with human bone remains and sparse animal bones
were found in the northern part of the site. Owing to the context of these finds, they were
identified as funerary features (human skulls and burned bones). Fragments of a skull of
an adult individual of relatively advanced age, probably male, were discovered at the
bottom of grave No. 1. The 14C date for the skull falls within the range of 4235–4066 BC,
which would correspond with the earliest horizon of the Subneolithic sequence of the
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occupation of the dune. Another interesting group of features were two deposits of flint
artefacts.
Apart from the main settlement sequence, which transpired at the end of the Stone Age
and was still in progress at the beginning of the Bronze Age, materials which indicated
penetration of this dune complex in more recent periods were also identified. One of them
consists of a few fragments of vessels connected with the Trzciniec cultural circle.
However, they were discovered at the edge of another dune field and they are not directly
related to site 1. The surface of the latter also delivered remains of settlement activity
from the Iron Age and fragments of vessels associated with the village of Wonieck which
functioned in this area in the late 19th and early 20th century.
DISCUSSION
The limited series of radiocarbon dates is insufficient for reconstruction of the complete
image of the chronology of the hunter-gatherer societies that populated this place in the
Neolithic and Early Bronze Age. The oldest dates oscillate around the late 5th/early 4th
millennium BC, when the dune was the venue for funerary practices, whose traces were
preserved as graves and cremated bones. Comparable results were achieved in the case of
radiocarbon dating of organic residues found on the surface of a vessel from the early
phase of the Neman culture. It must be stressed that the analysis of ceramic sources shifted
the beginning of the “settlement activity” to the first half of the 5th millennium BC. The
end of the sub-Neolithic settlement sequence probably took place in the late 3rd/early 2nd
millennium BC, which is expressed in the pottery of the late Linin-proto-Trzciniec type.
The presence of Subneolithic pottery together with Mesolithic flint artefacts is another
issue. The stratigraphic data and results of absolute dating by means of the OSL method
provide enough information to place the sequence of the deposits which accommodate
the sources in the time span between the mid-Atlantic (6.2±0.9 ka) and the modern era.
In the cultural context of discussion, the first date indicates the terminus ante quem for
the oldest remains of human presence. Thus it delivers unquestionable evidence for the
co-occurrence of Subneolithic pottery with Mesolithic flint materials.
CONCLUSIONS
Two generations of large, Late Glacial meanders: older probably from Bölling
(Włochówka site) and younger, probably from Alleröd (Ruś site) belong to
macromeander pattern functioned in many lowland river valleys of Central Europe during
the late Pleistocene (comp. [9]). Also less meandering pattern of the older generation
shows, that they was transitional system from braided to meandering river, similar like in
Warta and Moza valleys [10].
It could be believed that the spacious and characteristic dune complex in GrądyWoniecko was a place of outstanding significance at the end of the Stone Age. It probably
resulted from its topography – a big dry island located among bogs and marshes of a big
river, whose main course was adjacent to the dune – this is a perfect landscape for
“exploitation” by the hunter-gatherers of that time. The importance of the area was also a
consequence of its location along the communication routes coinciding with the lines of
latitude, which combined, by means of the Narew, Supraśl and Neman Rivers catchment
areas, two different cultural zones – Neolithic and Mesolithic ones. Thus it is no surprise
that the dune was repeatedly occupied by different human societies. In the Neolithic, the
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settlement activity in this area probably involved regular re-occupations by the same
societies from the Neman cultural circle. The sandy island near the confluence of the
Narew and Biebrza Rivers might have meant something more to the last hunter-gatherers,
which is implied by the remains associated with indications of ritual practices, such as
burials, dispersed remains of cremated bones, deposits of flint artefacts, or residues of
psychoactive substances identified on the walls of pottery vessels (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Schematic 3D model of Grądy-Woniecko site (northern part): 6200-4000 BP and 3800 BP [1]
1 - forest, 2 - grassland, 3 - sandy elevations/dunes, 4 - abandoned channel of Narew river (oxbow lake), 5
- Narew riverbed, 6 - burial customs (cremation - partial/complete), 7 - hunter-gatherer communities of
Niemen culture

Separate phases of aeolian activity at the Grądy-Woniecko archaeological site have a high
conformity with the general phases dune formation for Poland [11], and phases of activity
and stabilization of the nearby dune field in Narew and Biebrza watershed (Kiślaki
site)[12]. The second author distinguished phases of an increased aeolian activity
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climatically (Older and Younger Dryas) and anthropogenically (Subboreal - 4000-1600
BC; Subatlantic – 1200-1600 AD and after 1800 AD) conditioned.
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ABSTRACT
The border region of Bosnia and Herzegovina has characteristics of a problem area with
an emphasized depopulation process, accompanied by poor economic development and
infrastructural disconnection. Along with the mentioned reasons, the appearance of
isolation and peripherality, and given the specific geopolitical circumstances, the
problems in certain border areas differ from each other (a high level of ethnic conflict and
distrust, then the problem of refugees and forced migrants, the slow process of economic
transition and many others).
The subject of the research in this paper will be related to the analysis and the role of
transborder cooperation as a relatively new way of policy in the field of cooperation
between political-territorial units, whose goal and function, regarding the geospatial of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in particular, is the formation of perspective transborder regions.
Also, the aim of the paper would point out that the planning of these areas through the
concept of transborder cooperation in the context of political and geographical
valorisation represents one of the guidelines, not only for revitalization of the border area
in economic terms, but also as a guideline of the future concept of ethnic tolerance and
geopolitical stability of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the Western Balkans countries in
general.
Realiyation of the work is planned by complex general and special methods and
techniques of data processing (statistical, cartographic, GIS analysis), in accordance with
historical, structural, functional and dialectical methodological approach, then by
determining the development functions of the border space, and monitoring of political
and geographical processes and problems.
Keywords: Bosnia and Herzegovina, border area, political-geographical processes,
transborder cooperation, transborder region.
INITIAL CONSIDERATION
Relation to the border and border area, together with the cultural and historical heritage,
population, and the influence of immediate and distant environment are the most
important contents of political-geographical evaluation of a specific geospace.
In the domain of political-geographical research, borders and border area represent the
basic premise and characteristic of political-geographical position of some country.
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Professors from the Institute of Geography, University of Tübingen, Germany, L. Brujan
and S. Kinder highlight the following on the importance of the study of borders and border
problems: “There is a multitude of perspectives on borders, covering a wide range of
scientific fields, from political sciences, to economics, cultural studies, anthropology and
human geography. In the opinion of some scholars, a distincive scientific field of border
research or borderline studies can also be outlined or is emergent. Borders and border
region are analysed on mainly based on their: 1. funkcion, 2. significance, 3.
contextualisation, 4. impact and 5. handling. One of the major consideration present in all
disciplines is that borders primarily demarcate/delineate at least two different spheres of
political, economic or social type. Therefore, whenever, we deal with borders, we deal
with differences, even then when those differences are minor or almost unperceivable.
This implies a line-up of differences on each side of borders“ [1].
Also, the border may be defined as “social factor in the form of imaginary line, zone or
front which parts the territory of the state from all others or from the open sea. The border
represents the limit of state power and the hedging instrument of sovereignty. Sovereignty
has to be limited – the world of sovereign states is the world divided by borders. That is
not just the line that divides two states, but it is also the contact zone.” [2].
In the most general sense, we may define borders as “the end line to which the sovereignty
of one state extends” [3].
Among the different types of borders that exist in the socio-cultural sphere, political
borders are the foremost indicator of the interaction between the different social,
economic and cultural processes, and they also have their particularity, respectively, that
they are immaterial spatial element, which may cause very dangerous politicalgeographical processes in geospace. Therefore, the geographers are intensely interested
in the problems of political borders, and especially the political geographers [4].
In geopolitical terms in “traditional” regions, such as the geospace of Western Balkans,
the border still, in the true sense of the word, is a symbol of national identity, and it still
has a deterministic function in dividing “us” from “them”.
Geospace of Bosnia and Herzegovina is specific by its physical-geographical and
cultural-historical characteristics. It occupies a central position in the geospace of
Western Balkans and former SFRY.
In this area, three different cultural and civilization circles are faced: Orthodox or Eastern
Christian, Catholic or Western Christian and Islamic or Turkish-Oriental, which provides
specific ethno-cultural and national characteristics to geospace, as well as specific
geopolitical characteristics of merging and mixing. Representing specificity in any way,
this geospace, in different historical-geographical periods and political-geographical
circumstances, had its integration and disintegration trends.
Four events effected the most the formation of ethnic and religious mosaic in BiH. The
first is that the Slavic people of the Balkan Peninsula, by the end of 9 th century accepted
Christianity. The second is the division of the Christian Church in 1054. The third event
is the arrival of the Ottoman Empire and a new religion – Islam, at the begining of 14th
century at the Balkan Peninsula. The fourth, solving the “Eastern Question” gave the
political-geographical seal to ethnic and religious mosaic, ie. the emergence of new
Balkan states and the withdrawal of the Turkish Empire at the end of the 19th century
from South East Europe.
Religious-civilizational factor occupies a special role, both in the past and in modern
political-geographical processes in this geospace. Here are his final “achievements” and
zones of expansionist attempts (this is the space of the deepest penetration of Islam in
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Europe, Catholicism in the East and Orthodoxy in the West). National mosaic is so
complex that the constituent people in BiH have their compatriots and “brothers” in the
territories of neighboring countries. Wars and military campaigns in this geospace had
religious premises, as well as the last conflict.
It has been more than twenty-two years since the establishment of peace and the end of
armed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The political-geographical characteristics of
Bosnia and Herzegovina significantly altered under the influence of European integration
and contemporary political and geographical processes. Also, relapses, resulting from the
disintegration processes of the early nineties of the last century, are inextricably linked to
these processes.
Mutual presence, in geopolitical terms, of these diametrically opposed processes, and
economic, political and primarily ethno-confessional developments in geospace of BiH,
conditioned the specific relationship towards the border and border area.
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA AS POLITICAL
AND GEOGRAPHICAL SYSTEM
At the end of World War II and by the proclamation of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, it was established administrative and political unit Bosnia and Herzegovina,
as one of six republics of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
The area of geospace was 51,129 km2 or 19.9% of the territory of the SFRY. It was located
between 42026' and 45015' of north latitude and 15045' and 19041' of east lonfitude. An
important feature of its geographical location was central position in geospace of
Yugoslavia, between two social-economic regions – Pannonian and Adriatic. From the
north, west and south it bordered with the Croatia, and from east and south east with
Serbia and Montenegro. It had an exit to the Adriatic Sea with a length of 20 km of
coastline.
It was considered the “Yugoslavia in miniature”, because all ethnic specificities, that
Yugoslavia had, Bosnia and Herzegovina also had. In Bosnia and Herzegovina lived
Serbs, Muslims and Croats with the same rights and obligations, which means that neither
one of the nations was the holder of the national sovereignty, as it was the case with the
other Yugoslav republics, considering the political system and the concept of ethnic
federalism. It was the only republic without ”major” nation-building people. It was said
that it was no Serbian, nor Muslim, nor Croatian, but also Serbian, Muslim and Croatian.
According to the population census from 1991, Bosnia and Herzegovina had a total of
4,377,033 residents: 1,902,965 Muslims (43.5%), 1,366,104 Serbs (31.2%) and Croats
760,852 (17.4%).
The last decade of the 20th and the beginning of 21st century were marked by turbulent
political-geographical processes that greatly changed geopolitical relations in
international community, and especially in Europe. These processes did not bypass
Balkan Peninsula and geospace of Yugoslavia. The Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia disintegrated already in 1991, ie. 1992. In its geospace it was created five new
political-territorial units: Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro.
Conflicting interests of Serbian, Croatian and Muslim people in Bosnia and Herzegovina
had a particularly pronounced spatial dimension, arising from a different understanding
of the essence of the territory, which all three sides entailed as “their”. Essentially, once
again it was raised centennial question: “Whose Bosnia and Herzegovina is?”
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“Bosnia and Herzegovina crisis manifested all the historical-political and politicalgeographical elements of balkanization conditioned by factors of local, regional and
global character” [5].
When it became clear that the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina is inevitable, the
international community tryed to prevent it by forming various bodies and expert groups.
The first plan of solution of Bosnian crisis was offered by the expert group headed by the
Portuguese diplomat Jose Cutileiro. The plan remained unrealized and it was the last
peace attempt prior to the escalation of tragic events and a milestone in the further peace
talks, which were performed by the far more delicate conditions. Since the April of 1992,
the civil war was led in the geospace of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which lasted more than
three years.
The principal harmonization of attitude between the warring parties occured in September
1995 when the Geneva and New York Conference were held, where the Basic principles
for the implementation of peace were agreed. On these grounds, the final peace talks were
performed in Air Force Base Wright Patterson (USA) and they were finalized on 21
November 1995 when it was agreed “General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and its definitive acceptance and signing were carried out on 14
December 1995 in Paris” [6].
The former High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina, Wolfgang Petritsch in his
book “Bosnia and Herzegovina: from Dayton to Europe” said the following: “Civil war
in BiH lasted for three and a half years. During this war, many negotiations for its
completion were led unsuccessfully. The first failed Cutileiro´s Plan from February 1992.
In the period from February to April 1993, the war parties were offered Vance-Owen Plan
that also failed. In January 1994, the Owen-Stoltenberg Plan was rejected, and also the
Contact Group plan. Only upon the intervention of the USA the armed conflict in Bosnia
and Herzegovina ceased and the peace was signed on 21 November 1995 at Wright –
Peterson Air Force Base (state Ohio) USA” [7].
The state was constituted consisting of two political-territorial units, entitets: the Republic
of Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The territory of the prewar
municipality Brčko was proclaimed the district.
“Dayton” Bosnia and Herzegovina is a complex political-geographical system, based on
ethnic and heterogeneity of space. “Its arrangement has religious and civilization
premises, and it is based on the formula 1+2+3, more precisely: one country, two entities
and three constituent people and religions” [8].
The Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina has three members and represents the three
religions and the three nations. The entities are not defined as state units, but they have
features of political and geographical communities, which are based on religious and
civilizational determinants.
THE BORDER AREA AS A DETERMINANT OF CONTEPORARY
POLITICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION OF BIH
Bosnia and Herzegovina borders with three countries: the Republic of Croatia, the
Republic of Serbia and the Republic of Montenegro.
The total length of the border line of Bosnia and Herzegovina is 1,568 km. The border
line of the Republic of Srpska with Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro is 872 km. The border
line of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina towarda Croatia is 660 km, and the
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length of border line of Brčko District is 36 km (towards the Republic of Croatia) (Figure
1 Authors).

Figure 1. Lenght of borders of Bosnia and Herzegovina

The paper analyzes about 840 settlements entering the border area of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
The border area of Bosnia and Herzegovina is determined by the depth of 5 km from the
state border, ie. by the settlements that participate in this band (in accordance with the
Agreement on Border Traffic between the Republic of Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, signed in Brussels on 13 June 2013).
Canton/Entity/District
Unsko-sanski
Kanton 10
Zapadno-hercegovački
Hercegovačko-neretva
Posavski
Republika Srpska
Brčko distrikt
Total

Table 1. Border area of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Area km2
Population 2013
970
63.302
730
11.772
403
36.988
461
13.100
307
31.153
4.210
252.323
164,7
51.833
7,245,7
460.471

Pop/km2
65,26
16,13
91,78
28,42
101,48
59,90
314,70
63.5
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The total surface of the border area is 7,245 km2 which amounts about 14.2% of the
territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Table 1 Authors, [10]).
The surface of border area of the Republic of Srpska is 4,210 km2 or 58.1% of the border
area of BiH. The border area of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina has the surface
of 2,871 km2 or 39.6%, and Brčko District has 164.7 km2 or 2.3% of the territory of border
area.

Figure 2. Settlemens in buffer zone 5 km

According to the results of the Census of Population, Households and Dwellings in
Bosnia and Herzegovina from 2013, in this area was recorded 460,471 residents or 13.4%
of the total population of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The average population density of the
border area is 63.5 residents/km2, and according to the degree of concentration of the
population this geospace belongs to the zone of dense population (from 51 to 100
residents/km2).
Table 2. Population and settlements of border area of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Entity
District
F BiH
RS
D Brčko
Total
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Settl.
280
545
19
844

Bosniacs
58.454
48.471
20.417
127.342

%
37,4
19,2
39,4
27,6

Serbs
3.656
193.724
26.639
224.019

%
2,3
76,8
51,4
48,7

Population
Croats
87.953
6.184
3.138
97.275

%
56,3
2,4
6,0
21,1

Oth.
6.252
3.944
1.639
11.835

%
4,0
1,6
3,2
2,6

Total
156.315
252.323
51.833
460.471
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Ethnic composition of the population shows that in the border area of BiH the most
numerous are the Serbs with 224,019 residents or 48.7%, than there are Bosniaks with
127,342 or 27.6% and Croats with 97,257 or 21.1% of the total population in the border
area (Table 2 Authors, [10]).
THE REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA
The border area of the Repblic of Srpska is determined by the length of the border of 872
km and surface of 4,210 km2. In 545 settlements (from which in 25 there are no residents)
arranged in 22 administrative-territorial units (cities and municipalities) live 252,323
residents.
Most residents are concentrated in border settlements of Zvornik municipalities (49,828),
Bijeljina City (46,501) and Gradiška municipality (32,296) [10]. The average population
density of the border area of the Republic of Srpska is 59.9 residents/km2.
In ethnic structure Serb population represents the majority of the population with 193,724
or 76.8%. By number, Bosniaks are second with 48,471 or 19.2%, and Croats are third
with 6,184 or 2.4% of the total population in the border area of the Republic of Srpska.
THE FEDERATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
5 cantons participate in the border area of the Federation od Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Una-Sana Canton, Canton 10, West Herzegovina Canton, Herzegovina-Neretva Canton
and Posavina Canton) with 280 settlements from which in 25 there are no residents. The
most residents have the municipalities Velika Kladuša (27,700) in Una-Sana canton,
Orašje (19,861) in Posavina Canton and Ljubuški (16,210) in West Herzegovina Canton.
Surface of the border area of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is 2,871 km2 and
it has 156,315 residents. Average population density amounts 54.45 residents/km2. The
highest population density has Posavina Canton with 101.5 residents/km2, and lowest is
Canton 10 with 16.1 residents/km2. The highest population density is in the Una-Sana
Canton (63,302), and the lowest population density is recorded in Canton 10 (11,772)
(Table 3 Authors, [10]).
Table 3. Population and settlements of border area of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Population
Canton
Settl. Bosniacs %
Serbs
%
Croats
%
Oth.
%
Total
Unsko-sanski
96
56.057
88,6
911
1,4
771
1,2 5.563 8,8
63.302
Kanton 10
44
13
0,1 1.365 11,6 10.348 87,9
46
0,4
11.772
Zapadno37
21
0,1
21
0,1
36.820 99,5
126
0,3
36.988
hercegovački
Hercegovačko
74
305
2,3
624
4,8
12.088 92,3
83
0,6
13.100
-neretvanski
Posavski
29
2.058
6,6
735
2,4
27.926 89,6
434
1,4
31.153
Total
280
58.454
37,4 3.656 2,3
87.953 56,3 6.252 4,0
156.315

In ethnic structure of the population the most numerous are Croats with 87,953 residents.
The second by number are Bosniaks with 58,454 or 37.4%, and the third are Serbs with
3,656 or 2.3%.
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BRČKO DISTRIKT
Border area of Brčko District is determined by the surface of 164.7 km2. 51,833 residents
were registered in 19 settlements of the border area. Settlement with the most residents is
Brčko (39,893) [10]. The average population density is 314.7 residents/km2. The ethnic
structure of the population is as follows: Serbs 26,639 or 51.4%, Bosniaks 20,417 or
39.4% and Croats 3.138 or 6.0%.
THE BORDER AREA AND GEOPOLITICAL GUIDELINES
OF TRANSBORDER COOPERATION
The difference between the border and transborder region is contained in the fact that the
border region is a peripheral system, which refers to the territory set on the inside of the
border, and transborder region is a development system, which refers to the territory that
is set over the border. Transborder region is a space that combines two or more different
border regions. In specific geopolitical circumstances such as geospace of Western
Balkans, it represents the spatial unit which combines two or more adjoining border
regions, whose main characteristic is the unity of natural base, infrastructure, historical
and ethnical factors.
The border region includes the peripheral area in relation to the center of development in
the inland territory of the state, and transborder region indicates a possible development
center directly or near the border line, whose economic and other spheres of influence
extend on both sides of the border. This development center has an integrative role in
conditions of peace and cooperation between two or more states. In complex geopolitical
circumstances, these centers may have disintegration role and negative tendencies.
Transborder regions may be classified on the basis of three different approaches: 1.
Political level; 2. Political composition; and 3. Spatial structures.
Pursuant to the approach of Political level, transborder regions may be classified
according to the status of the territories which are unified as:
- First Class Regions (transnational level),
- Second Class Regions (republics, cantons, districts) and
- Third Class Regions (counties, municipalities,
administrative-territorial units of the local level).
According to the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) of the European
Union, there are three levels of mutual integration: 1. National level: NUTS – 0 (states),
NUTS – 1 (republics); 2. Regional level: NUTS – 2 (regions: administration, planning),
NUTS 3 (districts); 3. Local level: NUTS 4 – (cities, counties), NUTS – 5 (municipalities,
villages).
Political composition classifies transborder regions in two ways: 1. Homogeneous
transborder regions (based on a single form of government) and 2. Heterogenous
transborder regions (different forms of government or administration).
Spatial structure is based on the number of participating political units:
- Double transborder regions;
- Triple transborder regions;
- Four-part transborder regions;
- Complex transborder regions [9].
If we take into account political –geographical circumstances, historical, ethnical and also
economic characteristics of border area of Bosnia and Herzegovia, and in accordance with
the approach and classification of the region pursuant to status of the territory (Political
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level) , we would be able to classify the potential transborder regions to the regions of the
second and the third class, and according to the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for
Statistics of the European Union to NUTS – 3 and NUTS – 4 levels of mutual integration.
Prospective transborder regions could be formed primarly in the southern and eastern part
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, where there are already ethnic and geopolitical conditions.
(Figure 3 Authors)

Figure 3. Perspective transborder regions in the Bosnia and Herzegovina

The first transborder region could be formed between Canton 10, West Herzegovina
Canton and Herzegovina- Neretva Canton from one and southern part of Croatia from the
other side. Holders of transborder cooperation would be cities: Livno, Tomislavgrad,
Posušje, Ljubuški, Neum, Dubrovnim, Ploče, Makarska, Imotski, Split. This geospace
has the best conditions for forming the transborder region, considering the historical and
ethnical basis, as well as political-geographical circumstances and special parallel
relations of the Republic of Croatia and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The second prospective transborder region would be based on connecting the eastern part
of the Republic of Srpska with the border area of Western Serbia, where the Drina River
would represent the axis of development and it would conect development centers:
Višegrad, Zvornik, Loznica and Bijeljina. As in the first transborder region, for the
formation of this transborder region there are ethnical and historical conditions, which
”follow“ in the political sense special and parallel relations between the Republic of
Srpska and Serbia.
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The third potential transborder region could be in the southeastern part of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which would link Eastern Herzegovina with Montenegro and Dubrovnik
coast in Croatia, where the holders of development would be cities: Trebinje, Herceg
Novi and Dubrovnik, for which there is a solid basis due to the earlier economic ties,
which were destroyed by the desintegrative processes from the end of the 20th century.
More specifically, considering the disintegration processes and resulting recurrences from
the same, as well as constant and often negative political-geographical processes in terms
of inter-national reconciliation and cooperation, we can hardly, in the near future, talk
about transborder cooperation in the northern parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina. That is
political-geographical reality and fate, that marks geospace of Western Balkans in
geopolitical observations as ”troubled region“.
Thus, the border area of Bosnia and Herzegovina can be viewed in two ways. First, as a
border region and area determined by the political border on the outside, while at the
inside it is marked by wide transfer zone. This concept of border area, without the
development center, represents the economic periphery which primarly causes
depopulation process. Another way of observation represents the border area of Bosnia
and Herzegovina as perspective transborder region which is characterized by the unity of
the natural base, economic and cultural relationship with direct political-geographical
environment.
CONCLUSION
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as complex political-territorial unit, is characterised by specific
relationship to the border and border area. The border area of Bosnia and Herzegovina is
the result of centuries-old historical, but also contemporary political-geographical
processes. Political-geographical characteristics are conditioned by a number of factors.
However, population represents a key factor and a resource from which arise the problems
of development and political-geographical characteristics of the border area.
From the political and geographical point of view, perspective of the border area of
Bosnia and Herzegovina can be viewed in two ways.
It can become the ”connective geopolitical tissue“ and the bearer of the new/old
integrations in the geospace of the Western Balkans, given the ethno-religious and
historical basis. It may become one of the models for the successful integration of
European, national, spiritual and culturally diverse area.
On the other hand, under the influence of political-geographical factors of local, regional
and global character it may have the role of an unstable region, and definitely, the source
of further instability and disintegrative processes.
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ABSTRACT
Migrations are often associated with improving the educational and qualification structure
of the population, increasing its cultural level, but also with the increase in its needs and
the expansion of the domestic and foreign markets. On the other hand, migrations also
have contradictory consequences - loss of working time, loss of leisure time, reduction of
population and deterioration of its structure, excessive concentration of population,
"forced" urbanization and a number of others. Migration is a complex demographic and
socio-economic process that is related to the development of productive forces and
relations, the reproduction of the population and its territorial distribution. Migration for
work is perhaps the most common type of migration for the EU. Migration is a global
problem that will remain in the future. Coping with the increasing migratory flows of
people is one of the main problems at the beginning of the 21st century. In view of the
importance of international migration for the dynamics of the population in Europe, it is
of great importance to explore the factors that determine it. Such knowledge would
contribute to making more accurate forecasts on migration, which in turn will also help
to better predict the population. Different types of migration will leave a different
impression on the overall appearance of parts of Europe that changes over time.
Keywords: international migration, migratory flows, immigration policies, regional
economic differences
INTRODUCTION
Migrations have played a very important role in the development of Mankind. Their main
function has always been to ensure people's mobility and effective territorial disposition
in terms of their ability to live and work. Migrations have also contributed to the rational
use of labor, human and natural resources in a given territory. Migrations are often
associated with improving the educational and qualification structure of the population,
increasing its cultural level, but also with the increase in its needs and the expansion of
the domestic and foreign markets. On the other hand, migrations also have contradictory
consequences - loss of working time, loss of leisure time, reduction of population and
deterioration of its structure, excessive concentration of population, "forced" urbanization
and a number of others.
Migration is a complex demographic and socio-economic process that is related to the
development of productive forces and relations, the reproduction of the population and
its territorial distribution. They are also tied to urbanization and help maintain optimal
population mobility that provides rational use of labor, human and economic resources in
different settlements and territories.
Migration has never been among the most studied components of demography. However,
the number of migration studies (international) is enormous. Existing international
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migration theories offer different potential outlooks in terms of international migration.
However, attempts to measure the impact of certain indicators on international migration,
which stem from competitive or concomitant theories, are rare. In general, there are three
main causes of mass migration and refugees flows - wars, socio-economic crises and
persecution of the person, violations of political freedom and other human rights. These
reasons are of a global nature, so all regional structures and actors fighting the migrant
crisis must coordinate with the UN and other international organizations.
To a large extent, the international migration patterns in Europe in the second half of the
20th century and the beginning of the 21st century were mainly influenced by three
specific phenomena. The shortage of workforce in Northern and Western Europe,
European decolonization and the rise and subsequent collapse of the Communist bloc in
Central and Eastern Europe have a significant impact. Most northern and western
European countries recover from the devastating losses of the Second World War,
unprecedented economic growth since 1950, the economic recession of 1973/1974, or the
effects of the global economic crisis. Post-war recovery and rapid economic growth are
at the core of the increased demand for labor in these countries, a demand that can not be
provided by the country's workforce. Another important consequence of the Second
World War is the retreat of Europe from its position as a world leader. As a consequence
of the Second World War in non-communist Europe, three large overlapping migratory
waves can be observed: labor migration (to solve workforce shortages in Western and
Northern Europe), family migration (for family reunification or the creation of such) and
post-industrial migration (including highly skilled labor, illegal migration and refugee
migration). In addition to these three migratory waves, post-colonial migration flows
should also be considered.
New destinations, new regions of origin and new flows have thus emerged. Economic
transition, political changes and ethnic conflicts in CEE have affected the size and
direction of European migration flows, while flows from non-European countries have
continued to account for a sizeable part of migration in Europe. At the same time, increasingly restrictive immigration policies have produced a shift from the traditional migrant
workers and their families to large flows of asylum seekers and undocumented migrants.
The extraordinary increase of the immigrant populations in Southern European receiving
countries after the regularisations of recent years reflects the current magnitude of
unofficial channels of recruitment. Although most of the traditional national migration
models have proved to be inadequate, there have been major changes in migration
policies, and new regulatory regimes have been implemented in most of the European
countries [1].
Analysing data by geographic region provides additional insights into current trends. In
2000, Europe ranks first in the number of international migrants - 56.3 million, while in
2017 it ranks second. In 2017, 80 million international migrants were residing in Asia,
compared to 78 million in Europe. Northern America hosted the third largest number of
international migrants (58 million), followed by Africa (25 million), Latin America and
the Caribbean (10 million), and Oceania (8 million) [5].
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Europe. Northern America hosted the third largest number of international migrants (58
million), followed by Africa (25 million), Latin America and the Caribbean (10 million),
and Oceania (8 million) (figure 2).
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Figure 2
Number of international migrants (millions) by region of destination, 2000 and 2017

Source: United Nations (2017a)
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South Africa and Western Europe in connection with the political and economic changes
The number of international migrants worldwide has grown faster than the world’s
in the region. Increasing migrations in recent years are also noted in connection with the
population. Due to this faster growth rate, the share of migrants in the total population
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Asia gained some 30 million international migrants during this period, representing a net
increase of about 1.8 million migrants per annum. Europe added the second largest
number of international migrants between 2000 and 2017 (22 million), followed by
Northern America (17 million) and Africa (10 million). Latin America and the Caribbean
and Oceania added comparatively smaller numbers of migrants during this period (3
million in each of these regions). Despite this continued growth, international migrants
accounted for two per cent or less of the total population of Africa, Asia and Latin
America and the Caribbean. By contrast, in Europe, Northern America and Oceania,
international migrants comprised at least 10 per cent of the total population [5].
Today, more than 7.5 billion people live in the world and only 9.8% of them live in
Europe. It is no secret that, as a whole, Europe's population is aging and maintaining
competitiveness, the EU must take care of regulating this problem. There are many
reasons why it is impossible to reach the required birth rate in the near future.
Unconditionally, the flow of migrants could help Europe cope with the internal
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Number of international migrants classified by region of origin and destination, 2017

Source: United Nations (2017a)
Notes: NA refers to Northern America, LAC refers to Latin America and the Caribbean

Figure 2. Number of international migrants classified by region of origin and destination, 2017
half of all international migrants reside within the region of their birth. Between
The totalAbout
number
of migrants in one of the 28 EU Member States in 2015 is 4.7 million.
2000 and 2017, the share of international migrants who resided in a country located within
At the same time, emigration equals 2.8 million. These data do not reflect migratory flows
their region of birth increased in Asia, Europe, Latin America and the
to / from the EU as a whole, as they also include flows between individual EU Member
States. Germany reported the largest total number of immigrants (1 543.8 thousand) in
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2015, followed by the United Kingdom (631.5 thousand), France (363.9 thousand), Spain
(342.1 thousand) and Italy (280.1 thousand). Germany reported the highest number of
emigrants in 2015 (347.2 thousand), followed by Spain (343.9 thousand), the United
Kingdom (299.2 thousand), France (298 thousand) and Poland (258.8 thousand). A total
of 17 of the EU Member States reported more immigration than emigration in 2015, but
in Bulgaria, Ireland, Greece, Spain, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Latvia
and Lithuania, the number of emigrants outnumbered the number of immigrants.
Immigration to the EU-28 from non-member countries was 2.7 million in 2015.
Compared to the number of the resident population, in Luxembourg, in 2015,
Luxembourg recorded the highest immigration rate (42 migrants per 1000 people),
followed by Malta (30 immigrants per 1000), Austria and Germany (both 19 immigrants
1 000 people) [4].
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Figure 3. Immigrants, 2015 (per 1000 inhabitants)
Source: Eurostat (migr_imm1ctz) и (migr_pop1ctz)

Migration for work is perhaps the most common type of migration for the EU.
Geographical labour mobility continues to be an important issue for EU institutions and
policymakers and is regardedas a potential means of addressing the strong and
increasing demand for skilled labour across European countries,especially in a context
of widely varying labour market performance [3]. Overall, labor migration in Europe can
be divided into low- and high-skilled labor migration. According to neoclassical
economic theory, international labor flows arise as a result of the substantial differences
that exist in labor remunerations between countries. According to Keynesian economic
theory, potential labor migrants are attracted by the high nominal wage in Europe. It is
important for Europe to accept highly qualified migrants. This is also related to refugees
who are allegedly economic migrants but are not highly educated. This will lead to
problems for the social systems of countries in Europe, as they will be under pressure.
Big problem is the increasing number of officially registered refugees and asylum
seekers. It is essential to make a clear distinction between refugees and economic
migrants who do not qualify for refugee status.
Finally, migration has a combination of economic, environmental, political and social
factors in migration in Europe: the migrant's origin (instigating factors) or the host
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country (attractiveness factors). It is believed that over the past years, the relative
economic prosperity and political stability of Europe have had a significant impact on
immigrants. In the European host countries, international migration can be used as a tool
to address specific labor shortages in the labor market. Migration itself, however, will
certainly not change the current aging trend observed in many parts of Europe.
Intra- and intercontinental migration flows on European territory are now logically
changing while having several characteristic features; gradually we can predict
their amplification, which means more complications for the democratic coexistence
and mutual application of democratic principles in practice. Problems, however, arise
in connection with the restriction measures on the free movement of labour, and
in conjunction with increasing migratory pressures, which is caused by the increase
in the widening socio-economic disparities between the rich centre and the poor
periphery of the contemporary world [6].
The migration of Africans, Arabs and Asians to Europe is a turning point in the historical
trend. In the colonial era, Europe has practiced something like demographic imperialism,
white Europeans have emigrated to all parts of the world. In North America and Australia,
indigenous people have been subjected and often killed. Whole continents were turned
into "branching" of Europe. European countries have created colonies all over the world
and inhabited them with immigrants, and at the same time several million migrated from
Africa to the New World as slaves.
When Europeans settled around the world, it was often "chain migration". When a family
member settled in a new country such as Argentina or the United States, he often started
sending home news and money, and soon others started his steps.
Migration now goes in the opposite direction from Syria to Germany, from Morocco to
the Netherlands, from Pakistan to the UK. But nowadays it is no longer a letter home,
followed by a long journey by sea. In the era of Facebook and the smartphone, Europe
seems to be nearby, even if you are in Karachi or Lagos. Countries such as the United
Kingdom, France and the Netherlands have become very humorous over the past 40 years.
Governments that promise to curb immigration, such as the current British authorities,
find it hard to hold on to that word.
Migration is a global problem that will remain in the future. Coping with the increasing
migratory flows of people is one of the main problems at the beginning of the 21st
century.
In many countries there is a serious conflict between the economic and demographic case
for expanded labour migration, and public resistance to increased migration. European
states have dealt with this problem in different ways. In most cases, governments have
been able to introduce liberalising legislation or programmes. Most of these have been
for high-skilled and skilled migrants, in the form of points systems, streamlined
procedures for recruitment in particular sectors or occupations, or facilitating labour
market access for foreign graduates. These programmes have usually been introduced in
addition to the sorts of provisions for skilled migration that already exist in most European
countries: individual work permits based on a labour market test, or intra-company
transfers [2].
The presence of a large number of migrant populations can lead to significant social
consequences. Migrants, especially those coming from countries other than Western
countries, often belong to the lower socioeconomic strata of society. In the long run,
migrants can form a majority in urban centers in Western Europe. It is unnecessary to say
that culture in the host country is influenced by changes in the ethnic composition of the
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population as a result of international migration. But less obvious is the fact that
international migration can also affect lifestyles in countries sending migrants. In the
event of significant population outflows over a prolonged period of time, migration can
become a part of the cultural values of the migrant-generating society. As a result, the socalled "migration culture" can be reached. International migration can also have an impact
on the economic life of the countries - both those who send and those who accept
migrants. For example, the involvement of international migrants in economic sectors
with labor shortages can contribute to economic growth in host countries. Moreover,
international migration can lead to changes in the way of life in host countries. Changing
lifestyle can affect the economic development of host countries through changes in
savings, consumer habits or investment.
An interesting phenomenon is observed in Eastern Europe. At the opposite end of the
spectrum of growing cities are cities that are shrinking as a result of a combination of
outmigration and low fertility levels, leaving them not only with smaller populations and
therefore smaller tax bases but often with older populations as well [7].
The consequences of international migration on both social and economic life in host and
home countries should not be underestimated. In view of the importance of international
migration for the dynamics of the population in Europe, it is of great importance to
explore the factors that determine it. Such knowledge would contribute to making more
accurate forecasts on migration, which in turn will also help to better predict the
population. Different types of migration will leave a different impression on the overall
appearance of parts of Europe that changes over time.
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ABSTRACT
National parks have a special significance among numerous forms of protected natural
and social heritage. This is not only the result of their number and size, but also of multiple
significance for science, culture, education, recreation, tourism and the protection of
natural ecosystems. Compared to developed countries, nature protection in the former
Yugoslavia started quite late, which is no wonder considering the events in the world at
the moment and the current circumstances, although the importance of the regulation of
nature protection is recognized early. The first national parks in the former joint state
were declared in 1948 (Macedonia) and 1949 (Croatia). In the former Yugoslavia there
were 22 national parks, and the successor states in its territory in the next two decades
declared three more national parks.
National parks are protected by a special regime provided for by special legislation.
Managing National Parks is a complex process that includes biological, social, legal,
economic and many other components. The development of national parks is not possible
without management plans. The aim of this paper is to analyze the institutional
frameworks and management capacities, as well as the potentials of national parks in the
countries of the former Yugoslavia. The basic conclusion is that, with evident differences
between individual countries, in most countries nature protection is well organized, but
due to the lack of harmonization of legislation, the situation in the functioning of national
parks is far from satisfactory. There is a need for upgrading management plans. National
parks are faced with a lack of funds to undertake protection and other activities, so it is
not possible to adequately use their abundant potentials and values.
Keywords: national parks, institution, institutional framework, management, law
INTRODUCTION
National parks (NPs) have a special significance among numerous forms of protected
natural and social heritage. This is not only because of their number and size, but also due
to their multiple significance for science, culture, education, upbringing, recreation,
tourism and protection of natural ecosystems. NPs are areas of outstanding beauty, where
ecosystems are not polluted by human activity. With their specific morphological
characteristics, they are national treasures for present and future generations [6].
Their protected status ensures that these areas are designated for overall sustainable
development, which is considered to be a priority management objective.
The main focus of this paper are NPs as the most complex categories of protected areas
in the territories of the former Yugoslavia.
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What is meant by the name former Yugoslavia is the territory of the country which used
to be The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) until June 25th 1991,
comprising six republics which were part of the Federation: Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia (including the provinces Kosovo and
Vojvodina) and Slovenia. SFRY practically ceased to exist on June 25th 1991, when
Slovenia and Croatia declared their independence. By April 1992, two republics Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina also adopted their declarations of independence,
leaving behind only Serbia and Montenegro in the Federation. These two republics
declared the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) on April 27th 1992. The Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) was reorganized and renamed into the State Union of
Serbia and Montenegro in 2003, which formally and physically ceased to exist after the
declaration of independence by Montenegro on June 3rd 2006 and by Serbia on June 5th
2006 [15].
Of all the countries formed on the territory of the former Yugoslavia, two are members
of the European Union (EU): Slovenia (since 2004) and Croatia (since 2013), three have
the status of candidate countries: Macedonia (since 2005), Montenegro (since 2010) and
Serbia (since 2012), whereas Bosnia and Herzegovina submitted the membership
application (2016). Montenegro started negotiations in 2012 and Serbia in 2014.
METHOD
Methodological approach is the application of analytical, synthetical and comparative
analysis methods. Analytical method is used to identify and interpret collected data and
facts about protected natural areas, namely NPs in the countries of the former Yugoslavia
(the analyzed area). In this way, through the comparison with the elements of
generalization methodology, we will analyze the historic context, development and
conditions under which the processes of establishing and managing protected areas were
developed globally and in the analyzed area.
The obtained analytical data are synthesized and based on the synthetical overview of
the phenomena and processes, general conclusions are drawn about the status and the
relationship between the institutions and organizational management in the protected
natural areas.
Comparative analysis method and its methodological foundations apply the observation
of practical elements, targeting the use of protected natural areas and the application of
management planning in NPs [5]. In this methodological framework, planning and other
organizational solutions will be compared in national parks in the countries of the
analyzed area, especially in view of their different status regarding the EU, which is
connected with the dynamics of adjusting legal regulations with the EU regulations
depending on the country’s status (member, candidate member, opening and closing
individual chapters).
NATIONAL PARKS
The establishment of NPs began in the 19th century, after Yellowstone National Park was
established in the U.S.A. In 1916, NP Service was formed within the park, with the
purpose to "conserve the scenery, all the natural and historic objects in the area and the
wild life therein, and to provide for future generations to visit the area" [1]. The Park was
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put under the supervision of the federal authorities, and its dedication, based on the
concept of a public estate, open for the benefit and enjoyment of everyone, presented a
foundation stone for all future national park dedications around the world. After the
dedication of the first NP, the concept was adopted outside the U.S.A. as well. The oldest
NPs in Europe – Sarek and Stora Sjöfallet were established in 1909 in Lapland in northern
Sweden, in the area of the most representative parts of subarctic tundra. This was followed
by the establishment of Swiss NP in the part of Swiss Alps along the glacial valley
Engadin in 1914 [1].
In order to improve the understanding and awareness about the significance of protected
areas, International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) developed a unique system
of classifying protected natural heritage, distinguishing six categories identified by the
primary management objectives in these areas [3]. A primary characteristic of this
classification is the fact that it is based on ecology. A national park as category II is
defined as "a protected area primary established for ecosystem conservation and
recreation".
Although it has been almost a century and a half since the dedication of the first NP in
the world, there are still significant differences in the size of the territory that is protected,
the way of management planning and financing, as well as the regime of protection in
different countries. The term "national park" is not exclusively reserved for the category
II and, in many countries, it often refers to protected areas regardless of the management
status in the natural heritage site [4].
In terms of history, the significance of the nature protection regulations was early
recognized in the territory of the former Yugoslavia (The Valley of Triglav Lakes in
1924, the area of Plitvice Lakes in 1928), also after the First World War in 1918, the
Ministry of Forests and Mines was established by the Decree of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes, followed by the Order of Protecting and Preserving Objects of
Historic, Scientific, Artistic Values, Natural Beauties and Rarities in 1930, which were
declared as such in order to conserve the most important areas of preserved nature, and
this was followed by the Act on NPs. However, there were not any officially declared
NPs until the end of the Second World War [1].
Table l. Overview of national parks in the countries of the former Yugoslavia (2010)
Country
number of national parks area of protected areas
%
Bosnia and Herzegovina

3

408.20

0.8

Croatia

8

979.63

1.73

Macedonia

3

1,074.37

4.18

Montenegro

5

1,075.00

7.78

Slovenia

1

839.82

4.14

Serbia

5

1,590.10

1.8

25
5,967.12
Source: Own calculation based on data from the relevant Ministries

2.33

Total

This field was regulated on the level of the republics in the former Yugoslavia. By the
Decision of the Sobranie of the People’s Republic of Macedonia, the first NP was
declared not only in the territory of Macedonia but also in Yugoslavia, whose constituent
republic was Macedonia. The Pelister NP was established on November 30th 1948.
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During 1949, Mavrovo NP was also declared [8]. In 1949, there was the Law on
Declaration of Plitvice Lakes NP and Paklenica NP, the first modern NPs in the territory
of Croatia. The first institutionalized forms of protected natural areas in Montenegro can
be found in 1952, when the Law on Declaration of Forest Areas of Lovćen, Biogradska
Gora and Durmitor NPs was adopted on August 5th the same year by the Decree of the
Presidium of the Montenegro National Assembly. In Serbia, the first NP was protected
only in 1960, when the status was given to Fruška Gora, which was declared a national
excursion site.
Eleven NPs were declared by 1960, and four additional ones in the next twenty years. In
the territory of Yugoslavia, 22 national parks were declared by 1992. After this, two more
NPs were declared (Northern Velebit NP in Croatia in 1999, Una NP in B&H in 2008,
and Prokletije NP in Montenegro in 2009).
The largest number of NPs can be found in Croatia, and Slovenia declared only one NP.
The largest surface area under NPs is in Serbia. Out of the country total area, the largest
area under NPs is in Montenegro (7.78%), and the smallest in B&H (0.80%).
Note: In the territory of Kosovo, Prokletije NP was declared in 2012, and in July 2017,
Drina NP was declared in the territory of the Republic of Srpska (B&H).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
If you compare the existing situation in the structure, organization and management in
protected areas in the countries of the former Yugoslavia, there are a lot of similarities,
but also some obvious differences. In some countries, the establishment and operation of
the managing institution is regulated by special legal acts, very often by the Acts declaring
the protected area.
A starting point for legal regulations in the area of environmental protection and nature
conservation can be found in the Constitutions of each of the countries in the analyzed
area, referring to the fundamental freedom and rights of humans and citizens. In the five
countries of the analyzed area, the state is the founder of NPs, except for B&H where the
founders are entities, but this fact does not have an influence on the necessary level of
organization and management, because international organizations for nature
conservation, without exception, measure efficiency only by the concept and the quality
of institutional management, and the quality of management is evaluated by the quality
of legal framework and documents, as well through the actual functioning of the
institutions responsible for the management of the protected area. It should be emphasized
that the adoption of IUCN general guidelines for the management of protected areas
makes institutional protection obligatory, which means that it is necessary to establish a
management body and provide for the preparation and adoption of primary documents
for management [2].
What is common for all the countries is that NPs are managed by public enterprises.
Preservation, improvement, sustainable use, organization and interpretation of natural and
other values in the NPs areas, are conducted according to the management plan, which is
adopted for a ten-year period, with the content and the activities defined by legal acts for
nature conservation planning. The management plan is implemented through the annual
management program for NPs.
In Serbia, NPs are managed by Public Enterprises (PE) – the total of five PE, separately
organized for each of the NPs. The founding rights belong to the government. The
management program is agreed upon with the Ministry of Environmental Protection. For
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the NP areas, a spatial plan is adopted for special-purpose areas, which defines protection
regimes of I, II and III degree, in accordance with the Law on NPs. The Expert Council
of NPs is an expert and consulting body monitoring and analyzing programs and projects
in the field of nature conservation and the sustainable use of natural resources. The
president and the members of the Expert Council are appointed by the Ministry. The
compliance with the legal provisions is monitored by the Ministry. The inspection
monitoring is done by the Ministry via inspectors in charge of the environmental issues.
Serbia has implemented a series of measures to comply with legal and institutional
framework with the EU standards since 2009 [10].
In Croatia, this area is regulated by the Law on Nature Protection, the Law on Institutions
and the Constitution. NPs are declared by the Law adopted by the Croatian Parliament
[2]. Protected areas are registered in the Register of Protected Areas, kept by the Ministry
of Environment Protection and Energy. Protected areas are managed by public
institutions. Public institutions for managing NPs are established by the Government
Decree of the Republic of Croatia. A public institution that manages the protected area is
led by the governing council with up to five members. The President and the members of
the governing council, as well as the general manager of the public institution managing
the NP, are all appointed and dismissed by the Minister. The organization of the area, its
use, organization and protection in the NP are all regulated by the special-purpose area
spatial plan, based on the expert study conducted by the Institute. The executive
compliance monitoring of the applicable law is conducted by the Ministry. The inspection
compliance monitoring of this Law and the regulations defined by the Law is done by
government inspection officers of the Ministry of Environment Protection [2], [14].
In Slovenia, in compliance with the Law on Triglav National Park [13], the Public
Institution Triglav National Park was established by the Republic of Slovenia, and the
founding rights and obligations belong to the Government of the Republic of Slovenia.
The Governing Council adopts a draft management plan and sends it to the Ministry
which presents it to the Government which adopts it by a decree. In compliance with the
adopted management plan, the Public Institution adopts its annual agenda for financial
evaluation. The bodies of the Public Institution are council, expert council and director.
The Council is the highest governing body of the Park and gathers representatives from
the founders of the NP, local community, employees, interested public institutions. Public
participation in managing the NP is provided for and conducted through the stakeholder
forum of the Triglav National Park [13].
The responsibilities in the area of nature protection in Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H)
are regulated at the entity level (the Republic of Srpska and the Federation B&H), as well
as for the Brčko District. Fundamental legal acts which are essential for nature
conservation, especially the protected area category and the protective actions, include
the Law on Nature Protection of the Federation B&H for the Federation B&H, the Law
on Nature Protection of the Republic of Srpska for the Republic of Srpska and the Law
on Nature Protection of the Brčko District, B&H for the Brčko District [16].
A part of the responsibilities in the field of nature protection is regulated at the federal
level and refers to the compliance of B&H with international obligations (monitoring and
coordination of preparations for closing and implementation of international agreements,
project coordination in cooperation with international organizations, programs and funds,
coordination of cooperation with the institutions in B&H, entities and the Brčko District.
Environmental protection issues that require harmonized approach of the entities are dealt
with by the Inter-Entity Environmental Protection Body. This refers to, inter alia, issues
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of international agreement and programs, participating in cooperation with international
organizations, the coordination of the implementation and adoption of legal acts, etc [16].
In the Republic of Srpska pursuant to the Law on NPs, public institution is established
by the Republic, in accordance with the law governing the public services system. Public
institution bodies are the governing board and the director, appointed and dismissed by
the Government of the Republic of Srpska, upon the proposal of the Ministry for
Environmental Protection, after the conducted public bid [11], [16].
In the Federation B&H, Public Institution Una National Park was established to manage
the NP. The founding rights in the Public Enterprise are exercised by the Federation
Government on behalf of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Public
Enterprise performs its activity as a public activity. The Government of the Federation
B&H has determined that the natural values, real estate and objects which serve to nature
protection and the management of the NP, and which are state-owned in the NP area, are
to be managed by the Public Enterprise. Relevant inspection authorities are performing
inspection monitoring of certain provisions of the Law on Una NP, then regulations and
conditions issued pursuant to this Law. In addition to inspectors, compliance monitoring
of certain provisions is performed by the supervisors of the Public Enterprise, who are
organized as a supervision service for nature protection within the Public Enterprise. In
implementing direct supervision of the compliance with the Law, certain public services
from the forestry and hunting departments are required to cooperate in the area of the NP
where they conduct permitted activities [12].
In Montenegro, in accordance with the provisions of the Law on NPs, the management
body of the NP defines the role of the Public Enterprise for NP. The Assembly of
Montenegro has the rights and obligations of the Public Enterprise founders. Legal norms
define the supervision of the company operations, as well as the prescribed protection
measures and the financing ways of national parks. There is a special provision for the
content of annual management programs of the NPs, which are drafted by the Public
Enterprise for NP pursuant to this Law, and verified by the responsible Ministry [5].
In Macedonia, the management plan for protected areas is regulated by the Law on
Nature Protection. According to this Law, the management, supervision and protection
of the NP is performed by the Public Institution National Park, established by the
Government of the Republic of Macedonia. Within this legal framework, the Government
established three public institutions for the management of the NPs in 2016. The public
institution of an individual NP is the managing authority, adopting the management plan
and annual programs that determine special measures and activities for nature protection
upon prior consent from the state administration body in charge of the field of nature
protection. Public Institution bodies of the NP are: the governing board, executive body,
expert collegial body and the board for material and financial control. The Governing
Board consists of five members (two representatives from the Ministry, a representative
of the municipality in which the NP is located and two representatives of the expert body).
The board adopts the NP Statute, the park management plan, monitors its execution,
determines the level of compensation, the financial plan and adopts the annual financial
report and elects the president from the members of the board [9].
The comparison of the institutional solutions in the countries of the former Yugoslavia
shows that there are efforts to organize the protected areas in the best way possible,
especially regarding the NPs, either through a unique Law on National Parks or a Law
for each individual park, which clearly determines their interest in nature protection. A
unique enterprise as a model for managing national parks could be a good model (e.g.
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Serbia, B&H, Montenegro). However, the results in the implementation of such solutions
have shown that these protected areas are still behind the protected areas in Croatia. We
should certainly mention the Federation B&H which has only recently established its first
national park, the Una NP, where they used all the experience and knowledge from the
experts in Croatia. The example of one national park in Slovenia shows that even some
countries in the European Union have certain weakness in their solutions: hunting is
permitted in the Triglav NP, although it is an inappropriate activity in most of the
protected areas in the world, as well as giving concessions [2].
The current situation in the functioning of NPs in Macedonia is far from being
satisfactory. There is a need for upgrading management plans. NPs in Macedonia are
facing the lack of funding and it is extremely difficult to perform protective and other
activities without it. Without stronger support from the state budget it is not possible to
use rich resources and values of parks. The Government, together with the municipalities
and other stakeholders, needs to show support in the protection of the park values and in
the use of huge potentials which could contribute to the local development, especially
ecotourism [7].
Institutional framework and some solutions in the U.S.A. can be an interesting guideline
in for our protected areas, especially when it comes to allowed models of financing and
the roles of certain bodies in the realization of the idea [2].
CONCLUSION
National parks are protected with the special regime which is regulated by separate legal
framework. The managing of national parks is a complex process involving biological,
social, legal, economic and many other elements. Global experiences should be used more
and in better ways, emphasizing the multiple values and functions of national parks with
the aim of the best possible benefits.
The main conclusion is that, in addition to obvious differences among individual
countries, nature protection is well-organized in most of them, but due to the
shortcomings in the harmonization of the legal system, the situation in the functioning of
the NPs is far from being satisfactory.
There is a need for upgrading the management plans. National parks are facing the lack
of funding for protection and other activities, so it is not possible to adequately use their
rich resources and values. It is completely clear that nature protection, despite all the
problems and insufficient legal framework, is relatively well-regulated and that these
countries are following the trends which became standards in the EU and the world.
Considering the status of individual countries in the EU, the difference is in the degree of
implementing individual provisions and directives of the EU which refer to the field of
nature protection, including NPs.
However, it is obvious that these regulations are not enough in the protection and
conservation of nature, but the society as a whole is of utmost importance, i.e. each
individual member, whose responsible behavior is a link for the future of nature as a
whole, especially because nature protection and environmental care have not reached the
deserved level, and without this, the future is rather uncertain for all of us. There are many
reasons for this situation, from those referring to the fast development and progress which
do not take into account which interventions in nature should be allowed and justified,
i.e. developed sustainably, then legal regulations which are not harmonized and are
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overlapping in different fields, as well as the influence of politics and the lack of adequate
studies [2].
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ABSTRACT
With this report will attempt to present the impact of demographic processes on socioeconomic development in the regions. Given that globalization processes cover, besides
the economy and almost all major spheres of public activity, such as politics, ideology,
culture, way of life, and the conditions for the existence of mankind. A basic prerequisite
for the development of the processes of globalization is the information revolution, which
simultaneously creates and provides the technical basis for the development of global
information networks, the internationalization of capital, as well as enhancing the
competitive struggle on the world markets. At the heart of the demographic behavior of
humans as well as of all living beings is the general biological law of the struggle for
survival and continuation of the genus, which also determines the major trends in the
world. This fact determines the migration of labor resources at the international level as
wages in developed countries exceeds what workers receive with the same qualifications
in less developed countries. In the age of globalization, migration policy is increasingly
spontaneous and increasingly systematic and diversified. We must not overlook the fact
that migration affects national employment, the quality of human capital, labor
productivity, income levels, and even the state of interethnic relations. And in this line of
thought, the current modern migration policy should include not only the direct regulation
of migratory flows, but also the definition and implementation of measures for their
integration into national society, economy and culture.
Keywords: demography, regional economy, regional development, migration
INTRODUCTION
Significant influence in the development of individual countries and regions is the
change in demographic processes that affect long-lasting and sustainable trends in the
socio-economic development of individual territorial units. Substantial impact on socioeconomic processes is the aging of the population, with the result that major challenges
in aging countries and regions are related to health, social security, education,
employment and income, housing, transport, the environment. The process of aging
affects the reduction of the reproduction and deepening of the unevenness of age
structure, as a result of which unfavorable demographic development is established.
Reducing the mortality and birth rate of the world population is related to the parallel
development of mankind, to the industrialization and economic progress of the individual
countries and consequently to the raising of the living standards of the population. The
demographic transition is mainly associated with most developed countries in Europe,
North America and Japan, as their populations have gone through several phases of this
process. The first major phase in the demographic transition is the antiquated phase,
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characterized by high birth rates and mortality, resulting in a relatively balanced
demographic process characterized by very low natural growth. At this stage, the two
processes were mutually neutralized, and thousands of years were needed to increase the
absolute population. The next second phase is associated with the entry of
industrialization, characterized by a steady decline in mortality, while birth rates remain
at their relative levels. During this phase, the increase in life expectancy, as well as the
decrease in child mortality, are due to the urbanization of settlements, the provision and
extension of access to clean drinking water, the improvement of sanitary conditions, the
extension and construction of sewage systems, the knowledge of the various infections
and their spread, as well as the possibilities for their prevention, which is related to the
limitation and / or suspension of a number of epidemics. Much later, the development of
healthcare and medicine through the development of antibiotics and mass vaccination has
been an important factor in demographic processes. As for the reasons listed above,
during this phase of the demographic transition, the main trend of a significant increase
in the birth rate over mortality is established, as a result of which a positive natural growth
and continuous acceleration of the natural movement of the population with increasing
volume of the new generations and consequently the formation of broad-based age
pyramids. The next third phase is characterized by a decrease in the birth rate, the
gradually decreasing inflow of new generations and thus the beginning of the aging of the
population, and at the beginning of this phase the population still has a significantly
younger age structure, demographic growth. The emergence of the third phase of the
demographic transition can be sought on the one hand in the rapidly urbanizing
populations and the intensive emancipation of women, which is why women today are
often faced with the dilemma of choosing career careers or family and children. The
increase in the share of women faced with this dilemma is also due to the expansion of
education and the promotion of culture in the family planning process. After World War
II, in many countries in Europe and North America, accelerated industrialization and
markedly extensive development took place, which accelerated the process of attracting
rural population to cities, which had an impact on internal migration towards a villagecity, accumulate huge urban agglomerations. Increasing productivity generates more
income opportunities outside of the family and household, making choices between
childbirth and childcare and income denial, which makes the birth rate more expensive
and binds the process with parallel productivity gains. This process in part leads to new
family prioritization not related to the number of children but to the possibility of
providing appropriate education and the prospects for them. Here is the decline in the
share of multi-family households that are formed by several families of successive
generations and the establishment of single-family households and even informal
families. As a result, the attitude towards extramarital births and lone parents is changing
in the direction of alignment with other families. The views of the unfortunate marriage,
which is not considered an irreparable, fatal error, also change. Gradually, there is a
tendency to increase the frequency of cohabitations, resulting in a significant increase in
the number of children from non-marital relationships. Of course cohabitation has certain
characteristics, where two opposing social poles are distinctly observed, while the first
cohabitation is carried out by ambitious, career-oriented parents with relatively high
incomes, while in the second cohabitation it is motivated by economic uncertainty, the
low material culture of individual weak social layers and social groups of society. In
addition, there is a certain correlation between marriage and cohabitation with age, as
young people are ready to marry often after completing their education, with age and
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income growth. The evolution of the relationship between man and woman and the
transformation of families into a partnership between the two sexes is a consequence of
different processes, both economic, sociological, historical, ethnic, religious,
philosophical, political and others.
IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC PROCESSES
ON SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
The implementation of a particular demographic policy is linked to the creation and
search for opportunities to achieve certain desired goals that affect the socio-economic
development of the nation's and regions' beliefs. Demographic policy is linked to the
implementation of measures to raise, promote or support birth rates or measures to reduce
and reduce birth rates. As the impact of demographic processes on sustainable social and
economic development can be traced in the following main directions:
- Reproduction of labor resources - number, age, gender, education
- In the case of employment, taking into account the different employment intensity by
gender and age, and also by the number of children in the family, the intergenerational
age gap, the educational and professional structure of migrants and emigrants
- In the case of unemployment, taking into account unemployment rates by gender, age
groups, young people and persons in retirement age
- Taking into account the level of income by gender and age
- Reallocation of income depending on the size and composition of the family
- In shaping the poverty level. Increasing or decreasing the number of children in small
and large families, respectively, affects the increase or decrease of the poverty level
of different ethnic groups.
- Demand - the growth of the population leads to an increase in demand, and the relative
growth of children influences the demand for children's goods. Changes in population
size, marriage, and divisiveness, have led to a change in demand for housing (by
squares and by number of rooms).
- Educational services. Growing or decreasing fertility rates over a period of time leads
to a 1 or 3-year increase or decrease in demand for childcare facilities, 6 or 7 years of
primary education, 13 or 14 years of secondary education, and 18 or 19 years of
demand for higher education.
- Healthcare. The change in the number of the population alters the burden on
healthcare establishments and the sex-age structure, the birth rate and the mortality
rate, and the proportion of doctors in the specialties, children's polyclinics, maternity
hospitals, etc.
- Social support, child-raising and child-raising allowances, development of the social
service provision network of the population [1].
Businesses consider the demographic factor not only in terms of demand (as a factor for
the formation of aggregate consumer demand and its territorial differentiation) but also
in terms of supply (as a factor for employment formation). The availability of highly
educated, skilled and unoccupied work resources is an important factor in reducing
finance to prepare and stimulate immigration in a given workforce region. In this way,
companies are open to discovering new productions in these regions without the need to
invest in attracting or training high technology staff, for example. An important trend in
the reproduction of the population, both in developed countries and in our country, is its
aging. Aging populations affect the economy in several main directions: employment and
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quality structure of the workforce, including the employment of pensioners; pension
provision and standard of living for older people as a significant proportion of the
population; health, organization of healthcare and social services. The aging of the labor
force influences its productivity in two main directions: in connection with the increase
of the traineeship, the working habits, the experience and the qualification increase. In
the sectors with a stable and traditional professional qualification structure, it plays a
positive role. In the prospective branches of science and technology (information)
revolution, secondary and tertiary education is of great importance, the ability to adapt
quickly to the changing technical and technological conditions. These characteristics,
however, are more inherent to young people. They are quick to master and use the
achievements of science, they are more educated, more mobile, both professionally and
territorially. At the same time, young people (up to 25 years) do not have the necessary
professional experience and are insufficiently adaptable to the workforce. The labor force
in Bulgaria has undergone a change with the aging of the population. The share of older
workers is increasing. This requires a change in the labor market, education and health.
[1] On the other hand, migratory movements are closely linked to urbanization, which
leads to rapid growth of cities and the emergence of gigantic urban agglomerations, where
urban agglomerations are becoming an attractive center for a further wave of immigrants.
As a result, by 2050, over 70% of the world's population is expected to live in cities.
Typically, the rural population has always had a higher fertile capacity than the urban,
but the birth rate in the villages is lower because of the mass migration of young people
to the cities. In the future, there is a certain delay in marriage and a corresponding increase
in the average age at formal marriages, as well as a relative decrease in their number at
the expense of informal ones and the spread of fairly free forms of cohabitation, childbirth
and childcare.
PROSPECTS FOR DEMOGRAPHIC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE POPULATION.
The influence of the demographic determinants on the socio-economic development of
the regions and countries is becoming ever more important, which is why the demand for
and justification of explanations of the driving forces of the demographic processes in the
modern world is becoming more and more current. In existing demographic projections,
the world population is dealt with in two main groups - developed and developing
countries, with the second group focusing on the least developed countries. Various
combinations and variants of the likely future state of the population are presented.
Worldwide forecasts are developed by various international organizations such as the
World Bank, the International Labor Organization, the World Health Organization,
EUROSTAT, the International Institute for Applied System Analysis, the Max Planck
Institute for Demographic Studies, and many of the leading national statistical authorities
and other government offices, as well as from a number of universities, consultancy
companies and others. The forecasts are aimed at highlighting specific issues that are
related to a number of issues such as trade and economic development, employment and
unemployment, health, social security, environmental issues, etc. Also attention to the
demographic processes in Europe and the future of its populations is also addressed in the
bodies of the European Union. Demographic forecasts are made for individual areas,
settlements that are related to the implementation of specific investment projects or townplanning solutions. On the basis of the forecast data, estimates are made for the future
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development of income and consumption of the population, the labor market, health,
education, transport and other needs. An important factor in demographic projections are
migratory movements, often based on the observed trends in the recent past, taking into
account to a certain extent the policies of the states in terms of the mechanical movement
of the population. It is often observed that statistical information on migratory movements
is considerably inferior to that of natural movement of the population, as the registration
of migration processes in different regions of the world, part of the trips remain outside
administrative supervision and a certain part of the world's population, mostly in
developing countries, does not lead a sedentary way of life. Also, the reliability of the
data is also related to the lack of address or similar registration in some developed
countries. Very often data from representative surveys are used to study migration, either
in population censuses or in some single sociological surveys that shed light on individual
aspects of the mechanical movement of the population. To date, demographic growth in
most European countries is due primarily or even entirely to immigrants, as in the last
twenty years, intensive settlements have been observed in Western Europe. Migration
movements affect the location of the population, but also indirectly by modifying the size
and age structure of the maternity contingents, as a result of which the intensity and even
the direction of the natural movement may change. There is a change in the borderline
between external and internal migration, while increasing and intensifying daily work
trips, weekly and seasonal movements of the workforce, free movement within the
European Union. The problem of actually taking into account the migration flows is the
blurring of the concepts of residence, residence, permanent population, address
registration, factual population, legal population, which necessitates rethinking the
relevant classifiers and nomenclatures, as well as updating the criteria in assessing
migratory movements or rather it is necessary to seek new approaches to studying these
processes. The world population is expected to exceed 9 billion by the middle of the 21st
century but is expected to stabilize after around 2100 at levels of about 9 billion [2]. In
the field of migration movements, demographic statistics are faced with a number of
problems, particularly in the case of increased population mobility by the end of the 20th
century, as registration of migration acts is usually incomplete, which makes it difficult
to identify the difference between ordinary and relatively short journeys actual
resettlements. There is also a frequent transformation of settlements in settlements that
remain outside the scope of initial administrative surveillance. There are countries where
internal migration as such is not observed, as there is no address registration (the
Netherlands, USA) or the population register where all demographic events for
individuals should be reflected and reconciled in the part about mechanical movement
and the location of the population in the various regions of the country does not give
satisfactory results (according to Swedish statisticians). [3] The territorial disposition of
the human factor is definitely the main driving force in economic and social development,
which determines the increase of the demographic data needs of the population inhabiting
a territorial administrative unit. Because of this, the use of specialized representative
surveys, marketing studies, and various drills is very often used to fill existing information
gaps to support initiatives by both the public and the private sector, as it is extremely
important to know the factual, the available population and its territorial location. As a
result, demographic projections should be construed as being statistically built with
characteristic features. Often in developing countries, the information base for the
forecasts is also problematic for natural population movements, with even mortality and
life expectancy estimates uncertain and often extracted indirectly with partial or total
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absence of relevant administrative reporting [3]. Demographics predict hypotheses about
higher, even increasing, fertility rates for women, which is why higher birth rates are
expected in the future, although many other conditionality related to the mortality and
duration of life, migratory movements, the quality of the statistical material used, and so
on.
CONCLUSION
The dynamics of world population population numbers is determined by the natural
movement of the population, with a rapid increase in the absolute number of the
population worldwide, which exacerbates the contradictions between rapid population
growth, economic problems and natural constraints negative attitudes such as
malnutrition and related chronic diseases, various forms of social opposition,
environmental pollution and inefficient use of natural resources. In the interaction
between demographic development and the economy, a number of parameters can be
considered. First, employment rates are of central importance. Age dependency ratios are
of limited significance as long as a large part of the working-age population is excluded
from the labour market: the real issue is the number of economically active persons that
can contribute to income generation to cover the needs of the non-economic population.
Individual accumulation of capital is also a significant parameter: the economically
inactive population will, to a varying degree, be able to cover its own needs depending
on the capital it has accumulated and the revenue this capital generates. [4] The results
show that there are countries in the various regions of the world who demonstrate good
practices with regard to the use of information and communication technologies to
provide services and to create citizens' ownership of the decision-making processes. An
important trend in recent years has been the development of people-driven services, which
simultaneously reflect the needs of people and have been suggested by them. On the other
hand, disparities between countries also lie in the lack of access to technology, the high
poverty and disadvantages of significant population groups in individual countries that
we can relate to preventing people from benefiting from the benefits of information and
communication technologies and management [5]. In our country, attempts have been
made to curb the demographic decline of the nation, as the main strategic objective is to
slow the pace of reduction in the number of the population with a view to achieving a
trend of stabilization in the long term and of ensuring high quality of human capital[6]
Particular attention should be paid to the demographic factor in the shaping of social and
economic development programs and the implementation of regional economic and social
policies.[7]
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to determine the level of resilience of the command and
control function via its dominant sector in cities in the United States and forecast the level
of resilience for the period up to 2025. Changes in the WECI index were used to analyze
this issue. The index is calculated based on standardized values of financial data of
companies located in major metropolitan areas with a special focus on economic potential
and the variety of sectors present. The number of corporate headquarters decreased in
most cities in the U.S. (designated world economic centers) in the period 2006 – 2016,
while the resilience of their main sectors increased. The most important WECs in the
United States today are New York, Chicago, Houston, and San Jose. Research has shown
that the resilience of U.S. cities tended to increase in a lagging manner with respect to the
market value of U.S. companies following the 2008 global financial crisis. The forecast
for 2025 suggests that the leading WECs in the U.S. will be New York, Chicago, San
Jose, and San Francisco. No spatial patterns were noted in future changes in WECI values.
Both decreases and increases in WECI values occur more or less evenly across the United
States. Changes in U.S. WECI values also do not appear to be related to a one specific
sector of the U.S. economy.
Keywords: corporation, headquarters, industry sectors, world economic center
INTRODUCTION
The role of major corporations present in cities around the world has been examined by
researchers for several decades. Corporations serve as an important component of current
globalization processes and affect linkages between main cities around the world [1], [2],
[3]. Their role in globalization increases to the point where cities produce a greater impact
on the modern economy than do countries [4]. According to [5], [6], globalization
manifests itself also in the establishment or acquisition of plants in countries with lower
labor costs. In some cases, corporations establish sales offices in new countries, which
strengthens business linkages between [7], [8]. Hence, the general pattern is that of an
international economic system that enhances linkages between corporations and also
between cities [9]. It also can be said that there is a positive impast of network economy
on global trade and economy by reducing costs [10]. The location of a given company’s
headquarters and its actual place of business may be different in some cases. This is
especially true of companies with multiple divisions in sectors such as finance, services,
and trade. This pattern is less often observed in the case of industrial companies. In
summary, this means that the location of company headquarters is associated more with
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the control function than with the actual location of production resources [11]. It appears
that research on the location of company headquarters for the largest global corporations
displays the unique power of cities in the realm of control and management in the world
economy – and this is one of the many measures of city rank in the world (Taylor, 2004).
The headquarters of the largest corporations in the world produce the control and
management function of cities. In the view of [12], it is corporations listed by Forbes
Global 2000 that produce this function for cities on a global scale. Cities are also
examined in this respect by continent [27] primary geographic region [13] and by country
[14], [15]. The control and management function is also analyzed in terms of how a region
may attract research and development staff and facilities [16] and the concentration of
this function in different areas of the world [17].
The newest ideas in this area of study tend to focus on potential changes in the control
and management function in cities in times of crisis in a city’s principal economic sector.
The newest research covers global examples [18], [19] and specifically the region of
Eastern Europe [20], [21].
Given the dominance of U.S. cities in the world economy in the area of control and
management [22], it is reasonable to examine the extent to which their control and
management function is able to withstand crisis events in dominant sectors of the
economy in the United States. The present study also provides forecasts up to the year
2025.
DATA AND METHODS
The study uses data obtained from the Forbes Global 2000 list [23] and aggregated at the
metropolitan area level for cities with large metropolitan areas featuring key corporate
headquarters [22]. Data such as corporate revenue, profit, market value, and fixed asset
value were examined for the years 2006-2016. The data were then totaled for major
metropolitan areas with corporate headquarters. The number of headquarters per city was
also determined. In addition, the number of economic sectors per city was determined via
the classification established by Standard & Poor’s (Global Industry Classification
Standard: GICS).
The paper provides a comparison of the control and management potential of selected
metropolitan areas via a calculation of standardized values based on normalized values of
data provided in corporate financial reports for corporations headquartered in each studied
city. In this step of the research process, data such as revenue, profit, market value, and
fixed asset (x) value were determined for each studied sector (z) (1). The data were then
totaled in order to produce a comprehensive index of potential for each studied
metropolitan area (SWPSZ) (2). The analysis focused only on cities with four or more
main sectors of the economy.
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where
x- profit, revenue, market value, fixed asset value for selected metropolitan areas
k – sectors
m - number of large metropolitan areas per given sector
s - standard deviation for x
SZ - corporate headquarters
Calculations were performed for the years 2006-2016 in order to assess changes in values.
A test was performed to see which economic sector yields the strongest effect on the
control and management potential of a given city by subtracting individual sector values
from the index of potential for each given metropolitan area (SWPSZ). This made it
possible to check the change in standardized values (z’) for each studied country –
assuming that each initial value equals 100% (3).

z' =

SWPSZ − z k
SWPSZ

100

(3)

This calculation yields cities with the strongest area of economic specialization and also
the weakest sectors of the economy. The lower the value following subtraction of a given
sector, the more dependent the control and management potential on companies
belonging to a single sector, which may have been affected by economic fluctuations on
the international stage in that particular sector. Metropolitan areas characterized by large
differences in potential values between maximums and minimums following single sector
subtraction are also characterized by high specialization in one area of the economy and
inadequate development in some other areas of the economy. On the other hand,
metropolitan areas characterized by small maximum versus minimum differences may be
said to have evolved in a comprehensive manner in terms of their regional economies.
The data utilized in the study were used to construct an index of stability (IS) via the
division of the SWPSZ index by the standard deviation S of values obtained following
sector subtraction (z’) (4).

IS =

SWPSZ
Sz'

(4)

The higher the index value, the greater the stability – defined to be the lack of strong
economic specialization – of development across all analyzed sectors of a region’s
economy. The index also illustrates just how crisis in a principal sector of the economy
may affect the economic success of a given metropolitan area.
A comprehensive world economic center index (WECI) was [19] in order to
assess levels of sustainable global potential of major metropolitan areas. The index
includes information from other indexes such as the index of stability and the number of
economic sectors and the number of corporate headquarters. These elements are weighted
at 50%, 30%, and 20%, respectively (5). The index of stability shows the strength of a
city and its metropolitan area. A large number of sectors may yield a stabilizing effect on
the region in the event of a crisis in one or more economic sectors. Both sets of data are
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largely dependent on the number of corporate headquarters present in the given
metropolitan area. Hence, WECI consists of both information on the economic potential
of a region and its ability to respond to economic crisis. WECI analysis makes it possible
to more fully compare the potential of cities and their metropolitan areas with respect to
“corresponding” cities and metropolitan areas, i.e. those with similar stability index
values.

WECI =

50 IS + 30 k + 20 SZ
100

(5)

where SZ is the number of corporate headquarters
k - number of sectors
Aby zrozumieć rodzaje zmian zachodzących w systemie miast i jaka była pozycja
międzynarodowa można zastosować inne wskaźniki, wśród których można wyróżnić
miary rank oraz udziału procentowego wybranych wskaźników potencjału
ekonomicznego [24]. Trend analysis based on linear regression [25] was utilized to
determine WECI values and the sector structure of selected major metropolitan areas for
the years 2011-2016 or the period following the global financial crisis of 2008 [26].
It is important to note that calculations cannot be performed when the mean value for a
given sector equals zero. Normalization was performed basing on the normal distribution
and does not include an assessment of the asymmetricity of the data used. The normal
distribution was assumed to be sufficient in this study. This issue needs to be considered
when analyzing data – and normalization should not be performed for strongly skewed
distributions.
CORPORATIONS ACROSS THE WORLD
The number of corporate headquarters in traditionally strong economies such as the
United States and Japan decreased over the study period. A total of 703 headquarters in
2006 were located in the United States, which represented 35% of corporations listed on
the Forbes Global list. This value declined systematically until 2012 and began to increase
in 2013. The overall decline for the period 2006-2016 was 16%.

Figure 1. Number of corporate headquarters by three dominant countries
Author’s own work based on G. Csomós, 2017
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A different pattern was noted for Japan. In the years 2006-2008, the number of corporate
headquarters decreased, then increased in 2009 and then continued its decline for the next
several years. In the period 2006-2016, the decline in Japan stood at 32% or twice the rate
for corporations in the United States. The situation in China was found to be quite
different for the same period of time. Only 64 corporations listed by Forbes Global 2000
were noted in China in 2006 or 3.2% of the total on the list. By 2016 the number of
Chinese corporations on the list had increased to 249 for an equivalent rise of 342% (12%
of total number). Of the three countries studied, only China experienced a steady growth
in the number of Forbes-listed corporations from year to year. Even the global crisis of
2008 did not force a decline in the number of Forbes-listed Chinese corporations, as in
the case of American and Japanese corporations. Japan was ranked second for many years
until 2015 when China ascended into second place in terms of the number of Forbes-listed
firms in the world. China’s advantage over Japan increased further in 2016 (Fig. 1).

Figure 2. Company market value for the years 2006-2016 in trillions (USD)
Author’s own work based on G. Csomós, 2017

The most general pattern for the study period is that of a global increase in the market
value of global corporations. While the total market value of 2,000 leading corporations
in 2006 was 31 trillion USD, their total market value in 2016 increased to 44.5 trillion
USD. A rather large decline in market value did occur in 2009 due to the 2008 global
financial crisis. It took the 2,000 leading corporations two years to recover to their precrisis market value. A large decline in corporate market value occurred for all “big three”
economies, but the loss in Japan was the smallest at 38%. The loss of market value was
similar in China and the United States at 46% and 45%, respectively. It may be argued
that U.S. corporations handled the loss better than their Chinese counterparts. This is
shown by the fact that the number of corporate headquarters declined in the United States
in the period 2008-2009, while increasing in China. The mean loss in market value was
consequently smaller (per company) in the United States. The loss in market value in
China was 1% larger despite a larger number of corporations (Fig. 2).
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WORLD ECONOMIC CENTERS IN THE USA
A total of 25 U.S. cities were selected for analysis using the WEC index. The leader in
the number of U.S. corporate headquarters in both 2006 and 2016 was New York City.
The next two cities were ranked much lower – Chicago and San Jose. Data for 2006 shows
that of major U.S. cities located in traditionally strong industrial regions such as the BosNy-Wash megalopolis and the so-called Rust Belt Chicago-Toronto megalopolis, the top
ten cities include only New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, and Washington D.C..

Figure 3. Number of corporate headquarters in the years 2006-2016
Author’s own work based on G. Csomós, 2017

The two regions had played a key role in the American economy already in the 19th
century. The remaining six cities were found in the southern and southeastern parts of the
country. Only two cities on the list experienced an increase in the number of corporate
headquarters in the study period. One of these cities was Bridgeport in Connecticut with
an increase of 45.5%. The city is located relatively close to New York and its
attractiveness may be due to its close proximity to a leading global center of economics.
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On the other hand, 21 of the 25 studied cities experienced declines, the largest of which
occurred in Charlotte, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Denver, and Richmond (Fig. 3).
Table 1. Comprehensive WEC index for U.S. cities in 2006 - 2025
Year
WEC Index
Year
WEC Index
2006
161,5
2013
131,4
2007
151,1
2014
135,4
2008
142,7
2015
135,5
2009
134,4
2016
141,7
2010
134,5
2020
150,2
2011
129,5
2025
163,0
2012
127,1
Author’s own work based on G. Csomós, 2017

The comprehensive WEC index for U.S. cities for 2006 equaled 161.5. The resistance of
the control and management function to crisis declined until 2012 even though the value
of U.S. corporations began to rebound in 2010. On the other hand, most world economic
centers in the United States experienced a decline in the number of corporate
headquarters, which can naturally affect the value of the WEC index. Increases in the
index were noted again in 2012 and its value systematically increased until the final year
of analysis (2016) when it equaled 141.7 or 12% less than its value in 2006. U.S. cities
are expected to return to their 2006 level of resistance to crisis in the year 2025, as their
control and management function continues to rebound from its substantial decline
following the global financial crisis of 2008 (Tab. 1).

Figure 4. World economic centers and dominant sectors in 2016 in the U.S.

New York City is the decisive leader in terms of WEC index values and its ability to resist
crisis in its control and management function caused by a decline in the market value of
firms part of the dominant economic sector in the city (WECI = 23.5). The city is followed
by Chicago (10.7), San Jose (7.9), Houston (7.3), and San Francisco (7.2). U.S. world
economic centers are most often located in the northeastern part of the country, with only
Seattle in the northwest, with a relatively low WEC value of 3.5. Of the ten economic
sectors identified by Standard & Poor’s, every sector is dominant in at least one U.S. city.
The sectors that are most often dominant in U.S. cities were the media (6 cities), raw
materials (5 cities), discretionary consumer spending (4 cities), and industry (4 cities).
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The following sectors were dominant in only one city each: consumer goods, energy,
healthcare, IT, telecommunications (Fig. 4).

Figure 5. Forecast for WEC index values for the years 2016-2025

The forecast for 2025 shows a lack of change among cities most resistant to crisis in their
dominant economic sector. The top three cities remain unchanged: New York, Chicago,
San Jose. The three cities are also expected to experience an increase in resistance to crisis
in the range from 2.3 to 2.5 WEC index points. The increase in resistance to crisis is
expected to be greater only in the case of Atlanta (3.0). However, not all world economic
centers in the U.S. will experience increases in resistance. Seven cities will become more
susceptible by the year 2025 relative to 2016: Richmond, Houston, Washington,
Charlotte, Milwaukee, Phoenix, Denver. All seven cities already do not possess a high
WEC index value in 2016. The largest declines in stability will be noted for Denver (1.9), Phoenix (-1.8), Milwaukee (-1.5). Sector differences will not change substantially
between 2016 and 2025 (Fig. 5). The raw materials sector will dominate the economies
of six U.S. world economic centers in 2025 (5 in 2016). Discretionary consumer spending
will dominate four cities in 2025 – the same as in 2016. The media will be the dominant
sector in four cities in 2025 compared with six cities in 2016. At the same time, healthcare
will no longer dominate in any world economic center in the U.S. in 2025, with
predominance in 2016 only in San Diego.
RESULTS
Despite the occurrence of economic crises from time to time, the largest corporations gain
in strength due to the effects of globalization. Many are considered “too big to fail” and
may count on government financial assistance in the event of a major crisis. Cities home
to major corporations boast the ability to control and manage the world economy. The
current leader in this respect is Beijing followed by New York, Tokyo, London, and Paris.
Despite the global financial crisis of 2008, the United States continues to lead in the area
of global corporations – 30% of all corporations listed by Forbes Global 2000 have their
headquarters in this country. Japan was the second largest concentrator of corporations
until recently, but was replaced by China in 2015, which is constantly advancing in world
rankings. The number of headquarters declined in most U.S. world economic centers
between 2006 and 2016, although the level of resistance of principal sectors to crisis did
increase over the same time period. At this time, the most important world economic
centers in the U.S. are New York, Chicago, Houston, San Jose, and San Francisco. It is
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noteworthy that the resistance of U.S. cities to crisis increased later relative to their
increase in market value following the global financial crisis of 2008.
Forecasts indicate that Atlanta, San Jose, and San Francisco will strengthen the most by
2025 – more than the strongest U.S. cities such as New York and Chicago. The largest
decline is expected to affect Milwaukee, Charlotte, Denver, and Washington D.C..
Changes in locally dominant sectors will be minor. The main dominant sectors in 2025
will be raw materials (6 cities), media (4 cities), and discretionary consumer spending (4
cities). Changes in the WEC index values for 2025 will not vary spatially. Both increases
and decreases in WEC value will occur more or less evenly across the United States.
WECI rates of change are also not affected by any specific sector of the economy.
It appears that for a city to grow in an economically stable manner in terms of its control
and management function, it needs to possess several economic sectors and not be limited
by the dominance of a single sector. When a crisis occurs in a primary regional sector, its
effects are less pronounced if this sector does not overly dominate other main sectors in
the region. Hence, diversity of economic sectors is one goal which cities ought to pursue
in order to yield a stable control and management function. On the other hand, a stable
city with a diverse local economy may be less recognizable in the world, as opposed to
cities with a renowned primary sector including New York as the financial capital of the
world and San Jose as the IT capital of the world.
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ABSTRACT
The descendants of the Maya living in modern-day Mexico distinguish themselves via
language and advanced culture with respect to all other ethnic groups in the country.
Features characteristic of the Maya include their dress, customs, and traditional living
quarters. Their unique style of home construction is the result of their social and economic
status and benefits generated by this form of traditional architecture. However, a number
of factors are causing a decline in this traditional form of home construction. Two related
factors are modernization and development in rural areas in Mexico. Another key factor
is the perception that traditional ways of life and forms of housing are forms of
backwardness. This is a view held by many in Mexican society. Many individuals have
forgotten that traditional forms of architecture yield certain benefits unavailable
elsewhere including the use of natural materials and technologies, ability to create ethnic
and regional identity via housing traditions, and traditional ways of life that help the poor
survive. All of these reasons may serve as an important basis for action that is designed
to help foster sustainable development on a social level and a regional level. One
additional reason to protect traditional ways of life is related to the promotion of tourism
in a given geographic region.
The present study examines traditional home construction, as practiced by the modernday Maya inhabitants of three Mexican states in the Yucatan Peninsula: Campeche,
Quintana Roo, Yucatán. The study relies on statistical data obtained from the Mexican
census: Encuesta Intercensal 2015 en Mexico. It also uses data obtained from other
sources including fieldwork in the region. The study yields key characteristics of
traditional housing and their distribution across geographic space in the study area.
INTRODUCTION
The present-day Maya population consists of descendants of a highly developed human
civilization. It occupies areas in the present-day countries of Mexico, Guatemala, Belize,
and Honduras. The key characteristic of this roughly six-million population is its use of
the Maya group of several dozen languages [10]. However, it is also quite diverse in terms
of culture, as manifested by slightly different dress, religious practices, and the dates and
types of holydays celebrated by each group of Maya.
The present study examines traditional housing produced by the Maya currently
inhabiting the Yucatan Peninsula in southeastern Mexico. The Maya homeland consists
largely of lowlands situated atop permeable limestone rocks with multiple signs of karst
forming limestone caves known as cenotes. The region is covered with tropical forests
growing across semi-desert-type plains as well as chapparal-type plant communities that
consist of sclerophyllous bushes and trees that remain green year-round [7]. The climate
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of the region is both hot and humid. Its southern part features wetland areas that do not
favor settlement. The region’s natural environment and local climate yield very specific
living conditions.
The purpose of the study was to examine the living conditions of the population residing
in Maya lands in southeastern Mexico as a manifestation of traditional lifestyle patterns
and material culture. In the study, it was assumed that two key characteristics of
traditional home construction are the material used to construct walls and roofs and the
material used to construct floors. Statistical data were used to perform a spatial analysis
of differences in building materials used to construct residential structures in the study
area. The study area consists of three Mexican states located in the Yucatan Peninsula.
Areas inhabited by the native population were identified in the course of the study. Most
native inhabitants in the study area happen to be Maya residents who preserve key local
traditions and lifestyles via their manner of home construction and living conditions.
MAYAS IN THE YUCATÁN PENINSULA VERSUS
OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS IN MEXICO
A total of 19 ethnic groups in Mexico use some type of Maya language (Tab. 1) (XIII
Censo General de Población y Vivienda). Almost 1/3 of the indigenous population in
Mexico speaks a Maya language. The largest Maya community is that of the MayaYucateco Indians at almost 800,000 inhabitants. The second largest Maya community at
470,000 inhabitants (6.8% of indigenous population) speaks the Tseltal language, while
the third largest community at almost 430,000 inhabitants (6.2% of indigenous peoples)
speaks the Tsotsil language. The remaining ethnic groups speaking Maya languages in
Mexico are much smaller. Most of the studied Maya groups live in the state of Chiapas.
Of the 32 Mexican states, the largest percentage of Indians is found in Oaxaca, Yucatan,
and Chiapas. More than 25% of the general population aged 3 or older speaks an Indian
language. The most diverse region of Mexico in terms of the number of ethnic groups is
the capital region of Distrito Federal and the surrounding state of Estado Mexico. This
region is inhabited by 58 of the 70 ethnic groups officially identified by the government
of Mexico [11], [13].
Table 1. Population speaking indigenous languages in Mexico and in the study area (2010)
The percentage of people
aged 3 years and more using
The number of people aged
one of the languages from
3 years and more speaking
Mayan languages group in
indigenous languages (2010) the indigenous population
Campeche,
Campeche,
Quintana Roo
Quintana Roo
Mexico
& Yucatán
Mexico
& Yucatán
Indigenous languages (in total speakers)
6 913 362
835 642
100
100
Mayan languages group in total (number 2 207 657
817 275
31,93
97,80
of speakers)
Mayan languages (number of speakers):
Maya-Yucateco
795 499
787 449
11,51
94,23
Tseltal
474 298
3 461
6,86
0,41
Tsotsil
429 168
4 367
6,21
0,52
Ch'ol
222 051
14 530
3,21
1,74
Huasteco
166 952
50
2,41
0,01
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Tojolabal
54 201
257
0,78
0,03
Chontal de Tabasco
37 224
376
0,54
0,04
Mam
10 467
2 048
0,15
0,25
Q’anjob’al
9 625
3 077
0,14
0,37
Chuj
2 632
312
0,04
0,04
Awakateko
1 997
17
0,03
0,00
Q’eqchi’
1 279
990
0,02
0,12
Lacandón
926
1
0,01
0,00
Jakalteko
602
68
0,01
0,01
K’iche’
391
165
0,01
0,02
Qato'k/Motocintleco
106
0
0,00
0,00
Kaqchikel
103
36
0,00
0,00
Ixil
83
71
0,00
0,01
Teko
53
0
0,00
0,00
Source: Own compilation based on XIII Censo General de Población y Vivienda, 2010 [1].

Indians constitute 29.5% of the general population (three years of age and older) of the
Mexican state of Yucatan, 11.9% in Campeche, and 16.1% in Quintana Roo. The
population of these three states speaking one of the Maya languages constitutes a clear
majority among people speaking native languages in these states. More than 96% of the
native population (aged 3 and older) speaks a Maya language in the states of Campeche
and Quintana Roo. In the state of Yucatan, it is 99%. The largest ethnic minority in the
Mexican federation, the Maya Yucateco Indians, inhabit mostly regions of the Yucatan
Peninsula, with the largest groups found in the three studied states: Yucatán, Campeche,
Quintana Roo.
TRADITIONAL MAYA HOMESTEAD
AS AN EXPRESSION OF CULTURAL IDENTITY
Traditional home construction in Mexico bears witness to the contemporary use of
knowledge and skills honed during the Pre-Columbian era. It is important to note that
while some key characteristics have remained static, the means of construction and also
the materials used have been adapted to both constantly changing social and economic
conditions and new planning requirements [8]. The architectural heritage of the original
Maya civilization, which is recognized worldwide in certain forms, may be found in the
ancient urban centers of the Maya region in the form of monumental stone structures –
mostly sacred sites and political monuments. Less frequently recognized are structures
that used to serve a majority of citizens in the Maya city states. These structures include
the homes of Maya peasants. These were constructed of nondurable materials and were
the pillars of the Maya homestead known as a solar. There exists proof that houses with
garden and orchards – resembling those of today – were in existence already prior to the
arrival of Columbus in the late 15th century. These houses experienced change over time
but their overall form remains the same today. Historical houses of the original Maya
peoples remain an important element of the cultural heritage still in use by the modern
Maya population in Mexico [8].
A Maya homestead is an enclosed area featuring a complex system of traditional
agricultural production. A typical solar includes crop production, animal husbandry, as
well as craftwork whose primary purpose is to serve the needs of homestead owners. A
solar will normally include several residential-type and farm-type buildings along with a
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number of small agricultural fields, spaces used to manufacture tools for daily use and
spaces for building materials. In addition to agricultural products designed to meet the
ongoing needs of its owners, a solar produces feed for animals kept within its bounds. A
surplus in production – both in farm products and crafts – is sold at markets in the area in
order to yield extra income for the farm family [6]. Hence, the land associated with a
traditional homestead in Mexico serves as an important cultural element, which is very
characteristic of the native Maya population. This type of space remains a prerequisite for
biological and social continuity in the Maya community [5]. The social function of a solar
is one of its most important characteristics. The area of the homestead functions as a space
to help build and maintain family ties and social ties in general. This is reflected in part
in the transmission of knowledge to future generations on the functioning of this complex
agricultural and social system. The homestead is also a space for the creation of new
adaptive strategies that allow a given family to earn an income and acquire the goods it
needs to function on a daily basis [6].
In the Pre-Columbian period, the Maya homestead was rather dispersed, and was not
limited by clear boundaries. This changed during the colonial era when homesteads were
assigned specific amounts of land. This made it possible to create a more ordered system
of homesteads limited by new roads [2]. In modern times, a typical solar found in the
Yucatan ranges between 250 m2 and 1,000 m2 in surface area. This space serves as an
area for the daily activities of a modern Maya family. It includes several buildings such
as a main residence, separate kitchen, and various agricultural buildings. Other key
features of the homestead include open spaces where the everyday activities of a family
occur along with the functioning of the entire farm unit – animal husbandry, agriculture
including crops and trees, and the manufacture of crafts.
One of the traditional elements of the spatial structure of a solar is the residence. This is
a structure that links residential requirements with capabilities provided by the local
natural environment. The research literature provides a special term for traditional
residential structures built by the Maya in the Yucatan Peninsula: la vivienda vernácula
[8]. The specific nature of traditional home construction is the product of centuries of
local tradition, and the key methods needed to utilize natural construction materials are
carefully transmitted to future generations. This is a fine example of a community that is
able to adapt to local environmental conditions and the social and cultural landscape of
its region. Every change in the construction method or in the raw materials used results
in a change in the appearance of homestead buildings and their key characteristics; this
also affects their physical shape and the functioning of the homestead as a whole [3].
A traditional home constructed by the Maya inhabiting the Yucatan Peninsula is oval in
shape and does not possess corners (Fot. 1). Its typical dimensions are roughly 9 meters
in length and 4 to 6 meters in width. Entrances are found along the longer sides of each
home, which helps improve air circulation inside the home. The latter is very important
in a hot and humid climate. The family home is most often situated along the boundary
of the homestead and may lie directly adjacent to the street. In other cases, the home is
situated in the middle of the homestead. Construction materials used to build the Maya
home are natural and hail from local sources. It is estimated that somewhere between 35
and 45 plant types may be used as building materials in the construction of a traditional
home. Roofs are covered with palm leaves. The main frame of the home is wooden. The
walls are constructed in the shape of a palisade using thin vertical beams, which are then
usually covered with clay mixed with dry grass and water [8]. A traditional Maya home
has an earthen floor. The construction materials used to build the home are made by the
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residents of the future home themselves. Other members of the local community help in
some instances in the production process as well.

Figure 1. Traditional Maya’s home (Cuzama town).
Sorce: author’s work

The use of natural building materials makes it easier to link them with the local ecological
cycle. In addition, the use of natural materials and the nature of the structure itself help
traditional homes maintain a favorable thermal equilibrium. This protects the residents
from excessive heat during the day and provides heat at night. The special wall cover
helps assure air circulation inside the home [8]. The Maya home represents both a
residential space and a recreational space. It is also a space designed to host craftworks,
religious practices, and everyday life activities. The residential part of the home is quite
modest in most cases and includes a closet, table, and space for religious devotion – this
includes a small altar with images of Christian saints and also figures of Mayan gods in
some instances. Hammocks are hung inside the home at night and are used for sleeping.
The residential building is usually the largest structure inside a solar, which also includes
other smaller structures. This includes a kitchen, which is most often located in a separate
building. In rare cases, a kitchen will be found inside the residential structure. Materials
used to construct a kitchen are also natural and include wood (sometimes this is a palisade
structure) and palm leaves that serve to cover the roof. Walls are frequently not filled in
with any material and possess a relatively loose structure, which enables the free
exchange of air with the outside of the structure. The inside of the kitchen includes a
traditional fireplace, which is used to prepare meals, along with necessary equipment.
Other buildings inside a Mayan solar perform a non-residential function in most cases
and may include a grain and hay storage silo, pantry, toilet, area for washing one’s clothes,
chicken house, and barn. Many homesteads also feature a special area known as a
cochinita pibil or an area used to prepare a traditional meal with the same name – this
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meal is characteristic of the Yucatan Peninsula. A critical element of the homestead is a
well designed to yield drinking water. Wells used to be a very important part of the area
landscape where finding groundwater is very difficult. Aside from karst wells and lakes
in so-called cenotes, it is rare to find sources of groundwater in the region. The region’s
access to drinking water has improved in recent decades and municipal water mains are
now available in some locations.
TRADITIONAL FORMS OF CONSTRUCTION
– THE CUZAMA MUNICIPALTY CASE STUDY
Cuzama is a town of more than 3,500 inhabitants, located in the state of Yucatan in a rural
township with the same name (Fig. 1). Traditional buildings were identified in Cuzama
via field excursions in 2018 and Street View software by Google Maps (Fig. 2). A total
of 218 buildings were identified in Cuzama with a structure that could be completely or
in part considered traditional. Buildings labeled “traditional” were distributed in a rather
regular pattern across the studied town, with the exception of its central part, which has a
number of public institutions and service sector buildings.

Merida

Municipality of
Cuzamá

Cuzamá

Figure 1. Localization of Cuzama town.
Source: own compilation.

The town of Cuzama has experienced a sort of boom in recent years thanks to a fairly
new sector of the local economy – tourism. The town’s residents have discovered that
local cenotes represent a tourist attraction and can help generate income for locals. The
main source of income for local residents serving tourists is transportation. It is this
newfound popularity of the town that has yielded additional income for its residents – and
whose ability to build new homes has greatly improved in recent years. Is often the case
now that local residents abandon their traditional homes in favor of new buildings made
of brick and mortar. Of the over 200 traditional buildings examined in this study, many
are now used in conjunction with newer buildings. Some traditional buildings are put to
new use. Sometimes a residential structure is turned into a kitchen or a farm-type building.
In other cases, traditional Maya homes are simply abandoned and wither away in the
elements.
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Figure 2. Traditional houses in Cuzama town.
Source: own compilation based on field work and Google Maps Street View

MATERIALS USED TO BUILD HOMES
IN THE MEXICAN PART OF THE YUCÁTAN PENINSULA
Data for the year 2015 were acquired from Mexico’s Statistics Institute (INEGI) in order
to identify areas characterized by traditional home construction in the Yucatan Peninsula.
The Institute’s Encuesta Intercensal [4] in 2015 was a survey study designed to assess
the housing conditions of local residents. The survey also inquired about home
construction materials. The survey data were used to perform a spatial analysis of home
construction materials for three states in the Yucatan Peninsula: Yucatan, Quintana Roo,
Campeche. The survey focused on the spatial distribution of homes built using materials
designated nondurable. The studied materials included materials used to construct walls,
roofs, and floors.
The following roofing materials were deemed nondurable in the survey: carton, different
types of waste, palm leaves, dried plant stalks, and panels made of asbestos or cement.
The highest share of buildings covered using just one of the above types of roof coverage
materials was noted in the southern part of the Yucatan Peninsula – more than 24% of the
studied homes (Fig. 3). This region consists largely of rural areas and a few small towns.
The smallest share of homes covered using materials deemed nondurable was noted in
large cities such as Merida and Cancun as well as their immediate vicinity (less than 6%
of homes). Of the three examined states, the highest mean percentage of nondurable
material homes was noted in Campeche (43%), which was also higher than the national
average (21.7%). The two other states examined in this study ranked lower than the
national average for Mexico: Quintana Roo (11.1%), Yucatán (9.3%).
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%
less than 6
6-12
12-18
18-24
more than 24

Figure 3. The share of homes covered using materials deemed nondurable.
Source: own compilation based on Encuesta Intercensal, 2015 [4].

In addition, homes with walls constructed using nondurable materials were also examined
in the study. The survey by Mexico’s Statistics Institute considered a number of wall
construction materials to be nondurable: carton, bamboo, cane, palm, aluminum panels,
asbestos panels, wood, adobe bricks formed of clay, mud, and silt mixed with a dose of
dried grass blades or other plant stalks.

%
less than 2
2-7
7-12
12-17
more than 17

Figure 4. The share of homes with walls constructed using nondurable materials
Source: own compilation based on Encuesta Intercensal, 2015 [4].
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The national average for nondurables is 10.7%. As in the case of homes built with
nondurable roofs, the percentage of homes in the Yucatan Peninsula built with walls made
of nondurable materials was also above the national average in the state of Campeche
(15.7%). The two other studied states placed below the national average: Quintana Roo
(7.3%), Yucatán (4.1%). The highest share of homes of this type, based on data at the
township (municipio) level, was noted for both southern and eastern parts of the study
area. The lowest share at less than 2% was noted in the northern part of the study area,
especially in the metropolitan area of Merida and in the central districts of the city of
Merida itself (Fig. 4).
The last home construction component examined in this study was the material used to
build floors. Earthen floors were also considered as a traditional flooring type – and this
is also a nondurable construction material. The national average for Mexico in the area of
earthen floors is 3.5%. In this case, all three examined states fell below the national
average: Campeche – 3.1%, Quintana Roo – 2.1%, Yucatán – 1.6%. When the data are
examined on a township basis, the clearly emerging spatial pattern is that of an eastern
part, southern part, and all other parts (Fig. 5). The eastern part does not include the city
of Cancun as well as its metropolitan area. The first group of townships consists of
townships with the share of homes equipped with nondurable floors at less than 4%
(maximum of 14%). The lowest percentages were calculated for the city of Merida and
its metropolitan area.

%
less than 1
1-2
2-3
3-4
more than 4

Figure 5. The share of homes with earthen floors
Source: own compilation based on Encuesta Intercensal, 2015 [4].

The statistical data available were used to construct a typology of townships for the
Yucatan in terms of the percentage share of nondurable materials employed to build
homes. Four residential building types were identified in the study area, where the value
of each of the three aforementioned indicators was compared to the mean for the whole
study area:
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-

Type I – all three indicators above the mean
Type II – two indicators above the mean, one indicator below the mean
Type III – one indicator above the mean, two indicators below the mean
Type IV – all three indicators below the mean

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of each identified type. The pattern is that of
regionalization of townships with a majority of homes built of nondurable materials.
Townships with all three indicators above the area average (Type 1, 33 townships) were
located primarily in the southern and central parts of the Yucatan Peninsula. Townships
with all three indicators below the area average (Type IV) were located primarily in the
close vicinity of key regional cities such as Merida and Cancun. Type IV accounted for
the largest number of townships in the study area – 63 townships. The smallest number
of townships was distributed between the two intermediate township types: Type II (11
townships, Type III (19 townships). The location of intermediate townships tends to be
transitional in nature between Type I and Type IV. This indicates a gradual move away
from traditional home construction in rural areas in the central and southern parts of the
study area towards home construction based on more durable materials such as cement,
concrete, and stone in more urbanized areas in the Yucatan Peninsula.

Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV

Figure 6. Typology of townships for the Yucatan in terms of the percentage share
of nondurable materials employed to build homes
Source: own compilation based on Encuesta Intercensal, 2015 [4].

SUMMARY
In the modern world, traditional home construction is just one of the many main options
available to individuals seeking to build or buy a home. In the Yucatan, there is still a
fairly large group of residents who take advantage of this option. The prevalence of this
type of home construction method most likely results from the socioeconomic status of
the region’s residents rather than from any benefits derived from this specific home
building method [8]. The abandonment of traditional home construction methods in the
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study area results from both modernization and general economic development as well as
changes in lifestyles considered to be backward by modern Mexican society in cases
where nondurable natural materials are replaced with modern equivalents such as foil,
asbestos, and sheet metal [3]. This is readily observable in the spatial distribution of
buildings constructed of nondurable materials – higher rates of usage of nondurables are
noted in rural areas and small towns. The usage of nondurables in major cities such as
Merida and Cancun is negligible. It is likely that large cities will continue to expand in
the future and suburbanization will lead to a decline in traditional Maya housing. This is
particularly likely in the case of rapidly expanding Cancun, where traditional housing is
being replaced with tourism-related housing and infrastructure [12].
What is often forgotten is the array of benefits derived from traditional methods of home
construction. This trend applies both to Mexican society and its government. In particular,
the key benefit of traditional home construction is the use of natural materials and
traditional technologies. Both may serve as a basis for development based on ideas
associated with sustainable growth of societies and regions. In addition, the traditional
form of economic life known as homesteading (living within a solar) may constitute an
important way of finding opportunities to survive for Mayan families living in poverty.
The solar provides a place to produce food and other basic products needed to survive
poverty. An additional benefit derived from traditional architecture is the ability to build
and maintain ethnic and regional identity by combining tradition, customs, and defined
physical spaces that foster family functioning and by extension community functioning.
The use of traditional housing methods along with culturally characteristic customs and
forms of dress also yield an immensely important element of tourist attractiveness for a
given geographic region. In addition to drawing tourists with its beautiful areas of sandy
beaches, historical sites, and natural attractions, the Yucatan Peninsula attracts tourists
with its characteristic culture associated with the present-day Mayan community [9].
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ABSTRACT
The influence of the social, economic, political, cultural and other changes and processes
that are taking place in the country can be felt in the demogeographic changes that the
Republic of Macedonia faces today. This global trend of demogeographic changes, such
as lower birth and fertility rates, new conceptions of marriage and family, delayed
marriage, new types of communities, changes in the educational level of the population,
changes in the economic status, increased number of divorces and other, are also present
in the Republic of Macedonia.
The phenomenon of increased number of divorces is especially concerning, because it is
becoming an integral part of the society more and more, and it reflects on all the processes
of the population, particularly fertility. Despite the new understanding of life and the new
types of informal communities, in most countries (even in the most developed), most of
the children are still born within the marital union.
This paper elaborates the regional analysis of the trend of divorced marriages in the
Republic of Macedonia, the crude divorce rate, the number of divorces per 1,000
inhabitants older than 15 years and the number of divorces per 1,000 marriages in the
period from 1991 to 2016. Divorces are also processed according to certain characteristics
of the spouses. The purpose of this research is to point out the differences that occur
among the regions when it comes to divorce.
Keywords: divorces, divorce rate, regional differences, Republic of Macedonia.
INTRODUCTION
The divorce is a personal and private matter and the decision whether marriage should be
ended in divorce or not is the choice of the spouses. By definition, divorce is limited to
official unions (be they religious or civil) that can be officially dissolved [3]. The marriage
is valid only in conditions when it is concluded before the competent state authorities,
and a divorce can only be obtained by the courts responsible for the divorce proceedings
[19].
The phenomenon of divortiality is particularly interesting from the demographic point of
view because it effects on the whole range of processes related to population, and
especially emphasizes the influence on the level of fertility [9]. Despite the new thoughts
about life and the new types of informal communities, "It is well known that still today
in majority of countries, even in those most developed, the highest extent of births in the
population occurs within the marital community." [9].
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The traditional reasons why divorce was avoided in the past were "for the sake of the
children" or to maintain family’s "good name". Back then, the kind of marriage "till death
do us part", was the dominant model of community, while the divorce was the dominant
legal response to the instability of such a community. As community models changed
over times and differ more and more, the methods and forms of the outcome of such
communities become numerous. As the number of marriages ending in divorce is more
frequent, the process of termination of marriage is changing, becomes more flexible and
adaptable to the new phenomena. The legal changes might have enabled easy divorce, but
other factors, such as changing social mores, greater independence among the younger
generation, higher expectations of marriage than in the past, leading to disillusionment
when marriages strike trouble, women’s greater independence, and increasing
temptations for married people to stray in a broader information-filled world have been
mentioned as key factors driving the divorce trends [3].
Nowadays, divorce is typically accompanied by a process of family reorganization that
includes changes in the parent-child relationship, household routines and living
arrangements, socioeconomic circumstances, and social support systems [16].
There are some well-known factors that make married people at higher risk of divorce
such as: lower educational level and lower incomes, living together before marriage,
premarital pregnancy, religious affiliation, coming from a family of divorced parents, a
feeling of insecurity, and more. The spouses who decide to end the marriage with divorce,
among the reasons for divorce state: disagreements, infidelity, insufficient commitment,
getting married at a very young age, very high expectations of marriage, inequality in the
relationships, unpreparedness to marry and domestic violence.
DATA SOURCES AND METHODS OF WORK
The available census data, as well as the data from the vital statistics, enable monitoring
of most of the population structures and processes of the population [14]. Observed
through the published statistical data by official statistics, which refer to the Natural
Population Change in the Republic of Macedonia, among other data on vital events and
processes, (number of births, number of deaths, number of marriages) can be found data
on the number of divorces, the duration of the marriage, the number of supported children
born during marriage, and the number of divorces according to certain characteristics of
the spouses such as age, ethnicity, education and occupation.
A much clearer picture of the frequency of divorces can be obtained by calculating the
divorce rate. In order to calculate the divorce rate, it is necessary to know the total number
of the population, which is why data from the regular annual publications of the State
Statistical Office are used i.e., Population estimates by sex and age by municipality and
statistical regions (NUTS 3 -2007) for the respective years and the Statistical Yearbooks,
taking in consideration the fact that the last census of the population, households and
dwellings in the country was conducted in 2002 [12]. This research could have given even
stronger results if we had available data to calculate the specific divorce rates, such as
data on the number of persons currently married.
The simplest measure of divorce is the Crude Divorce Rate (CDR), or the number of
divorces in a year per 1,000 population at midyear. Note that the Crude Divorce Rate
represents the number of divorces, not the number of people getting divorced [5]. The
Crude Divorce Rate, just looked at is the most widely used measure of the instability of
marriage, but it has the limitation because it expresses the divorce rate with reference to
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the entire population, including children and single adults, rather than concentrating on
the population at risk, namely the currently married. When we use a better-focused
measure that quantifies divorce per 1,000 married people (which is possible only for
countries where up-to-date data on the marital status of the population are available) [4],
then we can get much more reliable data. The Crude Divorce Rate is used in
regions/countries where the data necessary for calculating more refined rates are not
available [17].
Apart from the Crude Divorce Rate, the General Divorce Rate (GDR) is also calculated,
i.e., the number of divorces (and not the number of divorced couples) for every 1,000 of
the population aged 15 years and above [17]. This rate is calculated by dividing the
number of divorces during the reference year/period of time by the estimated population
aged 15 years and above in the middle of that year/period of time and multiplying the
result by 1,000 [17]. The number of divorces per 1,000 marriages that is also calculated,
is an indicator that takes into account both values of nuptiality and divortiality, and thus
gives a good insight into the course of the matrimonial transformation process [9].
The census and vital statistics data enable monitoring and comparison of the dynamics in
the demographic processes at different territorial units and different time periods. The
regional review, analysis refers to the eight statistical regions in the Republic of
Macedonia i.e., the NUTS level 3, according the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for
Statistics in the Republic of Macedonia [15].
For the purposes of this research are used the analytical-statistical, mathematical,
statistical and comparative method. During the analysis and data processing was made a
comparative analysis of the results from the research to some previous researches that
treat this issue, i.e., relevant demographic studies done so far [12]. Although, in all of the
previous geographical population researches in the Republic of Macedonia, the issue of
divorce is barely ever elaborated, and all the researches related to divorces are part of
some complex geographical research that have the population in their focus.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The marital status of the population with all its characteristics and specificities is a special
challenge for studying by geographers because it reflects at some segments in the
demographic development of the country or its separate regions [13].
Despite the fact that we live in a rapidly evolving society that is becoming more educated,
more mobile and more interconnected, and besides all of our progress, a steadily
increasing divorce rate indicates that we are missing the mark when it comes to the
selection of a life partner [18].
Table 1. Divorces in the Republic of Macedonia, 1991-2016
Year
1991
1994
2002
2011
2016

Number of divorces
496
612
1,310
1,753
1,985

Index
1991 = 100
100
123.4
264.1
353.4
400.2
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Figure 1. Divorces in the Republic of Macedonia, 1991-2016
Source: [21]

The increased number of divorces in the last period is part of this development and is
among the most frequent characteristics of family changes in the last decades. The rise in
divorce rates in recent decades and the liberalization of divorce law have generally gone
hand in hand in most countries [4].
What is the frequency of divorced marriages in the Republic of Macedonia like, can be
seen in Table 1 and Figure 1. Namely, the number of divorces increased by 4 times in the
analyzed period. The lowest number of divorces was recorded in 1991 and was only
slightly higher in 1994. In 2002, the number was more than doubled compared to the
previous analyzed year.
The reduced values in 1991 can be linked to the then political instability which, to a
certain extent, reduced the chance of independent life, but also with the traditional values
which in that period were respected to a greater extent.
The degree of variation is more evident if one looks at the Crude Divorce Rate (divorces
per 1,000 inhabitants), but in different regions of the country, they are differences in how
long, how fast and how far the divorce rate can reach. However, a more detailed picture
of the frequency of divorces can be obtained by calculating the number of divorces per
1,000 inhabitants older than 15 and the number of divorces per 1,000 marriages.
Table 2. Divorce rates in the Republic of Macedonia, 1991-2016
Year
1991
1994
2002
2011
2016

Crude Divorce Rate
0.24
0.31
0.65
0.85
0.96

General Divorce Rate
0.32
0.42
0.82
1.03
1.15

Divorces per 1,000 marriages
32.39
38.89
90.21
118.96
150.39

Source: [22] and author's calculations

The Crude Divorce Rate increased from 0.24‰ in 1991, to 0.96‰ in 2016 or by 4 times.
The General Divorce Rate increased from 0.32‰ to 1.15‰ for the same period, or by
almost 4 times. The lowest value of the number of divorces per 1,000 marriages was
recorded in 1991 i.e., 32.39‰, while the highest value was recorded in 2016 i.e.,
150.39‰.
These values point out to the fact that in the Republic of Macedonia the number of
marriages is getting smaller, while the number of divorces is continually increasing,
which can be seen in the sustainability of marriages. Bearing in mind that the number of
marriages has shown a slow but continuous decline, we can assume that even with the
same number of divorces, the value of this indicator will continue to grow [9]. The
increases in divorce rates have been among the most visible features of the recent decades
of family change [8].
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Given the differences in the distribution of the population and its structure, as well as the
differences in the level of development of the regions, there are certainly regional
differences in the divorce trend.
In Table 3, we can note that in the period 1991 to 2002, the most significant is the
participation of the Polog region, while in 2011, the primacy goes to the Skopje region.
This can certainly be related to the massive internal migration, directed mainly towards
the Skopje region, which resulted with the largest concentration of the population in this
region. The Skopje and Polog region are followed by the Southwest region, while the
other regions have smaller participation.
Table 3: Regional differences in the number of divorces, 1991-2016
Regions
East
Southeast
Southwest
Pelagonia
Polog
Northeast
Skopje
Vardar
Total

1991
Divorces
%
39
7.8
49
9.9
103 20.8
72 14.5
112 22.6
35
7
42
8.5
44
8.9
496
100

1994
Divorces
48
74
106
85
188
9
76
26
612

%
7.9
12.1
17.3
13.9
30.7
1.5
12.4
4.2
100

2002
Divorces
%
116
8.9
91
6.9
78
5.9
151 11.5
419
32
45
3.4
367
28
43
3.4
1310
100

2011
Divorces
%
128
7.3
176
10
184 10.5
158
9
321 18.3
152
8.7
550 31.4
84
4.8
1753
100

2016
Divorces
211
185
171
218
399
89
591
121
1985

%
10.6
9.3
8.6
11.0
20.1
4.5
29.8
6.1
100

Source: [21] and author's calculations

Changes in divorce rates have been linked to the conceptual changes, increasing education and changing labor force participation of women, changing nature of spouse selection,
changes in age at marriage, the extent of social support for divorced women, changes in
religious and civil laws regulating divorce and changes in life expectancy [3].
Table 4. Regional differences in the divorce rates, 1991-2016

Regions
East
Southeast
Southwest
Pelagonia
Polog
Northeast
Skopje
Vardar
Total

CDR
0.27
0.44
0.50
0.35
0.67
0.05
0.14
0.17
0.31

1994

2002

2016

GDR

Divorces
per 1,000
marriages

CDR

GDR

Divorces
per 1,000
marriages

CDR

GDR

Divorces
per 1,000
marriages

0.34
0.58
0.69
0.44
0.96
0.07
0.18
0.22
0.42

38.37
57.50
56.53
44.97
64.90
6.67
18.07
26.48
38.89

0.64
0.53
0.35
0.63
1.38
0.26
0.63
0.28
0.65

0.78
0.66
0.46
0.77
1.85
0.37
0.79
0.34
0.82

105.74
81.39
41.27
104.72
141.89
42.57
90.93
46.29
90.21

1.20
1.07
0.78
0.95
1.24
0.50
0.95
0.79
0.96

1.39
1.27
0.92
1.12
1.49
0.61
1.16
0.94
1.15

227.62
161.85
120.00
170.85
154.65
77.86
155.90
132.39
150.39

Source: [23], [20], [27] and author's calculations

Divorces by the age of the spouses - In the Figures 2 and 3 can be noted that during the
analyzed period, the highest share in the total number of divorces until 2011 has the age
groups of 25 to 39 years for the husband, and the age groups of 30 to 44 in 2016, that is,
the age groups of 20 to 39 years for the wife until 2011, and then, the age groups of 25 to
39 years. The age group up to 20 years is less likely to participate in the total number of
divorces, for both, husband and wife, due to the smaller number of people who are getting
married at this age.
Over the past 25 years, the divorce has significantly moved towards the later years of the
marital life. Divorce, moving to later stages of marriage can partly be explained by the
fact that children become independent and leave the parental home during this period,
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which causes traditional marital union, in which partners are connected by parenting, to
lose one of its most important connective elements [10]. This can be confirmed by the
fact that more people over the age of 50, among men as well as among women, decide to
interrupt the marriage, which according to their age probably lasted for more than 20
years.

Figure 2. Percentage share of the number of divorces by the age of the husband, 1991-2016
Source: [21] and author's calculations

Figure 3. Percentage share of the number of divorces by the age of the wife, 1991-2016
Source: [21] and author's calculations

In Table 5 is presented the developmental tendency of increasing the average age of both
husband and wife, especially at the end of the analyzed period.
Table 5: The average age of the spouses when divorced
Year
1991
1994
2002
2011
2016

The average age of the husband
when divorced
31.73
29.84
33.72
34.73
39.67

The average age of the wife
when divorced
29.66
23.12
32.27
33.32
36.32

The average age of the
spouses when divorced
30.69
26.48
32.99
34.02
38.17

Source: Authors' calculations using SSORM data
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This points out the fact that although the early age of getting married is listed as one of
the main reasons for divorce, the trend of getting married at older ages that we are
becoming familiar with, obviously does not change the fact that more and more people
decide to end the marriage with divorce anyway.
The increased number of divorced women causes a decrease in fertility, since most of the
divorces appear to occur during the woman's fertile period (in 2016, the average age of
divorced women was 36.32 years). Women who are older at the time of divorce and have
a lack of work experience are facing more difficulties. Very often, after the divorce,
women lose the help of the former in-laws, but also, from the mutual friends with the
former spouse. They often face an unresolved housing issue, so it is much more difficult
for them to decide to get married again or to give birth to a/another child.
When it comes to the number of divorces by the age of the spouses, by regions, we can
note that in all of the regions dominant was the age group between 25 to 34 years for the
husband, and the age group between 20 and 34 years for the wife in 2002. In 2016, in all
of the regions, for both, husband and wife, dominant was the age group between 40 and
49 years.

Figure 4. Number of divorces by the age of the husband, by regions, 2002

Figure 5. Number of divorces by the age of the wife, by region, 2002
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Figure 6. Number of divorces by the age of the husband, by regions, 2016

Figure 7. Number of divorces by the age of the wife, by regions, 2016
Source: [21] and author's calculations

Divorces by the duration of marriage - When analyzing data in Table 6, it can be noted
that the number of divorces increased in all marriage duration groups. In percentages, the
values are reduced for marriages that last from 0 to 9 years, and they increase in marriages
that last for longer than 10 years.
These values can be related to the age of the children, because it is more difficult for
partners to decide to end the marriage while the children are small, but they can also be
related to the new world trends and life expectations that are constantly being imposed
and which are slowly but surely accepted.
Table 6. Number of divorces by the duration of the marriage, 1991-2016
Year
1991
1994
2002
2011
2016

Total
0
1-2
3-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
Percentage share in the number of divorces by the duration of the marriage
100
7.5
26
14.7
24.2
13.8
6.8
3.2
100
15.3
28.8
12.7
18.9
11.6
5.7
3.9
100
2.6
18.9
14.3
24.8
17.5
11.8
6.1
100
4.6
18.9
12.7
21.3
15.2
11.1
8.2
100
4.7
13.5
12.2
22.9
14.6
12.0
9.8

25<
3.8
3.1
4
8
10.4

Source: [21] and author's calculations
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Most dominant is the number of divorces that occurred in marriages that lasted between
5 and 9 years, and then in marriages that lasted between 10 and 14 years, and between 1
and 2 years.
The average duration of marriages ending in divorce is constantly increasing by an
average of 7.47 years in 1991; 7.63 in 1994; 8.78 in 2002; 9.25 in 2011 and 10.78 in 2016.

Figure 8. Number of divorces by the duration of the marriage, by regions, 2002

Figure 9. Number of divorces by the duration of the marriage, by regions, 2016
Source: [21] and author's calculations

Divorces by the number of supported children born during a marriage- Many couples
who divorce either have no children or have fewer children. Divorced couples with
children do not have as many children as married couples at their age that remain married
have. It is not clear whether this is because couples who have a stable marriage are more
likely to add a second or third child to their family or if a larger number of children inhibits
divorce, at least during the children’s young years [24], [1]. It is much more likely married
couples who do not have children to divorce compared to those who have them, especially
if the children are younger.
Table 7. Divorces by the number of supported children born during marriage, 1991-2016
Number of supported children born during marriage
Year Total
0
1
2
3
4
5+
1991
496 186 136 123
37 11
3
1994
612 250 130 155
53 18
6
2002
1310 604 280 290 107 27
2
2011
1753 910 422 327
78 12
4
2016
1985 963 463 399 133 23
4
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Figure 10. Divorces by the number of supported children born during marriage, 1991-2016, in %
Source: [21] and author's calculations

The analysis of the number of divorces by the number of supported children born during
marriage would have given much better results if we had known the structure of families
in the country by the number of supported children. These analyzes should be considered
for the purpose of creating policies to support single-parent families, which are becoming
more numerous by the increasing number of divorces.
In the Republic of Macedonia, most of the divorced couples do not have children. They
are followed by the number of divorced couples with one or two children. The situation
is the same in all of the regions.
Table 8. Number of divorces by the number of supported children born during marriage,
by regions, 2002-2016
Regions
Total
0
1
2
3
4
5+
Percentage share in the number of divorces by the duration of the marriage, 2002
East
100
37.1
28.4
25.9
6.9
1.7
0.0
Southeast
100
46.2
20.9
25.3
6.6
1.1
0.0
Southwest
100
51.3
15.4
19.2
9.0
5.1
0.0
Pelagonia
100
54.3
24.5
18.5
2.0
0.0
0.7
Polog
100
48.0
13.6
26.3
9.8
2.1
0.2
Northeast
100
37.8
20.0
20.0
11.1
11.1
0.0
Skopje
100
43.6
28.3
18.3
8.4
1.4
0.0
Vardar
100
44.2
20.9
18.6
14.0
2.3
0.0
Total
100
46.1
21.4
22.1
8.2
2.1
0.2
Percentage share in the number of divorces by the duration of the marriage, 2016
East
100
46.9
24.2
21.8
7.1
0.0
0.0
Southeast
100
44.3
23.2
22.7
8.6
1.1
0.0
Southwest
100
54.4
24.0
14.0
6.4
1.2
0.0
Pelagonia
100
52.8
24.8
16.1
5.0
1.4
0.0
Polog
100
57.6
14.5
19.3
6.8
1.8
0.0
Northeast
100
43.8
21.3
25.8
9.0
0.0
0.0
Skopje
100
42.8
29.4
21.0
5.2
1.4
0.2
Vardar
100
43.0
19.0
23.1
11.6
0.8
2.5
Total
100
48.5
23.3
20.1
6.7
1.2
0.2
Source: [21] and author's calculations

The place we choose to live affects every aspect of our being. It can determine the income
we earn, the people we meet, the friends we make, the partners we choose, and the options
available to our children and families [6], [18]. It also affects the acquired attitudes about
life, habits, and customs.
The results of the analysis by region shows that there are differences in the number of
divorces and the geographical position which could serve as a basis for new, additional
research on several indicators in order to determine the influence of culture, tradition,
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customs and habits in these regions. "Cultural and demographic differences in marriage
also may play a role. Early and arranged marriages, which are risk factors for divorce,
appear to be less common" [25].
The changes arise from the changes in the total number of population and its ethnic
structure, the spatial distribution of the population, the concentration of nationalities in
certain regions, or their dispersion to a larger area, migration, social relations, political
events in the state and the immediate surroundings, interethnic relations, general
tendencies in getting married, educational and cultural achievements of nationalities, the
perceptions of marriage and divorce, and so on. It is clear, however, that modernization
will lead to a further increase in divorce rates in most parts of the country [25].
CONCLUSION
Marriage and divorce behaviors are of interest to both demographers and the general
public as they shed light on family formation, family composition and fertility [2].
Divorce has become a part of the family institution and a realistic possibility which
spouses need to take into consideration when marrying [8].
The complex of: social, economic, political, security and other circumstances and
conditions caused significant changes and left a strong mark in the past period. The legal
changes make it easier to end a marriage with divorce compared to the past. But there are
other factors, such as changing the habits, greater independence of the younger
generation, higher expectations of marriage compared to the past (leading to
disappointment when the marriage will face problems), greater independence of women
and more. These are key factors that determine the trend of divorces.
In the Republic of Macedonia, the number of divorces increased significantly during the
analyzed period, i.e. for more than 4 times. The Crude Divorce Rate also increased by 4
times, or from 0.24‰ in 1991, to 0.96‰ in 2016.
The number of divorces was the highest in the Polog region until 2016, when the highest
value was recorded in the Skopje region. This change occurred due to the highest percentage share of population living in this region, which is almost one third of the total population in the country. The divorce rates were also highest in the Polog region. The development tendency of increasing the average age of both husband and wife is recorded
in all regions. However, despite this rising trend in the number of marriages, the Republic
of Macedonia has the lowest values in the divorce rates compared to the countries in the
region, (in 2015, the CDR was 1.2 in Slovenia; 1.3 in Serbia and Albania; 1.4 in Croatia;
and 1.5 in Bulgaria) [26].
The regional differences in socioeconomic status and background might partially account
for the regional difference in divorce, but as Kephart (1981) stated "all of the reasons for
the regional divorce differentials are not known. If they were, we would be in a much
better position to understand the problem of divorce causation [11], [7].
The increased interest of spouses in a divorce in modern societies arises the need to study
this both, demographic and sociological, psychological and legal phenomena, as well as
the consequences which it has on society, individuals and processes in the population [9].
The research points to the need for additional and more detailed analyses and literature
research, analysis of the marriage and divorce rates in terms of demographic variables
(such as the age and population marital structure), social variables (such as education and
tradition) and economic variables (such as income and labor force participation), as well
as defining the main causes of divorce, the regional differences in the number of divorces
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and, of course, their impact on all family members. The results from the research indicate
to the need to create a population policy in line with the trend of population development
and its marital structure. Also, seminars and conferences must be organized to present the
findings of specialized studies and research in the field of marriage and divorce, to be
attended by competent representatives from related government agencies, consultancies,
universities, and research centers, various institutions of the civil society and individuals
interested in family affairs [17].
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the elaboration is to indicate the changes occurring in the usage of land
of rural areas. The investigated area is located in the south of Poland and includes eight
rural municipalities in the suburban area of Katowice conurbation. The spatial scope of
the examination concerns 2002, 2008 and 2014. The influence of the Katowice
conurbation acquires different spatial forms. One of the manifestations are the changes of
land usage. Rural areas of favourable conditions for the development of agriculture are
subjected to the process of urbanization to the lesser extent in relation to areas of
unfavourable conditions for agriculture. A decrease of the participation of land used
agriculturally occurs, to the benefit of the lands of residential, service-related and
industrial usage. The entire scope of research is subject to the city expanding over the
suburban area. The dynamism of these changes varies in time. The elaboration allows to
specify the direction of changes of the usage of land on the investigated rural areas.
Key words: land usage, rural area, agriculture, suburban area, suburbanization.
INTRODUCTION
Intense socio-economic changes occur in the area of interactions of large cities and
municipal clusters. Agriculture which has theretofore developed well is frequently
replaced with other business activities related to services, minor industry and tourism.
Municipal and suburban areas reveal high dynamism in the scope of land usage changes
in Poland. In the field of general surface, the proportion of usable agricultural land has
been decreasing to the benefit of an increase of built-up areas which are predominantly
intended for residential housing, as well as for industrial, service-based and
communication purposes. The basic forms of land usage functions are being gradually
changed [4]. The development of municipal areas leads not only to spatial changes, but
also to functional ones in the light of rural areas, particularly in the close vicinity thereof
[24], [6]. Rural areas located in the vicinity of big towns, altogether with socio-economic
development, undergo the influence of urbanization to a major extent. Apart from
economic, social and cultural changes, also the changes of spatial organization of certain
settlement units and bigger areas occur. Most frequently they constitute transient forms
between city and village [1]. Suburban areas predominantly reveal non-agricultural
functions, whereas the agriculture itself does not constitute the major source of the income
of population, whereas farmsteads are of minor proportion of the general area [13]. The
development of rural areas manifests itself through changes occurring in the structure of
land usage. The areas that have so far been predominantly agricultural are – with
intensifying urbanization processes – starting to diversify, the result of which is the
occurrence of non-agricultural functions. Consequently, various functions such as, inter
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alia, housing, services, industry, tourism, begin to prevail. Spatial urbanization of villages
is primarily and predominantly based on the changes of land usage (a decrease of rural
areas), physiognomy of development, morphology of settlement units, as well as
equipping with facilities. Rural areas, in terms of landscape, are beginning to imitate
municipal areas [12]. Socio-economic changes which occurred after 1989 did not solely
concern Poland, but also other European states. The changes of the development of rural
areas have occurred. Agricultural production is maintained on the areas of favourable
conditions for the development of agriculture, whereas rural areas around cities reveal the
development of residential housing and business activities, with a simultaneous decrease
of agricultural areas [5]. Intensified construction activities in suburban areas has not only
been observed in Poland, but also in Slovakia [15], Hungary [21] and Czech Republic
[14].
The purpose of the elaboration is the indication of changes in land usage in the
background of a highly urbanized and complex urban unit of conurbation. The spatial
scope of the elaboration encompasses 2002, 2008 and 2014.
STUDY AREA
The spatial area of research concerns the suburban area of Katowice conurbation. This
complex settlement structure is located in the central part of Silesia, in the south of Poland
[22]. It embraces 54 administrative units: cities, rural-urban municipalities and urban
municipalities. Three structural areas are included within: core, internal area and external
one (Fig. 1). This area covers 3,775km2 and has 2,581.2 thousand inhabitants (for the year
of 2016), whereas the core itself has 1,961.1 thousand inhabitants (75% of the
conurbation’s population). The conurbation of Katowice is one of the biggest and most
densely populated settlement forms in Europe [9], [18].

Figure 1. Location of Katowice conurbation.
Source: author’s elaboration.

The area under study encompasses eight rural areas of Silesia located in the background
of the conurbation of Katowice. They are incorporated in the external zone of the
aforementioned settlement unit. The municipalities are: Bobrowniki, Psary, Świerklaniec,
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Zbrosławice, Gierałtowice, Wyry, Kobibór and Chełm Śląski (Fig. 2). The studied area
is highly diversified internally. The analysis carried out will allow to exhibit the changes
of land usage as affected by the conurbation of Katowice. Villages are located in the area
of interaction of the cities of various size.

Figure 2. Examined rural municipalities in suburban area of Katowice conurbation.
Source: author’s elaboration.

The conurbation of Katowice has an industry-based genesis. It has been
undergoing a transformation from a mono-functional area with the dominance of mining
and metallurgy region into a region of various industry branches [23]. In the 1980s and
1990s of the twentieth century, the conurbation of Katowice was characterized by an
underdeveloped sector of services, as juxtaposed with other highly urbanized areas of
Poland [7]. The intense restructuring of the economy – including industry – that has been
occurring since 1989 allowed not only to liquidate numerous old and unprofitable
working places, but also to limit agricultural production in state-owned farms and
collective farms in rural areas. Socio-economic transformation has activated the
development of services sector, which contributed to the increase of the number of
employees in this sector. This has altered the structure to a service-economic one. The
prices of land in the central cities have increased [28], which imposed certain urbanization
and socio-economic processes in suburban areas, particularly in the areas of villages
located in the direct vicinity thereof or well-communicated with the centre.
Silesia is the most urbanized area in Poland, as well as a region of great economic (12.4%
of GDP) and demographic (4.5 million inhabitants – 11.9% of the country’s population)
significance. It exhibits the highest nationwide density of population and urbanization –
of over 77%. The total number of nearly 998 thousand inhabitants, i.e., approximately
21% of the region’s dwellers, live in rural areas. This constitutes 6.8% of the rural
inhabitants of Poland. The diversified development conditions of rural area stems from
the various interactions of factors of a historical, natural and economic character. Such
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diversification has been intensifying in rural areas located in the domain of influence of
large urban areas that are the place of non-agricultural employment.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION LAND USAGE IN SILESIA
Agriculture in the background of urbanized regions, suburban area to be precise, differs
from agriculture in rural areas. The expansion of urbanization influences the
characteristics of suburban settlements, altering local economy, production and social
features of farmers [3]. Suburban areas can be characterized by specialized horticulture,
purposeful plant production and animal husbandry [26]. The agriculture of Silesia
exhibits extreme fragmentation of farmsteads and a low level of the concentration of land
intended for farming. The favourable conditions for the development of agriculture are
present of the total area of 43% of land, whereas the unfavourable ones – on the total area
of 37.3% farming lands [2].
2%

1%
usable agricultural
lands

12%

51%
34%

forested lands,
wooded and bushed
lands
developed and
urbanized lands

Figure 3. Structure of land usage in Silesia in 2014
Source: author’s elaboration on the basis of data of Central Statistical Office.

The dominant form of land usage in Silesia are farming lands (Fig. 3). There has been a
decrease of the participation thereof, namely by 4%, from 43.9 thousand hectares to 51%
of the total area, in 2002 - 2014. Arable lands are in majority – 72%. In turn, forest lands,
as well as wooded and bushed areas, have increased insignificantly in the general
structure of land usage, reaching the total of 34% of the state. The biggest increase in
2002 - 2014 took place in developed and urbanized lands, from 9.1% to 21.4% of the total
area, namely to 41.3 thousands of hectares. This gives evidence of progressing
urbanization. Housing, industrial and other developed lands are incorporated to these
areas. The most significant increase was recorded for housing lands, from 22.4 thousand
hectares in 2002 to 47.8 thousand hectares in 2014 – 11.2%.
USAGE OF LAND IN SUBURBAN AREA OF KATOWICE CONURBATION
The researched urban areas are characterized by a significant diversification in terms of
conditions for the development of agriculture. The most favourable conditions may be
found in the municipality of Zbrosławice, located in the western part of the conurbation
of Katowice, where large-scale farms supplying the local, regional and national food
industry are located. It is one of the ten rural municipalities of the best agricultural
conditions in Silesia. This particular municipality serves a paratypical example, since in
the suburban area of such major urban clusters agriculture gives way to other non254
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agricultural activities. Favourable conditions are also present is the municipalities of
Świerklaniec and Gierałtowice. Large-scale farms are also present there. Of average
conditions is the municipality of Wyry, whereas in the remaining municipalities, i.e.
Bobrowniki, Psary, Kobibór and Chełm Śląski, the conditions are unfavourable.
Taking into account agricultural lands, a trend may be noticed which reveals a decrease
of this form of land usage on the entire surface. Agricultural lands are still predominant
in Psary, Zbrosławice, Gierałtowice and Chełm Śląski, being approximately 70% of the
general area (Fig. 4). In Bobrowniki the total comes up to nearly 60%, whereas in Wyry
– almost 50%. They occupy the smallest proportion of land in the municipality of
Świerklaniec, approximately 25%, and Kobibór, scarcely 10%, which in this particular
instance results from a large surface of wooded lands. Among all agricultural lands, arable
lands have the highest proportion. An insignificant decrease, except for Zbrosławice, may
be attributed to a decrease of pastures. The area of research exhibits a decrease in the
participation of orchards and meadows.

Figure 4. Participation of agricultural lands in research area, 2014
Source: author’s elaboration.

The decrease in agricultural areas in the total surface indicates a gradual decay of
agricultural functions in the investigated area. Agricultural activities play a major role
only in the municipality of Zbrosławice. Business entities created provide specialized
activities, focusing on specific areas of production, e.g., crops, vegetable farming, animal
husbandry and horticulture. The diversification of activities of an agricultural character
gives evidence of changes in the economic area. In Zbrosławice, the largest farmingbased business entity occupies the land of approximately 2.300 hectares, whereas the
products made are sold in retail chains and EU, predominantly. There is a company that
focuses on the purchase and processing of crops. It is the producer of wheat flour, rye
flour, as well as semolina, wheat and rye bran. The municipality is also a location for
companies offering complex agricultural services. There is a decay of small farms
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occupied with farming for own consumption and use. In the past, the investigated area
was also a domain of small farming, however – in the course of years – it started to
disappear.
Business activities related to farming are also present in the remaining municipalities.
There is a company in Psary that is engaged in specialized gardening and farming.
Świerklaniec has a number of business entities dealing with horticulture.
Analysing another category of land usage, namely wooded and forested lands, there have
been certain differences in land occupation in the investigated municipalities. An increase
in the total amount of green areas occurred in five municipalities: Bobrowniki, Psary,
Zbrosławice, Wyry and Chełm Śląski. The remaining area exhibited a slight decrease in
such lands. Simultaneously, it ought to be indicated that 85% of Kobibór is occupied by
a forest basin owned by the forest division of Kobibór, due to which the remaining forms
of land usage constitute but a minor area of surface (Fig. 5). Forests and wooded lands,
as forest basins and parks, play a major role in Świerklaniec (45% of land). On one hand,
it results from a high participation of wooded lands, on the other – from parks of a
significant recreational function for the northern part of the conurbation of Katowice.

Figure 5. Participation of forested and wooded lands, 2014
Source: author’s elaboration.

On the entire area of investigation there has been an increase in developed and
urbanized lands. The smallest share in this form of land usage is in Kobibór, which is a
result of the existing forest basin. In two municipalities the proportion of developed lands
is on the level of 5 to 10%, whereas in the remaining five municipalities – 10-15%. The
analysis done suggests that the highest level of urbanization is revealed by the rural
municipalities located in the north of Katowice conurbation where the areas of a high
concentration of new housing settlements are more visible (Fig. 6). In turn, the
development of new housing settlements in the rural areas located in the south of
Katowice conurbation is of a more uniform character. Of the developed and urbanized
areas, the biggest changes occurred in the settlement areas, which gives evidence of the
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development of residential function and suburbanization. Examining suburban areas of
big cities, as well as metropolitan areas in Poland, researchers point to the fact that since
1999 the population of rural municipalities has been increasing, predominantly due to a
positive migration balance, whereas the inflow of population to rural areas has a
permanent increasing tendency [19], [20], [25]. Analysing building permits issued in the
examined 8 municipalities, one may come to a conclusion that in the period of 2003 2017 the examined area experienced the construction of 5,030 new buildings, which
indicates the intense development of residential housing (predominantly one-family
settlements) which is related to the dynamic increase of population in suburban areas [8],
[16], [17], [29], [10]. Newly constructed residential settlements are predominantly erected
by private persons, as well as developers. New buildings are constructed alongside
passageways, due to a possibility of swift commuting to nearby urban areas, for financial,
educational and service-based purposes. Convenient location is one of the main reasons
of situating new housing estates [27]. Similarly, plots located in the vicinity of areas of
significant natural values, e.g., forested areas and water reservoirs, are of high interest of
investors. An increase of the participation of industrial lands in the total area in nearly all
municipalities has been spotted. It results in the development of industrial functions and
translates into an increase in non-cultural business activities.

Figure 6. Share of developed in urbanized areas, 2014
Source: author’s elaboration.

The changes of recreation and leisure areas have also occurred. The highest density of
recreation areas is present in Świerklaniec and, partially, in Psary and Gierałtowice. The
increase of recreation areas results from attractive natural conditions, and therefore the
recreation function. The remaining forms of land usage in the investigated constitute an
insignificant percentage of the total area. Wastelands are intended for, inter alia,
developed lands, urbanized in the light of new residential housing, as well as industry.
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CONCLUSIONS
Spatial urbanization of rural areas manifests itself through the changes of land usage,
morphology and physiognomy of villages. The occurrence of new urban functions in rural
areas results in a decrease of agricultural lands which transformed into the areas of nonagricultural functions. The changes of rural areas in the aspect of production are an effect
of urbanization processes [11]. Also the landscape of village from a rural character to a
suburban one occurs [12]. It happens with the status of rural municipality maintained.
To sum up, the changes that have been occurring for nearly two decades of economic
transformation in the usage of urban lands located in the vicinity of a large urban cluster
might be noticed. The interaction of the conurbation of Katowice as a multi-core centre
is not uniform in the aspect of space. The rural areas of favourable conditions for the
development of agriculture are subject to spatial and functional transformation, however
to a lesser extent that the rural areas of unfavourable conditions for agricultural
production. In the course of time, agriculture in Silesia – a highly urbanized area – has
been transforming. Individual agriculture and small farming has begun to decrease in
significance, due to cost-effectiveness of production which was intended for own use and
consumption. Therefore the rural areas have changed their purpose. In the areas of
favourable natural conditions an agricultural function occurs, however of a specialized
character. Large-scale farms of a specialized production character occur. They are
occupied with a more specialized production, such as vegetable farming. Apart from
agricultural activities, the horticulture of flowers and ornamental shrubs appeared.
On the areas of favourable conditions for agriculture, the process of suburbanization has
been noticed, however of a lesser degree of intensity and advancement. In terms of natural
attractiveness, the municipality of Kobibór stands out. It has the largest proportion of
forest lands of a recreational character for its inhabitants. The same might be stated for
Świerklaniec with a large park complex and water reservoirs. In the rural areas of
unfavourable conditions for the development of agriculture, unoccupied and not
developed areas are primarily intended for construction and, to a smaller degree, for
industry and communication. These are the areas that are most likely to undergo the
processes of urbanization, and therefore resemble the adjacent urban areas. The entire
area of investigation undergoes suburbanization, nevertheless it occurs with different
spatial intensity. Taking into account the usage of land, suburbanization occurs more
strongly in the areas of unfavourable natural conditions where inhabitants depart from
agricultural activities.
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ABSTRACT
Public information in the languages of national minorities is an important element of the
media sector of each country, and especially of multiethnic, multi-confessional and
multilingual countries that genuinely care for the ratified Council of Europe documents,
such as the Framework Convention on the Protection of National Minorities and the
Charter on Regional and Minority Languages, to be an active part of everyday life of a
democratically established community. About a million members of various national
minorities live in Serbia. Minority communities are mainly concentrated in the northern
part of Serbia - Vojvodina (Hungarian, Slovakian, Romanian, Rusyn, etc.). There is a
long tradition of informing in minority languages. Only in Vojvodina there are about 114
media that at least partially produced content in 11 minority languages. The rights of
national minorities in the field of information are guaranteed by the Constitution, media
laws, ratified international documents. However, informing minorities is still taking place
today without a consistent media policy. It remains on legal confusion relating to the
regulation of state property in the media in the languages of minorities, which is the result
of political agreements within the ruling political elite.
Keywords: national minorities; minority languages; informing; Vojvodina.
INTRODUCTION
Respecting the media freedom and the independence of editorial policy, on one side, and
the obligation to protect the right to information in the minority language, on the other,
are reasons that the international community does not have generally accepted standards
on how the right to information in the languages of national minorities should be
exercised [1], [2], [3]. In the practice of the Republic of Serbia, all known models of
information in the languages of national minorities are represented: public service
programs, regular broadcasts, or articles in private media, the existence of minority
printed and electronic media, as well as the use of the Internet, television without borders,
access to the media of the countries of origin and so on.
The data of the national councils of national minorities and authorities show a high
number of media with programs in the minority languages. In addition to a significant
number of local public information companies included in a regular program scheme
which had program in the languages of national minorities, increased interest of private
broadcasters and productions to produce and broadcast content in the languages of
national minorities started in 2004 when the competition was introduced as a way of co-
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financing in the field of information in the languages of national minorities at the republic
and provincial level, but also in some local self-governments.
The reason why the issue of information in minority languages is constantly actual is that,
apart from the right to be informed in their own language about all topics of interest to
citizens, the production and broadcasting of cultural, educational, scientific, children’s,
film and other radio and television shows (audio-visual content) contributes to the
preservation of cultural and linguistic identity and the development of the cultural
creativity of the minority community. Meeting these needs of citizens contributes to their
integration. In addition, subtitling the television program, i.e. translating into the Serbian
language creates the possibility for citizens belonging to the majority or other minority
communities to follow these programs, thus contributing to mutual understanding and
tolerance. Consequently, the contents in the languages of national minorities, as well as
the operation of minority media, contribute to program diversity and pluralism of the
media as an important precondition for the development of a civil and democratic society.
From the standpoint of the rights of members of national minorities, it is important that
the Law on Public Information and the Media has regulated information in minority
languages as a public interest that is realized in three equal ways through: forming public
services, enabling national councils of national minorities to establish institutions and
companies for the purpose of exercising the right to public information and co-financing
projects through public information competition. In addition, the Law prescribes that
public interest in the field of public information is, among other things, true, impartial,
timely and complete informing in the native language of citizens of the Republic of Serbia
belonging to national minorities and the preservation of the cultural identity of national
minorities living in the territory of the Republic of Serbia.
METHODS
Vojvodina is one of the most ethnically diverse regions in Europe. In addition to the
majority Serbian population, there are also twenty different ethnic groups in this area [4].
Informing in the languages of national minorities provides diversity and compatibility of
contents which specifically supports the respect of human rights and respect for cultural,
national, ethnic and political pluralism of ideas and opinions. Therefore, an inventory of
the current state of the media space of Vojvodina in the languages of national minorities
is made in the paper.
Based on data obtained from national councils of national minorities, which were
collected during September and October 2017, an overview of the availability of public
information media for members of national minorities was made. The data obtained from
the national councils are thus systematized to give an insight into the number, periodicity
and subject matter of printed media, as well as the number, type of broadcasters and the
length of broadcasting programs in the languages of national minorities in electronic
media. The review specifically apostrophes the broadcasters that are still state-owned:
public service broadcasters, as broadcasters with special obligations prescribed by law.
In addition, radio and television stations at local or regional level are analyzed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Law on National Councils of National Minorities [5], inter alia, defines the
competencies of national councils in the field of informing, as one of the four areas in
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which national minorities are institutionally self-governed. Provisions of articles 19-21
of this law describe that national councils can independently or jointly with other legal
entities establish institutions and companies for conducting newspaper-publishing and
radio-television activities, printing and reproduction of recorded media and exercising
rights and obligations of founders. The founding rights over the public enterprises and
institutions in the field of public information that fully or predominantly inform in the
language of the national minority, whose founders are the Republic, an autonomous
province or a local self-government unit, can be transferred in whole or in part to national
councils.
Informing in the native language of members of the Hungarian national minority is
realized through:
- 30 printed media, daily newspapers - Magyar Szó, Novi Sad; five weekly magazines
- Új Kanizsai Újság, Kanjiža, Családi kör, Novi Sad, Temerini Újság, Temerin, Hét
Nap, Subotica and Dunatáj, Sombor; five monthly magazines - Tordai Újság, Torda,
Fecske, Feketić, Szó-Beszéd, Mali Iđoš, Csantavéri Újság, Čanatavir and Horgos
Kisújság, Horgoš; five quarterly magazines - Muzslyai Újság, Mužlja, Kisoroszi
Hirmondó, Rusko Selo, Csernyei Újság, Nova Crnja, Magyarittabéi Hírmondó, Novi
Itebej and Kispiaci Hirmondó, Male Pijace; two multi-monthly magazines - Kisújság,
Stara Moravica and Ludasi Hírharang, Ludoš; two children’s magazines - Jó Pajtás,
Novi Sad and Mézéskalács, Novi Sad; Youth Magazines - Képes Ifjúság, Novi Sad;
nine magazines in the field of culture - Sikoly, Mužlja, Híd, Novi Sad, Létünk, Novi
Sad, DNS, Novi Sad, Hungaloroška saopštenja, Novi Sad, Symposion, Subotica,
Üzenet, Subotica, Bácsország, Subotica and Aracs, Subotica; four multilingual
weekly magazines – Novi glas komune, Apatin, Bečejski mozaik, Bečej, Zrenjanin,
Zrenjanin and Kikindske, Kikinda; five multilingual monthly newspapers - Moj Kovin
(Igaz Szó), Kovin, Čokanski hronika, Čoka, Opštinska panorama, Ada, Kulska
komuna, Kula and Novokneževačke novine, Novi Kneževac; multilingual multimonthly magazines - Ogledalo, Novo Orahovo; 4 multilingual magazines in the field
of culture – Magazin pod vulkanom, Senta, Oglinda, Sečanj, Regional, Subotica and
Karton, Subotica;
- programs at 26 radio stations, regional public broadcasting service - Radio Novi Sad
(24 hours per day); 13 radio stations of local communities - Radio Subotica (14 hours
per day), Radio of the Region, Bačka Topola (6 hours per day), Radio Bela Crkva (1
hour per week), Radio Vrbas (6 hours per week), Radio Zrenjanin (1 hour per day)
Radio Kikinda (6.5 hours per week), Radio Kovačica (1 hour per day), Radio Novi
Bečej (18 hours per week), Radio Odžaci (2 hours per week), Radio Sečanj (1 hour
per week), Radio Kulska komuna (1.5 hours per day), Radio Temerin (5 hours per
day), and Radio Bačka, Bač (1 hour per week); 12 radio stations of other types of
broadcasters - Pannon radio, Novi Sad (24 hours a day), Radio Ada (12 hours per
day), Radio Trend, Bačka Topola (0.5 hours per day), Radio Active, Bečej (4 hours
per day), Panda radio, Kanjiža (17 hours per day), Radio Bus, Kovin (1.5 hours per
week), Yu Eco radio, Subotica (2 hours per day), Radio Sombor (2 hours per day),
Radio Srbobran (30 hours per week), Radio Max , Čoka (4 hours per day), No Limit,
Senta (1 hour per week) and Radio Marija Subotica (6 hours per day);
- programs at eight TV stations, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (64 hours per month); three local community TV stations - OK TV,
Kovačica (0.5 hours per day), TV Pančevo (0.5 hours per week) and Novosadska TV
(7.5 hours per month); four TV stations of other types of broadcasters - TV Mozaik,
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Novi Sad (12 hours per day); TV Kanal 25, Odžaci (0.5 hours per week), YU ECO
TV, Subotica (2 hours per day) and Pannon TV, Subotica (6 hours per day) [6].
- Informing in the native language of members of the Roma national minority is
realized through:
- two printed media, magazines in the field of culture - Romologija, Deronje; bilingual
monthly magazines - Romano Nevipe, Belgrade;
- program at 11 radio stations, two public broadcasting services (republic and
provincial), - Radio Belgrade (0.5 hours per day) and Radio Novi Sad (1 hour per
day); five radio stations of local communities - Radio Bela Crkva (1 hour per week),
Radio Kikinda (4 hours per week), Radio Novi Bečej (1 hour per week), Radio Odžaci
(2 hours per week), Radio Zrenjanin (16 hours per month); 4 radio stations of other
types of broadcasters - Radio Bus, Kovin (1 hour per month), Radio Blue, Odžaci (0.5
hours per week), Radio Sombor (1.5 hours per day), Radio Srbobran (1 hour per
week);
- programs at 2 TV stations, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (58 hours per month); one TV station of local communities - TV Pančevo
(0.5 hours per week) [7].
Informing in the native language of members of the Romanian national minority is
realized through:
- 16 printed media, weekly newspapers - Libertate, Pančevo; one monthly magazine Kuvntul romanesk, Vršac; quarterly magazine - Strazerul, Straža; 2 multi-monthly
magazines - Familia, Vladimirovac; children’s magazines - Bucuria Copilor,
Pančevo; Youth Magazine - Tineretea, Pančevo; six magazines in the field of culture
- Lumina, Pančevo, Limba Romana, Vršac, Traditia, Novi Sad, Tibiscus, Uzdin,
Europa, Novi Sad, Floare de latinitate, Novi Sad and Thesaurus romanesk, Pančevo;
three multilingual monthly magazines - Vršačka Kula, Vršac, Zrenjanin, Zrenjanin
and Opštinski bilten, Alibunar and multilingual magazine in the field of culture Oglinda, Sečanj;
- programs at 10 radio stations, regional public broadcasting service - Radio Novi Sad
(5 hours per day); 5 radio stations of local communities - Radio Bela Crkva (1 hour
per week), Radio Zrenjanin (1.5 hours per week), Radio Kikinda (2 hours per week),
Radio Kovačica (2.5 hours per day) and Radio Sečanj (1 hour per week); four radio
stations of other types of broadcasters - Radio Far, Alibunar (4 hours per day), Radio
Bus, Kovin (1 hour per week), Radio Santos, Zrenjanin (1 hour per week) and Radio
Viktorija, Vršac (24 hours a day);
- programs at 6 TV stations, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (58 hours per month); two local communities - OK TV, Kovačica (2.5
hours per day) and TV Pančevo (1 hour per week); three other types of broadcasters TV Viktorija, Vršac (12 hours per day), TV Santos, Zrenjanin (0.5 hours per week)
and TV Banat, Vršac (0.5 hours per week) [8].
- Informing in the native language of members of the Rusyn national minority is
realized through:
- seven printed media, weekly newspapers – Ruske slovo, Novi Sad; monthly magazines
- Dzvoni, Ruski Krstur; multi-monthly magazine Kalendar, Novi Sad; children’s
magazine - Zagradka, Novi Sad; Youth magazine - Mak, Novi Sad; two magazines in
the field of culture - Švetlosc, Novi Sad, Studia Rutenika, Novi Sad; multilingual
monthly magazine - Kulska komuna, Kula; multilingual monthly magazine - Glas
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Sojuzu, Novi Sad and multilingual magazine in the field of culture - Erato nad
Kucurom, Novi Sad;
- programs at eight radio stations, regional public broadcasting service - Radio Novi
Sad (5 hours per day); 4 radio stations of local communities - Radio of the Region,
Bačka Topola (0.5 hours per week), Radio Vrbas (1 hour per day), Radio Šid (0.5
hours per week) and Radio Kulska komuna (1.5 hours per day); three radio stations
of other types of broadcasters - Radio Trend, Bačka Topola (1 hour per week), Radio
Blue, Odžaci (0,5 per week) and Radio Blue Plus and Odžaci (0,5 hours per week);
- programs at 3 TV stations, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (58 hours per month); one TV station of the local community - TV Bačka,
Vrbas (1 hour per month); one TV station of other types of broadcasters - TV Kanal
25, Odžaci (0.5 hours per week) [9].
Information in the native language of members of the Slovakian national minority is
achieved through:
- 16 printed media, weekly newspapers - Hlas L’udu, Novi Sad; two monthly
newspapers - Petrovske novine, Bački Petrovac, Evangeliski hlasnik, Novi Sad; three
quarterly magazines - Novi rod, Bački Petrovac, Večni život, Bački Petrovac and
Padinske zvoni, Padina; three quarterly magazines - Evanjelička ročenka, Novi Sad,
Narodni kalendar, Bački Petrovac and Pazovski Kalendar, Stara Pazova; children’s
magazine - Zornička, Novi Sad; Youth magazine - Vzlet, Novi Sad; five magazines in
the field of culture – Novi život, Bački Petrovac, Majak, Novi Sad, Obzori, Novi Sad,
Traf, Novi Sad and Aurora, Stara Pazova; two multilingual weekly magazines Zrenjanin, Zrenjanin and Nedeljne novine, Bačka Palanka and multilingual monthly
magazine - Pazovačka revija, Stara Pazova;
- programs at 14 radio stations, regional public broadcasting service - Radio Novi Sad
(5 hours per day); nine radio stations of local communities - Radio Bačka, Bač (5
hours per week), Radio Zrenjanin (1.5 hours per week), Radio Kovačica (6 hours per
day), Radio Odžaci (2 hours per week), Radio Stara Pazova (5 hours per day), Radio
Šid (1 hour per week), Radio Petrovac, Bački Petrovac (24 hours a day), Radio Kisač,
Novi Sad (51 hours per week) and Radio Beočin (0.5 hours per week); four radio
stations of other types of broadcasters - Radio Far, Alibunar (1 hour a day), Radio
Trend, Bačka Topola (1 hour a week), Radio Blue, Odžaci (0.5 hours per week) and
Radio Blue Plus, Odžaci (0.5 hours per week);
- programs at nine TV stations - Provincial Public Broadcasting Service - Television of
Vojvodina (58 hours per month); five TV stations of local communities - OK TV,
Kovačica (2 hours per day), TV Pančevo (0,5 hours per week), TV Bap, Bačka
Palanka (0,5 hours per week), Novi Sad TV (8 hours per month) and TV Stara Pazova
(1 hour per day); three TV stations of other types of broadcasters - TV Petrovac, Bački
Petrovac (24 hours a day), Sremska TV, Šid (0.5 hours per week) and TV Kanal 25,
Odžaci (0,5 hours per week).
Information in the native language of members of the Ukrainian national minority is
realized through:
- 5 printed media, monthly newspapers – Ridne slovo, Kula; children’s magazine Solovejko, Novi Sad; three magazines in the field of culture - Slovo, Novi Sad
Ukrajinske slovo, Novi Sad and Kalendar, Novi Sad;
- programs at four radio stations, regional public broadcasting service - Radio Novi Sad
(6 hours per week); three radio stations of the local community - Radio Vrbas (1 hour
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per week), Radio Inđija (1 hour per week) and Radio Kulska komuna (1.5 hours per
week);
- programs at one TV station, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (0.5 hours per week) [10].
- Informing in the native language of members of the Croatian national minority is
realized through:
- 15 printed media: weekly newspapers – Hrvatska riječ, Subotica; three monthly
magazines - Glas Ravnice, Subotica, Zvonik, Subotica, Glasnik Pučke kasine,
Subotica; quarterly magazines - Miroljub, Sombor; five multi-monthly magazines Otac Gerard, Sombor, Glas Šokadije, Sonta, Hrvatski Majur, Subotica, Gupčeva lipa,
Tavankut and Hosana, Stari Žednik; children’s magazines - Hrcko, Subotica; Youth
Magazine - Kužiš?!, Subotica; three journals in the field of culture - Godišnjak za
znanstvena istraživanja, Subotica, Klasje naših dana, Subotica and Subotička Danica,
Subotica; multilingual weekly magazine - Glas Komune, Apatin; two multilingual
magazines in the field of culture - Regional, Subotica and Karton, Subotica;
- programs at four radio stations, three radio stations of the local community - Radio
Subotica (3 hours per day), Radio Bačka, Bač (0.5 hours per week), Radio Odžaci (0.5
hours per week); one radio station of other types of broadcasters - Radio Sombor (1
hour per week);
- programs at two TV stations, provincial public broadcasting service - Television of
Vojvodina (10 hours per month); one TV station of other types of broadcasters - TV
Spektar, Sombor (0.5 hours per week) [11].
Public Broadcasting Service Radio-Television of Vojvodina has a special responsibility
to broadcast programs in minority languages since a significant percentage of the AP
Vojvodina population is represented by national minorities. According to data obtained
from this public broadcasting service, Radio Novi Sad broadcasts a program in nine
languages of national minorities. Television of Vojvodina broadcasts a program in nine
languages of national minorities, every day in Hungarian, Roma, Romanian, Rusyn,
Slovakian and Croatian, and once a week in Bunjevac, Macedonian and Ukrainian
language .
There are many different sections of the RTV television program in Hungarian,
Slovakian, Romanian, Rusyn, Roma, Croatian, which is broadcasted daily or in a regular
program scheme. Magazine-type TV shows are broadcasted in Ukrainian, Macedonian
and Bunjevac languages, premiered once a week, as well as a broadcast of independent
production in the Montenegrin language. In addition, RTV also broadcasts the “Paleta”
show every working day, in the form of content selection from shows that are broadcasted
in the original languages of national minorities with the subtitle in Serbian. It allows all
citizens to get acquainted with and learn about themes that are broadcasted in the Second
Program of RTV, and therefore with life, problems and manifestations of ordinary people,
neighbors, while languages of communities in their original form are also heard in the
program. The “Paleta” is broadcasted in Hungarian, Slovakian, Romanian, Rusyn, Roma,
Croatian, Bunjevac, Ukrainian and Macedonian, and each of these individual shows has
its established term and broadcasting rhythm. In order to avoid individual show listing,
the table shows the structure of the entire broadcasted programs in the languages of
national minorities on the Second Program of TV RTV, a semiannual cross section, in the
period from January 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017 [12].
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Table 1. Structure of the entire broadcasted program in the languages
of national minorities on the Second Program of RTV [12]
Language
Broadcasted minutes
Percentage share in the program
Hungarian
55.279
21.10%
Serbian
53.762
20.52%
Other languages (non-program)
25.989
9.92%
Minority language/Serb subtitle
22.867
8.73%
Roma
18.434
7.04%
Rusyin
17.833
6.81%
Music shows
17.776
6.79%
Slovakian
17.667
6.74%
Romanian
16.339
6.24%
Croatian
7.894
3.01%
Ukrainian
2.991
1.14%
Bunjevac
2.865
1.09%
Macedonian
2.196
0.84%
Languages of other minorities and 93
0.04%
Serbian subtitle
Total
261.985
100%

The same is the case with the radio program, given that the Second Radio Program of
RTV broadcasts a twenty-four-hour program in the Hungarian language, while the Third
Radio Program, with a great variety of media contents, produces and broadcasts 1,440
minutes of programs in minority languages on a daily basis. At the annual level, this
amounts to 527,160 minutes of programs in the Slovakian, Romanian, Rusyn, Ukrainian,
Roma, Croatian, Bunjevac, Macedonian and Montenegrin languages. Such RTV
standards are very high in comparison with public services of other countries.
CONCLUSION
Starting from the Constitutional obligation by which the Republic of Serbia guarantees to
persons belonging to national minorities the right to information in their own language in
order to preserve the national, cultural and linguistic identity and full equality of national
minorities, minority media in Vojvodina exist as commercial, as the media of civil society
and as the media of national councils of national minorities. National Councils of National
Minorities may be founders of public media in the language of the national minority for
which they are established and these public media have editorial independence in
accordance with the law.
Statistically observed in Vojvodina, the right of national minorities to information in their
own language is fully fulfilled. Newspapers come out regularly and multi-hourly
daily/weekly radio and TV programs are broadcasted in as many as 10 languages
(Hungarian, Slovakian, Romanian, Rusyn, Ukrainian, Roma, Croatian, Bunjevac and
occasionally German and Macedonian). In addition to provincial, regional and local
printed and electronic media, a multilingual program is also broadcasted by Broadcasting
Institution of Vojvodina as a public service founded by citizens, financed by citizens and
controlled by citizens. The most broadcast hours are in Hungarian, and the least in
German, that is, in Bunjevac and Macedonian, which corresponds to the shares of
speakers of these languages in the total population of Vojvodina.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of competition in public finance is usually applied to taxes, and it is often
used to analyse policies of local governments. There are two types of tax competition:
classic for mobile tax base and yardstick competition, in which local politicians compete
for political capital being related to comparison of tax rates with neighbouring
municipalities. The latter type is often addressed as tax mimicking in which rates in one
municipality are following decisions made in close geographic proximity (neighbouring
municipalities). In our paper we argue that in Central and Eastern Europe the concept
might be even more useful in case of tariffs for local public services than in case of local
taxes. It is due to relatively low tax autonomy of local governments and low tax yields
collected from local taxes. We test applicability of the mimicking model in explaining
variation of tariffs for water provision in three Polish regions. The test includes
controlling variables, such as population size, affluence of local budgets and location and
is conducted through multiple linear regression model. This method will allow us to
determine whether geographical proximity is indeed a decisive factor, or is similarity of
tariffs a result of other similarities of socio-economic environment.
The paper is based on results of the “Fees for local public services - financial and political
importance” research project. The project is funded by Narodowe Centrum Nauki
(National Science Centre) grant number UMO-2015/19/B/HS4/02898
Keywords: tax competition, local government, spatial interactions, user charges.
INTRODUCTION
The focus of this article is on geographical (spatial) determinants of the local financial
policies. The discussion and empirical analysis of the article is a next step of the studies
presented during the 2017 Geobalcanica conference [11]. In this paper we try to apply the
tax competition theory and related concept of tax mimicking to the analysis of policies
related to tariffs for local public services.
Although empirical study concentrates on Poland, it may have a wider importance for the
whole region of Central and Eastern Europe. The concept has been recently tested in the
local government studies to analyse tax policies in Poland [7], [12], and the Czech
Republic [10], but now it is proposed to borrow the concept of competition to study tariffs
of local services, such as charges for water provision.
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THE CONCEPT OF TARIFF MIMMICKING – THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
Conceptually this article borrows from the concept of tax competition, which in its
application to local policies can be related to spatial interactions between fiscal policies
of jurisdictions which are located close to each other. The model of tax competition has
been created to explain national tax policies, but it may be applied to the local level as
well.
There are two different potential forms of the tax competition:
- Competition for a mobile tax base, in which local government tries to attract
movement of capital, companies or residents to the given jurisdiction. It leads to the
growth of the local tax base, and in the ideal scenario, also to a resultant growth of
budget revenues. The positive impact on the local budget can be direct (increased
revenues from the tax of which the rate is a subject of competition) or indirect: e.g.
local jurisdiction attracts new tax-payers through the competitive rate of the property
tax, which indirectly generates new income from other taxes.
- Maintenance or increase of the political capital – tax rates are adjusted in the
considered jurisdiction, taking into account the tax rates of the neighbouring
municipalities in order to satisfy local voters and to secure political support in local
elections. In this case one may talk not about ‘classic’ competition for the tax base,
but about the concept known in economics as ‘yardstick competition’.
In the latter case of ‘yardstick competition’ there is no reason to expect that reduction of
the tax rate may be compensated for by the growth of the local tax base. In this case one
may talk rather about the exchange between financial and political capital [8]. The
situation of ‘yardstick competition’ is sometimes referred to as ‘tax mimicking’, i.e. the
situation in which governments replicate policies noticed in other governments. The
concept of competition or mimicking has been applied usually to tax policies (see the
review of earlier studies in [12]), but as we argue in following section of this article, in
some circumstances it may be even more useful for analysis of tariffs for local public
services.
Tariff mimicking is defined in this article as the situation in which the local tariff in the
given jurisdiction is set under the strong influence or it is changed as a reaction to the
level of tariffs applied by neighbouring jurisdictions. In fact tariff mimicking does not
need to be related to geographical neighbourhood only. One can think about the situation
in which for example the regional city analysis its policies on tariffs comparing it with
other (distant) cities of similar size and function, not with the immediate neighbours. But
in our analysis we narrow-down the concept to the focus on spatial proximity.
Relatively numerous empirical studies of local tax competition in Western Europe have
so far very few equivalents in Poland or other countries of the Central and Eastern Europe.
Studies of Poland [12] confirmed yardstick competition for tax on agriculture and
property tax. Another study of property tax in Poland [7] has confirmed tax mimicking
for the property tax in metropolitan regions (although presented empirical results are not
fully convincing). The same concept has been also positively tested for the property tax
in the Czech Republic [10]. But these are very rare examples of such analysis in the
Central and Eastern Europe. Moreover, in case of tariffs for public services the empirical
tests of the concept have been so far even more rare, if not non-existent at all.
What might be factors deciding which of the tariffs are more prone to be subject of tariff
mimicking. Relying on borrowing from earlier studies of tax competition [1], [2] as well
as more general considerations based on fiscal federalism [6] one may formulate
following characteristics which make tariff mimicking more likely to happen:
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1. Popularity of the consumption. If influencing the behaviour of voters (building or
maintaining the political capital) is in the core of the concept, we should expect that local
governments would be willing to mimic the tariffs of services which are important for
most of the voters, not those which are consumed by the small proportion of their
electorate. Following this criterion we should indeed expect the high likelihood of the
tax mimicking in case of water provision, which at least in Poland is provided to nearly
all households.
2. Visibility of the tariff. In case of water it is considerable, but lower than some other
services (such as tickets for local public transport). Several consumers pays for water
through bank standing orders (direct debit), not having occasion to study carefully details
of each of the payments. Moreover, in several multi-flat houses cost of water is combined
into one bill with other payments related to heating, hot water and rent for the apartment,
which makes clear recognition of individual elements much more difficult.
3. Distinction between services in which local governments have full discretion to
decided tariffs and those in which setting tariffs is restricted by the law and/or has
more technocratic character. The mimicking is possible only if local governments
have considerable discretion to decide upon tariffs. In relation to water provision in
Poland this issue is discussed in methodological section of this article.
4. The size of local governments. The phenomenon of tax mimicking is more likely in
small jurisdictions and in rural setting than in case of larger cities. It is related both to
physical access to information as well as to rural versus urban style of life which
influence the density of contacts with consumers in neighbouring jurisdictions.
Building on the asymmetry of information between voters (tax-payers) and political
representatives Reulier & Rocaboy [9] expect also that the decision on the local tax rate
will depend on the variation of rates among neighbouring jurisdictions. The larger the
variation is, the easier it is for politicians to apply higher tax rates in their own jurisdiction,
since it is more difficult for voters to treat the surrounding region as a yardstick in the
political debate. We apply exactly the same logic to our study of tariff mimicking.
TARIFF MIMICKING IN POLAND – HYPOTHESIS
AND METHODS OF EMPIRICAL TEST
The main research question is:
- Do changes of tariffs for local services in neighbouring municipalities induce similar
changes in an analysed local jurisdiction?
In our study we concentrate on tariffs for water provision. Apart of solid waste collection
it is the most commonly delivered local government service. Other tariffs charged by
local governments, such as tickets for local public transport or rents in communal housing,
are paid only by some residents. Moreover they are not provided by all local governments,
so tracing spatial interactions with tariffs imposed in neighbouring municipalities would
be very difficult, if not impossible. But both in case of water and waste management we
have reasons to expect a strong spatial interaction of local policies in form of tariff
mimicking. The popular provision of service together with considerable burden on
household budgets (the total amount of tariffs paid is several times higher than the yield
of local taxes paid by Polish residents) makes potential interest of voters in level of tariffs
higher than in the level of local taxes. But the study of tariff for solid waste collection
would be more complicated due to recent reform of the organization and payment for that
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service. In case of water the system has been more stable and data is relatively easier to
access.
In their theory of typical responses for fiscal stress, Wolman and Davis [13] suggest, that
increasing charges for services is politically easier than raising rates of local taxes. That
observation has been confirmed in some European studies – e.g. in Switzerland [5], in
Norway [4] and Denmark [3]. Dafflon notes that tax competition in Switzerland has been
leading to local tax rates reduction (phenomenon known as race to the bottom). In such a
situation the increase of tariffs for local services may compensate the loss of tax yields.
It is often accompanied by the effectiveness argument – reduction of subsidies to local
services helps to liquidate illusion of free lunches and improves efficiency in allocation
of resources. But part of explanation is that comparing of tariffs with neighbor
communities is less often that in case of rates of local taxes. Therefore reduction of taxes
helps politicians to present to their voters in “better light” even if they increase user
charges at the same time. We suggest the opposite logic to be applied in Polish
environment, and perhaps also in several other countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
where local taxes play even more marginal role than in Poland. Since local taxes are
limited, we expect more competition (similar to tax mimicking phenomenon) in tariffs for
local services, which – as we argued before – are more important for household’s budgets
than local taxes.
Therefore our main hypothesis is that:
In Poland there is a tariff mimicking (following the logic of yardstick competition)
phenomenon in case of tariffs for water provision and sewage, and this is stronger than
in case of local tax mimicking.
How the tariff for water is defined in Poland? From purely formal point of view the impact
of local government is minimal. Tariff is proposed by the company which provides the
service and it is based on quite precise rules stipulated by the 2001 Law on Water Provision
and 2006 Ordinance on Tariffs for Water and Sewage Services2. The role of the council is
just to check calculation and approve (or reject) the tariff. Moreover, in some cases, even
rejection by the council may only delay the introduction of the tariff by couple of months,
after which it is enforced even without the consent of local government. So at a first glance
it looks like there is no space for politics in the whole process of tariff setting, which would
be a pre-condition for tracing the tariff mimicking. But practice often deviates from this
formal picture. First, rules concerning calculation of costs include elements which may be
part of political negotiation (e.g. profit of the company, property tax, sometimes also
depreciation of fixed assets). Second, if local government is the share-holder of the company
(in practice it is frequently the only share-holder) the city mayor has significant power of
informal influence on the behaviour of the company submitting the tariff proposal.
Therefore, there are reasons to expect that the political process of tariff setting plays a
significant role and that comparing with policies of neighbouring municipalities may be a
potentially significant element of that puzzle.
Our empirical strategy relies on two methods:
1. Interviews with local politicians (mayors) and technocrats (heads of municipal
companies responsible for water provision) in which we ask about various motives
taken into account during preparation of decisions concerning the tariffs. In particular

2

Basic element of the tariff (which is considered by our study) is set per cubic meter. In some municipalities
the tariff is different for various users (e.g. higher for businesses), but having in mind the purpose of the
study we concentrate entirely on tariffs for households.
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we ask the question on how important to them is to analyse tariffs in neighbouring
municipalities. So far the survey and interviews have been conducted in one Polish
region only (Opolskie), so these results should be treated as tentative. They will
require confirmation on the larger sample of local governments in other regions of
different characteristics;
2. Quantitative analysis using regression model allowing to test whether level of tariffs
(in 2016) is related to tariffs in neighbouring municipalities.
Methodologically, the issue of testing to what extent the rates in an analysed municipality
are dependent in the level of rates in neighbouring local governments is complex. The
level of tariffs depends on several other characteristics of the local environment, such as
population size, the wealth of the local community etc. In some cases these other
explanatory variables are related to the features connected to the location of the local
jurisdiction. In particular it concerns the distance from major agglomerations. As a
consequence, even if there is a positive correlation between the level of tariffs in analysed
municipality and tariffs in neighbouring local governments, it is not certain if one may
ascertain that relationship to be the outcome of the tariff mimicking, or rather to ‘common
location’ (e.g. in the vicinity of the large urban centre). Therefore that relationship is
investigated through the Hierarchical Multiple Regression model, that allows to specify
a fixed order of entry for variables in order to control for the effects of covariates and to
test the effects of certain predictors independent of the influence of others. In the model
correlation with tariffs of the neighbours will be controlled by the distance from
agglomerations and other factors. The model which we test may be summarized in the
following equation:
𝑇𝐿(𝑖) = 𝑓 ( ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑇𝐿, 𝜎(𝑁𝑇𝐿), 𝐿𝐸(𝑖)) + ε
Where:
TL(i) – tariff level in municipality i
∑𝑛

𝑇𝐿(𝑗)

̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅ = 𝑗=1
𝑁𝑇𝐿, − mean of tariffs in neighbouring municipalities (𝑁𝑇𝐿
, where n –
𝑛
number of municipalities which are neighbours of municipality i)
σ(NTL) – standard deviation of tariffs among neighbouring municipalities
LE(i) – local environment measured by population size, wealth of local community and
distance from large agglomeration centres
ε – residual.
The empirical test has been conducted for 349 municipalities located in three different
Polish regions (Opolskie, Podkarpackie and Podlaskie) plus nearly 70 immediate
neighbour municipalities from adjacent regions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results at least partially confirm our hypothesis. In our pilot study conducted in one
of Polish regions, considerable proportion of interviewed mayors and heads of water
companies declared that they take into account tariffs adopted in neighbouring
municipalities when they prepare the decision for their local government (see table 1). As
we can see in the table, in case of water provision such a motive is more frequently
considered than in case of other services – prices of tickets in local public transport or
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rents in municipal housing. The difference between role of “tariff mimicking” in case of
water and other services may be probably ascertained to the fact that the proportion of
service customers to total number of voters is much larger in case of water, so avoiding
their complaints is politically very important. But at the same time results of the earlier
study of local tax policies [12] demonstrate that self-declared “tariff mimicking” is not
more often than declared “tax mimicking”. In case of property tax and tax on agriculture
it is even marginally more common that in case of water. But this difference should be
confirmed in the future studies, so far the interviews concerning policies on tariffs for
local services has been conducted in one Polish region only, and the total N of the sample
is low.
Table 1. Local tariff mimicking and tax mimicking in Poland as declared by local government politicians
and officials – proportion of respondents who declare that taking into account tariffs in neighbouring
municipalities is important for decisions on local tariffs and taxes.
Tariffs for local public services (N=19)
Local taxes (N=111)
% of “yes” and
% of “yes” and “definitely
“definitely yes” answers
yes” answers
Water provision
43%
Tax on commercial
49%
properties
Tickets for public
40%
Tax
on
housing
44%
transport
properties
Rents in municipal
15%
Tax on agriculture
47%
housing
Tax on motor vehicles
13%

But to what extent this subjective declarations are confirmed by actual data on adopted
tariffs. The first general answer is provided by correlation between the tariff in given
municipality and level of tariffs among their neighbours. As we see in the table 2, there
is a statistically significant correlation both with the absolute level and with standard
deviation of tariffs among members. It suggests first of all tariff mimicking, and second,
that the likelihood of mimicking is higher if all neighbours have similar tariff level, so the
resident of the municipality has a more clear information on the comparison between his
duties and those which are paid by his neighbours leaving in towns and villages nearby.
Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients between level of tariff
for water in the neighbouring municipalities (2016 data, N=349)
Correlation with:
Mean of tariffs in neighbouring municipalities
Standard deviation of tariffs in neighbouring
municipalities
0.631
0.391
Note: both of coefficients are statistically significant on 0.001 level

But as we discussed in methodological section of the paper, the similarity to tariffs which
may be found in the neighbouring municipality might be potentially unrelated to tariff
mimicking, but may originate from the similarity of social and economic environment. If
similarity of tariffs in neighbouring municipalities is caused more by the similar
conditions than by pure ‘neighbouring factor’, then the variation should be explained
better by factors such as the affluence of the local community or the distance from large
urban agglomerations. But if the impact of the neighbourhood remains significant after
including the other controlling variables in the model, it may mean that tariff mimicking
plays a role in explaining the variation of policies concerning the local tariffs for services.
Therefore we add to our model control variables which should help us to avoid biased
conclusions.
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Table 3. Regression models explaining level of tariffs
for water provision in the three Polish regions (2016 data, N=349)
R2
Significance of the model
0.410
0.000
Beta
Significance
Affluence of local community
Population size
0.103
0.022
Distance to agglomeration
Level of tariffs in neighbouring municipalities
0.726
0.000
Standard deviation of tariffs in the neighbourhood
-0.154
0.009
Note: Beta coefficients are quoted only in the case of a relationship significant on 0.05 level. Blank
spaces mean no significant impact of the variable.
Source: own calculations on the basis of municipal budget reports.

The results of the regression model presented in the table 3 confirms that:
1. The level of tariff in the neighbouring municipality remains significant, even if
controlled by other variables in the model;
2. There is also significant, although weaker than in the previous item, impact of
standard deviation of tariffs among neighbouring municipalities. It confirms
theoretical expectation of Reulier and Rocaboy [9] that the larger is variation of tariffs
in adjacent local jurisdictions the easier is the increase the tariff in a given
municipality.
3. The only other significant variable is population size (tariffs for water are usually
higher in larger local government units), but the “neighbourhood factor” remains the
single, most powerful variable in the model. This is a strong confirmation of the “tariff
mimicking” hypothesis.
4. Moreover: the explanatory power of tariff in neighbouring municipalities is higher
than similar relationship found in our previous studies of tax policies (compare results
in [11] and [12]). This suggests that in Poland, at least in case of water provision, the
effect of “tariff mimicking” is stronger than “local tax mimicking” (or yardstick local
tax competition).
To sum up, neither the significance of the mean of the tariff in the adjacent jurisdictions
neither the significance of the standard deviation of tariffs in neighbouring municipalities
has vanished in the regression model. It suggests that the variation of policies applied in
the region does not have such a strong importance as some earlier theories and studies
had expected.
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ABSTRACT:
The reputation of the territory is based above all on the territorial individuality, which
consists of (1) the identification features of the site and (2) the set of its distinctive features
and resources. Natural tourism resources, as an important part of this totality, contribute
significantly to the formation of the reputation of the territory. More than two-thirds of
the trips are directed to these resources. Therefore, they can be decisive.
Bulgaria's natural tourism resources are varied and specific. Their peculiarities are
determined by the location of the country in temperate latitudes along the fringe of the
subtropics and bordering the Black Sea and the Danube. Having many mountains is also
important for Bulgarian tourism and for shaping the tourist image of Bulgaria.
The purpose of the paper is to analyze the use and to determine the importance of
Bulgaria's natural tourism resources for the formation of the country's tourist reputation.
The essence of such an issue is closely related to the opportunities, efficient exploitation
and realization of the potential of these resources, on the one hand, and the establishment
of a beneficial, active and consciously managed reputation in the tourist territory, on the
other hand.
Key words: reputation, natural tourism resources, Bulgaria
INTRODUCTION
If the attractiveness of one or another place, territory, site was originally predetermined
by the natural properties and qualities of its adjacent resources, it is now maintained by
the positive tourist image of the place, the good reputation created over a long period of
time, established in the consumer’s –mind as a brand. "The tourist image is a symbol of
the tourist potential of the place (locality, settlement, region, country)" [6]. Because of
this, the tourist image can "be seen as an extremely important resource for raising the
prestige of the place ..." [6]. In Krastev's interpretation, the advantages of the tourist
landscape - and in particular the natural and anthropogenic tourism resources - have made
a significant contribution to the formation of the tourist image of the site. "By
accumulating a certain emotional-psychological charge, images become an irrevocable
attribute of identity that influences the formation of "territoriality" in people's lives and
whose reputation depends on one of the main intangible assets of space to maintain
competitiveness in its development" [7]. Natural tourism resources are a "subsystem of
the territorial system of recreation and tourism" [8]. Therefore, they are a subject of
attention of the geography of tourism. Apostolov's review of the relevant literature in this
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regard [2] shows that tourism resources are mainly viewed in connection with tourist
activities and the tourist product, and that they are mainly surveyed in older publications.
Their importance for the formation of the tourist image and the reputation of a destination
has been considerably less studied but increasingly relevant in the conditions of increased
competition between destinations in the tourism industry.
The purpose of this publication is to analyze the role of Bulgaria's natural tourism
resources in improving the country's tourism reputation. The essence of such an issue is
closely related to the opportunities, efficient exploitation and realization of the potential
of these resources, on the one hand, and the establishment of a beneficial, active and
consciously managed reputation in the tourist territory, on the other.
The focus of the survey is Bulgaria as a tourist destination. The aim of the study is the
natural tourism resources as a basis for the formation of the country's tourist reputation.
The methodology includes use and presentation of results of conducted surveys. Both
secondary and primary sources of information are used. Through the analysis, synthesis,
induction and deduction the results of the conducted survey were received and presented.
REPUTATION OF THE TERRITORY
The reputation of one territory is based primarily on the territorial individuality, which
consists of (1) the identification features of the site and (2) the set of its distinctive features
and resources:
1. The external identification features of the territory form a totality of visual, verbal and
other indications determining its identity (geographical location, belonging, name,
distinguishing signs – coat of arms, flag, anthem etc.). They produce a "passport" with
all the necessary data to prove its identity. It is imperative that the approaches to
shaping identifying elements are seriously considered and targeted.
2. The set of distinctive features and resources of the territory is objectively built and
combines:
- natural, demographic, historical, social and cultural features - natural and climatic
conditions and raw materials, human factor, standard and quality of life, social
policy and social infrastructure, cultural and historical heritage, etc .;
- economic specifics - degree of development of the economy, production
infrastructure, human resources, availability of skilled labor and employment,
investment potential and innovative capabilities, financial resources, business
activity level of safety for businesses, etc .;
- Organizational-legal and communication characteristics - level and quality of
management, information services and technologies, communication features,
communication policies, advertising market and PR services, institutional capital,
legislation, efficiency of state policy and power, etc.
The beliefs and attitudes of the people that arise in relation to precisely the territorial
personality form the reputation of the territory - that is, the territorial identity is the basis
on which this strategic phenomenon is built and managed. The subjective notions of the
territory arise as a result of immediate personal experience (permanent or temporary
residence) or through mediated impressions (in the words of eyewitnesses, media, art
works, etc.).
The communication aspects of tourism activity concern, on the one hand, its effective and
high quality information provision and, on the other, the establishment and maintenance
of the reputation of both the whole sector and each of its structural units and constituents.
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The information tourist resources contain data about the material objects located in a
certain tourist area or included in a specific tourist product or destination - about the
historical, artistic or cognitive values owned by these objects, about their natural
geographic characteristics and peculiarities, about the related stories, legends and myths,
their dedicated research, etc. The tourist information resources refer not only to the verbal
information but also to the various material collections expositions and exhibits and, of
course, the people who produce and serve these information facts in order to be
professionally, adequately and attractively offered to interested groups. Potential users
are informed about their travel opportunities by using current promotional systems
(brochures, guidebooks, maps, catalogs, etc.)
The main tasks for providing information on the evaluation of tourism potential are:
- forming a positive opinion about the tourist resources of the territory;
- support for the formation of competitive tourism products;
- assistance in developing programs and projects in the field of tourism;
- an analysis of the economy and infrastructure of the relevant tourist region;
- creation of information and promotional materials;
- organizing special events to promote and impose a positive reputation on the territory,
etc.
The creation and transfer of positive sustainable knowledge and perceptions of the tourist
territory and ensuring its acceptance by the stakeholders is a major task of reputational
management in tourism, implicitly related to the specifics of consumer’s behavior in this
sector:
1. Until the tourist trip is carried out, the reputation of the relevant area for the potential
tourist is based on the information he/she receives and the disseminated persistent
notions of its distinctive properties distinguishing it from the other similar territories.
Therefore the reputation is one of the key factors determining the choice of the
consumer.
2. After the end of the trip, reputation is already based on the immediate perceptions of
the tourist and develops as a collection of his/her emotional and rational ideas, formed
by the reflection of his own life experience and value system. The judgments and
opinions of people who have personal experience of the territory, its distinctive and
unique features determine its attractiveness or unattractiveness to the next consumer
as well as the degree of its popularity.
The understanding of these two general approaches (indirect and direct) in the
argumentation of reputation allows its purposeful management as a unique strategic asset
in the field of tourism. This requires adequate communication policy at national and
regional level, which is the priority and responsibility of the management in tourism
administrations and organizations.
The reputation of one territory is based primarily on the territorial individuality, which is
composed of the identification features of the site and the combination of its distinctive
features and resources. In this sense, the natural resource potential is a characteristic
indicator and a factor in the establishment of the respective reputation, and the measures
taken for its study, conservation, absorption, transformation and rational use determine
the potential of this territory for development and tourism. [5]
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PLACE OF NATURAL TOURIST RESOURCES IN THE TOURISM SYSTEM
The tourism system is a combination of tourism-resource potential of the territory, tourists
and the tourism industry. These components are constantly changing and modifying [4],
which makes tourism a highly dynamic phenomenon.
Each tourist area is formed on the basis of a specific combination of many factors and
quality characteristics. On the one hand, it tolerates the interaction of an external
environment, national and / or international, consisting of political, economic, legal,
cultural, ecological, etc. conditions, changes and trends. On the other hand, the territory
is influenced by local (domestic) political, economic, productive, social, and other
circumstances. A central place among its structural elements occupies the tourism
resources, which are the main reason for the attractiveness to tourists (natural-geographic,
cultural-historical and socio-economic facts). The rest of its components are secondary,
derived conditions - accessibility, infrastructure, institutional environment, conditions of
stay, price, etc. Reputation is the unifying link in this mix because it depends on how
interested groups will appreciate and perceive the territory, how its values, benefits, and
advantages will be communicated.
The resource potential of the territory is a set of all resources - both included in the
processes of public reproduction and the potential to participate in it. The modern
transformation of the economy of the regions and the necessity to maximize the use of
the existing elements of nature determine the relevance of the research of the potential of
the tourism resources as a significant factor for the socio-economic development of the
territory. The study of tourism resources is based on ambiguous approaches and
definitions of the baseline concept. The linkage of tourism with geography is reflected in
the terminology. Initially, tourism resources are traced naturally and geographically, and
their study is limited to assessing the landscape environment for recreation and tourism.
Interdisciplinary studies complement and broaden this viewpoint on a social level. Thus,
the conditions for accessibility, facilities and comfort, attractiveness of cultural and
historical, recreational and other tourist activities are added to the natural environment
for vacation. Today all resource factors are considered in direct connection with the other
parameters of tourism - their suitability for the processes and purposes of tourism, the
possibilities for using them to enhance its development, the development of tourism
products and services, etc.
The inclusion of tourism in market relations necessitates an in-depth study of the different
organizational, economic and social aspects of the management mechanisms of tourism
resources, state and regional regulation issues, as well as the specificities of these
resources and related activities. The growth of the tourist activity of the population and
the commissioning of new natural and other resources predetermine the need to
systematically study the opportunities for purposeful and constant management of
communication processes with a focus on establishing a sustainable positive reputation
of the territory.
The definition of natural tourism resources is invariably related to their specific features
- non-transferability, the impossibility of moving from one place to another in order to
take part in a particular economic activity. From the positions of regional tourism, this
commitment is important because natural resources are limited and their existence is
directly dependent on the economic condition of the territory. The possibilities for
meeting the needs of tourists are directly related to the content and status of the resource
factors of the territory on which the region is located. All this influences the definition of
tourism resources: a set of natural climate, socio-cultural and infrastructure factors in the
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territory used in the construction of tourism products to meet the needs of the people and
the objectives of tourism.
A necessary condition for the development of tourism is the availability of tourism
potential on the territory. Managing this potential is a leading prerequisite for forming an
attractive tourist product and a desired tourist destination. Most often, the term "tourist
potential" reflects the economic nature of tourism and, accordingly, the sum of the
resources, conditions and means necessary for its realization. The resource base of
tourism potential is composed of the natural, cultural, historical, infrastructural, labor,
information, etc. wealth and opportunities of the region in their entirety and
interdependence. There are several approaches for assessing the existing basis:
- quantitative assessment - quantitative description of existing resources, determination
of their volume and stocks;
- qualitative assessment - allows optimization of the use of resources on the territory;
- analysis of potential opportunities - determination of the scope of operation and
exploitation, calculation of the economic, social and environmental impacts of the
activity.
- The common approach to assessing the resource base of tourism potential is the
pressing need to process and create large data bases.
- The assessment of the tourist potential of the territory is in line with the three main
groups of factors in tourism:
- generating (needs-related);
- realizational (resource-related);
- localizing (related to population awareness).
For the purpose of this study, it is appropriate to pay special attention to localizing factors
because they are designed in the management of communications in tourism. The effect
of these factors is the organization of communication processes and information
provision, the imposition of communication standards on tourist services, the creating
attractive tourist images, the sustainable reputation of the tourist territory / product /
organization and of active tourist brands. From the point of view of the tourism potential,
we are talking about the maximum complete and targeted awareness of the interested
parties about the existing opportunities for tourism (organization and conduct) within a
certain territory. Leadership plays a role both in the overall natural environment and in
individual remarkable elements (natural tourism resources). The activation of localizing
factors and their expert administration are able to weaken, correct or direct the action of
the other groups (generating and realizing), so they are particularly important and are
becoming more and more firmly established in the heart of the management efforts in the
tourism industry.
SIGNIFICANCE OF BULGARIAN NATURAL TOURISM
RESOURCES FOR FORMING THE TOURIST REPUTATION
Natural tourism resources, as an important component of the tourism system, contribute
significantly to the formation of the reputation of the territory. More than two-thirds of
the travel trips have been reported globally [3]. Therefore, they can be even decisive in
this respect.
Bulgaria is a European, Balkan, Black Sea and Danube country. The country's natural
tourism resources are varied and specific. To a large extent, their peculiarities are
determined by the location in the moderate latitudes of the subtropical border, which
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predetermines the specifics of climate, vegetation and landscapes. Having many
mountains is also important for Bulgarian tourism and for shaping the tourist image of
Bulgaria. Here is the highest mountain on the Balkans - Rila with Musala peak (2925 m).
Undoubtedly, the most exploited natural tourist resource is the Black Sea. Most foreign
tourists associate Bulgaria with the Black Sea coast and remain unfamiliar with the
interior of the country. While the location in the European tourist region is rather a
favorable prerequisite for the formation of positive ideas, the same can not be said about
our location in the Balkans.
The representative study Attitudes of EuropeansTowardsTourism [11] examines different
aspects of Europeans' tourist behavior and motivation. The report was prepared on the
basis of a large-scale survey. The paper also focuses on aspects of natural tourism
resources. The study finds that 26% of the Europeans’ chief motif of visiting is nature
(mountains, lakes, landscapes, etc.). For another 40%, the main motivation for taking a
trip is the sun (weather conditions) and beaches. Therefore, a total of 66% or 2/3 of
European citizens' trips are due to motives related to natural tourism resources. On the
other hand, anthropogenic tourism resources concentrated mainly in cities and
represented mainly by cultural landmarks provoke 44 % of the trips. Therefore, natural
tourism resources have a leading position in this respect. Nature is the most important for
the citizens of the Netherlands (42%) and the least attractive for the Irish (8%, for Bulgaria
- 22%). The beaches and the climate are the most attractive to the citizens of Luxembourg
(58%) and Slovenians (58%), and the least important for the Maltese (11%, for Bulgaria
- 39%).
Nature (climatic conditions, landscape) is also an important factor for turning tourists into
regular visitors. 50% of European citizens have named them as a determining factor in
this respect, the same number applies to Bulgarians. Compared to the other factors making
the visitors loyal customers (accommodation, pricing, etc.), the natural assets stand out
as leaders. They are most important for the loyalty of the Czechs (65%) and the
Netherlanders (65%), and the least relevant to the Macedonians (24%).
A more specific expert assessment of tourism (including natural tourism resources) makes
the World Economic Forum in the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017
[14]. On the scale of 1 to 7 our country's natural tourism resources are estimated at 3.8.
By this criterion, we are ranked 41st among the 136 countries concerned. This rating is
lower than the average estimate for tourism in our country (4.1, 45th position). But
according to this criterion, Bulgaria is placed ahead of the same ranking in 2015.
Therefore, a trend towards improving the outcome is reported. A number of other factors
received higher estimates , factors such as health and hygiene (6,6), tourism services
infrastructure (5,8), price level (5,3), safety and security (5,1). Therefore, the natural
tourism resources of our country, which are often a reason for national pride, are not
considered by international experts as leading competitive advantages for Bulgarian
tourism. On the contrary, the results speak about their mediocre role in shaping Bulgaria's
attractiveness in the eyes of the foreigners. It is interesting to find out why this assessment
is not high and how the international experts, who use the following criteria, justify
themselves [14]:
- the number of natural sites in the UNESCO World Heritage List. For Bulgaria - 2
sites, 30th position among the countries concerned;
- Biodiversity (number of known species). For Bulgaria - 448 species, 82nd position;
- share in % of the protected areas in the country. For Bulgaria - 40.5%, 5th position in
the world;
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- opportunities for digital search for natural tourism. For Bulgaria - 24 (scale from 0 to
100), 42nd position;
- Attractiveness of the natural environment. For Bulgaria - rating 5, 76th position;
A significant increase in the rating is accounted for by the increase in the share of
protected areas, as well as the attractiveness which is assessed higher than the 2015 rating.
The environmental quality assessment is likely to be low, probably due to the strong
anthropogenic changes during the centuries, which is typical of the European continent.
Biodiversity also scores poorly, but it is not clear how it is defined with only 448 species.
The share of protected areas is the most valued due to the large number of international
agreements in which our country participates, under which more than one third of the
territory is under a different way of protection.
Based on the results of the studies presented above, it can be summarized that:
- natural tourism resources are a determining motif for tourist trips;
- Bulgaria's natural tourism resources are not highly valued by foreign experts, which
can be seen as a limiting factor for the incoming international tourism to our country.
Positive is the fact that Bulgaria appears more and more frequently in a number of world
rankings with tourist orientation, and in some cases whole publications are dedicated to
our country . For example, in the April 18, 2017 issue, British Telegraph (cited by
http://www.economic.bg) [12] published an article, which cited 19 reasons to visit
Bulgaria. These include the beaches, the incredible mountains, the Pirin and Rila national
parks, the opportunities for ski tourism and the observation of bears in their natural
environment, the Belogradchik Rocks and the caves. The area around Mount Musala is
defined as a paradise.
In 2016, there are two Bulgarian representatives in the ranking of Top 10 spiritual places
in the world with a strong energy emission [13]. No. 1 is Rila , ahead of Machu Picchu in
Peru, Uluru Plateau in Australia and others. No. 6 is Belintash, which is ahead of
Stonehenge and even Tibet.
Such publications are important for the tourist reputation of our country and contribute to
the imposition of certain tourist images and brands.
A series of studies conducted by Vasileva [9] [10] investigates what tourists associate
Bulgaria with:
- in case of a free answer, every fifth Bulgarian respondent associate the Bulgarian
nature with the Black Sea and its coastline, and one in every 16 associates it with the
mountains. For every eleventh, the mountain lakes and, in particular, the Seven Rila
Lakes are most clearly visible. The National and Nature Parks, and in particular the
Pirin National Park, the Rila National Park, the Central Balkan National Park or the
Strandja Nature Park are pointed out by one in 23. Other emblematic natural sites with
which the respondents associate the Bulgarian nature are the caves, namely Prohodna
and Magura (3,4%), as well as Musala peak (2,6%), Srebarna lake (2,6%),
Belogradchik rocks , Wonder Rocks, Stone Wedding, Cape Kaliakra, Paradise
Praskalo, Krushuna Waterfalls, etc. [9]
- A similar survey among Polish citizens highlighted several major associations:
- - seaside resorts - Golden Sands, Nessebar, Balchik, Varna, Sunny Beach;
- - sea, warm sea, the Black Sea, the Black Sea side are the marine themes;
- - tourist emblems - warm climate, delicious cuisine, Shopska salad, grapes, rakia,
good wine, Bulgarian music and folklore, arts, holidays, festivals;
Some of the respondents relate Bulgaria to reasonable prices, as well as to neighboring
Romania.
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It can be noticed that almost all associations are directly or indirectly related to tourism
and mainly to the marine tourism resource. Therefore, it can be reasonably concluded that
the Polish people associate Bulgaria with tourism on the Black Sea coast. On the one
hand, it is positive that the Poles obviously have a vision for our country. On the other
hand, however, this vision is limited only to the Black Sea coast and to the classic
maritime tourist product. There are no answers to connect Bulgaria with sites and sights
from the interior of the country, with cultural and historical sites and places or other
tourist attractions besides the sea and the cuisine.
It is well known that most Europeans associate Bulgaria with the Black Sea, but Japanese
tourists, for example, associate it with the oil-bearing rose. It would be useful to make
similar surveys on associations in all major emitional tourism markets in Bulgaria.
CONCLUSION
The reputation of a territory (country, region, destination) is not simply the result of a PR
campaign or other communication techniques, but is formed by the actual facts, merits
and achievements of this territory, and the correct, purposeful communication in this
respect . Reputation management is a prerogative and commitment of the institutions and
authorities, tour operators and agencies to the cultural and sporting structures operating
in the region and having a sustainable positive interest in it. In order to optimize this
strategic process, it is necessary to focus our attention on those aspects of the reputation
that at this moment cause the greatest interest in the target groups - ie. to determine who
/ what lies in the heart of the reputation for each of them - the natural-climatic features,
the history, the socio-economic indicators, the cultural artifacts, the famous persons, etc.
In this sense, natural tourism resources are an important component of the reputation and
could (depending on the interests and opportunities) become a unifying center of a wellthought-out and coordinated strategy. For such a strategy to be effective, it needs to be
based on precise and clearly defined focus points. In practice, this is rather complicated
and requires serious experts and resources. That is why, in most cases as the Bulgarian
practice shows, unsystematic messages and data in the form of advertising, descriptions
of investment projects, complex brochures and albums, which are limited to the most
general characteristics of the territory, are seldom updated and instead of supporting the
reputation - on the contrary, they cause a negative attitude. In Bulgaria, research and
stakeholder analysis are rather incidental (for the purposes of individual institutions,
manufacturers and traders), have limited scope and are aimed at solving a specific
problem. Any attempt to deepen those processes that are relevant to the reputation of the
territory, however modest it may be, would at least lead to the specification of
expectations and attitudes.
Bulgaria is becoming more international with its combination of natural and cultural
heritage, a rich and attractive network of natural and cultural resources. It is a well-known
and preferred tourist destination with a clearly recognizable national identity, preserved
nature and culture. Natural tourism resources are an important part of the development of
tourism and to a great extent they are decisive for forming the reputation of our country
as a tourist destination. More than half of the tourist trips in Bulgaria are directed to the
sea and mountain resorts. Namely the sea and mountain tourist resources are the attraction
center for most of the foreign and Bulgarian tourists. These resources are also important
for shaping the image of established and leading tourist resorts in our country such as
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Golden Sands, Sunny Beach, Albena, Varna, Bourgas, Nessebar (for development of sea
tourism) and Pamporovo, Bansko, Borovets (for winter and ski tourism).
Natural tourism resources are leading in the formation of tourism products for the
development of some alternative forms of tourism: ecological, mountain, ornithological,
natural-cognitive, rural, adventure, wine, sports and others. According to numerous
studies conducted at home and abroad, natural tourism resources are decisive for shaping
tourist attractiveness and are of paramount importance in shaping the image of Bulgaria
as a tourist destination. Unfortunately, they are still insufficiently used to improve
Bulgaria's reputation, and in some cases even compromise the country's good name and
tourist image. Creating a sustainable reputation for one territory takes decades. Its
destruction, on the one hand, is difficult due to the cultural depth and stereotype
sustainability but, on the other hand, it is easily accessible due to the virtually unlimited
and uncontrolled information flows.
In order to improve the reputation of Bulgaria using its natural tourism resources it is
necessary to:
- maintain and improve the state of the environment;
- preserve the natural heritage;
- preserve biodiversity and stimulate economic growth;
- exercise strict control on the status of beaches and sea water along the Bulgarian Black
Sea coast;
- implement a comprehensive environmental policy for enhancing the ecological
awareness of both local communities and tourists;
- explore the expectations and the satisfaction of tourists from the major tourism
markets;
- study targeted and coordinated advertising-information publications for tourism,
which correspond to the expectations of specific target groups;
- Participate in tourism fairs in the country and abroad with a focus on the types of
tourism developed mainly on the basis of the natural-resource potential;
- realize joint programs and initiatives between municipal and non-governmental
organizations for popularization of tourism in the different regions of the country;
- greater control by local authorities to limit the environmental impact of tourism.
Tourism reputation can not be constructed, it is worthwhile - "the way to achieve a better
reputation is to make efforts for what you want to see" [1]. A key goal in reputation
management is the valuation of something unique and different, which can bring the
tourist territory to others and highlight it as the only one of its kind. The diversity of
natural resources in Bulgaria clearly demonstrates that there is a wide scope for creative
realization.
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ABSTRACT
The scope, intensity and direction of migration are directly related to the dynamics of the
socio-economic development. Therefore, they can be considered as one of the significant
factors affecting the number of the population and the population structure. Considering
the geographical, historical, socio-economic, religious and political conditions, the
territory of the Republic of Macedonia has always been affected by intensive migration
movements, by frequent extensive emigration movements of its inhabitants, but also
immigration of people from other countries, i.e. foreigners.
In this paper is analyzed the number of migrants, only foreigners. In the last couple of
years have recorded significant growth, causing significant changes in the structure of
immigrants according the country of origin. The focus of this paper is put on the countries
from which the immigrants choose the Republic of Macedonia as an attractive destination
to stay and also what is their distribution all over the country, some of their demographic
characteristics and their impact on the demographic processes.
Keywords: migrants, foreigners, net migration, country of origin, demographic
characteristics, Republic of Macedonia
INTRODUCTION
In the vocational literature that considers migration as a demographic phenomenon and
process, there are various definitions of what it represents and they are all essentially
related to the spatial mobility of the population and the changing place of residence. The
term migration or resettlement includes all changes of the places of permanent residence,
whether it's resettlement with a permanent or temporary character, on a lesser or greater
distance, within or outside state and administrative borders. Today, most researchers
agree that the change of place of residence means at least moving to another settlement
considered as an administrative unit or independent settlement [15]. When this movement
takes place outside the state borders, it is considered as international migration.
Simply defined, migration can be explained as a result of "the human response to the
economic, social and demographic environment that surrounds it, so that their versatility
is motivated by the desire to satisfy their own need or avoid some difficulty." [10]. In the
direction of explaining migration in science, more theoretical views on the type, causes
and consequences of migrations have been developed. According to the civil theories
about international migrations, the spatial mobility of the population is a reaction to the
fact that in another surrounding, living conditions can be improved and some needs can
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be met. Therefore, they have two dimensions: spatial and temporal, which makes the
observations more complex [25].
In contemporary conditions, international population migration is closely related to the
demographic and socio-economic development and the migration policy of the countries
from where migrants come from, and the countries where the migrants are staying
temporary or permanently. In both spatial areas they have a significant influence on the
scope and structure of the population.
The Republic of Macedonia located in the Southeast of Europe, on the Balkan Peninsula
is a region that is characterized by significant international routes passing, which are the
bases for a traffic connection with the neighbouring countries and beyond. Such
geostrategic position at certain times was an occasion for encouraging numerous
migration movements in different directions and scope. In the past, combined with the
historical, social, political and socio-economic circumstances, the colonization policies
that led to it, the desire to assimilate its population, the struggle for political and economic
domination defined the direction and extent of the immigration of a foreign population of
its territory.
In the repeated history, especially in the period after the Republic of Macedonian
becoming independent, the voluntary immigration of a foreign population is evident and
it has various motives for migration, such as employment, education, marrying a citizen
of the Republic of Macedonia, investing in certain areas, political reasons, etc. The
conditions for entry, stay and leaving the country, as well as the rights and obligations
that they have during the stay, are defined by the Law on Foreigners (Official Gazette of
the Republic of Macedonia No. 35/2006; 66/2007; 117/2008; 92/2009; 156/2010;
84/2012; 158/2011; 13/2013; 147/2013; 217/2015) [14] and the subordinate regulations.
The Law on Employment and Work of Foreigners (Official Gazette of the Republic of
Macedonia No. 70/2007, 5/2009; 217/15) and the subordinate regulations define the
procedures and conditions under which foreigners can work in the country, "with the
exception when it is defined by an international agreement" [16].
In conditions when there is a high percentage of the emigration of the citizens of the
Republic of Macedonia, the immigration of the foreign population comes to terms and is
the main reason for the positive net migration in Macedonia. Such a situation, which in
no part, (given from the demographic, social, economic and political point of view), is
not negligible, is the reason that kindles the interest in research. On the other hand, despite
the possibility of manipulating specific numbers, there are illegal immigrants, which not
only influence the demographic, social and economic image of the country, but also bring
new challenges for the country related to its political stability and security.
Hence, the main task of this paper is to investigate which population immigrates, the
reason for immigration and how this will reflect on the characteristics of the total
population in the near future, but also the impact on certain segments in the economy.
The paper aims to contribute to the perception of contemporary demographic trends in
the country and to point out the need for a professionally shaped migration policy.
This study is in favour of perceiving the situation when it comes to immigration issues in
the Republic of Macedonia.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The complexity and diversity of the territorial redistribution of the population are the
basis through which one can observe and perceive a large number of phenomena in the
environment in which they occur. Migrations are a significant component on which the
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dynamics and structure of the population in a particular area depends. They have the
character of a complex socio-economic process.
The spatial redistribution of the population is in the focus of the scientific interest of
geographers because of the fact that migrants are of particular significance for perceiving
and understanding the demographic processes that took place in the past or are current
today. The migration movements in the Republic of Macedonia that took place in the past
and left mark on its demogeographic development were studied by several researchers.
In the geographical literature, can be found papers in which the authors studied the
connection of migrations with the demographic development of the population within the
entire state or its separate areas. Jovan Trifunoski (1952, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1963), [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30], conducted the field research on immigration in the middle of the
twentieth century in many areas in Macedonia. There are also researches for the migration
processes in the rural area of Skopje Valley (Daskalovski, 1993) [3], and for the
population distribution and its characteristics in the Skopje Valley (Panov, 1976) [17], for
the demographic development of the population in the Republic of Macedonia during the
twentieth century (Daskalovski, 1995) [4] and the tendencies in the demographic
development, (Daskalovski, 2001) [6], for the immigration and development of the urban
population in Skopje Valley (Daskalovski, 2001) [5], for the dynamics of the world
population with a review on the Republic of Macedonia (Madjevikj, 2009) [12], for the
Bosniaks (Stojmilov and Apostolovska Toshevska, 2008) [24], and Ramchilovikj, 2005
[18], for the immigration of Albanians, Trifunoski (1988) [31], for the emigration and
immigration in the country (Madjevikj et. al, 2016) [13], for the internal migration
(Apostolovska Toshevska, Ljakoska, 2016) [1], as well as the papers of the economists
about the permanent migration processes in Macedonia, (Kjurchiev, 1985) [11], Janeska
[10] and other.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DATA SOURCES
In the paper, the research mainly refers to the immigration of persons from other countries
on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. Methodological explanations and
interpretations are used according to the State Statistical Office (SSO). The term "place
of temporary residence of a foreigner" covers the place where a foreigner has settled in
with the purpose of temporarily residing on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia.
The duration of each foreigner’s stay is limited depending on the kind of the permit issued
on the basis of relevant documentation [22], [23].
The study of migrations, especially the migration of foreigners, is followed by serious
difficulties in the methodological aspect and in terms of the data scope and type. The
insufficient scope of comparable migration statistics is an important limiting factor in the
research. In the paper were used data from administrative sources.
The administrative data sources are data on migration flows and cover the number of
citizens and foreigners entering or leaving the Republic of Macedonia during one calendar
year. These numbers are obtained from the relevant services of the Ministry of Interior
[14], published by the State Statistical Office in annual statistical reviews. The time series
for foreigners marks its beginning since 1994 (the electronic MakStat data base) [20] until
2000).
Foreigners are considered as a unique category of foreigners from 1994 to 2005, so that
since 2006, according to the statistical records of the State Statistical Office, the two
statistical categories of data are included: foreigners with temporary residence and
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foreigners with an extended stay. Due to the limited data access, the spatial aspect analysis
of immigration was obtained on the basis of immigrated foreigners with temporary stay.
Also, for the migration analysis were used data from the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) [9], and the conducted poll analysis of transit migrants in Macedonia
from August 2015 till February 2016, when Macedonia announced refugee crisis (19th
August 2015).
The analysis for the foreigner’s stay in Macedonia and the recorded work permits,
especially in the period from 2006 to 2016 (applications for work permits, employment
permits, by activity and occupations, educational attainment, country of origin, and the
city where the applications for work permits were requested), is made according to the
Employment Service Agency of the Republic of Macedonia (ESARM) data. The research
period is selected due to the uniform methodology for classifying migration data. A
disadvantage is the ability to analyze data by municipalities, due to the different territorial
organization that has changed several times during the 23-year analysed period.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the population of the Republic of Macedonia, traditionally inherent is the territorial
mobility, i.e., moving from one place to another for different reasons. In this context,
migrations take place not only within the country, but it is also evident the migration
outside the country. At the same time, although the Republic of Macedonia is a country
with a slowly evolving economy, migrations directed toward it are still noticed. This
research focuses on the period from the end of the twentieth century to the present. It is a
period when serious political and economic changes in the country and the immediate
surroundings took place. The Republic of Macedonia gaining its independence was
followed by major social and demographic changes, including the spatial movement of
the population both within and outside the country.
Table 1. Immigrated and emigrated citizens
of the Republic of Macedonia and foreigners in the period 1994-2016
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Total
3433
2088
1489
1295
1057
1118
1199
1185
1257
1145
1381
1491
3273
2181
1609
1857
2715
3211
3787
3991
4208
5358
4743

Citizens of
the R.
Macedonia
1651
1128
850
739
595
658
639
458
723
567
543
524
545
366
219
259
303
349
396
490
265
259
283

Immigrated
Foreigners- Foreignerstemporary
extended
stay
stay
1782
0
960
0
639
0
556
0
462
0
460
0
560
0
727
0
534
0
578
0
838
0
967
0
1029
1699
861
954
557
833
1000
598
1356
1056
1747
1115
2072
1319
1941
1560
2273
1670
3617
1482
2481
1979

ForeignersTotal
1782
960
639
556
462
460
560
727
534
578
838
967
2728
1815
1390
1598
2412
2862
3391
3501
3943
5099
4460

Total
478
392
247
282
248
141
172
503
141
144
669
1300
1108
240
751
792
1007
1290
1415
1041
839
1016
630

Emigrated
Citizens of Foreignersthe R.
temporary
Macedonia stay
424
54
359
33
220
27
254
28
241
7
127
14
165
7
312
191
81
60
112
32
656
13
1282
18
1073
35
224
16
740
11
769
23
923
84
1143
147
1330
85
945
96
740
99
767
249
440
190

Source: www.stat.gov.mk [20]
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In the international migration movements in the analyzed period from 1994 to 2016,
69,917 persons were included or an average of 3,040 persons per year. Dominant are the
migrations directed towards the country, i.e. 78.8% were immigration movements, and
21.2% were emigration movements. The citizens of the Republic of Macedonia
participated with 90% in the emigration movements, that is, an average of 579 citizens
per year.
Out of the total number of immigrants, 12,809 were citizens of the Republic of
Macedonia, and 42,262 were foreigners (out of which 27,997 foreigners with temporary
stay and 14,265 foreigners with extended stay) or a ratio of 1:3 in favour of foreign
immigrants. The ratio between the immigrated foreigners and emigrated citizens of the
Republic of Macedonia (13,327 emigrated citizens in the period 1994-2016) indicates that
in the period of 23 years, per every emigrated citizen of the Republic of Macedonia, three
or more people immigrate from abroad. In the period from 1994 to 2016, an average of
1,800 foreigners immigrated in the Republic of Macedonia per year. Even 80%
immigrated in the period from 2005 to 2016. The share of immigrated foreigners in the
total number of immigrants is significant. It starts to grow from 2006, and in the period
from 2010 to 2016 it participates in the total number of immigrants with an average of
89%.
In detail, during the analysed period from 1994 to 2016, in the Republic of Macedonia
was recorded a positive net migration of 40,225 persons. Only 1994 stand out, as the year
when the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia are still immigrating from other republics
of former Yugoslavia, which in some part in the previous years were occupied with
military unrest and conflicts.
Table 2. Total net migration, net migration of the citizens
of the Republic of Macedonia and foreigners in the period 1994-2016
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Total
2955
1696
1242
1013
809
977
1027
682
1116
1001
712
191
2165
1941
858
1065
1708
1921
2372
2950
3369
4342
4113

Net migration
Citizens of the Republic of Macedonia
1227
769
630
485
354
531
474
146
642
455
-113
-758
-528
142
-521
-510
-620
-794
-934
-455
-475
-508
-157

Foreigners
1728
927
612
528
455
446
553
536
474
546
825
949
2693
1799
1379
1575
2328
2715
3306
3405
3844
4850
4270

Source: www.stat.gov.mk [20]

As a result of the positive net migration for both, the citizens of the Republic of
Macedonia and foreigners there was a positive total net migration up to 2003. Since 2004,
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the ratio of the causes of the positive net migration has changed in favour of the positive
net migration of the foreign immigrants. On the other hand, the negative net migration
among the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia shows continuity, from the fact that
after 1990, the largest number of emigration from the Republic of Macedonia as
permanent family emigration and family reunification has been recorded [19].

Figure 1. Net migration (total, citizens of the Republic of Macedonia, foreigners), 1994-2016
Source: Calculated according www.stat.gov.mk data [20]

Figure 2. Total net migration, 1994-2016
Source: www.stat.gov.mk

In the study of migrations, the spatial aspect occupies a significant place. The analysis of
the immigrated foreigners, according to the spatial distances from which they immigrate
is of particular interest. In this case, we confirm our previous findings that the largest
number of migrants originates from our immediate surroundings. In the period from 2005
to 2016, 88.9% of immigrants were from Europe. Most of the immigrants were from
Albania, Turkey and Kosovo, and their share of the total number of immigrants has
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especially increased from 2007 to 2015. The reasons for their immigration are different,
but are related to the smaller spatial distance, employment opportunities or the
development of their own business, marriage, education, etc., supported and facilitated
by family and friends.

Figure 3. Absolute participation of the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia
and foreigners with temporary stay in the total number of emigrants, 1994-2016
Source: www.stat.gov.mk

Because of getting married to a citizen of the Republic of Macedonia, by the beginning
of the nineties of the last century, a significant number of foreigners were from Bulgaria,
the counters that belonged to the former Soviet Union, Romania, Poland, Hungary and
Czech Republic. Since 1992, it is characteristic the immigration of young girls from
Albania that are getting married with Macedonian citizens [8].

Figure 4. Absolute participation of the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia
and foreigners with temporary stay in the total number of immigrants, 1994-2016
Source: www.stat.gov.mk
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According to the ESARM data, from 2002 to 2007, 5,867 employment approvals for
foreigners were issued, of which 2,080 were new demands [16]. From 2008 to 2015, the
total number of this type of approvals has been constantly increasing and during the entire
period, a total of 17,176 permits were issued, out of which 10,729 were new [7]. The
indicated period of increase in the work permits of foreigners to a large extent coincides
with the period of more intensive positive net migration growth of foreigners in the
Republic of Macedonia.

Figure 5. The participation of foreigners with temporary stay
in the total number of immigrated and emigrated persons, 1994-2016
Source: www.stat.gov.mk

Most of the persons who received work permits have completed secondary and primary
education, and according to the country of origin, they mostly come from Turkey (21.6%),
Greece (14.3%) and Serbia (11.9%).
In the case of persons with temporary stay, it is usually a matter of employment or
marriage. Emigration based on employment has been encouraged by the FDI in the
Republic of Macedonia. More precisely, in this period, the campaign for the promotion
of the Republic of Macedonia through business forums (marketing campaigns - Invest in
Macedonia and Macedonia Timeless) as a favorable business destination for foreign
investors. Particular emphasis was put on the efforts for investments in the industry. With
tax and customs benefits and purpose-built infrastructurally prepared locations, certain
Greenfield and Brownfield investments were established. Some of the investments were
in the form of acquisitions and mercenaries (transfer of the existing capital from the local
domestic company to or from a foreign company). In that way, more industrial companies
are investing in Macedonia such as Johnson Control, Johnson Matthey, TeknoHose,
Kemet Electronics, Van Hool, ODV Electric, Markart, Draexlmaier, Kromberg &
Schubert etc., [2]. The employment in new companies certainly has created opportunities
for immigration of individual foreigners, who were mostly part of the management team
of investors.
If an analysis of the spatial distribution of the immigrated foreigners in the country is
made only on the basis of the obtained work permits, the greater attractiveness of the
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larger cities is noted and in that context their concentration in the larger urban centers
where there are more favorable conditions for conducting a business. Most of the work
permits were issued in Skopje, in the period from 2008 to 2015, even 70% of the total
number of work permits. Followed by Gevgelija, Tetovo, Bitola etc.
Changes are also evident among persons who have received residence in the country due
to education. The involvement of foreigners in the educational process in the Republic of
Macedonia was also characteristic in the past when a large number of students from the
former SFRY and other countries were educated at the universities in Macedonia.

Figure 6. Absolute ratio of work permits issued by the ESARM, 2008-2015
Source: Calculated according the ESARM annual reports, 2008-2015, www.avrm.gov.mk [7]

Following the collapse of Yugoslavia, a large number of students with a temporary stay
permit who studied at the Universities in Macedonia, based on student exchange
agreements, returned to their country of origin. Some of the students lost their
scholarships, so during 1991 and 1992, all foreign students from the African countries,
and a large number of students from the Near East, Iran, Iraq, Syria and Jordan, left the
Republic of Macedonia [8]. Therefore, during the 1990s, this number was declining, but
in recent years, there have been noticeable changes in upward trends. Based on the
education, the number of enrolled students in undergraduate studies increases. From the
academic year 2007/08 to 2015/16 a total of 14,655 foreign students enrolled the
undergraduate study programs, and by the end of 2016/17 their number was 17,628
students. Their share of the total number of enrolled students is increasing from 2.1% in
the academic year 2007/08 to 4.6% in 2015/16 and 5.1% in 2017/18. During the entire
analyzed period, one third were from Serbia, (although their number has dropped by 2
times from the beginning to the end of the analyzed period), 21.5% were from Kosovo
and 44% from other countries, many of which were from Turkey.
The reported data on the number of immigrated foreigners in the country are mainly from
the official statistics and refer only to the registered events. Large numbers of people who
have not been recorded can be added to this number. Taking into account the geographic
position of the state and especially its location on the Balkan route of migrants, it would
be also interesting to analyze the persons who at one moment stayed in our territory, that
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is, the Republic of Macedonia was a transit country to them. For some of them,
Macedonia may be the ultimate destination.

Figure 7. Foreign undergraduate students
Source: www.stat.gov.mk

According to the IOM data, only between August 2015 and February 2016, on average,
8,200 migrants per day passed through Macedonia. About 60% of them were from Syria
and then Afghanistan, Iraq, etc. In the shelters in the southern and northern border, there
are only 40 people now. In the Macedonian shelters up to 2,000 people could stay for a
few hours and that is 1,500 in Gevgelija on the southern border and 500 people in the
shelter in Tabanovce on the northern border.
According to IOM and Eurostat in 2015, 130,730 immigrants were recorded in
Macedonia which represents 6.29% of the overall population of the country. Half of them
or 67,799 are from Albania, 19,922 from Turkey, 17,930 from Serbia, 9,229 from
Montenegro, and 8,713 from Bosnia and Herzegovina.
INFLUENCE AND CONSEQUENCES
The migration policy and the control of the scope, the type and the direction of
immigration, are of particular importance for the country. It should separately define and
analyze the different types of foreign citizens, because their number, material and
financial condition and motives for migration are different and may have a different effect
on the Macedonian society in general, now and in the future. The complex character of
international migration is reflected through their influence and the consequences they
pose in the demographic, social, economic and political life, both in the country of origin
and in the country where they arrived.
The Macedonian economy is benefiting more from the immigration of a foreign
population with better material and financial basis, because they stimulate the economy,
in spite of the effect of low income foreigners, whose salaries is mainly returned to their
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families and make foreign currency exports. Special attention should be paid to foreigners
who have short-term investments that can cause economic damage to the country [16].
The involvement is evident also on the basis of social implications in the state. The
reception of persons with a difficult economic situation opens up the possibility of
burdening the social system of the state, which is a concrete problem on its own.
In Macedonia, in the past, besides emigration, there were numerous immigrations of
persons originating from territories and states outside the current state borders. Given the
main goal of the research in which the accent is placed on immigration in the Republic of
Macedonia in the period since it gained its independence, it is necessary to perceive the
consequences of immigration from several aspects. When it comes to the connection of
immigration and emigration to the population change in a given area, the scope of
migration should be taken into account and what is their ratio to the total population.
Migrations as one of the key components of the population dynamics have an impact on
its change in terms of dynamics in number and structure. The results of the migration
movements that took place in Macedonia in the period 1994-2016 indicate a different
structure of the number of immigrants, where the number of immigrated foreigners is
dominant, compared to the smaller participation of the citizens of Macedonia.
Such a situation shaped the Republic of Macedonia as a country attractive to immigration,
but to a smaller number of immigrants compared to the highly developed countries.
However, such a situation, when going on continuously and in a longer period of time,
has serious consequences on the population number and its distribution. Regarding the
selectivity of migrations according to certain population characteristics, changes in the
structure of the population are expected in this direction, such as: gender, age, nationality,
language, religion, economy, etc. The impacts will be more pronounced if one takes into
consideration the fact that, when analyzed the demographic characteristics of the people
emigrating from the country can be noted, that for the most part the young working age
Macedonian population is emigrating. Emigration in combination with the low population
natural increase in the country has left serious consequences. According to the latest data
referring to 2016, the number of emigrated citizens of the Republic of Macedonia abroad
was 440 persons, that is 17% of the total population natural increase in the country.
The negative trends are especially felt among persons of the Macedonian ethnic affiliation
who already have a negative population natural increase, i.e. in 2016 the number of deaths
was 3,044 persons more than the number of livebirths by mothers of the Macedonian
ethnic affiliation [21]. All of this affects the structure of the population, according to
ethnicity and further on, decreases the participation of the Macedonian population in the
total population in the country.
At the same time, the number of immigrated foreigners with only a temporary stay in
2016 was 2,481 persons and was only one hundred persons less than the population
natural increase in the country in the same year. If we add the number of immigrants with
an extended stay of 1,979 persons to this number, it will be obvious that the immigration
of foreigners exceeds the population natural increase in the country, and if that trend
continues, it will grow into a major component in the changes of the population number.
The migration of a young working age population has a certain influence on the age
structure of the population, but also on the economic structure, employment and so on.
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CONCLUSION
The obtained results from the migration research in the Republic of Macedonia over the
past years point to the serious changes that have taken place in the migration flows. It is
obvious that, as in the previous period, out-of-country migration is still ongoing and the
emigration contingent is composed of young, educated and qualified population from
different professional profiles. At the same time, Macedonia remains attractive for
immigration of some of the population from its immediate surroundings, that is, from
neighboring countries and Turkey as well as from other countries on different grounds. It
is essential that in the analyzed period the immigration of foreigners prevails in the
migration scope, while the number of Macedonian citizens is smaller. The reasons for
immigration are diverse and mainly include employment and development of own
business, marriage, education and family reasons. The increase in the number of
immigrants, in conditions when the population natural increase in the country is extremely
low, imposes many questions. In such circumstances, the implications of the immigration
to the demographic, social and economic development of the country should be
considered. It is not very favorable for the country if the foreign immigration becomes a
dominant component of the country's population growth. The current immigration rate
that in recent years has been around two people per one thousand inhabitants if it is
maintained at that level or continues to increase will have implications on the
demographic development of the country. This will directly affect the total population
number and its structure according to the ethnic and religious affiliation and changes in
the biological and economic structure. The economic effects require additional research
because they can have positive effects on the economy of the country to a certain extent,
but if it comes to immigration of a larger number of people that remains economically
inactive, then the situation is not very favorable. Due to the complex impact of migrations
on the overall development of the country, particular attention should be given to
immigration, while creating the migration policy, that is, precise determination of
immigration requirements, determination of the scope of immigration, monitoring and
directing migration flows and so on. In any case, they should not be allowed to take place
spontaneously, uncontrolled and without directions from the relevant institutions.
"The programs and measures in this direction should rely on the scientific results, and
their application and impact should be for the ultimate purpose: overcoming and
improving the identified unfavorable conditions, processes and changes for a more
rational and harmonized interaction with the previous disproportions of the
socioeconomic and demographic development" (Daskalovski, 2000).
Creating a migration policy is an imperative in the development of every modern state,
which on the one hand will protect the interests of the state and its population, while on
the other hand it will be in correlation with the declaration of human rights and freedom.
The need for measures pointed towards reducing emigration of young labour and
reproductive population outside the country is only one segment of the migration policy.
At the same time, in conditions of great movement and spatial mobility of the population
on a wider scale, the state should have clearly built attitudes and standards in the terms of
immigration. But, while emphasizing that a more pragmatic migration policy with more
demands and barriers to migrants, should not be understood as a policy of isolation,
inhumanity and alike, but as a procedure of caution and responsibility to the citizens of
the Republic of Macedonia and the society as a whole.
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ABSTRACT
The study evaluates the spatial differentiation in the structure of the standards of living in
the European Union countries. Selected measures that represent, in an objective manner,
the needs of an average resident of any EU member were analysed in detail. Those
included: infant mortality, share of the pre-productive population, unemployment rate,
accessibility of information and communications technologies, level of schooling,
healthcare accessibility, and crime level. The basic research method used was the Ward’s
minimum variance procedure. In studied years, the countries with the highest standards
of living included Austria, Germany, Slovenia, Denmark, Netherlands, Finland and
Sweden. Conversely, the lowest standards of living were found in Bulgaria and Romania.
Keywords: standards of living, Ward’s method, spatial differentiation, European Union
INTRODUCTION
Standards of living of populations are an interdisciplinary research area. Those are a
matter of interest for researches representing a range of different fields. One of those is
geography, which investigates both the distribution of certain phenomena in the
geographical space and the interpretation of the causes of their territorial differentiation.
Comprehensive understanding of this branch of science makes it justifiable for
geographers to play an important role in performing analyses of the spatial structure of
living standards. The issues related to living standards constitute a research area that can
be both investigated theoretically and applied in practice. Those issues have attracted
much discussion and become subject of considerations related to, among others, sociodemographic and economic determinants.
The research concept employed for the analysis is well suited to measure the living
standards, and it also ensures the comparability of results across countries of the world,
especially those of the EU. The present study makes an attempt at organizing, in an
orderly manner, empirical analyses of spatial differentiation of social and economic
components.
Investigations into the standards of living have been conducted within economic sciences
(e.g., [1]), social sciences (e.g., [2], [3]) and geographical sciences (e.g., [4], [5], [6], [7]
and [8]). Analyses of the living standards, and of their differentiation in urban and rural
areas, or in different regions of Europe constitute a large group of studies (e.g., [9], [10]).
The other collection of studies concerns the quality of life (e.g., [11]).
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The purpose of the present study is to classify the current 28 EU member states depending
on the living conditions of their societies. Selected measures that represent, in an objective
manner, the needs of an average resident of any EU member were analysed in detail. The
tool used was one of the methods of hierarchical grouping, namely the Ward’s minimum
variance method. The authors compared agglomeration analyses for two time series, i.e.
2011 and 2013.
For the investigations, a set of 7 variables was selected:
X1 - Infant mortality per 1,000 live births,
X2 - Percentage of population of pre-productive age, from 0 to 14 years,
X3 - Unemployment rate,
X4 - Percentage of population aged 16-74, who regularly use the Internet,
X5 - Percentage of higher education students in total population,
X6 - Distribution of population, aged 18-64 years, with respect to very good health status,
X7 - Population number per a prisoner.
It should be mentioned that, in addition to substantive criteria, the selection of indexes
was affected by relatively low correlation between variables (correlation coefficient lower
than 0.5) and the availability of statistical data.
RESULTS
The grouping of the EU countries with the Ward’s method resulted in constructing 2
dendrograms, separate for each year. Generally in clustering, it should be aimed to
achieve a classification that is economic. That means that the number of identified subsets
should not be too high, and the clusters need to be well defined and internally coherent.
The analysis finally produced 2 groupings with different linkage distances, which
contained 2 (linkage distance of 15) and 6 (linkage distance of 5) agglomerations.

Figure 1. Agglomeration of the EU countries with respect to the standards of living, performed using the
Ward’s method, 2011
Source: own elaboration based on statistical data from Eurostat.

The dendrogram of the degree of similarity of the EU countries, based on parameter
values in 2011, presented in Figure 1, makes it possible to determine characteristic
features of those clusters. For 2011, countries were grouped into 2 agglomerations, which
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were equal in size. The first agglomeration (I) included primarily the countries of the socalled ‘old’ European Union, together with the 3 countries that accessed the EU in 2004
(Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia). The second cluster (II) was composed of the new member
states and also included Greece, Spain, Portugal and Italy. Generally, the latter group is
characterised by unfavourable demographic (especially feature X2) and social (X3, X6,
X7) situation, and also worse information and communications technology (ICT)
infrastructure (X4).
The comparison of agglomerations for 2011 and 2013 shows a small change, namely
Malta was shifted into the second cluster. When evaluating the causes of changes
proceeding at that time, it can be concluded that the highest impact on countries
classification into the more numerous group was produced by negative demographic
factor (X1) and social factor (X3).

Figure 2. Spatial differentiation in the standards of living in the EU countries, obtained with Ward’s
minimum variance classes, 2011
Source: own elaboration based on statistical data from Eurostat.

A more detailed approach to the similarity degree analysis (objects located in close
neighbourhood) with respect to living standards within 28 member states, made it
necessary to produce a larger number of subsets, namely 6 agglomerations in that case. It
must be remembered that at this level of clustering, agglomerations are interpreted in the
sequence resulting from the shortest Euclidean distances between classified objects.
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Thus in 2011, agglomeration A is formed by Bulgaria and Romania (Figure 2). As regards
the selected variables, those countries are most similar. They are characterised by the
highest infant mortality (X1), the lowest availability of ICT (X4) and low percentage of
population of pre-productive age (X2). Additionally, Bulgaria and Romania had the
lowest rating in the EU members as regards the selected parameters.
The second agglomeration (B) comprises Luxembourg and Malta, which show similarity
with respect to the lowest level of schooling (X5), and also one of the lowest
unemployment rates (X3).
A successive cluster (C) is formed by 5 countries (Belgium, Great Britain, France,
Cyprus, Ireland), which show similarity in demography, revealed by a high share of
population of the pre-productive age (X2) and health condition, expressed by a high
percentage of population aged 18-64, who report their health status to be very good (X6).
Agglomeration D is more numerous as it consists of 11 member states, the majority of
which joined the EU at the beginning of the 21st century. The classification into this group
resulted from primarily a high unemployment rate (X3), medium level of ICT
development (X4), low level of self-reported health status of the population (X6), and a
high crime level (X7).
The fifth agglomeration (E) is composed of 7 countries considered to be leading in the
EU (e.g., Austria, Germany, Denmark, Sweden). Those are areas characterised by
advantageous demographic parameters (X1, X2), the lowest unemployment rate (X3), the
highest level of ICT accessibility (X4), and the lowest crime level (X7).
The sensitivity of the Ward’s method to extreme values, which lowers the effectiveness
of grouping, is reflected in the last agglomeration (F), containing a single element, namely
Greece. This dissimilarity, however, is justified by the highest level of self-reported good
health status (X6), and, on the other hand, one of the highest unemployment rates (X3) in
the EU.

Figure 3. Agglomeration of the EU countries with respect to standards of living,
performed using the Ward’s method, 2013
Source: own elaboration based on statistical data from Eurostat.

The analysis of the situation of agglomerations of the EU members about the degree of
homogeneity of the living standards in 2013, revealed changes in the values of the
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parameters selected for the study. Within agglomerations, shifts concerning 18 states
were found. Group D, formed in 2011, was split into 2 agglomerations, namely B
(Croatia, Portugal, Italy, Spain) and C (Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Hungary, and Slovakia) – (Figure 3).
The main criteria for a country’s inclusion into agglomeration B were as follows: high
unemployment (X3), low share of population of pre-productive age (X2), and a low
percentage of students in the whole population (X5).
In group C, on the other hand, countries showed similarities in the following variables:
high unemployment (X3), high crime rate (X7) and a medium share of population of preproductive age (X2).
From groups C and B, established in 2011, countries were relocated to agglomeration D,
except for Malta, which was included into group C. Aggregate D comprised 6 countries
altogether: Belgium, Great Britain, France, Cyprus, Ireland, and Luxembourg. Those
were similar with respect to the following variables: high percentage of population of preproductive age (X2), and higher than average availability of ICT (X4). Figure 4 shows the
spatial differentiation of the EU with respect to the standards of living in 2013, obtained
with the use of the Ward’s minimum variance method.

Figure 4. Spatial differentiation in the standards of living in the EU countries, obtained with the Ward’s
minimum variance classes, 2013
Source: own elaboration based on statistical data from Eurostat.
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Due to the similarity strength, the location of 10 countries within the 3 agglomerations
did not change. As it was written, the agglomerations were arranged hierarchically from
the lowest to the highest variability (variance of characteristics), i.e. A, E and F. Thus, in
2013, classification of Bulgaria and Romania into group A continued to result from the
following: the highest in EU infant mortality per 1,000 live births (X1) and the poorest
supply of ICT infrastructure (X4), and unfavourable proportion of people aged 0–14 years
(X2). The composition of groups E and F resulted from the same set of parameters as in
2011.
As regards 2 large agglomerations (linkage distance of 15) in 2013, the first cluster (I)
included groups D and E, whereas the other (II) was composed of groups A, B, C and F.
CONCLUSIONS
The living standards of a population depend on a very large number of factors. The choice
of those is, to some extent, subjective, and it also determined by the availability of
statistical data. Thus, the final results of investigations into living standards very much
depend on the selection of diagnostic features used to describe the phenomena.
On the basis of investigations conducted for the study, a conclusion can be drawn that the
living standards in the EU countries shows spatial differentiation. In accordance with the
diagnostic criteria used in the study, for both years of concern, the highest standards of
living were achieved in 7 EU members: Austria, Germany, Slovenia, Denmark,
Netherlands, Finland, and Sweden. Conversely, the lowest living standards were observed
in Bulgaria and Romania.
The EU countries, especially those in Western and Northern Europe enjoy one of the
world’s highest standards of living. That does not, however, hold uniformly across the
whole of the EU. Sharp differences are found not only between individual states (mainly
between old and new members), but also between regions within individual countries.
Southern, Eastern, and South-Eastern Europe in particular, though generally regarded as
belonging to the developed world, is characterised by substantially lower social and
economic indexes than those that characterise Western Europe. The above statements are
also confirmed by previous investigations of the authors [12].
As regards living standards, Poland is perceived to be close to the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Slovakia, and Hungary. Presently, only 2 countries out of 10
that accessed the EU in May 2004, i.e. Cyprus and Slovenia, may be able to achieve living
standards of the states of the former 15-member EU. Other countries, including Poland,
still need to provide for huge expenditure as their social and economic development
requires considerable outlay.
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ABSTRACT
This paper emphasizes an importance of the EU and its periphery and asks a question
about the position of Western Balkan? Where the borders of the EU and what are is its
periphery [8]? What is today’s perspective of region with 18 million inhabitants and joint
GDP of USD 89.1 billion equal with half of Portugal’s [12]? Precise answer to these
questions is no, but based on Eurostat data for 2011 the EU has 507 million inhabitants,
and 504 million neighbours. They live on the perimeter of the Arctic to Algeria, the four
partially related entities. The" Centre" of the entire region is the Western Balkans or
South-Eastern Europe (1), the" East" is represented by the countries of the former Soviet
Union without the republics of Central Asia (2), the "South" is the Afro-Asian
Mediterranean area (3), and the "North" are Faeroe Islands and Greenland; Norway and
Iceland are the part of EFTA (there are even Switzerland and Liechtenstein) and are not
considered peripherals. The EU periphery is diverse in all respects: economic, social,
cultural and natural geographic and Western Balkans is an atypical space EU periphery
on two grounds. – As a region with the highest level of multiculturalism it has always
been a meeting point or a clash of civilizations (Orthodoxy, Catholicism and Islam), and
at the same time (as opposed to other regions) has no energy resources. The question then
arises as to of all the Western Balkan countries with a view to extending the conditions
for admission to the EU or is this only extended time without the sincere wish that this
region becomes a part of the EU?
Keywords: Western Balkans, Bosnia and Herzegovina, EU periphery, Enlargement,
Specificity, Perspectives.
INTRODUCTION
Europe's relations with its neighbours are neither static nor uniform and varied during the
past decades. The main challenges facing today’s Europe is reflected in this area in the
various elements such as: international competitiveness, the impact of climate change,
energy security, an aging population, biodiversity and civilisation diversity. The influence
of the EU in its neighbourhood is reduced and part of the problem with its periphery is
moved into "their garden". Contemporary relations between the EU and its periphery can
be seen in the light of various economic and political model of the world, where the
polarization of the "rich North-poor South" is simplified. This is especially true for the
"South" where political passion caused by "Arab Spring" does not subside and the
consequences (the exodus of the population) spill over into Europe. In addition, the
domain of economic relations has resulted in changes, establishment of new partnerships
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but also in improving macroeconomic indicators "periphery" while the EU for 15 years
has stagnated.3

Figure 1. EU periphery: The W. Balkan, the East, the Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
(Adapted from ESPON)

One of the major economic issues is energy, because it is crucial for the security
of Europe and its development. The EU is faced with two problems, lack of sufficient
quantities of cheap and environmentally friendly energy and the fight against air pollution
(reducing greenhouse gas emissions). The EU does not have a sufficient amount of its
own energy sources, and some of the world's reserves are located in the periphery (North
Sea, Siberia, North Africa and the Middle East), except on the Balkans. The dependence
of the energy sources of hydrocarbons (oil and gas) increases greenhouse gas emissions
and the use of nuclear energy is considered to be sufficiently safe and many countries
have, therefore, entered the phase out4. Thus, territorial cooperation through the
convergence of Europe's regions and neighbouring territories may create mutual benefits,
since there are strong links that are shaped by different historical and cultural influences
of European regions and neighbourhoods, for example Denmark with Faroe Islands and
Greenland, the countries of Central Europe with the countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe, Spain, France and Italy with the countries of North Africa, the United
Kingdom with Middle East countries. It includes many of the disputed territory and a
multitude of minority groups with their different economic and demographic potential

3

According ESPON (2014) while the overall GDP per capita of the Neighbourhood countries was only US$
2000 per year in 1994, it was US$ 8000 by 2011.
3
Phasing out nuclear plant was first started in Austria 1978 and then Sweden, Germany, Belgium, Spain.
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thus creating a complex mosaic in which there is no simple geopolitical solutions and
without that the long-term peace and harmonious development which means conditio sine
qua non. In economic terms, as emphasizes, there is a clear interest of good relations and
the EU periphery, based on partnerships, which can be expressed by participation of these
markets in European with “Neighbourhoods are important partners, accounting 7.5% in
the trade of goods, 7% of European air connections, absorbing 15% of the European aid
of development, providing 30% of immigration into Europe and providing a third of the
energy supply of the European market. EU relations with the periphery" are crucial to its
energy strategy, because “energy dependence of the EU by 2025 will reach 65% and in
the domain of gas 80%” [8].
Europe is mostly surrounded by exporters of energy and with the exception of Norway,
all EU countries and EFTA countries are obliged to import energy. While Russia had the
greatest total energy exports in 2011, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait, the UAE and
Azerbaijan had the greatest exports of energy in relation to their own needs. Today,
European countries that produce energy or serve as transit countries, similarly depend on
the markets of European consumers, while a significant increase in energy demand is
expected in the countries of the Mediterranean in the upcoming decades. Peripherals are
an important market for the EU, because trade and market opportunity represent 11% of
the potential growth markets in Europe for the next decade.
The EU's role in the trade with all parts of the periphery is in decline. The reason for this
is the strong transformation of economies on the periphery of the EU which is
characterized by specialization and high competitiveness. Fifty years ago, the EU was
generally surrounded by exporting countries low accumulative products (mining,
agricultural products and partially energy), while the EU exported goods and services of
high value. Today, EU member states surrounded by countries that exported mainly
energy and only a few countries have an export focus on the textile industry and are
growing direct competition for these sectors within the EU (Turkey, Morocco).
THE WESTERN BALKANS AND THE ENLARGEMENT PROCESS
Europe and the EU are the two concepts that do not have the same meaning and territorial
definition. The geographic boundaries of the continent are unquestionable and the notion
of the EU in the literature is often cited as its equivalent, which is incorrect. The EU's
borders have variable categories and in political and geographical terms, this notion tends
to include a space that is wider than the continent (economic dimension), equal to the
continent (political dimension) and narrower than the European space (cultural
dimension). Specific of this region is mix of different cultures but "multiculturalism is
not a mark for a society that contains different cultural groups. The name "cultural
pluralism" is more appropriate for such a society. Multiculturalism is a policy or a series
of political measures − refers to political programs that accept the authenticity of different
lifestyles within a community and seek to promote their beneficial and positive
interactions relations − but within the framework of a comprehensive, unified civilian
system rights and obligations” [1].
In Europe, there are 740 and the EU 504 million inhabitants where the community does
not belong mainly to the state in the East and Southeast of Europe and by one state in the
centre and north of Europe. “The political process of expansion of EU borders is called
expansion (enlargement) whose complexity of the process is easily seen through the
historical development of three successive stages: the "post-Berlin" 1991-01, "EU311
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phoria" 2002-13 and "EU-restraint" 2014-20. The first phase began after the fall of the
"Berlin Wall" in 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 after which Europe is
reunited and sets a new economic and social challenges and horizons to non-EU
countries” [4].
It emerged from the political divisions, which entailed not only differences in economic
organization, but the entire social system. Since then, democratic Europe has grown from
22 to 42 members so that the scope of the Council of Europe has 770 million people
accounting for 14% of world population. With the accession of new states, economic
disparities between the member states of the Council of Europe have increased.
“In the first 14 Member States, GDP / PPP per capita stood at $ 20,000 while in the 11
new, less than $ 5,000. The Council of Europe in 1997, in response to marked social
differences, has declared social cohesion as one of the most important needs of an
enlarged Europe" [4]. That is why, after the adjustment and gradual implementation of
the ESDP, the Pan-European Conference of Ministers responsible for spatial planning in
the framework of the Council of Europe in Hanover, adopted a strategic document on the
principles of the future spatial development of Europe.
The second phase of the "EU-phoria 2002-13" coincides with the 6th and 7th EU
budgetary framework in which most of the planned program is implemented, notably EU
enlargement to the East in 2004 (10 countries), 2007 and 2013 (2 + 1). Unfortunately, the
economic crisis which started in 2008 interrupted a fantastic economic and social
development of the EU and announced that in the third phase (2014-20) there will be no
enlargement of the EU, but many projects will be reduced and the help of “Non- EU
member states” limited. It is in this economy, while the country seeks to accelerate
"reforms" and approached their political goal, that some EU member states faced
bankruptcy and the exodus of migrants from Afro-Asian world to Europe takes on huge
proportions in the long run (running a few tens of millions of migrants from Morocco to
Afghanistan).
“In 2016, the region's total trade with the EU was over EUR 43 billion, up 80% since
2008 and with significant further growth potential. EU companies are also the biggest
investors in the Western Balkans, with over EUR 10 billion of Foreign Direct Investment
in the region in the past five years alone. The interlink age and interdependence of the
region with the European Union was evident in the migration crisis. The countries of the
region are increasingly acting as partners on the global stage” [9].
SPECIFICS OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Bosnia and Herzegovina is a complex country that is politically organized as a community
of two entities and three nations5. Unsuccessful processes such as rising economic
backwardness, political instability and the absence of EU perspective produced growing
EU scepticism. Internally, there is no political consensus between the three nations about
modalities of further development. Political parties that gather the majority Bosniaks want
4

According Dayton Peace Agreement (1995) Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) consists of two entities:
Federation of BiH (FBiH) & Republic of Srpska (RS). The population census was conducted in 2013 and
anecdotal evidence that of 3.53 million inhabitants has 50.1% of Bosniaks (Muslims), 30.7% Serbs
(Orthodox) and 15.4% Croats (Catholics). Because of the desire of some NGOs to fictitiously increase
the number of Bosniaks people from the Diasporas as a resident person, although they live abroad for
more than 20 years. Because of this, there are no agreement entity’s Institutes for statistics to verify these
results.
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to change the Dayton Peace Agreement in the direction of centralization of the state and
the weakening of entities; Serbian political representatives want the preservation of the
RS and the political representatives of Croats are dominantly for the third entity
(predominantly Croatian). With the current level of economic development and many
problems of social nature, it is difficult to expect consensus on many issues and the
increase in violence and terrorist activities was evident.6 Its reason why EC strongly
recommended “a reinforced engagement on counter-terrorism and radicalisation should
include strengthening strategic, legislative and institutional capacities in partner
countries, building on dedicated counter-terrorism dialogues and joint action plans, and
continuing the deployment of counter-terrorism expertise in the Western Balkans” [9].
According to economic analysis that was conducted by the UN in 2010, considerable
geographic disparities exist within society in BiH. An analysis was conducted on a
regional level in 7 distinct areas and 19 indicators were used for regional ranking: “89 out
of 142 of municipalities and cities (62%) in BiH were either underdeveloped or extremely
underdeveloped. Every sixth household in the country is poor and no major improvement
in poverty reduction in the country has been achieved since 2000” [6].
The most developed region in the RS is Banja Luka and Eastern Sarajevo, in FBiH
cantons: Sarajevo, Herzegovina and Zenica-Doboj. Also, the least developed regions in
the FBiH are: cantons 10, Una-Sana, Bosnia-Drina and Bijeljina region in RS. It should
be added that number of employees (2010) was 21.9%, unemployed 40.6%, 18.2% of the
population lived below the poverty line and the value of GINI index stood at 33.3. Also,
the development of Bosnia and Herzegovina is characterized by a lack of investment with
foreign direct investment (FDI) what is of a great importance. In a nutshell, the remains
of the old value system is insufficient, civil wars degraded infrastructure and industry, the
privatization of social goods is carried out in a bad way and outdated technology need to
be innovated. For the period 2008-12, the average annual share of FDI inflows to GDP in
BiH was only 3%, the lowest in the region. The average value of GDP per capita in BiH
in 2010 amounted to 3287 Euro. Taking into account the spatial distribution of basic
economic parameters, we can see a very bad deal in the mountainous region. This is
general assessment for all mountainous areas across the region where the population
density is very low (there is no economic volumes for sustainable development), stressed
that the emigration and aging of population, and with inadequate infrastructure and the
dominance of the primary sector (extensive agriculture and forestry) and distance market
(urban centres), those regions are threatened by depopulation. “At the state level there is
1.6% of households with no income; 34.3% have only one source of income while 64.1%
of households have two or more sources of income. Basic indicators of living standards,
such as: salary (385 €), the average monthly expenses (847 €), connection to the sewage
network (47.7%), water supply (94.1% households) are not satisfactory. As many as 32
persons / 1,000 inhabitants are refugees or displaced persons which further complicates
the overall social and economic7 picture [6].

5

Only in autumn 2015 were recorded several terrorist acts with 3 deaths, effected as attacks on the police
stations and military barracks.
6
Demography, Education, Access to Utilities, Quality of Life and Standard of Living, Transportation
Infrastructure and Health, Employment and Economic Disparity, Income and Poverty and Social
Inclusion and Vulnerable Groups,
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According to the economic activity “the most dynamic sectors are: agriculture 9.8%,
industry 25.9% and services 64.3%, and the backbone of economic development are
agriculture, power supply and forestry” [11]. Agriculture is characterized by inadequate
technological equipment and productivity, measured per unit area, the amount of work
and capital is low compared to neighbouring countries and EU averages. With insufficient
irrigation systems very frequent natural disasters make enormous damage to commercial
farms (mainly in lowland terrain) and the number of small farms is inadequate
(highlands). The consequences are economic decline of a large number of agricultural
producers and food imports, as one of the largest items in the overall imports. Therefore,
all strategies of economic development are focused on improving the living conditions of
the entire population and thus stable development.
PROSPECTS FOR THE REGION
In the Western Balkans, these countries Montenegro, Serbia, Albania and the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia have the status of candidate countries and potential
candidates are Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo*. “The value of GDP per capita in
2013 in the EU27 amounted to € 25,700 expressed in purchasing power standards (GDP
PPS) 12.970” [10]. It is obvious that in the Western Balkans the value of 28% to 40% of
the EU average represents clear opportunities and economic status of the region.

Figure 2. Overview of the EU relations with the Western Balkans in the EU accession process (2018).
Source: http://ec.europa.eu

Montenegro has the smallest population but the highest GDP per capita and low
unemployment rate. Serbia has the largest population and the highest economic potential.
GDP grew 6% per annum in the period 2003-08 but the growth has dropped to 1.2% in
period 2008-12. Whatever GDP per capita it is only a third of the EU average, and the
unemployment rate amounted to 24% of the workforce in 2012. The Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia has a population of a little more than 2 million inhabitants. Its
GDP grew 5% per annum in the period 2003-08 and 2% in the upcoming years. The
unemployment rate is very high (31%), and GDP per capita is similar in Serbia (35% of
the EU average). Potential candidate countries had a GDP per capita between 23% and
30% of the average. Albania had the lowest unemployment rate (14%) while rates in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (29%) and Kosovo (35%) were significantly higher than EU
average. Only one of the 6 countries (Albania) has an employment rate above 50% for
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the population aged 15-64. In Bosnia and Herzegovina this rate was only 40% in 2012
and in Kosovo less than a quarter of the working age population had been employed.
In the process of EU accession these countries were available from four financial
instruments: PHARE, ISPA, SAPARD and CARDS instrument, which were replaced
with a single pre-accession instrument IPA from 2007. The financial framework of this
fund in the period (2007-2013) for the region was 11.4 billion Euros. Funds have been
established for candidate countries approaching EU membership to reach the level of
democratic and economic development and the level of social security which permanent
member states had to reach for many years or decades.
Table 1: Overview of GDP PPS 2009-13 in % of EU average
STATE
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Montenegro
41
40
41
39
40
Serbia
37
36
36
37
37
Macedonia
35
35
34
34
36
Bosnia
27
27
28
28
29
Albania
29
28
28
28
28
Source: Eurostat

Besides inadequate socio-economic aspects which characterize the reality of all countries
in the region, further burdening factor is the refugee crisis that coincided with the
"Western Balkan Route" that goes Vardar-Morava valley (Macedonia-Serbia) to central
Europe across which in 2015 has more than 500,000 immigrants passed. Indubitably, this
big political-geographical process will essentially determine the stability of the entire
region.
FINAL THOUGHTS
The Western Balkan countries are in an extremely unfavourable situation which is
reflected in several ways. The most obvious is the poor socioeconomic status of countries
which coincide with the economic crisis in the EU which significantly reduces the
possibility of generous economic assistance to the region. Another important factor is the
saturation of the population of the EU with enlargement process because it has negative
effects on their national economies. The most negative impact on the enlargement process
has a political-geographical aspect which comprises two components: the culturalcivilisation and security. The first embodies predominantly Orthodox-Muslim population
of these countries and the other coincides with a superficial equalization of Islam with
terrorism.
The positive aspect of this extension can be viewed in a logical and geographical rounding
of the political process (expansion) of the geographical boundaries of the continent
(Balkan). The second important component has far-reaching significance concerning the
civilization of tying Catholic (dominant EU) and the Orthodox and Muslim civilization
over the Western Balkan to the relaxation of geopolitical relations in Europe. The third
positive component can be demographic. An educated population of the Western Balkan
may be a good link between western technology and a way of life with a new market and
thereby creating a safer and more prosperous Europe. Hopefully, Balkan is going to be a
space of domination "geopolitics of emotion and hope" [3] rather than a "clash of
civilizations".
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the numerous religious objects built on today's Republic of
Macedonia territory from the Ancient times onwards, either well or partially preserved,
or ruined, from the aspect of continuity of usage of holy space and reasons for choosing
a place for a temple and the meaning of the temple for the community. Some of the
Ancient temples and early Christian churches have been excavated or accidently
discovered; partly renovated, while in the period of the Ottoman rule most of the large
churches were turned into mosques or put down on purpose. A few of them have been
given back their primary function in the mid 20th C. Only small churches were permitted
to be built by Turkish low, usually 1, 5 m. above the earth, until the first half of the 19th
C. when building of new churches was allowed where such previously did not exist. There
is also the phenomenon of simultaneous use of a religious object for Christian and Muslim
confession.
It is obvious there is continuity in using same location for religious objects, and usually
profane objects are not erected where previously temples or necropolis existed. I analyze
statistically and geographically the density of religious objects from the Ancient period
towards modernity, with the accent on the medieval and post byzantine period, and
explain the continuity in using the same location for temples of different religions.
Ancient temples had prominent place within the city acropolis or were positioned on a
mountain and hill top and strategic places outside the cities, along with sites near mighty
sources of water. The location chosen by Christians has been related to saint’s grave,
martyr’s place of death, or holy water springs. Mosques used to have accompanying baths
which is not the case today. Since large number of churches was turned into mosques
since the 15th C., there was great decrease in their number, which continued after the
world war two. The last decade shows slight increase of churches and enormous increase
of mosques. This statistics indicates the political role of the religion and the religious
object within a community
Keywords: temple density, cultural geography, Macedonia, shared shrines
INTRODUCTION
More than 4,700 archaeological sites have been discovered on today’s territory of the
Republic of Macedonia. From the Ancient times onwards there have been numerous
religious objects erected and after some time devastated, put down, or ruined due to
migrations, occupations, wars, earthquakes or sometimes even change of river flow, like
it has been the case with the river Crna near Stobi. There have been over 1100 churches
and monasteries from the middle ages up to the 19th century, and 131 Muslim sacral
objects registered. The Ohrid and its vicinity itself had 365 churches for each day of the
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year (today the number is 202). In the course of the civil war in 2001 twelve churches and
eight mosques have been destroyed or severely damaged [1].
The official state of active religious objects has been published in 2011 by the Ministry
of Culture of Macedonia and reviles the following statistics: 767 Orthodox churches, 28
Catholic churches, 12 Evangelistic churches and 579 mosques [2]. This shows increase
in Muslim religious objects of 458 objects, and the largest number of objects was built in
Skopje, Tetovo and Gostivar (altogether 286).
More then 400 Early Christian churches usually of basilica type have been excavated and
almost every year at least one newly discovered basilica is added to this number. Some
churches have been erected above Ancient theatres to publicly show the victory of
Christianity (Stobi, Episcopal basilica).
Reasons for choosing a place for a temple
Most of the Medieval and late Medieval churches are built over or in the vicinity of older
Ancient temples, theatres, synagogues (so far only one was discovered in Stobi) and
domus ecclesiae, early Christian churches, or powerful water sources. In most cases there
are nearby water sources, or the position is strategic within the city or near an important
road. Ohrid has the largest number of such basilicas discovered in the old city-nine, and
Stobi has eight.
Some of the Ancient temples and early Christian churches have been excavated or
accidently discovered mostly in the 20th C. starting with the excavations of Stobi in the
third and fourth decade of the 20th C.; or renovated, while in the period of the Ottoman
rule most of the large churches were reused again as Muslim religious objects, or put
down on purpose. Only a small part of them have been given back their primary functionorthodox church in the mid 20th C. –St. Sophia, Ohrid, or in year 2000 - the old St
Clement, Plaošnik. In the socialistic period certain large churches or mosques were used
as monuments of culture or touristic site, or are still functioning as art galleries and
museums [3].
Only small churches were permitted to be built by Turkish low, usually 1, 5 m. above the
earth. Sultan Mahmud in the first half of the 19th C. had let building of new churches
where such previously did not exist. In the socialist period most of the churches were
neglected. The first large church was designed by the architect Slavko Brezovski in 1972,
erected and consecrated in Skopje only in 1990, becoming the orthodox cathedral church
St. Clement of Ohrid of the Republic of Macedonia. The previous cathedral church was
dedicated to the Holy Virgin, the protector of the city, situated in Pajko Malo, put on fire
by the Bulgarian army when leaving the city in 1944. The catholic cathedral was designed
by Blagoje Mickovski - Bajo and completed in 1977. It replaced the Old Catholic
cathedral destroyed by the Skopje earthquake in 1963. The monastery life was reactivated
in the late 80es and today there are 125 active monasteries [4].
Position
Ancient temples had prominent place within the city acropolis or were positioned on a
mountain and hill top and strategic places outside the cities, along with sites near mighty
sources of water. Roman cities and early Christian Episcopal seas had by default public
baths and Episcopal baths, and there are even synagogue baths discovered in Stobi. The
location for the important churches chosen by Christians has been related to saint’s grave,
martyr’s place of death, or holy water springs. Each mosque used to have accompanying
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public baths which required mighty sources of water, and continual heating, which is not
the case today.
There are many sites from the prehistoric and ancient period. The most important
discovered so far are:
Prehistoric observatory Kokino, 50 km east of Skopje, located on top of small volcanic
mountain [5]; Ancient tetrastilos temple at the town Isar Marvinci, near Valandovo, dated
in 181 year B.C., that was built or renovated by Makedoniarh, a member of the
Macedonian Koinon with seat in Beroia; the Ancient tomb at village Brazda, VI/Vth C.;
near Skopje, the remains of the ancient Paeonian city of Bylazora at village Knežje, Sveti
Nikole, dated around 200 B.C., the geoglyph at Kanda, near Sveti Nikole; the Royal grave
site and palace of the lost ancient Macedonian kingdom from the 4th century BC that was
discovered in the village of Bonče, Prilep; and the theatres, temples and palaces at the
Ancient cities that became later Episcopal seas: Scupi, Stobi, Lychnidos and Heraclea [6].
Ancient roman villas were discovered almost in each city in Macedonia, including those
with rich mosaics in Dojran, Strumica, Valandovo, Stibera and Suvodol near Prilep etc.
The excavated Early Christian basilicas and churches are over 400. Some of the churches
were erected above martyr’s graves or places they were put to death or were performing
their mission (St. Erasmo, Ohrid, Bargala’s and Stobi Episcopal basilica, Holy Fifteen
Martyrs in Strumica etc). In the vicinity of several cities there are famous holy water
sources and termae proved to be healing mineral water springs, some used already by the
Romans in the 2nd century B.C. (Katlanovo near Skopje) [7].
There was a healing water next to the Yigit beg turbe that was part of his mosque complex,
(1445), in the Skopje old bazaar, destroyed by the German bombarding of the city in
1943. It is not surprising, since he built the mosque above the church of The Holy Doctors,
where we are to expect the existence of so called holy waters.
Shared shrines
There is also the phenomenon of simultaneous use of a religious object for Christian and
Muslim confession. As Glenn Bowman stresses, popular assumptions about the
fundamental exclusiveness of religious identities, practices and communities are thrown
into question by shared shrines. In the Middle East and the Balkans these have brought
Muslims, Christians and Jews together around objects, tombs and sites believed to deliver
boons or spiritual protection [8].
Sharing shrines by members of two religions was common during the Ottoman period
and afterwards in the Balkans. Furthermore, it is known practice in the world (Muslim
and Hindu communities in India, or Palestine). It is usually related to necessity and
practical solution since there is no possibility to bring back or take over a temple that once
belonged to other religious group, and the members of both groups are still living in the
same region and there is long religious tradition or strong religious belief related to the
very place or the saint resting there.
Some Holy places in Orthodox Christianity are visited frequently by Orthodox as well as
Muslims – especially Macedonian Muslims – since everyone, irrespective of confession,
can pray or ask a priest for a prayer in various intentions. It is related to belief in the
miraculous power of icons and relics recognized by Orthodox theology. These practices
performed by Muslims are explained differently, depending on the interlocutors’ religious
affiliation and their theological knowledge. Sometimes it is named Crypto-Christianity or
bi-confession to justify their practices of visiting churches and observing both Christian
and Muslims festivities. They perceive the traditions of Islam as backward and condemn
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some of their religious and customary activities. Both groups consider neighborliness as
important value and try to maintain peaceful coexistence by paying and receiving visits,
exchanging festive food and respecting of each other customs. On the other hand, they
perceive the tradition and religion of the other group as inferior [9].
Church St. Nicholas/H'd'r Baba Tekke in Makedonski Brod is a special example of a
religious shrine shared by Christians and Muslims. According to Christian belief, the
shrine was originally built as a church of Saint Nikola. The Muslims, on the other hand,
believe the shrine was founded as a tekke (dervish lodge) by the mythical Bektashi saint,
H'd'r Baba, and that his tomb (turbe) lies in the southwestern part of the structure. The
largest number of Christian visitors is on 6th of May - Saint George's Day, also called
H'derlez. The shrine serves both as a church and a turbe, each order visits it separately.
The carpets, as well as the Muslim pictures of saints and tapestries that are hung on the
walls and around the tomb, are removed on 5th and 6th of May and temporarily stored
elsewhere. Rugs and other items are put back in place by custodial personnel of the church
prior to visits from several dervish orders, such as the Bektashi, Halveti, and Sunni, who
come to celebrate the H'derlez festival.
The present-day church of the monastery of St. Naum near Ohrid was erected on the
foundation of the church of the Holy Archangels, built by Saint Naum around AD 900.
Тhe frescos were painted in 1806, and the frescos in St. Naum chapel containing the tomb
of Saint Naum in 1800 representing the life and miracles of Saint Naum [10]. Here a
working hospital existed around 1662. The extraordinary popularity and large number of
visitors during the whole year, especially on the Feast Day of St. Naum (July 3), is due to
the Christians' deep faith in the miraculous and healing power of Saint Naum. Numerous
presence of Muslim visitors at this shrine, and at the tomb of Saint Naum, is due to their
belief that in the fresco composition "Saint Naum Reins in a Bear Instead of an Ox," the
face of St. Naum represents Bektashi saint Sar' Salt'k, dervish with a conical hat. The twowheeled chariot in which St. Naum sits is pulled by a deer and a lion are traditional
Bektashi animal symbols.
Density of religious objects
It is interesting to notice how does the density of religious objects, no matter which period
of time and religion in the past coincides. It is usually related to two main reasons: the
sources of water, when Ancient temples and Christian churches are considered, and
related to the graves of the martyrs in the case of Christian temples. In the Antique period,
different gods required different settings. Mountain surroundings were reserved for gods
of the son or thunder (Apollo, Zeus, and later St. Elia). Here in the mountains are situated
also the most important Medieval and post byzantine monasteries (Zrze, Prilep, Holy
Archangels, Prilep, Holy Virgin and St. Nicholas, Matka, St. Panteleimon, Nerezi, all in
the vicinity of Skopje; St. George and Holy Virgin near Kičevo, St. John Bigorski near
Rostuše etc.).
Usually each Roman or Hellenic city had the temple to the Emperor or to the main deity.
So far, only Stobi has rich excavated Roman period objects, including a forum, palaces
and a temple. The sporadically found statues of an emperor in Stobi, gods, and citizens in
Scupi, Heraclea, Lychnidos, Stobi, show we are to expect much more religious objects to
be unearthed. Related to the density are the maps of the ancient, medieval and later cities.
Still, most of the ancient cities are not yet located. What we have are the archaeological
findings of the rare ancient Paeonic and Macedonian cities, than some Roman cities and
castels and a few early Christian cities and medieval fortresses. Most of the discovered
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early Christian churches are not yet related to a certain city since it is not yet discovered
or it is not known which city it was, or they are suburban and sometimes monastery
churches. Today mosques are built everywhere where no Islamic religious objects existed
ever before.
When analyzing the separate regions of our country, it can be noticed that the number of
churches prevail in the south-eastern, south western and north-central regions, in the Early
Christian period. The most important Early Christian basilicas and their large
concentration are to be found in the once ancient cities, capitals of the later Roman
provinces and Episcopal seas of the provinces, in Stobi (Veles), Heraclea (Bitola), Scupi
(Skopje), Lychnidos (Ohrid), Bargala (Štip), Astibo (Vinica? or Štip) Zapara, Tranupara
(Krupište or Konjuh). Skopje and its vicinity will be important cultural center, or better
to say region for fulfilling spiritual art projects since the 2/2 of the 12th C. until 14th C.
Before that it was almost with provincial rural character.
In the medieval period, Prilep, Kumanovo and Ohrid are the most important cultural
centres. Ohrid is most frequently populated with medieval churches due to the seat of the
Ohrid Archbishopric, with 365 churches, one for each day of the year.
While under Turkish rule, the western region including Skopje has dominant Islamic
objects. Each city had main church and it was by default turned into mosques during
Turkish rule, starting with the 15th C. This religious geographical statistics can be
combined with the cultural statistics. Bitola, Prilep and Skopje seem to be local Turkish
government centers for enriching the region with religious and trade objects.
The elegant 15th-century Mustafa Pasha Mosque used to have the largest diameter of the
main dome in the region. The finale of Turkish rule building activity was the first rail line
in 1873 from Skopje to Bitola and Thessaloniki and later the First telegraph in Skopje.
All this buildings turned Skopje into the most important city in Macedonia, and Bitola
comes close to it with the opening of foreign countries consulates in the 19th C.
Today the new built mosques without or with building license are concentrated in Skopje
Tetovo, Gostivar, and secondly in the villages on the motorway towards Ohrid, Kičevo,
Struga, Debar. According to Zoran Mateski, each church or mosque demarcates the
territory of the people. While in the last decade over 350 mosques were built with the
financial help of foreign states like Saudi Arabia, the number of the new built churches is
no more than approximately 50 [11]. The new mosques visually mark western Macedonia
from Skopje to Gostivar, and further Kičevo to Debar.
New churches are very rarely built, related to the socialist period politics, which did not
stop building many mosques in the villages in western Macedonia and Skopje. During the
2nd half of the 20th century, a large number of village churches were devastated or
robbed, some neglected and thus ruined since a lot of people migrated towards the cities
or abroad. The early 20th century church in village Mavrovo was sacrificed when the
artificial lake was constructed yet it is still standing there in spite of the damages suffered.
St. George church in Krivodol has been erected after the previous church on the same
place has been put down by the earthquake in 1963.
The modern ktetors of churches are rich businessmen who started to build new churches
in the 21st century. In 1990 the cathedral church in Skopje was consecrated. In 1945 due
to the fire put on purpose by the Bulgarian army, Holy Virgin church near MANU was
put down. In 2011 it was rebuilt after the original plan by the ex city mayor and
businessman Trifun Kostovski.
The church of Holy Trinity in Radoviš, financed by Risto Gušterov, consecrated in 2003,
is a unique new church completely decorated by mosaics with iconostasis painted by
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Dančo Kalčev. The much smaller church of Dormition of the Mother of God at Mavrovo
Lake financed by Marjan Stojmenov is built in Russian style in 2016. For the most
recently built church St Constantine and Hellene in Skopje the money were raised at three
pledging conferences when politicians, businessmen and priests donated together. There
are examples when founders are suspended. For instance, Bishop Hilarion suspended two
founders on the grounds that they illegally and non-canonically got rich at the expense of
the believers.
What used to be cultural geography with the beautiful ancient classic works of art, or
Roman copies of famous sculptures, continued with the leading artist engaged at St.
Panteleimon Nerezi, and Paleologian style ensembles in Ohrid, Kumanovo and Skopje,
has turned into political geography. The above mentioned statistics of enormous
enlargement of 350 new mosques and only barely 50 churches within the last decade
indicates the political role of the religion and the religious objects within the community
or the misuse of religion for political purpose.
Unfortunately a few modern churches and not a single recently built mosque show real
artistic qualities. There are mostly imitations of byzantine style when internal decoration
of the modern churches is concerned or literal copies of famous fresco ensembles
(Radoviš church of Holy Trinity being the exception). Mosques are competing only to
have the highest minaret and strangest colour of the facade, and their shape is usually a
single square room construction rarely using a dome. They are very far away from the
beautiful Sultan Murat Mosque built above the famous medieval St. George Gorgos
church (1436), Mustafa Pasha Mosque (1492), or The Jahja Pasha Mosque (1504) in
Skopje, or the Unique Decorated Mosque in Tetovo (1495). The artistic element seems to
be of little or no importance for the modern Macedonian religious authorities that look
after or initiate the erection of new temples. Only the catholic cathedral church and the
orthodox cathedral in Skopje with Byzantine domed church inspiration have modern
design. Orthodox Christian authorities actually insist on repeating the byzantine era
church models and famous fresco ensembles from Macedonian medieval churches.
Thus temples from work of art turned into building for political gathering and misuse of
religion, and visual symbol to mark the territory.
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ABSTRACT
Katowice is one of the cities of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis which develops
metropolitan functions. Music and accompanying events of supraregional, national and
international reach play a significant role in the urban space of the city. Some researchers
perceive new creative services of a higher order, typical for a metropolis, in this activity.
It combines the elements of traditional cultural function and creative industry. The
purpose of the article is the description of actions aiming at the development of a
metropolitan function based on culture, music in particular, in the city of Katowice. The
purpose of the article is attracting attention to the formation of new metropolitan space
and specialized metropolitan function in Katowice. This centre is one of the first City of
Music in Central and Eastern Europe which at the same time belongs to the UNESCO
Network of Creative Cities.
Key words: creative city, culture, metropolitan area, city of the music, Poland
INTRODUCTION
Creativity becomes one on the most desired features of cities in the twenty-first century.
Katowice is one of the cities of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis which has
systematically and for some time now been developing metropolitan functions. More and
more attention is paid by the city to music, both in the sphere of culture, as well as modern
urban space which is the background for various types of music events. Music has become
a certain type of innovation in the business activity of a city. Numerous researchers,
including geographers, see the development of high-order services typical for a
metropolis here. On one hand creative elements concreate traditional cultural functions,
on the other they contribute to the development of creative industries. Many studies
highlight that the occurrence of metropolitan functions, including the ones in culture, is a
significant criterion of the identification of a metropolis [9], [14], [15], [18]. Some
researchers underscore the relations thereof with a symbolic function [2], [22], [23],
understood not only in the light of culture and entertainment, but also as an identification
with monumental post-industrial objects, world-class spatial projects, as well as the
institutions of culture, art and creative tourism created on this basis [4]. Obviously, art
attracts creative and talented individuals, which translates into the economy and economic
development of a city [6]. It also influences the identification of cities, which develop
their brands.
METHODOLOGY AND STUDY AREA
This study analyses the case of Katowice located in the south of Poland (Figure 1). This
centre is not big in terms of population, with the total of 290 thousand inhabitants (2016),
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nevertheless is has a high rank in the settlement hierarchy, as a centre of big and complex
urban system of Upper-Silesian conurbation which in 2017 became a lawful and legal
metropolitan centre under the name of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis.
Simultaneously, it is the capital of Silesia, the most urbanized region in Poland, where
78% of population reside in cities.
The purpose of the article is the description of actions aiming at the development of a
metropolitan function based on culture, music in particular, in the city of Katowice. It
combines the elements of traditional cultural function and creative industry. Katowice is
a member of the Network of Creative Cities of UNESCO which connects several centres:
six in Europe (Bologna, Gandawa, Glasgow, Hannover, Mannheim and Seville) and three
on other continents (Bogota in Colombia, Hamamatsu in Japan and Brazzaville in
Congo). It is the first City of Music in East-Central Europe and the second after Kraków
City of Literature.

Figure 1. The location of Katowice in the Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis
in relation to Silesia in 2017
Source: author’s elaboration.

The article utilizes the data in terms of culture in Katowice, encompassing 2011-2016,
which originate both from the national statistics of GUS (General Statistics Office;
www.stat.gov.pl), NSP 2011, as well as various cultural institutions. What is more,
databases concerning cultural institutions from the City Council of Katowice were used,
supplemented with information from cultural portals. The analysis of material was carried
out in the light of the usage of cultural space, as well as cultural institutions located
thereon, taking into consideration – in particular – the data concerning cultural events
organized and the number of participants thereof.
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CREATIVE CITY. THEORETICAL ASPECT
In cities specified as creative, broadly understood creative activities are considered the
essence. Apart from activities saturated with knowledge, they are a component of the
creative sector. This sector is understood by researchers as an element of national
economy based on intellectual ownership originating from culture and science [12], [20].
The researchers of the creative sector most frequently invoke the elaborations of the
Department of Media, Culture and Sport (DCMS) in British Government. According to
the elaborations, creative activities encompass these ones based on human creativity,
talent and skills, as well as creating and utilizing intellectual property, and incorporate
the potential of forming prosperity and contribute the formation of new workplaces.
According to the Department of Media, Culture and Sport, they include: advertising,
publishing, photography, architecture, the market of arts and antiques, radio, television,
film, video, music, design (graphic, interior, industrial, multimedia, fashion), artistic and
entertainment activities, artistic craftsmanship, activities related to software, as well as
computer and video games [17].
Nevertheless, in the literature of the subject a discourse appeared on the necessary factors
stimulating the presence and development of creative activities in cities. According to Ch.
Landry [13], they are different forms of city life related to human capital and cultural
capital of a city to a high degree. Fundamentally, these features are: talented human
resources, urban leadership, social diversity, local identity and the organizational culture
of a city. Among many factors not related to society, which may be at the utmost of a
supplementary character, he indicates space and infrastructure. In turn, B. Namyślak [17]
points to a necessity of presence of the following: creative activity, creative society easily
adapting to changes in the surroundings, technological infrastructure giving strategic
advantage over other urban units, as well as the adequate quality of urban space attracting
new inhabitants and investors. Having the diversity of each cities in Poland, Europe and
the world in mind, it ought to be remembered that it is a feature distinguishing a given
city according to the concept of D. F. Batten [1]. In his opinion, the diversity of
phenomena in many layers (private vocational, entertaining, recreational, etc.) evokes the
states of artistic intensity, which leads to the creativity of city dwellers. According to D.
F. Batten, this “diversity” is fundamentally the only significant indicator of creative cities.
The analysis of creative services and activities in Europe indicates that they play a major
role in the development and enrichment of regions [5]. They gain a competitive edge at
the same time [10], [11]. Creative sector is come European cities encompasses 9-11% of
the workforce [3]. Creative people in socio-economic life of a city are broadly and
exhaustively discussed by R. Florida in the book entitled Cities and the creative class
(2005) . With the United States of America serving as an example, he proves that a high
participation of the creative class formed by well-educated, creative people interested in
the participation in cultural events and innovations is characteristic for metropolises. His
Bohemian Index based on selected professions highlights the following: authors,
designers, composers and musicians, actors and directors, painters, craftsmen, sculptors,
graphic designers, photographers, dancers, artists, performers and other related people.
Creativity related to culture focuses both on the various institutions of culture, as well as
spaces gathering artists. Relations between artistic centres and creative activities are the
basis for innovative economic activities. On the other hand, P. Hall and K. Pain [8]
incorporate creative and cultural industry: creating art (theatres, operas, ballet, concerts),
museums, galleries, print houses and electronic media, into one of the groups of advanced
service activities.
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Creativity is one essential element of the development of metropolitan functions,
particularly in a city like Katowice which underwent deep and profound restructuring
[21], [4], where an essential shift of functions towards the development of services
occurred [19]. 43 thousand people in relation to 353 thousand in Poland [7], worked in
this sector in 2011 in Silesia, whereas 13.3 thousand companies were related with the
creative services sector. Silesia occupies the sixth place in Poland in this matter. The
majority (54%) of business entities defined as creative expanded slightly over the
boundaries of 13 cities of the Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska metropolis. The companies and
the creative labour market focus on the most important cities, mainly the core ones.
Among the total of 7.1 business entities, most of them are related to advertising (3.7
thousand), architecture (1.9 thousand), institutions of culture and creators (1.9 thousand)
and publishing [7].
CREATIV KATOWICE
The challenges of creativity are being contested by Katowice which initiated new
investments on old foundations. Culture Zone was established several years ago. It is
a perfect example of the succession of the function of area in the centre of Katowice.
Devastated area formerly occupied by “Katowice” coal mine was intended for a megaproject of a metropolitan scale. The mining function was replaced with high-order ones –
cultural, service-based, exhibition-related, business and catering. In the vicinity of
“Spodek” Sport and Event Hall, modern cultural and business space was established,
embracing three large objects and metropolitan institutions: National Symphonic
Orchestra of Polish Radio (Figure 2), International Congress Centre (Figure 3) and
Silesian Museum (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Building of the National Symphonic Orchestra of Polish Radio in Katowice
Source: http://panoramasilesia.pl/news/19663/budynek-nospr-idealna-promocja-dla-miasta-i-regionu
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Figure 3. International Congress Centre in Katowice
Source:http://www.urbanity.pl/slaskie/katowice/miedzynarodowe-centrum-kongresowe,b2963

Figure 4. Silesian Museum in Katowice
Source:http://katowice.wyborcza.pl/katowice/7,35018,21784403,muzealne-oscary-rozdane-wyroznieniedla-muzeum-slaskiego.html

These architectonic objects are awarded for creative projects of interesting designs, but
even more importantly, there are a basis for the development of the new function of
culture, including music. The total value of investment projects, including the
rearrangement of the road system, exceeds PLN 1 billion (EUR 237,959,261.00). The
fulfilment of the aforementioned could be completed thanks to European funds. Katowice
is a location where PLN 1.5 billion worth of investment is in progress (EUR
356,938,892.00). Former minister Bogdan Zdrojewski, during an assessment on the level
and quality of the investments in progress, as well as planned cultural events, underscored
that Katowice “took a huge leap in terms of quality in relation to attitude towards culture”.
“Katowice faces three momentous years (...). It is the time which will alter the image of
Katowice in an ultimate manner from the point of view of perceiving not only Silesia and
Poland, but Europe”. Culture Zone was also under the patronage of the Ministry of
Culture and now is the flag image project in the region.
The impulse to erect the new building of the National Symphonic Orchestra of Polish
Radio was given by Krzysztof Penderecki. He convinced other members of the council –
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Number of cultural events [ths.]

Wojciech Kilar and Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, as well as the former president of Katowice
Piotr Uszok.
During the inaugurating concert of October 2014, the National Symphonic Orchestra of
Polish Radio was accompanied by Krystian Zimerman, a brilliant pianist who has been
connected with Katowice since the seventies of the 20th century.
Within the administrative limits of the city, according to the data of General Statistics
Office, in 2016 there were 26 units associated within the so-called cultural centres, 13 out
of which were private. Cultural activities were carried out by 133 artistic groups, 51.1%
of which were dance groups. In 2011-2016, the cultural centres organized the total of
17,405 different types of events. It shall be highlighted that the number of events
organized has been increasing (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Cultural events organized by cultural centres in Katowice in 2011-2016
Source: author’s elaboration on the basis of GUS (General Statistics Office).

The events organized by cultural centres attracted a big number of spectators. On
average, each organized event attracted 110 viewers. Nonetheless, it ought to be
highlighted that a big proportion of local events attract a smaller number of spectators, in
relation to mass events organized in the city. Of the most interesting character in the
recent two years were exhibitions and concerts. The Choir of Katowice and the Concert
Hall of Silesia named after Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, as well as the National Symphonic
Orchestra of Polish Radio function in the city. These institutions organized in 2011-2016
the total of 1,167 events, 69% of which were in the field of domain of the National
Symphonic Orchestra of Polish Radio. Creative activities mentioned in the three units of
higher-order culture attracted the total of 787,019 people. This translates into 363
spectators on each organized cultural event. However, the dominant role of the National
Symphonic Orchestra of Polish Radio shall be highlighted here. It attracted over seven
times more spectators in relation to 2011 (Table 1).
Table 1. Number of participants of events organized by cultural units in Katowice in 2011-2016
Cultural Institutions
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Katowice Choir
400
190
700
500
310
445
Silesian Philharmonic
18 251
15 302
0
33 461
47 462
49 073
Polish National Radio
34 523
29 822
36 453
77 207
205 578
237 342
Symphony Orchestra
Total
53 174
45 314
37 153
111 168
253 350
286 860
Source: author’s elaboration.
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As results from field studies and the analysis of potential, both Silesia and Katowice have
certain values favouring the development of music. In particular, they concern welldeveloped cultural activities in terms of music, in particular numerous festivals, perceived
as promotion through culture. The cultural potential of the city attracts artists and
receivers, numerous events stimulate cultural activities and participants, as well as attract
artists. The studies suggest that the Academy of Music plays a major role in the creation
of music culture and environment in the region. This example confirms the role of the
institutions of higher education in the formation of the “creative class” and the
development of the region based on culture. Renowned music institutions, apart from the
National Symphonic Orchestra of Polish Radio, the Concert Hall of Silesia and the
Academy of Music named after Karol Szymanowski, include: “Camerata Silesia”
Katowice Music Band, Polish Association of Choirs and Orchestras, Polish Radio
Katowice (with Concert Hall), “Silesia” Music Promotion Institution, two Primary and
Secondary National Music Schools, National General Primary Music School, ROE –
Private Artistic Higher Music School and Private School of Popular Music NICE NOISE.
These institutions organize music events of a nationwide and international character
(Table 2). DO ZASTANOWIENIA, CZY TEGO NIE USUNĄC
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Table 2. Music events of nationwide and international character in Katowice
Music Event
International Competition for Conductors of Grzegorz Fitelberg
Vocal Music Days
International Festival for Young Laureates of Music Competitions
International Summer Music Festival: “Chamber and Organ”
TAURON New Music Festival
Rawa Blues Festival
Festival of Chamber Music: “Ars Cameralis”
Off Festival
Katowice JazzArt Festival
Festival of Improvised Music: “jaZZ & Beyond”
Silesian Jazz Festival
International Festival of Choral Song: “Trojok Śląski”
World Music Festival: “Gardens of Sounds”
Katowice Music Days of Henryk Mikołaj Górecki
Silesian Days of Contemporary Music
International Cello Festival
Promenade concerts: “From Bach to Beatles”
Mayday
Let’s meet on Mariacka street
Concerts: Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra, Silesian Philharmonic (Symphony
Orchestra and Choir SP), Silesian Quartet, Camerata Silesia Singers' Ensemble Katowice,
as well as music events at Katowice Cultural Centre of K. Bochenek, in Concert Hall of the
Music Academy of K. Szymanowski, in Silesian Library
Source: author’s elaboration.

Mariacka street plays a major role in music and artistic life of the city. It was revitalized
several years ago in order to enliven the area and establish a new function related to
culture and entertainment. Of significant importance are also numerous clubs, cafés and
student clubs.
The total of 6.5 thousand mass events are organized yearly in Poland. In 2016, 24.4
million participants took part in these events, which translates into 3.8 thousand people
per one event (Mass events, 2017). Out of which, as much as 48.6% are art and
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entertainment events (3.1 thousand; 49.7% are sport events). They encompass, inter alia,
concerts (1,547 – 23.8% in Poland), festivals (234 – 3.6%) and other events (1,378 mass
events of various types, such as comedy shows, combined events, live shows and other
events).
In Silesia, where Katowice is located, the total of 817 mass events took place in 2016.
This figure is the highest in Poland. 3.6 million participants took part in the events (14.7%
in Poland).
What is more, there are 20 theatres and music institutions in Silesia, such as:
philharmonics, operas, operettas – music theatres, orchestras, choirs, dance groups. Music
spectacles and concerts take place there. The most popular theatres was a drama theatre
and a puppet theatre which – in the period of 6 years – played the total of 3,821 different
spectacles for 503,561 people. The highest number of music institutions is in Katowice,
however – due to the complex functional-spatial arrangement of GórnośląskoZagłębiowska Metropolis which transforms into a metropolitan area – cultural institutions
are dispersed.
Students and graduates of universities, institutes of technology, art schools, Academy of
Fine Arts and Academy of Music, as well as the departments of architecture, human
sciences, IT, radio and television are, among the others, future establishers of the creative
labour market. Currently the creative class in Katowice is formed by 1,393 professional
artists, including over 300 composers, artists and related creators, choreographers and
dancers [16].
SUMMARY
Creative city is considered a city with an ability to generate and introduce new ideas,
projects, innovations, as well as an ability to attract and retain creative individuals and
business entities from the creative sector. The analysis of cultural events in the period of
six years confirms that Katowice meets these requirements. Within city limits there are
activities carried out by the people of the creative class. It is possible thanks to space
where certain infrastructure being an attractive living and working place for creative
people was established. Judging from the perspective of creativity as a significant element
for the development of metropolitan functions, all business entities specified as creative
strengthen the process of metropolization. The culture and cultural policy of Katowice
is currently in a critical moment. Katowice has effectively and swiftly changed its image
from an industrial city to a “city of gardens”. Currently, on the areas of original industrial
functions, areas of culture related to post-industrial tourism or culture of higher order –
primarily music – have appeared. Thanks to the aforementioned, on 11 December 2015
Katowice was awarded with the title of UNESCO Creative City in the field of music. The
world-renowned brand of a creative city guarantees an increase of significance of a city
worldwide, being a quality mark attracting people, as well as an additional impulse for
the development of local economy. Awarding this prestigious title, UNESCO appreciated
and acknowledged the diversity of potential of the city in terms of music. Katowice is
proud of its renowned festivals of classical music, alternative and electronic music, the
activities of the National Symphonic Orchestra of Polish Radio, as well as the work of
famous artists – Henryk Mikołaj Górecki and Wojciech Kilar (both are composers). The
membership of Katowice in the Network of Creative Cities which encompasses 116 cities,
including but not limited to: Bogota (Colombia), Seville (Spain), Bologna (Italy) or
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Glasgow (Great Britain) allows the cooperation between cities in organizing joint
ventures in terms of musical creativity.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the article is to indicate the directions and tendencies of population
migrations in the selected municipalities of the metropolitan area of GórnośląskoZagłębiowska Metropolis in the south of Poland. The inflow and outflow of population
in the period of 2002-2015 and commuting in 2011 were analysed. The examined
municipalities are subject to suburbanization, whereas their new habitants originate from
various cities of the polycentric core. The aforementioned leads to urban sprawl and the
development of dwelling function (residential) in the metropolitan area. Suburbanization
predominantly occurs in the municipalities to the north of the core. In turn, commuting
exhibits strong interrelations with various subcentres of the metropolis.
Key words: migration, suburbanization, rural area, polycentric metropolitan area,
emigration, rural communities, immigration, migration balance.
INTRODUCTION
Post-socialist areas experienced numerous transformations in socio-economic fields,
which has resulted in certain consequences in urban and sub-urban space [6], [19], [10],
[7], [11], [5], [25], [27]. Altogether with the transformation of system, suburbanization
processes intensified, particularly after 1990 [20], [8], [9], [23]. Suburbanization occurs
if the population of peripheries, i.e. sub-urban area, grows more rapidly than in case of
central areas. Populations migrate from large clusters to outskirts, outside of city limits.
The transformations in sub-urban area lead to the formation of new housing estates,
service-based companies and industrial plants. New socio-economic interrelations, in
turn, influence the occurrence and development of vast urban areas, daily urban systems,
with intensified commuting to workplaces and metropolitan regions [30].
The purpose of the article is to indicate the directions and tendencies of population
migrations in the selected municipalities of the metropolitan area of GórnośląskoZagłębiowska Metropolis in the south of Poland.
For the most part of the post-war period, rural areas in Poland could be characterized by
an outflow of population, nonetheless these losses were compensated with a relatively
high rate of birth. Due to the reason mentioned above, the number of rural dwellers
levelled off. Migration processes started to play a major role in the spatial diversification
of the number of rural inhabitants [1], which since the nineties of the twentieth century
has been increasing gradually in Poland. In 2005, 15.2 million of Poles were inhabiting
villages [2], whereas in 1991-2010, over 2 million of the inhabitants of cities emigrated
to villages. Migrations hitherto: village-city and city-city, have been supplemented with
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the direction of city-village, which gives evidence of the advanced process of
urbanization, and even or metropolization characteristic for highly developed countries
of the world. This trend intensified towards the end of the nineties , and since 2000 a
positive migration balance for the entire rural areas can be seen [21], principally due to
the positive migration balance. An outflow from metropolitan areas to their outskirts was
distinguishable [24]. The increase of population inflow manifested itself in rural
municipalities located in the suburban areas of major cities, while – to a lesser extent –
in the suburban areas of medium to small cities [29], [14], [16]. This phenomenon occurs
the most evidently and intensely in the suburban areas of urban complexes and
metropolitan areas [31]. The highest intensity of these processes occurs in rural
municipalities which are located in the direct vicinity of central cities [4], as well as in
the areas along major passageways.
METHODOLOGY AND STUDY AREA
The periodic scope of the elaboration focuses on 2002 - 2015. The spatial scope of the
elaboration takes into account eight rural municipalities of Silesia. These are the units
located in the external zone of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis located in the south
of Poland. It was constituted by act in 2017. Heretofore it is the only legally and lawfully
established metropolitan area in the country. The core is composed of 13 major county
cities and 28 other locations, including small towns and villages. The municipalities under
study are located in different counties, and simultaneously in the areas of interaction of
other core cities. It results from the fact that the metropolitan area has industrial genesis
and originates from a conurbation, similarly to Ruhrgebiet in Germany. Municipalities
chosen for the study:
- Bobrowniki (11.8 thousand) and Psary (11.8 thousand) in Będziński county,
- Śwerklaniec (11.8 thousand) and Zbrosławice (15.8 thousand) in Tarnogórski county,
- Chełm Śląski (6.1 thousand) in Bieruńsko-Lędziński county,
- Kobiór (4.9 thousand) in Pszczyński county,
- Wyry (7.8 thousand) in Mikołowski county,
- Gierałtowice (11.7 thousand) in Gliwicki county (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Municipalities studies in Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis.
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Statistical data originate from Local Data Bank (years 2002 - 2015). The number of
inhabitants, internal migrations, inflows, outflows and population balance were taken into
consideration. In order to compare the areas of examination, the data were elaborated on
the basis of basic demographic indicators. On the basis of GIS maps, the radius of major
migrations of the municipalities studied was determined, hence the area of spatial
integration of migrations, as well as the direction thereof. In terms of commuting, the data
of 2011 were used. The selection of this year is based on the fact that Polish statistics does
not possess systematic databases concerning commuting.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Silesia is the most densely populated region in Poland. 71 cities, including 12 of over 100
thousand inhabitants, are located here, totalling 4,559.2 inhabitants. 77% of the
population resides in cities (3.2 million), whereas 2.2 million inhabitants dwell in the
metropolitan area. The region faces serious problems of depopulation and ageing [15]. It
shall be pointed out that the major cities of the central part of Silesia exhibit a major
decrease of population. This process has manifested itself primarily in some core cities
of the metropolis: Siemianowice Śląskie, Zabrze, Sosnowiec, Bytom, Świętochłowice
and Katowice, Ruda Śląska, Chorzów and Gliwice [18]. During 1999 - 2011, the highest
negative migration balance occurred in the municipalities of Gliwice, Katowice and
Rybnik sub-regions. Of different character are the population trends of the examined area,
where the quantity of inhabitants increases. In 1999 - 2008, the highest migration balance
was recorded in the rural municipalities of Bielsko region, as well as in the background
of Rybnik and Katowice conurbations, not to mention Częstochowa agglomeration [13].
In 2002 - 2015, the area under study experienced an increase of the population, due to a
positive migration balance, of 8,191 people. For the entire area the migration balance
came up to 7.47‰. Of the highest migration balance as per 1,000 inhabitants were the
municipalities located to the north of Katowice conurbation, i.e., Bobrowniki, Psary,
Świerklaniec, as well as the municipalities located in the southern and western part, with
an exception of Wyry. Of the lowest migration balance in the temporal scope of the study
was Zbrosławice, whereas the highest – Wyry (Table 1).
Table 1. The migration balance for selected rural municipalities
of the Silesia Province in the years 2002 – 2015.
Municipality
County
Population
Total migration Migration balance
in municipalities
balance
as per 1,000
in 2015
inhabitants
Bobrowniki
Będziński
11881
1418
8.8
Psary
Będziński
11877
1592
9.9
Świerklaniec
Tarnogórski
11846
1279
8.1
Zbrosławice
Tarnogórski
15858
509
2.3
Chełm Śląski
Bieruńsko-lędziński
6130
528
6.5
Kobiór
Pszczyński
4918
319
4.8
Wyry
Mikołowski
7837
1511
15.8
Gierałtowice
Gliwicki
11758
1035
6.7
Total
82105
8191
7.5
Source: author’s elaboration on the basis of data of Central Statistical Office.

The positive migration balance proves that the examined municipalities are undergoing
suburbanization processes. They occurred the earliest in Bobrowniki, Psary,
Świerklaniec, Wyry and Gierałtowice. In 2005, suburbanization started in Chełm Śląski,
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followed by Kobibór in 2012. Suburbanization occurred at the latest in Zbrosławice, as
late as in 2014. To sum up, suburbanization started at the earliest in the municipalities
located in the north from the core of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis.
The examined area experienced an inflow of 19.6 thousand new inhabitants in 2002 2015, on average 175 people per year for a single municipality. The migration trend
upholds its positive tendency. Zbrosławice experience the highest inflow of people:
3,617, even though the process of suburbanization started as late as in 2014. The second
and third municipalities were Bobrowniki and Świerklaniec (exceeding 3000 people). In
the range of 2000 to 3000 people, Psary (2,919), Gierałtowice (2,400) and Wyry (2,361)
can be mentioned. Less inhabitants came to Chełm Śląski – 1,235 people. Among all of
the municipalities studies, Kobiór experienced the lowest inflow of inhabitants – 978
people.
Of all of the migrants, over 90% were inhabitants originating from rural areas. The highest
rate of inflow of city dwellers occurred in Zbrosławice, where – in turn – the inflow of
village dwellers was 4%. The biggest inflow of population from rural areas took place in
Bobrowniki (7%), whereas the smallest – in Wyry (1%). In the entire area under
examination, the lowest factor of inflow occurred in 2004 (14.3‰), whereas the highest
in 2013 (21.8‰). It shall be highlighted here that the average factor of inflow in Poland,
from cities to villages took place in 2015 (7.9‰), in 1991 - 2000 the figure was 6.4‰,
whereas in 2001-2010 – 8,9‰ [2]. In 2015 the migration balance is negative, amounting
to -0,4 ‰.

Figure 2. Inflow and outflow of population in the area of selected rural municipalities
of the Silesia Province in the years 2002 - 2015.

The examined area has also been experiencing the outflow of population. In 2002 - 2015
the total of 9,446 inhabitants left the area. The lowest factor of migration outflow was
recorded in 2002 – 7.5‰, whereas the highest in 2013 – 9.5‰. The inhabitants of the
rural municipalities under study migrated predominantly to the surrounding urban areas.
Taking into consideration the inflows and outflows as per 1,000 inhabitants, major
differences in the studied group of municipalities can be noticed. The highest inflow of
population occurs in Wyry – 24.6 per 1,000 inhabitants, where most people migrated from
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rural areas. The municipality of Bobrowniki experienced the biggest inflow of former
inhabitants of villages (per 1,000 inhabitants).
After the analysis of the entire area, one may come to a conclusion that the new
inhabitants of rural areas are fundamentally the residents of Silesia, mainly from the core
cities of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis.
On a yearly basis, Bobrowniki experienced the inflow of 8.8 people per 1,000 inhabitants.
In total, in 2002 - 2015, 3,068 new inhabitants appeared to the municipality, out of which
2,585 from urban areas and 187 from rural areas, mainly from Silesia. The migration
factor fluctuated from 3.3‰ in 2004 to 13.6‰ in 2010. Most of the migrants originated
from the urban areas located in the vicinity or within 16 km: Piekary Śląskie, Bytom and
Siemianowice Śląskie. These cities are located within the distance of 8 km. The
municipality of Bobrowniki is well connected with the aforementioned cities in terms of
commuting, both in relation to public transport and road network. Until 2010, the largest
proportion of migrants to a given municipality originated from Katowice, Sosnowiec,
Będzin and Wojkowice. In Bobrowniki the inflow of new inhabitants occurs more
intensively that the outflow, which gives evidence of the occurring suburbanization
process.
Similar migration tendencies may be observed in Psary inhabited by 11,877 people in
2015. The migration factor fluctuated from 8.9‰ in 2002 to 6.2‰ in 2015, with a peak
of 13.4‰ in 2013. In 2002 - 2015 the total of 2,919 people migrated to the municipality,
fundamentally from urban areas, whereas the migration factor came up to 9.9‰. The
biggest intensification was experienced in 2013 – 22.3‰. The inflow of people was
encompassed by an isochrone of 15 km. Będzin was the place of origin of most new
inhabitants (817 people), which equals to 6.9% of inhabitants. A significant participation
of migrants were the inhabitants of major cities – the core of the metropolis: Sosnowiec
and Dąbrowa Górnicza. The amount of people from Czeladź increased in 2012 and 2013.
Convenient road connections (S86 state road) facilitate the migration of population.
The municipality of Świerklaniec and Zbrosławice are located in Tarnogórski county, in
the northern part of the metropolitan area. Świerklaniec is one of the municipalities of a
steady increase of migration balance, which translates into an increase of its inhabitants.
Initially thee has been a slight increase, on the level of 2.5‰, nevertheless it was
increasing to reach the value of 15.6‰ in 2010. In the investigated period, the total of
3,018 new inhabitants migrated to the area, out of which 2,677 from urban areas and only
52 people from rural areas. Most of them arrived from Bytom (772) and Tarnowskie Góry
(535), since 2005 – from Piekary Śląskie, whereas in 2004 and 2013 from Radzionków.
The biggest number of new dwellers came to Świerklaniec from the surrounding areas
located within the maximum distance of 15 km. New inhabitants constitute as much as
25.5% of the population of Świerklaniec.
In turn, in Zbrosławice the migration balance of 2002 - 2015 fluctuated from a positive
balance to a negative one. The highest migration dynamics may be observed since 2014.
As many as 3,617 new settlers arrived in the examined period, which is the highest inflow
among all discussed rural municipalities. 2,942 people arrived from urban areas (18.6%),
whereas 131 (0.8%) from rural ones. In general, all of the migrants constituted 23% of
the population of Zbrosławice. The dominant group was composed of former inhabitants
of Gliwice and Zabrze, to a lesser extent from Tarnowskie Góry and Bytom.
The municipality of Chełm Śląski is located in Bieruńsko-Lędziński county, to the south
of the core of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis. In 2002 - 2015 the migration
balance reached positive values, except for 2004. The trend of migration balance is on a
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steady level. In the period of 14 years, 1,235 new residents appeared, primarily from
urban areas. Among all of the areas under study, Chełm Śląski occupies the second place
after Kobibór, with the lowest migration inflow in terms of size, whereas as per 1,000
inhabitants the inflow fluctuated around 10.1‰ in 2004, to reach 20.1‰ in 2013. The
dominant group was composed of the former inhabitants of Mysłowice, Katowice and
Tychy. An increase of inhabitants originating from the adjoining small cities of Bieruń
and Lędziny can be observed. Migrations from larger cities give evidence of
suburbanization of the municipality of Chełm Śląski which is located in the area of
influence of fire core cities and two small towns.
As compared with the remaining rural municipalities under study, Kobiór experienced in
2002 - 2015 slight migrations. There are 978 new residents, primarily from urban areas.
The migration factor decreases and was on the level of 25‰ in 2004 and 8.4‰ in 2011.
The dominant group of migrants is composed of the former inhabitants of Tychy,
Pszczyna and Katowice. Of all of the discussed municipalities, solely and exclusively in
Kobiór the inflow of new habitants exhibits a downward trend, as compared to the
outflow. Kobiór is located in Pszyczyński county, to the south of Katowice conurbation.
It is a municipality of a significant proportion of wooded lands.
The process of suburbanization, as seen in the light of migration, is clearly visible in
Wyry. They are located in Mikołowski county, in the direct vicinity of the core of
metropolis. Since 2002 it has exhibited a permanent inflow of new dwellers and a positive
migration balance. The migrations occur within the distance of 23 km. In 2002 - 2015 the
migration balance fluctuated from 3.2‰ to 21.3‰. In the examined period, Wyry gained
2,361 new inhabitants, 2,081 from urban areas (26.6%), principally from Silesia. The new
dwellers originate from Tychy, Mikołów and Łaziska Górne. Certain activeness may be
noticed among the inhabitants of the capital of the region, namely Katowice. The
municipality of Wyry is well communicated by a network of roads with the surrounding
urban areas, as well as is under a strong influence thereof, despite a relatively weak system
of public transportation. In 2015, new dwellers constituted 30% of the total population of
the municipality.
The last of the examined municipality is Gierałtowice located in the Gliwice county, in
its southern part. This particular municipality experiences a constant inflow of population,
whereas the factor of migration balance increased from 0.1‰ (2002) to 13.9‰ (2015).
2008 - 2012 are the years of the highest dynamics of increase. The municipality of
Gierałtowice gained 2,400 new inhabitants in this period, predominantly from urban
areas, on average 171 people per year. Most of the migrants originated from the urban
areas located in the vicinity or within 15 km. Former dwellers of Knurów, Zabrze, Gliwice
and Ruda Śląska constitute a significant proportion of the population. The municipality
is under a strong influence of the surrounding core cities of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska
Metropolis.
Permanent migrations are inversely proportional to circular migrations. The labour
market of the suburban area of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis is strictly related
to the core of the metropolis [17]. Katowice, as the central city and the biggest labour
market, attracts workforce from the suburban area and other cities. It is also the principal
labour centre for the examined rural municipalities. The proportion of departures for work
constitutes 26-47%. In total, the circular migrations of the eight studied municipalities
came up to 3.8 thousand in 2011 (21.3%), which is 8.4% of all departures for work in the
suburban area. The second important labour centre is Gliwice located in the western part
of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis. It is similar for Tychy from the south and
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Tarnowskie Góry. This centre is not located in the core, nonetheless has strong influence
in the northern part of the metropolitan area. To a lesser extent, other important labour
markets in the examined municipalities are Mikołów and Będzin. The proportion of
commuting in the aforementioned centres is on the level of 25-40% (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Permanent migrations from cities and circular migrations (commuting) in rural municipalities.

Taking into consideration commuting to work in four of the municipalities located to the
north of the core, they constitute 1.9-2.3 thousand people. A characteristic feature thereof
is a high diversification of departure directions, on average to 21 other municipalities
(cities of different sizes: core cities, counties, small towns and other rural municipalities),
as well as larger labour markets (2.8-4.8 thousand employees). On the other hand, in the
southern municipalities commuting is done by 0.7-1.8 thousand people, on average to 13
municipalities, whereas the labour markets have 1.6-2.4 thousand of employees.
CONCLUSIONS
Internal migrations in the examined area contribute to the increase of populations in rural
areas, whereas new dwellers constitute a significant proportion of traditional theretofore
communities. The scale and direction of migrations prove that the examined
municipalities undergo suburbanization, which gives evidence to a more significant
influence of the core of the metropolis, which leads to spatial metropolization. The origin
of new inhabitants proves strong interrelations with major cities of the GZM core, as well
as sheds new light on the directions of intra-regional migrations. It also presents new
zones of inflow of the major centres.
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The examined rural municipalities recorded increases of inflows, and therefore positive
migration balances, on average 175 people per year. Suburban areas located in the area
of influence of major Silesian cities have become an attractive habitat for city dwellers,
similarly to other parts of Poland. All of the examined municipalities undergo
suburbanization processes. At the earliest they were exhibited in: Bobrowniki, Psary,
Świerklaniec, Wyry and Gierałtowice. As compared to other metropolitan centres in
Poland, the process is less visible in the background of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska
Metropolis [26], [3], [22], which results from a whole spectrum of the socio-economic
transformation of the nineties of the twentieth century.
Nevertheless, new inhabitants of the municipalities – the researched migrants of rural
municipalities – contribute to the increase of population, whereas their participation in
relation to indigenous dwellers on the level of 19% - 30% results in the improvement of
age- and profession-related structure of the population.
Migrations are related to the increase of development areas, which is an unfavourable
phenomenon in the light of urban sprawl. Inhabitants erect detached houses, which
manifests as the development of a residential function, causes a change of lifestyle and
functional changes, but at the same time increases the expenditures on the infrastructure,
as new roads, water pipes, sewage system, lighting, etc. [28], [12].
The municipalities under study are under a strong influence of large to medium cities of
Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis: Bytom (Bobrowniki, Świerklaniec), Sosnowiec
(Psary), Katowice (Bobrowniki, Chełm Śląski), Dąbrowa Górnicza (Psary), Tarnowskie
Góry (Świerklaniec, Zbrosławice), Piekary Śląskie (Bobrowniki, Świerklaniec), Gliwice
(Zbrosławice, Gierałtowice), Zabrze (Zbrosławice, Gierałtowice), Mysłowice (Chełm
Śląski), Tychy (Kobiór, Wyry). It results from a relatively close vicinity (15 to 23 km), a
favourable location in terms of passageways, as well as commuting time (40 minutes with
a passenger car).
The municipalities located to the south of the core are located in the area of influence of
other cities than the ones located to the north, whereas suburbanization processes –
although occurring relatively early – are of a slighter slower dynamics. The biggest
amount of new dwellers appeared in the municipalities located to the north of the
metropolis. It results from a more favourable location, as well as a polycentric settlement
system of conurbation type which, under the influence of the socio-economic
transformation and globalization, develops into a metropolitan area. The polycentricity
transforms into complex and overlapping areas of influence of certain core cities.
The attractiveness of the examined rural municipalities seems to result from different
conditions. The municipality of Kobiór stands out from the discussed ones. It is located
in the area of influence of one city only. Five out of eight municipalities are in the area of
influence of three cities, Zbrosławice – four, whereas Chełm Śląski – two.
The newcomers fundamentally came from the cities of Silesia. Zbrosławice stands out
from other municipalities in terms of the highest inflow and outflow, in absolute values.
The same can be said about Kobiór, to a lesser extent. As per 1,000 inhabitants, the
highest participation of migrants occurred in Wyry.
On the other hand, commuting exhibits new functional relations and determine the
boundaries of daily urban systems. The examined municipalities reveal strong functional
relations with the cities of the core, particularly with Katowice, as well as county cities
and other small towns located in the neighbourhood. The majority of municipality is
located within the daily urban system of Katowice, only one of them – in the daily urban
system of Gliwice. Due to the polycentricity of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis,
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the relations mentioned above exhibit the features of a network city. Rural areas located
in the vicinity of the urban system of Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis undergo
suburbanization processes and functional-spatial transformations. In the literature of the
subject it has been numerously highlighted that a location against a large urban centre
contributes to transformations of various types, which is time dependent. On one hand,
rural areas in suburban zones undergo these changes more rapidly than peripheral lands.
On the other hand, they utilize the so called location rent and are, to a certain degree,
“stowaways” that utilize a better natural environment, lower taxes, prices of land, as well
as expensive to maintain services of a higher order of the nearby metropolis.
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ABSTRACT:
In this paper emphasis is placed on the regional structure of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(hereinafter referred to as BiH). It is complex and reflects on the creation of different
regional identities, but also on the field of economic development 8. Like other Western
Balkan countries, BiH is leading a policy of approaching European integration, but it does
it slowly and inefficiently [11]. This is influenced by a wide range of reasons, especially
geographically, so its regional structure needs to be analyzed. This will enable you to
know the real economic and geographical differences that exist between individual
regions. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to abandon the concept of the existing
physiognomic or economic-geographical regions because they do not reflect the real
dynamics of major social changes and do not enable a good view of the perspective of the
future economic and geographical development of Bosnia and Herzegovina ([7], [12],
[14]). Within the European framework, the generally accepted framework for measuring
economic development indicators, as well as the planning process and regional policy,
became statistical regions of different hierarchical levels ([6], [10]), and in BiH, their
formations have not yet been institutionalized. The aim of this paper is based on the
creation and detailed description of a statistical region in the Republic of Srpska as an
introduction to the process that will be set up as an imperative for BiH on the road to EU
accession. This is the basis for the starting hypothesis of the importance of creating clear
indicators of the achieved level of regional development, at the level of BiH and its
entities, as an instrument for creating a clear regional policy and planning process.
Keywords: Potkozarje, statistical region, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), Republika
Srpska (RS), regional policy.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of geographical regionalization of BiH during the XX century many authors
were interested in rational explanation of the processes of development and functioning
of various regional structures [2], [4]. Probably, the BiH example showed all the
complexity of this scientific process, since it was based on different goals of
regionalization, based on appropriate theoretical and methodological concepts. Due to the
complexity and diversity of the principles (homogeneity, heterogeneity, physiognomy,
functionality, nodality, sustainability of development ...) and numerous indicators
(qualitative and quantitative) used in the process of regionalization, different regions were

8

According to https://tradingeconomics.com, BiH is the first country in Europe for unemployment and
percentage of residents who do not live in the country where they were born.
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created (homogeneous and functional). Translated into the language of geography, these
regions were created under the varying influence of various factors9, which over time
determined the pulsating shape and structure of the BiH regions.

Figure 1. Bosnia and Herzegovina
Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org

Taking into account the historical geographical framework, three phases in the
development of regionalization of this area can be identified. The first two relate to the
period of the Kingdom of SHS / Yugoslavia and the SFRY, and the third period is
"Dayton" and refers to a new independent BiH, organized on the principle of equality of
"two entities and three nations".

No.
1
2
3

Table 1. National structure of the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina 10
% of the total population, census 2013
Unit
NUTS Population
Serbs
Bosniaks Croats
Others 11
Bosna i Hercegovina
1
3.531.159
30,7
50,1
15,4
3,8
Federacija BiH
2
2.219.220
2,5
70,1
22,1
5,3
Republika Srpska
2
1.228.423
81,5
13,9
2,4
2,1
Source: www.bhas.ba

The new state organization implies an adequate internal territorial organization that has
been burdened over the entire period with demands for a new approach in the domain of
"internal regionalization". Both, scientifically and politically, there are clear conceptual

9

Natural geographical, social geographical, cultural geographical and political geographical
Due to the decision of the State Statistical Agency to show members of the Diaspora as a resident
(living outside BiH for more than 20 years), RS did not accept these census results, and in the EU and
Eurostat they sent data from both Agencies.
11
Other categories are considered as three categories: members of other nationalities, those who did not
want to declare themselves nationally, and persons classified as category unknown.
10
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differences between the leading scientific authorities in each of the three nations, as it is
a kind of "confrontation between unitarists and federalists"12, which is mapped from the
first developmental period. Since the territorial framework of the state has been changed
and new demographic relations have been established, the roles have also changed.
Serbian geographers now advocate for the concept of federalism, and Bosniaks, dominant
for the concept of unitary [14]. Croatian geographers are closer to the concept of
federalism. In the domain of practical solutions, there is a clear awareness of the
importance of the normative principle in the domain of defining internal borders at the
level of Republika Srpska, and it is only a question of the number of mesoregional entities
and the criteria for their separation ([5], [8], [16]). The Federation of BiH dominates the
approach of supremacy of the analytical principle and thus the annulment of the "Dayton
internal structure of BiH" [12]. It is precisely this issue that addresses issues of regional
structure and regional identities, which cause unstable political relations throughout BiH
[15].
ENTITY AS A CONSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORK FOR REGIONALIZATION
Based on the spatial distribution of the population, established networks of cities and
settlements, urban-rural relations and connections between them, it is possible to
distinguish five RS mesoregions that, according to their demographic characteristics,
satisfy the elements of statistical regions [10]. The defined regionalization principles, on
which different criteria are based, constitute a satisfactory framework for successful
social regulation and quality organization of the RS, which will serve to optimize the
utilization of its natural resources and enable as smooth a development as possible [3].
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2. Geographical characteristics of the Republic of Srpska and possible regions
Region
km2
%
inhabitants
%
in/km2
NUTS
Republika Srpska
24.617
100
1.170.342
100
47,5
2
Potkozarje
2.797
12,0
185.943
15,9
66,4
3
Banjalučka
6.035
24.5
341.897
29,2
56,7
3
Dobojska
3.120
12,7
198.870
17,0
63,7
3
Bijeljinska
3.349
13,6
254.853
21,8
76,1
3
Hercegovačka
9.171
37,3
188.779
15,4
19,7
3
Source: Mutabdzija 2018, based on www.rzs.rs.ba

This regionalization is only the first level of complex regionalization that rests on other
criteria. The starting point is the normative criterion, which, based on the legal identity of
the RS, proceeds from the assumption that these mesoregions are enriched by Entities and
the state border. The size of these mesoregions defines the NUTS13 classification for the
third level. This is at the same time (according to the OECD14) and the minimum number
of consumers that provides the prerequisites for sustainable development and the
establishment of an optimal organization of education, health care, traffic and other public
services. The third criterion is demographic-settlement, which respects the traditional and
newly established links between individual settlements and cities. An important indicator

12

Allusion to the first phase of regionalization 1918-41, during which Serbian scientists advocated
unitaryist and Muslim and Croatian scientists for federalist solutions.
13
The official division of the EU for regional statistics.
14
UN organization, in charge of economic cooperation and development between member states.
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of these relations is the migration of the population and communication. This is visible
on the basis of density and quality of the traffic network and main nodes. In the end, all
these criteria sublimate the principle of functionality, on the basis of which these
statistical regions take the form and nodal-functional regions.
Proposed regionalization creates basic preconditions for the implementation of the
Eurostat methodology and implies serious changes in the regionalization envisaged by
the Spatial Plan of the Republika Srpska by 2025. The basic criteria for shifting the
internal boundaries between mesoregions are related to the traffic-geographic
infrastructure, traditional connections within the former inter-community communities,
modern functional links and migratory flows. The median age (average) for the RS is very
high 41.3 years, and only eight municipalities have an average age below 40 years [13].
POTKOZARJE REGION
The basic lines of relief of Potkozarje make three mountains and rivers. Grmec and
Prosara have a marginal position while Kozara is located in the central part of the region.
These mountains with their position and height do not represent a significant
communication obstacle between urban centres because the Una and Sava valleys have
been laid peripherally, and the Sana river with the valley expansion of Prijedor represents
the central zone of the region. Therefore, this region unites three physiological units:
Potkozarje, Pounje and Posavina. The northern border of the region and the whole
Republic of Srpska is Sava that runs along the wide "tectonic trench of Sava". The area
south of it is called Posavina, which is comparatively extended between the mouth of the
Una (100 m) and the Drina (82 m) and is a part of the bottom of the Panonia Basin, which
in the morphological view represents spacious low terrain. This is a young quarter terrain,
created by the accumulation of the Sava and its right tributaries, which built macro plains
(Una, Vrbas, Ukrina, Bosna and Drina) near the mouth and downstream, as the main
feature in the relief of Posavina. These floodplain plains form an intermittent array whose
vastness and intensity is proportional to the length of the tributaries. This is related to the
surface and energy of the relief in the basin (relative elevation between the breeding and
bottom of the basin) and its geological structure (softer rocks are more susceptible to
erosion), which leads to an increased amount of application. Above the Sava riverbank
and its tributaries Rakovica rises up the horst mountain of Prosara (363 m), which in the
south passes into the Kozara massif. It belongs to the Ore and Flysch Mountains of the
northern part of the Republic of Srpska. Its width between Sava and Sana (20 km) is
shorter than the comparative distance between Una and Vrbas (70 km), and its structure
is dominated by flysch and serpentines. Because of its natural beauty and cultural
significance, this wooded mountain was declared a National Park, because during the
Second World War it represented an oasis of resistance to the fascists, but unfortunately
also the place of the great suffering of the Serbian people15. Una springs in Lika, 210 km
long, and its lower course represents the border of the Republic of Srpska with Croatia.
Pounje, in its morphological features, belongs to the periphery of the Panonia Plain, and

In the German offensive in 1942, 68,600 refugees from Kozara’s villages, of which 23,000 children, were
taken to concentration camps from Jasenovac to Auschwitz, and partisan resistance was suppressed. This
is evidenced by the grandiose monument in Mrakovica, by Dusan Dzamonja and other works of art, for
example film the same name by Veljko Bulajic and Skender Kulenovic's poem "Stojanka Majka
Knezpoljka".
15
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the lactic turn toward the northeast of Krupa points to the original mouth of the Panonia
Sea, whose swelling extended the course further towards the northeast. The present
estuary is located at Jasenovac16 and Knezpolje represents its macro plane in which near
Dubica, larger settlements Draksenic, Mededa and Donja Gradina. The larger tributaries
on the right side are Sana, Strigova, Mljecanica and Mostanica. Prijedor basin represents
the largest tectonic extension that was additionally shaped by flood and erosion by Sana
and Gomjenica, and because of the scarcity of these terrains, ponds have been built here.
To the south of this basin, there is a peripanon area that starts with Podgrmec, belongs to
the municipalities of Ostra Luka and Krupa na Uni (divided municipalities in the FBiH:
Sanski Most and Bosanska Krupa).
In the domain of demographic characteristics, Potkozarje with 186,000 inhabitants is one
of the most densely populated regions of Republika Srpska (66.4 in / km2), but the average
age of the population (42.2 years)17 is above the republican average. This particularly
refers to the small and marginal mountain municipalities (Oštra Luka, Krupa na Uni, but
also Kostajnica) where the lack of economic activity has facilitated internal (village-city)
and foreign migration (foreign). In Potkozarje only one third inhabitant lives in urban
centres with > 5000 inhabitants, which makes urbanization 35.5%. Medium-sized
settlements (1000-5000 inhabitants) make up 12.2%, and the smallest settlements (<1000
in.) have a share of 86.3%. An analysis of the hierarchy of urban centres shows that these
are only four centres, which make up only 1.4% of the total number of settlements (293).
At the level of the municipalities, the dominant position of the municipal / city centre is
noted, with the concentration of the population in the municipal centre ranging from
30.9% in Gradiska, 36.6% in Prijedor and in smaller centres this is over 40%: Novi Grad
40.8%, Dubica 53.7% and Kostajnica 73.7%. The spatial distribution of the population
shows the highest concentration in the Prijedor basin and along the banks of the Sava and
Una, and the smallest in Podgrmec.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 3. General indicators on the population of the region
Municipality
Inhabitants
km2
in/ km2
Average age
Prijedor
80.916
834
97
41,53
Gradiska
49.196
762
65
42,35
Novi Grad
25.24
319
79
42,45
Kozarska Dubica
20.681
499
41
43,98
Kostajnica
5.645
86
66
42,27
Ostra Luka
2.705
204
13
43,01
Krupa na Uni
1.561
93
17
46,32
Total
185.943
2.797
66,4
42,21
Based on: www.rzs.rs.ba

Prijedor is a modern and beautiful city on the banks of the Sana River and below the
legendary Kozara. This is the primary regional centre, the basis of the mining and
processing area, which gravitates the entire region. This area is essentially determined by
three industrial branches: mining, agro-food industry and tourism. This is the main centre
of the region where a regional hospital, Faculty of Mining and Geology, a professional

16

Memorial area of Donja Gradina, the biggest hub of Ustasha Jasenovac camp in which it was murdered
700,000 innocent civilians are on the right bank of the Sava River, near the mouth of the Una.
17
Methodology of calculation: multiplication of the number of inhabitants and the average age of the given
municipality, then the sum of all multiplications by municipalities and, finally, the ratio of the total
population and the sum of all average years.
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theatre (only outside Banja Luka), a museum and other cultural and educational
institutions are located and the only one has the status of a city. Gradiska, as an urban
centre of the second rank, is the centre of Lijevce polje and eastern Potkozarje, has a
hospital and numerous cultural and educational institutions. The population of other
municipalities is functionally related to Prijedor, except for Dubica that gravitates
Gradiska. Novi Grad and Dubica are regional centres of the third rank. Novi Grad is a
beautiful border town on two rivers (Una and Sana) and insufficient industrial base.
Dubica has two great rivers (Una and Sava). Kostajnica, Krupa na Uni and Ostra Luka
are centres of the fourth rank. Kostajnica is a small town on the Una River, known for its
large chestnut forests. Small municipalities of Ostra Luka (strongly orientated to Prijedor)
and Krupa to Uni (Novi Grad) are morphologically a set of dispersed rural communities.
Ostra Luka is located on the left bank of the Sana River at the foot of Majdanske Mountain
and on the regional road Prijedor - Sanski Most. Krupa na Uni is set up on the slopes of
Grmec which have not an urban centre with pronounced elements of centrality, but only
mountain villages. The municipal centre is Donji Dubovik, and the larger rural
settlements are Hasani (birthplace of Branko Copic), Busević and Otoka.
Table 3. Hierarchy of urban relations
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

>20001
Prijedor
32.342

Number of settlements by population size
5001100110001-20000
2001-5000
10000
2000
0

0

10

9

Gradiska 16.106
Novi Grad 11.063
K. Dubica 11.566

0
0
0

3
0
0
Kostajnica 4.047

10
3
0
0

5011000

201500

<200

18

17

15

14
21
18
8
16
17
3
21
38
2
1
8
Krupa na Uni:
12
Ostra Luka:
23
Based on: www.rzs.rs.ba

On the slopes of Majdanske Mountain there are surface mines of iron ore (Ljubija and
Omarska), these mines are part of the Mital system that transports the ore to the Zenica
and Smederevo ironworks and represent the backbone of the industrial development of
the region. The agro industry is based on agricultural production and besides fodder (corn)
and cattle breeding (milk), the holders of economic development are factories of food
items: Mira in Prijedor, Mlijekoprodukt and HPK Draksenic in Dubica, Agrojapra Novi
Grad and Top Farm Gradiska. The service sector is linked to cultural-historical and sparecreation centres. The most important objects are: national park "Kozara", memorial area
"Donja Gradina" and monastery SPC Mostanica. Valorisation of their touristic motives
favours the development of various types of tourism (youth, sports and recreational,
climatic, mountainous). The tourist facilities are complemented by the spa and health
centre Mljecanica, the potential spa site Ljesljani, the planned nature park Potkozarje, as
well as potential tourist facilities related to the Una and rural tourism in the municipality
of Kostajnica. The cultural offer of this region is complemented by legends and
permanent exhibitions by great artists and scientists of this region: Sreten Stojanovic from
Prijedor, Stojan Celic and Lazar Drljaca from Novi Grad, Djoko Mazalic from Kostajnica
and Vasa Cubrilovic from Gradiska.
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Figure 2. Spatial-functional connections within Potkozarje region
Source: Mutabdzija, 2018. QGIS

In the domain of transport infrastructure, the main roads are the Banja Luka-Gradiška
highway and Banja Luka-Prijedor-Novi Grad (planned construction of the highway). The
other roads are marginally laid in the Una valleys (Novi Grad-Kostajnica-Dubica) and
Sava (Dubica-Gradiška). The railway line Novi Grad-Banja Luka is of strategic
importance for the Republic of Srpska, and in Prijedor there is an Uria sports airport. The
river port in Gradiska was not used.
CONCLUSION
The regionalization of the Republic of Srpska is desirable and necessary, and the
statistical regions have the form of non-administrative units with a basis in European
practice (planning and regional policy) and the EU legislation. Due to the complexity of
the internal structure of BiH, this issue has not yet been institutionalized, and in the
domain of scientific considerations of BiH's regionalization, there are significantly
different views of the number, type and form of statistical regions compared to the ones
described. The optimal selection of criteria for the implementation of regionalization can
be statistically and nodal-functional, and its goal is the need for better planning and
creating a deliberate regional policy. This will enable:
351
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1. Creation of more uniform spatial-demographic relations between the Banja Luka and
Potkozarje regions,
2. By separating the Potkozarje as a separate mesoregion, functional relations in the
border zone are strengthened, thereby preventing the unnecessary growth of Banja
Luka over the possibility of a balanced development of the entire region,
3. Because of the insufficient number of inhabitants of the Prijedor region (<150,000),
the neighbouring municipality of Gradiska (not Laktasi) is added, due to functional
connections along the Sava corridor (Gradiska-Dubica-Kostajnica-Novi Grad) and the
mesoregion is renamed to Potkozarje;
4. In the hierarchy of cities and settlements, Prijedor is clearly distinguished as the
primary regional centre in which 16.5% of the total population of the region lives.
5. Thus created, the region of Potkozarje has the elements of the statistical region
according to the NUTS 3 criterion, and the characteristics of the nodal-functional
region according to functional connections within the network of the settlement.
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ABSTRACT
The primary objective of this study is to make analysis of the current hiking trails in
Macedonia, even though following the experiential approach, light will be shed on the
possibilities for developing new tourism product that may enhance tourism development
in the country. Macedonia represents a suitable testing ground for such investigation
having in mind that so far, more than one hundred hiking trails are identified within the
draft national network of the hiking trails. Furthermore, the research combines the current
hiking trails and mountain dormitories in order to try to conceptualize them as a system
that may be covered with tourism patterns. The analysis is based on a qualitative research
method, mainly by exploring secondary sources of information. The findings indicate an
option for reshaping the current network of national trails due to additional great number
of newly identified trails. Furthermore, it was found that out of forty mountain
dormitories, only seven may somehow serve in tourism purposes. The most surprising is
the conclusion that among large portion of hiking trails no usable dormitory is present,
which challenges construction of new or complete restauration of the old ones. Besides
official documents and some isolated positive examples of private initiatives which pose
some insights, no academic studies have so far been carried out on this issue. Therefore,
this research contributes to the literature as a pioneer study in Macedonia’s academic
work, along with its practical significance. Namely, it suggests many recommendations
towards the necessity of inducing more proactive attitude among tourism policy makers
for designing new tourism product as an important component of tourism supply.
Keywords: Hiking trails; Mountains; Tourism development; Macedonia.
INTRODUCTION
Mountains are often used as resources for developing tourism, in the first line by offering
pleasure, relaxation, sport activities or even enjoying spiritual and psychological needs
[2], [7], [8], [13], [14], [15], [16] and [18]. Many valuable information and experience on
mountain tourism development may be gained from countries that implement mountain
tourism, such as Austria, Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, Slovenia, Serbia and
others [2] and [3]. In this line, many countries have realized the benefits for mountain
tourism development. Yet, possessing mountains does not automatically mean gaining
economic benefits. What is required for a successful mountain tourism development is
actually a significant investment of time, money and efforts.
Consequently hiking is detected as a form of activity that attracts tourists greatly and
trails are defined as a linkage between visitors and ecosystems. So many academicians
discuss the relevance and potentials of hiking as a tourist activity [10] and [12], as well
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as the impacts that hiking as a wellness activity is provoking to the nature related to
tourism development [5], [11] and [17]. Moreover, [9] Hugo discusses that hiking trails
should furthermore not be seen as mere links between places, but as part of a holistic
integrated person-environment system.
Being identified as a country rich in mountains, Macedonia possesses excellent
preconditions for developing mountain tourism. It has seven active ski centers with 42
ski-elevators, offers possibilities for active mountaineering due to dormitories, hotels and
guest houses, and it has pleasant tracks for mount-biking, paragliding, etc. On the other
hand, the current conditions for developing mountain tourism in Macedonia are generally
poor due to severe infrastructural problems [4].
The objective of this study is to present some stylized facts and make analysis of the
current hiking trails in Macedonia, thus making an effort to explore possibilities for
developing new tourism product that may enhance tourism development in the country.
The focus of the investigation is put on more than one hundred hiking trails which are
already identified within the draft national network of the hiking trails [1]. Furthermore,
the study criticizes the only official governmental document that treats the issue of hiking
trails in Macedonia.
The paper is structured in several parts. After the introductory part, Section two presents
the research methodology. The analysis, results and discussion are noted in Section three,
while the conclusion remarks and recommendations are presented in the last section.
This study contributes to the limited academician work on hiking tourism in Macedonia.
At the same time, it has its practical significance since it provides recommendations for
inducing more proactive attitude among tourism policy makers in terms of designing new
tourism product as an important component of tourism supply of Macedonia.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The study attempts to review the current hiking trails in Macedonia by following the
experiential approach. The analysis is based on a qualitative research method, mainly by
exploring secondary sources of information. In general, there is an abundance of available
data and statistical surveys that can be used to trace the development of hiking trails in
Macedonia, as well as to assess their significance for tourism development. Herein, the
available data are collected from the Draft national network on hiking trails in Macedonia
[1], and analyzed to obtain information about the national level and, if necessary, the
regional level.
All collected information is summarized and graphically interpreted as maps. The maps
provide general information on the type of the hiking trail according to the level of
difficulty, ranging from recreational, beginners’, medium, advanced to a very
professional hiking trail. Furthermore, to get a picture of the tourism supply related to the
hiking trails, the maps are complemented with data on accommodation infrastructure in
terms of mountain dormitories. For this purpose, the available data are analyzed based on
[4] Dimitrov et al. The compilation of both types of data allows to conduct the research.
The evaluation is presented in graphical form by production of four maps which enable
to visualize the results in a way that makes it possible to see the different flows. Based
upon results, the authors derive specific conclusions and recommendations as to how
current hiking trails and the mountain dormitories concerned, may improve further
tourism development.
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The findings are analyzed by mapping flows of hiking trails described in the official
document [1]. Figure 1 presents more than a hundred hiking trails marked upon the level
of difficulty of the tour and required level of physical fitness. The green dots represent
recreational hiking trails which are very easily manageable since they are only up to 5
km, usually take up to 3 hours to be accomplished and require very low level of fitness.
Although this type of trails is extremely tourist-friendly, according to Figure 1,
Macedonia offers just a few of them. On the other hand, it may be visualized that yellow
dots are much more present on the map. They represent the beginners’ trails which alike
the recreational, are also very easy to accomplish. Hence, one may say that recreational
and nature-lover tourists do have trails to hike in Macedonia. The focus is on the orange
dots which represent medium trail difficulty with a hiking length between 5-10 km,
duration between 3-6 hours and a demand of a moderate level of physical condition. Most
probably the high hills that Macedonia is rich in, present a suitable ground for these types
of trails. Much harder level of difficulty shows the advanced trails (red dots on Figure 1),
suitable only for very experienced hikers and tourists. They usually cover 10-15 km trails,
last 6-10 hours and demand a very high body condition. The fewest are the professional
hiking trails which are the most advanced (black dots on Figure 1). These routes are more
than 15 km long and last over 10 hours. The hikers hike on trails spreading over the
altitude over 1,500 m. and therefore, an extra body shape and condition is a must.
If we put a good look on the country’s coverage with hiking trails, it is very obvious that
they are predominantly dispersed in the west part of Macedonia, rarely in the central part,
and barely in the east part. Due to the fact that Macedonia has many mountains in other
parts besides the western, leaves a space for future research upon update of the official
documents which address this issue.

Figure 1. Hiking trails in Macedonia
Source: Own illustrations based upon [1], graphics ©2017 Google maps

Figure 2 presents around forty mountain dormitories in Macedonia based upon the
findings declared in [4] Dimitrov et al. According to the condition in which they are, the
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mountain dormitories are perceived as old and new. The old mountain dormitories
(mapped with brown icons on Figure 2) are in a bad shape and some have being
inoperative for many years. It is noticeable that they are dispersed all over the territory of
Macedonia, thus presenting a good starting point as accommodation infrastructure that
may complement a hiking tour. However, this may only be the case if the government
(local/regional/central) or the private sector, decides to make some serious investments.
So, although they are old, they can be adopted and renovated in order to serve the tourist
purposes.

Figure 2. Mountain dormitories in Macedonia
Source: Own illustrations based upon [4], graphics ©2017 Google maps

On the other hand, the blue icons in Figure 2, present the new mountain dormitories, being
hardly seven: Vrteska and Dzumaja (Plackovica), Sharski Vodi, Smreka and Ljuboten
(Shar Planina), Papradishte and Karadzica (Jakupica).

Figure 3. Hiking trails and new dormitories in Macedonia
Source: Own illustrations, graphics ©2017 Google maps
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Figure 3 combines the hiking trails (data from Figure 1) and the new mountain
dormitories (partial data from Figure 2). The intention is to identify whether there is a
match among the current trails and dormitories usable for tourist purposes. More
precisely, the idea is to describe the possibility to combine these two items and to try to
conceptualize them as a system that may be covered with tourism patterns. It is noticeable
that five out of seven new mountain dormitories fit into the currently identified hiking
trails. The other two dormitories (Vrteska and Dzumaja on mountain Plackovica),
although being in a good shape and may work with full capacity, are not near the
identified hiking trails mapped in the east part of Macedonia. This raises the issue of a
mismatch between the supply and demand.

Figure 4. Hiking trails and all dormitories in Macedonia
Source: Own illustrations, graphics ©2017 Google maps

Finally, based on Figure 1 (data on hiking trails) and Figure 2 (full data on mountain
dormitories), Figure 4 is produced. It presents all officially identified hiking trails along
with all dormitories (old and new). This figure gives a clear picture that many new hiking
trails are actually missing, and the old dormitories need an urgent reconstruction in order
to serve as a solid precondition for setting new hiking trails. In this manner, the authorities
may consider the option for introducing subsidies for private project actions in the line of
renewing the old accommodation capacities. Furthermore, this finding indicates an option
for reshaping the current network of national trails due to a great additional number of
newly identified trails. Yet, the most surprising is the conclusion that among large portion
of hiking trails there is no usable dormitory present, which challenges the construction of
a new or complete restoration of the old ones.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The research intended to identify the current hiking trails in Macedonia in accordance to
the only official governmental document on this issue, and their coverage with mountain
dormitories. The main idea was to combine and conceptualize them as a system that may
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be covered with tourism patterns, upon which valuable recommendations will be given
for designing a new tourism product as an important component of the country’s tourism
supply. However, looking from the perspective of the developmental policy, one may see
that the gathered data provide very little information which could be used to assess the
large-scale impacts on tourism development. On the other hand, this is precisely the kind
of insights needed to develop tourism development strategies and to value the chain
approaches in tourism, and to find some appropriate solutions for the national tourism.
Out of more than forty dormitories, due to the lack of finance, only seven are identified
as new facilities in good shape. The tight budget and inadequate financial resources for
reconstructing mountain dormitories as a result of the lack of funds and interest of the
local, regional and central government, as well as the absence of private initiative, are
among the most serious challenges to face with. The central government has the
responsibility to continuously provide the basic funding for the management and
infrastructure maintenance in the national parks and protected areas that are full of hiking
trails (such as through conservation- or tourism-related taxes). Yet, some future terms
might also increasingly require private-capital investments. Finally, the tourists
themselves (as visitors, day-trippers, nature-lovers etc.) play a key role in this regard
because they are among the primary beneficiaries of the nature, and thus have a major
strategic interest in making an appropriate contribution to the financial viability of the
mountain areas.
At this stage, the hiking trails do not play a substantial role in the country’s tourism
development despite the potentials. In order to make this segment more attractive some
complex processes are required mostly in the implementation of the tourism policies. This
stands for very demanding institutional requirements so that they would ensure that
tourism development is based on considerations of effectiveness, efficiency and
transparency.
To give appropriate consideration to the necessary cross sectoral nature of tourism policy,
efforts must also be made to create some vertical institutional structures (at local, regional
and national level) as well as horizontal linkages with other relevant policy areas (such
as between tourism and environmental policy). This is the only way to achieve a fully
integrated tourism policy, meaning sharing the responsibility to provide the formal
frameworks (polity), to define the objectives and responsibilities (policy) and to
contribute to the political design and to the process (politics) of tourism development [5].
Macedonia is a small country causing a lack of substantial positive economic impacts.
The solution may be seen in joint development of a transnational hiking trail as a means
of establishing socially and environmentally responsible tourism. So, based on the desk
research findings, the study recommends some future actions in the line of reshaping the
current network of national trails and designing a new tourism product as an important
component of the national tourism supply:
- To introduce new regulations and minimum standards to ensure an appropriate level
of quality of service for hiking and mountaineering tourism products;
- To fairly distinguish four major types of funding bodies/organizations: 1) the state; 2)
destination management organizations (DMOs); 3) tourism industry associations; and
4) NGOs;
- To introduce investment incentives in the line of enabling local/regional areas to
continue towards an independent tourism development far into the future;
- To define tourism-related use of resources and possible environmental impacts;
- To support the positioning of hiking and mountaineering of Macedonia in the region;
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- To strengthen the competitiveness of hiking tourism products offered, by undertaking
training programs in tourism-related areas (e. g. guiding, service, hosting);
- To introduce participatory tourism planning in the line of creating structures needed
for the distribution of the hiking tourism products;
- To consider the prospective target groups’ willingness to pay for a specific hiking
product;
- To formulate some planning activities and to project steps in the form of a local
tourism strategy, which may serve as a set of guidelines for hiking tourism
development in the municipal area;
- To target a specific marketing strategy and to promote it to international tour
operators.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The research was limited by several factors that can also serve as productive starting
points for future work.
- First, the analysis was based on the draft national network of the hiking trails in
Macedonia, which despite encompassing more than a hundred hiking trails, it
practically omits numerous trails that informally are present. So expending the list of
hiking trails may add representation on this issue;
- Secondly, some future research may introduce other aspects of investigation to better
identify how to employ hiking trails more efficiently from tourism perspective;
- Finally, the findings are drawn basically on secondary sources, which may be
complemented with some primary data obtained from the surveying mountain and
hiking experts, officials and representatives of mountain clubs and associations,
mountain tourist guides, experts from tourism business etc.;
Yet, this article may assist in better understanding the possibilities for developing hiking
tourism in Macedonia, upon which specific development strategies may be set. Overall,
the research generates useful findings and points to valuable directions for further work.
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ABSTRACT
Polish rural areas face various social, economic and ecological problems. These processes
greatly affect diversification of the standard of living in rural areas. The goal of the study
was to assess spatial diversification of the standard of living in rural areas in Poland in
2013. In the analysis it was evaluated with Perkal’s synthetic index, known also as the zscore index. Perkal’s index was based on dozen objective descriptors concerning several
life aspects. It referred to: demographics of young or able to work part of the population,
housing conditions and the use of technical infrastructure, labour market,
entrepreneurship and well-being of rural inhabitants. The highest standard of living was
shown for rural gminas in the vicinity of urban agglomerations. The lowest standards of
living were in typical rural areas with poorly developed services functions. These were
mainly depopulated units located in the outskirts of NUTS 2 regions – voivodeships. The
Vistula river marked the dividing line in the standards of living in rural areas of the
country.
Keywords: rural gminas, standard of living, Perkal’s synthetic index, Poland
INTRODUCTION
Economic – together with social development – is a result of changes in the economic
area determined by many factors. Endogenous elements which may play a leading role
include economic activity of inhabitants, advantages of the region and their use, the type
of economy, the nature of demographic phenomena. The assessment of conditions of the
standard of living of rural areas may be carried out by means of analysis of conditions
and factors. The conditions are passive and poorly controllable in the short-term. Factors
are active and more controllable and their implementation is necessary for restructuring
and regional development [1]. Major conditions are: demographic situation, the structure
of settlement network, natural environment with its resources, infrastructure and the type
of economy.
The aim of the study was to assess spatial diversification of the standard of living in polish
rural areas. The classification concerned 2013. It focused on all rural gminas as well as
rural parts of urban-rural gminas – 2,257 administrative units in total (gminas as the
lowest level of three-tier territorial division of the country). Perkal’s synthetic index [2]
was used with 12 variables:
1. Percentage of population at pre-working age (0-18 years),
2. Percentage of population at working age,
3. Deaths per 1,000 inhabitants,
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4. Natural increase per 1,000 population,
5. Net migration per 1,000 inhabitants,
6. Useful floor area of dwellings per capita,
7. Number of dwellings per 1,000 inhabitants,
8. Percentage of users of water supply network in the total population,
9. Percentage of users of sewage system in the total population,
10. Percentage of unemployed persons in the population at working age,
11. Entities per 1,000 inhabitants at working age,
12. Income per capita.
The synthetic index allowed for classification of rural areas in a non-accidental linear
hierarchy. The foundation for groups were ranges of the index based on the sum of
arithmetic average and standard deviation. The following division into 6 classes was
made:
- 0.68 and above – rural areas with the highest standard of living,
- 0.67 to 0.34 – rural areas with high standard of living,
- 0.33 to 0.00 – rural areas with relatively high standard of living,
- 0.00 to -0.33 – rural areas with average standard of living,
- -0.34 to -0.67 – rural areas with low standard of living,
- -0.68 and fewer – rural areas with the lowest standard of living.
The index belongs to the group of multidimensional comparative analysis and allows for
finding regularities in mutual relations of elements. It facilitates analysing of spatial
diversification in development of objects with multiple attributes. It is transparent and has
low data loss during data aggregation.
The literature on the subject provides a lot of definitions of the standard of living. The
standard of living refers to a degree, to which material and spiritual needs are fulfilled
[3]. Definitions and descriptions can be found in the studies written by, among others,
Knox [4], Cutter [5], Johansson [6]. For instance, Fontinelle [7] states, that the standards
of living can be evaluated by means of comfort, wealth, material assets and the
availability of life-necessary means. For the researcher, the most important factors are:
income, employment possibilities, availability and quality of health service, costs of
services, economic and political stability, and security.
It is worth mentioning that a number of studies have been carried out in the study area for
various purposes (i.e., [8], [9], [10], [11]).
RESULTS
In 2013 there were 6 groups of rural areas with diversified standards of living (Figure 1).
Gminas with the highest standards of living amounted to 3.1 per cent (70 locations) out
of 2,257 units from study. In this group the synthetic index exceeded 0.68. The first
clusters were composed mainly of areas located near the largest urban agglomerations in
voivodeships (NUTS 2 regions): Dolnośląskie, Mazowieckie, Pomorskie and
Wielkopolskie. Mazowieckie Voivodeship is the best in attracting and concentrating all
development factors – financial, human or social capital, which guarantees their effective
use.
The second group was composed of gminas with very good standards of living and
Perkal’s index ranging from 0.67 to 0.34. It was 7.8 per cent (175) of rural gminas. These
areas were usually located in northern and central-western Poland, and scattered around
capitals of the voivodeships: Dolnośląskie, Łódzkie, Mazowieckie, Podlaskie and
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Wielkopolskie. The largest single dense group of units with good standards of living was
located in Pomorskie and partially Zachodniopomorskie Voivodeship. These were areas
of high environmental value and developed tourist offer in the summer season. In many
cases gminas formed single zones in the vicinity of the largest cities in particular
voivodeships, e.g. Kielce, Krakow, Lublin and Rzeszów. It mainly depended on the
direction of expansion of residential areas, development of transportation system,
infrastructural investment as well as popularity of particular locations.

Figure 1. Diversification of the standard of living in rural areas in Poland by the synthetic index in 2013
Source: own elaboration based on data from the Local Data Bank
of the Central Statistical Office of Poland.

The third group was composed of territories with the index between 0.33 and 0.00 and
they constituted 37.6 per cent (849) of all units in this study. Their standard of living was
relatively good and highest density was registered in norther, western and south-western
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part of the country. These territories were very often located in the so-called second ring
of suburban zone, in the vicinity of the former (the old administrative system of 49
voivodeships in the period of 1975-1999) and present voivodeship’s capital cities.
However, in the eastern part of Poland they were mainly scattered, with some exceptions
like Lubelskie, Podkarpackie and Świętokrzyskie Voivodeships, where they formed
dense groups of rural areas located in the vicinity of the capital’s background.
The fourth group was composed of units with the index ranging from 0.00 to -0.33. It was
the largest group comprising 39 per cent (884) of rural gminas. Its standard of living was
medium. They dominated in eastern and south-eastern Poland. Their relatively large
enclaves were also visible in western and south-western parts of the country.
The fifth group was composed of gminas with the index values between -0.34 and -0.67.
They had low standards of living and amounted to 12 per cent (270) of all analysed areas.
Their highest number was registered far from important urban areas, in Eastern Poland.
This region was also internally diversified and its development was far behind the rest of
Poland. In other research studies it is often classified as so-called problem area, where
negative demographic phenomena correspond to economic ones. Their majority is located
on mostly agricultural territories, in peripheral areas. A dense group of areas with low
standards of living appeared also in Małopolskie Voivodeship.
The lowest standards of living was reported for only 9 gminas constituting 0.4 per cent
of all rural areas. The synthetic index was lower than -0.68. These were singular units
with peripheral locations in 4 voivodeships: Małopolskie (4 gminas), Podlaskie (3),
Mazowieckie (1) and Podkarpackie (1).
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study proves that the standard of living in rural areas in Poland is highly
diversified in terms of spatial distribution, which is connected with socio-economic
development of those locations. Other factors include industrialization, urbanization of
rural areas and activities of urban areas within their voivodeships.
Rural areas with high standard of living are often located along the most important
transportation routes, e.g. Warsaw and the arrangement of gminas in southern and western
directions with weaker expansion to the east. Another example is Kielce with its
expansion in northern and southern directions, along the route Warsaw-Radom-KielceKrakow. Similarly, in Lublin it is linked with the transportation routes towards the capital
city. Areas in the vicinity of large cities attract localization of huge investments, because
they have: more free space, well developed transport system, lower prices for lots, vicinity
of R&D institutions, large labour market for professionals. Due to their location these
areas are ‘made for success’. Other conditions follow their favourable locations [12].
Disparities in socio-economic development between particular voivodeships are
particularly visible in accumulation of unfavourable development elements in rural areas
of eastern and south-eastern Poland. These regions have high percentage of agricultural
employment with divided, small-sized farms. Moreover, these areas have to face the
problem of migration of young persons as well as depopulation and unbalanced age
structure. All these phenomena badly affect possibilities of development and
improvement of quality of life in the areas in question.
The standard of living is not a uniform category and its diversification largely depends
on the character of a region, its structure, and socio-economic conditions. Characteristic
features of rural areas located in the vicinity of urban centres include fast development.
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However, it is based to a great extent on labour resources and potential of a particular
zone connected with large cities. Rural areas with economic and often social
underdevelopment, with low development dynamics – appear in peripheral locations with
respect to the main urban network. They are situated mainly in eastern Poland.
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ABSTRACT
Academic information suitable for academic research comes in many formats, but there
are some common elements in deciding whether information is credible. As it is well
known usual information sources are books(e-books); journal articles; newspaper articles;
websites and other types and formatsprint and published electronically.In this research as
the main source of information, newspapers aretaken. Measuring the content of
newspapers can help bring informed decisions and, if repeated at appropriate intervals, it
allows us to track content over time to measure figures and allows better
choices.Information is very important in observing the competition by analysing new
product developments, shifts in market share, individual company performance, and
overall industry trends. Information helps managers anticipate economic and any other
kind of changes, monitoring economic conditions at home and abroad and in short, they
can provide answers to our questions.
In this research analysis of almost 500 numbers of different business newspapers
printed/published online in Croatia is done with the main purpose to establish
geographical context when measuring business news and taking into consideration
number of domestic and foreign companies mentioned as well as economic sector of
activity in which they operate. Analysis of headquarters of foreign companies and
regions/cities in Croatia regarding domestic companies i.e. place where theyoperate has
also been taken into consideration. In that way geographic focus, become clearer.
Research was conducted in two periods: 2008-09 and 2014-15, i.e. period during and after
economic recession. In that way author have tried to establish is the global
recessioninfluenced (if any) on the changes that occur in the business content of analysed
newspapers during researched period.
Key words:businessnewspapers, business information, business companies,Croatia
INTRODUCTION
We evaluate information hundreds of times each day. Whether we are considering buying
a new car or choosing to believe an implausible story we have just heard, we are
evaluating information and deciding whether it can be depended upon or disbelieved.
Some information, such as a book published by a reputable publisher, has been reviewed
by others first. Other information reaches us in unfiltered form [4]. Academic
informationsuitable for academic research comes in many formats, but there are some
common elements in deciding whether any information is credible. Common information
sources arebooks, both in-print and published electronically (e-books); journal articles,
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both in-print and electronic; newspaper articles, both in-print and electronic; websites;
other types, including social media, podcasts, newscasts, videos, etc. [4].
"Information can be used to evaluate the marketplace by surveying changing tastes and
needs, monitoring buyers' intentions and attitudes, and assessing the characteristics of the
market. Information is critical in monitoring the competition by watching new product
developments, shifts in market share, individual company performance, and overall
industry trends. Intelligence helps managers anticipate legal and political changes, and
monitor economic conditions in the world. In short, intelligence can provide answers to
two key business questions: How am I doing? and Where am I headed?" [6]
METHODOLOGY
The time needed to analyse newspaper content depends on the size of the newspaper. The
more stories, listings and content promotions that are printed in a typical week, the more
time it takes to complete analysis. Analysis time varies greatly depending on the level of
detail desired. Basic analysis can be completed in approximately 10 hours; time needed,
can expand to hundreds of hours for very detailed analysis [2].
One of the main methods for content analysis is comparison of different media in the
context of introducing different social chain of events in them. Largest number of the
research deals with written media, mostly newspaper texts. We also have to take into
consideration that written media are much more developed, according to number and
diversity, than electronic media in Croatia[3].
In this research analysis of almost 500 numbers of different business newspapers (Lider,
Forbes – Croatian edition, Poslovni dnevnik and Banka) printed in Croatia is done with
the main purpose to establish geographical context of measuring business news and taking
into consideration number of domestic and foreign companies mentioned as well as
economic sector of activity in which they operate. Analysis of headquarters of foreign
companies andregions/cities in Croatia regarding domestic companies i.e. place where
theyoperateis also takeninto consideration. In that way geographic focus, become clearer.
These data are then compared with official statistics (form Croatian Bureau of Statistics)
regarding trade balance between Croatia and other countries analysed in this research.
Research was conducted in two periods: 2008-09 and 2014-15, i.e. period during and after
economic recession. In that way author tried to establish whether the global recessionis
well accompanied by business newspaper and are they objective and what (if any)
changes occur in the business content of analysed newspapers during researched period.
BUSINESS INFORMATION SOURCES
Formal sources may be defined as those which are constituted in some regularized or
legal manner in relation to the user, whereas informal sources have no such basis. Formal
sources are often alsoimpersonal, and informal sources are likewise often personal; and
so at first sight the pairs informal-personal and formal-impersonal seem to be
synonymous, but this is not necessarily so [1].
As for business sources, information comes in general surveys, data, articles, books,
references, search-engines, and internal records that a business can use to guide its
planning, operations, and the evaluation of its activities. Such information also comes
from friends, customers, associates, and vendors. Published sources may be daily
newspapers; financial, trade, and association magazines; databases, government statistics,
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directories, technical manuals, and much else. In effect, since "information" is defined
more by context than by content, business information is whatever information helps a
business know its environment [6].
Business analysts cite two primary sources of business information: external information,
in which documentation is made available to the public from a third party; and internal
information, which consists of data created for the sole use of the company that produces
it, such as personnel files, trade secrets, and minutes of board meetings [6].
Many of these databases offer information pertinent to the activities of business owners.
Internet includes data on demographics and markets, economics and business, finance
and banking, international trade, foreign statistics, economic trends, investment
information, and government regulations and laws. This information is provided by
Internet news groups, online versions of newspapers and magazines, and trade
associations. Robert Fabian in CMA - The Management Accounting Magazine,claims,
"Manycolleges, universities, libraries, research groups, and public bodies make
information freely available to anyone with an Internet connection"."Often, the
motivation is to make information available to people within the institution. But it can be
less costly to provide general access than to screen access" [6].
Table 1. Information sources: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Sources, and Gray literature
Primary Sources
Secondary Sources Tertiary
Gray Literature
Sources
Type of
• Case studies
• Analysis
• Film
• Conference
work
documentaries
proceedings
• Correspondence
• Biography
• Work that is
• Data exchange
• Diaries/ Personal
• Criticism
basedentirely
papers
• Dissertations /
• Dissertations/Thes
on
Theses
• Dissertations/Theses
es (Literaturereview
secondarysourc • Environmental
(Be sure to distinguish
materials)
betweenoriginal and review • Editorials
es
impactstatements
material in thetext)
• Film
• Government
• Films: Original dramatic documentaries
documents /
/
publications
• Reviews of the
artistic productions
literature
• Market research
• First-person accounts
reports
• Work that relies
• Historical
onprimary sources
• Online documents
documents(Constitution,
• Oral presentations
treaties… & copies)
• Technical reports
• Laboratory data
• Working papers
• Minutes of meetings
• Original manuscripts
/documents
• Original research
• Photographs
• Religious
documents(Bible,
scripture…)

Author

• Speeches
• Technical reports
• Works of fiction,
poetry,drama…
• Authors reporting
onpersonalExperiences/
work.
• In academics or
research,often written by

• Author has an
interest in theTopic.
• Can be an expert
in the field.

• Author has an
interestin the
topic.
• Free-lance
writers

• Author works in the
field
• Expert in the field.
• Masters or PhD
candidates
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Where
published

Where
Found

an expertor graduate
student in thefield.
• Books
• Gray literature
• Monograph
• Scholarly journal
• Refereed/peer
reviewedjournal

• Staff writer
• Books
• Encyclopaedias
• Gray literature
• Newspapers
• Pamphlets
• Scholarly journal
• Refereed/peer
reviewed journal

• Books /
textbooks
• Gray
literature
• Magazines
• Newspapers
• Trade
journals

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Literature can be found in a
variety print sources and electronic databases.

• Business /
Industrypublications
• Government
publications
(Federal, state &
local)
• Unpublished
dissertation /Theses
Gray literature is also
found in avariety of
print sources
andelectronic
databases,
thoughsometimes can
be harder to locate.
Some examples are:
• Caloosahatchee
Documents
• Charlotte Harbor
Info.
• Dissertation
Abstracts
• GrayLIT Network
http://www.osti.gov/gray
lit/

• Library of
Congressloc.gov
• National Sea Grant
Lib
http://nsgd.gso.uri.edu/
• NCJRSncjrs.org/
• NOAA noaa.gov
• NTISntis.gov
• PapersFirst database
• Proceedings
• Scientific &
Technical
Information Network
http://stinet.dtic.mil/

• US Census Bureau
census.gov
• USDAusda.gov
• USGSusgs.gov

Primary source: Original manuscript, documents or records used in preparing a published or unpublished
work.
Secondary source: A published or unpublished work that relies on primary source(s).
Tertiary source: A published or unpublished work that is based on secondary sources.
Gray literature: Source material(s) not available through the usual systems of publication (e.g. books or
periodicals) and distribution.
* Certain disciplines may use different criteria for identifying Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary literature.
Source: Florida Gulf Coast University Library Services (library.fgcu.edu/RSD)

When evaluating newspaper articles it is very important to establish:
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Authorship– most authors who are published by a newspaper are free-lance or staff
writers who investigate at topic area.Editors review the articles and content may be
verified by fact-checkers.
Motive/intention– we can do a background search on anauth or on the web to find out
previous history and publishing/research activity.Though newspaper reporters are
expected to present a balanced story, everyone has a perspective.
Objectivity– are topics treated with balance and objectivity? Does the author consider the
perspectives of other within the text? Does(s) he use weighted language or neutral
language? Does(s)he backup her statements with specific evidence? Editorials and
opinion pieces are not news articles, but are also published in the newspaper.They will
feature a strong point of view.
Verifiable facts and references– references are not often given in news articles, so it is
needed to independently verify the facts that we learn with other sources.
Currency-News articles are published very quickly and provide a good source to research
rapidly changing topicareas.
Expert review– news articles are usually reviewed by editors andsometimes by factcheckers. Areputation by a reporteror thorough research is a good indicator of quality
work.
Stability- newspaper articles are a stable source in print and when published
simultaneously in print and in electronic versions.
Before getting started, first it is necessary to be selective in what we want to study.
Content analysis works best when we are focus on a few key elements. Also it is necessary
to recognize that designing questions can become complex. The idea must also be capable
of objective measurement. There are many interesting aspects of content that are very
subjective [2].
In addition, question arises, what other themes are suitable for researching in newspapers
except business and economics? Themes vary from politics/government/legal to
education, elections, natural disasters, sport, entertainment, food, religion etc.
ANALYSIS OF CROATIAN BUSINESS NEWSPAPERS
Mlačić and Mišetić (2009) when quoted Barelson (1952) highlighted that method of
content analysis can be applied at large group of materials and those three main levels of
content analysis use could be identified: characteristics of communication contents cause
of content and consequence of content. Since the public communication is central aspect
of social interaction and that operation of content analysis is administered directly on the
texts which are concerning human communication, that indicators can be used for
quantitative and qualitative relationship assessment between economic, social, political
and cultural changes [3].
In this paper, four types of business papers are analyzed, which make half of published
business newspapers in Croatia. Main difference between them is in the period of
publishing (daily, weekly, and monthly) and the goal was to establish if there are any
difference according to the number and diversity in the content according to the
publishing period i.e. is there more focus on certain topics than in other newspapers,
which are published less regularly.
All together almost 500 hundred numbers of mentioned business newspapers has been
analyzed which gave the solid overview of its content, from which some parts are taken
for analysis. In this case, those were business companies, economic sectors of their
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activities and their headquarters (according to the city/region – in Croatia and country –
foreign companies). This was important to research for establishing geographic focus of
analyzed content.
Table 2. Analysed business newspapers
Published
Analysed period
Number of analysed papers
Daily
November-March 2008/09,
November-March 2014/15
200
Weekly
November-March 2008/09,
November-March 2014/15
40
Monthly
December-April 2008/09,
November-March 2014/15
10
Each day
November-March 2008/09,
except Sunday
November-March 2014/15
240
490

Newspapers
Poslovni dnevnik
Lider
Forbes (Croatia)
Banka.hr
(on line edition)
Total

In the newspapers all the news about companies are analysed. Supplements were also
taken into consideration. When we mention the supplement we think of every individual
unit no matter which journalist form belongs to, what it size is or content which it raises
and which is physically separated from next unit i.e. next supplement. In that way,as
supplement form is equallytreated an interview, which cover few pages, as well as smaller
news, that takes only few percentage of the page, but represents individual and sensible
unit [3].
Analyzing the content of business newspapers it is established that Croatian companies
in the period 2008-2009 which are most mentioned are those in oil sector (INA),
construction sector (INGRA),pharmaceuticals (Pliva), banking and financing (ZABA,
HPB) as well as ICT sector and food industry (Podravka). Other types of industries
follow. In smaller extent, companies from retail and service sector are present too.
Generally, when analyzing content of newspaper most represented sectors are those from
food industry, retail and then companies which are doing business in different economic
sectors. In addition, banking, financing, services and other activities are present in the
content.
Poslovni dnevnik

200
150
100
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Banka
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Figure 1. Frequency of appearance some economic sectors
in analyzed business newspapers in the period 2008 to 2009.
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When analyzing foreign companies most common are those in banking and finance sector
(Hypo Bank, Erste Bank, Reiffesen Bank, Uni Credit), oil sector (Gazprom, MOL), ICT
(Yahoo, Apple) and automobile producers (General Motors, Fiat, Toyota, Ford).
Companies in energy sector (CEZ, OMV) and other sectors follow them by. When
analyzing frequency of mentioned economic sectors in the text, it is obvious directionality
towards three sectors: oil industry, banking and financing and auto industry.
Investigating representation and frequency of content depending to regions and cities,
mostly in Croatia, because foreign companies have been mentioned only according to the
country of origin, we can make some geographic conclusions too.In accordance with the
number of mentioned companies most common are those from Central Croatia (in 30-52
per cent of the cases), than from other Croatian regions – Eastern Croatia (11-25 per cent),
Dalmatia or South Croatian littoral region (in 13-22 per cent of the cases) and then all
other regions (North Croatian littoral region, Istria, Mountainous Croatia).
Out of cities, more than obvious is extent of content that concerns companies from City
of Zagreb, which is logical because Zagreb is largest and most important economic center
of the country. Zagreb is also in most cases, a place where domestic and foreign
companies that are doing business in Croatia, have their headquarters. When measuring
frequency of mentioning Zagreb in newspapers, this City is mentioned in 69-87 per cent
of cases. The City of Zagreb is most frequently mentionedin the Forbs magazine. Other
Croatian cities, mostly regional and county centers, like Rijeka, Osijek, Koprivnica,
Rovinj and others, are mentioned less than 2 per cent.
Poslovni dnevnik
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41%
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21%
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5% 0%
5%

14%
52%

24%

Centrl Croatia

East Croatia

North Croatian Coast

Istria

Mountainous Croatia

South Croatian Coast

Figure 2. Frequency of appearance of Croatian regions in the content
of analyzed newspapers in the period 2008-2009.

If we analyze foreign companies depending on their headquarters (in which country
headquarter is) in the newspaper content, the most dominant country is U.S.A., followed
by Germany, and some countries in Croatia vicinity like Slovenia, Italy and Austria. In
less extent countries like France, Russia, Japan, United Kingdom (UK), Switzerland,
China and others are mentioned.
When making content analysis of the same business newspapers for the period 2014-2015
in accordance with 2008-2009 some similarities, but also differences are discovered. For
example, out of Croatian (domestic) companies most numerous, when analyzing content
are those from food industry (Podravka), health sector (Imunološki zavod),oil industry
(INA), and companies which are doing business in several different sectors (Adris grupa).
They are followed by companies from machinery industry (Đuro Đaković, Končar), retail
sector, shipbuilding and tourism.
When economic sectors were analyzed separately, most mentioned in the newspaper
content were hotel industry and tourism, which is to be expected considering the role of
these in Croatian economy.After tourism, most important sectors are food industry,
banking and financing, ICTand then transportation. Therefore, in comparison to previous
period (2008-2009), there is just slightly difference in newspaper content and their interest
remained mostly the same.
Out of foreign companies most numerous are those from oil industry (MOL), retail
companies (Mercator), ICT companies (Yahoo, Apple, Ericsson) and auto industries.
However, there are some discrepancies in content when analyzing companies according
to the period 2008-2009.
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Figure 3. Frequency of companies according to the country of origin (headquarters) in 2014-2015 period
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In recent,period more attention is given to the companies from ICT sector, which is
expected due to significance of development in new technologies, especially informatics
and new software, which have great impact on contemporary business, but also everyday
life. Greater extent of content is also dedicated to the social networks. Economic sectors,
which are most included in the newspaper content in this period, are banking, energy,
auto industry and ICT followed by air transport, retail and other sectors.
Following frequency of researched business newspapers when analyzing regions, it is still
obvious dominance of companies from Central Croatia, although in somewhat smaller
extent (33-44 per cent) than in the previous period. Other Croatian regions are more
equally represented in this recent period, so their frequency is between 15-33 per cent.
Nevertheless, some regions like Mountainous Croatia have smallest frequency in the
content.
Out of cities, City of Zagreb is still the most significant, but little less than in previous
period. The percent of mention is between 58-72 per cent, and as before largest number
of mention is in Forbes magazine. Other cities, which are the part of newspaper content
when analyzing companies are Rijeka, Split, Zadar, Koprivnica, Dubrovnik, Rovinjetc.
Those are regional and smaller cities with emphasized business function.
When analyzing foreign headquarters, again most dominating are the companies from
U.S.A., Germany, Slovenia, Serbia, Hungary and other from previous period analysis.
Analyzing complete geographical focus i.e.directionality of articles in newspapers on
certain geographic area, it is obvious that in the period 2008-2009 news connected with
international (global) companies (50,1 per cent) dominated, while domestic companies
are mentioned in somewhat smaller extent (42,6 per cent). This is also a period in which
world economic recession started so it is to be expected that the business activity of global
companies had effect on smaller companies and smaller countries, which are dependent
on them. Domestic companies are the least mentioned on local/regional level (7,3 per
cent) which indicates their smaller significance in Croatian economy (and because of that,
they are less interesting to business newspapers).
In the period 2014-2015 situation is changed and larger focus is registered on domestic
companies (49,5 per cent) than on the foreign companies (42,4 per cent) in the content.
We can say that domestic economy becomes more important for business newspapers,
although local and regional companies are still neglected, and the least mentioned (tab.3.)
in analysed content.
Table 3. Geographical focus of analysed business companies
2008/09
2014/15
Frequency
region
national

Percent

Frequency

152

7,3

Percent

region

145

8,1

881

42,6

national

886

49,5

international

1038

50,1

international

760

42,4

Total

2071

100

Total

1791
100
Source: author’s research

When analysing official statistics about export and import of Croatia, which gives us
objective glance for comparison with analysed articles in newspapers, it is obvious that
Croatia has most trade activity with countries of EU. Italy, Germany and Slovenia are the
most important Croatian trading partners (for researched years) and this activity is
adequately accompanied in analysed newspapers, i.e. the perception of importance of
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these countries for Croatia and its economy in business newspapers is good, which shows
that they are more or less objective. Other neighbouring countries, besides Slovenia, are
also very significant trading partner to Croatia, and their number of mentioning in
analysed newspaper is also adequate.
However, the case is that in most first places in analysed newspaper content U.S.A. i.e.
U.S. companies are mentioned, which is not objective as Croatia-U.S.A. trade balance is
quite small when comparing to other countries i.e. trade partners. That also includes
Croatian-US companies’ cooperation. In this case, number of companies from U.S.A.
mentioned in newspaper is not justified. The reason for that is mostly significance and
global position of American companies in the world economy so writing about them in
business newspaper is inevitable.
CONCLUSION
When making analysis of the same business newspaper content for the period 2014-2015
in accordance with 2008-2009 some similarities, but also differences are discovered.
Most obvious similarity is in focus on certain economic sectors, although there are some
new areas (for example social networks) which will become more and more interesting
in following years. On the other hand some differences have been noticed in the text
which are become more focused on domestic economy and companies during the
analyzed years. Since Croatia become the member of EU in 2013, it was interesting to
analyze how this process was covered in business newspaper. Global companies still
have large space in the newspapers, but smaller than before. When comparing content all
together it is also obvious that main trends in Croatia economy registered in the statistics)
are not very important when choosing what topics and themes will be chosen as the part
of business newspaper content. They are all choosing most attractive themes even if they
are not so significant or donot have close connections with current economic situation
which is concern of regular reader of the business newspaper/magazines.
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ABSTRACT
Rural tourism began to develop in Europe much sooner than in Croatia. Despite this,
advances have been made and the development of rural tourism has become increasingly
interesting since the beginning of the 21st century. When it comes to the development of
rural tourism, the continental part of Croatia possesses specific advantages. One such
advantage is the region of Moslavina, located in central Croatia and administratively
divided into four cities and nine municipalities. In this study, special focus will be placed
on family farms (OPGs) as the bearers of potential for the development of rural tourism;
the legal basis for the development of this rural tourism will be analysed in detail,
followed by an examination of resources such as agricultural holdings, demographics,
social and public infrastructure (cycling and themed routes, internet access,
accommodation) and other activities that are vital for tourism in the region in general, but
which also constitute the essential preconditions for the development of rural tourism
specifically. The working hypothesis of the study is that the existing advantages and
preconditions for the development of rural tourism in the Moslavina region have not been
properly utilised due to the administrative fragmentation of the region and insufficient
investments in various forms of promotion, despite the fact that the available resource
basis is ideal not just for rural tourism, but also for many other potential types (hunting,
recreational, medical, ecological, etc.).
Keywords: Moslavina, resources, family farms, rural tourism.
INTRODUCTION
In the EU, rural tourism is not a part of the shared policy, but is rather the subject of
developmental strategies adopted by each member state individually. It is considered to
be a branch of economic activity that is partially within the realm of EU Common
Agricultural Policy and various structural funds and initiatives [10].
Looking at the long-term development of agricultural policy and relations in Europe, it
becomes obvious that changes in the agrarian structure have resulted in declining real
prices in agriculture, due to which farmers needed to find different ways to adapt and
protect their economic position. Some chose to expand the scope of their business,
increasing production while maintaining the same amount of land. Others, or their family
members, chose to repurpose a larger part of their working or capital capacity for
activities (outside of or on the holding itself) that are not exclusively agricultural [9, as
per Cahill, Hill, 2004].
Ecotourism, agrotourism and other types of rural tourism are often presented as "miracle”
solutions when no alternative measures for rural development are available. The
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programmes are widely supported by the European Commission and various agencies for
promoting tourism, and they often serve to show how rural tourism can help stimulate the
economic activity of businesses and communities that managed to successfully apply for
and reap the benefits of such programmes. Considering that only relatively small
investments are required and much of the needed support can be found in local knowledge
and resources, there are but a few obstacles preventing such activities from being realised.
This ultimately results in very high levels of competition, both in the local markets and
in the greater, global market [7].
The goal of introducing agrotourism into family farms is to enrich farming and increase
the farmer's income, as well as to ensure better sales of their products. In addition, the
goal is also to generate motivation in younger family farm members for living in rural
areas, and to move the process of farming to a higher level, as well as to preserve the
culture and tradition of rural areas [6].

Figure 1. The position of Moslavina within Croatia

Moslavina is among the few regions that are divided between three different counties –
Zagreb County, Bjelovar-Bilogora County and Sisak-Moslavina County – in the
administrative and political division of Croatia. However, despite such legal
interventions, Moslavina has managed to preserve its identity. Moslavina is home to four
cities and nine municipalities: the cities of Kutina, Ivanić Grad, Garešnica and Čazma,
and the municipalities of Berek, Ivanska, Križ, Hercegovac, Dubrava, Velika Ludina,
Velika Trnovitica, Kloštar Ivanić and Lipovljani. Unfortunately, the population of the
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analysed area has been decreasing for the past few decades and the average population
density is particularly low. The city of Kutina, with 275 people per square kilometre (a
value three times greater than the Croatian average), is an exception, with slightly higher
values also registered in the city of Ivanić Grad. The remaining cities and municipalities
in the region have a particularly low population density (e.g. only 13 people per square
kilometre in the municipality of Berek), with values among the lowest in Croatia. Hence,
the demographic resources of Moslavina, in line with the overall worrying trend of
population decrease across the whole country, do not necessarily make a stable foundation
for economic development in general and, by extension, rural tourism.
Operating in said region is LAG (Local Action Group) Moslavina, the goal of which is to
use mutual cooperation in order to help increase the standard of living and quality of life
in the long term for all the inhabitants of Moslavina – particularly those in the more rural
areas of the region.
The natural and geographic features of this area/region are highly favourable because the
valuable arable land has relatively few limitations imposed upon it with regards to
agricultural production. Humidity levels are moderate across the region, with an intense
but rather short period of cold weather occurring annually. The average yearly
temperature is 11 °C. The average temperature in the warmer periods is 22 °C, while the
median temperature of the colder months ranges from -3 °C to 18 °C, depending on the
altitude. The annual sunshine duration ranges from 1,700 to 2,000, which allows for
significant possibilities with regards to using natural resources as a basis for developing
rural tourism in the rural areas of the region [15].
Table 1. Main data on the Moslavina region: administrative division
Admin. unit in alph. Area in No. of households
Population
Population density /
order
km²
people per km²
2001
2011
2001
2011
2001
2011
TOTAL
1,995.69
35,101
33,696 107,793
100,042 1,893.05 1,757.71
City of Kutina
492.99
11,857
11,784
37,023
34,459 1,341.26
275.91
Lipovljani
Municipality
108.70
1,330
1,144
4,101
3,455
37.73
31.78
Velika
Ludina
Municipality
100.21
947
885
2,831
2,625
28.25
26.20
City of Ivanić Grad
173.72
4,863
4,957
14,723
14,548
84.75
83.74
Križ Municipality
118.54
2,531
2,371
7,406
6,963
62.52
58.78
City of Garešnica
226.54
3,920
3,610
11,630
10,472
51.34
46.23
Hercegovac
Municipality
50.73
935
811
2,791
2,383
55.02
46.97
Velika
Trnovitica
Municipality
60.80
559
452
1,661
1,370
27.33
22.44
City of Čazma
240.07
2,979
2,784
8,895
8,077
37.00
33.00
Ivanska Municipality
119.11
1,117
954
3,510
2,911
29.46
24.43
Berek Municipality
110.72
613
521
1,706
1,443
15.40
13.03
Dubrava Municipality
115.95
1,683
1,524
5,478
5,245
47.00
45.00
Kloštar
Ivanić
Municipality
77.61
1,767
1,899
6,038
6,091
76.00
77.00
Source: [4], [5]

As for infrastructure, the road network is sufficiently developed in the majority of the
region, with both national and international links. There are 643 sole proprietorships
operating in the Moslavina region, amounting to 39.67% of the total amount of registered
businesses. 61.72% of the sole proprietorships are registered in Kutina, followed by
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companies (35.66%), associations (23.57%) and cooperatives (1.11%). Based on the
National Classification of Professions from 2007, the largest share belongs to “other
activities” (53.10%), followed by “agriculture” (28.94%). The public sector is represented
by 2.39% and the service industry by 6.87% [15].
The largest number of rural family farms engaged in tourism-related economic activity
are located in the northern (more developed) parts of Sisak-Moslavina County, in the
Moslavina uplands (moslavačko prigorje) and Lonjsko Polje [3].
AGRICULTURE AND FAMILY FARMS (OPG)
AS A BASIS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL TOURISM
Although there is no official definition, researching the term “agrotourism” will
inevitably lead to the following interpretation: an alternative, refined (non-massive, nonaggressive and non-industrialised) form of tourism that respects people and the
environment.It is a modern, yet at the same time a traditional form of tourism that is
deeply rooted in the local community and based around the local geography, tradition,
culture and customs [8].
Protection
category

Table 2. Natural heritage in the Moslavina region – Natura 2000
Location/name
Brief description of the location, as Land
well as activities for improvement or area/ha
possible LAG project

Nature
park
Regional
park
Nature
park
Regional
park
Nature
park
Nature
park
Regional
park
Forest park

Lonjsko
polje/Kutina
Moslavačka
gora/Kutina
Lonjsko
polje/Popovača
Moslavačka
gora/Popovača
Lonjsko
polje/Lipovljani
Lonjsko
polje/Velika Ludina
Moslavačka
gora/Velika Ludina
Žirovnjak
forest/Garešnica

Regional
park
Specialised
reservation

Moslavačka
gora/Čazma
Siščani and Blatnica
fishing
ponds/Čazma
Geological locality
Pleterac/Čazma
Zoological
reservation Varoški
lug/Dubrava

Natural
monument
Specialised
reservation

382

Development of partnerships with the
local community
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
Development of partnerships with the
local community
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
Development of partnerships with the
local community
Development of partnerships with the
local community
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
A 27.04 ha forest and small a fishing
pond by the Garešnica river intended for
rest and relaxation because it has been
declared a forest for specialised use
(sports and recreation) as per the Forest
Act
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion
Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion

First year
of
protection

3,385.62

28.3.1990

3,821.67

25.6.2011

5,570.81

28.3.1990

4,044.52

25.6.2011

4,143.82

28.3.1990

4,632.47

28.3.1990

355.85

25.6.2011

3.75

2002

6,247.30

2011

761.6

897.03

1982,
1988
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Specialised
reservation

Forest vegetation of
Varoški
lug/
Dubrava

Development of infrastructure required
+ promotion

Total

62.49

1988,
1996

33,926.93
Source: [14]

The importance of rural tourism varies from one European country to the next. It is most
recognisable in France (Gites de France), Austria (Urlaub am Bauernhof) and Italy
(Agriturismo).An organised approach to rural tourism is a matter of increasing
importance, as evidenced by the establishment of “EuroGites”, the European Federation
of Farm and Village Tourism). The Federation brings together 29 professional
organisations from 24 European countries, operating more than 180,000 facilities with
approximately 2 million beds. In several European countries, national rural tourism
associations have also been established – namely, in Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, France, Hungary, Ukraine and others [10].
Table 3. The status and use of agricultural land and forests as a resource basis in the Moslavina region
LAU

City
of
Kutina
City
of
Popovača
Lipovljani
City
of
Ivanić
Grad**
Križ
Municipality
Garešnica
Hercegovac
Velika
Trnovitica
City
of
Čazma
Dubrava
Municipality
Kloštar
Ivanić
Municipality
Total

Agricultural land/ha

Total
available
amount
13,450.06

Not
farmed

A1+A2*

A3*

5,570.36

N/A***

1,352.89

12,097.17

N/A

10,311.84

7,542.83
Data not
available
Data not
available

N/A
N/A

N/A
1,789.49

N/A
406.93

N/A
N/A

6,406.4
1,047.37

Data not
available

Data not
available

Data not
available

Data not
available

4,342

6,553.11
7,706.63
3752.43

4,202
6,410.06
3,094.758

2,132
1,296.57
657.672

398.21
x
0

4,988.07
x
x

1146.83
x
x

4,492.16
6,796.9
308.08

3,872.57
10,207.35

2,728.84
7,563.00

1,143.73
2,644.35

155.89
1,656.61

3,096.17
4,182.61

620.51
4,368.13

1,945.37
11,351.27

7,174

6,125.1

135.9

1,677.6

3,885.9

561.6

2,882

3,990.11

n/a

n/a

31.1

3,959.01

371.9

2,558.1

68,542.68

43,236.948

8,010.222

6,564.83

32,615.86

N/A
2,191.42
9,645

Farmed

Total
forest
area/ha
OA*

7,068.97 52,441.49
Source: [2], [14]

A1* – highly valuable arable land; A2* – valuable arable land, A3* – other arable land, OA* – other
agricultural land
**City of Ivanić Grad - the existing contracts should be revised and the areas added together
*** N/A – parts cannot be applied to the LAG

In Croatia rural tourism is defined as stay of tourists in households organised in the form
of a rural homestead for the purposes of rest and relaxation; while rural household is a
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rural homestead or family farm (OPG) entered into the Farm Register in accordance with
the relevant regulations of the Ministry of Agriculture, which offers hospitality services
in a rural household in accordance with the Hospitality and Catering Industry Act [12].
Agrotourism, as a form of rural tourism, is becoming a significant part of the tourist offer
in Croatia, as the urban population is attracted to the natural environment that can be
found in rural areas or on family farms, and urban rush is replaced with peaceful
surroundings. For the development of agrotourism on family farms, great importance is
given to good natural and cultural prerequisites such as climate, soil, favourable
conditions for the development of agricultural production, and preserved nature and
cultural heritage [6].
As one of the resources that can be used for the development of rural tourism, agricultural
land owned by OPGs is of vital importance, as it can be used to introduce additional
activities to the farm, e.g. tourism. Of the total amount of agricultural land (98,855.78
ha), 24.86% is owned by local administrative units, 28.47% by the Republic of Croatia,
while 46.67% is owned privately.Of the total amount owned by local administrative units,
21.20% is being let/sold, while the remaining 72.53% is intended for use. Of the land
owned by the Republic of Croatia, 51.18% is intended for sale/concession. Privately
owned forests make up a 13.04% share, while 86.96% is owned by Hrvatske šume.
According to the data provided by the Croatian Bureau of Statistics, of the total amount
of agricultural land in the Moslavina region, arable land and gardens make up 72.82%,
which is indicative of the main agricultural activities in the area.Approximately 10% of
land is equally divided between pastures, meadows, orchards, vineyards, etc.
According to the available data from the 2003 Agricultural Census, the number of OPGs
in the Moslavina region is 17,589.The majority are registered in Kutina (3,426),
Garešnica (2,237) and Popovača (2,201). Registered land farmed by the OPGs covers an
area of 54,701.90 ha, most of which is registered in Garešnica (7,643 ha) and Kutina
(7,598 ha). The total number of family farms with up to 3 ha of registered arable land is
1,908, followed by 114 farms with 4-5 ha and 99 farms with up to 5 ha.
24,734.60 ha of agricultural land is covered by the system of incentives for agriculture.
The total number of lots is 52.41. According to the data from the Bureau of Statistics,
where the category of crops farmed is concerned, orchards, vegetable farming and
vineyards cover an area of 1490.19 ha. Orchards make up the largest share (50.98%),
followed by vineyards (36.46%) and vegetable farming (12.55%). Moslavina is a famous
viticultural region, with vineyards dating back to the Roman era and a strong tradition
persisting to this day. The indigenous wines “Moslavac” and “Škrlet” are produced
exclusively in the Moslavina region. As for livestock, the analysis covered sheep, goats,
cattle and horses, with the total number amounting to 45,961. With 69.69%, sheep are
most represented, followed by cattle (18.47%), goats (11.16%) and horses (0.68%). The
data on the manner of production, i.e. herding, shows that conventional production makes
up the largest share [15].
Competitive agriculture is the basic requirement for the economic sustainability of family
farms [11].
Other important factors for quality rural tourism development are: attractive position of
the farm, available traffic connections, available telephone connections, available public
utilities and services, own agricultural production, fruit-growing, horticulture, farming,
viticulture, beekeeping, fish farming and so on, a large number of animals on the farm,
the availability of farm buildings, the availability of tourist accommodation, traditional
cuisine, sale of own agricultural products, and others [6].
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The success of agrotourism has been confirmed by several studies conducted in countries
in transition, with positive effects registered in the family income and the income of the
entrepreneurs who invested in such projects, but also within society as a whole.
LAU

City of Kutina
City
of
Popovača
Lipovljani
Velika Ludina
City of Ivanić
Grad
Križ
Municipality
Garešnica
Hercegovac
Velika
Trnovitica
City of Čazma
Dubrava
Municipality
Kloštar Ivanić
Municipality
Total

Table 4. The state of public infrastructure and quality of life
Roads
Water
ADSL
Asphalted Non%
No.
of % of LAU
roads/
asphalted covered households
area
km
roads/
connected
covered
km
to the water
supply
256.9
44.37
76%
5,649
69.00%
17.94
33.7
28

13.22
0
0

53

Broadband/
public wireless
internet/no. of
towns
covered/% of
LAU area
85.00%

95%
95%
92%

3,610
442
720

100.00%

N/A
N/A

99%

4,002

95%

50%

100.00%

41.2
110.7
27.1

64.4
57.1
0

99%
40%
67%

1,559
1,460
182

97%
100%
100%

50%
4%
0%

35.8
100.13

0
12.667

0
95%

0

100%
100%

0%
0%

70.7

12.9

30%

20%

5%

23
798.17

n/a
204.657

95%

n/a

n/a

1,788
19,412

Source: [14]

FAMILY FARMS AS A FACTOR IN RURAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Over the past few decades, Croatian villages and rural areas have been increasingly
impoverished, which has also lead to the destruction of some of their fundamental natural,
cultural and social features. However, despite such pessimistic observations, family farms
have managed to preserve their uniqueness. The prevailing stance towards the time and
space we currently occupy is based around the concept of sustainable development and it
is within this context that economies can greatly benefit from the advantages offered by
rural areas [7].
Rural areas, the basic resource required for the development of rural tourism, cover 92%
of the territory of the Republic of Croatia.Family farms play the most important role in
rural areas as they can utilise their advantages in many different ways, depending on the
conditions and specific features in their respective regions [6].
Considering the existing agrarian structure and the extent of participation in the overall
production of agricultural products, family farms are the primary organisational and
economic unit of agricultural production in the Republic of Croatia. Such a strategic intent
is compatible with the general organisational features of contemporary European
agriculture, where the majority of production is based around family-operated agricultural
units.The state of Croatian agriculture is the result of a large number of adverse historical
factors, e.g. unresolved ownership issues, the issue of agricultural land, an inefficient
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incentive system, and proclaimed agricultural reforms with no application in practice [11,
as in Franić et al., 2004].
Furthermore, the Agriculture Act defines family farms as independent economic and
social entities comprising the adult members of a shared household and based around the
ownership and/or use of agricultural resources for the purpose of agricultural activity [1].
However, family farms can also partake in other activities and use them as a source of
income or as a supplement to the income made from agriculture. One such activity is rural
tourism. The Tourism Act defines rural tourism as “the stay of tourists in households that
are organised in the form of a tourist farm (rural homestead) for the purposes of rest and
relaxation” [20]. Brščić, Franić and Ružić point to the definition used by the Croatian
Chamber of Commerce: “A tourist family farm is a small economic entity located in a
region that appeals to tourists; the farm offers indigenous products or services and all the
family members are involved in its operation.An agricultural, family or rural farm that
offers a tourism-related product or service gains the status of ‘tourist family farm’.
Tourism on the farm is considered a secondary activity by the owners and their families”
[6, as in Brščić, Franić et al., 2010:33]. This form of tourism based around family farms
isthe most important form of rural tourism in Croatia [8].
A family farm in Croatia can, therefore, engage in supplementary activities for which it
has the adequate resources and meets the necessary requirements, if any are in place for
the activity in question, in accordance with the applicable regulations.Types of
supplementary activities on family farms include:
- The production of agricultural products and food
- The production of items for general use and products other than food
- The performance of services
- The performance of tourism and hospitality services
- Providing other content and activities [22].
Table 5. The main economic activities in the Moslavina region - sole proprietorships
LAU
Activities of sole proprietorships
2015 Production Services Hospitality Retail Transport
Fishing,
Total
and
mariculture,
tourism
agriculture
City of Kutina
300
40
125
35
33
31
12
City of Popovača
124
21
41
16
10
17
11
Lipovljani
47
6
20
7
2
3
6
Velika Ludina
29
3
9
5
2
2
7
Garešnica
122
14
31
14
11
9
33
Hercegovac
26
3
8
1
2
2
10
Velika Trnovitica
5
0
3
2
0
0
0
City of Čazma
102
55
103
21
17
50
58
Dubrava
63
15
15
4
6
10
7
Municipality
Kloštar
Ivanić
58
5
15
8
8
3
0
Municipality
Total
876
162
370
113
91
127
144
Source: [14]

The introduction of tourism-related activities in rural areas, i.e. family farms in this case,
can help create opportunities for further improving their economic prosperity and making
their business more efficient.
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This is also true for the region of Moslavina. It should be noted that various forms of
active tourism, e.g. wine roads, horseback riding, cycling and so on, are already being
developed in the analysed area. However, due to the specific natural, historical, cultural
and traditional features, the area possesses great potential for the development of selected
forms of tourism based around the sustainable utilisation of the existing traditional
foundations. One of the activities that holds high priority is the creation of recognisable
agricultural and craft products for the purposes of further developing the regional tourist
offer, achieving a high level of synergy among important branches of the economy,
assuring the greater diversification and uniform development of all parts of the region and
their inhabitants.

City of Kutina
City of Popovača
Lipovljani
Velika Ludina
City of Ivanić Grad
Križ Municipality
Garešnica
Kloštar Ivanić
Total

Number
9
8
1
2
3
2
1
N/A
26

Km
202
N/A
17
20
104
93
2.6
N/A
438.6

Number
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Km
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,309
1,309

Number
6
0
0
0
2
1
0
N/A
9

Km
62
0
0
0
4
70
0
N/A
136

Project
documentation
for development
and/or
equipment is in
preparation or
complete

Development
complete,
functional

Project
documentation
for development
and/or
equipment is in
preparation or
complete

Development
complete,
functional

Table 6. The state of the social infrastructure and small public utilities in the Moslavina region
LAU
Bicycle routes
Themed routes

Number Km
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
N/A
N/A
1
0
Source: [14]

For a rural household to be able to perform activities related to rural tourism, the type of
facility used for such services has to be defined. A facility in a rural household is
considered to be a functional unit on the family farm intended for, depending on its type,
performing hospitality services, serving food and drinks typical of the area and primarily
made from ingredients produced on the farm itself, and providing accommodation and
other services related to tourist consumption [18].
Types of facilities in rural households 1. Wine tasting, 2. Excursion site (a facility in
which guests are served hot and cold dishes and drinks, with a maximum capacity of 50
guests), 3. Room, 4. Apartment (a facility providingaccommodation that allows the guest
to prepare and eat their own food), 4a.Rural holiday home, 5. Camp (a facility in which
guests are provided outdoor accommodation and can use camping equipment in a special
area intended for that purpose; the camp has to serve food and drinks). Furthermore, each
facility is categorised individually. Facilities in a rural household are categorised
according to the prescribed requirements related to: accommodation, furnishing,
equipment, appliances, maintenance and so on. The facility itself has to be furnished and
equipped in line with the tradition of the area in which it is located [18].
In the Moslavina region, of all the listed facilities for providing hospitality services in
rural households, there are two wine tasting facilities, three excursion sites and three
rooms. Apartments, camps and rural holiday homes are not present at all.
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Unfortunately, in the analysed area of the Moslavina region, there are only three tourist
information centres (all of which are located in cities Kutina, Ivanić-Grad and Čazma).
In all of the other local administration units, no spaces that could be used for such a
purpose have been marked for refurbishment or included in planning documents. This
significantly diminishes the potential for promoting tourism in the region, as there are no
specialised professionals with knowledge of local conditions who could help attract a
larger number of tourists to the region.
Furthermore, farmers and owners of family farms who wish to engage in activities related
to agrotourism should assess whether their farm is adequate for performing such services,
i.e. they should assess the attractiveness of the area in which the farm is located, the appeal
of the farm itself and the personalities and willingness of the family members to work
with tourists [7].
An analysis of the number of visitors to the Moslavina region in the period from 2010 to
2015 shows that the number has increased by more than 10,000 visitors. The greatest
increase was registered from 2011 to 2012, when the number of visitors increased by
more than 5,000 people. The largest absolute number of visitors was registered in 2015.
Unfortunately, the increase in the number of visitors was not followed by an increase in
the number or quality of accommodation facilities. The accommodation capacity of the
analysed are is neither large nor diverse. There is only one hotel per city in the Moslavina
region, with less than 200 beds in total, and the majority of the existing hotels are of a
lesser category (except for Ivanić Grad, where there is a four-star hotel), which is
unacceptable for wealthy guests who demand the highest standards in service and
accommodation. Other accommodation facilities, e.g. camps, apartments, studio
apartments and accommodation for “Robinson Crusoe”-style tourism, are also not present
in the area. The remaining accommodation facilities in the Moslavina region include
private rooms (8 rooms with 64 beds), holiday homes (6 houses with 38 beds), one hostel,
one mountain lodge (with 20 beds), three hunting lodges (with 12 beds) and one inn.
Table 7. The number of visits to LAG Moslavina – the number of visitors from 2010 to 2015
LAU
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
City of Kutina
3,664
3,024
2,513
3,404
3,422
4,643
City of Popovača
N/A
N/A
1,612
2,394
2,147
2,721
Lipovljani
83
199
176
196
188
199
City of Ivanić
1014
1172
4155
5184
5,507
5416
Grad
Križ
580-620
600-620
600-630
650-660
660-700
750-800
Municipality*
Garešnica
800
1387
2,329
2,333
2,006
2,229
City of Čazma
541
635
416
401
782
753
Kloštar
Ivanić
8,200
8,350
8,600
8,800
8,800
9,500
Municipality
Total
14,302
14,767
19,801
22,712
22,852
25,461
Source: [14]
*Approximation (data not collected by the Tourist Board)

The government of the Republic of Croatia is also supporting the development of rural
tourism and agrotourism by assuming the obligations for loans given for the purpose of
developments under the “Development of Rural Tourism” (“Razvoj turizma na selu”)
programme. The purpose of the programme is to stimulate the development of tourism in
rural areas of Croatia by enhancing the tourist offer through supplementary income-
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generating activities on family farms, but also by increasing the local quality of life and
thus creating favourable conditions that would encourage people to remain in rural areas.
Table 8. Hotels in the Moslavina Region

Town
Kutina
Popovača
Ivanić-Grad
Garešnica
Total

Hotels (all types)
No. of facilities No. of beds
1
96
1
17
1
48
1
32
4
193

Category
2
3
4
3
3
Source: [14]

The loans are intended for introducing additional accommodation and hospitality
facilities for rural tourism, as well as for creating new content and attractions (the
“Development of Rural Tourism” crediting programme). It can be concluded from this
that the government is using the aforementioned measures to encourage the development
of rural tourism and thus brand Croatia as a recognisable rural tourism destination [6].
However, rural tourism also has its downsides, e.g. aggressive intrusions into the natural
environment, the social and cultural erosion of rural communities and so on [17].
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Agrotourism is a multifunctional form of tourism with great expectations assigned to it.
In the eyes of the study participants, this also includes the reduction of business risks in
running a family farm, reduced business costs and greater prosperity [10]. Rural tourism
has managed to attract increasing interest in parallel with the introduction of new models
for rural development on the basis of the reform of agricultural policy, as well as
programmes related to policies for the development of tourism [8]. Its goals are as
follows:
- the development of innovative ways to utilise tradition and heritage for the creation
of new products and services, but also new jobs,
- the development of a sustainable and active form of tourism and recreation by utilising
natural, cultural and historical resources
- the development of intersectoral integration with the purpose of developing and
promoting local products, especially in agriculture, tourism, crafts and the protection
of cultural heritage and natural resources,
- making the area more recognisable by developing autochthonous brands, which will
in turn become more recognisable, as well as easier to promote and distribute through
new, innovative sales channels,
- the development of human resources and the promotion of lifelong learning and
education,
- the development of an adequate social and material infrastructure that would allow
for a good quality of life and work for all the inhabitants of the area,
- creating and contributing to a stimulating work and living environment, and
- strengthening cooperation with other locales on the regional, national and
international levels andactive participation in the national and EU network of LAGs
[15].
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Unfortunately, despite the numerous measures for development and co-financing, the
majority of government incentives and EU funds operate in a way that makes it difficult
for farmers with smaller amounts of land to survive in the market, in turn leading to the
stance that small holdings have no future in the European Union. According to the data
from 2009, 63% of the 190,000 registered farms have less than 3 ha of land. In their 2003
paper on the issue of fragmentation in agriculture, Franić and Žimbrek state the following:
“With approximately 0.65 ha of agricultural and 0.45 ha of arable land per citizen, Croatia
is among the countries with abundant agricultural land. Therefore, according to AZO
(2011), agricultural land consolidation, from an economic standpoint, has as its goal the
improvement of rural areas” [16].
CONCLUSION
Rural tourism and agrotourism have been present in Europe for a long time. In the last
twenty years, these types of tourism have also spread to Croatia. The reasons for this lie
in the growing need to further refine agricultural activities and increase income for
farmers, as well as to find a way to better promote their products [8]. Rural tourism, which
stands for the stay of tourists in households organised as tourist farms for the purposes of
rest and relaxation, is one such source of supplementary income that could also help create
added value and stimulate the development of both the rural household itself and the
surrounding rural area. Moslavina, as a primarily rural region, has very good foundations
and resources for the development of this type of tourism, but the main obstacles lie in
the relatively small number of young people who could act as a pioneering and
stimulating influence, insufficient accommodation capacities primarily based around
hotels, too few tourist information centres and the resulting lack of information for
potential (and existing) visitors to an area that is certainly worth a visit.Furthermore, the
segment of the overall tourist offer that is related to attractions such as cycling and themed
routes has not yet been sufficiently developed, although plans are in place for further
improvements. To summarise, the development of rural tourism in the Moslavina region
will need to overcome great challenges, but the first successful steps have already been
taken. With additional investments in infrastructure and people who would be willing to
provide this type of tourist services, rural tourism in the Moslavina region certainly has a
good future ahead of it.
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ABSTRACT:
An attempt is made in the article for the conducting of a comparative analysis according
to the constitutions of the two countries and the relevant legislative acts in the field of
local self-government. An emphasis is placed on the differences, which highlight the
time-space variations between the Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Macedonia:
the republic of Bulgaria - a member state of the European Union /EU/ since 2007, and the
republic of Macedonia, although being a candidate for an associate member of the EU
since 2004, finding itself outside its boundaries due to unsettled historical/ideological
matters. Main research methods - method of the comparative legislative analysis, method
of the political-sociological analysis.
Keywords: Local self-government, Constitutions of the Republic of Bulgaria and the
Republic of Macedonia, European Charter of Local Self-Government, princiuple of
decentralization, principle of centralization.
POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
The sixth regular local elections are held in the Republic of Macedonia /RM/ during the
month of October 2017. 1 million and 735 thousand citizens are entitled to vote and 19
parties and coalitions are registered for participation in them. A convincing victory is won
by the candidates of the SDSM /Social Democratic Union of Macedonia/ party, led by Z.
Zaev - the party wins in 56 municipalities from a total of 80, precisely as many as The
VMRO-DPMNE party, with its leader at the time N. Gruevski reported for a victory in
2013. The candidates of the coalition partners of SDSM - the Democratic Union for
Integration /DUI/ of Ali Ahmeti and the Alliance for Albanians of Ziadin Sela won the
confidence of the electorate in ten and three municipalities respectively. These election
results prove the consensus reached by the two main ethnic minorities in the RM for
development of the country along the path of the European and Euro-Atlantic integration.
The origins of the process lie in the Ohrid Framework Agreement - 2001. The then main
arrangement is introducing the right and obligation at a municipal level, if at least 20%
of the population has a mother tongue that is different than the “Macedonian language”,
i.e. Albanian, the latter to be a “official” language in the communication at a local
level.[1] This position also entails an amendment of the Constitution of the RM, adopted
in 1991. This is Amendment No. 5, which entirely substitutes Art. 7 of the Constitution.
In fact in the cited amendment this second “official language” is not directly called
Albanian neither; in this case the only criterion for orientation with regard to the ethnic
composition of the municipalities, in which a second “official language” after the
“Macedonian language” is being introduced, remainjs the demographic one. The last
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population census in the country took place in 2002. According to the results from it the
ethnic Albanians in the RM constitute around 25% of the population, and around 10%
are Turks and Gypsies. However what is important in this case is the circumstance that
during the military conflict around 800 thousand refugees entered Macedonia from
Kosovo; it is assumed that around 150 thousand stayed permanently in the RM.
In total for the period 2001-2011, 32 amendments were made to the Constitution of the
RM. A particularly important one is Amendment No. 16, which has to replace par. No. 5
of Article 114. It stipulates expressly that the laws on local funding, local elections, on
the municipal boundaries and on the city of Skopje to be enacted by a majority of those
present, “who are not part of the communities that are a majority in the RM”, i. e.
“Macedonian” and Albanian.
It is also notable that Art. 1,2 and 3 of the Constitution of the RM are defining it as a
“sovereign, independent, democratic and social state”, i. e. the fundamental law of the
stste does not expressly define its form of government as a “unitary” one. In the Preamble
to the Constitution, which has only a theoretical value, it is stated that this is a “national
state of the Macedonian people…”
1.1. Therefore, the main difference between the constitutions of the RM and the Republic
of Bulgaria /RB/ is the incertitude of the nature of the form of government in the first one
and the guaranteed unitary nature of the state in the second one. This constitutional
“deficit” sends a message of instability and uncertainty; the problem is whether this is an
incidental or a deliberately laid down “omission” in the Constitution of the RM and after
the Ohrid Framework Agreement - 2001. In that context the “Tirana platform” - 2016, as
well as the law on the use of languages, adopted in the month of February 2018 in the
RM should be assessed as a planned and long-term strategy from “external political
players” as early as 1991 towards a federalisation of the state.
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENT
In the Constitution of the RM, Chapter V refers to the local self-government. It consists
of Art. 114, 115, 116 and 117. What is notable in Art. 114 is the use of two word groups
- “local self-government” and “neighbourhood self-government”. They are not
synonyms; it follows from the text of the second and third paragraphs of this article, that
the constitutionally guaranteed local self-government “unit” are the municipalities. At the
same time Art. 3 stipulates that within municipalities “forms of neighbourhood selfgovernment” may be established. The legislator introduces an ambiguity for
unidentifiable reasons.
Secondly, the Constitution of the RM does not introduce obvious regulations of local selfgovernment such as “bodies of local self-government”, property of the municipality, the
legal status of the municipality, i.e. constitutional regulations, which are constitutional
regulations of the Bulgarian Constitution - 1991; resulting from requirements of the
European Charter of Local Self-Government - 1985. In the Constitution of the RM the
forms of direct participation of the citizens in the local self-government are not marked
as well; in the Bulgarian constitution they are listed - bodies of local self-government, a
referendum, a general meeting /Art. 136, par. 1/. In both countries the representative
bodies in the territorial units - the councils of the municipality/municipal councils, are
directly elected by the population, as are the mayors. In the Constitution of the RB the
option is provided for the mayor to be elected by the municipal council, i.e. indirectly. A
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main principle of election is a universal, equal and direct suffrage by secret ballot for all
citizens who have reached the age of 18.
The inadequacies in the constitutional regulations on local self-government in the RM are
to a certain extent compensated by the state legislation in that field. The more-important
legislative acts are as follows: the Law on Territorial Organization of the Local SelfGovernment in the Republic of Macedonia /2004/, the Law on the City of Skopje /2004/,
the Law on Local Self-Government /2002/, and the Law on Local Elections /2004/, the
Law on Financing of the Units of Local Self-Government /2004/. According to the Law
on Territorial Organization of the Local Self-Government in the Republic of Macedonia
/2004/ and the Law on the City of Skopje /2004/ the territory of the republic is divided
into 80 municipalities. The two laws are repealing the former territorial division of the
RM into 124 municipalities, laid down by a law from 1996 as well. Before that, in 2002,
the Sobranie /the Assembly/ of the RM adopted a Law on Local Self-Government, which
replaced the Law on Local Self-Government of 1995. There is also a “Ministry of Local
Self-Government” in the RM, which corresponds according to its aims and policies to the
Bulgarian Ministry of Regional Development.
The territory of the republic /RM!/ has been divided in 1996 into 8 statistical regions.
These are - Vardar, Eastern, Pelagonia, Polog, Northeastern, Skopje, Southeastern and
Southwestern. According to the Law on Territorial Organization 80 municipalities are
formed /2008/, subdivided into “urban communities”, i.e. urban on the one hand and local
communities - on the other, or “rural”. Or: municipalities with a municipal centre - a city
and municipalities with a municipal centre - a “populated place” or a village. As a result
28 municipalities are formed with a predominantly Albanian population, 4 municipalities
with a predominantly Turkish population, one municipality - with a predominantly Roma
population, and one municipality - with a predominantly Serbian population; the other
municipalities are with a predominantly “Macedonian population”.
The main question that arises in the state and that is in the centre of the debates which
have overwhelmed the public opinion and the social networks in connection with that law
is the impact of the process of decentralization18i, as a “prevention of ethnic conflicts”;
the latter are viewed as a “No. 1 threat” for “the unitary nature of the state” , although it
- this “unitary nature”! does not explicitly represent a constitutional regulation according
to the Constitution of the RM - 1991. Or - the question of the “unitary nature” of the state
RM is not constitutionally postulated; it is a matter that is ideological and political in
essence, which has its origins in the date 2nd of August, 1944, namely: “field designing
of the last project of the Comintern” and a creation of a Southern Federation of the Slavs
on the Balkan Peninsula ! ; the problem is not a part of the idea of the “shared authority”,
i.e. widening the foundation of the vertical partitioning of authority or the relationship
“central authority-lcoal self-government”, which results from the Ohrid Framework
Agreement - 2001; as is known, the agreement is drawn up along ethnic lines and seeks
a balance between the two largest communities in the state; it actually sets the trajectory
of a future cantonisation of the republic. It will correspond to the multicultural nature of
the “Macedonian people” - an objectively non-existent ethno-confessional community in
the Balkans…

In D. Treisman’s paper /2004/ - „Decentralization and the Quality of Government“ five aspects of the
principle of decentralization are introduced: structural, decision decentralization, resource, electoral,
institutional. Cited after: “Decentralization and integration: regional and local government”., Sofia, p. 9,
2004.
18
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In this context the Constitutional Court of the RM in accordance with its Constitution will
have to take up new responsibilities, mostly handing down judgments regarding
initiatives of the councils of the municipalities and of the citizens for assessment of the
legality of the legislative acts of the various ministries and of the other state
administration bodies /Art. 110, par. 5/. An administrative and territorial result which
until now does not show a recognizable public practicing…
The local self-government system in the RM is one-tier; on average each municipality
has a population of around 24 thousand people, and its average area amounts to around
306 square kilometers. No administrative entities exist above the municipal level, in
contrast with the provinces in the RB or the so called regions; In the RB in that sense the
local self-government system is two-tier. The idea of the figure and role of the public
mediator - the ombudsman does not appear in the normative documents regarding the
local self-government in the RM either. This matter is extensively covered in the Local
Self-Government and Local Administration Act of the RB - Art. 21a.
Another specific characteristic of the local self-government in the RM is the existence of
two regulations - a “statut” (statute) /in Bulgarian standard language - ustav/ and a
“delovnik” (statutes) /in Bulgarian standard language - pravilnik/, in which “normative
activities” of the municuipalities are laid down, instead of them being part of the text of
the law itself. In 2006 in the Internet “pravila” (rules) for creating a “statut” of the
municipalities in the RM were also published, , a practice which is disputable.
The Law on Local Self-Government in the RM also includes a chapter, devoted to “the
participation of citizens in the decision-making process at a local level”. This matter is
discussed in articles 25 to 30 of the cited legislative act. The provisions of Art. 14 of the
law are also on that level, dealing with the “intermunicipal” activities and cooperation in
the RM. According to the website of the “Community of the local self-government units”,
which has a “non-governmental organization” status since 1972,!, and all 80
municipalities of the republic are participating in it, the principle of this participation is
not indicated, i.e. the principle may be both a “totalitarian” one - entirely “centralized”,
and a “decentralized” one, i.e. a voluntary one. The “Community” claims to be a new
form of civic participation - a “forum of the community”! although it does not at all
correspond to the principles of the Constitution of the RM - 1991, which is not even
mentioned as a “source material” in the cited law [2].
In the month of March 2017 in Bitola, RM, a forum was held on the topic of: “European
prospects for the local self-government”; the forum is also active in the publishing of
printed materials in connection with the European funds and their logistics at a local level.
In the Local Self-Government and Local Administration Act of the RB the matter is
addressed by Art. No. 9 with two forms - a national and a regional association of the
municipalities; two principles of association are indicated - a voluntary approach to
association and an accomplishing of tasks of common interest. On this note the project of
the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works of the RB, titled “Strategy for
Decentralization /2016-2025/” is cause for reflection as well.
The texts of the two laws on local self-government, of the RM and the RB respectively,
concerning the number of members of the municipal councils, i.e. Art. 34 and Art. 19.
The number of the municipal councilors in the RM is within the standard 9-33 councilors,
with the standard of increase of the number of the population being around 20 thousand
people and it corresponds to the relevant standard for their representation in the councils
of the municipality /urban and rural/. In Art. 34 the city of Skopje is not explicitly set out
as a capital of the republic, the city comprising 10 municipalities according to the law and
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numbering over 583 thousand people. In the Bulgarian law the lowest numeric value of
representation is 11 municipal councilors, and the highest value /Capital Municipality/ 61 councilors.
2.1. A second main difference with respect to the administrative environment in the RM
in connection with the local self-government matters and the same topic in the RB has to
do with the prevalence of regulations instead of completeness of the law.
PRINCIPLES OF LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
A PARALLEL: THE RM AND THE RB
The main difference in the application of the principles of decentralization,
deconcentration and subsidiarity, laid down in the European Charter of Local SelfGovernment - 1985, depends on the nature of the relevant examined polity according to
the established Constitution of the state. By definition, with regard to the unitary states in this case the RB, local self-government is “colliding” with the objective necessity of
expanding the functions and responsibilities of local self-government; with the federal
polity - the possible future constitutionally laid down polity of the RM, local selfgovernment suggests a high level of independence for fulfilling the responsibilities of the
relevant local authorities. As far as at the present moment in the RM this process is in a
state of transition, and the relevant legislative acts, concerning the problem, as well as the
Constitution of the republic are not fully taking it into account, here one can only offer
the following general comments.
Decentralization as a principle of government is a fundamental part of the process of
democratization of a society. It is a means for distribution of “responsibilities, rights and
resources between the various levels of governance and a bringing of the decision-making
process closer to the citizens”. Decentralization is connected to and is practically
expressed as a “delegation of powers” to the local level of self-government; in this way
the state verifies the quality and effectiveness of the services that are being provided to
the citizens at the local level, designating only the standard and the legal guarantees of
justice.
The question of financial decentralization is a painful subject to both countries. The
essence of local self-government requires for the state to transfer the package of “powers,
competences and responsibilities” to the local level in that field; when this has not been
done, and just an “availability of competences in the law” is being noted, there is only a
“territorial decentralization”. It is distinguished only for a “certain volume of transferred
powers” i.e. a delegation of powers for independent solving of individual problems at a
local level. In both states the local self-government does not by definition have at its
disposal an independent legislature and judiciary i.e. it does not have its own legislative
administrative and financial activity. Therefore the state retains as its power the
administrative and judicial control over the local self-government. In the RB because of
that in the scientific legal literature the concept of “specific policy of decentralization” is
being introduced, which covers three aspects: political, administrative and financial. In
this context the question of the intrinsic “mechanisms of the decentralized systems” is
also being examined - transparency of the management system, system for assessment of
the quality of the provided services, civic participation and control, independent
monitoring.
The principle of subsidiarity views local self-government as “a fundamental political
institution, responsible to the citizens and the law for the quality and effective provision
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of services”; this principle is closely connected and relating to the administrative capacity
building at a local level.
In the RB the question of the administrative legal capacity between the central and the
local levels is resolved with the Administration Act /1998:2017/. No similar law was
found in the “mk” web space to date; what is available here is only a law on the general
administrative procedure /2008/ and a law on the administrative disputes.
CONCLUSIONS:
- At present in the RM the policy of prevention of political conflicts based on ethnicity
is prevailing at the local level;
- The process of decentralization in the RM – an institutional problem, here is not yet
out of the stage of political and ideological confrontation;
- There are also no legal regulations that could serve as a “regulator” of the relations
between the central level of authority and the local self-government;
- Local self-government in the RM continues to be in a “process of transition” to a
complete federalization of the RM. This definitely affects the economic and political
image and authority of the state RM on the international stage. The principle of
centralization is definitely a leading one in relation to the principle of decentralization.
The legislative activity in the RM is lagging behind the corresponding European
framework in the field of local self-government.
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ABSTRACT
The region of Vojvodina, a region in the north of the Republic of Serbia, represents a
geographical area that is ethnically very diverse. A large number of ethnic groups in the
area of Vojvodina, which are present today, is the result of migrations for centuries that
took place towards these areas and from these areas. The aim of this paper is to determine
which ethnic group, according to the 2011 Census data, was the most active in the daily
movement, which was dominant in internal migration. Mobility of the population depends
on the activity pursued by them, but also on the educational level. Nine ethnic groups in
the region of Vojvodina (Serbs, Hungarians, Slovaks, Croats, Bunjevci, Roma,
Romanians, Ruthenians and Montenegrins) have been identified in the work, surveying
primary activity of the population, level of education of the largest part of the ethnic
group, and then the participation of the daily migrants by separate ethnic groups. Socioeconomic processes in the structure of the economy that took place in the second half of
the 20th century led to the globalization of activities across ethnic groups, but certain
differences were also sustained in the twenty-first century, which is the goal of this paper,
to determine the differences between ethnic groups. The analysis used the data from the
Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia obtained through the special processing of the
2011 Census data. The mentioned ethnic groups are separated by higher shares
(Hungarians, Slovaks, Roma and Croats) or by small numbers, but they are specific ethnic
groups in Vojvodina (Bunjevci and Ruthenians).
Key words: daily migration, internal migration, ethnic groups, Region of Vojvodina
INTRODUCTION
Population migration is conditioned by numerous factors, such as those related to the
natural geographic characteristics of a given space, as well as to the socio-geographical
characteristics, historical events, political turmoil, and many other factors. Some ethnic
groups are more likely to migrate than others. And this is one of the reasons for the
different demographic characteristics of certain ethnic groups in some area, which has a
great influence on the sustainability of a certain population.
The entire area of Serbia, since it is located in the Balkans, the sphere of interest of many
great powers, has been affected by the constant migration through history, the emigration
of members of one ethnic group, and the immigration of some other ethnic groups. This
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left rich historical and archaeological localities that today confirm the constant migration
movements in this area and the impact on the genetic modification of population that once
lived in this area [1]. And the northern region of Serbia, Vojvodina, was also hit by
numerous people who came or left peacefully and voluntarily, but also by forced
migrations. These centuries-old movements of people in this region have left an
extraordinary diverse ethnic image, which is a great asset of this area, which should be
preserved by the present and future generations. Permanent centuries-old migrations
caused that today more than 20 different ethnic groups live in the area of Vojvodina. Over
time, the domination of certain ethnic groups has shifted. Today, the Serbian population
is the largest one in Vojvodina, 66.8% of the total population of Vojvodina. The second
ethnic group in the total number of inhabitants is Hungarians (13.3%), followed by
Slovaks (2.6%), Croats (2.4%), Roma (2.2%), Romanians (1.3% Montenegrins (1.1%)
and other ethnic groups that participate with less than one percent [2], [3].
In the last decades, there has been a decrease in the number of members of almost all
ethnic groups in the area of Vojvodina due to reduced natural increase and intensive
emigration. The emigration, from the territory of Serbia and even Vojvodina, was
intensified due to war events during the 1990s, poor economic conditions, unemployment
and political turmoil [4], [5]. These factors have led some ethnic groups to have a greater
or lesser outflow of inhabitants from Vojvodina, and on the other hand, there is the
immigration of members of certain ethnic groups (Roma, Russians). The aim of this
research is to determine which ethnic groups are the most movable, and which have the
most autochthonous population, that is, which groups are most closed and are not prone
to migration, daily movements or permanent resettlements.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The paper uses data from the Republic Institute for Statistics on ethnicity from the 2011
Census. Data on the ethnic composition of the population are relevant for monitoring
migratory flows and other characteristics of ethnic communities, as well as for improving
strategies and improving the status of members of certain ethnic groups. According to
international recommendations, the question on ethnicity is not one of the main features
of a population, for that reason each country decides on its own whether it will collect
these data. The question on the form is formulated as an open-ended question with a legal
instruction that, according to Article 47 of the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia,
citizens are not obliged to declare their ethnicity [6]. It is precisely this reason, freedom
of expression of nationality, which leads to varying number of members of particular
ethnic groups. This brings analysts into a dilemma and they hardly find reasons for
increasing or decreasing size of certain ethnic groups. According to the Census 2011
methodology, daily migrants are all persons working or studying outside their habitual
place of residence, but everyday or several times a week they return to it [7].The data
used for this research is the result of additional data processing. The paper used
descriptive statistics for data processing, and then the obtained results were analyzed. The
migration analysis was carried out only for the ethnic groups that are numerous in the
area of Vojvodina, that is, those with more than one percent share (Serbs, Hungarians,
Slovaks, Croats, Roma, Romanians and Montenegrins). In addition, migration of two
other ethnic groups, Ruthenians and Bunjevci, typical for the region of Vojvodina, were
also analyzed.
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RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Vojvodina experienced migration during the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, which left a
visible influence on ethnic diversity to this day. During this period there was a decline in
the number of certain ethnic groups, such as the Germans, who were significantly more
numerous before the Second World War, and the immigration of members of some other
ethnic groups. In this post-war period, the number and share of the Serbian population
significantly raised due to colonization after the First and Second World War, and the
forced eviction from the territory of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 1990s,
when Serbia became the destination of more than 650,000 refugees [8]. The Serbian
population immigrated to the region of Vojvodina in the 1990s and in later events in the
southern province of Kosovo and Metohija after 1999. All this caused that the Serbs today
in Vojvodina have the largest share of migrants (51.1%), and the smallest share of
indigenous population (48.9%). Montenegrins are also a mobile ethnic group. In them
migrants participate with 49.4% of the total number of this population. The most closed
ethnic group in Vojvodina are the Slovaks. Only every fifth member of this ethnic group
is a migrant. Bunjevci and Romanians also have a small share of migrants (29.4%),
Ruthenians (31.6%), Hungarians (32.4%) and Roma (37.3%). The largest number of
Roma migrants are returnees from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden or some other
European country [9] in which they lived and worked until the adoption of the 2007
readmission law, since a considerable number of Roma people were deported to Serbia.
In Vojvodina, migrants who have resettled within the Republic of Serbia are dominant
(63.0%). Those who immigrated from abroad are mostly migrants, that is, refugees from
the former republics of the SFRY. Such a structure of migrants is present in Serbs, Croats
and Montenegrins. Other ethnic groups are dominated by resettlement within Serbia.
Migrants from other countries dominate in Romanians, Hungarians and Slovaks, that is,
these are migrations that are related to the motherland (Table 1).
Table 1. Indigenous and settled population of the Region of Vojvodina by ethnic groups, in 2011

Ethnic groups

Region of
Vojvodina
Serbs

Total

Total

Settled from the
territory of the
Republic of
Serbia

From abroad
Total

Former
Republics of
SFRY

Other
countries

Unknown

Settled to a settlement of permanent residence
Living in
the same
settlement
from birth

100.0

53.8

46.2

63.0

37.0

92.0

8.0

0.01

100.0

48.9

51.1

58.2

41.8

95.5

4.5

0.01

Bunjevci

100.0

70.6

29.4

94.8

5.2

44.4

55.6

0.01

Hungarians

100.0

67.6

32.4

92.3

7.7

31.7

68.3

0.01

Rom

100.0

62.7

37.3

87.6

12.3

42.0

58.0

0.02

Romanians
Ruthenains

100.0

70.6

29.4

82.3

17.7

11.5

88.5

0.00

100.0

68.4

31.6

88.7

11.3

68.7

31.3

0.00

Slovaks

100.0

76.8

23.2

87.9

12.1

42.7

57.3

0.01

Croats

100.0

55.7

44.3

51.7

48.2

93.7

6.3

0.01

Montenegrins

100.0

50.6

49.4

48.9

51.0

98.1

1.9 0.02
Source: [10]
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In the period from 2001 to 2015, the Serbs were the most movable ethnic group in terms
of permanent internal migration. More than 50.0% of migrants who moved within the
borders of Serbia were Serbs. All other ethnic groups have significantly smaller shares.
As indicated, Serbs participate with around 66.8%, so that their dominance in emigration
and immigration is the result of the fact that they make two thirds of the population of
Vojvodina. Interestingly, migrations were more intense in the first decade of the 21st
century, and then in the second decade there was a decrease in intensity, which is typical
for all ethnic groups (Table 2).

Croats

Other ethnic
groups

Did not
declare and
undefined

1268

2553

9401

37846

E 126015 62675 2116 12134 2302

1088

568

1203

2618 10205

31106

I 144255 70770 2152 11817 3066

906
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Table 2. Immigrants and emigrants in the territory of the Region of Vovjodina
by ethnicity, in the period from 2001 to 2015 (%)

Source: [10]

As with emigration, immigrants in Vojvodina are mostly Serbs (Table 2). The
immigration is of lower intensity, both in Serbs and in other ethnic groups, during the
second decade of the 21st century. Reduction in migration volume and emigration
domination is the result of economic events, the calming of the political situation, foreign
investments and the initiation of some forms of production, but also due to decreased
migration potential in Serbia, that is, in the area of Vojvodina. The emigration domination
may be the result of an increased emigration volume in this century. Most of the
relocations within the country were in relation of smaller town - larger cities. During the
last decade, there has been a smaller number of migrants from rural areas due to leaving
villages during the second half of the 20th century. But, on the other hand, the cities, due
to the closure of numerous factories, do not offer the possibility of fast employment, so
they do not attract the population as before. Today, the largest number of population is
directed towards Belgrade and Novi Sad. Between the last two censuses only Novi Sad
had a population growth, precisely because of migration.
The economically active population in Vojvodina, who persuade professions, is mostly
moving within the same municipality (52.3%). Almost a quarter of them move within the
same area, but other municipality, and almost a quarter of migrants travel daily for work
to other areas. The Serbian population, which is majority and has such daily movement
of migrants, in Serbia and Vojvodina, has just led to such a schedule of daily migrants at
the level of Vojvodina. Active Bunjevci mostly persuade professions within the same
municipality (87.2%), and a small percentage of them migrates to other area (7.9%) and
to other municipalities in the same area (4.7%). About two-thirds of the Hungarian,
Romany, Romanian, Croat and Slovakian active populations who persuade professions
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work within one municipality. There is the largest number of active Montenegrins who
work in other municipality (30.5%). In addition, the largest number of active
Montenegrins, as Serbs, migrates to other areas to persuade their professions. The largest
percentage of active Hungarians (1.2) and Roma (1.4%) persuade their professions in
foreign countries. Due to proximity of the border with the country of origin, Hungarians
migrate over border for work, while the Roma population work seasonally abroad and
return to Serbia (Table 3).
Table 3. Share of the daily migrants of the economically active population
that persuade professions, by ethnicity, 2011 (%)
Active population that persuade professions
In the same area
in other
within the same
in other
area
total
municipality
municipality
Region of Vojvodina
100.0
52.3
24.2
23.2
Serbs
100.0
50.3
24.7
24.8
Bunjevci
100.0
87.2
4.7
7.9
Hungarians
100.0
62.4
20.4
16.0
Roma
100.0
67.4
13.8
17.4
Romanians
100.0
68.3
18.6
12.6
Ruthenians
100.0
57.3
25.6
16.9
Slovaks
100.0
59.3
25.5
14.8
Croats
100.0
61.3
22.1
15.7
Montenegrins
100.0
44.0
30.5
25.2
Others
100.0
43.1
30.3
26.0
Undeclared
100.0
52.7
25.8
21.0
Regional Affiliation
100.0
43.2
34.6
21.6
Unknown
100.0
49.2
20.3
30.0

in foreign
country
0.4
0.2
0.2
1.2
1.4
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
Source: [10]

The active population of all ethnic groups most often persuade their professions within
the municipality in which they live. Montenegrins, Serbs, Ruthenians and Slovaks
migrate mostly within the same area, but also to other municipalities, and Montenegrins
and Serbs are most active and migrate mostly to other areas.
Table 4. Share of daily migrants of pupils and students, by ethnicity, 2011 (%)
Pupils/students who studying
In the same area
In other In foreign
total
Within the same
In other
area
country
municipality
municipality
Region of Vojvodina
100,0
37,1
28,5
33,3
1,1
Serbs
100,0
37,0
27,9
34,8
0,3
Bunjevci
100,0
71,8
8,7
19,1
0,4
Hungarians
100,0
35,8
29,2
28,9
6,1
Roma
100,0
62,8
25,1
12,0
0,1
Romanians
100,0
50,7
27,4
12,9
9,1
Ruthenians
100,0
31,3
30,5
38,2
0,0
Slovaks
100,0
31,9
45,9
22,1
0,1
Croats
100,0
49,7
22,8
25,1
2,3
Montenegrins
100,0
18,9
38,5
42,0
0,6
Others
100,0
34,7
28,0
37,3
0,0
Undeclared
100,0
36,4
29,4
33,4
0,7
Regional Affiliation
100,0
23,4
34,1
42,0
0,5
Source: [10]
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The daily migration of pupils and students is somewhat different in relation to the daily
movement of the active population that persuades profession. Pupils and students migrate
most often within a municipality or other area. Pupils and students of the Bunjevac ethnic
group mostly stay in one municipality (Table 4). On the other hand, Montenegrins migrate
least within one municipality. Pupils of the Montenegrin ethnic group are the most
movable within one area, and often migrate to another area. Pupils migrate mainly during
secondary education. Secondary schools are most often located in centers of
municipalities, thus pupils from other settlements of one municipality migrate during the
day to the center of the municipality. A certain number of pupils migrate to other
municipalities, and there are few who migrate to another area. On the other hand, students
most often migrate to other areas, because universities are located mainly in larger city
centers, such as Novi Sad. But besides this largest Vojvodina settlement, there are
faculties in Subotica, Zrenjanin, Sombor, thus students migrate towards them.
CONCLUSION
Serbs, followed by Montenegrins, are the two most movable ethnic groups in permanent
or daily migration of the population of Vojvodina. Over the past centuries, both ethnic
groups have been forced to frequently change their place of residence, under the influence
of war events in those areas. Over the past centuries, Serbs have been forced into exile
several times. This resulted in the fact that even today, the majority ethnic group in Serbia
and Vojvodina has the largest percentage of the migrant population. As the majority
population in Vojvodina, they make the largest number of emigrants and immigrants in
all the years of the 21st century. They are also active in the daily movements of the
population. On the other hand, some indigenous groups are quite closed, such as Bunjevci,
Romanians and Slovaks who have a smaller percentage of the migrant population. A
smaller migration volume of these ethnic groups is also influenced by their higher mean
age. The older population is less movable and less likely to migrate than the young
population.
During the last decade, Serbia experiences emigration of the population, which includes
all ethnic groups, which will result in further reduction in the volume of internal
migrations, as well as daily migrations. The large outflow of the young population will
have a negative effect on the economic development of the country, because they should
form the human resource as a base of economic development.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study is to show the volume, destinations and structure of current
migrations in a polycentric conurbation as exemplified by the Katowice Conurbation
(southern Poland). Throughout 1970s and 1980s, a period of rapid industrial
development, until the economic transformation of 1990s, the region experienced large
population influxes. Since 1993, however, population decline due to migration has been
observable. This problem is particularly acute for large cities. Outflow from the cities
accounts for the dominant migration destination. The results of this study show that the
region faces a negative migration balance. The decreasing influx of working age migrants
combined with the increasing outflow of pensioners result in rejuvenation of the cities
and the emergence of a suburban zone around the core of the conurbation.
Keywords: population migrations, polycentric conurbation, post-industrial area
INTRODUCTION
Traditional industrial regions have been struggling with the problem of population decline
already for many years. This results from two variables: the rate of natural increase and
the migration balance. According to Runge [16], since 1990 these two factors fluctuated
in the former Katowice Province. At first, in the years 1990-1991, the migration increase
dominated over the natural one, however, the trend soon reversed and in 1992, the natural
increase dominated over the one contributed by migrations. In 1993, the natural increase
outnumbered the population outflow due to migrations, and in the years 1994-1995
emigration outnumbered the natural increase. In 1997, the natural increase rate was in
fact negative, and the outflow due to migration deprived the region of even more
inhabitants than this rate. Unfortunately, these changes result in a demographic decline.
The aim of this study is to show the volume and destinations of current migrations by
inhabitants of a polycentric conurbation in a traditional industrial region as exemplified
by the Katowice Conurbation. The analysis accounts for immigration, emigration and the
migration balance, the discussion also covers migration destinations and the migrants’
sex and age structure.
In 2004, the province government adopted the Spatial Management Plan for the Silesian
Province, acknowledging that the Katowice Conurbation consists of 14 large cities (each
of them also functioning as a separate district – ‘powiat’): Bytom, Chorzów, Dąbrowa
Górnicza, Jaworzno, Gliwice, Katowice, Mysłowice, Piekary Śląskie, Ruda Śląska,
Siemianowice Śląskie, Sosnowiec, Świętochłowice, Tychy, and Zabrze. The Katowice
Conurbation is inhabited by about 2 million people (see Fig. 2).
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Figure1. Map of the Katowice Conurbation against the background of the Silesian Province
Source: Prepared by the author on the basis of data from the Main Statistics Office (GUS)

Throughout 1970s and 1980s, a period of rapid industrial development, until the
economic transformation of 1990s, the region experienced large population influxes.
Immigration to the former Katowice Province decreased from 116,100 in 1979 to 39,000
in 1996, and the outflow decreased from 88,800 in 1982 to 44,100 in 1996. Runge [16]
argues that 1993 marks the beginning of a migration-induced population decline
amounting to 2,500-6,400 people each year. This problem was limited almost entirely to
cities, primarily the ones belonging to the Katowice Conurbation and the Rybnik
Conurbation, which faced the largest numbers of migrations. Rural municipalities in the
region were only a source of migration to the cities [17].
2200000,0
2150000,0
2100000,0
2050000,0
2000000,0
1950000,0
1900000,0
1850000,0
1800000,0
1750000,0
1700000,0

Figure 2. Population of the Katowice Conurbation in the years 1995-2016
Source: Prepared by the author on the basis of data from the Main Statistics Office (GUS)

Research on migrations within the Katowice Conurbation and the whole Silesian
Province has been carried out, among others [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].
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Since 1999, the Katowice Conurbation has had a negative internal migration balance (see
Fig. 3). During the period under analysis, the annual population influx amounted to about
15,000, and the outflow outnumbered the influx each year by about 5,000. The lowest
volumes of both the influx and the outflow were recorded for 2001, when the influx
reached about 13,600, and the highest – in 2007, when the outflow amounted to 23,500.
Since 2013, the volumes of both the influx and the outflow have shown a consistent
decrease. Considering external mobility, during the period under analysis emigration
significantly outnumbered immigration. However, since 1998 a consistent decrease in
emigration is observable, and in 2016 emigration reached the lowest volume so far –
1,100 migrants. During the whole period under analysis, immigration stayed at the fairly
steady level below 1,000 migrants yearly (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. Officially registered population influx and outflow: internal mobility
in the Katowice Conurbation in the years 1995-2016
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Figure 4. Officially registered population influx and outflow:
external mobility in the Katowice Conurbation in the years 1995-2016
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IMMIGRATION
Immigration influxes vary across different cities of the Katowice Conurbation. The
largest influx was experienced by Katowice, however, this results primarily from the
sheer size of the city, which has nearly 300,000 inhabitants. In the years 1995-2005,
Katowice gained over 31,000 inhabitants, and in the years 2006-2016 – over 28,000.
Likewise, the period 2006-2016 meant lower influxes for the majority of the other cities
of the conurbation. The worst situation was recorded in Dąbrowa Górnicza, Sosnowiec
and Zabrze: each of these cities gained over 4,000 less inhabitants in the years 2006-2016
than in the previous period. Chorzów, Mysłowice and Piekary Śląskie are the only cities
that have recently experienced a small increase in immigrations.
Table1. Total migration influx to the cities of the Katowice Conurbation in the years 1995-2016
Total migration influx
1995-2005
2006-2016
1995-2016
Bytom
14 887
13 763
28 650
Chorzów
15 459
15 535
30 994
Dąbrowa Górnicza
16 899
11 964
28 863
Gliwice
17 498
15 095
32 593
Jaworzno
5 454
4 763
10 217
Katowice
31 342
28 744
60 086
Mysłowice
7 346
7 725
15 071
Piekary Śląskie
5 024
5 359
10 383
Ruda Śląska
10 844
10 586
21 430
Siemianowice Śląskie
7 806
7 183
14 989
Sosnowiec
20 394
15 848
36 242
Świętochłowice
6 823
5 783
12 606
Tychy
9 826
9 710
19 536
Zabrze
15 724
11 593
27 317

EMIGRATION
Also here, Katowice has the dominant position within the whole conurbation. In the years
1995-2016, over 75,000 people left Katowice, and the outflow for the period 2006-2016
outnumbers the one for the period 1995-2005 (see Table 2). High outflow volumes were
also recorded for Sosnowiec (51,000), Bytom (39,000) and Gliwice (39,000), where,
similarly to Katowice, the population outflow increased in the more recent period.
When we consider the outflow from individual municipalities in 2015, the largest
volumes were recorded for Katowice (3255), Sosnowiec (1963), Gliwice (1749), and
Bytom (1684). Already since 1990s, the migration distance for individual municipalities
decreases, especially for those that previously experienced large immigration. At present,
the main migration destinations for any municipality are its neighbouring municipalities.
This phenomenon can best be exemplified with the two biggest cities of the conurbation,
i.e. Katowice and Sosnowiec. In 2015, the inhabitants of Katowice were most likely to
move to Chorzów (383), Siemianowice Śląskie (260) or Mysłowice (244). Likewise, the
inhabitants of Sosnowiec were also most likely to choose one of the neighbouring
municipalities as their migration destination: Dąbrowa Górnicza (306), Będzin (197) or
Katowice (170).
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Table 2. Total migration outflow from the cities of the Katowice Conurbation in the years 1995-2016
Total migration outflow
1995-2005
2006-2016
1995-2016
Bytom
18721
20783
39504
Chorzów
13597
14574
28171
Dąbrowa Górnicza
14992
14944
29936
Gliwice
18853
20951
39804
Jaworzno
5977
6329
12306
Katowice
36593
39059
75652
Mysłowice
7288
8526
15814
Piekary Śląskie
5261
6313
11574
Ruda Śląska
11954
14345
26299
Siemianowice Śląskie
7740
8763
16503
Sosnowiec
25968
25897
51865
Świętochłowice
6662
7672
14334
Tychy
13898
14498
28396
Zabrze
15248
17930
33178

This may be explained by the fact that most migrants belonged to the working-age group,
so probably they had a steady job and decided to move as a result of their improving
financial status. Their migration destination, however, had to be located close enough to
the place where they are employed. This is confirmed by one of Ravenstein’s seven laws
of migration, which argues that The great body of our migrants only proceed a short
distance and migrants enumerated in a certain center of absorption - will … grow less as
distance from the center increases [8]. In other words, migration flows depend on the
distance: the smaller the distance, the more migrants (the so-called Ravenstein’s first law
of migration). If distances are considerable, migrants usually settle in big industrial and
commercial centres [14], [15].
Table 3. Main migration destinations for inhabitants of Katowice and Sosnowiec in 2015
Main migration destinations for inhabitants of
Main migration destinations for inhabitants of
Katowice (in persons)
Sosnowiec (in persons)
Chorzów
383 Dąbrowa Górnicza
306
Siemianowice Śląskie
260 Będzin
197
Mysłowice
244 Katowice
170
Mikołów
145 Czeladź
100
Ruda Śląska
136 Mysłowice
67
Tychy
129 Psary
44
Sosnowiec
97 Kraków
34
Bytom
85 Chorzów
32
Gliwice
72 Jaworzno
30
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Figure 5. Main migration destinations for inhabitants of selected cities
of the Katowice Conurbation in 2015 (in persons)

MIGRATION BALANCE
In the years 2005-2016, the cities of the Katowice Conurbation had negative values of the
migration balance for all the age groups under analysis. The migration balance for the
pre-working age and working age populations remained at the level of about -500 persons
annually, and for the post-working age population – at the level of about -200 annually
(Fig. 6). For working age migrants, the most important reason for migration is the
possibility of finding employment and good commuting opportunities. For post-working
age migrants, in turn, clean air and a beautiful landscape play an important role, so it is
popular among inhabitants of the Katowice Conurbation to own a second home in the
southern part of the Silesian Province. While they are still employed, they build a house
in this area, which they at first only visit at weekends. When they retire, this house
becomes their migration destination [3]
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Figure 6. Migration balance in the Katowice Conurbation according to age group in the years 2005-2016

At present, positive values of the migration balance are recorded for municipalities
located in the southern and the northern parts of the Silesian Province. We can clearly
discern a ring of municipalities with a positive migration balance surrounding both
Bielsko-Biała and Częstochowa. In addition, an emerging zone of municipalities with a
positive migration balance is observable around the conurbation itself.
MIGRATION STRUCTURE ACCORDING TO MIGRANTS’ SEX AND AGE
In 2016, the most mobile age groups were the ones between 25 and 29 as well as 30 and
34 years of age. In total, over 4,700 people from these age groups settled in the Katowice
Conurbation, while over 5,000 left (Fig. 8). City dwellers were the most likely to migrate,
and they predominantly chose other cities as their migration destinations. However, the
domination of the population outflow from the cities over the influx means that the overall
share of urban population decreases in the Silesian Province. At present, an increased
outflow of post-working age migrants is observable (Fig. 8). This phenomenon was to be
expected, considering the fact that the people who came to work in Silesia in 1970s and
1980s are retiring now. This causes a rejuvenation of the population.
The overall structure of the population outflow in the years 2010-2016 shows the biggest
share of migrants aged 18-40, however, there is a clear increase in the share of migrants
aged 50 and more. Among the 50+ age group, there are almost twice as many emigrants
as immigrants. This shape of sex and age pyramid is caused by retirement, especially of
coal miners, who often migrate to the area from which they originated.
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Figure7. Sex and age structure for the migration inflow to the Katowice Conurbation in 2016
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Figure 8. Sex and age structure for the migration outflow from the Katowice Conurbation in 2016

SUMMARY
During the industrial period, the population of the Katowice Conurbation was mostly
shaped by the large migration inflow, however, this was followed by a period
characterized by growing negative migration balance, which has remained negative until
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today. The factors that contributed to this trend are, on one hand, the general demographic
cycle in Poland, and, on the other hand, the social and economic transformations in the
region and the declining status of the cities that used to attract migrants.
Overall, the following conclusions may be drawn:
- since 1999, more people have been leaving the Katowice Conurbation than settling
there,
- the influx of working age migrants has been decreasing,
- the dominating migration destination is from one city to another,
- the share of the urban population has been decreasing,
- the outflow of pensioner migrants has been increasing, which rejuvenates the cities,
- there is an emergent suburban zone around the core of the conurbation as well as in
the southern and the northern parts of the Silesian Province,
- migrants who leave the cities of the conurbation predominantly choose one of the
neighbouring municipalities as their migration destination.
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ABSTRACT
The hydrotechnical works on Sf. Gheorghe arm in Danube Delta was done by Institute
for Research and Planning for Water Management. The work was part of the framework
scheme for the Dobrogea hydrographic area and was nominated in the investment plan of
the National Water Council. The regularization works, started in 1988, consists in the
rectification of the main meanders of the arm in the following sectors: lvancea, Dranov,
Dunavăț and Murighiol. The total length of the rectification is 15 km and the shortening
of the natural course is 32 km. These works impose changes in the balance of the
hydrological regime on the main course, along the meanders and on the channels
connecting the arm waters and the aquatic complexes within the delta. By altering the
fractal dimension of the arm, fluviatile processes are intensified and have irremediable
long-term repercussions. This leads to the eutrophication of lakes in the aquatic
complexes by low water intake, then clogging of the channels and, also, of the lakes
resulting in diminishing / changing the habitats. As clear evidence are these two channels:
Ivancea and Erenciuc north (completely clogged). Now, other 4 channels are threatened,
which already show very low depths at the confluence with the Sf. Gheorghe arm. This
is an exhaustive study of the current situation of the meanders of the Sf. Gheorghe arm
from the morphological point of view and the fragile longitudinal and lateral connectivity
through morphometric analysis methods using geomatics techniques. The foundation of
this study will be based on existing literature, field data, historical and current data, in
collaboration with other institutes and universities capable of providing important data
such as sediments, hydro-technical works, etc.
Keywords: Danube Delta, wetlands, geomatics, underwater morphology
INTRODUCTION
This ongoing study represents the main author’s PhD thesis. It is mainly a technical study
that aims to enrich the hydrological data for the Sf. Gheorghe arm of the Danube Delta in
respect to riverbed mapping of the meanders and their connection to the main river flow
and the adjacent channels. Its results will help other research domains to benefit of the
maps and database to estimate the environment development based on the actual state of
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the riverbed. The main objective of the study is to map all six meanders using high
resolution hydrological equipment and to evaluate the evolution of the riverbed correlated
with the historical data.
The Danube Delta is situated in the north-western sector of the Black Sea basin, in a
mobile region of the terrestrial crust (the Predobrudjan Depression). Its limits are:
44°46'00''N (Periteasca), 45°30'00''N (South of Sasik Lake), 28°40'24''E (Ceatalul
Chilia), 29°40'50''E (East of the Chilia secondary delta). As for its surface of 5,600 km 2,
the Danube Delta, together with the floodplain sector between Ceatalul Ismail and Galaţi
City, represent the most important terminal plain of any European river (except the Volga
and Kuban deltas on the territory of C.I.S.). The Ukrainian part, about one-fifth of the
total Delta area, covers 125,000 ha of which 75,000 ha is land and 50,000 ha are water
[1-6].
The Sf. Gheorghe arm is the oldest arm of the Danube Delta, which currently carries about
30% of the volume of water and sediments of the Danube. It derives from the Tulcea
branch on the right-hand side of the bifurcation at kilometer 108.8, with mostly a single
and meandering riverbed, which was naturally preserved until 1988 [7-9]. The year in
which a collective effort to regulate the watercourse began so that the six meanders of the
arm were subjected to a "adjustment" necessary for the protection of the shore, strongly
eroded, south of the mouth of the arm and also necessary for the economic activities to
the detriment of: the hydrological and sedimentological equilibrium of the adjacent
aquatic complexes; the sedimentation regime at the mouths of the channels and the mouth
of the arm; the reed quality; the habitats; the water surfaces; the landscape quality [1019].
Over time, the study of this aspect, namely: the impact of the redistribution of flows to
the adjacent aquatic complexes following the hydrological regulations, was in depth
studied immediately after the completion of the hydrotechnical works, then the studies
focus on the main course of the arm, on the evolution of the sediments and the way in
which it influences the mouth of the river and the evolution of the coastal area. Thus, the
situation of the meanders and their silting has been left aside. The subject is of interest to
the scientific environment not only for the enrichment of the poor hydrological data base
on this Danube arm and for the behavioral studies of migratory fish, especially for
sturgeon species, for the specificity of habitats and ecosystems that are dependent on
certain physicochemical parameters of the water, impact studies and water flow
improvement through hydrotechnical works. At the same time, this study responds to the
requirements of national and international environmental and sustainable development
policies and guidelines such as: Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Management Plan;
Water Framework Directive; European Union Strategy for Danube Region and Master
Plan – Support for sustainable development in Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve
STATE OF THE ART
Regularization of Sf. Gheorghe's arm downstream from Mahmudia town was carried out
on the basis of project 1274 elaborated by the Institute for Research and Development for
Water Management at the command of Water Administration Office No. 1574. The work
was part of the framework scheme for the Dobrogea hydrographic area and was
nominated in the investment plan of the National Water Council. The regularization
works consist of the rectification of the main meanders of the St. George arm in the
Ivancea, Dranov, Dunavăț and Murighiol sectors. The total length of the rectification is
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15 km and the shortening of the natural course of 32 km2. The project proposes to provide
a clear picture of the morpho-hydrographic dynamics of the current and historical Sf.
Gheorghe meanders using GIS and remote sensing methods, field data collected by single
and multi-beam interferometer, ADCP and topography for a holistic understanding of
how the water circulation to the aquatic complexes adjacent to the Sf. Gheorghe arm and
the support capacity of its riverbed for migratory fish habitats of national and international
interest.
The study of the behavior of sturgeon species migrating upstream on the Danube only on
the Sf. Gheorghe arm is incipient and there are many gaps in the knowledge of this relic
species. It is considered very important to identify the breeding and resting places of the
individuals and this is possible only by mapping the riverbed of Sf. Gheorghe arm.
According to recent studies, the sturgeons prefer to approach the deepest and largest
current, and for rest they use the excavations (pits) of the riverbed with oblong shapes
with a steep upstream slope beyond witch the currents are diminished or perhaps
nonexistent. The identification of these excavations is necessary to know the behavior of
these species, not only for a better prediction of the route in the Danube but also for the
knowledge of the locations of the telemetry stations in order to monitor the captured and
marked individuals. A similar problem is represented by mackerel populations. It is
desirable to monitor through telemetry techniques and for this purpose it is necessary to
map the riverbed of the Sf. Gheorghe arm. It is worth mentioning that these two large and
main migratory fish species use only Sf. Gheorghe arm to reach the spawning located
further upstream on the river.
Another problem is the morphological aspect of the arm as a result of the regularization
works, namely the silting of the meanders. Besides the landscape preservation importance
and the value of surface water bodies, it is the contribution of fresh and oxygenated water
to adjacent aquatic complexes. Note that access (channels) to aquatic complexes lie on
the edges of the meanders and the rectification directly influences the equilibrium of water
distribution flows. This leads to the eutrophication of lakes in the aquatic complexes by
the low intake of fresh oxygenated water, then the clogging of the lakes and the
diminution of the habitats. Clear evidence is the two channels Ivancea and Erenciuc
North: completely silted. At present the Perivolovca, Uzlina, Dranov and Dunavat canals
are threatened, which already show very low depths at the mouth.
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
It is proposed an exhaustive study of the current situation of the Sfântu Gheorghe
meanders from the morphological point of view of and fragile longitudinal and lateral
connectivity through morphometric analysis using GIS techniques and remote sensing.
The foundation of this study will be based on existing literature, field data, historical and
current data, in collaboration with other institutes capable of providing important data
such as sediment, hydro-technical works, etc. [20-28].
Throughout the period of PhD studies, field data will be collected at well-established time
intervals in normal and special hydrological conditions to identify the evolution and
trends of the riverbed on the main course of the arm and meanders. Historical and current
bathymetric data will be used that will help to correlate the erosion and silting indicators
in critical areas with hydrological events. At the same time, remote sensing techniques
will be used on satellite and aerial images to extract historical information on the aspect
of islands and bank configuration and their correlation with hydrological events [29],
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[30]. To start with, there is a need to know how much water the Sf. Gheorghe arm takes
from the Tulcea arm. Various measurements were done before by different scientists and
the variations between the measurements are dependent of the water level regime and this
measurement was done at the average water level quota. The flow distribution situation
is very interesting now: Sulina 40% and Sf. Gheorghe 60%. The bifurcation is presented
in the Figure 1. and represents the starting point of the studied riverbed: St. Gheorghe.

Figure 1. a. Location of the Danube Delta (SE Romania); b. The Sf. Gheorghe bifurcation

Using the flow and velocity measurement equipment at the bifurcation of the Tulcea arm
in Sulina and Sf. Gheorghe, hydrometric profiles were performed and the measured flows
are centralized in Table 1. The positions of these profiles and the overall distribution of
the currents are represented in Figure 2.
Comparing these values to the historical values from 1992, after the hydrotechnical
interventions one can notice a major change in the proportions of flow distribution on the
two arms, from 63% on the Sulina arm and 37% on the Sf. Gheorghe arm to 40% on the
arm Sulina and 60% on the Sf. Gheorghe branch. However, it can be noticed that the
current distribution of the flows due to the hydro-morphological dynamics reached the
same values as in the period 1928-1929 (41% on the Sulina arm and 59% on the Sf.
Gheorghe branch).
Data collection started in summer 2017 and it begun at the most downstream meander on
Sf. Gheorghe arm: Ivancea meander. The expedition was possible using the Danube Delta
National Institute for Research infrastructure, namely ANTIPA as headquarters boat and
the data collection using NAUTILUS 500, a small survey boat. The data collection
process is an aggregate of different equipment for specific tasks. In order to properly map
any riverbed, information such as water level quota, water velocity and discharge is
critical for the final output. Beside the collection of the already mentioned data, an
impetuous task is to develop the topographic support network. Since the GSM/DGPS
signal is scarce throughout the whole area, determining fixed topographical points in key
locations along the measured area is critical when using RTK positioning corrections of
the multibeam interferometer.
The multibeam interferometer is a complex aggregate of different sensors such as: the
transducer, as the emitter and the receiver of the sounding data; SVS (Sound Velocity
Sensor) that applies corrections of the water sound speed, MRU (Motion Reference Unit)
that applies corrections regarding the boat movement on all the three axes, Heading that
applies corrections concerning the survey direction of the boat, Double frequency GPS
(Global Positioning System) in RTK mode (Real Time Kinematic) for accurate
positioning of the soundings and also time synchronization.
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Figure 2. Hydrometrical profiles at the Sf. Gheorghe bifurcation:
a. Tulcea Arm; b. Sulina Arm; c. Sf. Gheorghe Arm.

All these sensors are integrated into a RTA console (Real Time Applience) that transmits
the data through UTP (Unshielded Twisted Pair) connection to a computer that runs ES3
together with Hypack software, where all this data is integrated and carefully calibrated.
As soon as the equipment was installed on the survey boat, calibrated and checked, the
survey started and the mapping routing paths of the Ivancea meander can be seen in Figure
3. The Figure 4 is displaying the data acquisition process, where the surveyor can monitor
all the aspects of the measurement such as boat direction, soundings cover, the aspect of
the profile, the different messages of the system, etc. This facilitates the data collection
process to be as accurate as possible. As a result of the completion of the bathymetric data
collection campaign, the general picture of the Ivancea meander riverbed aspect is shown
in the final matrix (Fig. 5).
Table 1. The flow distribution at the Sf. Gheorghe bifurcation

Arm name
Tulcea
Sulina
Sf. Gheorghe

Measured Flow (mc/s)
3,674
1,425
2,184

Flow with correction
3,674
1,457.5
2,216.5

Distribution (%)
39.67
60.33

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At first glance, a typical characteristic of meandering morphology is observed on the color
palette. The river bed scours occur at a range of scales and settings and are most
pronounced at river bends and channel confluences. The depths are surprisingly high
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considering the low hydraulic slope and the proximity (~ 10 Km) of the mouth of arm
into the Black Sea. However, the erosion processes are strong in the upstream part of the
meander, where it erodes in the left bank of the island created by the hydraulic regulation,
thus generating very high currents and depths (-24 m). But this is normal and to be
expected for such natural processes. Further downstream on the meander, there is a
submerged island in the convex part of the meander (close to the right bank) that acts as
a barrier, thus protecting the former depths of the main course behind it, and also behaving
as a precursor to the visible fairway that almost extends downstream, to the confluence
with the main flow of the arm. The average depths are -12 m, in the upstream area where
the erosion is strong in the meander, the depth is -24 m, the fairway that starts from the
middle of the meander towards downstream has an average depth of -15 m, and
downstream, at the confluence, where both discharges are rejoined, there is a deepening
of the fairway that reaches up to -19 m.

Figure 3. Boat routes for covering the whole survey area

Figure 4. Print screen of the data collection process with the multi-beam interferometer

Data processing is done with in Hypack software package. This is modular software that
allows to be used concurrently with other analysis processes. The MBMax module is used
to process multibeam bathymetric data, allowing editing of collected points in the field
by editing the anomalies, etc. The data can be viewed and edited as color-coded
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wireframe, dots, mesh and variable number of soundings (depending on the
computational resources). Some examples can be seen in Figures 6, 7 and 8.

Figure 5. Matrix of raw bathymetric data collection

Figure 6. The sample location of the bathymetric data – downstream
of the main course confluence with the meander

The anomalies can be observed the in the collected data, namely those lines that rise or
fall abruptly. These are referred in the literature as "spikes" and are usual abnormalities
in any bathymetric data collection process. These occur due to a misinterpretation of the
transducer induced by many variables: boat shocks due to engine speed, high velocity
changes in water, suspended particle matter, fish banks, positioning error (changing the
horizon of a one or more satellites), loss of TRK communication with the base GPS, etc.
These abnormalities can be erased to a limited extent automatically by applying a depth
filter and to a large extent manually. The software allows the user to view cloud points in
multiple ways so that editing this data is as easy as possible. The data processing is a very
meticulous task with trial and error methodologies, and the results are expert judgment
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because in many cases the user needs to interpret data where bathymetric values are
missing or are displaying errors.

Figure 7. Representing raw data as a mash model
with a gradual colour palette according to the depths in the bathymetric data collection matrix

Figure 8. Representing raw data as wireframe soundings
with the gradual colour palette according to depths in the bathymetric data collection matrix

CONCLUSIONS
The studies conducted by the Institute for Hydraulic Research on the rectification of the
Sf. Gheorghe arm have predicted, as it was normal, that the execution of the meanders
regularization as well as the diverting channel to the south of the arm will probably lead
to an increase of the flow with 4 – 6.5% at average flow rates. The researches mainly
focused on the knowledge of the drainage system and the sandy river deposits, in the new
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conditions, due to the regularization of the meanders. At the same time, on the changes
in the sedimentary balance of the coastal zone and consequently in the evolution of the
erosion processes of the beaches under the influence of the flow regime is changes. The
hydrological situations in which the measurement campaigns were conducted were quite
different from one year to the next. Liquid and solid flow data refers to the situation on
the measurement day and any generalization must be taken into account by applying this
coefficient. Thus, between 1988 and 1993, the highest liquid flow of the Sf. Gheorghe
arm, measured in September 1989, was 1,034 m3/s. In 1990, also in September, were
measured the lowest water levels, flow rates and liquid and solid flows of the Danube in
the last 40 years; this year the average liquid flow on Sf. Gheorghe arm was 502 m3/s. A
similar situation occurred in August 1992, when the average liquid flow was 567 m3/s. In
the autumn of 1991 and in August 1993, liquid flows had higher values: 886 m3/s and 829
m3/s.
The liquid flow distribution factors of the Tulcea branch between the Sulina and Sf.
Gheorghe arms, under small and average flow rates recorded on the days when the
historical measurements were made, are the following: 1993 (average flow): Tulcea M34
= 3,072 m3/s, Sulina = 0.54*Q Tulcea, Sf. Gheorghe = 0.46*Q Tulcea; 1992 (low flow):
Tulcea M34 = 1,210 m3/s, Sulina = 0.63*Q Tulcea; Sf. Gheorghe = 0.37*Q Tulcea; 1990
(low-medium flow): Q Tulcea M34 = 1,800 m3/s, Sulina = 0.54*Q Tulcea, Sf. Gheorghe
= 0.46*Q Tulcea. By comparing these distributions with the previous situation, namely:
period 1928 – 1929: Sulina = 0.41*Q Tulcea, Sf. Gheorghe = 0.59*Q Tulcea; period 1958
– 1960: Sulina = 0.45*Q Tulcea, Sf. Gheorghe = 0.55*Q Tulcea.
There is a change in the distribution of water between the Tulcea branch and the Sulina
and Sf. Gheorghe arms. This change occurred between 1970 and 1980 and is probably
due to the constructive additions to the consolidation of the bifurcation point on Sf.
Gheorghe, which partly deviates the current to Sulina arm, as well as the natural tendency
of silting and advancing towards N of the right concave bank (southern) of the Tulcea and
Sf. Gheorghe arms right at the bifurcation, which determines the direction of a larger part
of the flow to the Sulina branch, especially during the periods of small waters. By
comparing all this historical data with the recent measurements, it is clearly that the flow
has increased on Sf. Gheorghe arm and the distribution is almost the same as prior to the
hydraulic implementations on the Sf. Gheorghe arm. This remains to be further
investigated within this PhD thesis. The problem, far from being elucidated, remains a
very interesting objective for further research, especially for high liquid flow and flood
conditions, these situations being also those that play the most important role in geo- and
hydro- dynamic modeling of the area.
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ABSTRACT
Logistics and traceability are important issues for big scale firms. Traceability is primarily
viewed as a tool for the food safety by providing a mean for recall as well as proof for the
authenticity of food, but it is also related to food quality. Maintaining the cold chain not
only effecting the customer’s preference and satisfaction but also the profitability,
production and logistic costs for big scale firms especially producing perishable food
products. Recently, the trend of utilizing GIS based traceability systems is increasing,
which facilitates to minimize the production and distribution of unsafe and low quality
food products. This paper presents a GIS based system enabling network analysis, which
might be efficiently and effectively used in the firms operating in ready-to-eat pastry
sector, intended to be used for full-automation through all the stages from production to
retail was developed and a partial application was performed.
Keywords: GIS, Tracebility, Food safety
INTRODUCTION
Food products require cautious and strategic handling procedures, because they easily
deteriorate and they have a short life span. On the other hand, food poisoning, such as
food-borne illnesses and microbiological contamination, occurs easily if food is
improperly handled during its production, storage, and distribution. Food industry is
always susceptible to the outbreak of foodborne illnesses such as Salmonella,
Campylobacter and Escherichia coli O157:H7, etc. Incidents such as these focus
consumer concern on the safety and quality of food [1], [2].
Due to nationwide and international operating food firms and global food trade, food
chain integrity not only includes safety concerns but also origin fraud and quality concern.
It appears to be a great problem for many firms to ensure the cold chain not only effecting
the customer’s preference and satisfaction but also the profitability, production and
logistic costs and maintain proper logistics for big scale firms especially producing
perishable food products. Consumers demand verifiable evidence of traceability as an
important criterion of food quality and safety. In order to cope with these requirements, a
traceability system is needed giving information on origin, processing, retailing and final
destination of foodstuffs.
In general terms quality can be defined as “conformance to requirement”, “fitness for use
or consumption”. According to ISO definition, “Quality is the totality of features and
characteristics of a product that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs” [3].
However, food quality is very general, implying many expectations which may differ
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dramatically from each individual consumer. Quality includes attributes that influence a
product’s value to the consumer. A product can appear to be of high quality (i.e. well
coloured, appetizing and flavourful, etc.), but it can be unsafe because it might be
contaminated with undetected pathogenic organisms, toxic chemicals, or physical hazards
[4]. The CAC defines food safety as an assurance that food will not cause harm to the
consumer when it is prepared and/or eaten according to its intended use [5]. Food safety
refers to all hazards, whether chronic or acute, that may make food injurious to the health
of the consumer. It is not negotiable and a global issue affecting billions of people who
suffer from diseases caused by contaminated food. In ensuring food safety, Hazard
Assurance Critical Control Point (HACCP) is regarded as the best method. In addition, it
is the best way to demonstrate commitment to food safety [6].
Effective logistics management requires delivering the right product, in the right quantity,
in the right condition, to the right place, at the right time, for the right cost [7]. Due to
logistics greatly affect the profit of producers, the price of food products, and the
consumer satisfaction, logistics management has an important effect on the success of
food producers [8]. In result, in the process of developing improved logistics, detailed
location analysis (mapping/clustering raw material suppliers, production and retail points,
etc.) and route analysis (creating best routes for product collection and distribution,
simulating route distance and delivery time) are essential.
According to ISO 9000 standards, traceability is defined as: ‘‘the ability to trace the
history, application or location of that which is under consideration”. ISO guidelines
further specify that traceability may refer to the origin of materials and parts, the
processing history, and the distribution and location of the product after delivery. The
European Union (EU) regulation 178/2002 [9] narrows the definition to the food industry
by defining traceability as the ability to trace and follow a food, feed, food-producing
animal or substance intended to be, or expected to be incorporated into a food or feed,
through all stages of production, processing and distribution. The Codex Alimentarious
Commission [5] defines a more concise definition of traceability as the ability to follow
the movement of a food through specified stage(s) of production, processing and
distribution.
According to Golan et al. the three main objectives of the food traceability systems are to
improve supply management; to facilitate trace back for food safety and quality; and
differentiate and market foods with subtle or undetectable quality attributes [10]. The
benefits of these objectives appear as lower cost distribution systems, reduced recall
expenses, and expanded sales of products with attributes that are difficult to discern. It
was also suggested that an efficient traceability system should be characterized by breadth
(i.e. the amount of information collected), depth (i.e. how far back or forward the system
tracks the relevant information) and precision (i.e. degree of assurance to pinpoint a
particular movement of a food product) to be able to balance cost and benefits).
Consumers increasingly concern about food safety and properties of the food they buy
and eat. It has been recognized that there is an increasing need for transparent information
on the quality of the entire food chain, supported by modern tracking and tracing methods
[11], [12]. Moe mentioned that traceability is an essential subsystem of quality
management. Thus, a well-developed internal traceability system is necessary for quality
management [13]. It would efficiently improve data collection, production flow control,
and quality assurance.
Geographical Information System (GIS) is an informative system, which includes the data
acquisition, storage, processing, inquiry, analysis and the certification steps as a whole,
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is used commonly in many applications throughout the world. Food sector is appeared as
one of the application fields [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].
In this study it was aimed to reveal a control system for efficient and safe execution of
the product transportation process with the help of GIS in ready-to-eat pastry sector. For
this reason a nationwide operating firm excelling in various milk and dough type of pastry
production was selected.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, a nationwide operating firm STP Gıda A.Ş. having a total of four production
facilities of which two located in İstanbul, one in İzmir and Ankara, and 190 subsidiaries
[19] in which only retail process of the products takes place, was selected as the model
firm. The total number of the subsidiaries and their locations are presented in Table 1.
According to Table 1 the firm has the highest number of subsidiaries in Marmara and
Aegean regions and the lowest in Eastern and South Eastern Anatolia regions. This
distribution is quite understandable since the home city of the company Izmir is located
in the Aegean region, hosts the main production facility having the highest capacity.
Table 1. The location of the firm’s subsidiaries

Milk desserts constitute the great portion of the products of the firm. Apparently, milk
products are perishable type of foods. Parallel to the scope of this study, these type of
products must be swiftly transported to subsidiaries and customers following their
production. From this point of view the strategies in the process of product delivery
followed by the firm are strictly critical for the profitability and hence implicating a great
risk. All the retail data of the each 172 subsidiaries was created between 1 to 100 retails
for each product daily for 365 days through three consecutive years (2013-2015) by
random data generation function of the Excel programme in Microsoft Office
Professional Plus.
A GIS based system was established considering all the steps in the transportation of the
product. In this system both geographical and non-geographical data exist. Firstly, the
firm’s product tree were formed. The geographical locations of the subsidiaries were
transferred the created system by detecting on the satellite view and on the map
considering the data exist on the website of the firm. Turkey’s transportation web and
province border data was used as exist geographical data (Fig. 1).
On the other hand, a database including the parameters for the retail of the products of
the firm and the cold chain was designed (Fig. 1).This database was integrated in
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ArcGIS10.1 GIS software environment. Besides a user-interface program was developed
to facilitate the interaction between the software and the user that enables the utilization
of the software without requiring software background [20], [21]. In result, the user can
reach and query the desired data for all the production facilities and subsidiaries of the
firm in which retail process occur (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Schematic description of the created system

Figure 2. General view of the created system and user interface program
developed on ArcGIS Software environment
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, a GIS based system established aiming to maintain full automation of the
operations from production stage to retail stage in subsidiaries of a selected nationwide
operating model firm in ready-to-eat pastry sector in Turkey. The capability of the
established system was as follows:
- Monitoring by a GIS based system,
- Accessing the geographical location and the detailed information of the production
sites and the subsidiaries of the firm (Fig . 2 and 3),
- Requirement of the new production sites or subsidiaries in the strategic planning of
the firm, and if necessary with the help of geographical analysis (Buffer Analysis,
Density Analysis, Clustering Analysis, Network Analysis etc.) the determination of
the geographical location of the new production site to be installed,
- Determination of retail statistics of any product type produced by the firm with respect
to subsidiaries and profitability of any subsidiary with one click (Fig. 3),
- Selection of the production site for any random subsidiary to be supplied from
(Fig. 4)
The difference and originality of the system proposed in this paper from similar previous
systems could be listed as many operations executed by the firm are GIS based and
performed with the help of the user interface program developed in the frame of this study
[14], [22]. Besides the retail statistics of the firm’s products can be obtained with one
click through the created system (Fig. 3). In addition a wide perspective was presented
for the profitability of the firms operating in this sector by performing Network Analysis
applications in a GIS based system.
As the firm is operating nationwide, the 4 production facilities and 190 subsidiaries have
been dispersed all over Turkey. The locations of each 4 production facilities and each 190
subsidiaries have been shown on the map of the created system using ArcGIS10.1
software (Fig. 2). With the help of these programs not only the statistical data on the
product retail of the firm but also the geographical locations of the subsidiaries on the
map could be selected and all the data on the selected subsidiary is obtainable with one
click (Fig. 3).
In this paper it is not possible to present most of the query and geographical analysis that
could be accessed provided by the system. For this reason some of these were presented
in the following scenarios.
Scenario 1
In this scenario, all the retail information of the selected product type “Tiramisu” for the
subsidiary selected “Adana Real” can be queried on day, month and annual basis with
one click by the user interface program developed (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. The user interface programs developed

Scenario 2
In the present study a GIS based system enabling network analysis was established. This
apparently simplifies the logistical decision of the selection of the supply centre as in the
case of İstanbul, where 48 of the 190 (25%) subsidiaries and two of the four (50%)
production sites are located. The optimum production site in the supply chain of the firm
was queried for a subsidiary. Thanks to Network Analyst the logistical planning of the
products to subsidiaries can be reached within the frame of the system developed. The
optimum production centre for again the same subsidiary namely “Adana Real” operating
in Adana was found to be as Ankara (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Route map according to the subsidiaries and production places

Alongside the optimum route determination, regarding to the position of the subsidiary
and the effective utilization of the sources, the address matching and resource allocation
and similar applications of network analysis the production, retail and logistic activities
of the firm can be executed swiftly, effectively and efficiently. In addition, with the help
of buffer analysis or network service area analysis the location of the newly formed
production sites could be determined by the established GIS based system.
CONCLUSIONS
A GIS based system, which might be efficiently and effectively used in the firms
operating in ready-to-eat pastry sector, intended to be used for full-automation through
all the processes from production stage to retail stage was developed and a partial
application was performed within the scope of this study. Thus, all the activities of the
firm was stored in a geographical database and all kind of information is instantly
reachable by inquiry. Furthermore, differing from the classical database in addition to
geographical analysis operations, the implemented system can answer geographical based
questions such as, considering the costs from which present production site the product
must be transported to the retail subsidiaries as well as the determination and optimization
of the geographical site of the potently established production sites. By this means the
implemented system have a potential to increase the profit of the firms and facilitates the
delicate products of the ready-to-eat pastry sector be transported safely to consumers
situated far away.
Product-tracing systems are essential for food safety and quality control. Traceability
systems help firms isolate the source and extent of safety or quality control problems. The
more precise the tracing system, the faster a producer can identify and resolve food safety
or quality problems. Quality and safety are both linked to traceability whereas safety is
implicated by traceability more often.
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Traceability is primarily viewed as a tool for the food safety by providing a means for
recall as well as proof for the authenticity of food, but it is also related to food quality.
Since both quality and safety were shown to be related to confidence, traceability may
indeed boost consumer confidence through quality and safety assessments.
Cold chain is a critical issue for food sector. It has direct and indirect effects on human
health, company profitability, etc. In the present study the system was designed both
considering the production and expiry date and time of the product. As if the production
and expiry data for each product would have been entered into the database and the
vehicle tracking and navigation systems would have been integrated with the system
established, the process from production stage to final user could be easily tracked on
real-time basis.
On the other hand, different from the other systems presented in literature, when the
desired retail prices of the products are set to the established system, the retail revenues
of each individual subsidiary could be calculated on daily, monthly and annual basis for
each different product type.
In result GIS based control systems certainly help a food firm especially operating with
perishable products in resource allocation, route optimization, product traceability, etc.
As the technology develops with the use of sophisticated sensors (e.g. RFID technology,
nanosensors), the control parameters of the food product will increase which directly
effects the level of real-time monitoring and efficiency of the GIS control systems. Thus,
food safety management will be promoted and gain much more flexibility and accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
The quality of water resources, which are very important for environmental and human
health, can now be examined together with remote sensing technology. Management of
water resources is crucial for the development of countries. In our country, the quality of
the water resources is getting worse due to the development of the industry and other
factors. There are many spectral classification methods in remote sensing, and the
applicability of two spectral classification methods is aimed to evaluate water quality in
this study. Within the scope of this study, İmranlı region of Kızılırmak River was
examined. High resolution satellite image in operation CHRIS Proba is provided free of
charge from European Space Agency. The spectroradiometer measurement points were
determined to obtain the water sample. From these points, local measurements were made
with the spectroradiometer simultaneously with transition of the satellite. The quality
evaluation was carried out by analyzing the water samples in the laboratory. As a result
of measurements made with the spectroradiometer, reflectance from the measurements
was resampled at the Chris PROBA band intervals and a reference for classification was
established. Using this data, applicability of a spectral classification method, Match
Filtering and Spectral Information Divergence, was tested in order to evaluate water
quality.
Keywords: Water quality assessment, CHRIS Proba, ground measurement, remote
sensing.
TRODUCTION
Water is one of the most essential compounds for our life. Access to clean water has
become more difficult nowadays because of the increase in population, the
commissioning of the global warming process and the presence of some pollutants. The
pollution of water resources is either due to natural factors or human factors. Natural
factors include the erosion of the rocks in the water base over time and their chemical
reaction with water. At the same time, due to the decrease in the amount of water, the rate
of pollution of these rocks is increased. Human factors include urbanization,
industrialization, population growth, agricultural chemicals and chemical fertilizers. As a
result of the evaluation of all these pollutants, management of clean water is of utmost
importance for sustainable development and it is therefore necessary to protect existing
resources and to identify and purify contaminated resources.
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With the development of technology, the monitoring and analysis of water resources has
become faster and less costly. One of these methods is remote sensing. Using satellitebased remote sensing, concentrations of different water components of water mass,
colored dissolved organic matter, chlorophyll, total suspended solids can be measured [1,
2, 3]. Remote sensing deals with water and agricultural management in water related
issues, such as the determination of water pollution and water content [4, 5]. In this study,
it is aimed to determine and monitor water pollution with ground measurements, high
resolution satellite image and laboratory data.
STUDY AREA
Kizilirmak is Turkey's longest river, which is 1355 km, born to the country and pours to
Black Sea [6]. Imranli region of the river and Imranli dam is selected as study area (figure
1). The Imranli dam is also built on the Kizilirmak River and is fed by rivers waters. The
dam and the river is the most important water source of the region.

Figure 1. Study Area

MATERIALS
Ground measurements were made with ASD's FieldSpec 4, which measures between 350
and 2500 nm. Chris PROBA, available free of charge from the European Space Agency,
was used as the satellite image. Chris PROBA provides high spatial resolution in the near
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infrared and visible spectral region and has 18 bands with a spatial resolution of 18 m [7],
[8].
METHOD
First of all, the radiometric and atmospheric correction was made to ready the Chris
PROBA satellite image to the required analysis. Corrections were made through
BeamVISAT software. Then, the geometric correction of the images was carried out
according to the UTM projection system 37th zone. Water samples were taken from
various places in the dam and the river and measurements were made by
spectroradiometer. This process was performed for the designated 10 locations. Water
samples were taken to the laboratory environment, where criteria such as KOI content
and electrical conductivity were tested. The quality analysis of water samples was carried
out on the basis of the Water Pollution Control Regulation of the Ministry of Environment
and Urbanization [9].
It was determined that the water samples taken from 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10 locations were of
first quality and the samples taken from 5 and 8 locations were of second quality
according to KOI content. In the evaluation according to electrical conductivity from the
same points 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10 sites were found to be first quality water and samples from
5 and 8 locations were second quality.
Satellite images were obtained simultaneously on the date of spectroradiometric
measurements. Since the spectroradiometer measurements between 350 and 2500
nanometer wavelength range, they were resampled to the bandwidth of the Chris PROBA
satellite image. The spectral signatures required for classification were obtained by
resampling the spectroradiometric reflectance to the CHRIS Proba band intervals.
Spectral classification methods such as Match Filtering (MF) and Spectral Information
Divergence (SID) were used to evaluate water quality. SID is a method that uses the
spectral histogram to identify the probability distribution and accepts each pixel as a
random variable. Spectral similarity between two pixels is measured by the inconsistency
of the probability conduct between spectra [10]. Match filtering is a technique that
estimates the abundance of user-defined end-members from a set of reference spectra by
using a partial unmixing of spectra [11].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MF and SID classification algorithms have been applied to the image and thus first and
second quality water classes have been obtained. According to the results, it has been
monitored that the water quality of the river is generally first quality. The water in Imranli
dam also has been determined to be second quality water. It has been understood that the
impurity ratio at Imranli dam is better monitored by the SID algorithm compared with the
SAM. The fact that the dam is fed from other rivers, the rocks in the dam are dissolved in
the water and the people who throw their waste to the dam are also among the factors
causing pollution in the dam.
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ABSTRACT
The report analysis the issues of the cadastre and the property (land) register, whose law
regulation is Bulgarian Cadastre and Property Register Act. Restitution and privatization
of immovable properties that took place some years ago were the main reason for
performing a legal reform in this field. There is a long-term program of creation of
cadastral maps and registers in Bulgarian. The priorities in this process are the regional
and municipal centres and territories with active market like Black Sea coast or border
zones.
Cadastre is a guarantee for: the right of ownership of immovable properties for territory
of the whole country because it covers settlements, agricultural land, forests and other
territories; secure transactions and mortgaging; limitation of court claims.
Key words: Cadastre; Property Register; Cadastre maps; Cadastre registers
THE CADASTRE
Cadastre has varied implementation. It serves for regional development – regulation of
territories, land consolidation, forestry management, design of infrastructure, and
statistical analyses. Cadastral information is used as a source for control of tax
declarations, land management, regional development plans, thematic maps, efficient
investments like infrastructure projects. Cadastre is basis for setting up of geographic
information system.
The regional and municipality authorities use cadaster for developing strategies,
environment protection, management of protected areas, territories of water sourses,
protected coast lines, information for disaster recovery and repair works.
The cadastre is kept by the Agency of Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre, that is an
executive agency to the Minister of Regional Development and Urban Development.
Cadastre Agency is the only one institution that serves the users with cadastral
information.
The Agency is a legal entity, having its seat in Sofia and fulfiling its role through its 28
regional units– Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Offices, located in the administrative
centres of all districts of the country. Its competency includes:
- creation and maintenance of cadastral maps and cadastral registers for the whole
territory of the country 1;
- drafting acts and regulations in the field of cadastre and geodesy, as well as
programmes and concepts on future development;
- administrative and technical servicing the public, state administration, municipalities
and other users of cadastral information;
- maintenance of the state geodetic, cartographic and cadastral fund;
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- keeping the register of physical persons and legal entities, licensed to carry out
activities in the filed of cadastre, geodesy and cartography;
- implementation of technical activities related to establishment of the geographic
names, keeping the register of names;
- control for compliance with the legal framework [1].
The cadastre represents a set of basic data on the location, boundaries and dimensions of
real estate in Republic of Bulgaria.
The basic cadastral object is a landed property that is any part of the earth's surface,
including one under water, with boundaries in accordance with a title of ownership.
Landed properties make up the entire territory of the country. Each landed property has
the permanent use as of the land within the boundaries of which it is located.
Objects of the cadastre are also buildings and self-contained objects in the buildings –
apartments, studious, shops, garages, recreation and health centres ect.
The cadastre provides information about the identifier that is a unigue number for each
object. The first field of the identifier is up to five digits long and contains the
identification code according to the Classification of administrative and territorial units.
The second field is up to four digits long and contains the number of the cadastral area.
The third field is up to four digits long and it contains the number of plot. In the fourth
field, which has a length of up to three digits is the number of a building located in the
plot. The fifth field is three digits long and contains the number of the facilities in the
building.
Also for landed properties there is information on: border fixed by coordinates of the
poins defining them, area, lasting purpose and use of the land and the address.
The data on the buildings include outline of the building, floor area, number of floors,
destination, purpose and address.
Information about the facilities in the building includes the identifier, location, floor
number and use.
The information about landed properties and buildings is provided by drawing sketches,
and the information about self-contained objects – by drawing of charts.
In all cases there is information on the right of ownership and other property rights – data
about acts, which are grounds for the ownership rights or other real rights.
The cadastral consists of cadastral maps and cadastral registers drawn up in graphic and
written form as well as in digital form.
The cadastral maps and registers serve as basis for the creation of the land registry, the
drafting of the development plans and investment projects.
The cadastral map is produced on the basis of cadastral plans, regulation plans, map of
restored ownership, geodetic, photogrammetric and other surveys [2].
The cadastral maps mark the state boundaries, boundaries of administrative-territorial
units, plot boundaries, boundaries of landed properties, buildings with their identifiers,
names of places, streets, points of geodetic basis and schemes of the facilities in the
building.
The cadastral registers are produced on the basis of information on registers to plans and
maps or acts submitted by municipalities, regional authorities or individual citizens [3].
They contain basic information about the property - the owner and the act from which
they draw their right.
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THE PROPERTY REGISTER
The property register is kept and stored by the Recordation Agency under the Minister of
Justice, who supervises and controls the activity related to the property register.
The Property Register includes the acts which recognize or transfer ownership or
establishing, transferring, changing [4] or terminating other property rights over real
estate, as well as other actions, circumstances and legal facts to be entered as provided by
law. Account is kept only for property that has an identifier. Each account consists of five
parts.
Part "A" contains information about the main characteristics of the property such as
identification number, type of property, boundaries, purpose [5], location, etc.
Part "B" contains information on the owner, their right to property, the act that gave rise
to that right.
Part "C" of the consignment is intended to record the creation, transfer and termination
of limited property rights [6].
Part "D" records data on the mortgages - their type, size and maturity of the claim to
which they are established, the debtor, the cancellation of the mortgage [7].
Part "E", records data on the foreclosures on the property - the act which has been
imposed, the amount of the claim which is awarded.
The entry in the Land Registry is carried out at the request of the person concerned, the
notary or ex officio in the cases provided by law. The application needs to be submitted
to the judge responsible for registration in accordance with the location of the property
and it should contain the year, date, hour and minute of its receipt. Afterwards, a
registration number is placed thereon.
INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN CADASTRE AND PROPERTY REGISTER
There is interconnection between cadastre and the property register through the identifier
of immovable properties. Basic data about immovable properties in the property register
are supplied from the cadastre and data regarding the right of ownership and other real
rights over immovable properties in the cadastre are supplied from the property register.
For the needs of the cadastre and the property register, a computerized information
systems
is
established,
which
is
mutually
interlinked.
The information systems also provides links with UCATTU (the Unified Classification
of Administrative-Territorial and Territorial Units), BULSTAT (the Unified
Classification of identification of legal entities), ESGRAON (the Unified System for
identification of physical persons), Commercial Register (the Unified Classification of
traders that may be physical persons or legal entities), registers of state and municipal
properties;
The integral cadaster and property register information has three components:
- One set up for the Geodesy Cartography and Cadastre Agency needs, which supports
the creating and maintenance of data;
- Another one set up for the Register Agency needs of property register data;
- The third one, called web portal, which provides users with access for search of data
from both registers.
There is a variety in users of information. This can be:
- state, regional and municipal authorities, especially offices Agriculture and Forests
[8];
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-

notaries;
private geodetic companies;
banks;
real estate agents;
investors;
others.

The cadastre and the property register constitute public information, but access to data
complies with the provisions under the Classified Information Act and Personal Data
Protection
Act.
Fees are charged for the procedures in the cadastre and the property register. The amounts
of the fees are determined by tariffs approved by the Council of Ministers.
PERSONS AND ENTITIES COMPETENT TO PERFORM FUNCTIONS IN
THE FIELD OF GEODESY, CARTOGRAPHY AND CADASTRE
Functions in the field of cadastre may be performed by persons or entities who have
acquired proper professional competence in cadastre subject according to Bulgarian law
or to the law of other member states. The Geodesy, Cartography, and Cadastre Agency
shall assign to such professionally competent bodies the performance of functions
pertinent to creating the cadastral map and cadastral registers.
A property owner or another interested party can assign to a professionally competent
body to produce sketches, charts, plans, a cadastral map and cadastral register.
A professionally competent body in geodesy, cartography, or cadastre may be a natural
person of Bulgarian citizenship, of another member state, of a country of the European
Economic Area Agreement or of the Confederation of Switzerland. This person has to
hold an academic degree of Master-Engineer in geodesy and at least two years length of
service in the field of the cadastre, geodesy or cartography and has not been convicted.
It can be a Bulgarian legal entity or a entity of another member state, or of a state of the
European Economic Area Agreement or of the Confederation of Switzerland. Its subject
of activity should be the production of cadastre, respectively, geodesic and cartography
activities, with professionally competent to perform geodesy, cartography, and cadastre
activities person or persons in its permanent specialized staff.
Any professionally competent natural person may be a member of the permanent
specialized personnel of no more than one legal entity.
An applicant for a position has to submit an application for entry into a register of the
Geodesy, Cartography, and Cadastre Agency.
A committee, appointed by the Executive Director of the Geodesy, Cartography, and
Cadastre Agency check, within 30 days following receipt of the application, whether the
statutory requirements for entering the applicant into the respective register are met. The
applicant is allowed to enter in the register by an administrative order issued by the
Executive Director.
When the said statutory requirements are not met, the registration is denied. The applicant
is notified in writing of such denial, and within two weeks following receipt of such
notification may appeal against it before the Minister of Regional Development and
Public Works.
The denial can be subject to appeal before the administrative court.
Professional competence to perform functions pertinent to the cadastre, geodesy or
cartography shall be acquired from the moment of entry of the applicant into the register
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of the bodies professionally competent to perform functions pertinent to the cadastre,
geodesy and cartography. The information of the register is public.
CONCLUSION
We can summarize that nowadays building construction, investments or transactions of
immovable properties are impossible without Cadastre and Land Register. By drawing
cadastral maps and maintaining data about ownership and other real rights over real
estates the state controls transferring, changing or terminating property rights and other
actions, circumstances and legal facts. However, there are registered some problems
about the punctuation in maps and data basis that led up to the idea of improving the legal
framework and passing of new law. The reform should be carefully considered because
changes could have other negative consequences like these appeared when in 2001
Bulgarian Cadastre and Property Register Act was enforced.
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ABSTRACT
The analysis of geotagged photos from social media platforms is one of the latest forms
of obtaining spatial information that can be used by scientist and especially by
geographers. This new form of data, named crowd sourced geographic information has
been used in studies as a monitoring method of the number of visitors in natural parks or
to calculate the intensity with which there are frequented some tourist routes.
This paper proposes a methodology that uses geotagged photos to monitor the tourist
flows in the Danube Delta based on the information available on Google Earth
geobrowser in the form of photos from different locations inside the analyzed area. At the
same time we collected information about the content of the photos, which has given us
information about the preferences of tourists regarding the landscape.
The method that we used to visualize the patterns created by the location of the photos is
Kernel Density Estimator (KDE). This method advantage is that it only needs the location
of the photos and it shows if there are clusters/ hot-spots in the distribution and at the
same time it predicts the density of the photos starting from existing data. Another method
that we used to confirm what we observed through KDE is a grid that covers the analyzed
area and we noticed that the grid boxes with the greatest number of photos are overlapping
with the areas of high density.
The value of this paper is given by the fact that not only shows an image of the areas that
tourists prefer to go to, it explores a complementary method to estimate the number of
tourists, beside the number of overnight stays that is available only for the conventional
accommodation units, and so it contributes to spatially adjust the tourists attendance in
the deltaic space.
Keywords: geotagged photos, volunteered geographic information, Kernel Density
Estimator
INTRODUCTION
Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) is considered to be a significant innovation
because ordinary citizens became sensors that send information due to the usage of
location-based devices. The advantages of VGI are related to its accessibility and the large
amount of information [1], the diversity of fields of application and the experiential and
perceptional nature of the content [2]. One of the main sources of VGI is location based
social media because it is a source of data which contains spatial and temporal
information associated to a specific content like photos or text. Social media is considered
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to be a passive source of crowdsourced geographic information because its purpose is
different than spatial planning. In this case, the user gets the role of sensor without him
knowing, which is why compared to the collaborative mapping, collecting spatial
information from social media is considered to be less intrusive, since it does not require
extraordinary efforts from the users [3], [4, [5]. Because of its passive nature social media
data can capture a different vision on the activities that citizens prefer compared to active
data collection campaigns [1]. There are still reservation regarding the use of social media
as a complementary data source for spatial planning since it presents only a selective
representation of reality, which is why is recommended to compare it to the classical data
sources such as census data and surveys [1]. Traditionally, data regarding the number of
visitors from an area is collected through surveys. In the countries where are implemented
advanced monitoring systems, surveys are carried out systematically, but the impediment
is that they are time consuming and expensive, which is why data from social media is
about to be considered complementary to classical surveys [6]. Many researchers have
already used social media data in tourism studies to quantify the number of visitors and
the tourism revenues and to establish visitation patterns of tourists inside natural areas
[7], [8], [9], [10]; social media is also used to determine tourist’s preferences regarding
landscapes [11].
METHODOLOGY
The dataset is composed of 12740 photographs from 7322 locations in the
analyzed area, collected manually from the Google Earth geobrowser, the initial source
of them being the social media platform Panoramio. The time interval in which the
photographs were taken covers a period of 12 years, from 2005 to 2017. The dataset
contains the location of the photographs and information about their content (whether it
surprises the type of household, the water scenery etc.) which was filled in when the
dataset was created.
The dataset permitted us to calculate the density of photographs based on their location
using the Kernel Density Tool from the ArcGIS 10.4.1 software. The Kernel Density tool
calculates the density of features in a neighborhood around those features. This method
was used in finding the density of houses, crime reports, roads or utility lines influencing
urbanized areas or wildlife habitat [12]. In this case, the photographs are considered point
events that show the presence of tourists in the analyzed area. One of the most popular
methods for analyzing points event distribution is Kernel Density Estimator because it is
easy to understand and implement [12], especially since some software already have tools
that calculate it. In this case, higher values of the density show an increased interest in
that area; Kisilevich assumed that the quantitative spatial density of pictures shared online
is a measure of spatial preferences [13]. Kernel density estimator can be used on datasets
containing only the coordinates of the points but has also the option to weight the features
depending on their importance. In this case, the features were weighted by the number of
photographs taken in the same location. Because the location of the photographs is not
equally distributed in the analyzed area, and there are spatial outliers, it is recommended
to use the default value for the bandwidth.
The second method we used is a grid that covers the analyzed area and has the role to
verify the accuracy of the results obtained previously and to count the number of pictures
from each category of landscape observed in order to see tourists preferences. The grid
was created using the Fishnet tool from Data Management toolset, and each cell has an
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area of 5 square kilometers. The dimension of the grid cell was selected so that the
differences in the spatial distribution can be easily observed. If the grid cell was bigger,
the results could not capture the differences in the area. The grid was also used to classify
the deltaic space based on the preferences of social media users. In this sense, for each
grid cell was counted the number of photos from each category* and the maximum value
gives the type of the cell (Figure 1).

Figure 3. Classification method of tourist’s preferences for the photographs at grid level

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A first result consists of the localization of the photographs inside the analyzed area. As
seen in figure 1, the geotagged photographs are concentrated in some areas, and that can
be explained by the existence of accommodation units in the localities or by the location
of the navigable ways, that offers better accessibility for tourists. Of course, as observed
before many photographs are concentrated on the main branches of the Delta and at the
limit between the delta and the sea. Because one of the goals of this paper is to prove that
geotagged photographs are a complementary method to estimate tourist flows, we
compared the existing statistical data with this cartogram. In figure 3, we represented the
number of incoming tourists registered in the accommodation units, in the analyzed
period of time, 2005-2016. The data is aggregated on NUTS3 level (communes). We
observed that the communes represented in the graph, meaning that they have registered
tourists across the entire time period, have also a great density of geotagged photographs.
What is interesting is the fact that there are some communes that don't appear on the graph
but have a great density of points. This means that the tourists, who have taken photos in
those areas, were not registered. This is the case of Pardina, Ceatalchioi, Chilia Veche
and C.A.Rosetti. If it were to trust the statistical data for those localities, it would appear
that in the area there is no touristic activity. This can be explained by the fact that, even
though in the area there are no accommodation units, there is a program of daily trips, so
that is how tourists get there. There are three explanations for the concentration of
geotagged photographs. The first one is the proximity of the accommodation units. There
are some areas of great density situated in the localities that have many accommodation
units, as the case of Sfântu Gheorghe, Crişan, Mila 23 and Murighiol. High densities of
photos are observed across the navigable routes inside the Delta and on the main lakes.
This is possible because there are a number of touristic routes that the locals promote as
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day trips. Other areas with great density of geotagged photographs are some points of
interest in the Danube Delta, which everyone who comes here wants to see (such as Letea
Forest). There are even trips specially created for photographers.

Figure 4. Geolocated photographs in the period 2005-2016
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Figure 5. Number of tourists registered from 2005 to 2016

The cartogram presented in figure 4 represents the kernel density of the geotagged
photographs, and this map was necessary because some of the photographs are
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overlapping, so the density is higher in those areas. This map shows a clearer view on the
patterns already outlined in figure 2, the highest density being recorded in the areas well
known and that register a great number of incoming tourists, on one hand, due to a wellpreserved image (such as Sfântu Gheorghe and Sulina) and on the other due to new
investments in accommodation units as is the case of Crişan and Murighiol.

Figure 6. Kernel density of the geolocated photographs

Figure 5 is also a representation of the number of geotagged photographs, but this time
they are aggregated in a grid with the dimension of the cell of 5 km square. If kernel
density was an approximation of the real values, in this map, each of the grid cells is
recording the exact number of photos. As seen below, the patterns observed earlier are
maintaining. The highest number of geotagged photographs is registered in Sfântul
Gheorghe and Sulina followed by Mila 23, Crişan and Murighiol. If these high values can
be explained based on the proximity of the accommodation units, there are areas where
the number of photographs can be explained by the fact that tourists are traveling and
exploring the navigable channels and the well-known lakes in order to benefit from the
aquatic scenery. Another explanation is that people are interested in some specific
landscapes and places, as is the case of Letea Forest. This area is very popular among the
tourists, so the locals organize daily trips. Figure 6 is a detailed image of the patterns
created by the photographs in some areas. In figure 6.2 the pattern created by the
photographs shows the areas of origins of the tourists: some of them are coming to the
forest from Crişan and Mila 23 and others are coming from Sulina. The fact that these 2
locations are closer to Letea Forest is another advantage of the tourists: they can take boat
trips in the surrounding area, come to see the forest, and in the night they can return at the
hotels and benefit from the comfort they offer.
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Figure 7. Number of photograph aggregated on a grid with the area of a cell of 5 km square

In figure 6.2 is presented another situation of clustered photographs. This time the
proximity of Chilia branch and the channels that connect the lakes make this area
captivating and accessible for tourists. The last example shows an alignment of geotagged
photographs on the shoreline, and the interest in this area comes from the beauty of the
Delta entering the sea: on one side the interest is at the sea and on the other at the lagoons.
The specifics of this area are given by the beaches Vadu and Corbu, which are less
affected by tourist facilities; the tourists that come here are camping in the attempt to not
destroy the natural environment. This affirmation is confirmed by the cartogram
presented in figure 7, which shows the dominant type of photograph for each cell of the
grid, and the only photographs that captured tents and caravans are located in this area.
The preferences of tourists regarding the landscape they photograph are concentrated on
aquatic scenery (but this category includes specific vegetation, lakes covered by lotus
flowers, sunset and sunrise etc.), but there are also some clustered areas where the element
captured in the photographs are the birds. Another type of landscape photographed is
generally named terrestrial landscape and includes pictures from the villages (local
housing and surroundings) or from places of interest like forests or hills. The elements
that could not be missed by the cameras are the fishermen boats since fishing is an
important activity of the locals.
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Figure 8. Detailed situation for some areas
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Figure 9. Classes of photographs in the analyzed area

CONCLUSIONS:
The usage of the geotagged photographs are of great help in monitoring the activity of
tourists especially in large areas like the Danube Delta where there are no other methods
of estimating the number of people who come to visit except for the incoming logs from
the accommodation units. The advantage is that the location of the photographs provides
the spatial information necessary in establishing the patterns created by tourists and the
quantity of shared information offers an image of the locations they want to see. This can
be helpful for the locals in order to create touristic packages adapted for their guests and
for the local authorities, by monitoring tourists’ flows and preventing them from entering
in the areas strictly protected.
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ABSTRACT
The Baseu catchment basin is situated in the northeast of Romanian and it is a right-side
tributary of the Prut River. At the end of spring the most significant floods occur on the
Romanian territory. They are due to the maximum amounts of rainfall and to snow
melting. The phenomenon is also specific to the Baseu catchment basin. The last 20 years
have witnessed a change in temporal manifestation, with maximum intensities during the
summer (the months of July and August) when heavy rainfall is recorded. In the last 40
years, several critical episodes occurred, which endangered the lives of 79,000
inhabitants. In order to assess the hazard associated with maximum runoff, a floodable
stripe with an assurance of 1% (once every 100 years) was modelled. Flood modelling
involved the manipulation in GIS setting of the parameters of digital elevation model
(DEM) and of their relations with the hydrological system. The main objective of the
study is the modelling of an exceptional flood with a probability of 1%, similar to the one
of 1969, when the Stefanesti gauging station recorded a flow of 330 m 3/s. Based in the
analysis of the hydrological data spanning over 50 years, recorded at three gauging
stations, a maximum flow of 248.1 m3/s was determined (the Stefanesti gauging station),
using the Pearson III probability curve. The findings have highlighted the significant
vulnerability of the human settlements situated in the flood plain of the Baseu River. A
surface of 17,000 ha would be flooded, accounting for around 17.5% of the total basin
surface.
Key words: major riverbed, historic floods, probability, land use, wetlands
INTRODUCTION
Under hydrological aspect Romania is facing starting with the second half of the cold
season until the beginning of the warm season with exceptional flood situations caused
by sudden melting of snow and heavy rain. The main causes of the floods occurring in
Romania are the combination of several types of anthropogenic activities such as:
uncontrolled deforestation, favouring the reduction of interception, retention and
infiltration, while emphasizing the erosion of land in the slope; building houses and
industrial buildings in the floodplain area; building embankments in the meadow
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overlapping communication routes and barging rivers, reducing their active drainage
section. At the regional level, north-eastern Romania frequently faces floods as a
consequence of its location between two large hydrographical basins, Siret basin that is
predominantly mountainous and Prut catchment specific to the hillside and plain [1-7].
The Baseu River basin has faced many hydrological critical situations over time which
was recorded in the national literature. Under historical aspect, the situations worth
mentioning from the point of view of the magnitude of the phenomenon are those of 1932
when the union of the waters of the Baseu River with those of the Prut River flooded the
meadow at a width of 2-3 km and that of 1969 when the most violent flood in the history
of the basin hydrographic basin, with a duration between 65-125 hours and a maximum
flow of 330 m3/s, was recorded on the basis of abundant rainfall. The importance of
identifying areas with a high potential flood risk derives from the need to reduce the
devastating effects of floods, which can be of an economic, social and environmental
nature. The present paper aims to achieve two objectives: the application of the flood
modeling methodology using the HEC-RAS software based on high resolution digital
terrain model (LiDAR) and spatial analysis of floods with probability of occurrence of
0.1%, 1% and 3%.

Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area on Romania territory

So far, studies focusing on modeling floods using GIS techniques and estimating the
damage generated by them for the Baseu River basin are based only on modeling within
institutions and their display on web platforms. These modeling have been part of the
process of implementing the 2007/60/CE Directive, which has as main objective the
assessment and management of flood risk. At the same time, at the local level, was
generated a flood band on a scale of 1:25000, elaborated by the Technical Support Group
of CJSU Botosani. Recent studies dealing with hydrological risks and their modeling in
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hydrographic basins in the mountain and sub-mountain area belong to the authors such
as:[7-9].The international literature that has been assimilated for this study [9-26].
STUDY AREA
The Baseu river flows in the north-east of Romania its river basin Baseu river basin is
located in the northeastern part of Romania, being a component of Moldavian Plain in
proportion of 90%, and the Suceava Plateau in proportion of 10%, represented by the
central-eastern part of Ibanesti Hill (Figure 1). It has a length of 118 km, and it drains an
area of 967 km2. The altitude of the Baseu catchment varies between 54 m in the river
meadow, in the southern part, at the confluence of the Baseu River with the Prut River
and 318 m in the extreme north. It has a seasonal rich drain with an underground feed of
30-40% [1-4].
The multi-annual average flow rate at the Stefanesti hydrometric station between the
years 1966-2016 is 1.6 m3/s (Qavg = 6.9 m3/s in 1969; Qavg = 0.1 m3/s in 2016). The
temperature of the air shows a small variation from the north to the southern part, the
thermal regime being determined to a large extent by the thermal characteristics of the air
masses. Average air temperature values are between 7.7°C and 9.6°C. Annual average
precipitation ranges from 450 to 624 mm. From the point of view of land use, the Baseu
catchment is occupied in a proportion of 66% of arable land, 21% of pastures, 5% of
forests, 2.8% yards and constructions, 2.1% of water surfaces, 1.7% of vegetation forestry
and 1.4% other structures.
METHODS
The High Resolution Digital Model (LiDAR) and the hydrological data were provided by
the Regional Water Administration Prut-Barlad, Iasi. To this dataset allowed the
determination of maximum flows using the Pearson Type III distribution curve. The three
hydrometric stations used in this study are situated in the upper, middle and lower sectors
of the Baseu River. Determination of flows corresponding to the probabilities of
occurrence of 0.1%, 1% and 3% implied statistical calculations based on the flows
recorded at the three hydrometric stations within the river basin (Table 1) [8, 14-15].
The calculations consisted in determining the probability of empirical overflow according
to Weibull's formula (1.1) and the probability of occurrence of unregistered flows based
on the calculation formula Person III (1.2) [8].
(1.1.) Pi = i/(n+1)*100
Where: Pi%–the probability of the occurrence of a measured flow; i–the order number of
the flow rate; n–the total number of string terms;
(1.2.) Qp% = Qmed*(1+Cv*Φp%)
Where: Qp – insurance flow rate; Qmed – average flow rate; Cv – the coefficient of
variation; Φp% – ordinates of the insurance curve for Cv=1.
Table 1. The maximum flow rates and the exceedance with different probabilities on the Başeu River
Max. flow rates with different exceedance
probabilities**
Qmax
River
Gauge type*
Date
(m3/s)
0.1%
1%
3%
5%
10%
Başeu
July 1969 143
203
113
74
55
34
sG1 Havârna
May 1985 22.6
117
66
44
33
21
sG2 Ştiubeni
July 1969 330
431
248
167
130
85
mG3 Ştefăneşti
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* sG - secondary gauge (sG1 Havârna - recorded period 1969-2000; sG2 Ştiubei - recorded period 19801997); mG - Main gauge (mG3 Ştefăneşti - recorded period 1966-2016). **The maximum flow rates with
different exceedance probabilities were estimated using the Pearson Type III distribution curve, taking into
account the historical flow rates recorded at the G1 and G3 in July 1969, and at the G2 in May 1985.

In obtaining areas exposed to flood risk was used HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering
Centers River Analysis System) software, developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers
in 1993 [14, 15]. Also it was used the ArcGis software and the HEC-Geo-RAS extension.
In order to model flood risk for the area under consideration, three stages were carried
out: pre-processing, processing and eventually post-processing. The pre-processing stage
involves creating necessary vectors such as: riverbed, banks, flow paths and the crosssections [8].
The next step is to calculate the attributes that are necessary to generate the flood bands
in the second stage (length, hydro-ID, station, river name, reach, banks, left/right length,
channel length). The processing step involves exporting to the HEC-RAS software and
introducing some parameters such as: Manning roughness coefficient and Boundary
condition. The post-processing step involves exporting the HEC-RAS result to the ArcGis
software and achieving the flood limit for the 0.1%, 1% and 3% situations.
Table 2. Flooded area with different probabilities and the population from Baseu river meadow
Flooded area (Ha) with different probabilities
Surface Population Ppl. density
Code Settlement
HEC-RAS
HEC-RAS HEC-RAS CSDAF
2
2
(km )
(no.ppl)
(ppl/km )
0.1%
1%
3%
1%
S1
Alba
3.58
1,406
393
57.17
49.11
41.78
33.01
S2
Bașeu
1.08
539
499
17.6
7.44
6.25
3.57
S3
Hudești
2.75
1,100
400
9.75
5.47
4.25
5.11
S4
Havârna
4.18
2,823
675
15.75
10.99
8.58
2.41
S5
Gârbeni
0.64
420
656
16.33
12.65
10.87
1.11
S6 Tătărășeni
1.14
797
699
17.93
12.76
10.03
7.12
S7
Balinți
0.67
396
591
14.23
12.01
10.13
7.74
S8
Niculcea
0.13
41
315
0.51
0.35
0.27
0.15
S9
Negreni
1.09
909
834
5.49
4.58
4.12
3.93
S10 Știubieni
2.14
1,727
807
13.01
7.37
5.06
1.97
S11 Chișcăreni 0.61
495
811
7.77
5.78
4.80
1.62
S12 Sat Nou
0.28
124
443
10.08
9.53
7.36
S13 Petricani
0.97
645
665
23.84
21.12
17.90
2.57
S14
Săveni
2.29
8,145
3,557
16.16
8.24
4.37
5.12
S15 Vlăsinești
1.56
1,596
1,023
13.13
7.54
4.60
0.05
S16 Bozieni
0.34
255
750
9.96
7.80
6.87
2.38
S17
Sârbi
1.04
1,064
1,023
14.95
12.23
9.61
1.07
S18 Miron C.
0.83
472
569
5.35
4.73
4.53
0.90
S19 Slobozia
0.18
86
478
3.24
1.47
0.33
2.14
S20
Hănești
1.28
1,127
880
22.64
14.14
9.96
8.86
S21 Moara J.
0.22
89
405
3.91
1.94
0.76
0.67
S22 Mihălășeni 1.07
743
694
1.73
0.60
0.22
1.62
S23 Negrești
0.32
300
938
1.44
0.58
0.23
2.87
S24
Păun
0.41
289
705
23.17
9.57
6.04
6.97
S25 Năstase
0.31
183
590
3.14
2.00
1.55
0.32
S26
Stânca
1.05
812
773
15.13
11.23
8.59
S27ab Ștefănești
2.42
6,630
2,740
15.26
11.25
9.69
S28
Bădiuți
1.08
985
912
47.85
44.60
42.63
S29 Bobulești
2.06
1,322
642
15.68
7.10
4.28
0.38
S30 Românești 1.83
1,394
762
29.03
20.56
15.05
6.06
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By analyzing the results of the three specific situations, the probability of occurrence of
maximum flood-generating flows was highlighted by the high exposure of localities to
floods with a probability of production once every 1000 years, 100 years and 33 for years.
With regard to the flooded areas in Table 2, it can be seen the flooded areas for each
settlement within meadow. In the case of the 0.1% situation the affected area was 18.000
ha which represent 18.6% of the entire catchment. The flood band with a probability of
1% affected a 17.000 ha, which represents 17.6% of the surface of the river basin, and the
flood band with a probability of 3%, affected an area of 16.400 ha, occupying 16.9% of
the total area of the basin. Regarding the County Scheme of Defense Against Flooding
(CSDAF) flood band the affected area was 16.300 ha [3].

Figure 2. Boxplots showing the flood areas descriptive statistics for all settlements grouped by main land
use classes: (a) total affected area, (b) residential area, (c) industrial area, (d) transport infrastructure,
(e) agricultural area, (f) unproductive land, (g) forest and (h) water body.

From the point of view of land use, the polygons have been digitized after orthophotos
manually and were chosen 24 classes of land use and after that were grouped in seven
large categories: residential area, industrial area, transport infrastructure, agricultural
area, unproductive land, forest, and water body. The most affected categories are
represented by the residential area and agricultural area. A clear situation about the
affected category at the level of each settlement is offered by the Figure 2 who represents
the minimum, maximum and mean values of the affected area.
Cartographically we can see the difference between the three flood bands in Figure 3
where are represented all 31 settlements of meadow Baseu river. The construction of
houses predominantly in the meadow of the river favors the increase of flooded houses
and implicitly of socio-economic damages.
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CONCLUSIONS
The study sought to apply a methodology for identifying areas with high hydrological
risk in a medium-sized river basin. The geographic context underlying the flood
phenomenon was analyzed using ArcGIS, HEC-RAS software and three hypothetical
hypotheses were generated after calculating flows with a probability of occurrence of
0.1%, 1% and 3%. The created models have highlighted the fact that a large percentage
of the surface of the basin is constantly subject to flood risk, the flood band of 0.1%
flooding an area of over 18.000 ha; the flood band of 1% flooded an area of 17.000 ha,
while the 3% flooded the basin on an area of 16.400 ha.
The study area is predisposed to flooding as a consequence of natural conditions, in this
case climate events (solid precipitation in the winter which causes by melting, floods in
the second part of the cold season, heavy rainfall in the warm season) but also as a
consequence of the human footprint, with regard to massive deforestation and technically
unsuitable hydro-technical constructions.
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Figure 3. Example of 31 flooded settlements within Baseu catchment based on flood bands probabilities
with insurance of 0,1%, 1% and 3% calculated using HEC-RAS River Analysis System. Conforming to
land use, the damages are significant (see Figure 2).
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ABSTRACT
The density of the hydrographical network in Romania is high; hence, many settlements
are situated in the major floodplain, which is often subjected to floods. The elaboration
of hydrological risk maps for the major hydrographical arteries is extremely useful for
the development plans of human settlements within plateaus and plains. The Jijia River
is the main tributary within the northern sector of the Prut River. It dredges the Moldavian
Plain from the NW towards the SE. The modelling of floods in the floodplain of the Jijia
River involved three stages. In the first stage, the data necessary for simulating floods
were collected (i.e. maximum flows from the hydrometric stations and the LIDAR data).
In the second stage, the data obtained were processed (theoretical flows with assurances
of 0.1%, 1%, 3% and 5% were calculated using the Pearson III formula and the LIDAR
data were processed). In the third stage, the floodable stripes were obtained using the
software programs Arc-GIS, HEC-GeoRAS and HEC-RAS. Finally, maps with potential
floodable areas were generated. The floodable surface on the Jijia River is 119.078 km2
for the assurance of 0.1%, 102.06 km2 for the assurance of 1%, 84.99 km2 for the
assurance of 3% and 71.45 km2 for the assurance of 5%. Along with the potentially
floodable surface, the level of flooding was obtained: it reached a peak value of 6.83 m
in case of the assurance of 0.1%. Using the existing data, an analysis was conducted
regarding the potential risks in case of major floods. The purpose of the study is to prevent
floods and to mitigate their effects on the human settlements within the floodplain of the
Jijia River.
Keywords: human settlements, flood mitigation, historic floods, effects
INTRODUCTION
Floods are the most devastating phenomena that cause major changes in the topographic
area over time, affecting socially and economically human communities. Overlapping
abundant precipitation with the sudden melting of snow is the main cause of floods in the
temperate zone. In Romania, this phenomenon manifests itself most frequently at the
beginning of the spring [1-7].
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Regarding the floods that occur in the NE of Romania, there are several studies in national
[8-13] and international literature [14-17] which identified and described the extreme
phenomena associated with the maximum leakage and the devastating effect of their
manifestation. In 2013, the first floodplains were made by The Prut-Barlad River Basin
Administration, using LiDAR and the MIKE software.
The present paper aims at carrying out a flood simulation with the assurance of 0.1%, 1%,
3% and 5% using the HEC-RAS methodology. Thus, the hydrological risk map for the
Jijia River basin is further developed, in addition to the data of the Prut-Barlad River
Basin Administration.
STUDY AREA
The Jijia hydrographic basin is located in the north-eastern part of Romania, being part
of the Moldavian Plain. From the hydrographic point of view, the Jijia basin area is part
of the Prut River basin, the Jijia River being a tributary of its right. From the
administrative and territorial point of view, the study area corresponds to the counties of
Botosani and Iasi (Fig.1).
The geological deposits specific to the Jijia River basin belong to the Upper Holocene
and the Upper Pleistocene. From a climatic point of view, in the Jijia River basin, an
average annual temperature of 9 to 9.5°C is recorded and the annual rainfall is relatively
small compared to the country average, with values ranging from 550 to 600 mm per year
. The climatic characteristics, vegetation and rock type of the Jijia River meadow have
facilitated the development of Aluviosol soils, predominantly eutrium Aluviosol. Also in
the meadow area there are Solonet soil areas.

Figure 1. The location of the Jijia River basin on the territory of Romania
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METODOLOGY
To carry out the present study, it was necessary from the beginning to digitize the relief
elements that formed the basis for flood modeling in order to obtain floodable surfaces.
The spatial database was extracted from a Digital Trainee Model (DTM) obtained by
LiDAR technology (DTM resolution of 0.5 m, 1: 5,000) and bounded by aerial images
(orthophotomaps with a resolution of 0.5 m, 1:5,000). Vector digitization and simulation
of flood strips were performed using ArcGIS software and HEC-RAS and HEC-GeoRAS
extension [18-20]. To simulate flood strips, it was necessary to generate the following
vector strata: the Jijia River valley, which coincides with the drainage channel, the banks
of the minor bed, the major bed, the land use mode, as well as cross-sections with an
equidistance between 20 m in the case sinuous sectors, and up to 300 m in the case of low
sinusoidal sectors. For flood HEC-RAS simulation, based on the LiDAR-type elevation
raster, a .tin file for the Jijia River meadow was generated. The flood simulation was
performed for four levels of insurance, these being: 0.1%, 1%, 3% and 5%. For the
calculation of the flood probabilities, the flow rates and daily levels from four
hydrometric stations on the Jijia River from 1969 to 2015 were obtained from the PrutBarlad River Basin Administration.
Given that the data is only available for 46 years, and for calculating the probability of
occurrence of a hydrological phenomenon over a period of 100-1,000 years, data is
required over the 1,000 year period, it has been calculated theoretical assurance with the
Pearson III formula (Eq.1):
Eq.1: Qp% = Qmed*(1+Cv*φp%)
where: Qp – the insurance rate flow; Qmed – average rate flow; Cv – coefficient of variation; φp% ordinate of the insurance curve for Cv=1

For the recorded data the empirical assurance was calculated using Weibull's formula
(Eq.2):
Eq.2: Pi = i/(n+1)*100
where: Pi % – probability of occurrence of a measured rate flow; i – order number of decreasing
orderly rate flow; n – the total number of string terms

To calculate the water volume as part of the floods taken over by lakes located in the Jijia
River meadow, the formula (Eq.3) was used:
Eq.3: V=S1+S2/2*h
where: V – the volume taken over; S1 – surface of lake water; S2 – the total surface of the lake; h
– the difference between the lake and the sum of the flood rate with the topographic surface [2126].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To assess the hydrological risk and vulnerability of the Jijia meadow population, several
floodplains were generated with theoretical assurance of 5% (20 years), 3% (33 years),
1% (100 years), and 0,1% (1,000 years). These simulations were designed to analyze
potentially flooded areas, assess the damage they generate, and look for new solutions to
mitigate them (Table 1).
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Table 1. Theoretical flows (m3/s) calculated using Pearson III formula
Theoretical discharge m3/s calculated for 3 gauge stations
Type of discharge
probability
Dorohoi
Dângeni
Todireni
0.1%
356.16
261.18
471.34
1%
211.49
174.71
286.45
3%
145.81
134.59
208.60
5%
115.46
116.26
171.97

Flood probability of 5%. The total flood area generated by a 5% assurance flow reaches
a value of 71.44 km2 and is manifested along the Jijia River meadow (Fig. 2). The
maximum flood level, associated with 5% probability of occurrence, reaches a value of
5.90 m in the narrow areas of Jijia meadow, especially in the floodplain areas between
Dorohoi and Dangeni hydrometric stations. In the sinking areas of the small bed, the
floodplain area widens, but the level of flood water is lower.
The minimum level reached by the flood with the probability of 5% is 0.24 m in
the meadow areas with a larger width, but also at the ends of the flood plain. Lakes and
ponds located in the major meadow of the rivers take up a volume of water, greatly
attenuating the flood. Thus, Lake Iezer takes 8.87 million m3 of water, thus protecting the
city of Dorohoi from major waters. Borsa and Campeni lakes take a volume of water of
1.77 million m3 and 0.41 million m3 respectively (Fig. 3).
Flood probability of 3%. In the case of flood simulation obtained with 3% probability
flows, the flow rates of 145.81 m3/s for the Dorohoi hydrometer station, 134.59 m3/s for
Dangeni and 208.60 m3/s for Todireni were introduced in the HEC-RAS software. Thus,
a floodable area of 84.98 km2 was obtained (Fig. 2). Depending on the sinking of the
minor bed and the major bed topography, this area narrows in certain areas where the
flood level increases to a maximum of 6.07 m. The minimum level is recorded, as with
the flood with the probability of 5% , towards the extremities of the floodplain, as well as
in downstream areas where hydro-technical embankment works have been carried out,
which mitigate the flood. The minimum flood level is 0.25 m (Fig. 3).
Flood probability of 1%. For simulation of flood with the probability of producing a 1
to 100 year frequency flow, the theoretical flows obtained with Pearson III formula were
introduced into the HEC-RAS software. Thus, for the Dorohoi hydrometric station the
flow rate was 211.47 m3/s, for Dangeni 174.71 m3/s, and for Todireni 286.45 m3/s (Table
1). The flooded area is 102.05 km2 (Fig. 2) and the maximum flood level is 6.35 m. The
minimum level is recorded, as in previous cases, at the extremities and in the areas where
the Jijia River has been regularized, the value being 0.26 m (Fig. 3).
Flood probability of 0.1%. For simulation of the flood with a probability of 0.1%, the
flows 365.16 m3/s for Dorohoi station, 261.18 m3/s for Dangeni and 471.34 m3/s for
Todireni were introduced. Thus, by processing the data, it was obtained a 0.1% flood
band. The flooded area is 119.07 km2 (Fig. 2). The average flood level is 3.55 m, the
maximum is 6.83 m and the minimum is 0.28 m (Fig. 3).
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study was to estimate and model in the GIS environment potential
flood plains in the Jijia River basin with 1,000 year, 100 year, 33 year and 20 year
demonstration frequencies and floodplains. Following flood bands, floodplains were
obtained with the following values: 119.08 km2 for the flood with a probability of 0.1%,
102.06 km2 for the flood with a probability of 1%, 84.99 km2 for the flood with a
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probability of 3% and 71.45 km2 for flood with a probability of 5%. As far as potential
floods are concerned, they can reach a maximum of over 6 m, which could lead to
considerable damage. By obtaining flood strips and their levels, settlements with high
flood potential can be identified and timely action can be taken to mitigate floods and
reduce damage.

Figure 2. Cartographic representation of floodable areas with assurance of de 0.1%, 1%, 3% and 5%: a.
Dorohoi locality; b. Iacobeni locality; c. Calugareni locality; d. Broscauti locality; e. Hipiceni locality; f.
Trusesti locality; g. Mascateni locality; h. Strahotin and Dangeni localities.
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Figure 3. Cartographic representation of flood band levels with the probability of occurrence of 1 in
1,000 years: a. Higher sector; b. Ungureni - Dangeni sector; c. the Albesti - Hipiceni sector; d. the
Hipiceni-Andrieseni sector; e. Lower sector
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ABSTRACT
The East planning region of the Republic of Macedonia has a great mining history. As a
result, there is a great quantity of waste and significant impact on the environment. Lately
the region is facing a trend of opening new mines, that will affect the economic and social
activities in the region. The increased impact on the environment and the lack of positive
remediation experiences were the motive for analysis of the correlation between proposed
mining activities and environmental protection.
The analysis consists of confronting the value of the locations (natural heritage,
settlements, hydrological elements) and the impact on the environmental media.
The analysis showed that only several locations may be exploited without major spatial
degradation consequences.
Keywords: spatial planning, environment, mining, pollution
INTRODUCTION
The environmental protection in the past was not as important as the economic benefit of
the industry. The outdated technologies used in most of the capacities over time resulted
in 16 contaminated sites around the country, where the presence of soil contamination is
well recognized [6]. The seriousness of possible effects on the ecosystems and people’s
health is such that remedial measures are required. Although there is some progress in the
maintenance of the contaminated sites, after all these years none has been totally
remediated, according to the environmental indicators of the Ministry of environmental
and physical planning. The analysis of the type of the contaminated sites show that there
are 5 mines among them [3].
The East planning region (EPR) in the Republic of Macedonia has a great mining history.
As a result, 99,98% of the waste generated from the mining industry and stone extraction
is concentrated in the East planning region, which has had enormous negative
environmental impact [13]. Lately, the region is facing a trend of opening new mining
sites, that will affect the economic and social activities in the region, as well the
environmental values. This paper is analyzing the potential impact on the spatial values
from the planned concession sites, especially from environmental and social viewpoint.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The main aim of the paper is to offer sustainable approach through the process of location
selection for a geological research concession site, with minimal environmental and social
impact, having in mind that these sites later, become exploitation fields.
The objectives of the paper are:
- Analysis of the locations given as concession sites for geological research in the EPR;
- Environmental aspects of the national legal framework regarding the selected
locations;
- Suggested sustainable approach for the best possible location selection for mining
activities with minimum environmental impact.
THEORETRICAL BACKGROUND
Water quantities for the needs of industry and mining sector in the Republic of Macedonia
are mostly provided from surface waters (watercourses, reservoirs and lakes). The use of
water from springs, needed for supply in the industry and mining sector has risen from
8% in 2010 up to 51% in 2015. The underground water remains the least used source for
water supply in the industry and mining sector with around 1-2% [2]. Comparing to other
regions in the country, the East planning region has major water use in the industry and
mining sector [7].
The national statistical data show that less than 1% of the wastewater generated in the
industry and mining sector is treated before it is discharged [2]. Furthermore, almost the
whole untreated wastewater form industry and mining sector in 2015 was discharged in
the watercourses, reservoirs and the soil (99,6%). Less than 1% was discharged in the
public sewers. Comparing to other regions, the greatest share of the unpurified wastewater
from the industry and mining sectors is discharged in the East planning region [7].
The current water protection issues against pollution in industry and mining and the
amount of waste generated from the mining industry in the East Planning Region, as well
as the present natural values, were the motive for the research analysis presented in this
paper.
METHODOLOGY
The qualitative methodological approach was used for the assessment of the spatial
potential of the selected locations. The concession sites were analyzed through several
criteria: the distance from the surrounding populated areas, nearby natural heritage,
environmentally polluted areas and existing nearby water basins. The collected data,
organized in a geodatabase, using a GIS methodology and tools, were then used for the
analysis, which resulted in several important points presented in the conclusion of the
research paper.
STUDY REGION
The East Planning Region, determined according to the nomenclature of the territorial
units for statistics NUTS-3 [8], is in the eastern part of the Republic of Macedonia. It is
bordered by the Vardar, Northeast and the South-East Planning Regions. It mainly covers
the catchment area of the river Bregalnica and covers 13.76% of the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia.
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Figure 10. Statistical Planning Regions in the Republic of Macedonia
with the position of the study region (East Planning Region)

The EPR is comprised of 11 municipalities: Berovo, Pehchevo, Delchevo, Kochani,
Makedonska Kamenica, Vinica, Zrnovci, Probishtip, Cheshinovo-Obleshevo, Karbinci
and Shtip, with a total area of 353,813.82 ha. The number of settlements is 217, of which
8 are urban settlements and 209 are rural. Regarding the total number of settlements in
the country, the Region participates with 12%, and in the total number of the population
with 9%.
Geologic-petrographic characteristics
The geological structure of Eastern Macedonia includes rocks of metamorphic and
complex Rhodope type, consisting of rocks of varying degrees of crystallinity-crystalline
shales, Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments, magmatic and quaternary formations [1].
These rock masses are included in the following geological formations:
- Complex of Precambrian metamorphic rocks;
- Complex of old Paleozoic rocks and magmatites;
- Hercic-young Paleozoic magmatic rocks and sediments;
- Mesozoic sedimentary rocks and magmatites;
- Sedimentary rocks and volcanics of Тertiary and
- Quarter rocks and volcanics.
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The main characteristic of this area is its location in two geotectonic units on the Balkan
Peninsula: the Serbian-Macedonian mass and the Vardar zone, each of which is
characterized by its specific geological structure.

Figure 11. Geological formations

MINING IN THE STUDY REGION
Exploitation of mineral raw materials is regulated by issuing concessions. Concessions
are issued for the exploration of mines and mining. Metallic, non-metallic, energy mineral
resources, as well as water and geothermal water sources are found in the East Planning
Region [1].
Table 1. Number of localities in EPR by type of mineral and status
Type of mineral
Exploitation
Research
Grand Total
Energy
2
1
3
Metallic
4
8
12
Non-metallic
31
10
41
Water
6
3
9
Grand Total
43
22
65
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Metallic mineral resources
Metallic mineral resources represent the most significant resource and have a direct
impact on the overall economic picture of the region. This is due to the presence of
significant metallogenetic zones within which several major sites (mines) for Pb, Zn, Cu
and Au are determined.
From the existing concessions for exploitation of metallic mineral resources, the most
significant, from the economic point of view, are the sites (mines): "Sasa" - Municipality
of Makedonska Kamenica, "Dobrevo" and "Plavica" - Municipality of Probishtip. Of
these mines, opened during the sixties and seventies in the last century, active exploitation
is done in Dobrevo and Sasa, while in the "Plavica" additional geological explorations
are ongoing for determining additional ore reserves and re-starting the mine.
Energy minerals
Regarding the representation of energy mineral resources, significant zones in the Region
are: Probistip basin and Berovo-Pehchevo-Delcevo basin.
Technogenic mineral resources
These mineral resources are in fact raw materials that can be used in the process of
exploitation of the primary mineral resource.
Also, as a technogenic mineral resource, part of the slag from the mines for metallic
mineral raw materials can be used, where with new techniques and technologies
additional extraction of the remaining content of metal in the slag is possible.
Non-metallic mineral raw materials
Significant are the occurrences of construction-technical stone, quartz, clay, opal breccia
and tuff.
As subclass of the non-metallic mineral raw materials architectural-ornamental and
architectural-construction stones are represented by: ignimbrites, limestones, andesites,
sandstones etc.
Water
There are findings of mineral, thermo-mineral, thermal and mineral/CO2 gas waters in the
EPR. From the aspect of hydrothermal zoning, the following zones are distinguished:
Kocani valley - Kocani-Istibanja, near the village Krupiste; granite massif in the
surroundings of Stip (Stip granites) - the Kezhovica bath in the Stip area.
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Figure 12. Localities with mining and research concessions, by mineral type
Table 2. Exploitation of minerals by type in the region (Area in hectares)
Type of the mineral
Mineral
Energy Metallic Non-metallic
Water
Exploitation Total
Basalt
82.30
82.30
Ceramic Clay
341.62
341.62
Clay
26.89
26.89
Coal
689.10
689.10
Copper
600.67
600.67
Copper, Gold and Silver
1,688.18
1,688.18
Gabbro
53.18
53.18
Geothermal water
59.97
59.97
Groundwater
0.27
0.27
Lead
595.50
595.50
Lead and zinc
642.30
642.30
Limestone
214.53
214.53
Limestone and Rapeseed
Limestone
90.20
90.20
Marble limestone
12.35
12.35
Opal Breccia
98.24
98.24
Quartz
373.47
373.47
Quartzites
16.39
16.39
Rapeseed limestone
76.31
76.31
Sand and Gravel
6.53
6.53
Slate
42.50
42.50
Thermo-mineral water
93.19
93.19
Tuff
60.31
60.31
Tuff, Gabbro, Monzonite
42.50
42.50
Grand Total
689.10 3,526.64
1,537.32
153.43
5,906.49
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Table 3. Research of minerals by type in the region (Area in hectares)
Type of the mineral
Mineral
Energy
Metallic Non-metallic Water
Research Total
Andesite
35.17
35.17
Basalt
14.30
14.30
Coal
403.59
403.59
Copper
769.40
769.40
Copper and gold
2,837.72
2,837.72
Geothermal water
55.24
55.24
Groundwater
7.39
7.39
Limestone
312.64
312.64
Metallic
5,032.39
5,032.39
Quartz
46.64
46.64
Sand
1.94
1.94
Slate
31.67
31.67
Grand Total
403.59 8,639.51
442.36
62.63
9,548.08

The largest share in the areas intended for exploitation and exploration of mineral
resources have metallic minerals (79%), followed by non-metallic (13%), energy (7%)
and water (1%). The exploitation of the metallic ore is underground, but the impact of the
technology used for exploitation on the environment is significant. Non-metallic minerals
are extracted in quarries; therefore, the impact is mainly on the landscape and air quality.
Water exploitation has the least visible impact on the environment. Still care must be
taken regarding the long-term balance of underground waters in the Region.
SUSTAINABLE APPROACH
The process of sustainable spatial planning is essential for determination of the best
possible use of the land use categories in the future. Thus, there is need to view the spatial
potential from all aspects, before making a decision for future development of the planned
area. The fact that some spheres of interest are forced towards rapid use without taking
into account the spatial potential of the other spheres of interest is unsustainable.
The locations of the concession sites for geological research in this paper were analysed
by their spatial potential through four criteria: populated areas, natural heritage,
environmental values and water sources.
The distance between the concession site and the populated areas is very important since
the geological research, and later the exploitation, will have environmental consequences
which may result in health issues of the nearby population. Thus the nearby population
will be mostly affected.
The second criterion was: the presence of nearby water bodies, since the mining activities
will affect the life in them; the planned water supply systems, which will affect the
population health through the quality of the drinking water and the planned irrigation
systems, which will affect the nearby agricultural land, and consequently the population
that will consume those products.
The third criterion was the distance from the natural heritage. The concession sites located
in protected or proposed for protection natural heritage will affect the natural values in a
long term, so the heritage will lose its designated values.
The distance from waste disposal sites is also important, since there might be indications
for pollution of the underground water designated for exploitation.
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The outcome from the analysis of the concession sites for geological research in the East
Planning Region, by these criteria is presented for each municipality below:

Figure 13. Localities with mining and research concessions in municipalities of Berovo, Pehchevo,
Delchevo, M. Kamenica and Vinica

Dvorishte
Copper and gold
Area: 2452 ha

Table 4. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Berovo
Research site
Spatial potential
Populated area The concession site is located near the national border with Republic of
Bulgaria.
Nearest populated area in the Republic of Macedonia is Dvoriste, located
less than 1 km from the concession site.
Surface water
There are several watercourses and flows crossing through the
concession site: Bukovkracka River, Sredocka River, Elenska River,
Crkvicka River and Zabelski, Gramadnicki and Drshanski flow.
Natural
The concession site is located in representative area Ograzden proposed
heritage
to be managed for species conservation.
Environment
Wild dump is located 0,7 km from the concession site.
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Populated area

Bela Voda
Underground
water
Area: 7,39 ha

Budinarci
Metallic minerals
Area: 1050 ha

Surface water

Natural
heritage
Surface water

Natural
heritage

The concession site is partialy entering the populated area Budinarci.
The populated area Machevo is located at 0,4 km distance from the
concession site.
The populated area Mitrashinci is located 0,75 km from the concession
site.
Water supply sistem is located in the borders of the concession site.
There are several watercourses crossing through the concession site:
Bregalnica, Davalica, Kamenica, Golem Dol, Lenishka River, Roshul
and Selska River.
The concession site is partialy entering in the planned accumulation
Razlovci.
The irrigation system Ratevska Reka and Chiflic is located on 0,8 km
distance from the concession site.
The concession site is located 0,1 km from the proposed natural
heritage, Machevo, monument of the nature.
The River Bela Voda is passing by the concession site.
The Prevedenska River is passing by the concession site on a 0,3 km
distance.
The concession site is located in representative area Ograzden proposed
to be managed for species conservation.

Kulata
Metallic minerals
Area: 900 ha

Zvegor and Stamer
Coal
Area: 403,59 ha

Table 5. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Delchevo
Research site
Spatial potential
Populated area The concession site is located 1,7 km from Delchevo.
Planned gas line is passing through the concession site.
Surface water
The Bregalnica River and some other small watercourses are passing
through the concession site.
Grashtica River is passing by near the concession site.
Irrigation system Delchevsko Pole is passing through the concession
site.
Water supply system Delchevo is passing through the concession site.
Wastewater system is passing on 0,9 km distance from the site.
Natural
The concession site is located 0,4 km from the proposed natural heritage
heritage
for protection, Stamer - natural rarity, 1,6 km from the Cave Konjska
Dupka – monument of nature.
The concession site is located 2 km from the protected natural heritage
Zvegor – natural rarity.
Environment
Wild dump is located 0,7 km from the concession site.
Populated area The populated area Chiflic is entering in the concession site.
Planned gas line is passing at 0,5 km distance from the concession site.
Surface water
The Bregalnica River and some other small watercourses are passing
through the concession site.
Irrigation system Delchevsko Pole is passing through the concession
site.
Water supply system Delchevo is passing at 0,3 km distance from the
concession site.
Wastewater system is passing at 0,7 km distance from the concession
site.
Natural
The concession site is located 2,4 km from the proposed natural heritage
heritage
for protection, Stamer - natural rarity.
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Odzov Chukar
Non-metalic
minerals: sand
Area: 1,94 ha

Surface water

R’zacki Kamen
Limestone
Area: 11,82 ha

Populated area

Natural
heritage

Natural
heritage
Populated area

The nearest populated area Zvegor is located at 0,4 km distance from
the concession site.
The concession site is partially entering in the irrigation system
Sandanski.
The Gabrovska River is passing by the concession site on a 0,5 km
distance, and the river Zvegor is passing by on a 0,6-0,7 km distance.
The concession site is located at 0,9 km distance from the protected
natural heritage Zvegor – natural rarity.
The nearest populated area Zvegor is located at 2 km distance from the
concession site.
The concession site is is located 1,7 km from the proposed natural
heritage for protection, Stamer - natural rarity.

Table 6. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research
in municipality of Makedonska Kamenica

Sasa
Metalic minerals
Area: 1272,67 ha

Research
site

Spatial potential
Populated area
Surface water

Natural
heritage

Populated area

Kamenica
Metalic minerals
Area: 620 ha

Surface water
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Environment

Kozja River, Svinja River, Petrova River and some other small
watercourses are passing through the concession site.
The Kamenica River is passing near by the concession site.
The concession site is entering the proposed natural heritage Osogovski
planini [5].
The concession site is entering the proposed natural heritage Crvena
Reka.
The populated area Lukovica is entering the concession site.
Makedonska Kamenica is located on 0,1 km distance from the
concession site.
Kamenica, Lukovicka Reka and some other small watercourses are
passing through the concession site.
The planned irrigation system Lukovicka River is entering the
concession site.
The planned accumulation Lukovica is entering the concession site.
The concession site is located on 0,7 km distance from the protection
zone of the accumulation Kalimansko Ezero.
There are installations near by the concession site that have had negative
environmental impact in the near past.
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Figure 14. Localities with mining and research concessions in municipalities of Kochani, Zrnovci,
Probishtip, Cheshinovo-Obleshevo, Karbinci and Shtip

Vinicka Vada
Geothermal water
Area: 2,34 ha

Przhani
Quartz
Area: 46,64 ha

Table 7. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Kocani
Research
Spatial potential
site
Surface water
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
Natural
The concession site is entering the proposed natural heritage Osogovski
heritage
planini.
The concession site is partially entering the proposed natural heritage and
Zletovska Reka - Ratkova Skala.
Populated area Kochani is located on 1,1 km distance from the concession site.
Surface water
The concession site is near by the Kochanska River.
The concession site is partially entering the planned water supply sistem
Kocani.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
Environment
Wild dump is located on 0,3 km from the concession site.
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Zelen Grad
Coper and Goled
Area: 385 ha

Table 8. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Probishtip
Research
Spatial potential
site
Populated area The populated area Zelen Grad is entering the concession site.
The concession site is located near by the populated area Jamishte.
Surface water
The concession site is entering the firs and second protection zones of the
river Zletovica.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
Natural
The concession site is entering the proposed natural heritage Osogovski
heritage
planini.
The concession site is partially entering the proposed natural heritage and
Zletovska Reka - Ratkova Skala.

Kara Tarla, Shashavarlija
Limestone
Area: 169,38 ha

Golem Gaber
Limestone
Area:131,44ha

Gorno Trogerci
Andesite
Area: 22,05 ha

Ezevo Brdo
Basalt
Area:
14,30 ha

Gorno Trogerci
Andesite
Area: 13,13 ha

Table 9. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Karbinci
Research site
Spatial potential
Populated
The nearest populated area Gorno Trogerci is located on 1 km distance
area
from the concession site.
Surface
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
water
in Stip.
The concession site is located on a 2 km distance from the planned water
supply system Varshakovo.
Natural
The concession site is entering in the proposed natural heritage for
heritage
protection – Mangovica [5].
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Populated
area
Surface
water

Populated
area
Surface
water

Natural
heritage
Populated
area
Surface
water

Populated
area
Surface
water

The nearest populated area Sarcievo is located on 2 km distance from the
concession site.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
The concession site is located on a 0,3 km distance from the planned water
supply sistem Balvan.
The nearest populated area Gorno Trogerci is located on 0,4 km distance
from the concession site.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
The concession site is located on a 2 km distance from the planned water
supply sistem Varshakovo.
The concession site is entering in the proposed natural heritage for
protection – Mangovica [5].
The concession site is near by the populated areas Golem Gaber and Mal
Gaber.
A watercourse is entering in the concession site.

The nearest populated area Radanje and Golem Gaber are located on 0,8
km distance from the concession site.
The concession site is located near the Radanjska River.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
The concession site is located on 1,5 km southeast from the water supply
sistem Vinica Stip.
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Research site

Tarinci
Geothermal water
Area: 52,9 ha

Populated
area

Surface
water

Environment

Spatial potential
The populated area Tarinci is located on 0,2 km distance from the
concession site.
The populated area Karbinci is located on 0,6 km distance from the
concession site.
The concession site is located on 0,4 km distance from Bregalnica River.
The concession site is partially entering the planned water supply sistem
Karaorman.
The concession site is located on a 0,6 km distance from the planned
irrigation system Argulica.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
The concession site is located near the landfill in municipality of Karbinci.

Mal Gaber
Slate
Area: 18,88 ha

Mal Gaber
Slate
Area: 12,79
ha

Borov Dol
Copper
Area: 769,40 ha

Lakavica
Metalic Minerals
Area: 1189,72 ha

Table 10. Spatial potential of the concession sites for geological research in municipality of Shtip
Research
Spatial potential
site
Populated
The populated area Novo Selo is entering the concession site.
area
The concession site is located on 1,5 km distance from the populated areas
Piperovo and Leskovica.
Surface
Some small watercourses, wich later on are entering in the Mantovo
water
accumulation, are passing through the concession site.
The concession site is located on 1 km distance from the accumulation
Mantovo.
The concession site is entering the water supply sistem Lakavica.
Natural
The concession site is located on a 0,6 km distance from the proposed
heritage
natural heritage Pilav Tepe [5].
Populated
The concession site is located on 0,5 km distance from the populated areas
area
Dolna Vrashtica, Gorna Vrashtica, Damjan and Novo Selo.
Surface
Some small watercourses, wich later on are entering in the Mantovo
water
accumulation, are passing through the concession site.
The concession site is located on 0,4 km distance from the accumulation
Mantovo.
Natural
The concession site is located on a 1,3 km distance from the proposed
heritage
natural heritage Pilav Tepe [5].
Populated
The concession site is located on 1,7 km distance from the nearest
area
populated area Mal Gaber.
Surface
Small watercourse is passing by the concession site.
water
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.
Populated
area
Surface
water

The concession site is located on 2 km distance from the nearest populated
area Mal Gaber.
Small watercourse is passing by the concession site.
The concession site is entering in the third protection zone from the wells
in Stip.

Regarding the information from the available literature used for preparation of this paper,
there were no existing concession sites for geological research in municipalities of
Cheshinovo-Obleshevo, Pehcevo, Vinica and Zrnovci [11].
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CONCLUSIONS
The overall analysis shows that when issuing concessions for exploitation (and research)
of minerals, priority, if not exclusivity, is given to the economy. Environmental issues
and impact on the health of the people living in the areas where mining is to be present
are not well elaborated. This should be changed especially if we have in mind the trends
present in the EU.
Over several decades the EU’s coal mining activity has been in decline due to competition
from coal imports and the substitution of other fuels to produce electricity, the latter
stimulated in part by efforts to reduce emissions [9].
The experience from mining of metallic minerals in other countries shows that even in
very small amounts, metals can be toxic to humans and wildlife. Metals are particularly
problematic because they do not break down in the environment. They settle to the bottom
and persist in the stream for long periods of time, providing a long-term source of
contamination to the aquatic insects that live there, and the fish that feed on them. Carried
in water, the metals can travel far, contaminating streams and groundwater for great
distances. The impacts to aquatic life may range from immediate fish kills to sublethal,
impacts affecting growth, behaviour or the ability to reproduce [4].
The mining activities in the protected areas or areas proposed for protection will
irreversibly affect the landscape diversity and may result in loss of sceneries of great
importance. They are noted as risks to natural heritage in the National Strategy for
heritage protection, as well [12]. It should be noted that IUCN’s members adopted a
recommendation at the World Conservation Congress in Amman, Jordan in October
2000, which suggested that mining should not take place in IUCN category I–IV protected
areas. Recommendation 2.82 includes a section that: “State members to prohibit by law,
all exploration and extraction of mineral resources in protected areas corresponding to
IUCN protected area management categories I–IV”. The recommendation also includes
a paragraph relating to category V and VI protected areas: “in categories V and VI,
exploration and localized extraction would be accepted only where the nature and extent
of the proposed activities of the mining project indicate the compatibility of the project
activities with the objectives of the protected areas” [10]. Republic of Macedonia, as a
country member in the IUCN, should review these recommendations and implement them
in the national legislation.
There are several examples in the EPR where the concession sites intersect with the limits
of the settlements. Also, there are many watercourses which are entering different
concession sites.
The contemporary approach would consist of several measures:
- Modernization of existing technologies and strict emission control in active mines;
- Economic vs environmental, with the emphasis on the health Estimate of the overall
effect of the population prior to issuing concessions for opening of new mines;
- Choosing priorities in a strategy for development at the state level based on the
principles of sustainable development and strengthening the role of spatial planning
and strategic assessment of the impact on the environment.
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ABSTRACT
Storage lakes represent an important source of water for the areas with a high deficit of
hydrologic balance (ex: Moldavian Plain from NE of Romania). This region holds an
important number of lakes that allow the storage of water during periods with rainfall
shortage. At the same time, they play an important role in the protection of localities
against floods. In addition to the benefits that these lakes have, they can also represent a
risk factor for the localities situated in the downstream region, in case of dam collapse. In
Romania it is widely known the catastrophic event from 1991 when Belci Dam situated
on Tazlău River was breached, causing an entire neighborhood from Onesti City to be
flooded. The present study focuses on Catamarasti Lake which has a maximum water
volume of 12 million cubic meters, the dam being located 3 km upstream of the first
locality and the periphery of Botosani City. The proximity of the inhabited areas makes
the dam break scenario to be a probable event, therefore the identification of the
propagation time of a possible flood wave is essential towards the creation of a system
for the protection of the population. The dam break simulation and the quantification of
the propagation time of the entire water volume on Sitna river valley is made using HECRAS, based on a LiDAR digital elevation model, using the 2D simulation method. In this
case, having a likely floodable surface as well as the time in which the flood can reach
the nearby localities, there were identified the risk exposed households located in the
floodplain, in the vicinity of the river.
Keywords: dam, HEC-RAS, lake, management, simulation
INTRODUCTION
The absence of water in certain regions, the very high probability of flooding or the
necessity for generating electric power are some of the main reasons which stood at the
basis of the human desire to store water in lakes. Anthropic lakes have the capability to
bring a multitude of benefits to the nearby population and settlements, but at the same
time the existence of these water bodies can represent a great risk for the populations and
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settlements located downstream [1]. This risk exists through the possibility of the dam
(behind which the stream water accumulates), to be breached or to break [2]. One of the
most recent events of this type, which implied a dam being exposed to breaking, was the
event from February, 2017, at Oroville Lake from California, USA, when a number of
approximately 188 000 persons were evacuated. This particular event was one fortunate
scenario, because no casualties were recorded [3].
In contrast, perhaps the biggest disaster of this kind was the one that took place in China,
when the Banqiao and Shimantan dams breached in 1975, causing the loss of over
171,000 human lives, 26,000 from flooding and the other 145,000 from famine and waterrelated disease [4]. Until present, a number of over 2000 dam breaks that had different
impacts on society have been recorded, and most of the events of this kind were registered
between 1900 and 2000, when the construction of dams has seen an acceleration, due to
the ever-increasing need of such hydrostructures [1], [2]. In Romania, a single
hydrotechnical accident of high amplitude was registered, in July 1991, when the Belci
Dam, constructed on Tazlau river, breached [5]. Other similar events took place during
the 2000s, when two dams from the mining area of Maramures County breached, the
lakes discharging a volume of approximately 200,000 m3 of cyanide, and contaminated
water and 40,000 tons of tailings in the tributaries of Tisa river, representing an
unprecedented ecological disaster for Romania and the neighboring countries [6].
At a global scale, earth dams are the most frequent, having higher probabilities of
breaching than other types of dams. The most common reasons for the failure of earth
dams are overtopping and piping [1], [2]. In Romania, there are a few thousands of lakes
and ponds, with a volume of water that is held by an earth dam and in case of a dam
breach, the highest damage is associated to the lakes with high water volumes, discharged
after a dam failure [7]. The Romanian Register of Big Dams contains a list of dams which
are already built (containing a number of 246 dams, from which 84 are earth dams, 96 are
earth dams or gravity dams, 5 are mobile dams and earth dams, others being of different
type), or in construction, mentioning that the height of the dam is greater or equal to 10
meters, or the volume is greater or equal to 1 million m3 [8].
The high number of earth dam lakes in Romania and the recent hydrotechnical accidents
led to the need of a case study involving an earth dam of high dimensions, namely
Catamarasti Dam, built in 1979 on Sitna River, upstream of the metropolitan area of
Botosani City, putting at risk an important number of people from the vicinity. The
analysis which was carried out was a 2D unsteady flow modelling, using HEC-RAS 5.0.3
for a theoretical breach, that can appear in the earth dam, thus evaluating the impact that
a dam break generated flood can have on the inhabited area, located downstream of this
reservoir.
STUDY AREA
The study area is defined by Sitna river valley, downstream of Catamarasti dam, on an
approximate length of 6 km. Catamarasti Lake is part of Sitna river basin, a right-side
tributary of Prut River, which is located in the North-Eastern part of Romania, occupying
an area in the Central and Southern part of Botosani County. Sitna river basin occupies
an area of 943 km2, the river stretching for a length of 78 km, with an average flow rate
of 2,16 m3/s. Catamarasti Lake is placed on Sitna river, on the administrative area of
Mihai Eminescu commune, in the upper part of the basin, at an approximate distance of
3 km North of Botosani City (Fig. 1).
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The lake is an artificial waterbody with a non-rock/gravel padded type of bottom, a length
of 2.6 km and a surface of 160 hectares, with a homogenous earth dam and clay sealing,
a height of 15 meters, and a length of 540 meters, being constructed in the year of 1979.
The spillway of the dam is composed of two parts: a spillway with free discharge at the
top, and a system of penstocks at the bottom. The spillway discharge is of 154 m3/s. The
main purpose of the lake is mainly for irrigation, fish farming and flood attenuation [8],
[9].

Figure 1. Geographical location of Catamarasti Lake in Sitna watershed

The region where the attention was focused on is represented by Sitna river valley
downstream of Catamarasti Dam, an area mostly used for pastures and agricultural land.
Because the dam is at 3 kilometers upstream of Botosani periphery and other settlements,
and the river is very close to these inhabited areas, the potential damages caused by a
sudden dam break, would be catastrophic.
METHODOLOGY
In order to run the dam break simulation, a numerical terrain model that replicates to a
very high fidelity the in-field reality, had to be used. For the purpose of obtaining a highquality modelling, the most suitable terrain data that could be used was in the form of
LiDAR Digital Elevation Model, at a spatial resolution of 1 meter [10]. Before any
geometry data could be generated, the data was first converted into Hierarchical Data
Format (hdf) and imported into HEC-RAS environment. For the dam break analysis,
geometric data and water volume of the lake were required. The first phase of the analysis
consists in defining the geometry layers for the area of study. This step implied the
digitization of the lake, using the Storage Area option, and the use of 2D Flow Area to
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define the downstream area (Fig. 2), where the output from the dam breach will be
simulated [11].
The mesh generated by the 2D Flow Area option acts similarly to the cross-sections used
mostly in 1D simulations, with the difference that this option can better use the elevation
of the DEM by modifying the computation cell spacing, which implies the changing in
size of the mesh cells. Due to the highly unsteady nature of the dam break flood, low
sized cells were considered. Some additional corrections needed to be done in the mesh,
to eliminate some imperfections, like adding additional points where is needed and
removing some points for the mesh, to be correctly used in the analysis. Concerning the
input data for the storage area, the maximum volume of water which the lake can hold
was considered for the simulation, namely 12 million m3.

Figure 2. Geometric data of Catamarasti Dam

As a final element of the geometric input to the dam break model, to specify the dam and
the physical characteristics of it, the option SA/2D Area Conn was used, modelling the
dam as a weir. This option also allowed for the upstream and downstream geometric data
to be connected through the modelled dam. To be able to model a dam breach in HECRAS, failure mode, breach size and breach time needed to be entered. After the dam was
digitally reconstructed, the breach parameters were inserted into the breach plan data,
selecting the overtopping failure mode of the dam and 30 minutes time for the breach to
form [11]. The shape of the breach was assumed to have a rectangular form.
The assumptions regarding the boundary conditions, as a part of the analysis, are also
critical, as far as dam break modelling is concerned, as they could directly affect the
extend of downstream flood water. These boundary conditions need to be properly
selected and, at the same time, to be able to accurately represent the site conditions. In a
more complex analysis, detailed hydrologic data is needed to be able to model a more
realistic scenario of a dam break flood, like inflow data [12]. In this study, the boundary
conditions which were taken into account were: Elevation-Volume data (to represent the
storage upstream of the dam), and Normal Depth (for the downstream boundary
conditions).
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For the dam break flood simulation, Manning values of 0.06 for the floodplain were used,
considering the fact that the area downstream of Catamarasti dam is covered by pastures
and agricultural land. These values were selected based both on generalized reviewing of
the land use situation and aerial imagery of the area. Based on the geometric and boundary
conditions data, the dam break simulation was run, for a time period of 12 hours, choosing
a computation interval of 10 seconds and a mapping interval of 1 minute, for the dambreak flood model to be more stable [11].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The primary pursuit of this analysis was identifying the propagation time of a dam-break
generated flood wave, which is essential for the development of human protection
systems, and ultimately, for warning the authorities and population downstream of the
dam, for proper and rapid measures to be taken in case of imminent disaster. Due to the
placement of the dam in the vicinity of Botosani City and other localities, the analysis
was made by considering the worst-case scenario, namely the failure of Catamarasti dam
at full capacity, that of 12 million m3 of water volume.

Figure 3. Velocity of the generated dam-break flood water in the areas of Cismea
and Rachiti Villages and Botosani City periphery

The final products of the unsteady analysis carried out in HEC-RAS 2D module represent
a series of maps showing the velocity of the flood water in the affected areas and the
overlay of the dam-break generated flood on top of the affected areas. The cartographic
materials were created using ArcGIS. The first result (Fig. 3) shows the velocity of the
water in the flooded areas, in Cismea and Rachiti villages and across the northern side of
Botosani City periphery. After the dam was teoretically breached, the resulted flood wave
arrived, first in Cismea village, in approximately 40 minutes, entering the village with a
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speed of 6 m/s. Starting from this point, the velocity of the water started to drop, recording
maximum flow speeds of 4.8 m/s in Botosani City periphery, entering the city with speeds
of 4.2 m/s, rapidly decreasing towards small values and 4 m/s in the affected areas from
Rachiti village, the velocity continuing to drop towards downstream, exiting the urban
area of Botosani City, with simulated flow speeds at a maximum of 4.4 m/s.
Concerning the damages generated by the flood, a map showing the potentially damaged
constructions and households across the affected areas was made (Fig. 4). The total
number of households and building damaged by the generated flood is 336, with a number
of 82 households damaged in Cismea Village, a total of 125 households in Rachiti
Village, and 129 affected households in Botosani City. The counted households and
buildings which were affected may not seem that high, but considering the city and nearby
villages, and in the case of a broader damage analysis, the affected objectives would
include other elements, like streets, bridges, the economic purpose of the buildings, etc.
For this analysis, the variable chosen to highlight the magnitude of this scenario was the
number of affected buildings and constructions.

Figure 4. Buildings and households damaged by simulated dam break flood
in the areas of Cismea and Rachiti villages and Botosani city periphery

As a final cartographic product of the dam break analysis, a map with the flood water
depths was generated, as it can be seen below in Fig. 5. As it can be observed, the values
of the flood water depth are spanning in a range between 0.001 meters, to 14.755 meters,
the generated values dropping on an upstream-downstream direction and also towards the
side limits of the flood. The maximum depth of the water is located at the entrance into
the inhabited area, concentrated mainly in the middle region of the flooded area, where
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Sitna River flows. Because the river valley widens towards downstream, implicitly, the
flood extends, it covers larger portions of land and inhabited zones, the most affected
parts being the periphery of Botosani City, where the depth values are the highest,
covering the largest portions among the three inhabited areas.

Figure 5. Water depth following the simulated dam break flood
in the areas of Cismea and Rachiti Villages and Botosani City periphery

The total area covered by the generated flood in the inhabited areas, counts a surface of
195.026 hectares. Regarding the area covered for each of the villages with the simulated
water, the flooded surface in Cismea village counts 47.44 hectares, 30.49 hectares in
Rachiti village, and 46.75 hectares in Botosani City. Overall, the dam break analysis
revealed that, in case of such an event, a large portion of land can be affected by floods,
involving a high number of affected households, with high velocities and depths, which
would represent an important argument for the authorities towards the development of a
protection system, and warning for the vulnerable population located downstream, in case
such scenario would actually manifest in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
Dam break analysis is a complex process, requiring intensive study for a good
understanding of how the mechanisms related to computer simulations function. For a
reliable analysis, accurate elevation and hydrological data are needed. Concerning the
methodology of simulating a dam-break flood, the 2D module of HEC-RAS 5.0.3 proved
to be a suitable environment for this analysis, having multiple options for detailed and
complex flood studies.
The study area chosen for this exercise was relevant, due to the proximity of settlements
to an earth dam, which could potentially represent a risk for the population living
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downstream, in case of dam failure. The results were significant, offering detailed insight
to the potential outcome of a hydrological event of this kind, and at the same time,
underlying the importance of developing a safety plan for the exposed population. By
taking into account the results of the present study, the authorities could use the findings,
for the development of an efficient strategy, regarding the warning of the population in
case of disaster and for better managing of the potential damages caused by a dam break
scenario.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the current publication is to present a conceptual framework for integration of
flood risk assessment into flood management practice in Republic of Bulgaria – the case
study of Yantra River Basin.
The conceptual framework is based on the concept of flood risk, which presents risk as
the combination of ‘probability of flooding’ and ‘negative consequences’ for Human
health, Economy, Environment and Cultural heritage. Flood risk management is a holistic
and continuous process, which includes analysis of the flood risk system (determination
of current and future flood risk), the evaluation of a certain system state (judgement on
risk and risk reduction alternatives) and the reduction of undesirable risk (strategic
alternatives for flood risk reduction). A central place in the conceptual framework take
the applied methodological approach for flood risk assessment and mapping of Yantra
River Basin, which allows application of different flood risk management regimes before, during and after the flood event A number of flood risk reduction alternatives are
analysed.
The major findings of the research are flood vulnerability and risk maps of the Yantra
River, as well as identified interventions in the river flood-risk system based on physical
measures and policy instruments.
Keywords: flood, risk assessment, risk management, R. Bulgaria
INTRODUCTION
Flood risk assessment gives an opportunity to the central and local authorities, business,
NGO’s and the general public to reach a common understanding of the flood risk which
they face as a community and to promote the debate on priority measures for its
prevention and reduction.
The aim of the current publication is to present a conceptual framework for integration of
flood risk assessment into flood management practice in Republic of Bulgaria. The
developed framework will allow application of different flood risk management regimes
- before, during and after the flood event.
Yantra River as a case study of the implementation of the conceptual framework has been
chosen. The considerations are related to the fact that the Yantra River refers to the most
torrential river systems in Bulgaria. The catchment area combines specific natural and
anthropogenic factors, which have determined catastrophic floods both in the past and in
our most recent history. Their formation by the geographical location of the river
basin/catchment area is determined. It is located in the central part of Northern Bulgaria
and it is part of the Danube Basin. The Yantra River is its right tributary and gathers its
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waters from the northern slopes of the Middle Stara Planina Mountain and the Fore
Balkan.
MATERIAL AND METHODS / METHODOLOGY
The conceptual framework is based on the concept of flood risk, which presents risk as
the combination of ‘probability of flooding’ and ‘negative consequences’ for Human
health, Economy, Environment and Cultural heritage. Flood risk management is a holistic
and continuous process, which includes analysis of the flood risk system (determination
of current and future flood risk), the evaluation of a certain system state (judgement on
risk and risk reduction alternatives) and the reduction of undesirable risk (strategic
alternatives for flood risk reduction).
Flood risk assessment is based on “Flood hazard maps“and the resulting „Flood risk
assessment maps“made during the first two stages of the risk assessment. Flood hazard
maps contain information for flooded areas and flood depth for three flood scenarios with
different return periods / probability (HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%). Flood risk
assessment maps provide information concerning the potential negative impacts of floods
on the protected categories of Human Health, Economic Activity, Environment and
Cultural Heritage. (Fig.1)

Figure 1. Flood risk assessment algorithm, adapted from [1]

The flood risk is presented in four degrees: high, medium, low risk and no risk. Separate
criteria for each degree of risk and each protected category were developed. [2]
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The flood risk assessment for Veliko Tarnovo was made in a GIS by comparing the Flood
hazard map[3] and the Map of risk assessment at flood depths HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%,
HQ1000/0,1%.(Fig.2)
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Figure 2. Flood Risk Assessment Map for Veliko Tarnovo

The results obtained for the flood risk are presented in the Risk Map. (Fig.3)

Figure 3. Flood Risk Map for Veliko Tarnovo

ANALYSIS OF THE YANTRA RIVER FLOOD RISK SYSTEM
The risk is assessed for each of the protected categories: Human Health”, “Economic
Activity”, “Environment” and “Cultural Heritage”, and is mapped separately for the three
flood scenarios - HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%.Fig.3)
„Human health“
The risk assessment for the "Human Health" category uses the indicators "Population"19
and "Critical Infrastructure"20. The depth of flooding mainly determines the risk to human
health. The affected population and critical infrastructure sites in the three flood scenarios
are presented in Table 1.

19

The number of the affected population is calculated directly by the number of persons permanently
residing in a given building from the official statistics obtained during the population census.
20
These are spatially localized locations of medical establishments (hospitals, etc.), educational
institutions (schools, kindergartens, homes for children, etc.), public buildings (elderly homes, etc.).
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Table 1. Flood risk assessment for the category "Human health"

The risk assessment for the category „Human Health“ does not take into account the
existing emergency situations planning, for example the evacuation routes or the
possibility of vertical evacuation (of higher floors), and also the protection of personal
property. No additional factors, such as age structure, marital status, economic status,
preparedness to act in an emergency, early warning systems, evacuation plans, etc. were
taken into account. Taking into account these factors may lead to a change in the degree
of risk. It is also assumed that the adverse effects are the same regardless of the type (eg
hospital, primary or secondary school, etc.) and the size (so-called number of hospital
beds, number of students, etc.) of the site by the critical infrastructure.
"Economic activity"
The risk assessment for the "Economic activity" category uses the indicator "Land use"
or "Permanently land use“21. The evaluation is carried out on the eight categories of
economic activity presented in Table 2. It is assumed that the risk is mainly due to the
direct impact of floods on production and commercial activity and depends on the depth
of flooding.
In all three potentially flooded areas HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1% the land use categories
with largest area are: “Green territories” , „Industry – production and storage” ,
„Transport infrastructure“ "Mixed residential areas" and "Technical infrastructure" The
other categories of "Economic Activity" occupy about 1% of the area of the respective
flooded zone. In accordance with the flood depth in all three flood scenarios (HQ20/5%,
HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%.) the areas rated "high" risk have the largest area. This is due to the
large relative share of the Green Territory category. For this economic category, however,
it is assumed that the risk of flooding, irrespective of the depth of flooding, is generally
insignificant as there are usually no buildings and people there. In addition, it must also
21

It refers to the use of land for various socio-economic purposes - residential, industrial, agricultural,
forestry, recreational, transport, etc. objectives (modes of lasting use) that can be transformed into
classes of economic activities.
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be taken into account that there is no risk of contamination by installations and facilities
operating and storing hazardous substances for these sites. Therefore, this category of the
flood risk map is marked as a "no risk" category. For the "mixed residential areas"
category, the largest area is assessed as "high" for all flood scenarios while for the
"Industry - Production and Storage" and "Transport Infrastructure" categories the area
assessed as “High risk” is the largest only for two of the scenarios – HQ100 / 1%, HQ1000 /
0.1%). The assessment does not take into account the risk of destroying transport
infrastructure and interrupting access to potentially flooded streets. The additional risks
associated with interruptions in the supply of electricity, food and water are also not
identified.
Table 2. Flood risk assessment for the category "Economic activity"
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"Environment"
For risk assessment for the "Environment" category two indicators are used "Environmental pollution (sources of pollution with hazardous substances)"22 и
"Environmental protection (protected areas)"23. Concerning the risk of pollution, five socalled "other pollutants" have been indicated: “24 – Wastewater Treatment Plant
(WWTP) of Veliko Tarnovo and the industrial enterprises: Terem-Ivailo ltd, KronoshpanBulgaria ltd, Bitova Electronica and Boliarka ltd. According to the developed
methodology, the identified sources are assessed with an "medium" risk of environmental
pollution for all flood scenarios (HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%). (Table.3)
Table 3. Flood risk assessment for the category $Environment

Potentially flooded areas include parts of two Natura 2000 protected areas - Turnovo
heights and Yantra River. The risk for them is assessed as "low" for all flood depths and
flood scenarios (HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%). However, due to the danger of
contamination by hazardous chemicals from industrial plants, in the event of flooding,
the degree of risk increases and for part of the territory of the protected areas, it is assessed
as "medium". After WWTP of the town of Veliko Tarnovo, the risk for the protected area
"Yantra River" is growing and is assessed as "high risk". (Fig.3) The environmental
pollution risk of Veliko Tarnovo may be reduced if it is established that preventive
measures are planned by identified plants - potential pollutants - to ensure that the

22

Environmental pollution represents the wide spread/ prevalence of polluting and dangerous substances
as a result of flooding, which can cause pollution of the environment or some of its components.
23
The protection of the environment represents the wildlife/natural areas, which are of great importance
for the preservation of human health and the biodiversity of a given territory.
24
Other pollutants" include potentially hazardous objects which in the event of flooding pose a potential
hazard to human health and the environment - sewage treatment plants/wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs), sewage disposal facilities in the sewage system, gas stations, etc.
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distribution of pollutants can be limited, and these measures are included in their
contingency plans.
Cultural Heritage
The "Cultural Heritage" indicator is used for the risk assessment“25. For each cultural site
located within potentially flooded areas, a risk assessment has been carried out using a
matrix that takes into account the likelihood of flooding(HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%.)
and the depth of flooding.(Table 4)
Table 4. Flood Risk Assessment for the "Cultural Heritage" category

At the same time, for a more detailed assessment of cultural and scientific value and
public significance, immovable cultural values are also assessed in terms of whether they
are part of the world cultural heritage (UNESCO sites) or are sites of national or local
importance
The specified degree of risk can be increased (e. g information on high vulnerability to
cultural values to moisture, etc.) or reduced (e.g if there is information on the resiliency/
flood resistance/ of the building and / or the availability of additional means to protect the
cultural heritage in it)
Strategic alternatives for flood risk reduction
The flood risk assessment under different scenarios (HQ20/5%, HQ100/1%, HQ1000/0,1%.)
indicates that there is a "high" risk for the four assessed categories. It allows the
application of various structural and non-structural measures to limit the risk, covering
the periods before, during and after the flood event, and which are aimed at reducing
(preventing) the potential impact of floods occurring and reducing (mitigating) the
consequences. These measures are - upstream watershed changes(activities related to the
increase of the forest area, mainly in the flat part of the basin), introduction of zoning in
spatial planning (related to legislative measures to limit economic activity in high risk
areas), emergency planning (preparation of adequate plans for the protection of the
population based on the risk assessment), preparedness (awareness-raising and
preparedness activities of the population in flood risk areas for adequate response),
structural measures (related to construction of dykes and corrections of river sections for
the protection of important economic sites).

25

Cultural heritage" covers immovable material heritage, which is a collection of cultural values that bear
the historical memory, national identity and have scientific or cultural value.
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CONCLUSION AND/ RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the survey, the flood risk for Veliko Tarnovo was assessed.
However, the applied methodological approach has a number of limitations as described
in the risk assessment of the individual protected categories. They result from the fact that
the assessment is made mainly taking into account the depth of the water and the return
period / probabilities. To improve the accuracy of the risk assessment it is also necessary
to use additional documented local information related to the applied risk mitigation
measures as well as the existing emergency response plans in case of flooding. In this
sense, the accuracy of the risk assessment depends largely on the knowledge and
experience of local stakeholders (local authorities, residents, NGOs, businesses, etc.).
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ABSTRACT
One of the latest paradigms of today's interdisciplinary studies in geosciences, consists of
the implementation of the newest, most accurate, and relevant datasets available, in order
to emphasize the appearance, causality or effects of different phenomena, which interfere
with humans. Therefore, there is a permanent strive for data, relevant in geographical
analysis, which is highly accurate, and also cost-effective. Due to the recent developments
in UAV technology, and lowering of production costs, drones have been integrated into
methodological workflows all around the world, in numerous fields, ranging from habitat
delineation, to geomorphologic mapping. Most such studies use either a digital surface
model (DSM) or ortophoto imagery generated from drone aerial images. Also, Structure
From Motion algorithms (SFM) have been highly developed recently, into detecting ever
more complicated shapes and objects. This means that the drone has turned into an
indispensable tool for generating base layers used in any GIS-based study, because it
generates fast, high accuracy, repeatable, on demand data sets. This paper intends to
reveal a methodological approach towards generating the two, most important raster
layers for the majority of spatial analyses: the digital surface model/digital elevation
model, and the ortophoto, respectively.
Keywords: drone, DSM, GIS, UAV
INTRODUCTION
Research in geosciences is highly dependent on input data, such as spatial data, numerical
data in table form, graphs or various form of imagery. There are several aspects of data
parameters, that are extremely relevant in every analysis, which directly determine the
quality of the final results. Some of the most important data parameters are frequency,
continuity, size of data sets, resolution, and quality. Depending on the domain of research,
the data required is slightly different, but it reveals a spatial reality, relevant for the
specific study. One of the most common issues researchers face is the lack of data, poor
spatial resolution, or non-synchronous data with the period of time that is relevant for a
study. During the last years, technology has advanced sufficiently enough, to offer massscale solutions for spatial data collection, starting from world-wide satellite coverage of
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images in visible and spectral ranges, up to drone-acquired imagery that offer several
types of useful layers [1], [2].
The most relevant layers that can be generated from drone platforms are Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs’), ortophoto images, spectral images, and Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) data [3-6]. Drones, also named UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), vary
greatly in size and load capacities, the more sophisticated sensors (spectral or LIDAR)
requiring larger carrying platforms.
Geographic Information Systems use the drone-derived data layers to analyse natural or
anthropic processes, or phenomena, in a wide range of fields of interests, such as
hydrology, geomorphology, risk management, urban planning, civil engineering, search
and rescue, forestry, biology, archaeology etc. [7-12].
Also, there are specific software, oriented towards calibrating, managing, georeferencing
and transforming drone images into the aforementioned digital elevation models and
ortophoto layers. These range from open source solutions (Visual SFM, CMVS and
CMPMVS), up to proprietary software, such as Agisoft Photoscan Professional
(www.agisoft.com), or Pix4D Mapper (www.pix4d.com). Generally, the paid software
offers a much more complete solution, and a more user-friendly interface, for
transforming drone imagery into GIS layers [13], [14].
METHODS AND WORKFLOW
There are several stages before, during, and after the data acquisition flights, undergone
by drone pilots, for recording the aerial images. For the purpose of this study, the
following methodological discussions concern the generation of digital elevation models
and ortophoto imagery [15-17].
Firstly, the flight plan has to be conceived, with several aspects in mind. The flight route
has to successfully overlap the images on over a minimum area of interest (usually 6080%). The flight area has to be checked for any potential obstacles, and a permit is
required from local and aeronautical authorities, in order to be in conformity with national
flight regulations. Also, depending on the study regions’ morphology and local
particularities, extra images are required to be recorded, for full coverage from all angles
(mostly for complex object volumetric shapes, such as river dams, irregular buildings,
landscape forms with underslung elements etc.).
Secondly, before the image recording flight, high-contrast GPS markers are deployed in
the field, as close to the study area extremities, as possible, and high precision coordinates
for each marker are recorded (note: a minimum of 4 markers is mandatory, but 10 or more
markers are recommended). After a preliminary GPS calibration, the flight itself requires
a sufficient number of overlapping images, from as many necessary angles, as needed,
for generating a complete model.
There are several factors that highly influence the flight and accuracy of the final
products. Some of the more important are, as follows:
- Image resolution: the higher the resolution of the aerial images, the more precise the
accuracy of the final layers will be (a higher resolution is not only useful in generating
finer detail layers, but also improves the correctness of the results)
- Camera calibration: refers to the removal of geometric distortions, the drone images
requiring preprocessing
- Camera orientation: it is extremely important to guarantee that the UAV camera is
oriented in the direction of the study area. This issue is especially relevant for
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-

-

-

-

completely autonomous flying drones, that need to be given the camera orientation
input, to assure that the subject area is in frame, during unassisted flights
Angle between images: to obtain the best results, each spatial point in the study area
must be recorded in as many images as possible, for the 3D point cloud algorithm to
generate valid, accurate results. There are numerous objects that cannot be completely
described in point clouds, only by combining aerial images taken exactly from vertical
orientations; they require the drone to fly lower to the ground, while recording images
from lower angles of the aforementioned particular objects (Fig. 1)
Image sufficiency: to reduce error occurrence, a larger number of images is
recommended to be recorded. Certain drone platforms have a landing gear that
occasionally interferes with the images that are being recorded (especially under high
wind speeds, or high drone speeds), which need to be filtered out during the cloud
generation stages, to avoid artefacts being introduced in the analysis
Relative flight altitude: the further away the drone is, in regard to the topography of
the land, the lower the spatial resolution of the final results. Pixel size is, therefore,
directly influenced by flight altitude
Atmospheric conditions: a number of weather factors influence the process of
collecting drone images, but also their quality. Light plays the most important role,
which influences the results. Rich, diffuse light will generate different looking layers,
compared to sunny conditions. Also, the presence of foggy conditions limits the
clarity and contrast of the images. From a technical point of view, the presence of rain,
humidity and wind, induces the highest degree of risk, creating condensation on the
lens, or the electronic circuits, possibly inducing short circuiting, resulting in potential
complete malfunction of the drone

Figure 1. Example of different angles in drone-acquired imagery,
for the same interest area, during a single flight

As mentioned, following the flight, the images are downloaded, and imported into a
dedicated image processing software. For the Structure From Motion (SFM) software to
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correctly tie common points on different aerial images, the first preprocessing step would
be to correct the entire set of images of geometric distortions. This is usually done, by
applying a camera/lens profile, that has been precisely factory calculated, in order to
remove any distortions in the images.
During the processing stage, there are multiple workflow steps. From one software, to
another, there are variances and small differences, during this process, but for the purpose
of conceptual understanding, Agisoft Photoscan Professional will be used as an example,
to offer a concrete methodological recommendation.
The calibrated images need to be imported, proceeding with an alignment function, which
analyses all the images in the data set. The first steps are particularly important, as they
define the resolution and accuracy of the final 3D model. During this step, the accuracy
of the alignment can be chosen and key points and tie points limits can be adjusted. While
it is generally recommended to select high accuracy values, with high input parameters,
these options can be associated with slow render speeds, or even the possibility of higher
error occurrence. During this stage, the images are correctly placed in three-dimensional
space, (Fig. 2), and Structure From Motion algorithms generate points, based on them, in
order to generate the sparse point cloud.

Figure 2. Point cloud generated using Structure From Motion techniques, with the corresponding aerial
images it was generated from, and their relative position, in three dimensional space. Screen capture of
Belci dam point cloud, generated in open source software Visual SFM (http://ccwu.me/vsfm/)

The next step is to build a dens point cloud, in order to increase the magnitude of detail,
from which a mesh layer can be created. This step is highly important, because the
resulting Digital Surface Model (DSM), that is recommended to be saved in a TIFF
elevation format, will be directly dependent to the cloud density of the dense cloud file,
and its’ corresponding mesh layer. Following this, the mesh and texture layers are
computed.
Georeferencing the model is a particularly important stage, due to the future usage in GIS
software. Its’ importance is given by the fact that low GSD values are irrelevant, if there
isn’t a precise spatial placement, with correct georeferencing procedures. Classically, the
georeference stage would consist in associating attributes (geographical coordinate
points), recorded in the field stage, to the marker locations on the map, through manual
input in the marker panel after the layer generation process is finished (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Example of georeference point table, as input in Agisoft Photoscan Professional,
with altitudine values (expressed in meters)

The most modern UAV platforms can automatically insert metadata into each
image that is being recorded during survey flights, consisting in geographical coordinates
and even flight altitude. This approach is particularly useful in areas where marker
deployment is extremely difficult, or impossible, and georeferencing can be done
automatically in the software, without the need of manual input for geographical
coordinates. Alternatively, georeferencing through correspondence points, taken from
maps with similar spatial resolutions can be performed, in these situations, when
coordinate markers cannot be physically deployed.
After correctly inserting the georeference, the DSM can be exported, as well as
the correlated ortophoto file. In multiple use case scenarios, this model is not adequate,
because it includes the non-topographical elements, such as buildings, or vegetation, but
there are cases where this is required (studies of forest extent, urban viewshed analysis,
volumetric calculations etc.) (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Different drone-generated layers, used in GIS analysis: a. An ortophoto image with several,
different contained elements; b. A Digital Surface Model (DSM) with constructions and vegetation as
elements with relative elevation values; c. A Digital Terrain Model (DTM), generated by removing all the
spatial elements from the DSM (such as buildings or trees), except for the topographic surface. This
spatial example is located in the proximity of the former Belci dam, Tazlau river, Romania, and the layers
were generated from drone-aquired images, through Structure From Motion (SFM) techniques, in Agisoft
Photoscan Professional

Therefore, corrections need to be made, in order to obtain the Digital Terrain Model
(DTM). There are several methods of approaching this, but the most precise ones involve
supplementary, in-field measurements, mostly under the trees, where vegetation height is
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very difficult to be assessed after field stages. This involves recording topography values
with a theodolite, or a total station, and generating altitude points, in the areas where
vegetation is abundant. On the workstation, firstly, the surface model undergoes a
contouring or altitude point extraction process (either way, it is necessary for the resulting
layers to be vectors with altitude attribute values) at a very high precision (for example,
contour lines equidistance set to under 1 meter). Next, the regions with non-topographical
elements are isolated and deleted, so that only the vector elements which depict
topographical altitude remain. In the newly created hollow regions, the topographic field
measurements are inserted, and the new model (a DTM) can be interpolated, while
maintaining a high spatial resolution.
Using an inverse logic, by isolating vegetation, and integrating solely this layer into a
different type of analysis, and comparing it to satellite imagery, or topographical data,
several studies can be performed (tree height morphometry, land cover evolution etc.).
Also, by analyzing several temporal sets of elevation data, precision morphometric
studies can be generated, such as landfill waste deposits, construction sites, biomass
evolution, geomorphological erosion in gullies, or even surface erosion dynamics (where
the elevation models can be generated to a very high spatial resolution), river
embankment evolution, river meandering amplitude, sedimentation processes, habitat
expansion/contraction etc. There are several advantages and disadvantages for using a
drone for generating DSM, DTM and ortophoto models.
The main advantages involve the price of data acquisition, which is very reduced,
considering drone prices have dropped significantly up to present date; the frequency with
which data can be collected, and elevation models (as well as ortophoto imagery) can be
created, especially in evolution analyses for fast-paced processes or phenomena (in
geomorphology, agriculture, hydrology, biology, forestry etc.). This means that the lack
of daily, under 1-meter resolution satellite images can now be countered with daily,
weekly, monthly, seasonal or annual GIS layers, with high resolution. Also, the temporal
advantages for drone generated layers include the possibility to fly and create on-demand
models, at any time, in unpredictable situations (floods, wildfires, landslides, accidents
or other risk phenomena). Another benefit of using these type of models is the ability to
analyze areas which do not offer the possibility for physical presence, the non-invasive
character of a drone being, in many situations, the only possibility to collect data (in very
hazardous environments, in strictly protected natural regions, or in unreachable areas).
Also, the data resolution is extremely high, such models being very suitable for detailed
studies, which could otherwise not be possible on coarse-resolution satellite images.
There are drawbacks, as well, but mostly of technical origin, the greatest issue concerning
the flight autonomy on one battery. The vast majority of drones are currently batterypowered, and even the most efficient ones only slightly surpass a flight time of 30
minutes. Until current battery technologies will change, to a more power efficient
alternative, drones with vertical take-off and landing will only be useful on smaller study
areas. There are alternatives with remotely operated planes, but the lack of hover
capabilities make them unusable in certain, low-altitude flight operations. Also, legal
aspects play an important role, flight authorisations or licenses being required in
numerous countries.
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CONCLUSIONS
The ever increasing research standards of the modern, scientific community faces,
involves searching for alternative data collection and generation methodologies, which
comply with high accuracy demands in all fields of geosciences. Despite the complex
methodological workflows that can be addressed for creating digital surface or terrain
elevation models, results in numerous fields whose analysis’s are fundamentally based in
GIS software, have proven to replicate and improve the previously accepted standards,
such as satellite or ortophoto imagery recorded by using airplanes.
There are numerous advantages of incorporating drone platforms into scientific research,
ranging from high resolution for any geospatial application, temporal repeatability at user
discretion, non-invasive remote operation in difficult to reach study sites, up to reduced
flight costs and ease of use. Structure From Motion algorithms are used to generate Digital
Surface Models, from which Digital Terrain Models can be derived, for a wide variety of
fields of research: hydrology, geomorphology, risk management, urban planning, civil
engineering, search and rescue, forestry, biology, archaeology, or other natural or
anthropic processes or phenomena. Therefore, unmanned aerial vehicles have proven to
be a modern, indispensable tool in generating GIS layers, of great importance, resolution,
and repeatability, at demand, and with extreme ease.
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ABSTRACT
During the last years, the world of free/open source geospatial data and software has seen
a rapid growth. This development lead to an abundance of spatial data, mapping and
understanding the features and phenomena found on the surface of the Earth, became
easier. Worldwide natural hazards like floods are a constant threat to build up
environment or agricultural areas. Due to their negative impact on different social and
economic aspects, the need to monitor and map these phenomena has become mandatory.
One of the most used methodologies in the assessment of flooded areas is the use of
remote sensing. With the recent developments in this field, especially in the microwave
wavelength data acquisition, the monitoring, mapping and modeling of these catastrophic
events can be done in a more rapid and precise way. The optimal solution for monitoring
and mapping flooded areas is the use of radar data (SAR). The development of ESA
Sentinel-1 mission, which will provide free data (radar with 10 m spatial resolution and
a revision time of 5 days in constellation mode), set a new milestone in the flood hazard
and risk assessment. This paper proposes a methodology for mapping flood events using
open source data Sentinel-1 provided by ESA (European Space Agency) and SNAP, an
open source ESA software architecture.
Keywords: Sentinel-1, C-band, Radar imagery, Satellite, Remote Sensing, Flood
mapping, Open Source
INTRODUCTION
In the latest years, extreme river floods have had affected European continent [1, 2].
Although in Europe catastrophic events do not have such a high frequency as in other
parts of the Earth, in the last three decades, the continent experienced more than 500
severe flood events, 50.000 causalities, impacting more than 25 million people with
economic losses that reached more than 80 billion € [3]. With more than 3500 flood
events reported for Europe since 1980, of which more than half were recorded after 2000,
it is clear that the number of these severe natural hazards increased significantly. In order
to support the above statement, several examples can be mentioned. The year 2010
distinguishes from the other years due to its highest number of floods reported, 321,
affecting a total of 27 European countries [4]. Among all natural disasters that occurred
in 2016, floods were the most reported one. Four disastrous flood calamities occurred in
Western Europe, above the 2006 – 2015 annual average of 2.2. In Eastern and Southern
Europe, floods are most common, 2016 registering a number of 8 and 7 events for each
region, similar with their 2006 – 2015 annual average of 7.3 and 8.6 respectively [5].
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The continuous transformation of earth features, land use changes, deforestation that
speeds up water run-off, increased heavy precipitations, continuous reduction of
floodplain/wetland areas and their functionalities, anthropic interventions over water
bodies, restraining rivers within their banks and intensification of the hydrological cycle
due to global warming are the main causes of flood events occurrence in Europe [4, 613].
To address this issue and approach the flood risk management at larger scales and in a
more efficient way, the EU has implemented in 2007 a new Directive (2007/60/EC). One
of the main objectives of this regulation implies the territorial mapping of the flood
hazards and flood risks in order to develop integrated flood management plans. In order
to realize this, an increased attention was focused to the development of new
measurements ways of flood parameters and effects, in order to reduce them [14, 15].
This, combined with the demand for closer to near real time information, free data, higher
spatial resolution as well as fast assessment of the damages has forced the European
Commission and the European Space Agency to update its Earth observation programme
previously known as GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) to
Copernicus, a freely and openly accessible monitoring scheme, which provide open
access to its missions and its vast amounts of global satellite data [16].One of the new
missions operational for the Copernicus programme is Sentinel (currently with 3
operational satellites), a mission equipped with a set of newly emerged technologies [17].
The Sentinel satellites (1, 2, and 3 available now) are designed for the specific
requirements of the Copernicus programme, with various application in land, marine,
atmosphere, climate change, emergency management, and security [18, 19]. The goal of
ESA Sentinel missions is to ensure a continuity of data and replace old Earth observation
missions, so that there will be no gaps in the data acquisition, guaranteeing the future
studies integrity [20, 21].
One of the new emerged tool that can be used efficiently in flood management is radar
remote sensing, a tool that recent advancements recommend it as one of the best practice
when it comes to flood mapping during the flood and flood plain mapping after the flood
[22]. The recent years brought a significant development in the quantity and the quality
of radar satellite remote sensing products especially in performance and availability. ESA
Sentinel-1satellite is the perfect example in this case, generating high spatial and temporal
resolution radar data, free of charge [23, 24]. Sentinel-1 satellite was launched on April 3
2014, is a polar orbiting radar mission which has day and night, all weather possibilities
of data acquisition. These particular features recommend this type of data (SAR) as the
optimal solution for monitoring and mapping flooded areas during their development and
stages [25].
The development of ESA Sentinel-1 mission (radar with 10 m spatial resolution and a
revision time of 5 days in constellation mode), set a new milestone in the flood hazard
assessment and risk mitigation [26, 27]. This paper proposes a methodology for mapping
flood events using open source data Sentinel-1 provided by ESA (European Space
Agency) and SNAP, an open source ESA architecture, ideal for the exploitation of radar
Earth Observation data.
DATA AND METHODS
The Sentinel-1 mission consists in a constellation of two polar-orbiting satellites
(Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B), with day and night, all weather operability, which provide
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systematically, C-band synthetic aperture radar satellite imaging data. C-band it is the
name of a nominal frequency range, from 8 to 4 Ghz (3.75 to 7.5 cm wavelength) within
the microwave (radar) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [28]. The data is acquired
in different modes (Stripmap (SM), Interferometric Wide swath (IW), Extra-Wide swath
(EW), Wave (WV)), each with different predefined acquisition parameters. The
distribution of the products is realized at three levels of processing Level-0, Level-1, and
Level-2. Level-1 data is the type of data accessible for most users. Level-1 products can
be found as Single Look Complex (SLC) or Ground Range Detected (GRD) formats.
These particularities are related to the acquisition mode, product type and on resolution.
Sentinel-1 Level 1 Ground Range Detected GRD radar remote sensing data was used in
this study. Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) products consist of focused SAR data
that has been detected, multi-looked and projected to ground range using the Earth
ellipsoid model such as WGS84 [28]. The data was acquired using the Copernicus Open
Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home). Even though the mission is
characterized by enhanced performance in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, the
satellite data archive includes information only from the last 4 years as it is operational
since 2014 (official launch of Sentinel-1A; 3 April 2014). Due to this inconvenience the
observation of certain flood hazards that occurred before April 2014 it is impossible. For
this methodological study, a Sentinel-1B scene, (Level 1 GRD format) showing a recent
South-East European flood event that took place in Albania was acquired. This event was
selected based on the List of EMS Rapid Mapping Activations provided by Copernicus
Emergency Management Service which lists the recent hazardous events that occur
worldwide.
The
list
can
be
consulted
at
the
following
link:
http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-of-activations-rapid. The flood displayed
by the Sentinel-1B scene mentioned above (see Figure 2 also) took place in the central
part of Albania, starting with 1st of December 2017. The Sentinel-1B image was acquired
in the day of 5th of December and reveals a post event state of the area. The mapping
methodology (Figure 1) was performed using ESA open source software architecture
called SNAP (The Sentinel Application Platform). The SNAP architecture is ideal for
Earth Observation processing and analysis of Sentinel data. The basic function includes:
opening a product, exploring the product components such as bands, masks and tie point
grids, navigation tools and pixel information functionality. The processing steps of the
Sentinel-1A Level 1 GRD image (which incorporates already some basic preprocessing)
consisted in: a) data preparation, area and band of interes subset, depending on the
polarization, VV or VH (vertical - vertical or vertical - horizontal), The SENTINEL-1
SAR is a dual polarization radar. It can transmit a signal and receive in both horizontal
(H) and vertical (V) polarization [28]. b) calibration, this operation created a new product
with calibrated values of the backscatter coefficient, the raw DN values were converted
to sigma and saved in decibel (db) scale; c) speckle-filtering consists in the removal of
the speckle noise, a Lee filter with a window size of 5x5 pixels was used (within a sliding
window of 5 pixels high by 5 pixels wide, a pixel is equal to the local mean and variance
of all pixels within the moving kernel); d) geometric corrections, the geometric
corrections placed the image in the preferred geometry and projected coordinate system.
In our case WGS 84 / UTM zone 34N; e) determination of areas covered by water, water
pixels were determined by using the histogram of the calibrated backscatter coefficient,
and applying a threshold. The water pixels could be separated from the non-water pixels.
Low values on histogram coincide with the water class. The other method used to extract
and differentiate the water pixels from non-water pixels was the supervised classification
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method - Maximum Likelihood, this classify the image pixels by choosing representative
sample sites of already known land cover types [29-40]. To classify the image in two
classes (water and non-water), specific training areas corresponding to each class were
digitize. A full schema of the methodology proposed by this study can be consulted in the
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodological scheme for water pixel delineation

STUDY AREA
According to The Directorate-General for European Civil Protection and Humanitarian
Aid Operation (ECHO), Albania experienced extreme and intense rainfall in the start of
December, causing many rivers to burst their banks and triggering floods in the central
and southern regions of the country. The study area (Figure 2) is located in central part of
Albania in the area of Topojë, Fier Municipality. The study area was selected based on
the List of EMS Rapid Mapping Activations provided by Copernicus Emergency
Management Service. The area was affected by severe rains at the beginning of December
2017.

Figure 2. Location of the study area
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RESULTS
To separate water pixels from non-water pixels a threshold was applied to the image
histogram. The histogram display values of the filtered backscatter coefficient. Low
values displayed on the histogram coincide with the water pixels. In return, the high value
pixels resemble other features. In order to obtain the interval values of true water pixels
that are found in the histogram, a water mask delineating the permanent water bodies of
the region was realized. A vector file showing the permanent water bodies of the area,
obtained from the Geofabrik GmbH - OpenStreetMap data of Albania
(http://download.geofabrik.de/europe/albania.html) was used to create the permanent
water pixel mask. This operation established values interval for certain/true water pixels
located in the study area. The values were situated in an interval between 0.0018 and
approximately 0.025. The mask obtained, was then, applied to the entire image histogram.
The result is a map which displays only true water pixels that resemble the permanent
water mask previously created (pixels in the interval 0.0018 – 0.025) (Figure 3). The
results were exported after in a Google Earth KMZ format, to match with other software
requirement and visualization purposes. In the second method proposed by this study the
water pixels and implicit the flooded areas were extracted using a supervised
classification method. In supervised classification the user supervises the pixel
classification. Several training areas (sample sites of known land cover types) were
collected. The software then applied an algorithm starting from the training sites and
classified the entire image. The algorithm applied was Maximum Likelihood. The
Maximum Likelihood classifier calculates the probability that a given pixel belongs to a
specific class. Each pixel is assigned to the class that has the highest probability. In our
case the pixels were assigned to water or non-water class. The result is a classified image
which delineates the surfaces covered by water from other surfaces (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Water pixels extraction by applying a histogram threshold

To assess the quality of the resulting flood areas, we compare it with the flood map created
by the Copernicus Emergency Management Service (EMS). The Copernicus EMS flood
maps for the event that took place in Albania (1st December 2017) can be found at the
following
web-address:
http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-ofcomponents/EMSR258. A confusion matrix was performed in order to demonstrate the
accuracy of the water mask created. This was based on the results obtained in this study
and the data provided by an official source as Copernicus Emergency Management
System. The overall accuracy obtained for both sets of data was over 90%.
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Figure 4. Water pixels extraction using a supervised classification method

The results were then exported and visualized in Google Earth (Figure 5). To get an
overview about the flood impact over the area, a comparative study was performed using
Google Earth (an open source spatial data visualization tool). The state of the area before
the flood event is displayed beside the hazardous state.

Figure 5. Data visualization in Google Earth (before and after the flood)

CONCLUSIONS
Flood extend mapping is a necessary step in the development of flood risk management
and planned actions. The present maps show the flood delineation in the area of Topojë
(central Albania) as it was on 5th of December 2017. The methodology proposed by this
study investigated the performance of open source SAR imagery, provided by Sentinel1B mission and software architecture provided by ESA, SNAP. The main objective of
this study was to detect the flood water extends in the area of Topojë (central Albania),
using only open source data and software. The open source tools used in this study proved
to be valuable in case of rapid mapping of a hazardous event such as a flood. The temporal
and spatial resolution of the Sentinel-1B imagery allows a continuous and integrated
monitoring of the Earth features with a good revision time. The SNAP software
distributed
free
of
charge
and
available
on
ESA
website
(http://step.esa.int/main/download/) is a tool specially created to manipulate Sentinel-1
satellite data providing all the necessary capabilities and functionalities in terms of pixel
analysis and data extraction. With the continuous increased trend in terms of catastrophic
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events (especially floods), radar imagery can be the perfect solution in the elaboration of
integrated flood management plans. Due to their enhanced acquisition capabilities (day
and night, all weather, fog, smog, light rain, mist etc.), these technique is the best way
when it comes to monitor water bodies (permanent or perennial). The results of this study
demonstrate that for the future, floods can be managed in a more efficient way. Now-adays the availability of SAR data (through Sentinel-1 satellite mission), permits the
monitoring of flood situations and obtain spatial information about the stages of the
floods. This methodology can be easily implemented by any municipality and due to its
open source character can be developed free of cost. It can represent a useful tool in the
flood risk assessment and intervention plans.
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ABSTRACT
At a global level, the last 20 years have been characterized by the occurrence of extreme
meteorological phenomena, which have directly determined extreme hydrological events.
The appearance of these phenomena, along with the expansion of human settlements in
the proximity of the river network, determines the growth of the risk, each year. In the
hydrographic basin of the Ozana river, the settlements are located exclusively on the
valley of the river and its' main tributaries, and their territorial extent frequently overlaps
the floodplain. The current study emphasizes the identification of the land use categories,
inside the built-up area of each village along the Ozana river valley, and their
classification, according to economic losses that can be generated during a flash flood.
Also, the 0.1% occurrence flood extent has been integrated into the analysis. The final
results also reveal the regions inside the built-up areas, which have the largest probability
of being exposed to flood risk.
Keywords: HEC-RAS, flood risk, flood hazard, GIS, probability
INTRODUCTION
The development of the global population is made in the vicinity of necessary resources
to secure survival, but also near those who allow an easy access. From ancient times, the
locations of the human settlements were in the proximity of drinkable water resources,
rivers or coastal zones, which provided fast transportation. This location advantage was
important from a social and economic perspective, but at the same time, it also
represented a source of potential danger. The risk was represented by the possibility of
occurrence of a high flow on the nearby rivers, which would have led to a raise in the
water level and ultimately, to the manifestation of floods that would have had a
catastrophic effect [1].
The rapid growth of the population during the last hundred years led to the development
of villages and cities closer and closer to the river floodplains or towards the coastal areas,
aspect which also determines the exponential raising of flood risk in those locations.
According to UNISDR, during the period between 1995-2015, a number of 3062 floods
have been recorded at global scale, which means 47% of all weather-related disasters and
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43% of all natural disasters combined [2]. In Romania, of all natural disasters, floods have
the highest probability of occurrence, with a frequency of 55.4% during the period of
1990-2014, also representing the natural disaster that produce the highest economical
losses and highest mortality [3].
One of the greatest floods that took place in Romania during 2000-2010, when many of
the rivers with high flow rates and discharge values have surpassed the recorded historical
flows, affecting large areas for a long period of time. One of those scenarios happened on
Siret river in 2015, when floods affected an area of 58323.9 hectares, the river recording
a flow of 4650 m3/s (the average flow is 210 m3/s) [4, 5].
The aim of this paper is to determine the areas exposed to flood risk. The case study
focuses on the hydrographic basin of Ozana river. The delineation of the exposed areas
to flood risk was made possible through the generation of a flood extent layer, using HECRAS hydrological simulation software by including values of historical flood with the
probability of occurrence of 0.1% (probable return period of 1000 years). The flood band
that was obtained following the analysis, was superimposed over the built-up areas,
situated on the river valley. The methodology that was used was made available by the
European Parliament through the Directive 2007/60/CE for the identification of the
degrees and categories of exposure to floods according to the land use.
STUDY AREA
The area which this study is focusing on, is given by the Ozana river basin, located in the
Siret hydrographic basin, situated in the North-Western part of Romania. The watershed
extends over 3 relief units, namely the Eastern Carpathians, the Moldavian Subcarpathian
Hills and Moldavian Plateau, it is elongated on a West-East direction, for a distance of
approximately 57 km, and it covers an area of 419 km2 (Figure 1) [6]. From an
administrative perspective, the basin is located in Neamt County, on the river valley,
overlapping 15 localities, with a combined, total population of 35 270 residents
(according to INSE).

Figure 1. Geographical location of Ozana river catchment
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According to the data from Siret Basinal Water Administration, for the period between
1961-2013, the average multiannual quantity of precipitations was calculated to be 857
mm in the mountain area, 789 mm in the transition area of Eastern Carpathians and 658
mm in the plateau area. The average flow rate of Ozana River is 3.42 m3/s at discharge
point in Moldova river. The input of the river is from rainfall and of snow origin, with
important flow fluctuations during all seasons, due to the difference in precipitation fall
(because of the irregular character of the temperate continental climate) [6]. Transition
seasons can imply great amplitudes concerning maximum flows, during the autumn, the
flows varying from 0 m3/s to 328 m3/s (at Dumbrava gauging station).
Over time, in the area of Ozana watershed, numerous floods have occurred, that have
generated material damages and loss of numerous human lives. The most powerful flood
that took place in Ozana river basin happened between the 16th and 28th of August 2005
[7]. The recorded quantity of precipitations registered a deviation from the multiannual
average, with values between 150 mm and 250 mm of rainfall at the monitoring stations
from inside the basin. The total rainfall quantity that fell over the entire area of Ozana
river basin in August 2005 was 288.3 mm at Pluton station, 301.6 mm at Leghin station,
266 mm at Dumbrava station, these values representing the maximum rainfall recorded
for the year 2005.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology workflow is formed of two main parts:
1. The first part consists of obtaining the flood extents for Ozana River valley.
During this stage, the used data was in the form of flow values, river water levels from
control sections and the size characteristics of the hydrotechnical constructions taken
from Siret Water Basin Administration. To be able to determine the hazard at different
probabilities of flow rate passing, the flow values were calculated for three specific
sections, being determined by the location of the gauging stations, one of them located
on Pluton River in Pluton Village and the other one in Leghin Village, at the exit of the
river from the mountainous region (Table 1). The data concerning the frequency of flood
occurrence were calculated through the use of empirical Weibull Curve and Pearson III
theoretical curve. Based on the hydrological recordings, the data involving the relief
configuration and the land use data, the flood simulation on Ozana River valley was made
using HEC-RAS software [8, 9]. After the simulation was finished, the flood extent for a
flow probability overcoming 0.1 %, was obtained.
The choice of simulating a flood with a probability of overcoming higher than 1% was
considered due to the fact that the area extent of this scenario is unknown and, at the same
time, only empirical, approximated values regarding the flow and water level that the
river can reach were available. This being the case, the creation of probability occurrence
values and estimation of water levels the river can reach was necessary. On Ozana River
valley, 14 out of 15 settlements undergo the possibility to be affected by a flood or flash
flood, with a probability of occurrence of 0.1%. In this case, the villages could be flooded
over surfaces varying between 0,5 hectares and 50 hectares.
2. The second part consists in the extraction of land use from the inside of villages and
the classification using 4 categories, according to the anthropogenic elements that were
flooded and also the economic impact which the aforementioned subjects have on local
communities. In this situation, the severity of the risk to which the villages are exposed
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can be evaluated accordingly. The database used was Corine Land Cover 2012 vector
layer, downloaded from land.copernicus.eu.
For classifying the risk categories where the flooded land lots from inside of localities fit,
according to the category of usage, the methodology provided by the European Parliament
through the Directive 2007/60/CE was used [10]. The utilized layers were the land use
layer of Ozana River valley and the flood extent for the probability of occurrence of 0.1
% (returning period of 1000 years).
Table 1. Flood overcoming probabilities at gauging stations from Pluton, Leghin and Dumbrava
Pluton
Leghin
Dumbrava
Overcoming probability/Station
Discharge estimation (m3/s)
0,01%
150
639,65
893,11
0,1%
113
480,34
676,29
1%
75
320,35
458,51
5%
49
209,53
307,68
10%
38
161,04
241,69
20%
27
113,25
176,64
50%
12
49,53
89,91
80%
5
16,97
45,60
95%
2
5,20
29,57
99%
1,2
2,43
25,80
99,9%
1,1
1,74
24,86

The first step in this case is to identify and classify the elements that are exposed to
hydrological risk, represented by the human factor through settlements, objectives of
community interest, economical activities, transportation routes, elements which belong
to the cultural and community area (Table 2) [11].
Table 2. Flood risk exposure and the matrix for the probability of occurence of 0.1% [11]
Degree of
Elements exposed to risk
Hazard level
exposure
P1
P2
P3
E0
E1
E2
E3

Pastures, meadows, forests, transition areas with
shrubs (generally cleared)
Irigated/non-irigated/with complex crops/mixed with
natural vegetation/orchards/vines agricultural lands
discontinuous urban area and rural area
roads, airports, continuous urban area, industrial and
commercial units

R0

R1

R1

R1

R2

R3

R2
R2

R3
R4

R4
R4

According to the probability of occurence of a flood, but also to the degree of exposure
of the studied objectives, a matrix for assigning hydrologic risk classes can be created
[12-27]. For Ozana River valley, the inundability extent corresponds to P3 probability,
thus, the flooded terrains were classificated accordingly.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The surface flooded by Ozana River in the inside of villages situated in the river valley
were classified using 3 categories: low risk, high risk and very high risk. Villages from
the mountainous area are affected by a greater proportion in the inhabited and transport
sectors than areas from the subcarpathian and plateau zones (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). The
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reason for this fact is given by the low inhabited area, which in turn makes the territorial
extent of the villages to occurre in areas with risk to floods, whereas in the subcarpathian
and plateau areas, the widening of the river channel, the terraces and the low values of
slopes have determined the villages to be built on areas with higher elevation.

Figure 2. Risk categories associated to the 0,1% flood band (mountain area)

Figure 3. Risk categories associated to the 0,1% flood band
(mountain area, transition area towards the Subcarpathian area)

The villages located on Ozana River valley, conditioned by the terrain – mountain area –
have extended more towards the lower terraces and even towards the floodplain of Ozana
river. For this reason, these villages are highly exposed to risk of flooding. Approximately
40% of the land occupied by the settlements could be affected in the future, by a flood of
0,1%.
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Figure 4. Risk categories associated to the 0,1% flood band
(Subcarpathian area, Ozana-Topolita Depression)

Figure 5. Risk categories associated to the 0,1% flood band (plateau area)

The floodable area from inside of the villages counts a total of 222 hectares, out of which
the low risk category cumulates 20%, 43% is represented by a high risk and the rest of
37% of land is incorporated in the very high risk category. Therefore, after a flood with a
probability of returning every 1000 years, approximately 80% from the territory inside of
the localities situated in Ozana River Valley have high and very high degrees of flood
risk. These high values indicate the possibility for the aforementioned areas to be
associated with large-scale human and economic losses, which could be substantial. The
villages which have the largest surfaces included in the very high-risk category are:
Pipirig, Vanatori, Boboiesti, Dumbrava and Stinca (Table 3). In this particular situation,
the local authorities need to take the necessary measures to avoid a hydrological event to
become a disaster scenario for Ozana valley. One of the measures that can be taken could
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be banning the construction of households in the floodplain area and supporting the
construction of a hydrotechnical defense system for the vulnerable areas in the villages.
Unfortunately, the territorial expansion is associated with stopping the rain water to
reaching the soil, which is blocked by construction of transportation ways and urban
cemented sites. An important difference between the villages from Pipirig Commune and
other localities situated on Ozana valley is given by the average degree of hydrotechnical
constructions on Ozana River, torrents and small streams, which can make this commune
to be more exposed to flood risks.
Table 3. Risk categories from the inside of localities situated on Ozana River valley (ha)

Settlements
Vanatori
Dumbrava
Dolhesti
Stinca
Tgargu Neamt
Lunca
Pipirig
Timisesti
Boboiesti
Leghin
Pitiligeni

R1
0.38
6.94
2
14.88
0
6.21
3.44
1.3
0.05
3.77
4.88

R3
3.37
2.28
5.29
27.4
0.42
16.97
3.5
10.37
8.45
17.55
0

R4
15.17
11.61
0.22
9.78
0.12
4.14
17.72
0.51
12.61
4.4
6.44

CONCLUSIONS
Covering a small area from the surface of the country of just 419 km2, the hydrographic
basin of Ozana River sits in the category of small rivers from Romania. Because of the
variable physical-geographical conditions, areas with different ways of manifestation for
different types of flood risk could be identified. By applying a 1D flood simulation
method using HEC-RAS modelling software, the areas situated in different risk categories
from the interior of settlements located on Ozana valley were identified. The results
obtained following these methods can be used in the development of protection plans
against floods, but also for more efficient political programs of water management.
The risk analysis for a flow rate with a probability of occurrence of 0.1% for the villages
located on Ozana River valley between Boboiesti and Timisesti has identified 222
hectares of possible flood-prone terrain in the builtup areas of the villages. Among the
total area of flooded terrain, 40% poses a very high risk because of the placement of the
buildings in the immediate vicinity of the river. The most exposed villages from this
perspective are: Pipirig, Vanatori, Boboiesti, Dumbrava, with over 10 hectares of land
included in the very high risk category.
Based on the results generated by the simulation, the population can be acknowledged
following a series of campaigns for informing the local residents about the selective risk
that each locality or even household is exposed to. This way, the people can actively
contribute to the measures needed to be taken or even to take some measures by
themselves towards diminishing of the potential damages that can be produced by future
floods on Ozana River valley.
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ABSTRACT
The publication aims to study the flood formation mechanisms of the devastating flood
in 2014 in the Varna City, Republic of Bulgaria. Another reason for the study is to
improve our understanding of the complex interactions between the factors (natural and
anthropogenic) determining the formation and the scale (intensity and territorial scope)
of the flood and which turned the natural phenomenon a disaster.
The systemic approach is used to analyse flood formation mechanisms. The spatial
analysis method takes a central place in the examination of the flood formation factors
and mechanisms, using GIS as a tool for analysis.
The established result of the study is that flood in Varna was caused by the manifestation
of the two types of floods - river and pluvial floods. The reasons for turning the natural
phenomenon into disaster are related tо the home construction in the gully , the great
construction density of the neighbourhood, the reduced conduction of the gully and the
hydrotechnical facilities. Last but not least, the large number of human casualties is the
insufficient awareness of the inhabitants of the flood hazard and the preparedness for an
adequate individual response to protection.
Keywords: flood formation mechanisms, river flood, pluvial flood, Republic of Bulgaria
INTRODUCTION
Asparuhovo district of Varna city was flooded on 19.06.2014, by the high wave formed
in Temelkovo (Western) Gully. Victims and material damage have been caused. The
catchment area of the Temelkovo Gully extends to the Black Sea drainage sub-area and
lies to the south of Varna Lake. The Temelkovo Gully springs from a wooded area located
to the south of Asparuhovo quarter of Varna, passes through it and flows into a canal that
connects the Black Sea with Varna Lake.
The publication aims to study the flood formation mechanisms and improving our
understanding of the complex interactions between the factors (natural and
anthropogenic) determining the formation and the scale (intensity and territorial scope)
of the flood and which turned the natural phenomenon a disaster.
MATERIAL AND METHODS / METHODOLOGY
Various information has been used to achieve the purpose of the research - spatial data
(orthophotomaps, cadastral maps, etc.), map materials, hydro meteorological information,
video recordings and TV reports, demographic information and scientific publications
related to the topic of the study.
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The systemic approach is used to analyse flood formation mechanisms. The spatial
analysis method takes a central place in the examination of the flood formation factors
and mechanisms, using GIS as a tool for analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The flood in Asparuhovo district is a phenomenon that results from the specific
combination of natural (climatic and landscape) and anthropogenic (land use) factors in
the catchment area of Temelkovo Gully.
Natural factors
Climatic factors
The atmosphere over Bulgaria, on 19.06.2014 is highly unstable. The influx of warm and
humid air from the sea to the dry land leads to the formation of a meso - cyclone over
Eastern Bulgaria. Around 6 pm, a massive cloud system starts to develop, which in
vertical growth reaches a high altitude (the upper limit of the cloud cover at 21.16 and 12
km). It started to rain about midnight on 18.06. 2014, with rainfall continuing almost
uninterrupted until about 11 am on 20.06.2014. The total amount of precipitation for this
period is 109.2 mm. The largest precipitation is in statinon Varna that was reported in the
interval 6-20 pm and in the Asparuhovo district in the interval 3-5 pm. The maximum
intensity of the rainfall (within 30 minutes) that was measured at the station Varna
(between 16.30 and 17.00 pm) is 2, 31mm / min. This is why the precipitation is defined
as torrential (intense) rains. In addition, they significantly exceed the monthly
precipitation norm (1961 - 1990) for June (239% of the norm) and the 90th percentile of
June's monthly rainfall. The rainfall on 20.06.2014 is the maximum 24 hours rainfall for
June 2014 and exceeds 90th percentile of 24 hours maximum rainfall. It is also the largest
recorded for the period 1925 - 2015, as it is more repeatable than once every 50 years.
Precipitation falling in the catchment area of the Temelkovo Gully is not an unusual
phenomenon for the region of Varna. These precipitation rates are considerably lower
than the maximum observed (20.08.1951) to date maximum 24-hour rainfall in Varna 258 mm and 120 mm (3.09.1999).
In this case, the extreme features of rainfall, namely its intensity (strong) and duration
(rapid), are of greater importance for the high wave formation in Temelkovo Gully. In
Varna station , only for an hour the precipitation reaches 24,5 mm or 33 % of the roundthe-clock precipitation sum (24h period) with maximum rainfall intensity (within 30
minutes) - 2.31 mm/min. The absolute maximum intensity, measured for the same period
in Varna city is 2,01mm/min. (20.08.1951) In addition, this extreme precipitation falls on
the heavily moistened surface, which determinates the formation of a surface runoff
(runoff coefficient close to 1.0). It quickly flows into the Temelkovo Gully and forms the
high wave.
Geological and hydrogeological structure
The catchment area of Temelkovo Gully is located in the so called Varna depression.
The geological base of the city of Varna, especially in the area of Asparuhovo, is made
up of sands with layers of clays, sandstones and rarely conglomerates (Galata geological
ensemble, gNj). It is characterized by the predominance of yellowish and whitish sands,
as layers gray and greenish clays and sandy clays are often found there, rarely lenses and
layers of sandstones, sandy and deciduous limestone. The water permeability of the rocks,
which is measured by the filtration coefficient, is their most important feature on which
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depends the processes of rainwater filtration and infiltration and the formation of surface
runoff. It depends on the physicochemical and mechanical features, such as the mineral
and chemical composition, the degree of consistency, the porosity, the density and the
origin of the cracks in them and etc. The rocks of the Galata ensemble on this indicator
are categorized as medium-to-low permeable rocks26 with a filtration coefficient of 5 m/d
– 5 m/d. Therefore, the lithological composition of the rock limits the infiltration of the
precipitation to a greater depth. Infiltrated rainfall moistens an area of 2 to 4 m below the
surface, which is a factor for the activation of landslides.
Hydrogeological structure
The hydrogeological structure, which builds the territory of Temelkovo Gully, is the
Varna artesian basin, which is characterized by the layered aquifers and complexes.
Particularly important is only the highest aquifer formed in the Miocene material of the
Galata ensemble, which is included within the scope of the underground water body
BG2G000000N019- porosity water in Neogene - Miocene – Galata - Dolen Chiflik.27 In
the northern coast of the surface, older and relatively less water-permeable rocks of the
Rousser ensemble are reported, referring to the underground water body
BG2G0000Pg026- porosity water in Paleogene - Eocene Varna-Shabla. According to the
information of the Basin Directorate of the Black Sea Region, the water body
BG2G000000N019 - porosity water in Neogene - Miocene - Galata - Dolen Chiflik28 has
an area of 427,91 km and more specifically in the area of "Asparuhovo" it is entirely
located above the local erosion base. The predominant nature of groundwater is nonpressurized aquifer. Feeding comes from rainfalls and it is hampered by the soil layer, the
disintegration of the relief and the processes of evapotranspiration. In the vertical
direction, the filtration properties are highly variable and correspond to the lithological
characteristics, such as the presence of clayey deposits that significantly reduce drainage
infiltration in depth. Drainage of groundwater is from springs or directly in the river
network. Groundwater surface discharge is lithological predetermined - in the contact
areas of the aquifer sandy sediments with the clays. For that reason, there are a number
of springs located above the local erosion base. They are an important factor for
humidification of the slopes and create favorable conditions for the development of land
sliding processes. In conclusion, the specific hydrogeological structure and the filtration
characteristics of the rocks are a factor for limiting the infiltration of the rainwater in the
earth's crust and are a factor for the formation of predominantly surface (slope) runoff. It
forms the high wave that flooded in Asparuhovo quarter and the activation of the landslide
processes in the urbanized as well as in the non-urbanized part of the quarter.
Geomorphological factors
The average altitude of the catchment is slightly above 106 m. With largest areas are the
height strips of 0 - 50 and 50 - 100 m, which cover the lower part of the gully where
Asparuhovo is located, in the middle part of the gully the altitude is in the range 100 150 m (8 , 9% of the total area). In the upper part, the height stripes150-200 and 200 202 m occupy insignificant areas. Characteristic of the relief are the slopes in the range
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In accordance with their filtration properties, three types of rocks are separated:
(1) highly permeable with a filtration coefficient (K) of 500 to 10 (m / d);
(2) Medium permeable with a filtration coefficient (K) of 50 to 1 (m / d);
(3) weaknesses to impermeable with a filtration factor (K) of 3 to 0 (m / d).
27
Designed by the Basin Directorate of Varna, as required by the Framework Directive 2000/60 / EC
28
Designed by the Basin Directorate of Varna, as required by the Framework Directive 2000/60 / EC
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of 0 - 10 ° C (77.6% of the catchment area), 12.8% of the area has slopes in the range of
20 - 30 °. The territory with slopes in the interval (> 30°) occupied the third place in the
catchment. An insignificant part of the catchment of the gully has slopes in the range of
10 - 20° C. The described relief features create specific runoff conditions. The upper
(southern) and middle part of the gully are wider and leveled, while the lower part of the
area where Asparuhovo is located is narrowed and highly leveled - from 2 to 5 m above
sea level. The main characteristics of the riverbed that are important for the activation of
the torrential processes are deep (up to 30 m) and V - shaped at the top of the gully to U
- shaped near Asparuhovo cross sections. The slopes of the gully are steep (30° - 45°) and
in some places they reach 75° (at the top of the gully) and decrease to less than 10° in the
area of Asparuhovo (lower part of the gully); a long longitudinal slope (44,9 ‰), and in
some areas at the beginning and the middle part of the gully it reaches 75 ‰. Unstable
lithological composition constituting the riverbed. The significant surface runoff, formed
on 19 June 2014, due to the steep slopes, enters the gully at high speed and activates both
landslide and collapsing slope processes as well as vertical (deep) erosion. As a result of
this process, in the upper part of the gully and on the left tributary, local erosion bases
form, forming temporary water basins. At the same time, the riverbed is being dug.
(carved out). In the upper and middle part of the gully, new landslides are formed and the
old (existing) landslides in the urbanized part of the gully (Asparuhovo district) are
activated. The eroded material is actively entrained in the water stream together with the
collapsing slope material, thereby forming a muddy mass. It blocks the narrow gully in
multiple places and creates conditions for the water to become clogged. When the barrier
breaks, as a result of the considerable longitudinal slope of the riverbed, the significant
mud water flow, which has a great destructive force, is being transported at a high speed
to the Asparuhovo. The special characteristics of the rocks forming the riverbed and the
low coefficient of friction due to the highly smooth surface of the bottom of the gully,
contribute to the great speed.
Soil cover
In the catchment area of Temelkovo Gully, the soil type of brown and grey forest soils
is spread. The soil before the flood is in full saturation due to the continuous and
significant precipitation falling in the previous days. The water retaining capacity of this
soil type is high - 30-35%.[4]. Gray forest soils are also characterized by a slow
infiltration rate (K = 0, 09-0, 1 m / 24 h) of precipitation. [5] This combined with the
presence of a powerful clay-luminous-metamorphic horizon is a prerequisite for reducing
their water conductivity in depth. The dense build-up and asphalting of the streets in
Asparuhovo district are an essential factor for the so-called "Soil sealing", which in
combination with the significant slopes turns the streets of Asparuhovo in rivers where
the water is moving at a very high speed and has a considerable destructive power. The
described mechanical and water - physical properties of gray forest soils are an essential
factor for the formation of predominantly surface runoff.
Vegetation cover
The vast majority of the catchment area of the Temelkovo (West) Gully is occupied by
forests - deciduous, coniferous and mixed. The deciduous forests are mainly represented
by oak, honey, hornbeam between the ages of 50 and 70 years and a height of 15-20 m.
In the northeastern part of the basin, on a small area are developed coniferous forests
represented by black and white pine, atlas cedar, sea pine and others at age 40 years and
height between 12 - 14 m. Mixed forests are represented by silver-linden, black pine and
hornbeam, hazel. Well-developed is the underbrush represented by hornbeam, honey,
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cherry, oak. [2] The health status of forests before flooding is good (they do not form
significant quantities of natural waste - fallen trees and branches which, as a result of the
significant surface runoff, contribute to the barrier of the gully).
In terms of their water-regulating role, it is larger in the deciduous forest vegetation,
which retains significantly less amount of rainwater (interception). Research shows that
deciduous forests retain about 15-25% of annuals rainfall, while coniferous 27 to 33% of
annual rainfall. [6] However, during the disaster / flood, the water-regulating role of
forests was determined by specific weather conditions. On one hand due to the continuous
precipitation falling in the period 15.06. - 19.06. 2014 leaves of the trees were wet. On
the other hand, precipitation is characterized by a high intensity in a short time (according
to witnesses - "water is poured on rods"). The wind speed of 17-18 m/s, which is a
prerequisite for decreasing the water-holding capacity (interception) of the deciduous
forests and reaching almost the entire quantity of rainwater to the ground surface,
respectively the formation of surface runoff.
Anthropogenic factors
Spatial Planning
The expansion of Asparuhovo district took place in the direction of Temelkovo Gully,
and over the years, an increasing part of the riverbed was built up. The house built in the
bed of the gully, that is to say the "water path" where the impact force of the high wave
(mud - stone stream) is greatest, is completely destroyed. At the same time, a high density
of construction characterizes the district. This is also the main factor for the large number
of casualties and material damage.
Logging and illegal felling of forests
The use of forest resources is carried out by Territorial Directorate "State Forestry" Varna
based on the activities planned in the “Forest plan”, 2007. [2] The total amount of
harvested timber for the period 2008 - 2014 is 4 325, 86 cubic meters, as planned in the
“Forest plan”, 2007 - 5 820, 00 cubic meters. The conclusion is that the use of forest
resources in the Temelkovo Gully basin does not cause deforestation; on the contrary, the
planned felling maintains and improves the condition of the forests.
In the territory of Territorial Directorate "State Forestry" Varna are registered cases of
illegal logging, but the harvested timber is in negligible quantities (33,4 m3 in 2013 and
10,5 m3 in 2014). Therefore, the illegal felling did not affect the state of the forest system.
There was no deforestation in the territory of Asparuhovo district and this process have
not contributed intensification the torrential processes that took place on 19.06.2017.
Prior to the flood, a planned timber harvest was carried out in the entire catchment area
of Temelkovo Gully. However, all issued logging permits order that the way of cleaning
up the clearing is through "accumulation or even dispersal of branches in the clearing".
“Satisfactory” mark for cleaning procedures has been given in all finding protocols. This
means that almost all of the broken branches were scattered or accumulated everywhere.
As significant surface runoff is formed, this wood mass is deposited in the gully where it
becomes a component of the material that blocks narrow areas of the gully and creates
conditions for the water to come clogged and water basins to be formed.
Wastes and unregulated landfills
Before the flood, Temelkovo Gully is contaminated with construction waste, used tires
and mixed household waste.[1] It can be aaccepted that these wastes, together with
carried by the water mud mass, whole trees, branches and leaves contributed to the
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partitioning of the gully and the reduction of the water conductivity of the drainage under
Perekop Street. Their role in the formation of the high wave, however, is insignificant as
it is already formed in a volume much larger than the water conductivity of the drainage
under Perekop Street.
Water bodies and hydro technical facilities
In the outline of Asparuhovo district, the gully is corrected and known as “West guard
channel „with a purpose to take the gully runoff into channel that connects Varna Lake
with Black sea. A culvert is built below Perekop street.The tube culvert at Gravitsa Street
is built from two concrete pipes with a diameter of 60 cm. and a length of about 730 m.
The culvert is able to conduct a maximum water quantity of about 2 m3/s, which is
negligible. [3] The hydro technical facilities (culvert below Perekop street, tube culrvet
at Gravitsa street and West guard channel) have very low conductivity and are unable to
take away efficiently even much small water quantities.
Conductivity of the gully
Before the flood, the bed of the gully in its non-urbanized part is overgrown with trees
and bushes. In its narrowest part, two buildings were built. In the urbanized area, the
riverbed is narrowed due to the construction of a square. In the past instead of square
there was a so called „natural retention basin" where the water freely spilled and the
formed water quantity freely passed through the drainage under Perekop Street without
flowing outside the riverbed. The water conductivity of West guard channel is reduced
due to poor dimension/sizing on hydro technical facilities (the culvert below Perekop
Street and the pipe drainage). It should be emphasized, that with the maximum water
quantity of 150 m3/s even when properly dimensioned, they could not be effective and
contribute to the discharging of the significant mass of water (2.0-2, 5 m3) in the Black
Sea canal, without water going out of the gully bed.
CONCLUSION AND/ RECOMMENDATIONS
Most of the Asparuhovo district was flooded as a result of river-type flood with origin
Temelkovo and Iztochno Gully. The high wave is formed in the area located in the nonurbanized part as a result of a complex mechanism- blocking the water conductivity
through "natural and artificial partitioning“and "reduced water conductivity" of the
gullies. In the higher parts of Asparuhovo, the damages of the road pavement and the
buildings are resulting from the so - called " "Pluvial" (scattered /slope) flood with a
source of torrential intense rainfall, fallen on 19.06.2014. The significant surface water
layer formed in the higher parts of Asparuhovo district caused the activation and the
appearance of the old landslides located in the urbanized part of Temelkovo and East
Gully, which threat residential buildings with devastation and cause a flood-related
disaster - the occurrence of landslides.
The natural phenomenon becomes a disaster due to the influence of a number of
anthropogenic factors that determine the magnitude (intensity and territorial range) of the
disaster. A major factor for the human casualties and material damage is the unregulated
construction in Temelkovo Gully and the great density of the build up in neighborhood.
The reduced conductivity along the gully is another important factor contributing to the
formation of the high wave. Last but not least, the large number of human casualties was
caused by the insufficient awareness of the inhabitants about the danger of flooding and
the preparedness for an adequate individual response for protection. Staying in the house
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at 68 Gorna Studena Str., despite the fact that the water starts to penetrate through the
window and the front door, was fatal for the inhabitants.
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ABSTRACT
Of all phenomena which lead, through their manifestation, to material damage and loss
of human lives, floods are the most devastating. They present a high degree of danger,
both in frequency and intensity, but also by the high value of the damage produced.
Romania has faced numerous floods in the past decades, of which the ones that took place
in the Eastern region are of most significance in Siret watershed and Prut-Barlad river
basins. To prioritize the interventions, the deployment of forces, as well as funds for flood
defenses, first the zones and the sub-basins which are the most vulnerable must be
identified. The purpose of this work is to develop an analysis at a sub-basinal level, which
will take into consideration the most important morphometric parameters that are
influencing floods, to obtain a comparative, relevant and understandable result, in order
to achieve several cartographic materials that are easy to interpret and present to the
authorities capable to intervene in such situations. The proposed model can be applied to
any hydrographic basin that has a sufficiently detailed digital elevation model (DEM), in
order to generate significant results.
Keywords: drainage basin, flood, GIS, multi-parameter, vulnerability
INTRODUCTION
Flood vulnerability assessment represents a complex analysis, that is based on a variety
of techniques and methodologies, which integrates the triggering factors of this
phenomenon, by using GIS implementation [1], [2]. Flooding represents an overflow of
water, covering areas which are usually located in dry conditions, and occur due to factors
such as heavy rain, low topographical area, riverbank erosion etc. [3], [4].
These phenomena can occur due to a series of factors such as hydrological,
geomorphological, climatic and last but not least, anthropogenic factors, the latter having
the possibility to be, at the same time, the cause and, in some cases, an important factor
in the destructiveness of such phenomena [3], [5]. Depending on demographic and
economic pressure and demands, human settlements have expanded over areas vulnerable
to hydrological risks [3], [4], [6].
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In the case of this study, the elaboration of cartographic materials that can better illustrate
the hydrological vulnerability has the main purpose of identifying the areas and the subbasins which have a certain degree of vulnerability to hydrological risk in order to
highlight regions where the authorities could intervene in case of necessity [5].
STUDY AREA
Tecucel river drainage basin is located in the South-Eastern part of Romania, at the
contact between two geographical areas, namely the Moldavian Plateau in the North and
the Romanian Plain in the South, the basin originating in the Southern tip of Tutova Hills.
In this area, the basin overlaps 3 landscape sub-units: Virlanesti Hill in the North,
Tecuciului Plain in the Central, Southern and Western side, and Barlad river meadow in
the South-Eastern part (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Geographical location of Tecucel River basin on Romanian territory

Tecucel drainage basin is a component of the Barlad river basin, being a right-side
tributary with an area of 112 km2 and a length of 24 km. The hypsometry of the area is
characterized by a maximum altitude of 307.8 m in the Northern part, in Ploscuteni Hill,
and a minimum altitude of 32.5 m at the confluence with the river tributary, in the
Southern part of Tecuci City [7].
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In terms of relief, the study area is represented by a hilly side in the North and Central
part of the basin, mainly with low slope values ranging from 0-3 to 3-15 degrees.
Although the area is mainly represented by relatively low slope values, given the
geomorphology and soils, the terrain allowed the formation of a system of ravines with
very steep slopes, which, during periods with high rainfall, they manage to direct the
precipitation water downstream into the main channel, suddenly raising the river flow.
In terms of hydrology, Tecucel drainage basin has a Circularity Ratio of 0.123 and an
Elongation Ratio of 0.281, oriented on a NW-SE direction, the upper and middle course
containing a series of semi-permanent tributaries that flow approximately parallel to the
main watercourse, all of them being collected downstream of Nicoresti locality.
Based on the generated drainage network in GIS environment by using a LiDAR Digital
Elevation Model of 1-meter resolution, Tecucel River is, according to the Horton-Strahler
hydrographic network classification, a river of order 4, in Barlad drainage basin. Given
the location and the hydrological characteristics, the flooding potential of Tecucel River
was highlighted in the last decade, after the flood from 5-7 September 2007, when Tecuci
City was flooded [8].
In terms of administrative borders, Tecucel catchment area is located at the contact
between Vrancea and Galati counties, being separated by Siret Valley and it extends over
the territory of 6 settlements: Ploscuteni, Brahasesti, Buciumeni, Poiana, Nicoresti and
Tecuci City at the confluence.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flood vulnerability assessment at basinal and sub-basinal level was possible by using a
number of hydro-morphometric parameters which pose an important role in causing
floods in hydrological drainage basins. When working with methodologies that imply the
use of hydro-morphometric parameters in a GIS environment, it is very important that the
used data is of high resolution, thus assuring more accurate results [9], [10]. This analysis
is based on the use of a LiDAR digital elevation model, with a resolution of 1 m, the
access to such dataset being provided by the Regional Water Administration Prut-Barlad,
Iasi. The factors considered to be the most representative in this analysis which that were
taken into account are: Circularity Ratio (𝑅𝑐), Elongation Ratio (𝑅𝑒), Drainage Density
(𝐷), Stream Frequency (𝐹𝑠), Relief Ratio (𝑅ℎ), Ruggedness (𝑅𝑛) and Bifurcation Ratio
(𝑅𝑏) [5], [11-25]. These parameters are the most relevant for our study and for a better
understanding of how the terrain characteristics influence the runoff behavior a brief
description is important (Table 1).
The relief ratio plays an important role in drainage. The higher the relief, the steeper the
slopes, thus the greater the energy available to move flows through the catchment.
Watersheds with the highest relief ratio have shorter lag time and time of rise, as well as
higher peaks and flow velocities, thus high values indicate a higher flash flood risk. The
circularity ratio is representative due to the importance of the shape of the watershed in
drainage. This means that if a basin has a more rounded form, the water flow from a heavy
rainfall would reach the main channel at the same time, causing a high peak flood
downstream. The ratio is equal to 1, when the basin shape is a perfect circle, 0.785 when
the shape is a square, and decreases when the basin becomes elongated. Thus, small
values indicate a lower flash flood risk [26]. The elongation ratio has important
hydrological consequences because, in contrast to more circular catchments, precipitation
delivered during a heavy rainfall in highly elongated basins has to travel a longer distance,
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thus implying a small flood risk. Flood risk is also influenced by the roughness number,
through high values, which show small but steep values to be prone to higher flash flood
risk than wider valleys with lower relief but with same drainage density.

No.
1

Table 1. Used morphometric parameters in the flood vulnerability analysis
Morphometric
Formula
Abbreviations
parameters
4𝜋 ∗ 𝐴
Rc = Circularity Ratio; A = Area of watershed
Circularity Ratio
𝑅𝑐 =
𝜋 = 3.14159
𝑃2

2

Elongation Ratio

3

Drainage Density

4

Stream Frequency

5

Relief Ratio

6

Ruggedness
Number

7

Bifurcation Ratio

1 4
√ 𝐴
𝐿𝑏 𝜋
𝐿
𝐷=
𝐴
𝑁
𝐹𝑠 =
𝐴
𝐵ℎ
𝑅ℎ =
𝐿𝑏

𝑅𝑒 =

𝑅𝑛 = 𝐵ℎ ∗ 𝐷𝑑
𝑅𝑏 =

𝑁𝑢
𝑁𝑢+1

Re= Elongation Ratio; A = Area of watershed;
π=3.14159
D = Drainage Density; L = Total length of
streams; A = Area of watershed
Fs = Stream Frequency; N=Total number of
streams; A=Area of watershed
Rh = Relief Ratio; Bh=Basin relief;
Lb=Basin length
Rn = Ruggedness Number; Bh=Basin relief;
D=Drainage density
Rb= Bifurcation Ratio; Nu=Total number of
stream segment; Nu+1 = Number of segment of
next higher order

In the case of drainage density, it can affect the shape of a river’s hydrograph during a
rain storm. For example, the high density of a stream network often has a hydrograph
characterized by a quick rise and a steep fall, because the storm water can flow through
multiple channels into the main channel, meaning a rapid flow of a high volume of
precipitation water. A higher density means a potential high risk to flooding while a low
density means a low flood risk.

Figure 2. Methodological workflow for the analysis
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Stream frequency is directly connected with drainage density. The presence of a higher
number of streams in a sub-basin means multiple channels where the water can drip and
eventually concentrate in a single stream. Hence, the greater the frequency, the greater
the flood risk. Finally, the bifurcation ratio is subordinate to geomorphological factors, as
the ratio is higher in intensely fragmented regions and lower in flat regions and to the
number of streams. If the ratio is low, there is a higher chance of flooding, as the water
will be concentrated in one channel rather than spread out [27].
The necessary layers for the output of the analysis are the sub-basin layers, which help
calculate the already mentioned parameters. The first step of the analysis is comprised of
the elimination of small gaps from the elevation data. This was achieved by using Flow
Direction, Sink and Fill tools in ArcMap 10.4 to identify and correct the found errors. In
order to create the sub-basins layers, it was first necessary to generate the drainage
network. This step was made automatically, by using a series of functions from
Hydrology Toolset in ArcMap 10.4 like Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation. A raster
query was necessary to be applied on the Flow Accumulation raster by using Raster
calculator, to select only the relevant generated values referring to the river network. For
this reason, the selected cells were those with values above 60000. The resulted raster
was then converted to vector file, preparing the next step of generating the sub-basins.
Because Tecucel River is classified after Horton-Strahler as being of order IV, there were
created 3 layers with the sub-basins of rivers of each order. This process was
accomplished by using pour-points at the confluence of each river with the next higher
order river and by applying the Watershed function, thus resulting the necessary subbasins for which the vulnerability scores were later calculated (Fig. 2). Based on the
necessary raster and vector layers, the parameters taken into account were calculated and
normalized using the Feature Scaling method, which implies the ranging of values
between 0 and 1, using the formula:
(𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑥𝑛 =
(𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
In order to generate the flood vulnerability maps, all the normalized values
obtained from the calculation of the morphometric parameters had to be summed. For this
step, a new column was created in the Attribute Table of each sub-basin layer and the
value of the normalized parameters were added together, thus resulting the values of
vulnerability to flood for each sub-basin in each layer. The cartographic representation of
the flood vulnerability follows a classification using 5 classes, spanning from very low to
very high vulnerability.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As a final step, using the parameters mentioned in Table 1, maps showing the
vulnerability to floods were generated (Figs. 3, 4). The colors ranging from dark green to
red were chosen, to facilitate the understanding of the possible intensity of the
vulnerability of floods, dark green signifying very low vulnerability, whereas red marks
areas with very high vulnerability. Based on the analysis, a number of 83 sub-basins of
order I were generated, 14 sub-basins of order II and 3 sub-basins of order III. The flood
vulnerability map for the sub-basins of order I of Tecucel River indicates that 14.45% of
the sub-basins have a very high vulnerability, 20,48% have a high vulnerability, 31.32%
have a medium vulnerability, 27.71% have a low vulnerability and 6.02% have a very
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low vulnerability to floods. Concerning the sub-basins with a very high vulnerability,
most of them are right side tributaries of Tecucel River, in the upper and middle course.
The vulnerability scores in this analysis vary according to the input each parameter had
on the final score. Thus, the very high vulnerability can be explained by the high values
of some parameters like Relief Ratio and low values of Circularity Ratio, Elongation
Ratio and Ruggedness Number. Because in the upper and middle course of the river, the
terrain is more prominent, with hills, valleys and ravines, this morphometric characteristic
translates into higher values of flood vulnerability. The sub-basins with a medium and
low vulnerability are the most widespread, being generated both upstream and
downstream. The classification of these basins according to the relationship between
relief and parameters could be explained by the hydrological characteristics like
Elongation Ratio or Relief Ratio. The sub-basins with very low vulnerability represent
the least of the drainage basin surface, being located in smoother areas with low slope
values. In this situation, the values of the parameters are very similar, given the resulted
low values, the vulnerability to flood being very low.

Figure 3. Flood vulnerability maps of Tecucel drainage basin. The flood vulnerability map of sub-basins
of order I (left); The flood vulnerability map of sub-basins of order II (right)

The situation for the vulnerability to flood concerning the sub-basins of order II is clearer,
14 sub-basins being generated, classified from very high vulnerability to very low
vulnerability. The fact that the most susceptible sub-basins to flood vulnerability, those
with very high and high vulnerability, are localized in the upper part of the basin can be
observed. The morphology of the land can allow a flash flood to happen, in the last years
several cases of flash floods being reported by the residents of the settlements located in
these sub-basins, meaning that the result is significantly accurate. Considering the subbasins with medium vulnerability, they do not pose immediate threat, because there are
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no settlements located in that area. But considering the input these sub-basins can have in
case of a storm, their output can be complementary to the areas located downstream.

Figure 4. The flood vulnerability of sub-basins of order III in Tecucel drainage basin

The last cartographic material represents the flood vulnerability of the sub-basins of order
III (Fig. 4). As it can be observed, the sub-basin classified as having very low flood
vulnerability occupies the largest area of all three and at the same time has a high drainage
density but it is very elongated, which means that a flood could hardly form in this area
due to the difficulties of rainwater to simultaneously concentrate into a flash flood. The
sub-basin classified as having a medium flood vulnerability, compared to the previous
one, has a less dense drainage network and is smaller in size, but it has a shape that
supports the formation of a flood, because in a basin shaped in this manner, the water
from upstream tributaries reaches the main channel at once, meaning a high peak flow
that can create an overbank flow.
A river that has a basin with high Circularity Ratio also has the characteristic of having
tributaries with similar values of length, this meaning that in case of a heavy rain, the
rainwater that reach the tributaries will be able to flow into the main channel at similar
time intervals, generating a high volume of water, that would flow into the main river
which would create a high peak flood. An interesting example can be given by the river
classified by a very high vulnerability to flood, being situated on an area with steep slopes,
having a wider opening in the downstream area, a dense drainage network and a small
area, where the flow from the tributaries could rapidly concentrate into the main channel
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and generating a flash flood in a small interval of time, due to the proximity of the large
area to the confluence.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis described and applied in this paper used a comparative, multi-parameter
methodology to identify the flood vulnerability at a basinal and sub-basinal level, in
Tecucel hydrographic basin, using GIS techniques. The parameters used, that are of most
relevance for this study, were Circularity Ratio, Elongation Ratio, Drainage Density,
Stream Frequency, Relief Ratio, Ruggedness and Bifurcation Ratio. Alongside with the
LiDAR Digital Elevation Model, the results of the analysis were significant and relevant.
This method of analyzing the flood vulnerability can take into account other parameters
as well, such as vegetation cover, soil type, land cover etc., but a proportion of minimum
7-8 parameters must be kept in order to have significant and reliable results.
Concerning the data used and the results, it can be considered that this method, while
using relatively little input, can offer an insight of the hydrological vulnerability in a
watershed, with a degree of precision in accordance to the input data used and the chosen
parameters. In conclusion, based in the data used and the results obtained, this method
represents a useful tool in the analysis of vulnerability to floods.
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ABSTRACT
Development of the peer-to-peer interaction technologies is one of significant
development planes of the information systems and World Wide Web. Particularly, such
modern paradigms as Internet of Things and Fog Computing assume the need of direct
interactions between client nodes on local or wide area networks as well as on the Web.
However, peer-to-peer technologies are poorly studied and implemented in geospatial
domain, despite obvious applicability in different thematic domains, for example to build
monitoring grids.
The paper observes issues of peer-to-peer architecture design for Web-based GISs and
geospatial Web services, and our preliminary conclusions on application of contemporary
technologies as a basis for peer-to-peer interchange of geospatial data on the Web.
Keywords: Web-based GIS, Geospatial Web Service, Peer-to-peer, WebRTC,
Geospatial Fog Computing
INTRODUCTION
Previously we executed a number of studies devoted to the architecture design of Web
services for client-side processing of geospatial data. We developed a software prototype
for online client-side geospatial data processing using software components delivered
onto client computer through the Web service [9]. Some investigations we devoted also
to the issue of Web publication of the geospatial data onto client hardware platforms using
lightweight geospatial Web servers [10]. These studies gave possibility for approbation
of distributed client-side computational and storage resources as a possible and workable
part of hardware segment of the Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs).
Currently we are focusing on discover of architectures and technologies which can be
convenient to implement peer-to-peer (client-to-client) interactions in processing chains
of geospatial Web services and Web-based Geographic Information Systems (GISs)
which use client-side data storage and/or processing. Such an approach is called as Fog
Computing [7], [8] or Geospatial Fog Computing, and assumes that clients incorporated
into system become able to store, process and transmit geospatial data directly, using their
own resources.
However, implementation of the peer-to-peer interactions becomes an issue due to
general differences between the server (traditional bulky server) and client (used as client
only or as a lightweight server) nodes of the network. First significant difference consists
in the higher applicability of high-performing server-type hardware for deployment of
software Web server and specialized server-side software of geospatial Web service or
Web-based GIS. Web server software is needed for initial handle of requests arrived to
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the data storage/processing node of Web-based GIS or to the separated geospatial Web
service. Second one difference is the addressing of the bulky servers (static IP address is
used usually) and clients (desktop-type or mobile-type) where dynamic addressing is used
in general case, which brings difficulties in search and allocation of needed client-type
node that is used as a lightweight data server for example [12].
POSSIBLE ARCHITECTURE FOR PEER-TO-PEER WEB-BASED GIS
Three main approaches can be proposed to ensure peer-to-peer interchange and
distributed storage of geospatial data, which are:
- Extension of currently used Web service standards (OGC WMS [3], WFS [5],
WCS [4], WPS [6], etc.)
- Torrent-like data interchange
- Blockchain-based data interchange
First approach assumes centralized architecture, as the master server is needed to store
metadata records for geospatial datasets stored on distributed client nodes. Second
approach makes decentralization possible, which can be achieved through the use of more
than one server to store metadata records. Finally, third approach assumes fully
distributed architecture, while the blockchain [1] paradigm is applied.
Extension of currently used Web service standards (first of all, OGC standards –
http://www.opengeospatial.org) can be an effective way for implementation of new
geospatial data distribution and interchange techniques, as it ensures inverse
compatibility with currently used infrastructures [12]. As all mentioned OGC standards
demand the use of getCapabilities request to initiate interaction with geospatial Web
service (Fig. 1), the request can be extended with declaration of direct (from other client)
data download possibility.

Figure 1. Client-server interaction schema of geospatial Web service
for the case of distributed client-side data storage
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In more general case, server-side software of Web service have to be able to request
needed data from one or many data-owning clients and to redirect uploaded data flow as
download flow to the consuming client that requested the data. Such a technique of data
flow redirection can ensure design of fully (direct and inverse) compatible geospatial Web
services, able to store and process data in distributed manner. It can be time consuming
however, as the data transmitted two times (from storage to the master server and from
the master server to the consuming client).
To resolve the problem of software Web server deployment on the data-owning client and
to make it a lightweight data server, it is needed to discover context and facilities in every
case separately. Then it is possible to select from deployment of full-size Web server
(e.g., Nginx - http://nginx.org), mobile application with Web server functionality (e.g.,
kWS – https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.xeustechnologies.android.kws ;
Palapa – https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.alfanla.android.pws), or
Web browser-based framework that realizes Web server functionality in the browser
context (e.g., Browserver-client – https://github.com/jed/browserver-client ; Nohost –
https://github.com/humphd/nohost)
BitTorrent protocol [2] assumes decentralized data storage on many clients. A metadata
file is used to store description of some dataset published in peer-to-peer BitTorrent
network, which is called torrent file. This file is transmitted to the consuming client at the
first step and is used to establish direct (peer-to-peer) connection with other client and
then to download needed data.

Figure 2. Client-server interaction schema of torrent-like distributed client-side data storage

To optimize downloading of the dataset from data-owning client, the dataset is divided
logically into small parts (pieces), and hash code for every part is computed and
incorporated into the torrent file. Finally, the master server is called tracker server and is
used for dynamically updated storage of list of the datasets stored on different clients and
available for immediate download. Web link to the tracker is also incorporated into the
torrent file. Thus, only the torrent file and BitTorrent-compatible downloader software
are needed to be presented on consuming client to receive the dataset. A number of tracker
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servers can be used to find currently available data-owning clients, as well as a number
of data-owning clients can be used to receive directly different parts of the dataset, while
the parts a controlled and combined using hash codes available in torrent file.
In the case of blockchain-based data interchange, the blockchain itself (which is register
composed of some metadata records and divided into separated parts called blocks) stored
as a fully replicated distributed database. This means that full copies of the blockchain
are stored on more than one of nodes of the blockchain network. Such a duplication makes
it possible to ensure stability of the network and is used as one of data spoofing prevention
instruments. In general case, blockchain network is not use the tracker servers, as the
connection to the network is realized through the address broadcasting by every network
node and receiving of addressed broadcasted by other nodes on predefined port. Any node
is connected usually to the limited number of other nodes (not to all available), which
broadcasted addresses it can allocate.
The blocks are separated to make the blockchain splittable and to give the possibility to
store not all the blockchain but its needed part on some node. At the same time, every
next-generated block stores hash code of previously generated composing consistent
chain due to this. Blocks itself can be coded in different ways, for example the JSON
(https://json.org) notation can be used that is native for Web. To publish some metadata
record in currently constructed block, client need to push the record to the nodes it
connected. Then the record is transmitted through the network between different nodes,
checked and incorporated into all copies of blockchain.
There is no any currently presented and widely known torrent or blockchain technology
implementation in the domain of geospatial data storage. It is obvious that both torrent
file as well as blockchain can be used to store and distribute metadata of geospatial
datasets, and datasets as a consequence. However, until the last time the problem was to
implement client-to-client connection through the Web browser, as the user interface for
Web-based GISs and geospatial Web services is implemented in most cases through the
browser.
Such a technological gap was filled in 2011 with the implementation of WebRTC
technology [11], which made it possible to establish real-time browser-to-browser
connection and to transfer media (or data) flows from browser to browser. The technology
is supported by major Web browsers currently, and any specialized browser-based Web
applications (Web interfaces) can be implemented in traditional way using the JavaScript
programming language and ready-to-use JavaScript program libraries.
WebRTC resolves the problem of dynamic addressing of the client devices through the
incorporated mechanism of client addresses allocating and transmitting between clients.
Thus, the Web RTC can be used as a platform to build upon the client-side geospatial
Web services and torrent-like geospatial data interchange networks. General-purpose
examples of WebRTC-based torrent-like solutions are developed and being in use
already. One of such solution if the WebTorrent file exchange platform
(https://github.com/webtorrent).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Contemporary general-use distributed data storage technologies and platforms are
convertible to the domain-specific platforms for Web-based geospatial data publication
and processing. Three abovementioned ways (standards extension, torrent-like storage
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and blockchain-based storage) can be selected to ensure centralized, decentralized, or
fully distributed architecture of geospatial Web services and Web-based GISs. However,
all three approaches can be demanded in close future for geospatial data representation
on the Web. While the standards extension serves centralized of data access and allows
inverse compatibility with already used software and infrastructures, torrent-like and
blockchain-based geospatial data storage can reduce significantly the costs of data storing
and transmitting.
Such a reduction of the costs is highly demanded in scientific research and scientific
datasets production, when data publishing and access maintaining budgets are small or
empty. Good example is the monitoring of environment parameters (for example
meteorological and hydrological) and analysis of monitored and retrospective data. In this
domain, data sources are distributed physically and logically, datasets have relatively
small size in many cases, and wide range of potential data consumers are presented, which
can be participants of distributed data network and can maintain data storage on this
network.
Most significant direction of future work is the development of protocols for geospatial
data assimilation and manipulation on distributed networks, with respect to geospatial
data models. Greatest issue is to propose solution that will be easy to implement into
currently used software and technological chains to reduce implementation cost and to
grow wide use potential.
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ABSTRACT
In the last 240 years Vatra Dornei passed many types of politic forms. From a socioeconomic and political point of view during the 240 years, Vatra Dornei represented a
obvious development in accordance with the specific potential of Dorna Land, especially
mineral and forest resources.
Regarding the dynamics of the forest landscape, Vatra Dornei presents an eloquent
example of different forms of management of forest areas influenced by: patrimony
factors, political decision factors, natural factors, demographic evolution (pressure on the
forest landscape).
By cartographical statistical, mathematical and aerophotographic models, this study
exemplifies the dynamics of this type of landscape in different stages of political and
administrative evolution of imperialist, monarchist, totalitarian and capitalist order.
Keywords: Vatra Dornei, forest landscape, dynamics, influence factors, cartographic
modeling
INTRODUCTION
Description of the forestry landscape can be achieved by using a few terms. To describe
these terms, we must analyze photographs and sketches. But not even these materials
don’t complete the three-dimensional reality of the landscape.
In addition to reduce the number of terms selected to define and applicate, we have to
accept another restriction, that the landscape represents a physical, visual, entity and not
an abstract emotional quality.
We could say that vegetation is the main source of contrast due to changes in surface.
Trees can be primary forms in the landscape, even if they are in limited groups or as
individuals. And the vegetal cover can appear as a model of two-dimensional forms
placed over the three-dimensional base [1].
În unele zone exploatate, partea formantă a structurii vegetației este vizibilă, dar
principala diferență între peisajele exploatate și cele naturale au fost detectate în
împrejurimile și dimensiunile standurilor de păduri de conifere climatice [2].
The scientific motivation is expressed by the desire to expose new elements to the
geographic studies elaborated in the researched area. Up to now there have been
mentioned in various studies, aspects of the physical-geography framework or aspects of
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human geography, but studies regarding geographical evolution landscapes in the
municipality of Vatra Dornei have not been elaborated yet.
The main purpose of the study is to highlight the detailed cartographical products
(topographical / aerial images) with regard to the structural changes of the visible part of
the geographic landscape in Vatra Dornei municipality [3].
We also followed the argumentation on statistical bases extracted from the topographic
plans regarding the quantitative and qualitative transformations of the geographical
landscape in the researched area and discovering the socio-geosystems dynamics level of
the entities of Dorna’s geographical landscape.

Figure 1. The location of study area

The theoretical relevance of the study is based on the presentation of topographical and
cadastral plans as valuable sources of geographical information that can be analyzed
through GIS programs and geographical expertise. [4]
Regarding the practical relevance of this study, we can state that these processed
cartographical data sets can be extremely useful, especially on decision-makers in the
field of administration, landscape designers, environmental specialists, etc. [5]
Cartographical products used
For the elaboration of this study we used a series of cartographical products, elaborated
in different historical periods. So we chronologically used the following sets of maps:
- Austrian maps from 1778 at 1:28 800;
- Austrian cadastral plans from 1856 at 1: 2 880 scale;
- the topographical map of Romania from 1984 at 1: 25 000 scale;
- ANCPI (the Agency of the National Cadastre and real Estate Advertising) aerial photo
plans from 2005.
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Study area
Vatra Dornei is located in the southwestern part of Suceava county, north of Romania.
The study area is located in Dorna basin at the confluence of the rivers Dorna and Bistrita,
surrounded by the Suhard Mountains in the northwest, the Giumalău Massif in the northeast and the Călimani Massif in the southwest and south [6].
Geomorphological description
Vatra Dornei is situated at an average altitude of 804 m and the surrounding mountain
massifs reach average elevations above 1300 m. From a morphological point of view, the
Dorna basin area is a flattened "tectonics-erosion". [7], [8], [9]

Figure 2. 3D numerical model of the Dorna basin - eastern part view towards Vatra Dornei

Researchers say that "the Sarmatian plains deposited by Bistrita in front of the
Carpathians could not have been brought from Căliman through the Bistricioarei network
but through the rivers that gathered in the low area of Vatra-Dornei", this explains the
large basin to the western part and strait to the eastern part of the basin [10], [11],], [12].
Forestry characteristics
The natural vegetation in the geographical area of Vatra Dornei is represented by spruce
stand (800-1300m), mountain meadows and natural hay fields. The predominant species
are Picea abies, Abies alba, and the grassy vegetation of the species Carex curvula, Poa
alpina, and Festuca supine.
The forest and natural hayfields are the main elements of the natural vegetation in the
Dorna area, which have directed certain meanings of development and evolution of
geographic landscapes.
These elements of natural vegetation represent a resource for both domestic and industrial
purposes. Regarding the abundance of forest areas, they account for over 55% of the
administrative area of Vatra Dornei, and natural meadows over 35%.
Since the ancient times for the Dorna area, but also today, wood processing and animal
husbandry are the main fields of activity. Wood is the raw material in local industrial
activities, but also it is used at the thermal power station of Vatra Dornei [13].
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METHODS
Several stages and study methodologies have been carried out to accomplish this paper.
Initially, it was necessary to collect the data by identifying the documents, which are the
main source of the cartographic data sets.
The first set of data, Austrian maps from 1778 at the 1:28 800 scale, required scanning
operations to be able to use an electronical cartographical file to be processed in
geographical analysis system.
The Austrian cartographic data sets from 1778 and 1856, were georeferenced to be
assigned a new projection in accordance with the Romanian National Coordinate System
in Stereo 70 coordinates[14].
In order to produce the final cartographic products, through maps of the geographical
landscapes in Vatra Dornei, we have grouped following land use types (cultural anthropic
landscape, cultural pastoral landscape, natural forest landscape, natural water scenery),
where the dynamics of the natural forest landscape are representing the subject of study.
Until the elaboration of the paper in the final form, we went through stages of analysis of
the existing bibliography, related to the topic of the present study. For example, Nicolae
Baciu states that in landscape geography "for a long time landscape science has been
closely linked to the landscape geography, trying to solve the dichotomy between
Naturlandschaft and Kulturandschaft created by the beginnings of the landscape approach
to the German school."[15], [16], [17]

Figure 3. Expressed values of georeferencing errors in Arc Gis, for the Austrian map of 1778

In his PhD thesis, Traian Crăcea, quotes Vintilă Mihăilescu (1968) on the evolution of
the concept of geographical landscape, as geography is considered to be the "scientific
description and explanation of the landscapes", and the geographical landscape as
considered as "the outer character set , specific of a territory, human society being a part
of the geosystem as a product and an active factor integrated into that geosystem” [18].
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RESULTS
The forest as a natural landscape entity, fulfills a number of multiple functions thus
forming an ecosystem. The nature was generous with the mountain area of Dorna
regarding the natural forest data, which is why this type of landscape was exploited for
various purposes and intensities depending on the population percentage of the Dorna
geographical space.
Analysis of the year 1778
According to the final cartographic products, based on the Austrian-Hungarian
topographic map at 1:28 800 scale from 1778, a dominant layout of the landscape of green
dominance of natural forest type or pastoral natural-cultural is emerging.

Figure 4. Percentage of geographical landscapes types in Dorna Watra Szatului, 1778

In 1778 the population of Dorna was about 409 inhabitants, and that explains the low
percentage of population in Dorna. From a total area of 99.89 km ², only an area of 0.3
km2 is marked by the level of population number in Dorna, during this period of analysis.

Figure 5. Cartographic representation of geographical landscapes types areas in Dorna Watra Szatului, 1778
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Analysis of the year 1856
According to the cartographic analysis of 1856,it can be observed that Dorna Watra with
its under administrative structures is similar to the analysis period from 1778. The
abundance of the landscape of green dominance of natural forest type and the naturalcultural pastoral it is similar.

Figure 6. Percentage of geographical landscapes types in Dorna Watra, 1856

The issue of cartographic analysis of 1856 is found in the absence of sheets 35-36 from
the Austrian cadastral base from 1856.

Figure 7. Cartographic representation of geographical landscapes types in Dorna Watra in 1856

There was a reduction of the surface area of the natural forest landscape by about 11%
and the increase of the landscapes of the pastoral natural-cultural landscape by about 6%,
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which is considered to be normal in the context of the increase of the number of
inhabitants and the intensification of the zootechnical activities in the area.
Analysis of the year 1984
The graphical and cartographical representations indicate structural changes of the Dorna
geographical landscape at the quantitative and qualitative level. The geographical
landscape structure of Dorna in 1984 corresponds to the trend of increasing population
area, and the decrease of the natural geographical landscapes.
Compared to 1856, the analytical results of 1984 indicate a 3% decrease in the natural
forest landscape and a 6% increase in the pastoral natural-cultural landscape.

Figure 8. Percentage of geographical landscapes types in Dorna Watra, 1984

On the cartographical plan it can be observed that the population area is increasing in the
area of river meadow and lower terraces on the territory of Vatra Dornei, whitin the
natural-cultural landscape, and the natural forest landscape surface is decreasing.
The natural forest landscape has been changed in order to being build one of the longest
ski slopes in the country for over 3 km in the Black Hill area. Also, through the
deforestation and land stabilization works, there were built Park 1 and Park 2.
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Figure 9. Cartographic representation of geographical landscapes types in Vatra Dornei in 1984

Analysis of the year 2005
Vatra Dornei's landscaping structure in 2005 corresponds to the expected evolution trend.
There was an increasing of the anthropic cultural landscape area at the expense of the
quantitative - qualitative evolution in the natural landscape.
Although, according to the 2002 census, the population of Vatra Dornei recorded a
percentage decrease of about 11%, the quantitative and qualitative changes in the
structure of the Dorna’s geographical landscape indicate an increasing percentage of
cultural anthropic landscape. We also notice the decreasing of the natural landscapes of
the cultural-pastoral type area and a insignificant increase of the natural forest type area.

Figure 10. Percentage of geographical landscapes types in Vatra Dornei in 2005
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The natural forest landscape at the level of the territory of Vatra Dornei had a reduced
areal evolution, up to 1% compared to the previous period of analysis, according to the
elaborations and cartographical interpretations.
According to the cartographical products in 2005, new forestry areas appears in Vatra
Dornei or there have been created reduced forest areas near the town.
The analysis vectors of the temporal and spatial level, expose a descendent character of
the changes in the natural forest and the natural - pastoral cultural landscape.
The
anthropic cultural landscape had an ascending areal evolution according to the anthropical
increase level in Dorna’s territory.

Figure 11. Cartographical representation of geographical landscapes types in Vatra Dornei in 2005

DISCUSSIONS
The geographic landscapes of Vatra Dornei have been researched from a dynamic
perspective by analyzing some cartographic documents from different time periods, so
that they can be captured by the essential changes in the different landscape components.
The forest as a biotope has greatly reduced its functions (hygienic-sanitary: an
environment conducive to maintaining a state of physical and mental comfort for man,
antibacterial filter, air ionization, water quality maintenance, protection of hydromineral
curative fund) with the forest patrimony.
Breams in the forest of Vatra Dornei were also created by the extension of the ski slopes,
the lifts, the tourist routes, the forestry network or other destinations, the extension of the
railway network, and electricity transmission lines.
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CONCLUSIONS
The forest as a exploitable resource has generated the development of the woodworking
industry since ancient times with the development of the float in the area. After 1895
construction works were carried out on Bistrita Valley for the accumulation of higher
water flows, to facilitate the transport of wood on Bistrita. These activities lasted until
1961 with the commencement of the construction of the Bistrita Izvorul dam from Bicaz,
and the construction of modernized roads, which allowed the transport of wood by trucks
Throughout the analysis of the evolution of geographical landscapes in vatra Dornei, the
forest presented a regime of surface reduction through the evolution of the anthropical
cultural landscape area.
The anthropic area (within the 4 maps) recorded, as is normal, an ascending evolution,
characterized by the extension of the constructed (or anthropically modified) perimeters
from 0.36% of the total area initially analyzed to 4.69% in 2005 The decrease in the
surface of the anthropic cultural landscape in 1856 is due to the lack of sheets 35 and 36
but also because of the scale differences of the cartographic media used.
There is a significant decrease of the forests areas, from 71% of the total area from the
analysis of 1778, to 57.24% in 2005 period.
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ABSTRACT
Historical reconstruction of land-use and land cover dynamic often require comparing
maps derived from different sources. Geographic information systems allow the
extraction and quantitative analysis of information from historical maps. This study refers
to the diachronic analysis of land use dynamics in the geographical area of Rădăuți
municipality, territorial-administrative unit located in the northeastern part of Suceava
county, Romania. The analysis is based on the use of geospatial techniques in extracting
information from historical maps, for emphasizing the land cover and land use dynamic
from a spatial and temporal point of view. The cartographic and statistic analysis is based
on the identification of a variety of land use categories: croplands, woodlands, water
bodies, artificial surfaces, degraded and unproductive lands. Selection of historical maps
at a large scale (Austrian cadastral maps, scale 1:2 880; the topographical plans, scale 1:5
000 and ortophotos, scale 1:5 000, updated with aerial images using Terra Incognita 2.41
software) allows a detalied analysis on the land use dynamics in the above-mentioned
area. Complementary, temporal dyanamic of the land use categories is highlighted by the
choice of some benchmark years, i.e. 1856, 1978 and 2015 corresponding to a different
historical, geographic, social and economic context. The results obtained emphasize the
territorial distribution and the dynamic of land use categories conditioned by natural and
socio-economic driving factors which influenced with different frequency and intensity
during of 159 years. The analysis revealed that the urban landscape has been very
dynamic, displaying significant changes in most type of land use, most notably in the case
of urban built-up, which emphasize substantial increases, from 134,93 hectares in 1856
to 773,42 hectares in 2015. The analysis of land use dynamic is very useful for planners,
because it can argue the best decisions regarding sustainable development of urban areas.
Keywords: land use, land cover, spatial and temporal dynamic, diachronic analysis,
historical maps
INTRODUCTION
Land use and land cover dynamics implied automatically a change process resulting from
human interactions in the environment. This fact has important implications for
sustainable resource use and for environmental resource management. In the context of
ever-increasing demands for space and resources for housing development, industrial
practices, transportation network, tourism activities and agricultural production, the
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usefulness of land cover and land use analysis is critically, due to fact that it can provides
the best solution for decision makers.
Land use is a concrete expression of human activity in space and time which accumulates
a certain historical, economic, social and cultural potential and represent an intersection
of natural conditions and human knowledge and techniques [1]. Each land use change
reflects a change either in physic-geographic or socio-economic conditions of the studied
landscape or both [2]. There are many definitions of land use and land cover. For this
paper, land cover is defined as “the observed (bio) physical cover on the earth’s surface”
[3], while land use refers to the manner in which people use these biophysical assets [4].
Among the many concerns about global environmental change today, there is an
increasing awareness of the importance of issues involved in land use and its changes
over time, since land use is a key descriptor of human influence [5]. Land use and land
cover change are among the most important alterations of the Earth’s land surface [6].
Changes in land use and land cover are some of the far-reaching effects of human
activities on modern landscapes. Among others, many of Europe’s cultural landscapes
have experienced a remarkable change since the early 19th century, particularly during
the 20th century [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Moreover, since the Second
World War, land use and land cover and landscape transformation processes have
accelerated [15], 16].
The way and the intensity of which a landscape is changed and transformed from one
state to another is determined by various natural and anthropogenic processes. While the
natural processes are mainly characterized by gradual changes in the landscape attributes,
such as the loss of natural vegetation due to changes in the climate, the anthropogenic
processes are usually very fast and cause abrupt changes in these attributes [17]. Current
pattern and processes of land covers are part of the legacy from the past, and analyzing
historical land use/cover change is essential to understand current human-environment
dynamics and to predict the development of future land-use change [18], [19], [20].
In Romania, a theoretical framework regarding land use changes in the context of global
environmental change was developed by Bălteanu [21], while Petrișor [22] realized an
analysis of land cover and use changes in the context of urban growth in Romania. Other
studies were mainly focused on the effect of land use changes on environment
In Suceava county, the mainly studies regarding land use and land cover focused on
territorial units such as mountain valleys, river catchments, mountain massifs or
administrative territorial-units.
The aim of the present paper is to analyze land use dynamics over almost two centuries
(from 1856 to 2015) by a comparative examination of different historical cartographic
supports and more recent maps, in order to obtain information about the changes that have
occurred in the geographical area of Rădăuți Municipality, their connection to human
activities and natural conditions, and the consequences for the evolution of built-up areas.
Historical maps as a source of land use information
Understanding long-term human-environment interactions is essential to understand
changes in terrestrial ecosystems and it requires digital reconstruction of historical landcover changes [23], [24], [25]. Historical maps provide large potential for research into
historical environmental change [26], [27], [28]. Historical maps, often embedded in GIS,
have proven valuable for the analysis of land use land cover changes [29].
Historical maps can help to verify, concretize, or dismantle narratives about past
environmental changes and political events [30], [31].
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A special category of studies which analyses the changes in land use over time deals with
information from historical sources such as old maps, cadastres, land registers, and other
historical documents [32]. Historical cartographic materials are useful for retrospective
analysis of land cover patterns and their change over time [25], [33]. Historical maps
containing land-cover information with temporal layer, can serve as a basis for the
reconstruction of past land use and land cover, especially when they are used in a
geographic information system [34] Historical maps represent a unique information
source of past landscapes and their combination with aerial photographs and satellite
images creates a plastic image on landscape and its historical use [2].
The use of historical maps, which could be considered as a significant source of
information about the evolution of land over time. A big advantage of this approach is
that the maps already contain some information about the land cover or the way in which
the land has been used. The accuracy of these maps and the number of land use categories
which can be identified mostly depend on the map scale, the precision of the cartographic
techniques used, and the topic of the map [32]. It is hypothesized that the use of multiple
harmonized land cover land use statistics and maps would lead to improved estimates of
change trends and better spatial allocation of historic change [35].
Besides, to make an intelligent choice for the future and to utilize land resources
sustainably, we need to have a better understanding and quantification of historical and
spatial-temporal patterns of land cover in the format of databases. These historical
databases can also be utilized for various ecological, educational and management
applications [18], [34], [36], [37].
Study area
The studied area is Rădăuți Municipality. It covers an area of 32,48 squares km and it is
located in the northeastern part of Suceava county, the North-East Development Region
of Romania, between following coordinates: 47°50’33” northern parallels, and 25°55’09”
eastern meridians, as they are shown in figure 1.
The investigated area is overlapped on a relief dominated by Rădăuți Depression and it is
situated at a mean altitude of 368 meters above sea level. The relief is dominated from a
geological point of view by Miocene formations of Sarmatian age, more exactly, and by
deposits of Quaternary age, which is the predominant surface deposits and by geological
formations of Proterozoic age in the depth. From a climatic point of view, the study area
experiences a temperate continental climate type with wet and cold influences for
Romania territory generated by baltic nuances, with an annual average rainfall amounts
to 634,8mm/year, while the annual average temperatures reach 7,5°C [38]. The study area
is situated in the middle basin of the Suceava river. Sucevița, Pozen, Saha, Temnic and
Toplița streams are composing the hydrographic network of administrative area of
Rădăuți Municipality. The typology of soils is strongly influenced by climate, hydrology,
vegetation and relief, the dominant soils being represented by gleysols and fluvisols in
this area.
The name of Rădăuți is derivated from “Radomirăuți”, with a short name “Radovți” and
the age of the settlement is attested by some archaeological discoveries made in the area
of the Bogdana monastery dating from the Paleolitic age [39].
Known as rural settlement in the second half of the fourteenth century, the village appears
for the first time mentioned on 18 November 1393, in a charter which Roman I Mușat,
the prince of Moldavia (1391-1394), gave to some landowners a village on the Suceava
river, whose boundary passes of the villages and Radomir’s surroundings [39].
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Figure 1. Location of the study area (A - in Romania; B - in Suceava county; C - details)

The earliest mention of the locality under the name of Rădăuți dates from 6 July 1413, in
a document which the prince of Moldavia, Alexandru cel Bun (1400-1432), passes in the
possession of his mother-in-law, more villages and districts. During the government of
Austro-Hungarian Empire (1775-1918), Rădăuți received in the 1819, the certificate of
trade, in 1852 it was attested as urban settlement, in 1854 was called county seat and in
1995 was raised to the rank of municipality [40]. The number of population has varied
over time, from 700 inhabitants in 1774 [39].to 22 145 inhabitants in 2011 [41]. The mean
density population is 682 inhabitants/km2. The socio-economic structure of population is
dominated by tertiary sector, despite of the fact that the dominant land is represented by
agricultural land (64,47% in 2015).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodological approach of this paper consists of three major steps. The first step
consists in data collection (historical maps and ancillary data). Secondly, we performed
the georeferencing and processing of the historic maps into a GIS environment. In this
step, we applied a manual digitization of historical data and realized a thematic
generalization.
The third step consists in a spatial and temporal reconstruction of historic land use land
cover and in a statistical analysis of land use land cover categories dynamics (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the methodological research steps.

Data collection
Historical documents contain qualitative or semi-quantitative information about past land
use, which also usually include land cover data, but preparation of archival documents is
very time-consuming. Historical maps and pictures offer visual and spatial quantitative
land-cover information. The method does not only reconstruct the quantity of land cover
land use in historical periods, but it also reproduces the spatial distribution.
Reconstruction method based on multiple-source data and multidisciplinary research
could build historical land cover from multiple perspectives, complement the missing
data, verify reconstruction results and thus improve reconstruction accuracy [34].
For a long time, historical maps on paper were the sources of information mainly for the
historians [42]. However, with the application of the GIS software and development of
the digitization technology, historical maps can be used also at studying the development
history of the landscapes [43], [44], 45].
To analyze the urban land use dynamics that have occurred at the Rădăuți municipality
between the 19th century and the present day and perform a cartographical reconstruction
of land cover, land use categories, we have used two historical maps: the 1856 Rădăuți
cadastral plans and the 1978 Rădăuți topographical plans. The contemporary map used is
an orthophoto from 2015, updated with other aerial images from 2015.
Since the beginning of nineteenth century in the Bukovina area, conditions were favorable
to the development of a modern cartography, due to utilization of modern techniques for
territorial and geographical surveying. The effectiveness of the cartographic sources used
in the present study is related to their historical land use data content. The maps of 1856
and 1978 were realized based on geodetic surveys.
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The cadastral map of the Rădăuți area from the year 1856 meets of the 213 map sheet and
is composed from 17 cadastral plans at 1:2880 scale, which were drawn during the period
when the territory was controlled by Austro-Hungarian Empire. They were drawn in the
period 1817-1856 from order of Franz I, for this reason this cadastre is called Franciscan
cadastre. The map was of very high quality and is accurate in symbolism of land use
features and toponomy. The real purpose for this fully territorial research regarding land
fund was to establish the real size of taxes for the value of the land and these taxes must
be stable for a long time, thus this type of cadastre is called the stable cadastre.
The historic topographic map of 1978 was produced by the Institute of Geodesy,
Photogrammetry, Cartography and Territorial Organization to create a complete mapping
of the Romanian territory. Geodetic surveying and topographic evaluation were highly
accurately, thus land use categories were very easily identified. The scale of the sheet
map is 1:5000 and the altitude was represented by contour lines having an equidistance
of 2,5 m and by a high density of elevation points. The topographical map of Rădăuți area
from 1978 is composed from 13 sheets. Each sheet has a form of trapeze with the size
44,76 x 44,33 cm. The quality of the survey allows an accurate geo-location and
assessment of land use categories.
The recent cartographic support of the year 2015 were available in GeoTiff(.tif) format
and were the product of the National Cadastre Real Estate Advertising Agency.
Orthophotos mosaics at 1:5000 scale obtained from aerial photographs taken in the year
2015 updated with aerial images from 2015 downloaded with TerraIncognita software
(version 2.41) were used to determine land use map for the year 2015. Each orthophoto
is made of three RGB visible bands with an average pixel value of 0.5m. It is georeferenced in the Stereographic 70 projection. This type of data combines the image
characteristics of a photograph with the geometric qualities of a map, i.e., the ground
features are displayed in their true position, so it is possible to carry out direct
measurement of distance, areas, angles and positions [46]
Georeferencing and data processing
The historical maps which were used in this study were available in the form of nongeoreferenced raster images (the case of maps from 1856 and 1978) and georeferenced
raster images (in the case of contemporary maps from 2012 and 2015). In this way, the
historical maps were scanned first and then imported and georeferenced into a GIS
system.
To georeference historical maps (1856 and 1978) a sufficient number of control points on
a georeferenced map was identified (from topographic maps of Topographic and Military
Direction from 1986). This operation is known as “Image-to-Image” method. Several
points were chosen as a control points and a third order polynomial transformation were
used. After the historical maps were georeferenced, we realized a mosaic of sheets.
After the historical maps were scanned and georeferenced, they still do not contain any
explicit information about the way land is used. Before using these maps in analyses of
land use dynamics, the individual types of land use together with their boundaries have
to be identified and saved into a vector file format.
This process is also known as “digitization” and is usually carried out using GIS software.
Despite the fact that nowadays there are numerous techniques that enable automatic
digitization [47], [48], the character of the historical maps (the ambiguity of land use type
borders) prevented us from using any of them. Instead, the maps were digitized using a
manual digitization technique, which is very slow but reliable and accurate [49].
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Digitalization of the spatial data defining individual forms of land use was performed
using the “on screen” method. It was conducted manually according to the analogue
(visual) interpretation of maps and aerial orthophotos in the ArcGIS environment. Using
this technique, the individual types of land use and their respective boundaries are
manually identified. The manual digitization of the historical maps from the three time
horizons (1856, 1978 and 2015) resulted in the identification of various number of land
use types. The different number of land use types identified were the result of the varying
details and scales of the maps.
Thematic generalization and land use, land cover analysis
The third step of methodological research is represented by the analysis of land use land
cover dynamics during 159 years (1856-2015). Land use dynamic and geographical
reconstruction of land use, land cover categories were carried out in three time steps:
1856, 1978 and 2015. The specific cartography for each period was examined with the
aim to create different thematic maps and to make comparisons between 1856-2015.
Table 1. Classification scheme applied in the analysis of land use land cover dynamics
Class name
Component class
Description
Croplands
arable lands
includes all types of cultivated
orchards
area, i.e., arable lands, planted or
bare crop fields, permanent
crops like orchards
Grasslands
Pastures
includes
vegetation
with
Hay fields
herbaceous
species,
low
occurrence of shrubs, high herbs
in the case of hay fields
Woodlands
Vegetated stream beds
includes densely vegetated
stream beds; plant communities
dominated by broadleaved tree
species
such
as
willow,
everglade, poplar, wide-spread
along the streams
Water bodies
Lakes
includes natural lakes, reed
Hydrographic network
water and local streams
Unproductive lands
Pebbles
includes temporarily flooded
stream beds with very sparse or
no vegetation, pebble and gravel
pits along the river valleys
Artificial surfaces
Built-up areas
includes
highly
developed
Commercial units
buildings, residential buildings,
Green areas
commercial and industrial units,
Cemeteries
urban utilities, leisure areas,
Road network
infrastructure to regulate water
Railway
flow and groundwater level
Drainage channels

Each map reported different land use land cover categories and some categories did not
appear in some of the maps. In order to carry out a direct comparison of land use maps, it
was necessary to apply a thematic generalization [5], [25], [50], [51]. In this way, we
created six classes of land use categories reported on the reference maps of 1978 and 2015
(croplands, grasslands, woodlands, water bodies, unproductive lands and artificial
surfaces) and just five classes of land use categories reported on the reference map of
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1856. We adopted a similar legend with Corine Land Cover classification system, but in
some cases with some particular names, adapted at local geographical conditions,
resulting from a generalization and grouping of land use land cover categories. We use in
this study a classification system distributed on two levels: level 1 or main class
(croplands) and level 2 or component classes (arable lands, orchards ÷ see Table 1). So,
the finality of this operation consists in the creation of a database containing information
about land use land cover categories for the studied area.
For each category of land use land cover, we calculated the total area expressed in hectares
(ha) and the percentage of its variation over the time was calculated. The analysis was
comprised of a comparison of the percentage of the individual land use categories in the
total area of the studies area. Such type of diachronic analysis gave us information about
total increase or decrease of the particular land use categories within the selected time
periods represented by the temporal mapping. Geographical distribution of land use land
cover categories for the years analyzed was performed by creation of thematic land use
maps.
RESULTS
Georeferencing and accuracy results
All sheets maps from 1856 and 1978 were georeferenced with third order polynomial
transformation. For each sheet map, were used at least four points of correspondence from
topographical map or from orthophotos. The average RMS of each sheet map was around
0,5 and 1,5m for each sheet of 1856 map and 1978 map, respectively. The error associated
to the transformation was calculated from the link tables by ArcMap 10.2.2. The RMS
error is a good indicator of the georeferencing accuracy.
Analysis of land use dynamics
According to the system classification adopted, time series of land use land cover maps
of three periods under study were developed and are presented in figure 3 (A, B and C).
In the same figure, we are presented the evolution of the areas in hectares occupied by
different land use land cover classes (Figure 3 - D). The analysis of the evolution of land
use was made according to the land use categories identified during the three analyzed
years. Alongside the diachronic spatial distribution of land use classes, the analysis was
completed by generating the percentage of each class of use within the total administrative
area of Rădăuţi. We mention that the total administrative surface of Rădăuţi has varied
over time, the calculations being made according to the total surface of each year taken
in the analysis.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of land use land cover in 1856 (A), 1978 (B), 2015 (C)
and the evolution of the area of the main land use land cover classes (D).

Land cover change in the period 1856-1978
During the period from 1856 to 1978, we observed increases at majority of land use land
cover classes due to fact that total area of studied area has increased from 2799,77ha in
1856 to 3255,63ha in 1978. The land cover change, which includes an assessment of the
net gain or net loss, are reported in the Figure 4. The results show that there was an
increase in areas covered by croplands, artificial surfaces, water bodies and unproductive
lands. The use of five classes for the year 1856 can be explained by the fact that in this
year the studied area has a different administrative border and did not include the area
form the south, where is the woodlands influenced in their existence and development by
the Sucevița river.
The most significant increases registered for croplands, from 1722,41ha (61,52%) in 1856
to 2329,50ha (71,55%) in 1978, thus, a total increase of 606,89ha (35,23% absolute rate
of change) and for artificial surfaces, from 134,98ha (4,82%) to 508,30ha (15,61%),
which showed a total increasing of 373,37ha (276,71% absolute rate of change). The other
hand, the only land cover class which registered a significant decrease in this period were
grasslands class, which decrease from 915,56ha (32,7%) to 348,15ha (10,69%), thus, a
total decrease of 567,41ha (61,97% absolute rate of change).
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Figure 4. Absolute changes in land use land cover classes, expressed in hectares

Land cover change in the period 1978-2015
The period from 1978 to 2015 registered decreases at majority of land use land cover
classes, with the exception of artificial surfaces which increases continuously from
508,30ha (15,61%) in 1978 to 773,42ha (23,80%) in 2015, thus, an absolute rate of
change of 265,12ha (52,16%). Secondly, other land use land cover class which registered
an increase in the term of area were unproductive areas, which increases from 15,95ha
(0,49%) in 1978 to 18,35ha (0,56%) in 2015, thus, an absolute rate of change of 2,40ha
(15,05%). In this period, are observed different conversions of land use land cover classes,
notably the conversion of semi-natural areas in artificial surfaces, due to continuously
expansion of built-up area and adjacent infrastructure.
Land cover change over the entire period of study
Considering the entire period from 1856 to 2015, we observed significant changes of
urban landscape, especially in the case of semi-natural surfaces which decreases
continuously to the detriment of artificial surfaces (built-up spaces, infrastructure and
urban utilities). Despite the fact that, the total area of studied area has increased, the area
occupied by grasslands has decreased from 915,56ha (32,70%) in 1856 to 325,20ha
(10,01%), thus, a total net loss of 590,36ha (64,48%). Artificial surfaces, croplands and
unproductive lands experienced important net gain surfaces, due to conversions at the
level of studied area in the context of urban sprawl. In this case, the artificial surfaces
class has experienced a total net gain of 638,49ha (473,20%), from 134,98ha (4,82%) to
773,42ha (23,80%), due to expansion of residential areas, commercial and industrial
units, in the context of ever-increasing demands for space.
DISCUSSIONS
Eastern Europe has experienced several dramatic changes in government and political
systems in the past two centuries, driving pronounced land-use changes [52], [53], [54].
These changes can be grouped into several time periods [54], [55].
During the 1800s (the Austro-Hungarian Empire), there was a general trend away from
feudalism to land ownership by peasants, along with the introduction of new crops and
technologies such as the steel plow [55].
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After World War I, agricultural practices further intensified with new machinery, the
introduction of natural mineral fertilizer, and a shift from subsistence agriculture to
market-oriented production [55].
After World War II, under Soviet influence, most countries in Eastern Europe
experienced dramatic agricultural intensification through collectivization of agricultural
land with an increase in farm and field sizes, further mechanization, and increased use of
agrochemicals [55]. Most recently, as Eastern European countries have acceded to the
European Union, there has been a mix of agricultural abandonment in marginal areas,
intensification, and some re-cultivation of formerly abandoned land [56].
For each analyzed period, a map for a year that reflects the period it belongs to was taken
into account as follows: 1856 for the Austrian occupation period, 1978 for the socialist
period, and 2015 for the capitalist period. Depending on the level of detail of the historical
maps (1856, 1978) or aerial images (2015), many land use patterns have been identified
that have been grouped into a similar number of land use categories to perform the related
diachronic analysis. In this way, for the map corresponding to 1856, the mosaic of land
use was grouped into five major categories, while the maps for the other two years (1978
and 2015) contained six major categories of land use.
After the spatial distribution of the land use categories for the three analyzed, a number
of functions of the GIS software were used to calculate the area of each category of use
(in ha), respectively the percentage (%) held by each of them by reporting to the total
administrative area of Rădăuţi. Thus, both spatial and temporal variations of land use
categories in the territory of Radauti in the period 1856-2015 could be highlighted both
cartographically and statistically.
From the analysis of land use evolution, we can see how over the past 159 years, the
predominant agricultural use of land has slightly decreased to the detriment of the
expansion of artificial land (built-up areas, infrastructure). This fact, which is currently
under development, is the consequence of a combination of social, economic, cultural,
legislative factors: increasing the number of inhabitants, diversifying the anthropic
activities, increasing the standard of living of the population, legislative measures adopted
especially after 1990. The law 18 from 1991 is a good example of legislative measure
which caused an excessive privatization and fragmentation of farmlands and woodlands.
The changes are more visible and marked as a rhythm of manifestation with the
establishment of the socialist regime, with the implementation of the measures of
collectivization and mechanization of agriculture, industrialization and urbanization of
Rădăuţi.
After the Second World War, the urban landscape was significantly modified due to a
general improvement of economic conditions and due to specific reforms targeted in
Romania, which resulted in radical changes in land management. In fact, land use was
heavily influenced by the “Land reform”. Practicing an extensive agriculture, the
improvement of cultivation techniques and public financing involved a change in the
landscape structure, because marginal areas were then introduced in culture.
Consequently, with the increase of agricultural and industrial activities, roads and
buildings have increased substantially.
Industrial activities started to become a source of income for the population, which has
gradually increasing from 1800 (1300 inhabitants) to 1989, when the number of
population has reached 30454 inhabitants (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The evolution of the number of inhabitants in Rădăuți during 1800-2011

The increase of the population’s needs, from an economic point of view, triggered
landscape changes, and the studied area was transformed from a semi-natural zone to an
agricultural area and to an urbanized area. As an argument to this information we can
evoke the continuous growth of the artificial surfaces from 134,93ha (4,82%) in 1856 to
508,30ha (15,61%) in 1978 and to 773,42ha (23,80%) in 2015, on one hand, and the
continuous decrease of the areas occupied by grasslands from 915,56ha (32,70%) in
(1856) to 348,15ha (10,69%) in 1978 and to 325, 20ha (10,01%) in 2015, on the other
hand. First, the area occupied by grasslands were converted into croplands, fact which led
to the increase of the areas occupied by cultivated lands, then it followed a conversion
from croplands to artificial surfaces, as a result of the increase in the number of
inhabitants who needed more space for housing development (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The evolution of dominant land use land cover classes in Rădăuți area

Another measure that has profoundly influenced the structure of the land fund at the level
of Rădăuţi area is related to the legislative changes that took place after the fall of the
socialist regime and which caused the privatization and excessive fragmentation of the
land, the town planning policy of the city.
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The transition to market economy has led to significant changes at the level of industrial
practices. In this way, at the beginning of the capitalist period, the number of unemployed
has increased significantly following industry collapse and a great number of population
going abroad to work, fact which is reflected by the continuously decrease of the
population, especially after 1992 (see Figure 4).
Currently, the industry knows a revival process, especially the wood processing industry
with the construction of Egger and Schweighofer factories (Figure 6). On the other hand,
the permissive legislation in the field of residential expansion and the improvement of
economic situation due to working abroad have determined the urban sprawl of Rădăuți
municipality in the last decades.

Figure 6. Example of land conversion from croplands (arable land)
to built-up area (industrial unit) between 1978 and 2015

CONCLUSIONS
In the last two centuries, the area of Rădăuți has undergone significant land use changes.
The analysis has allowed an assessment of the land use evolution on landscape changes
and environmental changes over the 159 years that were investigated. One of the main
achievements of this study was the rebuilding of land use history, with the use of historical
maps, processed in a GIS software, that allows to study the “patterns of change over
space and time” [57].
The structure of land fund reflects the high degree of rurality of the studied area, due to
its evolution during time. Thus, the high weight of croplands and grasslands, on the one
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hand, and turning into a city in the second half of nineteenth century, on the other hand,
were the main causes which reflect the high weight of semi-natural areas in this area.
Although the urban spatial systems are complex in appearance and manifestation, as a
result of their functional diversity, the (optimal or excessive) interaction between the
natural environment and man often governs the deepest changes in the local geographic
environment.
The diachronic analysis of land use dynamics proves useful in predicting urban expansion
vectors including land use for the purpose of adopting and implementing best land
management strategies and measures in the context of sustainable development of urban
areas
The results show that the changes in the land use categories, manifested through
conversions and changes, largely reflect the process of urbanization and territorial
planning as a result of applying the political, economic and legislative measures specific
to the three analyzed periods (government of Austrian-Hungarian Empire, socialist and
capitalist periods).
GIS allows the implementation of historical maps, for quantitative and qualitative
analysis, in order to understand the evolution of a landscape, with the aim to address
adequate spatial planning, as well as proper land use management policies [58].
The diachronic analysis between past and present land use land cover represents a good
approach for identifying landscape changes and quantifying the relationships among
natural, socio-economic, cultural, political, law-making factors in the context of
sustainable development.
The present approach may be equally applied to other areas from zones in which the
datasets consisting of historical maps are available and which could be analyzed within a
GIS software.
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ABSTRACT
Potkozarje is conditionally differentiated regional system in the northwestern part of the
Republic of Srpska, which, in administrative and territorial terms, belongs to communities
of different territorial organization and status – City of Banja Luka and City of Prijedor
and municipalities of Novi Grad, Kostajnica, Kozarska Dubica, Gradiška and Laktaši.
Potkozarje, with regard to the physiognomy of space and development processes, has a
complex settlement function. Development centers from the environment have a crucial
impact on the development processes in the region. Development impacts changed
demographic, functional and spatial structure and a new system of spatial relations was
created. The centers in the region have become the zones of extreme concentration of
population and functions, thus the region faced many destructive processes and problems
of unequal regional development.
The aim of this paper is to explore the dynamics of structural changes and to point out the
key problems of unequal regional development, as consequences of economic, social and
political factors, as well as of diversity of natural basis.
Key words: structural changes, spatial differentiation, unequal regional development,
Potkozarje
INTRODUCTION
Natural physiognomy, functional connection and processes in social and geographical
development make the basic criteria on which the regional differentiation of Potkozarje
is based. [1]
Acknowledging the mentioned criteria, the term Potkozarje means relatively
differentiated spatial unit, in the mountain system of Kozara, in the northwestern part of
the Republic of Srpska.
The area of Potkozarje, in the mountain system of Kozara, is 1 848,3 km2 or 7,3% of the
total territory of the Republic of Srpska, where, according to the population census for
the year 2013, there is 91 097 residents or about 7% of population of the Republic of
Srpska.
Population density of Potkozarje is 49 residents/km2, which, in relation to population
density of the Republic of Srpska which is 46 residents/km2, makes it relatively wellpopulated region.
Natural physiognomy of Potkozarje is reflected in the relative homogeneity of the
elements of the natural environment, especially of relief and eco-vegetation systems.
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Based on the relative homogeneity of the mentioned natural characteristics, the upper
limit of Potkozarje is determined. It is consisted of isohypse of 500 meters height above
see level, at the same time it is the upper limit of population

Legend
Border of BiH
Border of the Republic of Srpska

Borders of municipalities
Border of Potkozarje

Figure 1. Position of Potkozarje in the Republic of Srpska

Potkozarje leans on, with its northwestern base of Dubica lowland and western slopes of
Veliko Pastirevo and Malo Pastirevo, the right bank of the Una River, the border river
with the Republic of Croatia. With its north base Prosara, it leans on the right bank of the
rivers Sava and Una. In the northeast, by the rivers Jablanica, Vrbaška and Lubinja, more
precisely by alluvial plain developed from torrential inundated drifts from Kozara and
Prosara, it delimits with Lijevče polje (isohypse of 120 m height above see level). The
mountain system, with its eastern and south-eastern slopes, Banjaluka´s Kozara and
mountain Piskavica, leans on the left bank of the Vrbas River. From the south mentioned
area is framed with peripheral parts of the Prijedorsko polje and alluvial plain of Sana.
At the first level of physiognomic regionalization, Potkozarje is differentiated in the areas
of hills and foothills (49% of the area of region) and the contact zone of the lower slopes
with higher peripheral parts of the fields and alluvial plains (51% of the area of region).
Potkozarje is characterized by the upland and lowland area, which is known for gentle
slopes and segmentation of the terrain, which is a limiting factor for the development of
agriculture and other human activities. Potkozarje is morphostructurally and functionally
related to the mountain area of Kozara, which is why the region is, in relation to the
environment, predisposed and has advantages for certain forms of mountain tourism.
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Table 1. Potkozarje – general indicators per micro-regions
Number
Number
Area
of
of
Micro-regions
Index
(км2)
residents residents
Potkozarje
2013/91
year
year
1991
2013
East
313,6
21 950
19 233
87,6
Northeast
454,3
17 400
11 381
65,4
Nortwest
497,4
13 602
11 271
82,8

in census for the years 1991 and 2013

West

244,4

31 606

20 681

South
Total

337,8
1848,3

38 283
122 841

28 531
91 097

Population
density
(residents
per km2)

Number of
settlements

61,3
25,0
41,6

16
30
61

65,4

46,1

30

74,5
74,1

84,4
49,2

31
168

City (town)/
municipality

Banjaluka
Gradiška
Koz. Dubica
Kostajnica
Novi Grad
Prijedor
Source: [4],[7]

With regard to the physiognomy of space and development processes, the region has a
complex settlement function. In relation to that, Potkozarje can be conditionally
differentiated into five micro-regions: Northwest Potkozarje, West Potkozarje, Northeast
Potkozarje, East Potkozarje and South Potkozarje, in the gravitational sphere of
appropriate influential centers.

Figure 2. Spatial differentiation of Potkozarje

With modest possibilities of exploitation of natural resources, in the concepts of socialeconomic development, in the socialist period, Potkozarje was on the edge of interest,
comparing to other regional units, which disposed with significant mineral and energy
potentials. However, significant social-economic changes in the development of region
started in 1960s with development of industry, which reflected to the demographic and
overall development of the region. Contemporary social-geographic processes are the
result of complex political and overall social processes, which in the form of transition
marked the development of this region and the Republic of Srpska in general.
In the period of civil war (1992-1995) and the postwar period, social processes, especially
political, have a decisive influence on the movement of population in the region and its
overall development.
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Today, Potkozarje is a recognizable area that successfully uses its geographic and
geostrategic position in the regional and national level, but at the same time it faces with
depopulation and problems of restructuring the economy, problems of entrepreneurial
activity and attracting new investments.[3]
DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
In the period after the civil war, in Potkozarje, the areas of hills and foothills are
characterized by depopulation and deagrarization and modest opportunities for the
development of agriculture, particularly of lands. Lowland areas are characterized by low
industrialization and urbanization of municipal and local centers and certain problems in
valorization of lands.
According to the population census from 2013, the population of region has been reduced
by 26%, in comparison with 1991. Decrease of the total number of the population was
followed by decrease of the total number of households, for 3 761 or about 11%.
Table 2. Households of Potkozarje, in census for the years 1991 and 2013
Households
Micro-regions
Total
Total
According to the number of According to the type of
of
1991
2013
members (%)
settlement (%)
Potkozarje
1
2 and 3
4
and central
rural
more
East
6 097
6 366
18.8
44.6
36.5
15.9
84.0
Northeast
5 149
4 005
27.2
41.3
31.3
14.8
85.1
Northwest
9 502
7 492
25.3
45.0
29.6
47.3
52.6
West
4 079
4 010
22.1
45.2
32.5
47.2
52.7
South
10 061
9 254
21.6
41.0
37.3
22.3
77.6
Total
34 888
31 127
22.7
43.3
33.9
29.3
70.6
Source: [5],[7]

In the structure of households, in census from 1991, representation of large families (from
3 to 6 members) was 61%. Today, single households and small households (2 and 3
members), represent the most of the households of the region, which is 66%.
Reduction of the multi-member households reflects the social-economic transformation
of family households, as a result of demographic processes and the general trends in the
organization of social life.
Table 3. Households of Potkozarje, that perform agricultural activities, 2013
Households
Households that perform
agricultural activities
Total
Total
Other
In
Total
% in relation
city/municipality local
settlements Potkozarje city/
to the total
centers
municipality No. of
households
Banjaluka
65 010
49 827
15 183
4 234
8 832
13,5
Gradiška
16 939
5 100
11 839
4 005
6 402
37,7
Koz.Dubica 7 492
3 551
3 941
7 492
2 974
39,6
Kostajnica
1 896
1 174
722
1 896
746
39,3
Novi Grad
8 792
3 462
5 330
2 114
3 770
42,8
Prijedor
27 961
10 254
17 707
9 254
8 920
31,9
Laktaši
11 293
1 840
9 453
2 132
3 882
34,3
Total
139 383
75 208
64 175
31 127
35 526
25,4
Source: [7]
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Number of rural households in the region, according to the census from 2013, which
amounts 70,6%, is larger than the number of households in central settlements 29,3%,
which indicates a weak industrialization, urbanization and general development of the
region.
CONTEMPORARY FUNCTIONS OF
CENTRAL SETTLEMENTS OF POTKOZARJE
Contemporary functions of central settlements and individuallity are determined by the
contemporary social-economic trends in the socialist period, and the new values of trafficgeographical position, in which Kozarska Dubica stands out as leading settlement of the
region by its physiognomic characteristics and functions.
In contemporary functional organization, in the socialist period, certain central
settlements remain without specific functions, which reflects to their total development.
That applies to Kozarac, Omarska, Ivanjska and Bosanska Kostajnica. In postwar period
(1992-1995), only Kostajnica as central settlement gets confiscated functions.
Contemporary differences in physiognomic characteristics and functions point out the
importance of some central settlements in the historical eras. In that sense, according to
the level of development, after Kozarska Dubica there are Kostajnica, Omarska, Kozarac,
Potkozarje and Gornji Podgradci.
Development of central settlements of Potkozarje in a large extent relies on agriculture
and forestry. Complex valorization of the above potentials can have a significant role in
the future development of the central settlements and in the overall development of the
region.
In the following considerations the functional development of the central settlements of
Potkozarje is presented. In fact, it was presumed that the degree of functional
development of a particular center is directly implicated: by spatial distribution of the
population and by development of functional structure (degree of development of central
functions).
Table 4. Central settlements of Potkozarje, according to the degree
of development of the basic functions, assessment for the year 2011
No. of
Functions and their hierarchical relationship
MicroCentral
Residents
regions
Administr Educational
settlements
(c.settlement
Trade3
Productional4
2
of Potkozarje
ative1
s)
W
Kostajnica
3 561
А2
B2
C1
D1
Kozarac
2 585
А3
B3
C2
D2
S
Omarska
3 006
А3
B3
C1
D2
NE
G.Podgradci
1 656
А3
B3
C2
D2
NW
Koz.Dubica
10 005
А2
B2
C1
D1
E
Potkozarje
2 965
А3
B3
C3
1
Administrative function (regional center А1, municipal center А2, local community А3)
2
Educational function (faculty B1, secondary school B2, primary school B3)
3
Trade function (shopping centers C1, more specialized stores C2, grocery store C3)
4
Productional function (more factories D1, factory and more production companies D2, one or more
smalles companies D3)

Data ilustrated in the previous table show that Kozarska Dubica, in the north-west part of
the region, has productional function and other functions of tertiary activities, due to
which it is at the leading position in the hierarchy of central settlements. However,
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considering the position in the mountain system of Kozara and trends in social-economic
development, mentioned settlement has not developed the functions in education,
healthcare and culture, that would meet the needs of the region´s population.
Among the other central settlements of the region, only Kostajnica performs the function
of the municipal center, and in a hierarchical series of settlements comes right after
Kozarska Dubica. Its development and function in the future will greatly depend on the
diversification of economic function and entrepreneurial activities.
The following table shows the changes in population trends in development centers, in
environment.
Table 5. Population trends in development centers in the region and settlements of Potkozarje,
in census for the years 1991 and 2013
Population movement
1991
2013
Development centers
In settlements
In
in centers
of
In centers
settlements
Potkozarje
of Potkozarje
Banjaluka
143 079
5 326
180 053
8 903
Laktaši
3 483
16 624
34 210
10 330
Gradiška
16 841
17 400
49 196
11 381
Novi Grad
13 588
8 800
25 240
5 626
Prijedor
34 635
38 283
80 916
28 531
Source: [4],[7]

In the formation of development centers in the region and its urban character, there are
commercial-craft and social-political functions. These functions remain important for
these settlements until today.
Observing the population trends, development of functions and especially pronounced
tendencies of completion of functions, Banjaluka stands out in the group of development
centers in the area of Potkozarje, by the overall level of development.
According to the development of functions and extent of the impact, this development
center has the characteristics of a regional urban center for the entire region of Potkozarje
and wider.
The smaller degree of development of functions and limited impacts on its immediate
surroundings have other development centers Laktaši, Gradiška, Prijedor, Novi Grad,
which do not have a pronounced effect on the entire region.
In determining the functional characteristics of development centers in the region, the
structure of employees per sectors of activity was shown.
Table 6. The structure of employees per sectors of activity in (%),
in development centers in the area of Potkozarje, situation in the year 2015
Activity
Agriculture
Industry
Civil Engineering
Traffic
Trade and catering
Education
Social activities

600

Banjaluka
0,8
12,7
4,8
3,5
22,6
7,9
47,7

Laktaši
3,3
29,9
10,3
5,2
32,2
4,1
15,0

Novi Grad
2,0
14,6
0,6
12,8
30,3
11,7
28,1

Prijedor
1,9
18,6
3,5
4,6
24,3
10,3
36,8

Gradiška
4,8
27,2
2,5
5,1
24,2
9,4
26,8
Source: [6]
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The general overview of the structure of employed population according to sectors of
activity, in 2015, points to the fact of pronounced differentiation in the structure of
employees by the activities and in relation to that, differentiation in the functions (e.g. at
industry with the largest share in the structure of employees in Laktaši 29,9%, and up to
12,7 % in Banjaluka in social activities in Prijedor 36,8%, and up to 15,0% in Laktaši).
Banjaluka, Laktaši and Gradiška have a higher value of traffic-geographical position in
relation to the areas in their environment. Their transit functions are conditioned by
privileged traffic directions, where the functions of interregional and interstate
cooperation come to the fore, which is precondition for better spatial and functional
integration and development. [2]
SOME SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT
OF RURAL SETTLEMENTS OF POTKOZARJE
Social-economic processes in the socialist period constantly influenced the emigration of
the population and loss of function of rural areas. Process of emigration conditioned
strong depopulation of hill and foothill areas and deagrarization. In the process of
industrialization, the rural areas of Potkozarje remained isolated and with underdeveloped
infrastructure. Lack of appropriate development strategies and lack of social care have
resulted in the lagging of development of villages and rural areas and deepening of
internal regional diversities.
With functional underdevelopment, central settlements of Potkozarje have not been able
to keep the young and working age population. With the departure of the working age
population, the share of the elderly population in rural areas increased at the expense of
young and mature.
In census from the year 2013, population of Potkozarje shows a tendency of aging, in
comparison with 1991.
Table 7. The age structure of population of Potkozarje, according to the census from 1991 and 2013.
1991
2013
Micro-regions of
60
and
Potkozarje
0-19
20-59
0-19
20-59
60 and more
more
East
28,6
54,9
16,4
24,7
55,6
19,5
North east
24,2
52,8
22,8
18,0
52,2
19,0
West
24,2
54,9
20,8
18,0
57,1
24,7
North west
22,5
54,7
22,7
17,4
54,8
27,6
South
34,6
51,2
14,0
18,7
56,7
24,5
Source: [4],[7]

In the census in 2013, it is recorded an overall decrease of the population in the region by
26% , and in central settlements by 31,4%.
Low industrialization and urbanization of central settlements only partially mitigated the
intensity of emigration and functional destruction of the region.
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Table 8. Settlements of Potkozarje by the size categories, according to the census from 1991 and 2013
1991
2013
Numb
Numb
% of the total
% of the total
Number of
er of
Number of
er of
Size group
number
of
number
of
residents
settle
residents
settlem
residents
residents
ments
ents
From 100
1 276
19
1,0
3 142
46
3,4
From 101 to 500
23 875
93
19,4
18 883
77
20,7
From 501 to 1000
19 007
28
15,4
15 166
21
16,6
From 1001 to 2000 27 432
20
22,3
15 411
12
16,9
From 2001 to 5000 51 251
8
41,7
38 495
12
42,2
Total
122 841
168
100,0
91 097
168
100,0
Source: [4],[7]

Small settlements have the largest share in Potkozarje (less than 500 residents) 73,2%,
medium size settlements (less than 2000 residents) 19,6% and large settlements (over
2000 residents) 7,1%. The region is dominated by small settlements with large dispersion,
which complicates their traffic connection, maintenance of existing infrastructure and
revitalization.
CONCLUSION
The specificity of the regional system of Potkozarje, it is primarily referred to the
demographic and social-economic structures, is in many ways defined by the special
circumstances in which this spatial system developed, after World War II. Taking into
account these assumptions of the development and influence of the state – former SFRY,
its potentials, general, economic and social development, but also the influence of the
regional environment and in particular the leading development centers from the region,
Potkozarje, in a long period of time was exposed to all destructive processes of general
and regional development.
On the other hand, a respectable coverage of the regional system of Potkozarje, but
without development and sufficiently developed centers, which would stimulate
development, has even more been exposed to the functional impact of the centers from
the surroundings. Therefore, system of Potkozarje was day by day becoming more a
”system” of smaller, relatively differentiated zones determined by the influence of
gravitational range of development centers from the region, and more regional ”system”
marked only by geographical concept. Characteristic historical periods, particularly
socialist, marked by strong industrialization, but also the processes that have left the
destructive consequences in some rural areas, as it is Potkozarje in some parts, strongly
influenced the shaping of the cultural landscape, as an expression of specific socialeconomic and overall development processes.
General development of Potkozarje, in the period after the civil war, was not significantly
changed, in relation to the period up to 1991, there was no construction of local roads and
other infrastructure, which would connect rural settlements, in the area of hills and
foothills, with the local and municipal centers in the region and its surroundings, which
would slow down the destructive processes in the region.
Mulching of households and unplaned construction also affect the overall territorial
organization of the settlement system. Central settlements with their spatial expansions,
in the border area of the region in surroundings of development centers Banjaluka, Laktaši
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and Prijedor cause sequel, but also additional problems in the valuation of agricultural
space.
Reduce in the number of the region‛s population also causes certain problems in the
spatial distribution of social infrastructure (schools, ambulances, post office) and its
survival.
In spatial expansion of central settlements it is important to emphasize the necessary
social care for the protection of agricultural land, because on the basis of
morphophysionomical features of Potkozarje, agrarian function makes the perspective of
the region.
Potkozarje has a tradition in the development of balneological tourism and, in accordance
with its position in the mountain system of Kozara, significant transit function in the
development of tourism of the mountain area. Therefore, it is realistic to expect that the
development of tourism in the mountain area of Kozara will affect other functions of the
central settlements in the region, specially those with transit role.
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ABSTRACT
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are successfully used in many different fields such
as military, forest fire, archaeological sites, agricultural applications, traffic control,
radiation monitoring, natural disasters, urban management etc. At the same time, UAVs
are extremely important tools for achieving accurate and up-to-date information quickly
and economically. Today, UAVs can stay in the air for up to about 3.5 hours, and during
this time they can take in aerial images that can produce ortho-images of an area of about
15 square kilometers. All of these features make UAV the tool of professional land
surveying and ortho-image production that is fast, accurate and easy to use.
The most important basic component in Geographical Information Systems (GIS) is
geographical data. UAVs which produces this data quickly and accurately, are one of the
most important data collection methods. In recent years, it has been utilized effectively
from the production of ortho-images used as basic data in GIS. In this study, the data
obtained from the UAV at the study area of Cumhuriyet University Campus (Sivas city,
Turkey) were evaluated with the photogrammetric data evaluation software Pix4D and
the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and ortho-images were produced. By interpreting these
products, geographical layers such as buildings, electric poles, roads and manholes related
to the campus were created on the GIS environment and the infrastructure of the Campus
Information System (CIS) was established. Thus, a inquirable and analysable GIS-based
system has been created to contribute to the management and planning activities to be
carried out on the campus. As a result, UAV photogrammetry is a fast and easy to get
economic geographical data for GIS-based studies, and is a tool for updating these
systems in efficient times to provide effective and productive results and updates to
information systems.
Keywords: Geographical Information Systems, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Campus
Information System
INTRODUCTION
UAV systems developed so fast over the last decade, it is now placing classical
photogrammetric and remote sensing methods efficiently. Not only they are used in strict
applications, but also in a variety of fields like agricultural applications [15], surveillance
missions [9], aerial monitoring [8], cultural heritage [11], cadastral [7] applications etc
[19]. UAV systems have enabled easy, autonomous and low cost acquisition of aerial
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photos. Researchers have worked on reliability of these systems for over a decade. Now,
still with some issues they are used in a variety of fields as a first hand data acquisition
systems.
An UAV system usually consists of related payload, a ground control station for mission
planning, real time navigation and communication link between station and vehicle [3].
They require no onboard pilot and can maintain a flight pattern above ground [12].
According to the size of the UAV, there are various launching methods like air, handheld,
mechanical and autonomous. Technological improvements in Global Navigation Satellite
Systems, digital cameras (pref. consumer digital camera types) allowed smaller UAV to
be used in various applications. Eisenbess [5] and Blyenburgh [16] provided valuable
reports about UAV classifications. Not only camera sensor are applied to UAV systems.
There are also measurement devices like Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) scanners
[14], Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) [10] that can be applied to UAV systems but due
to their cost, weight and size, they remain challenging in most ways.

Figure 1. UAV Payload [17]

CIS of a university consists of geographical and non- geographical data of the study area.
The main use of CIS is to store, query, analyze and present this data to the user with
various formats (ie. Charts, reports, maps etc.) [2]. With the design of a CIS, personnel
and facility management of a university and also creating plans for the future would be
based on a real time based system that can be updated and analyzed at any time desired.
There are a lot of previous works about CIS. Aydınoğlu & Yomralıoğlu [2] and Kahraman
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et al. [6], published web based campus information systems in their studies. Asif &
Krogstie [1], created a campus-wide information mobile system that provides user-centric
information to students.
In this study, it was aimed to create the infrastructure the CIS of Cumhuriyet University
of Sivas Province, Turkey by integrating with GIS of data obtained from UAV. Thus,
queries, spatial analyzes and documentations can be performed quickly and effectively
on the CIS environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The UAV flight mission consisted of 1170 images, also covered approx. 681 hectares. C
Astral Bramor model UAV system was used in the study [18]. Nine Ground Control
Points (GCPs) were used in georeferencing stage, Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) was
set to 3.37 cm and a root mean square (RMS) error of 0.02 m for horizontal and 0.05 m
for vertical was obtained. A detailed workflow of the study is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Study Workflow

Creating the infrastructure of CIS of the study area took around like 3 months. Flight
session, GCP establishing and Production of Ortho-images and DTMs parts were
completed in 15 days. Digitalization, non-geographical data gathering and the integration
of geographical and non-geographical data stages were the most time consuming parts of
the study, as it involves gathering data from administrative units, digitalization of the
entire buildings with their room structures, roads etc., one-on-one integration between
these data.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ortho-image of the study area was produced via data obtained from UAV (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Orthoimage of the study area (Cumhuriyet University)

After processing stage of the raw images, digitalization process of the campus was
performed. This process aims to create vector data of the campus area based on the orthoimages and DTM. Non-geographical data (ie. Personnel names, date of birth etc.) is then
introduced to the CIS in order to make it available for queries and analyzes. This part is
definitely the hardest part of this study. The UAV flight mission with its processing stage
took about half a day. Digitalization of the campus, gathering administrative and
educational data took months in order to be complete (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. CIS infrastructure for Cumhuriyet University

Figure 5. Detailed structure of a building
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Geographical data was digitalized from the ortho-image. Non-geographical data was
prepared as tables in order to be put into geographical data to make the CIS ready for
queries and analyzes. Some examples of tables can be seen in Fig. 6. Note that tables were
prepared in Turkish language in order to be presented in the native language. Also, not
all the fields but some examples’ text data is presented in the Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Academician and Department tables

A network dataset is constructed based on the road geographical data in the CIS. An
example of shortest car path to a desired point in CIS is presented in Fig. 7. Note that, the
closest routes are solved between 1st and 2nd, 3rd and 4th points.
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Figure 7. The closest route between 1st and 2nd, 3rd and 4th points

A handful of queries can be done in a CIS. By the help of “Selection” tab of ArcGIS
software, every text-based data can be queried from geographical data located in the CIS.
A small example of a room query is presented in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Room number queries with details
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CONCLUSIONS
If a CIS is supported by real time geographical and non-geographical information to be
up-to-date, it can used to enhance the quality and integrity of administrative works, to
select suitable locations for construction works (i.e. suitable location for a student
residences/hostels in contrast to locate them closer to shopping places, educational
buildings etc.), to create suitable road maps for a possible disaster evacuation scenario
and etc.
Nowadays, it is not enough to create the infrastructure of CIS. It will be highly utilized
for users in case CIS is published on the web or mobile environment. Up-to-date and
accurate geographical data is too important for CIS studies. UAV is one of the most
effective and indispensable tool in terms of obtaining geographical data. Consequently, it
is reveal that UAV is one of the most remarkable geographical data collection methods
for GIS-based studies.
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ABSTRACT
The achieved level of education is one of the fundamental benchmarks defining the social
and economic development of a country and the quality of life of its citizens. The training
of future teachers (pedagogical staff) is of crucial importance in that matter. The
innovation approaches in achieving higher quality training and their application need to
be aligned with the current demographic changes and their influence on the labor market.
The publication focuses on the process of training geography teachers in the Sofia
University “St. Kliment Ohridski” and the application of such innovative approaches that
are in line with the contemporary requirements and the needs for high quality
geographical didactic education. Research methods: Theoretical analysis, empirical
analysis, qualitative and quantitative analysis and evaluation, statistical methods.
Key words: Innovative, training, geography, teachers, quality
The education of a population is one of the most significant indicators characterizing the
socio-economic development of a country and the quality of life of its population. At the
present stage the changing socio-economic environment in Bulgaria sets new
requirements for the development of education, meeting the leading standards in the
countries of the European Union. At the same time, these requirements must also take
into account the demographic and social changes taking place in our country and their
impact on the labor market. Improving the quality of educational services can also be seen
as a prerequisite for providing the country with well-trained staff in all spheres of public
life. The importance of education and skills of human resources is further enhanced in the
conditions of globalization and free movement of young people seeking quality education
services.
The educational level of the population is the basis of international comparisons for the
social progress of countries in different parts of the world. Among the most used for these
comparisons are the Human Development Index and the Social Progress Index [1]. In
both indices, Bulgaria has improved its position over the past two decades.
The Human Development Index covers three measurable aspects of human development
- a long life in good health (measured by life expectancy), education (measured by adult
education and school attendance by children) and a good standard of living (measured at
the level of income and purchasing power). In 2015 Bulgaria is 59th in the Human
Development Index. The better position of the country compared to the previous years is
due to the well-known increase in the average life expectancy of 73.6 years, as well as
the slight increase of the gross national income per capita. UN data show that 98.4% of
the population over the age of 15 in Bulgaria is literate. The deficiency of the Human
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Development Index can be determined by the fact that it does not give an idea of the
educational structure of the population by degrees of education.
Regarding the Social and Environmental Progress Index Bulgaria improves its position
two steps ahead in 2017 and ranks 41th among the 128 countries in the world [1]. The
report is based on an analysis of the situation in the surveyed countries by the US NGOSocial Progress Imperative. Unlike the Human Development Index, the Social
Development Index has more and more diverse compositional indicators used to assess
the environmental and social surroundings for the life of the population. They have a total
of 12 and are divided into several groups related to the satisfaction of the basic human
needs, providing the necessary welfare of the population and opportunities for its
development and social inclusion [2]. Two of the indicators reflect the conditions for
increasing education - access of the population to basic education and access of the
population to higher education. The remaining indicators are related to certain aspects of
the state of the surroundings and the social environment, including nutrition and
sanitation, housing security, personal safety, health, personal freedom and right of choice.
Each of these indicators yields a distinct number of points and determines the location of
the country among the remaining 128. Strengths in Bulgaria's presentation in the report
include access to housing and higher education, the satisfaction of basic human needs and
progress in some aspects of ecology. From the educational conditions' point of view, the
differences in access to basic and higher education in the country make an impression.
On access to primary education, Bulgaria is ranked 46th, while on access to higher
education it is 38th in the world ranking. Bulgaria's achievements in higher education are
well above the average in the ranking. The good results coincide with the results of the
last census of Population in Bulgaria in 2011 [3]. As of 2011, the number of people with
completed higher education is 1 348,7 thousand, which means that every fifth (19.6%) is
a graduate. Compared to the previous census in 2001, the relative share of graduates
shows an increase of 5.5 points. In addition to broad access to higher education, the reason
for the good ranking of Bulgaria is the equal representation of both genders in universities.
Data from the last census shows that men's education as a whole is slightly higher than
that of women due to the higher relative share of men with secondary and higher
education - 63.6% vs. 62.4% for women. At the same time, it should be noted that women
in Bulgaria graduate from higher education more often than men. For example, at the time
of the census graduates are 791.8 thousand women (22.3% of the women aged 7 and
older) and 556.9 thousand men (15.7% of men aged 7 and older). These favorable results
are assessed as a good starting point for improving the quality of labor potential but do
not mean that there are no problems in the higher education sector. The report on Bulgaria
in the European Commission's 'Education and Training in Europe' survey among the most
important tasks of higher education in Bulgaria is the increase in its quality and
applicability in the labor market [4]. This necessity is confirmed by the lower employment
rate of recent graduates in Bulgaria. In 2016, it is 78.5% at an average of 82.8% for EU
countries. At the same time, there are discrepancies between the skills and knowledge of
young graduates and the requirements of their subsequent employment. The data for our
country shows that 35% of graduates of a Bachelor's degree work in a position that does
not require the specified degree. For comparison, the average value of this indicator in
the EU is about 25%. Problem is represented by the imbalance established in the last years
in Bulgaria in the scientific and professional sectors. In 2015 half of the graduates in
Bulgaria have studied social sciences, business management and law with an avarage of
25% for the EU as a whole. At the same time, the share of graduates in different practice618
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related fields related to the development of medicine, engineering and natural sciences is
decreasing, which in the future will exacerbate the problems with the development of
important social sectors such as health care, social care, education, etc. [5].
In the context of globalization and increased migratory activity of the population in
different parts of the world, the importance of profiled knowledge will become more and
more important for the world as a whole as well as for individual countries and regions.
The objective of this process is to increase the interest in geographic knowledge as a
whole and in its specialized fields related to geographic education. As a positive step for
the development of the geographic education in our country we can mention the inclusion
of Geography in the priority professional fields, which are financed with priority in the
state universities in Bulgaria.
Regarding the preparation of the future pedagogical specialists in our country - geography
teachers, the country, in the face of the Ministry of Education and Science, develops an
active strategic policy for their quality education. The challenges of our times have, over
the years, led to radical and strategic changes in the legal framework outlining the state
requirements for acquiring a professional qualification as a teacher, including Geography.
By the ordinance adopted in 2017 by a Decree of the Council of Ministers of the Republic
of Bulgaria, № 289 in force for the academic year 2017/2018, new rules and conditions
for acquiring a teaching capacity will be enforced, which will considerably improve the
quality of the training of future teachers [6]. The Ordinance outlines the new accents in
this training, fully in line with the modern development of Geographical Education, which
is based on the expectation of future teachers with their knowledge, skills and
competencies to fully satisfy the expectations of the Bulgarian society and all the
educational subjects in it.
During the academic year 2017/2018 at the Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski ", in
accordance with the requirements of the new normative document, began the training of
the first bachelor degree from Geography, History and Geography and Geography and
Biology at the Faculty of Geology and Geography. On the basis of the new adopted and
already existing curriculum in the faculty [7], a variety of theoretical and practical
disciplines are offered, in compliance with the new regulation on the state requirements
for acquiring the professional qualification "teacher". Innovations can be analyzed as
qualitative - related to the contents of the read courses and practical exercises, and
quantitative - on the change in the teaching hours of the disciplines. Several findings can
be summarized to clarify the nature of the innovations that imply better education for
future Geography teachers.
Teaching is mainly done in two major directions: theoretical training and practical
training.
Theoretical training suggests learning in three groups of disciplines: compulsory, elective
and facultative.
Compulsory disciplines include the following courses: Pedagogical Psychology;
Pedagogy; Methodology of geography education; Inclusive education and project-based
training; Information and Communication Technologies in Geography education. It gives
an impression of the traditional place with the necessary number of hours in the main
courses in Psychology, Pedagogy, and Methodology of Geography Education. They are
a serious theoretical basis on which private didactic courses are built in the coming years,
more closely related to the Didactics of Geography. Novelty is the compulsory course "Inclusive Education", which is an adequate strategic decision related to the growing
number of dropouts from the Bulgarian education system, children with various problems
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and children with special educational needs. The course in audiovisual technologies in
education, in line with the development of modern technologies in education, has now
been replaced with the course "Information and Communication Technologies in
Geography Education", which responds to the increasingly present and necessarily
competent approach in Bulgarian education in particular development of digital
competence. The minimum hours of academic hours are retained against older normative
documents, respectively for the Pedagogy and Psychology courses they are 60 hours; for
the course on Methodology of Geography Education - 90 hours; Inclusive Education - 15
hours, and Information and Communication Technologies in Geography Education - 30
Academic Hours.
Elective courses have a course of at least 30 academic hours, meaning they are divided
into two groups as follows: First group: pedagogical, psychological and private-didactic,
and Second group: interdisciplinary and applied-experimental. To the First group,
according to the new curriculum in the Faculty of Geology and Geography, the following
disciplines are offered: Methodology and Methodology of Pedagogical Studies, Control
and Diagnostics of Results in Geography Education, Rhetoric and Applied Psychology.
The Second group of disciplines refers to: History of Geographical Discoveries,
Landscape Geography of Bulgaria, Regional Geography of the European Union,
Ecological Hydrology and Renewable Energy Resources. It is noteworthy that both
groups are closely related both to the traditions of geographic didactic education in
Bulgaria (first group) and to contemporary problems, the study of which will give a
clearer idea to future teachers of global themes needed in teaching the subject Geography
at school. Trained bachelors must choose a minimum of two disciplines from each group
according to their personal interests.
Optional learning subjects broaden students' knowledge in several areas: History of
Geography Education and Modern Geography Education Models.
The second major direction in the preparation of future geography teachers is related to
their practical training. The training is intended to be related to the Hospice, Current
pedagogic practice and Internship practice. Teacher training is closely linked to the
observation and analysis of pedagogical situations, geography lessons and other forms of
school education. The discipline exists traditionally and is the practical expression of the
training of the students in the theoretical course on Geography training. The other two
practices - current and internship - are also traditional in the preparation of future teachers.
It is noticeable that the hours for practical classes are increased according to the new
normative documentation. If for Pedagogical Practice up to 45 hours were spent a year
ago, now they are 60 hours, and for trainees, if they were 75 hours, they are now 90 hours.
This decision, reflected in the new Ordinance on acquiring a professional geography
teacher, is, in our opinion, adequate, as on the basis of more practical activities within the
framework of the practices, students gain more experience, confidence and self-esteem,
observing the greater variety of pedagogical situations in school, preparation and delivery
of different types of lessons and development of different pedagogical forms of learning
[7].
The new normative documentation can be accepted as a good basis and approach on
which could be built a better education and academic education of the future teachers of
geography in Bulgaria. The strategic decision for qualitative meaningful change, the
preparation of new lecture courses and the traditional retention of old courses, as well as
the decision to increase the time for practical preparation of the students preparing for
teachers is in line with the state policy, the expectations of the society towards the
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geographic education and the new trends in the development of the Didactics of
Geography in Bulgaria.
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ABSTRACT
The main problem in contemporary geography didactics is the demand for quality and
efficiency of the geography educational process. The topicality of this issue is conditioned
by the requirements of Bulgarian society towards geographic cognition and knowledge
and improving individual’s ability for successful social and professional adaptation and
realization. These needs call for changes in geography educational process, mainly aimed
at creating conditions for the transformation of geographic information into knowledge,
skills, competences and patterns of personality that are relevant to the life and activity of
the students. Considering the mentioned facts, the paper reveals the specifics of modern
educational process in geography and outlines the perspective for its development.
Keywords: geography, geography didactics, learning process
Modern geography education evolves into "new realities" and experiences serious
pressure from ever-increasing public needs and expectations. This is due to a number of
factors of a different nature, scale and mode of influence: political, social and economic,
global educational trends, new scientific orientations and concepts, impact of higher
technologies and communications, changed personal attitudes and values. In this respect,
the new realities are a serious challenge and they require important changes in the nature
of geography education thus focusing attention and efforts on different research positions.
Searching for quality and efficiency of geography education always goes through the
geography educational process. And this is quite natural, since it establishes the
conditions for transforming geographic information into knowledge, skills, competences
and patterns of behavior that are of great significance to the life and activity of the student,
namely "the means of achieving public and personal effectiveness" [5]. In relation to the
above, the aims of this paper are:
- to reveal the specifics of the modern educational process in geography;
- to outline the prospects for its development.
Generally speaking, under educational process is meant the act of real interaction between
the teacher and the pupils in a specific (local) environment and on the basis of specific
learning content to achieve certain goals [3], [4].
The analysis of this definition focuses on several specifics of the educational process,
namely:
- real interaction between the two subjects in a specific (local) environment;
- interaction based on specific learning content;
- interaction aimed at achieving certain goals [5].
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Therefore, the search for quality and efficiency of the educational process goes through a
thorough study of the interaction. We present the interaction between the subjects using
the Iceberg Model [2] (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Figure 1. The two sides of the „Iceberg model“

We use precisely this model because it reveals some basic considerations:
- Personal characteristics remain hidden but they should be explored more thoroughly
as they inevitably affect the apparent competence of students.
- The teacher influence is aimed at building the competence of the pupils but it is also
directed towards their personal traits.
- The interests, motivation and active attitude of students are the essential prerequisite
for achieving the objectives of the interaction.

Figure 2. Influences in the „Iceberg Model“

So in the context of geography education, this means that the educational process in
geography should develop on the basis of the interests, motivation and active attitude of
the students. This implies the purposefulness of the activity and the clear stated attitude
towards geographic learning content.
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Given that the goal of geography education is to shape the pupils' geographic culture [1],
[6], development of their literacy, competence, model of behavior and value orientation,
the educational process in geography should focus on:
- stimulating the cognitive activity of students;
- wide application of an active approach;
- problem centered education;
- increased student activity;
- reflection and self-reflection.
In our opinion, the development of the educational process focused on these highlights
implies higher quality and efficiency.
The problem centered educational process in geography is conditioned by the developing
nature of the training, the need to develop the cognitive and creative abilities of the
students. Practically, it is achieved by problem solving and problematic tasks and helps
to overcome the passive perception, memorization and simple reproduction of the
curriculum. And it is done through:
- learning situations purposefully organized by teacher which are related to resolution
of studied problems and for which the available students’ knowledge and experience
is insufficient; situations requiring "learning by discovery";
- pre-selection of problems and facts by the teacher that involves pupils in intellectual
difficulty and the overcoming of which leads to "new knowledge and new
experience";
- interaction between the teacher and the pupils with active participation of the latter in
the "simulated" by the teacher research process;
- curriculum selection in which the contradictions in geography science are shown; the
contradictions between pupils' life perceptions and scientific geographic knowledge
become evident; to choose and discuss the main problems of geography science and
the ways of solving them; to adopt the methods through which problem centered
training is being implemented [5].
In current paper as specifics of geography educational process are acknowledged:
- the applied geographic principles of learning and training (to explore your homeland
and local neighbourhood/community);
- geographical training methods (cartography and GIS, field study and trips, scientific
research);
- geographic approaches to scientific knowledge (typological, regional, integrated).
The nature of the modern geography educational process is also the enhancement of the
integrative tendencies and the implementation of the integrated approach. We should
emphasize its role as a tool for implementing systematicity in the objectives, content and
organization of educational process, and its usage at both levels - subject (geography)
and inter-subject (geography and other sciences).
The search for a new quality of the educational process draws attention to its
humanization, socialization and technology provision. The humanization is associated
with:
- positioning the students with their needs and interests at the center of the educational
process;
- establishing the new roles of teacher and pupils based on partnership and cooperation
between them;
- managing the learning process based on interactivity.
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The implementation of the activities as educational technologies and their application for
the achievement of the goals of geography education is a step towards its technological
development [2], [3].
Learning in geography education takes place in a social environment i.e. it is a result of
social relationships. The social environment changes: the organization of the interaction
between the subjects; influences the selection of forms and methods by which it occurs;
changes the role and behavior of the subjects; determines their mutual activity. Students
learn both from the teacher and from each other. This determines socialization as a
particular feature of the educational process in geography. And the evolving of
information society and constant improvement of higher technologies influence the
geography training through better technology provision and transforms the essence and
attitude towards geography science.
The above-mentioned features of geography learning process allow us to draw some
perspectives for its future development. And as such we define the following aspects:
- humanizing and validating the new roles of the two subjects (individual, active,
initiative, responsible and tolerant pupils and teacher being organizer, moderator and
partner);
- socializing and maintaining the communication in the learning environment (using
mainly dialogue and discussions, validating the ideas and concepts, adopting
decisions approved by the group);
- technology provision of learning process and the build-up of pupils’ self experience
(when pupils use empirical databases and then formulate independently algorithms
which they afterwards follow in their actions);
- problem-centered learning process (exploring geographic content as a problem that
requires solution and is subject of critical thinking and searching for alternative
solutions);
- management of interaction between the subjects (teacher and pupils) - with emphasis
on differentiating training process according to the individual needs and interests of
the students; implementation of modern educational technologies with enhanced
interaction; transition to problematic training; increasing the role of motivation,
reflection and self-reflection.
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ABSTRACT
Geography education as community activity evolves in line with the changing needs of
human society. At current stage geography education faces different challenges and
problems in its essence and scale. This implies new realities, a new educational culture
and constantly changing educational environment. It is necessary to develop and validate
different educational concepts, to rethink existing ideas, formulations, solutions and
experience, and to generate new ones. So the main aim of current paper is to examine
geography education in Bulgaria from the point of view of social management and to
present its specificity as a social system. Also, it is made an attempt to generate thematic
strategy of geography education in order to draw on its current dimensions and priorities.
Keywords: geography education, social management, educational strategy
Bulgarian education, respectively the geography education in our country is carried out
in conditions of centralized planning and on the basis of a class-lesson system and subject
training. Like any social activity it evolves in line with the changing needs of society. At
current stage it is conditioned by different in its essence and scale challenges and factors:
globalization and economic and political changes in society; the dynamics of knowledgebased society and a new attitude towards knowledge; the penetration of information and
communication technologies in all spheres of public life; the need to coordinate and
synchronize the educational systems of the EU countries to establish a "single European
education policy", etc. All this implies a new reality, a new educational culture and a quite
different environment for geography education. It is necessary to develop and validate
other educational concepts, to rethink existing ideas, formulations, solutions and
experience, and to generate new ones. In relation to the above-mentioned the purpose of
this paper is:
- to study geography education in Bulgaria from the point of view of social
management;
- to explore geography educational system as a social system;
- to generate its objective strategy with a view to highlight its current dimensions and
priorities.
The thematic educational cognition and knowledge is derived from the relevant scientific
field, in this case from geography which is the main source (but not only) of learning
content. It is transformed into a subject of study and organized in the system of geography
education. Like any system it is characterized by certain parameters:
- composition (elements, components, subsystems);
- structure (functional dependency, coherence and subordination);
- organization (order, composition, configuration);
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- particular environment (which influences the geography education) [3].
Geography education is a social system i.e. it is a product, and at the same time a sphere
of human activity. Its range is national with a definite development over time, and by
nature – it is educational.
Geography education occupies a specific place in the general system of secondary
education in our country. Consequently, the most important determinant of its status is
the state educational policy. It is the state policy that directs and regulates geography
education through the relevant normative documents.
Like any social system the geography education is also a complex system. There are two
relatively independent subsystems - at lower and upper secondary level. Each of them has
specific functions, structure and behavior but they are closely interconnected. The two
subsystems form the overall organization and order, the systematicity and the consistency
of geographic education over time. It should therefore be designed in its entirety and not
in a „piece“.
The learning process (from 5th to 12th grade) is understood as a "flow of changing states"
and takes place over time in the functioning of geography education. It can be constructed,
presented and explored in two aspects:
- statically (as an ideal model that designs in time consistent motion from class to class,
from one goal to another, from one learning content to another);
- real act of interaction between the two subjects in specific conditions (as an
educational process with a movement from a "learning problem" to a "solved learning
problem") [3].
The geography education system is not isolated. It functions in a certain cultural and
educational environment - realities that are considered as factors which influence the
system. Depending on the nature of their interaction they can differ in several groups:
- factors of external cultural and educational environment (state educational policy;
psychological and general didactical basis of geography education; modern geography
science);
- factors of internal cultural and educational environment (normative documents,
information and methodological resources, human resources);
- factors of local environment (school facilities, teacher qualifications) [2].
The cultural and educational environment is constantly changing making the geography
education system manageable. The ability to change over time according to the new needs
of society implies that geography education is also a dynamic system. It can react to
changes in environment through new decisions taken by the involved subjects. At the
same time, the sustainability of the system, the preservation of its essential characteristics
within the permissible limits, is emphasized [3].
One of the most important parameters of each system is its mission and its purpose which
explains its creation. The mission of geography education system in secondary school is
to ensure the geography education of young people as part of their general education.
"Geography education is called upon to help students better understand the spatial
relationships of the Earth's surface and the nature of its utilization by man. ... to act in
space wisely, to see the territorial aspects of the problems ... " [6].
In the process of current functioning of geography education arise problems and
contradictions between contemporary requirements of society and its state. They can be
solved in two ways:
- spontaneously (insufficiently substantiated, unintentional);
- deliberately (purposefully, science-based).
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The spontaneity and consciousness reflect above all the relationship between the set goals
and the results achieved by people i.e. mainly the efficiency awareness.
Social management is an activity that establishes the conditions for overcoming the
elementary and aims at purposeful solving of the problems. In general, it has a targeted
impact on the basic parameters and properties of the system (composition and structure,
environment, functions, behavior, dynamics) in order to achieve precisely defined goals
that can be distinguished in three directions:
- maintaining (preserving) the state and its optimal functioning;
- modifying (refining) its condition for the fullest realization of its capabilities;
- improvement - qualitative changes to increase its effectiveness [4].
As a complex and continually sophisticated activity of the people, social management is
a unity of functions, structures and technologies [5]. Only within a certain system a person
becomes a subject and object of an organization and has a definite attitude towards such
properties as integrity, order and direction. The main management functions are several:
decision making, planning, organizing, working with staff, providing resources, control,
regulation, etc. [1], [5]. They are related to mechanisms of organizational and managerial
nature and more precisely to the hierarchy of governing bodies - structures, groups,
subjects with the character and horizon of their functions.
In the context of geography education system which is too complex and analyzing it from
the viewpoint of social management we can point out the following aspects:
- The Ministry of Education and Science takes top-level management decisions
(develops regulatory documents, designs the system at national level, provides some
resources, provides independent national control).
- Regional educational inspectorates (as a lower management structure) create the
conditions for the normal functioning of the system (organize the training, provide
teachers, provide control and regulation, maintain the qualification of the teachers).
- School managers take decisions to ensure successful implementation of geography
training in the relevant school (teachers, school facilities, management of all school
activities).
- The geography teachers take specific decisions to carry out their own activities in the
local environment (they plan, organize, control, regulate, manage the classroom
processes; teachers conduct the actual educational process).
And consequently, some lessons can be learned from the practice:
- The complex nature of the geography education system also determines the
complexity of its management.
- The existence of many hierarchically placed controllers with different horizons of
decisions in different environments with divergent relationships and interaction is a
problem because any incompetent and untimely taken solution creates conditions for
downsizing and deviations from the goal.
- The strong demand for better training and improving of the pedagogical staff in the
field of social and educational management.
- The geography teacher takes decisions at the lowest but the very important level of
implementation of the real educational process so he is the person who is most
responsible for the final results.
As a tool for managing the geography educational system in the secondary school, a
common subject education strategy is developed [3]. What is the essence of this strategy?
It is a conceptual model that has three levels each delineating a particular aspect.
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The first level reveals the essence of the strategy as an instrument for offering solutions
for geography educational system and answers the following questions:
- What are the objectives, the main tasks and the expected results of the functioning of
the geography educational system? This issue imposes new demands on the objectives
- to be adequate to the new society needs; to be decomposed according to the
organization of the overall system; to be measurable; to outline priorities.
- What are the ways to achieve goals and what characteristics do they have? The wellestablished attributes of training process are educational content, educational process
and control. They are second-order parameters of the system because they are derived
from the goal and must be adequate to it.
- What is the resource providence? The answer requires a new approach to classical
resources (documentation, school facilities, teachers, etc.).
The second level shows the "life" of the general subject educational strategy in geography.
It reveals the stages which its existence passes and also the activities related to it:
- Strategic planning - to ensure the system development under the new environment
conditions in order to successfully fulfill its mission.
- Providing resources - connected with planning and the precondition for the next stage.
- "The work of the strategy" - determined not only by its quality and resource provision
but also by the overall organization of its implementation (motivation, attitudes,
awareness, training of all stakeholders with respect to geography education, and
especially teachers).
- Monitoring and control - presented at all stages of the "life" of a strategy and has a
definite purpose (providing information on achievements and problems with a view
to timely regulation, i.e. stimulating and correcting, ensuring the achievement of the
intended goals).
The third level is the technology for the elaboration of the common subject educational
strategy and it is defined in two stages:
- Preliminary stage – where is provided the needed information on the state of
geography education; for the factors of environment; the new needs and requirements
and especially the problems which the strategy should solve.
- Essential stage - ensures the establishment of the strategy.
The elaboration of the general subject educational strategy as an ideal model ( a project)
implies the active participation of a wide range of community specialists - from thematic
science field, geography didactics, experts, teachers, etc. It is necessary to work on the
basis of in-depth constructive discussions and to conduct projects with well-defined
evaluation criteria. It is crucial for successful functioning of strategy to be in terms of
democracy, transparency and publicity. And that’s why the results of scientific research
and broad opinion polls are so strongly emphasized when the strategy is constructed and
for its’ functioning.
In conclusion, we will point out that this study does not claim exhaustiveness. Only basic
ideas are marked in the paper and they are the basis of a larger and deeper future study.
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ABSTRACT
Geography didactic faces new challenges related to demand for quality and efficiency of
geography training. Contemporary “modern” didactic focuses attention on the
development of cognitive abilities of pupils by solving problems and problematic cases;
students’ stimulation to acquire independently knowledge, skills and competencies;
widespread application of problematic and research approach. The topicality of these
issues is closely interrelated with the variety of methods applied in geography education.
And if we want geography training to be in sync with up-to-date changes in the society
and to meet pupils’ needs than the role of the research project as a method used in
geography training is substantial. The art of conducting and presenting project has its own
specifics and offers a lot of opportunities to master the training process and achieve
different educational goals. The main aims of the current paper are: to explore and
describe in brief the project as geography training method; to present its essence and
distinctive features; to define the position of the project in geography training with a view
to improve its quality and effectiveness.
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Geography didactic faces new challenges related to demand for quality and efficiency of
geography training. Contemporary “modern” didactic focuses attention on the
development of cognitive abilities of pupils by solving problems and problematic cases;
students’ stimulation to acquire independently knowledge, skills and competencies;
widespread application of problematic and research approach. The topicality of these
issues is closely interrelated with the variety of methods applied in geography education.
And if we want geography training to be in sync with up-to-date changes in the society
and to meet pupils’ needs than the role of the research project as a method used in
geography training is substantial. The art of conducting and presenting project has its own
specifics and offers a lot of opportunities to master the training process and achieve
different educational goals. The main aims of the current paper are: to explore and
describe in brief the project as geography training method; to present its essence and
distinctive features; to define the position of the project in geography training with a view
to improve its quality and effectiveness.
The research project as method used in geography training is subject to quite a distinctive
interpretation in scientific sources. And if we have to assert this we should point out the
different notions used very often as synonyms of project – “project training”, “project
centered training”, “project learning”, “project work” etc. On the one hand, it proofs its
topicality and on the other hand – is a sign for the ambiguous nature of term in theoretical
aspect. In the presented paper for the most appropriate definition is accepted the term
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“project” and we define it as a method of the geography training which is part of the socalled “big” methods“. [1], [4], [5]
As good working definition in our research is adopted as follows: “Project is synergetic,
activity-based, interdisciplinary training activity which leads to solving of real
problems…and on the basis of interaction between the pupils, the teacher and other
participants…”. It is also directed to achievement of particular goal and aims at
developing the casual thinking of pupils and social learning in the training process. [1],
[2], [3]. This interpretation is the basis for inquiry of essential features and characteristics
of project and project training which are subject of interest:
- commitment with pupils’ needs/orientation to pupils’ interests – the needs and
interests of pupils define the choice of project topic and this is a result of their previous
experience, current and future way of living.
- social allegiance and the project should be close to reality - the objects of project
work in geography training are tasks and problems which arise from the surrounding
nature or environment modified by the human society; the economic, cultural and
social environment of pupils.
- interdisciplinarity – the project training often cross the borders of thematic subject
(geography) and uses information and methods from many other sciences which are
needed the stated problem to be solved.
- synergy and taking one’s responsibility – pupils organize independently the process
of teaching and learning, take part and responsibility in conducting the project and
finding the results.
- purposeful planning of project and clear delineation of tasks and problems – the
project training is always a deliberate activity and pupils should take decisions about
real problems, to plan and organize their own work.
- social learning and team-working – co-work in pupils’ groups; cooperative analysis
and discussion of problems; sequence of results; mastering the dynamic processes in
pupils’ groups; equal participation in group work and conducting social learning.
- binding the different pupils’ senses – the complex problem could be explored and
solved if all pupils’ senses are used in active interaction – “how to make mind, heart
- and hands work together?”.
- conducting a project always led to a final result - a product which is manifested and
could be evaluated from the outside/external audience using exhibition, article in
newspaper, participation in local television channel etc.
- public and practical significance – project offers possibilities to strengthen the
interaction between public activities and school learning when explores problems
from every-day life. [1], [2], [4]
Alongside with all above-mentioned advantages the project as “big” method in geography
training experiences a number of problems and difficulties when is used:
- problems with re-structuring the curriculum content; the choice of work methods and
forms in very restricted timeframes for school teaching; difficult management of goal
setting.
- difficulties with the short time which pupils have to process
the information and necessity of individual learning of curriculum content.
- problems related to impossibility to conduct standardized control of learning process.
- difficulties with resolution of traditional training tasks which are afterwards subject
of objective verification and assessment.
- problems with inequality of less successful pupils.
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- difficulties related to self-organization and planning of teacher’s work.
Taking into account the all above-mentioned difficulties and restrictions it is
recommended to use the project in coordination with traditional approaches in geography
training.
We are searching for proper structure of project training so to become evident the project
advantages and in order to increase the effectiveness of geography training. Of course,
“hard” structure and well-established way of conducting research project are difficult to
suggest because we speak about an open form of training. So having in mind all these
notions we present a general and “coarse” structure of implementing project in geography
training:
- first stage – initiation/beginning,
- second stage- planning,
- third stage – implementation,
- fourth stage – evaluation,
- fifth stage - application [1].
The teacher gives suggestions, ideas and recommendations about the project that should
be elaborated from the pupils at the first stage. These activities could originate not only
from the teacher but also from the pupils themselves, the parents and even from outside
school participants. It is the most important moment when the teacher should cause
pupils’ interest about the discussed problems. Other substantial elements being objects of
analysis are: importance and topicality of the research project; to make timetables for
working process in order to finish in time the project; gathering the needed materials and
information; finding the proper facilities for doing the project in school area, etc.
The second stage begins with reconsideration of the whole project, evaluation of topic,
harmonization of interactions during the working process, and setting time limits. Only
after doing all these we can start with formulation of priorities, aims and particular tasks.
The pupils are divided in different working groups, the tasks are distributed amongst them
and the important parts of working process are structured. Teacher and pupils discuss the
possibilities for mastering the research activities.
The real work is done during the third stage – the implementation of the project. The
pupils, divided in groups, are fulfilling specific tasks in logically subordinated steps. This
stage is the most dynamic one because then pupils gather, analyze and interpret the
information. As intermediate results of the project we can point the solved tasks from
divided in small groups pupils.
During the fourth stage – assessment - the different groups of pupils present results of
their projects in front of the classmates. The results are discussed, adjusted and
supplemented till reaching the final conclusions and formulation. Acting like this helps
pupils to practice adequate criteria for assessment which is considerably important for
mastering their geography competence.
The last stage – the real application of the project – is very important. The pupils search
for possibilities to give publicity of their work (e.g. exhibition, video, slide-show, press
release in local radio stations, television or newspapers, etc.). All these actions make
pupils efforts visible and they appreciate the real implementation and practical value of
school activities in their life and are convinced that it matters.
The geography training offers lots of possibilities for implementing research projects.
And this is a fact due to the up-to-date problems and integrative nature of geography
science. In projects could be explored topics from different fields of interest – ecology
education, intercultural education, problems in contemporary cities, current problems of
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homeland etc. Consequently the geographic research projects should be part of geography
curriculum in secondary school. As positive tendency which supports these statements
we acknowledge the appearance of such kind of lessons in particular textbooks in
geography and economics in Bulgarian schools.
In conclusion we should underline the following final considerations:
- Contemporary “modern” didactic is focused on development of cognitive pupils’
abilities through solving problems and problematic tasks; stimulates the independent
acquiring of knowledge, skills and competences; uses widely the research and
problem-centered approach.
- In order to achieve the above-mentioned aims the role of the research project is very
substantial. It is due to its essence and variety of possibilities which it offers.
- Taking into account the possible difficulties and problems related to planning,
organization and implementation of research projects it is a must they to be in sync
with traditional training methods in geography didactic.
- The nature of geography science implies to put strong stress on implementation of
research projects in geography curriculum in secondary schools and its usage in
textbooks and the real process of geography training in Bulgarian schools.
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ABSTRACT
Since the school year of 2016 new educational realities have been introduced in the
Republic of Bulgaria. The education reform was initiated with the introduction of the new
Preschool and school education Act and its regulations that define the school frame of
geographical education. The education is a national priority with a new conceptual frame
representing a process of education, upbringing and socialization valid as well as in the
training of geography and economics.
This article presents of the training on „Geography and economics” in the new curriculum
– IX –th grade, compulsory preparation. A conceptual and content-analysis were made of
the place, structure and content, new concepts, areas of competence, competencies as
expected results, inter-subject and interdisciplinary-subject relations, activities for
acquiring key competences, atc. In new educational realities the training on „Geography
and economics” has a new model for the Bulgarian secondary school.
Keywords: curriculum, conceptual analysis, Geography and economics, normative
framework, school geographic education
INTRODUCTION
„ No one else can learn, you
can only help him to find the
knowledge in yourself.”
G. Galiley
Training as an educational paradigm is the crossroads where everyone gets the
knowledge, but most of all, helping to find this knowledge in and for yourselves.
Normative educational documents are the carriers of knowledge, and its mentors and
performers are the teachers. The students alone choose the knowledge of their worldly
crossroad, with the basic idea that they have to construct their own knowledge by
interacting with the knowledges they learn in the school environment of different school
subjects. Constructivism as an educational strategy is present in the legal normative
framework and in the geography and economics training in the Bulgarian school, ranging
from the new realities of educational reform.
Geography training in the 9th grade in its main purpose and content framework is „aimed
at acquiring key competences by mastering knowledges, skills and attitudes related to the
political and socio-economic organization of the society, the regions in the world and the
countries in them.”[5] The normative framework of geography and economics training
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in 9 grade follows the logic and challenges of educational reform and education as a
national priority, in accordance with its principles of training and the main purposes
determined in the Preschool and School Education Law. The structural content model of
the study content in studying the geographic picture of the world: political - socio regional geography is preserved (Figure 1). The concept is preserved in continuing to
build on the knowledges, skills and competences for general and regional geography.
1.3. Population structure in the world
1.2. Number, distribution and
movement of the population in
the world

2.1. Regional
Geography.
European region
2.Geography
of continents
and countries

2.2. Regions - Asia, North and
South America, Africa and
Australia and Oceania

1.1. Political organization of
society. A political map of
the world

EDUCATIONAL
CONTENT
BY THEMES
IX class

1.4. Settlements and
urbanization
1.5. World economy

1. Geography of
society

1.6. First sector. Agriculture - a common
characteristic
1.7. Thremmatology

1.14. World and
regional
organizations
1.13. External-economic
relations. Trade and tourism.
1.12. Third sector. Transport.

1.8. Secondary sector
1.9. Energetics

1.10. Metallurgy, machine building and
chemical industry
1.11. Light and Food Industry

[5]
Figure 1. Mind map of the structure-content model of the study content by curriculum

It is visible the unification of political and social geography under a common name, which
does not combine their substantive-content base. The logical scheme of their interrelation
and interdependence is clearly defined: political organization of society - population economy - global and regional organizations. The proposed conceptual model
strengthens the role and outputs the interaction of the subtopics and their meaning for the
formation of an objective picture of the world. The second topic is self-titled and its title
is based on the concept of the scope of continents and countries on the one side, and their
regions and countries in them on the other side, without the approach of studying the
regions and countries. The regions are represented and matched according to the
continents studied in the vertical.
The methodological part contains the scientific approaches and methods (instrumentality)
of the knowledge of the socio-economic processes and phenomena of a certain territory.
Especially useful is the use of the system approach, since geography as a science and the
objects of its research, in particular the territory, are by their nature are systemic. This
approach involves both synthesis and analysis - disintegration of the complex systems
into less complex subsystems, and disclosure of the mechanism of their interaction. Of
particular importance are the analysis of the interconnections within the system and its
relationship with other external systems and processes. [1]
A serious challenge for the introduction of the new curriculum in the 9th grade of the
school year 2018/2019 is the time of applying of the educational reform in the Bulgarian
school. Since the inception of the changes introduced by the new Education Law and the
subsequent normative regulations on the training geography and economics in the 9th
grade is the third year since the start of the reform. Training regulated to the learning
outcomes requirements of the state educational standard and the defined competencies
for knowledges, skills and attitudes are addressed by new specific training purposes and
accurately referenced by area of competences.
The normative framework has preserved a long-standing educational tradition in the
Bulgarian school in geography training - to study the geography of the world, a year
before the geography course of the native country, which completes the compulsory
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geography preparation at the secondary school (Figure 2). The new curriculum is
preserves this traditional educational concept for the school geography, as one of the
principles laid down in the new Preschool and School Education Law – „preserving and
developing of the Bulgarian educational tradition” is being applied. [6] In the new
educational realities, the volume was reduced and was removed from the 9th grade
structure of the study of Nature's Geography, which course was taught in the 8th grade
from 2017/2018.

X class

IX class

VIII class

Geography of Bulgaria

Geography of the society. Geography of the continents and the countries (Europe, Asia, North
and South America, Africa, Australia and Oceania).

Planet Earth. Geography of the nature.

VII class

Geography of the continents and the countries (Europe, Balkan peninsula). Geography of
Bulgaria.

VI class

Geography of the continents and the countries (South America, North America, Asia, Australia,
Oceania).

V class

Geography of the continents and the countries. Geographic information. Planet Earth.
Geography of nature. Geography of the society and the economy. Geography of the continents
and the countries (Africa, Antarctica).

Figure 2. Place of the training in geography and economics in 9 grade in the Bulgarian school

The challenge for geography and economics training in the 9th grade is its orientation
towards the interest and motivation of the students, the age and social changes in their
lives, as well as the application of the acquired competencies in practice. [6] The
acquisition of competencies and their application in modern civil society are the guarantor
for a successful personal and professional realization of the students placed on the
educational paradigm for lifelong learning.
The Ordinance on general education preparation has set the challenge at geography and
economics training as part of the general education gained throughout the whole
schooling - based on the main and scope of groups of key competences. As a challenge
and modern aspect in the scientific and educational space, the training in 9th grade of the
first high school stage of the middle degree is decomposed into nine groups of key
competences - „1. competences in the field of Bulgarian language; 2. communication
skills in foreign languages; 3. mathematical competence and main competences in the
field of natural sciences and technologies; 4. digital competence; 5. skills for learning; 6.
social and civic competences; 7. initiative and entrepreneurship; 8. cultural competence
and skills for expression through creativity; 9. skills for support of the sustainable
development and for the healthy lifestyle and sport.” [4, 5] Each group from key
competences provides and is needed for „the individual's and personal development
throughout life, the building of an active civic position and participation in social life, as
well as its suitability for realization on the labor market.” [4] The totality and
interdependence of knowledges, skills and attitudes explicitly and implicitly leads to the
development of critical thinking, problem solving, responsibility, creativity, teamwork,
and others.
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The state educational standard (DOS) in geography and economics, which regulates the
learning outcomes requirements from the training for the middle school stage of the firstgrade in which falls the 9th grade training, contains the specific purposes and expected
learning outcomes (knowledges, skills and attitudes) by areas of competences and the
relationship with the individual key competences. For the three areas of competences
which serve the 9th grade teaching content, specific expected outcomes are presented
(Table 1). At the DOS level are contained three areas of competences with a different
number of expected outcomes - a total of 12 expected outcomes. [4]
Expected training outcomes and their relationship to the key competences reveal the lack
of one of nine for the three areas – „communication skills in foreign languages”. The
relationship is undoubtedly present implicitly and the signs of it in the activities provoked
by the active verbs 1, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17 (Table 2). The lack of a link 4 – „digital
competence” [5] is not justified, because it determines, assists and cooperates in the
realization of the expected outcomes for all three areas of a digital age and the
development of information and communication technologies in all areas of education
and science.
Table 1. Expected outcomes by the field of competences in 9 grade in DOS and curriculum
EXPECTED RESULTS BY AREAS OF COMPETENCES
STATE EDUCATIONAL STANDARD
CURRICULUM – 9 CLASS
Areas of
Expected
Areas of
Expected
Active verbs
Active verbs
competence
results
competence
results
Geography of
5
9
Geography of
5
10
the society and
analyzes
the society
explains (3)
the economy
comments (2)
analyze
classifies
comments (3)
explains (3)
classifies
knows
knows
characterizes
characterized
Geography of
4
8
Geography of
4
8
the regions and
describes
the regions and
describes
the countries
names
the countries
names
determines
determines
demonstrates
demonstrates
knows
knows
evalues
evalues
characterizes
characterizes
comments
comments
Geographic
3
5
Geographic
3
5
information
identifies
information
identifies
localizing
localizing
interprets
interprets
generate
generate
presents
presents
TOTAL
12
22 (17)
TOTAL
12
23 (20)
[4, 5]

The active verbs used are a total of 17 (22 with three recurring verbs), characterized
repeatedly 2 times, explaining - 3 times and commenting - 3 times. The active verb
characterized (at the application level) is mainly focused on applying the algorithm to
characterize the structure and territorial organization of the economy, as well as to
characterize the specific peculiarities of the regions in the world. The active verb was
used three times which explains (on a level of understanding) the „nature and forms of
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urbanization, changes in the contemporary political map, their causes and the main forms
of political organization of society, as well as the influence of the factors for the
development of the world economy and the territorial its place.” [4] Comment is the third
active verb, which is present three times, and places an emphasis on developing and
refining competences for making conclusions, justify and express personal opinion on
„the problems of demographic and social development, for the consequences of
urbanization and peculiarities in the natural, demographic and the economic image of
countries typical representatives of regions in the world.” [4] The active verbs set in the
DOS are characterized by a wide variety and scope at B. Bloom's Taxonomy levels and
are more determined by the productive nature of the expected outcomes (Table 2). [2]
The curriculum includes the three areas of DOS competencies by changing the name of
the first area. It is not included in the name of the concept of a economy, by adopting a
discourse on the scope and scientific basis of public geography and the economy as an
integral part of it. Another difference is the increased application of the active verb
commented. The areas of competences and the active verbs to them in the curriculum are
fully in line with those of the DOS (Table 1). The active verbs used are a total of 17 (23
with three verbs with a higher frequency of use), explains was used 3 times, comments 3 times, and characterizes 2 times (Table 2). The logic in the structure and the content of
the curriculum follows the DOS macroframe.
The curriculum defines a total of 42 new concepts, of which 36 are single and 6 are
common. Concepts are focused on topic 1 (39 new concepts) and topic 2 (3). This balance
is explained by the school content of the topics of theme 1, which is transformed into a
particular region and country (s) in theme 2. [5]
A new foreshortening in the curriculum in 9th grade is recommended percentage
distribution of the school hours by the types of lessons (Figure 3). A positive side and
challenge in geography training is the increased number of lessons for activities. The logic
of predominance of lessons for new knowledges in the structure of lesson types is
preserved.

FOR NEW
KNOWLEDGES
61 %
(22 school
hours)

FOR
EXERCISES
(ACTIVITIES)
19 %
(7 school
hours)

FOR REVIEW

6%
(2 school
hours)

FOR
SUMMARY

FOR
CONTROL
WORKS

6%
(2 school
hours)

8%
(3 school
hours)

[5]
Figure 3. Distribution of lesson types in 9 class by curriculum

The model of construction of the school content in geography and economics in 9 grade
is spiral. The school content is divided into two main themes, with the first subject Geography of the society (14 themes), and a lesser part (2 topics) of the Regional
geography.
The challenge in the geography training in 9th grade are defined activities for the
acquisition of key competencies. The curriculum contains specifically scheduled
activities to the six key competencies. The highlights are placed on expressing opinion
on geographic questions; bringing out the conclusions; formulation of the evidences and
assessment of objects, processes and phenomena; making schemes, circuits, tables, maps;
use of the information technologies; case solving and argumentation decisions; teamwork
and others with an interactive character.
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Horizontal links that synthesize school content in geography with the other school
subjects are a new moment and challenge in the new geography curriculum. Horizontal
synthesis is defined not on themes of the school content, but on the different key
competences - a total of 11 school subjects (repeatedly referenced to nine key
competences). [3] Each of the school subjects integrates knowledges, skills and attitudes
not in their own aspect, but through a subject synthesis to develop learning, education and
socialization processes through geography training in 9 class.
The school content, activities and horizontal links on the key competences in the
curriculum follows the conceptual framework from the theoretical to the practical, to
interact between the traditional and interactive teaching of the school content, aiming to
preserve and develop the Bulgarian educational tradition.
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